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Preface 

Origins 

Infrared techniques, particularly as applied to military problems, have been 
developing in a gradual way for many, many years. One of the first main 
uses was in World War II in such applications as the DOVE guided bomb and 
the German Lichtsprecher. Since then, the Sidewinders, the Midas satellites, 
communication devices, and a myriad of other instruments and systems have 
been proposed, designed, developed, and used. Whereas in the early iSSO's 
a small group of researchers could convene and discuss most of the infrared 
problems that were then facing the nation, now such meetings encompass 
between five hundred and a thousand people. The techniques have changed, 
the components have improved, and the means of use for these components 
have become more sophisticated and more complicated. 

Early in 1961, Al Canada, who was then at ARPA—the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency—and the editor of this Handbook had a series of conversations 
including discussions of ways to improve communications among infrared 
workers and of methods by which the talents of these workers could be used 
more effectively. Both of us were aware of the capabilities of organizations 
like IRIS (the Infrared Information Symposia) and IRIA (the Infrared Informa- 
tion and analysis Center), but w« felt that something different would be 
useful. 

In the field of microwaves and radar, one of the first unclassified treatments 
of their application to fairly complicated guidance and control and related 
problems was a series of books written by staff members of the Radiation 
Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Many of these became 
classics. We felt that the infrared field could benefit from a similar publica- 
tion program. Unfortunately, monetary problems forced us to modify our 
first hopes drastically.   The result is this Handbook. 

ARPA, via the Office of Naval Research, contracted with the University of 
Michigan to supervise writing of this book, and ONR requested the Naval 
Research Laboratory to arrange for its publication. ARPA suggested that a 
technical writing firm be retained for assistance, and the University, afte»' 
evaluating competitive bids, selected the McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Training Materials and Information Services Division—now Information and 
Training Services Division of the F. W. Dodge Company, a Division of 
McGraw-Hill, Inc. This group, whose responsibility was to the University, 
selected the authors for the several chapters and sections; they were in turn 
responsible to this McGraw-HHl division- 
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The project was initiate«! in August of 1962. Much manuscript was pre 
pared during the ensuing year. In June of 1963 The University of Michigan 
elected to complete the final editing and writing without the assistance of 
McGraw-Hill. Some chapters we.« then finally prepared, and all chapters 
were revis^ed somewhat, edited, and copy edited. The first portion of the 
manuscript was sent to the Naval Research Laboratory on February 25 ^ d 
the last in August of 1964. 

Credits 

Hundreds of people have helped. The people whose help should be ac- 
knowledged in this preface are thoee who have made the most substantial 
cont ibutions to the Handbook, although this should in no way indicate that 
the less substantial contributions were not valuable. The list of contributors 
(page iii) gives the chapter authors with their present affiliations, and the 
titles of their chapters. 

People at The University of Michigan who should receive particular credit 
for their endeavors on this Handbook are Mrs. Hilda Taft and the IRIA clerical 
staff. Mrs. Tall painstakingly copy edited virtually the entire manuscript 
and it was she who brought to my attention all the idiosyr.cracies, irregu- 
larities, and inconsistencies in symbols and equations. If they are incorrect 
it is because I failed to take proper action after they were brought to my 
attention. The IRIA clerical staiF, Dorothy Curtis, Beatrice Godin, Myrtle 
Kreie, Beth Larson, Marie Nichols, and Sony a Kennedy kept track of all the 
correspondence and the many, many revisions and different versions of each 
of the chapter», as well as the stray figures and reference checking during this 
work. I am also indebted to Dr. Georje J. Zissis, who critically read a great 
deal of the manuscript and provided useful comments about many chapters 
but particularly about Chapters 2, 3, and 4. J. P. Livisay and John Duncan 
criticized Chapter 6, and John Duncan wrote one section of Chapter 6; Donald 
M. Szeles provided some additional material for Chapters 9 and 10; Roy J. 
Nichols criticized Chapter 21; John Gebhardt calculated considerable material 
for some of the tables in Chapter 22. 

We received cri icisms and comments from many workers not associated 
with The University of Michigan. Luden M. Biberman, Iiüstitut» for Defense 
Analyses, Weshington, D.C., and Dr. E. D. McAlister Director, Applied 
Oceanography Group, University of California, Scripps Institution of Ocean- 
ography, San Diego, California, jsrovided criticisms for Cuapter 5; Dr. Stanley 
S. Ballard, University of Florida, Department of Physics, Gainesville, Florida, 
provided useful comments about Chapters 7 avid 8; Dr. R. Clark Jones, 
Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Dr. Henry Levinstein, 
Physics Department, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, and W. L. 
Eisenman, Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, California, criticized the 
tables of Chapter 11; Dr. J. Stanley Buller, Santa Barbarti Research Center, 
Goleta, California, provided useful cni      ns for Chapter 12; K. L, DeBrosse, 
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ITT Industr . Laboratories, Fort Wayne, Indiana, commented on Chapter 14; 
and T. P. Jackson, Aerojet-General Corporation, Azusa, California, provided 
useful criticisms for Chapter 20. 

All these people have helped by their comments, criticisms, or creative 
writing. It is only fair acd truthful to add that in the end I have taken it 
upon myself to make some changes either aa a result of what was written, as 
a result of the criticisms, or in spite of both. I hope that my changes have 
improved the Handbook. If you find that you argue with or take exception to 
either what is in this book or what is not, you are arguing principally with my 
decisions. 

The following individuals and compsp-iss provided information that was 
useful in preparing this Handbook: 

J. G. Sample, Rnylheon Co. 
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Regulator Co. 
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I Chapter 1 

! INTRODUCTION 
William L. Wolfe 

The University of Michigan 
! 

 ^  
'. 

The chapt»irs of this Handbook are arranged in a sequence that is now almost tradi- 
tional, and it is logical. The radiators come first, then the medium of propagation, the 
receivar system, the transducers and electronics, and finally a number of special appli- 
cations. Thus Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 deal with basic radiation laws, blackbody simula- 
tors, and the properties of targets and of backgrounds. Not very much attention is 
paid to the more difficult problem of calculating the amount and kind jf gaseous radia- 
tion because it is not generally a problem for the systems engineer, whereas envelope 
calculations based on slide rules and formulas most certainly are. Ti-aceability of 
instrument performance to the National Bureau of Standards is more and more a real 
question; therefore the entire problem of radiometrics has been dealt with in more 
detail than is usual for a handbook. 

Chapter 6 deals with atmospheric absorption and contains some material on scat- 
tering and scintillation. Absorption processes and the calculation of absorption are 
relatively well known, and a detailed explanation of the theory and methods of calcula- 
tion are given. The chief problem here is snowing the atmospheric composition. 
Much must still be done concerning the loss due to scattering, and with scintillation; 
here the terms are not even well defined. 

The next group of chapters deals with optics and optical design. Considerable detail 
is given on design techniques because so little is available elsewhere. The basic 
nomenclature of Conrady is followed. Components and materials are discussed. A 
condensation of material contained in an IRIA* state-of-the-art report is given, with 
an augmentation on glasses Although many optical components are bought by 
specification and fabrication to order, some and even some lenses do exist "on the shelf." 
As many as possible of these commercially available optical components are listed. 

The chapter on detectors is relatively short, but the design engineer chould find the 
extensive table of considerable use. For the first time a readily available useful display 
o! .nost detector concepts appears in print. Methods of tc1* " v, but those listed here 
havfc some measure of acceptance. 

Detectors are often cooled, of course; Chapter 12 presem ie most compre lensive 
table of coolers for infrared detectors ever publ;shed (more have probably come on the 
market since this book went to press). In addition, Stirling cycle systems and tech- 
niques Ui>.ng samples of solid hydrogen, helium, and the like are being developed, but 
they are not sufficiently well along for inclusion. 

'Infrared Information and Analysis Center, a part of the Infrared Laboratories of the Institute of 
Science and Technology at The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michißan. The report referred 
to is 2389-US, Jaruary 1959. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

The chapters on film and preamplifiers conclude the treatment cf the usual "parts" 
of an inirared system. Although there are many brochures on film and its oerformance, 
none has ever appeared that was couched in radiometric terms. It is apparently true 
that all infrared film is manufactured by the Eastman Kodak Company. 

The remaining chapters deal with certain special features of infrared engineering, 
in this connection, the method of writing on systems design is of particular note It 
should be self-evident that no two engineers do system design in the same fashion. 
Some general approaches have been discussed by such texts as Goode and Machol;* 
these usually include a respectable amount of probability mathematics and concepts, 
game theory, and block-diagram operations or signal-flow graphs. They also describe 
certain common-sense approaches to the simplification of the problem by dissectic n. 
To a large extent Chapter 18 is just such a description for infrared systems. 

The authors hope that this Handbook will be used like most other handbooks. Oc- 
casionally the user will browse for ideas. More often he will be searching for the answer 
to a specific problem-the necessary data or the required formulas or techniques. 
The index should be the key to the answer for this need. It has* been laboriously pre- 
pared to include references, cross references, and other helpful clues. The organization 
should serve those who browse and should help in specific searches by having, near the 
referenced, searched-for item, others that are closely associated with it. 

This Handbook is not a state-of-the-art report on all phases of irfrared systems and 
components; it is not and was not meant to be. But in some senses it has to be. A 
handbook is usually a source of useful information —data, equations, concepts, and 
techniques. It includes those things that are useful for undertakinf, certain develop- 
ment and research tasks, but it is not the last, up-to-the-minute word on all subjects. 

As is so for every handbook, this one is neither completely up-to-date nor entirely 
comprehensive. The field is dynamic, and the sum of all material of interest to every- 
one in the field is an appreciable per cent of infinity. The references provide one clue 
for obtaining more information on any given subject. Another source is the various 
information centers dealing directly with infrared topics or touching upon infrared as a 
peripheral interest. Some of these centers are listed below. The Science Information 
Exchange, Suite 313, Universal Bldg., 1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, 
DC. should be consulted for further lists of Centers in existence and their topics. 

1-4. At the Institute of Science and Technology, The University of Michigan, Box 618, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan: IRIA, the Infrared Information and Analysis Center; 
BAMIRAC, the Ballistic Missile Radiation Analysis Center; TABSAC, the Target 
and Backgrounds Signature Analysis Center: BAC. the Background Analysis 
Center. 

5. &?IA-LPIA, the Solid and Liquid Propellant Infonr^tion Agency of the Apphvsd 
hysics Laboratory of The Johns Hopkins University, 8621 Georgia Avenue, 

silver Spring, Maryland. 
6. RACIC, the Remote Areas Conflict information Center, Battelle Memorial In- 

stitute, 505 King Avenue, Columbus. Ohio. 
7. CINFAC, the Counterinsurgency Information Analysis Center, at American 

University, Washington, DC. 
8. IRIS, the Infrared Information Symposia, an organization devoted to appropriate 

timely dissemination of research and development results L> ineetings. Attend- 
ance is possible through Mr. Thomas B. Dowd, Office of Naval Research, 495 
Summer Street, Boston, Massachusetts. 

*H   G<x>rie and R   Machol. Systems Design, Control Systems Engineering. M(Graw-i-iill Book 
Company. New York. 1957 
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2.  Radiation Theory 

2.1.   Radiometrie Quantities, Symbols, and Units 

The nomenclature, symbols, and units of the u.ost important radiometric quantities 
are listed in Table 2-1, which is based on the recommendations of the Working Gmup 
on Infrared Backgrounds (WGIRB) [1,2]. They include and are consistent with Amer- 
ican Standard Z58.1.1-1953. 

TABLE 2-1    SYMBOLS, NAMKS, ANTD UNITS OF RADIOMETRIC QUANTITIES 

Symbol 

A 

n 
V 

U 

H 

H 

N 

P. 

Natne 

Area 

Solid angle 

Volume 

Radiant 
energy 

Radiant 
energy 
density 

Radiant 
power 

Radiant 
emjttnnce 

Irradiance 

Radiant 
intensity 

Radiance* 

Spectral 
radiant 
power 

Spectral 
radiant 
power 

Description 

Projected area 

Radiant energy     dU 
per unit volume   $ y 

Rate of transfer       d U 
of radiant energy    dt 

Radiant power per unit   dP 
area emitted from g^ 
a surface 

Radiant power per unit   dP 
area incident upon 5^4 
a surface 

Radiant power per   nit   dP 
solid angle from a jjfj 
point source 

Radiart power per unit 
solid angle per unit       cos 6 dA du 
projected area 

Radiant power per unit   dP 
v/aveiength interval       dK 

Radiant power per unit   dP 
frequency interval ^ 

a'P 

Units 

cm' 

sr 

cm3 

joule 

joule cm"' 

w 

w cm* 

w cm2 

w sr' 

w sr'1 cm' 

w /X' 

w sec 

( 

•So.netimes radiance ia defined inatead as the radiant power per unit area inot projected area) per unit solid angle 
i'P   \ 
— 1    This is equally correct, but it is then neceswry to insert the co« * factor differently, tf.. it is then 

iA. 
N cm 9 whith M invariant «Ion« a ray, and the radiance of a Lambertian surface variet with the coaine of the angle 
from th* norttji! 



RAD^OMETRIC QUANTITIES, SYMBOLS, AND UNITS 5 

TABLE 2-1.   SYMBOL«, NAMKS, AND UWITS or RADIOMKTFJC QUANTITIES (Continued) 

Description Units 

Radiant power per   dP w cm 
unit wave ao- 
number interval 

Radiant emittance per   dW wem1/x-1 

unit wavelength ^x 
interval 

Irradiance per unit       dH w cm * ^, ' 
wavelength interval    ax 

Radiant intensity per öj w sr ' ^t1 

unit wavelength ax 
intensity                 interval 

NK Spectral Radiance per unit dW wsr'cm*^' 
wavelength interval ax 

A second set of symbols and uniU- (Table 2-2) is as written by Penner [3] and pat- 
terned after Worthing. In this system, ä superscript 0, e.g., Rc, indicates that the quan- 
tity is for a blackbody, and a subscript like ► or X indicates partial differentiation. 
Thus, in this terminology R\0 is the spectral radiaucy of a blackbody m w cm-* fi~l; 
R,,0 is the spectral radiancy of a blackbody in w cm * sec. Other investigators prefer 
to use the superscript or subscript 66 or 6 to denote blackbody. 

Symbol Name 

Pa Spectral 
radiant 
power 

w. Spectral 
radiant 
emittance 

H, Spectral 
irradiance 

Jx Spectral 
radiant 
intensity 

Nk Spectral 
radiance 

TABLE 2-2. PENNER RADIOMETRIC SYMBOLS 

Symbol Definition 

6 Radiant energy 

P Radiant energy density 

^"dt 
Power 

J- an Radiant intensity 

R       6Ar 

Radiancy: radiant flux per 
unit area from a source 
into a hemisphere 

w-ar* W~dAr 
Radiant flux density 
(not of a source) 

i     a 
COS 0 dAr an Steradiancy or radiance °«(r — „ T"i      T.V 

. „ «        d'J 
I or H OT R — —-- Irradiancy 

oAr 

Proposals have been made for altering the present names and symbols. The two now 
most in favor are thoue of R. Clark Jones and those of some NBS personnel. The letter 
would retain the words radiant emittance, radiance, irradiance, and radiant intensity. 
The system would, however, use the sufiix -ance to describe measured properties of a 
particular sample and -ivity to indicate a property that is intrinsic with a material wheu 
used in connection with material rather than field quantities. Thus the reciprocal of 
the ratio of incident power (from a plane wave hi normal incidence on a flat surface) 
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to the reflected power perpendicular to any sample is the normal reflectance. If the 
sample ^zs optically flat poliähed surfaces the quantity is refloctWty. The obvious dif- 
ficulty is in the words emittance mid emisswity, although there Me other difficulties. 

Jones proposes a more general set of specifications. Ha deals with geometrical 
concepts. He calls the rate of flow of any quantity from >; body per unit area exitance, 
the rate impinging per unit are i incidance, the rate per unit area per unit solid angle 
iterance, and the rate per unit aolid angle from a point source intensity. Thon appro- 
priate adjectival modifiers are used.   Table 2-3 illustrates this aystem. 

TABLE 2-3.   JONES' PROFOSED TERMINOI OGY* 

Geometric 
Qu ntity 
i Jones) 

Emittance 

Incidance 

Sterancs 

latensitv 

Radionmric 
Quantity 
(Jones) 

Radiant exitance 

Radiant incidance 

Rad'ant sterance 

Radiant intensity 

Radiomeiric 
Quantity 

(Standard) 

Radiant emittance 

Irradiance 

Radiance 
Radiant intensity 

•R, C. Jones, Terminology in Photometry and Radiometry," J. Opt. Soc. Am., 53, 
11, 1314 (Novemfcer 1963). 

Another set of symbols (Table 2-4) is used in the thermal control industry and is 
gaining favor in a segment of the aerospace industries. It is also patterned after 
Worthing [4].   The systems are compared in Table 2-5. 

TABLE 2-4.   AEROSPACE RADIOMETRIC SYMBOLS 

Symbol 

R 

Term 

Radiancy 
Definition 

Power emitted per unit 
area to a hemisphere 

source 

- Sterndiancy Power emitted per unit 
per unit solid angle. 

area 

TABLE 2-5.   COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS OF TERMS* 

WCIRB Penner Aerospace Jones 

Energy, U Energy, 6 Energy, Q - 

Energy density, u Energy density, p — - 

Power, P Emitted powf    3",. Heat rate, q - 

Radiant 
emittance, 17 

Radiancy, R Radiancy, R Radiant 
emittance 

Irradiance, H Irradiancy, / or H 
orR 

- Radiant 
incidance 

Radiant 
intensity, J 

Radiant intensity, J - Radiant 
intensity 

Radiance, N Steradiancy or 
radiance, B,„ 

Ster«diancy Radiant 
sterance 

Radia.it fiux density 
(not source), W 

'HOT« AOOBDIN Paoor: The N^nttnclaturs Committee sf the Optical Socictyof America haaiw«ntly''30onunended 
that the fiui dentity radiated from « tource U called radiant exitance; the ratio of auch flux fn.ni a sample to that 
of a biackbody be caliod emittance; and that of an opaque «ample with perfect lurfares be called e.miaivity. 
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2.1.1. Rtidiometi ic Quantities as Field Concepts. The extension of the defini- 
tions of radiart emittance, radiant intensity, radiance, and irradiance to describe the 
properties of a radiant field, as well as the properties of a source, ic of great utility. 
In particular, geometrically (neglecting attenuation by absorption, reflection, or scat- 
tering) the radiance at any point along a ray, in the direction of the ray, is invariant 
within an Isotropie medium. In general, Nln* (where n is the index of refraction) is 
similarly invariant across a smooth boundary between two different media [51. How- 
ever, the determination of the radiometric properties of a source in an attenuating 
medium, from measurements made at c distai.^., always involves some assumptions 
about the nature of tho attenuation, eriission, and scattering of the intervening medium. 
Thus, source characteristics calculated from field quantities may be in error by an 
unknown amount. If no attempt is made in the calculation of the source characteristics 
to include the effects of the intervening medium, then the calculated quantities should 
have the adjectival modifier apparent, or they should indicate that the radiant field 
at the point of measurement is described. 

2.1.2. Other Dtadiometric Quantities.   Radiant absorptance, a, radiant reflectance, 
p, radiant transmittance, r, and radiant emittance, e, can be defined as: 

R absorbed 
N 

u 
RtKcidetU 

= 
*■•   'flecled 

/' 
RlneiOmt 

= 
R trantmiKed 

RtHcideixt 

RemiHed 

~ "'   v (2-i) 

ti blackbody    J 

where R is the appropriate radiant quantity «/, JV, H, or N. 
Table 2-6 provides a list of definitions for the "other" radiometric propeni ^. The 

symbolism is still in a transitory stage. The symbols X, T, tf, N, etc., shown as sub- 
scripts (e(» and a, are also found elsewhere) do not indicate differentia; v-m, «^., ex 5* 
dtldk, and for this reason WGIRB kas recommended the use of e(\%> rathar vian ex 
for spectral emissivity, etc. 

Radiant absorptance should not be confused with absorption coefficient, v/hich is 
often represented by the symbol a; however, the symbol o for absorption coeflkien1 

is preferred. 
The processes of absorption, reflection (including scattering), and transmissK 

account for all incident radiation in any particular situation, and the absorptance, 
reflectance, and transmittance must add up to one: 

a + p -t T = 1 (2-2) 

If a material is so opaque that it transmits no radiation, r = 0 and 

a + p = 1 (2-3) 

No specification has been made as to whether specular or diffuse quantities are in- 
dicated, and therefore the relations hold if the same specification is made for each of 
the quantities. 
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TABLH 2-6. 

Smissance 

a Absorptance 

P Reflectance 

€, a, p Emissivity. 
absorptivity, 
reflectivity 

T Transmittance 

T Transmisai^ty 

"OTHER" RADIOMETRIC QUANTITIES* 

The ratio of the rate of radiant energy 
emission from a body, as a consequence 
of its temperature only, to the conjspond- 
ing rate of emission from a blackbody at 
the same temperature. 

The ratio of the radiant energy absorbed 
by a body to that incident upon it. 

The ratio of the radiant energy reflected 
by a body to that incident upon it. 

Special cases of emissance, absorptance 
and reflectance; each is & fundamental 
property of a material that has an opti- 
cally smooth surface and is sufficiently 
thick to be opaque. 

The ratio of the radiant energy transmittesc* 
thrragh a body to that incident upon it 

Transmittance for a unit thickness sample. 

t* 

(h 

ti 

(\ 

€. c. p, and T require additions' luaHfications for precise definition. The 
terms total pnd spectral, and the terms hemispherical, normal, and directional, 
are used and are indicated by subscript, as illus^tad here for emissance, «. 
In each rase the emissance is the ratio of radip . from a surface, us a con- 
sequence of its temperature, to that from a blackbody at the same temperature. 
The subscript indicates the way's) in which this radiation >s limited as to 
wavelength and/or direction. 

Spectral 
omissance 

Total emissance 

Hemispherical 
emissance 

Directional 
emissance 

Normal 
emissance 

waveleng'M irom a 
Ratio of spertral radiancy (or monochromatic 
radiancy at a given 
body to that of a blackbody 

Ratio of total radiancy fn».~i a body to that 
of a blackbody. 

Ratio of radiancy from a body to that of a 
blackbody. 

Ratio of steradiancy from a body to that of 
a blackbody. 

The special case of directional emissance 
when the emissance is in a directijn normal 
to the surface. 

Therefore, precise definitions of emissance will take the fohowing nomenclature: 

tT,i Total heinisphencal emissance 

trv Total normal emissance 

fKn Spectral hemispherical emissance 

€»> Spectral normal emissance 

*Th«aa itoflaitiot.« follow the recent reocimmerdation of NBS peimonel woo prupoee the euffix -anct for epodmen 
prupeniee and wify for mtrinaic mtterial prop^niee. Enuaannce follows he «uggMtion of Judd to ovoid confusion 
wt*h s power flux.   The more recent Off reooinmendatioR would ch'tnge emir« nee to emittance. 
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RADIATION   LAWS 

2.2.    KiichhofTs Lav«; Emisssvity and BlackbodicH 

Kirchaoff's radiation law is 

W 
- - WM, = w* 
a 

Kirchhoff's law can also be stated as: 

€ - a 

(2-4) 

(2-5) 

Thereby e is W/Whlt. 
For the limiting conditions of an opaque material (T = 0) to which Kirchhoff's law 

applies: 

-.. = 1 - p 

A blackbody is a perfect absorber and therefore can be characterized by: 

a = e = 1,   p = C,   7 = 0 

2.3.   Radiation Laws 

U-o) 

(2-7) 

Planck's law is the basis for almost all radiometric considerations; other expressions 
are derivable from it. 

2.3.1.   Planck's Law.   The blackbody spectral energy density for unpolarized radia- 
tion is given as 

WK = 2Trcihk-He>" "r - 1)-' 

Wk 
cr, 

X *{ee'lkT - \) K      4 

This pair of equations also defines Ci and Cz as 

Ci = Snch 

d = chlk 

(2-8) 

(2-9) 

The literature sometimes ccntainh alternative definitions for d that take geometrical 
factors ir.*'» account.    Usually c,  - Srrch for the energy de:i8ity expression, = 2ncth 
for radiant emittance in a hemisphere, and - 2<2h for radiance.   The first (ci - 8nch) 
will be always used here. 

Wi can be related lo ii4 as follows: 

ux = 4Wjc 

where W* is the radiant emittance in a uniform enclosure; 

ux = 2^x/c 

where (Vx is the radiant emittance into a Lambertian hemisphere. 
Wavelength and frequency are related as follows: 

(2-10a) 

(2-10b) 

dv 
-c 

i2-ll) 
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Another useful form for Wk is 

c*h-    \e* - \l 
hv 

x = 

/„lao, 

x ~ T7', (2-13) 

vrNx - IVx (2-14) 

4,^^ = cux (2-15) 

2.3.2.   Quantum Rates in Bl&ckbciy Radiation.   The energy of a quantum is 

rr     L       he    (20 x lO» joule/*)    (1.2398 ev M) (/ = A. = _ = =  (2.16) 

The monochromatic flux n io 

nr = WJhv'= 2rrt-1i'1(ek'tkT - 1)-' photon cm"1 epe-1 (2-l"v 

n» = Wkklhc = 2iTcX-4(e»<'/A*r - l)1 photon cm3 (2-18) 

The mean square fluctuation rate is 

^H1+
e-^T) (2 19) 

Wien e*»/*ir is large enough, the classical result is obtained: 

(Ara)1 = n (2-20) 

2.1.3. Stefan-Boltzmann Lav. When the Planck equation is integrated over all 
wavelengths the Stefan-Boiu-minn expression is obtained: 

W = rrT* (2-21) 
where 

W is total radiant enrittance, w cm * 

o- is the Stefan Boltemann constant, 5.67 x 10 ^ w cm1 CK) ' 

T is absolute temperature 

2.3.4. Rayleigh-Jrans and Wien Laws. These two expressions .'»ntedated Planck s 
formulation.   They are incorrect but sometimes give ' seful approximations. 

The Rayleigh-Jeans equation is 

u» = clX 
s(n7'/c2) = STr^rx-" (2-22) 

The Wien expression is 

Ux = c,X-se"''M*r = 87rcX5e *'■'»" (2-23) 

2.3.5. The Wien Displacement Law. This simple expression tells where the peak 
of the radiation curve falls at any given temperature: 

XM<1.r = 2897.9M(0K, (2-24) 

2.3.6. Maximum Difference Expression. An expression for the wavelength at 
which the maximum monochromatic radiation difference for a given temperature 
difference occurs is round by writing 

d»W 
^7r = 0 (2-25) 
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The resultant condition is 
km** di/j.T = 2404M (0K) (2-26) 

9.A.   Blackbody Slide Rul^s 

Rules have been devised for rapid, fairly accurate calculations of radiometric quan- 
tities. 

2.4.1. The General Electric Rule [6]. This rule, designated GEN-15C. is available 
from the General Electric Company, 1 River Koad, Schenectady, New York; it costs 
about one dollar. Calculations which can be made on the rule are as follows (see 
Fig. 2-1): 

1. Conversions of tempevetures among Celsius, Kelvin, Fahrenheit, and Rankine 
by witting the temperature on one scale and reading it on another - scales ABKL. 

2. Multiplication by the use of standard C and D log scales. 

3. Total blackbody radiant emittance by setting the temperature of the blackbody 
uource on a temperature scale and reading on the E scale (w cm-*). An emissivity 
»cale associated with the E scale permits direct calculation for graybodies; read 
the value on the E scale under the appropriate emissivity. 

4. Incremental blackbody radiant emittance W^ at maximum. The power density 
for al-ß bandpass can be read directly from the W^mnx or F scale. 

5. The ratio of Wi at any wavelength X to that at kmax, WJWKmar. The tempei • 
ature is set on a temperature scale; then WkIWimaJ. is read from the G scale 
opposite the desired X on the H scale. Thus one can and Wimaj. for a given X 
on the W* Mn, scale and then calculate the value of Wk at any wavelength on the 
WJWXmax seile. 

6. The blackbody radiation in any spectral interval. Set the temperature scale 
at the appropriate temperature. Then on the Wo- x/HV. or J scale read the 
perrontag? radiation that lies below a particular wave length X i (on the / scale). 
Do the same for K2, and subtract. 

7. Conversion of range in nautical miles to range in centimeteid with the aid of 
a straight edge, and vacuum calculation of irradiante. These can be made with 
the QÄ.Sr scales. 

8. Conversion from w in.-' to Btu ft-* hr"1. 

9. Number of photons sec-1 cnr' from a blackbody at index temperature. 

Useful constants and other combinations of these calculations are also available. 

2.4.2. The Block Rule. This rule, available fiom Block Associates Inc., 385 Putnam 
Avenue, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts, at cost of about two dollars, consists of two 
curves of blackbody spectral radiance (Fig. 2-2); one is plotted as a function of wave- 
length and Ui? other as a function of wavenumber. By shifting the curves along the 
lines marked, blackbody curves for any temperature can be obtained. The curves 
are made to cross the index line at the appropriate temperature. Then the values 
for the spectral radiance (unfortrnately designated as /> and L) are read from the 
right-hand scales. On the reverse side a curve of Av and AX vs X and v is given. Thus, 
if one knows 4 spectral resolution is Av at a given v he can find the resolution Ac at 
tiut i' and the corresponding X.   Of -»urn;, calculations from AX to Af can air« be 
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made.   Although the rurves are correct, there are slight errors in the text: the table 
which IJ an insert to th«1 spectral resoluten calculator should have 

(2-27) 

(2-28) 

(2-29) 

2.4.3. The Aomiraify Research Laboratory Rule [7]. This more precise, more 
expensive (about $150) rule provides essentially the same calculations as the General 
Electric rule. It can be obtained from: (1) A. G. Thornton Company, Ltd., P.O. Box 3, 
Wythenshawe, Manchester, England; (2) Jarrell Am Company, Boston, Massachusetts; 
or (3) International Scientific and Precision Instrument Company, Inc., 910 Seventeenth 
Street N.W., Washington 6, D.C. The symbol H, rather than W, is used for flux density 
(possibly indicating irradiance).   The following calculations can be made 'Fig. 2-3): 

1. The total irradiance (w cm2) for a ^nven temperature T can be read from scale 
a under a hairline set at temperature 7* on scale c (0C) or d ("K). 

2. The spectral irradianct for a 1-cm wavelengtn »pect"! bandwiHth zt thr maxi- 
mum of the curve Hi,m„j- (w cm 2) can be read from scale b under the hairline 
for the same setting of T on scales c or d. 

3. Si lilar quantities in terms of the number of photons Q can bs obtained on scale 
ffcr Q (photons sec " cm ■') and on scale g for QA,„„^ (photons sec ' cm 2 cm !). 

4. The ratio of //x to HKmas can be found by placing the arrow marked TEMPERA- 
TURE at the appropriate temperature and using the hairline to find HJHkmn, 
on scale a for k on scale i. Similarly, H^^IH can be read on scale i. Ha JH on 
scale m, QxlQkmax on scale n, Qx~-*!Q on scale r, or Qn K!Q on s«,ale s. 

5.   Scale e is the wavelength scale on which one can also read wa"e!engths at which 
//», Qx, H,, and Q, hfive their maximum values. 

The temperature scale runs from 100"K U> 10,000oK, but if higher or lower temper- 
atures are desired, the rule can be extended bj the use of the muitiplicat on tables k 
and / The instructions given here and more are provided on the reverse side of the 
rule, which also gives wavelength, waverumber, and energy scales (but no hairline for 
conversion!). ^ 

2.5.   Blackbody Curves [8] 

Figures 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6 provide information about the spectra! distribution of black- 
body radiation. The first of these is a linear curve with wavelength as the abscissa 
and Wk as the ordinate. The second ;s aemilogarithmic but for a different range of 
temperatures. The third is a curve plotted on a logarithmic wavelength scale and 
linear emittance ecale in terms of the variable XT'. 

Another useful curve is a log-log plot of the Planck equation. The shape of the curve 
is identical for all T and need only be shifted along the line representing the Wien 
displacement law. Such curves are shown in Figs. 2-7 and 2-8. The straight lines 
are the "sliding lines."   Every blackSody curve for any temperature can be obtained 
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FIG. 2-6.   WJWxmax vs kT »or a blackbody. 
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FIG. 2 7.   Wk is k and K 

by VT iving a curve of the same shape along this line. Thus a "do-il-youreelf" slide rule 
can be constructed by putting an overlay on this figure, tracing the curve and the line, 
and placing an index marker at 6000oL, the temperature of the top curve. Then by 
keeping the 'ines overlapped and setting the index marker at the desired temperature, 
the template becomes the black body curve for that temperature. Figure 2-8 is the 
same sort of curve but for a different temperature region These are similar to the 
Block slide rule. 
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Fsc. 2J    Deviations o< V^ien and Rayleii;h-,'eanfl 
ejpr«88i-)n9 from Planck's law. 

Often blackbody calculation« can be made on the basis of either the Rayleigh-Jeans 
or the Wien expression.   Thus, when hc/KkT is large, 

A^ = 2c,AX > e *'•'*" (2-30) 

When hc/KkT is small, 

N, = 2ckk -T (2-31) 

Figure 2-9 providet information about errors inhereiit in using thew expressions. 
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2.6.   BUckbody Tables 

For very careful work it is necesaar, to uoe tables of blackbod> functions with their 
additional precision and attendant difficulties. Since ew' set of tables is a thick 
book in itself, only references to thf^e works are given here. 

S. A. Golden, Spectral and Integrated Blackbody Radiation Functions, Research 
Report 60-23, Rocketdyne Division, North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park, 
Calif. (1960) [9\ 

Table 1 provides WJWkm(U. and Wo-ilW and their first derivative as functions 
ofci/\'i'.   The intervals are as follows: 

cj/XT Acj/XT 

0-2 0.01 
2-5 0.02 
5-10 0.05 

10-25 0.10 
25-50 0.20 

Tal le II provides WKm:iI and W as functions of T from 0oK to 10,000°K in 10° K 
intervals.   Values of the radiation constants are 

d = 27r/tcl = 3.7413 x 10» erg cms sec"1 

c2 = hc/k = 1.4388 cm 0K 

M. Pivovonsky and M. Nagel, Tables of Blackbody Radiation Functions, Macmillan; 
New York (.1961) ilO]. 

Tpble I is a tabulation of (1) Nx vs X and T; (2) the ratio Nk{kTt)lN (0.560 fi, T,): 
(3) ho \IN. These are tabulated to five significant figures for X = 0.2 M to0.590ß 
in 0.005-fA intervals and between 0.590 n and 1.2 n in 0.01-/1 intervals from 800 
to 40,000°K in intervals varied to meet the neea« of the range. 

Table IT continues Table I for X = 1.1 pi to 1100 /1 at temperatures from 20 to 
13,000°K with four-figure accuracy. 

Table III includes: (1) NJN),m^., (2) a restatement of the wavelength ratios of 
Table I and 11; and (3^ a function for computing derivatives of the Planck function. 
These are plotted tor XT' from 0.01 to 0.99 ^ "K. Procedures for evaluation at 
higher values of XT1 are given. 

Table IV has: N, NK max. Xmaj for temperatures from 1000° tc 2500°K at 2°K inter- 
vals, from 2500 to 55öO°K in 50K intervals and from 5500° to 10,000°K in 10°K 
intervals. 

Table V reoe tts Table IV but f . wavenumbers, and Table VI repeats Table FV 
fur reciprocal temperatures. 

Table VII gives luminance from 800° to I'WK in 40K intervals and a table of 
luminance and chromaticity coordinates. 

Table VIII is n temperature correction table —for revised physical constants. 

M. Cierny and A. Walther, Tables ofth. Fractional Function for the PJxmck Radi- 
ation Law,Springpr-Velag, Berlin (1961) [11]. 

Deals with WV-JW plotted vs XTVci. The table* are independent of c«. It also 
includes the first and second derivatives of this function and 

W*.K     IKT d /HV 
W        4 c, 

a^d its first derivative. 

1X7- d /vy»-x\ 
4 d dk\  W  ) 
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Other tables in print are as follows: 

Parry Moon, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 38, 291 (1S48) [12]. 
A. N. Lowen and G. Blanch,./. Opt. Soc. Am. 30, 70 (1940) [13]. 
E. Jahnke and F. Emde, Tables of Functions, Dover, New York (1945) [14], 
A. G. DeBell, Rocketdyne Research Report 59-32, Rocketdyne Division of North 

American Aviation, Inc , Canoga Park, Calif. (1953) [15]. 

Still others exist for special uses: C. C. Ferriso of Convair prepared a set for flame 
calculations (in terms of wavenumber' and S. Twomey of NASA prepared a set (180° 
to 3150K and 20 cm-1 to ?400 cm1), mostly useful for meteorological work. 

2.7.   Radiation Geometry 

The differential solid angle is (see Fig. 2-10): 

._.     r2 sin 6 de d<f> 
dil ■= ;  (2-32) r1 

The solid angle of a sphere is 47r sr. 

The solid angle of a hemisphere is 27r sr. 

For smal' angles the solid angle is the product of the plane angles of two sides of an 
area, and is equa' to the area divided by the distance squared. 

r sin 9d* 

sin 9<i*ci9 
proper 
limits 

FIG. 2-10.    Radiation geometry. 

2.7.1.   Lambertian Sources.   When radiance is defined, as in Table 2 1. ao 

N 
cos edAdil 

w cm* sr" (2-33) 

a Lambertian surface has P. constant radiance, which is the same in all directions. 
In general, when the radiance of a surface at a point is expressed as a function of 

direction, N = Nid. ^), the radiant emittance at that point is given by 

dP 
iV = "- = \ N coad dil 

dA     J 

-// 
NiO,?) COB 8 sin ededv       wem1 (2-34) 

where t.ie integration covers the entire solid angle containing the radiation beam of 
interest.   If this is a perpendicular inverted circular cone of half-angle a. 

W = |     I   N(e,<fi) cos e sin ededifi       wem (2-35) 
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If the surface is Lambertian (N ■ constant), 

1^ = 2^^      coa 6 ^n 6 dd = nN sin* a       wem-» (2-36) 
Jo 

The radiant emittance into a hemisphere (« = ir/2) from a Lambertian sujrface is then 

W = nN       wem" (2-37) 
It is not 

W = 2nN    wem« (2-3&> 

2.8.   Distributed Rmdiators 

If a volume rather than a surface is the source of radiation, then when pressure and 
temperature along the path are constant. 

Wx = WV>(1 - e-*') (2-39) 

where W\ = spectral radiant emittance of the radiator 

WV = spectral radiant emittance of a blackbody 

ak— spectral absorption coefficient 

x — radiating path of the material 

The emissivity of such a pto-tially transparent body is 

ex = 1 - e-" (2-40) 

2.9.   Selective Kadiators 
1 

The radiation from selective radiators can be calculated only by complicated processes. 
Below are listed some of the useful relations.   Penne* [3] is a good source for the theory. 

2.19.   Directional Reflectance and Emiuiivity 
The basic interrelationships lurong the six quantities, normal and diffuse reflectance 

and transmittance, and hemispherical and directional emissivity, are conciatly stated 
in an appendix to a paper by Richmond beginning on page It 1 of [16]. These relation- 
ships are not easily visualized, and some readers may find the following alternative 
approach and terminology helpful. Only opaque bodies of zero transmittance are 
treated. 

The radiance N(, a function of both position and direction, is incident on the surface 
of an opaque body where some of the radiation is absorbed and the rest is reflected 
(as used here, reflected includes difluse reflectance or scattering) to form a second radia- 
tion field, where Use radiance NV of the reflected radiation is also a function of position 
and direction. A'r is directly proportional to Ni in the sense that, if the value of Ni is 
multiplied oy a constant that is independent of position and direction, the resulting 
values of Nr will all be multiplied by the same constant factor. However, it will be 
seen below that the interdependence t the spatial and directional distributions of 
Nr and Nt is more complex. 

The radiant power incident on a particular element 6A of the reflecting surface 
shown in Fig. 2-11, through an elementary beam of solid angle fiil,, from a direction 
(ßi, ifii), is given by 

6Pi(»(, ifit) « Si(9t, *<) cos 0! »ASn» 

= iv((e.,^)sn'(6A      w (?^i) 

where 6ft'i = cos di 6ft 

" sin 6i cos 0i d8, dip,. 
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FIG. 2-11. Geometry of incident and 
reflected elementary beams. The Z 
suds is chosen along the normal to 
the surface element at O. 

The quantity 60'» is the projected solid angle [5,17] of the elementary beam.   Cor- 
respondingly, the irradiance at 6A is 

SHiiOi, 0,) = NiiBi, «',)8ir,       w cm 2 (2-42) 

Then the radiant intensity of the surface element SA, due to reflection (scattering) of 
radiation from this incident elementary beam, in the direction (0r,^r) is 

8Jr(0r. (fir) = p'(0i. <pi , tV. <f>r) C08 0r8P,(0j, <p, ) W Sr"1 

and the reflected (scattered) radiance 

BNABr, (fr) = p'^i, <pi, Or, frlSHiidi, fi)        w cm"2 sr"1 

where 

p"\6i, Ifii , Br, Ifr 
SAM0r,<M       6NA8r,4,,) 
SHiiO,,^,,     Niiet^dSU'i 

sr~ 

(2-43) 

(2-44) 

(2-45) 

p' is the partial reflectance, or reflection-distribution function [18] of the surface ele- 
ment 8A for radiation incident from the direction (0,.</>i) and reflected (scattered) 
in the direction (or. 4»,). Furthermore, by a reciprocity thecrem of wide generality 
[19, 20] "rst enunciated by Helmholtz:* 

p'(0i,4>i, 9I,^J) = p'(0j,<f»2, 0i,4»i)       sr" (2-46) 

Thus p'(ö ,4>i. Bi, 4>t) is the partial reflectance between the two directions (Bu<i>,) 
and (0i, <^i), where either direction may be that of the incident elementary beam and 
the other that of »he reflected (scattered) elementary beam. 

Hence the radiance at a point of the reflecting surface (taken as the origin for spheri- 
cal coordinates) in the direction (Br, <pr) and due to reflection (scattering) of all beams 
of incident radiation is 

•A search for a proof (in English' of this important theorem also turned up a number of authors 
who referred to cr made use of the theorem in various ways without giving a proof [21-24], includ- 
ing von HelmholL: himself [25], although Planck [26] states, without specific citation, that von 
Heimholte "; oved" the theorem. DeHoop [20] not only gives a proof (essentially the same as that 
of Kerr [19]) bv.1 also includes un explicit statement of the requisite conditions. 
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fin    Cull 
N,(0r,ifr)=\ p'N, sin di cos eid6,d(t>, 

= [   p'N,dn'.       wcm^sr-' (2-47) 

The following notation is used to designate integration over a hemisphere: 

Jr fin   fwlt 

f\9,>p)dn=\ fid,?) sin ddedv 
h Jo      ^ 

and 

f ße, v) rfft' » j * f*  /le, <p) sin e cos e de d? 
Jn Jo      Jo 

- 
Relation (2-47) is for a particular point, or for the surface element M at that point. 
For a more general expression, one must also establish the reflected radiance from other 
pointa. When p' and N, are expressed .is functions of spatial location (as well as di- 
rection) for all points on the reflecting siirface, Eq. (2-47) ^ives th« reflected radiance 
iVr as a function of position for these same points on the reflecting surface, as well as 
for direction (?r,^r) at each such point. It is important here to recognize that Eq. 
(2-47) is written above in coordinates which, for convenience, are specially r iented 
with respect to the surface element 8A. Appropriate adiustments must be made when 
dealing with imjgular surfaces where the direction o. «he normal cnanges in going 
from one surface element to another. 

Whether surface irregularities are treated as microscopic [in ehe sense that their 
effects are inte^ated or averaged in the distribution function or partial reflectance 
p'(6i,ipi,6i,<fii)], or as nacroscopic (in the sense that they may be analyzed into 
smaller surface elements SA for treatment as above) can be arbitrary, depending on 
the degree of resolution desired, or can be dependent on circumstances limiting achiev- 
able resolution. For example, in examining the reflectance of a highly irregular sur- 
face containing deep cavities, such as a piece of volcanic scoria, or a coarse, blackened 
cellulose sponge in the laboratory, it may be possible to consider the reflectance of 
different portions of the walls of single cavities i which are then regarded as macroscopic 
irregularities). But when one studies the possible effects of similar surfaces which 
may exist on the moon, where such fine detail cannot possibly be resolved by the best 
telescopes on earth, these are necessarily treated as microscopic irregularities (27,281. 
Still more complicated considerations are introduced when microscopic irregularities 
are small enougli to have dimensions of about, or less than, the wavelength of the 
incident light or other electromagnetic radiation 129-32]. 

The total reflectance p of a surface element bA is definea n general as 

p « 8Prl8Pi       dimensionless (2-48) 

where 8P, is the total radiant power incident (from all directions) on M, and oP, is 
the total resulting reflected radiant power (in all directions). As stated above, the 
value of p depends on the geometry and spectrum of the incident beam of radiation, 
which may be different in each particular case. Here, for the moment, the primary 
concern is the geometry. Hence spectral considerations will be eliminated for the 
remainder of this section by restricting the spectrum of the incident radiation, except 
where otherwise stated, to a region over which p doe« not change significantly with 
wavelength. It is then useful to consider some special cases of incident-beam geom- 
etry. 
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If the incident radiation is well collimated, within a small element of solid angle Sflj 
= sin diddi dip, from the direction {6t, ipd, the total radiant power incident on 8A is 

SPi = SHiWi, ft) S-4       w (2-49) 

Then, from Eq. (2-45), 

8NAe,,vr) = p'SHi(ei,<t>t) 

= p'SP(/6A      wem* sr-' (2-50) 
But 

fPr-8A   f  &NA9r,lfr) dü'r 

-8P([   p'(öi,<rl.^r.^r)rfn'r 

= 6P(pd((^.^1)       w (2-51) 

where pniOi, v)t) is the (total) directional reflectance for a well-oollimated incident beam: 

paiid,,ip,) * I p'(d(,<p(, 8r,<pr) dil'r      dimensionliess (2-52) 

For isotropic surfaces, there is no dependence on the azimuth tp, and Eq. (2-52) aimpli- 
fies to the frequently recognized dependence on 6: pdiiOi, ^() = pdi(9(). If the well- 
oollimated beam is incident perpendicularly on a plane surface, this becomes the com- 
monly reported normal reflectance p» = pdi(0). If a point on the surface of an opaque 
solid is uniformly irradiated from all external directione, i.e., if Ni is a constant, the 
reflected radiance in the direction (Or, Vr), from Eq. (2-47) is given by 

AM0r, *>r) = #. [ p'diVi 

= NipaAdr, <pr)       w cm-* sr-» (2-53) 
where 

PdA0r,ifr)m I  p'(6i,ipi, dr,<pr) dfl'i       dimensionlcss (2-54) 

But, from the recipmhty relation, Eq. (2-46), and Eqs (2-52) and (2-54), 

Päi(9>,<Pt) = Pdr(0i,(pi) =- pdiOuVt)      dimensionless (2-55) 

Thus the (total) directional reflectance ptf(0i,v>i)for a well-ccllimated beam incident 
from the direction (0i, ^i) is also the ratio between the reflected radiance NAB<, ^i) 
in that same direction and the incident radiance iV( when the surface is uniformly 
irradiated from all directions (hemispherical irradiation). This relation [Eqs. (2-53) 
and (2-55)] is the basis for a reflec'-c/r y technique described by McNicholas [22]. 

More important, Eqs. (2-61), (2-53), and (2-55) are the basis for evaluating and 
equating the directional absorptance and directional emissivity of the surface ele- 
ment 6A in a simple relation which has the same form as the Kirchhoffs law relation, 
Eq. (2-6). If, in Eq. (2-53), the uniform incident radiance Ni is equal to NtiT), the 
blackbody radiance (either total or spectral, i.e., in a small wavelength interval at a 
given wavelength) in en isothermal enclosure at roK, and if, in fact, the reflecting 
surface forma the wall of such an enclosure tr that it too is at this same temperature, 
then the radiance in the direction (0i, ?i) from the element of wall surface M is made 
up of an emitted radiance and a reflected radiance, as follows: 

N,+ Nr = erf(OI.^l)N»'7,) + prfr(0!.,pl)A^7,) = ^^(7,)       wem^sr-'    (2-56a) 
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Similarly, »he radiance from the direction (0i, ^i) incident on the element M is made 
up of an absorbed incident radiance and a reflected incident radiance (scattered in 
all directions): 

= Nb(T)      wem* sr' (2-56b) 

Here, tdidt, <pi) is the directional emismvity (at temperature T) of the element SA for 
radiation emitted in the direction (0i,?i) aid ad(6i,v\) is the absorptance (at T) 
for radiation incident from that direction.    Consequently, from Eq. (2-55), 

«d(0i, «^) = i - Pä,ie,,<f>i) 

= 1 — PdKöi, «M = Odidu <t>i)      dimensionless (2-57) 

Note that equilibrium maintenance with conservation of energy (KirchhofTs law) 
by itself would justify only each line of Eq. (2-57) independently, and the Helmho'tz 
Reciprocity law (which is the basis for Eq. (2-46) and, in turn, Eq. (2-55)) must also 
be invoked in order to equate them to each other and so to relate emissivity for radi- 
ation emitted into a given direction to the absorptance for radiation incident from 
that same direction. 

In the more familiar form of KirchhofTs law, 

€ = 1 — p = a       dimensionless (2-6) 
I 

directional quantities are not considered.   Instead, the total emissivity for radiation 
emitted in all directions (into a hemisphere) is related to the total reflectance (in all 
directions into a hemisphere) for un* ~ ' ^.\ radiance (from all directions, i.e., 
from a hemisphere) and to the tot U absorptance for uniform incident radiance (from 
all directions, i.e., from a hemisphere). Ths total reflectance p in Eq. (2-6), for uni- 
form incident radiance (Ni = a constant inoependent of direction) is then 

SA i NrBd'     Nt! p<,{0,<p)dil' 
p = 8Pr/SP( = 

J~ = —A—-  
8A J Nt SCI' Ni J dil' 

= — I pdiß.ip) du'       dimensionless (2-59) 
IT Jh 

The quantities in Eq. (2-6) are those involved in heat-transfer computations where 
the interest is in the net flow of energy across a bounding surface, involving radiation 
received, emitted, or reflected in all directions. 

Equations (2-6) and (2-57) apply in all cases to spectral radiation {i.e., the radiation 
in a very small wavelength interval about a specified wavelength) and hence also to 
any spectral interval in which p or pd (and therefore also c or t* and a or a«) do not 
change significantly with wavelength.   When thermal equilibrium exist«, i.e., when 

iVf-N»(7,)= I' Nk>(T,k)dk 
Jo 

where Nf.i,{T, X) is the spectral radiance of a blackbody at T'K, they also apply to total 
radiation (all wavelengths), even though the spectral reflectance varies with wave- 
length. However, if the spectral refldctanc is not a constant and the spectral distri- 
bution of the incident radiation is arbitrary (nonequiltbrium condition), Eq. (2-6) 
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and (2-57) do not necessarily hold for the total (ail wavelengths) reflectance, absorp- 
tance, and enmsivity. 

The significance of the partial reflectance p' and directional reflectance pd can be 
clarified by relatmg them to the more familiar ideas of diffuse and specular reflectance. 
First, a perfectly difiuse reflector is one for which p' = a constant, so that 

pd = p' I  dil' = itp'       dimensionless (2-60) 

Hence p* is also a constant, i.e., the same in all directions, so the total reflectance p —pa- 
ir p ' for any arbitrary configuration of incident radiation. Second, a perfectly specular 
reflector is characterii'«d by 

NAe,v±TT) = pAe,ip)Ni(ß,v)      wcm^sr-' (2-61) 

By comparing this with the general relationship between incident and reflected radi- 
ances, it can be seen that Eq. (2-61) will result if the partial reflectance p' in Eq. (2-47) 
has the form 

p' = 2pd(e„ <f>, Main1 er - ein* Öi)6(«?r - <^±Tr)       sr-1 (2-62) 

where Stsin1 BT — sin* Bd and 6(^r — >fn±,rr) are Dirac delta functions which satisfy the 
defining relations 

8(u) = 0      for u ?* 0 

I S(u)du = 1 
and j 

/ 
Au)8(u)du = A0) 

when the integration is carried out over the full range of the variable, 0 ^ Ö « Tr/2 
and 0 «s v5 *s 2n, in each case. 

Only what might be termed the external radiometric relations have been considered 
in the foregoing treatirenc, and no attempt has been made to deal with the deeper 
theory relating reflectance, emissivity, and absorptance to the optical constants of the 
materials. A good summary of the most imoortant aspects of that approacl is given 
in [33]. 

2.11.   Summary of Equation« and Constants 

W = <rT* (2-21) 

Wk = 2trc,AX-»(c»"*r - 1)-' (2-8) 

W¥ - 27rc-*A»'*(e»>'kr - l)"1 [follows from (2-8) and (2-11)1 

N\ = Wx/ir (2-19) (only Lambertian surfaces, eg., blackbody) 

f;x = 1.2398 evp (2-14) 

ux = AWJc (2-10a) (within isothermal enclosure) 

u,- = 2WJc (2-106) (into Lambertian hemisphere) 

nt = W,lhv = 2iTC-tP1(eh'lkT - 1) ' (2-15) 

n» = WJhc = 2iTck *(ehelk*r ~ 1) ' (2-16) 

Wk dk = W, dv (2-12) 

(AnT* = n[l +(e»w»r_ i)-«] - r. (2-17) and (2-18) 

X.„r = 2897.9 (M 
0K) (2-24) 
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X«,,. ,.(ffT=2404(MoK) (2-26) 

c ~ i'X 

o- =1 X' = k/2v- = 1/X (wavenumber) 

d\ = ~cJp/v2 

dklk - dW I' 

j = Pn = aP/^n 

w = p. 
//-p. 

= aP/di4 

M — D   _ ^«P flip a»p 
^ = p4n = " r        =    or    where (fn' = cos Octfl 

cosöayian   a/ian' 

^ = 6.6252 x 10-34 w sec' 

ir = 3.U16 

c = 2.99793 x 10* m sec"1 

o- = rrT7T= 5.6686 x lO'* watt cm"1 (0K)" (Stefan-Boltzmann constant) 
15c2/?3 

A = 1.38047 x 1C '• erg CK)"' (Boltzmann's constant) 

e -■ 2.71828 (base of Napierian logarithms) 

hlk = 4.079 x 10 u sec 0K 

Quantity Ci Ci 

Energy density 87rcA 4.99 joule n* m-* 

Emittance 2irc»/i 3.7413 x 10«N. M4 m« 

Radiance 2c» A 1.19 X 10» w M* m 2 sr-' 

c, = cA/A= 1.4388 x 10V 0K 
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3.   Artificial Sources 

3.1.   Theory 

The classic blackbody simulator is a spnerioal cavity made of an opaque material 
and pierced by a smalt aperture. If the enclosure is insulated from outsido thermal 
influences, all parts of the internal cavity walls eventually reach the same temperature. 
When equilibrium is reached, all points inside the cavity have equal energy regardless 
of the iu.'ure of the walls, and the radiation passing out of the small aperture approxi- 
mates blackbody radiation; the smaller the hole the better the approximation. 

A practical cavity approaches i blackboay to the tztent that the radiation entering 
through the aperture is absorbed within the cavity. Since all practical materials have 
absorptivities less than unity, the performance of a blackbody-simulating cavity is 
baaed on the number of reflections that radiation entering the cavity through the 
aperture can make before returning through the aperture to the outside. 

DeVos [1], Edwards [2), Gouffe IT], Williams [4J, Sparrow [5!, and Zissis , have 
written theoretical analyses of cavity radiation. WiHiams' paper contains u criticism 
of the others. The most thorough treatment seems to be that of DeVos, although 
Williams* criticisms of it are valid. Truenfels [7] has also written a pertinent article. 
Fhree techniques are given below (DeVos, Gouffe, and Sparrow). No direct detailed 
comparison of them is available. 

3.14- The Method of Gouffe. For the total emissivity of the cavity forming a black- 
body, Gouffe gives; 

«o = <o (1 + *) (3-1) 
where 

t 
t" = €[i-(s/S)] +(s/S) ,3-2) 

and k -~ il - f'i [(s/S> — (s/So)], and is always nearly zero; it can be either positive or 
negative 

€ = emissivity of mat-trials forming the blackbody surface 

s = area of aperture 

S = area of interior surface 

So = the sun'ace of a sphere of the same depth ...; the cavity i.. the direction r irmal 
to the aperture 

Figure 3-j in a graph for determining tht ^missivities of c.vities with si nple geomet- 
ric shepes. (Values not legible can be calculated without gr>8t difficulty.) Ir the lower 
section, the vaiu» of the ratio s/S as a furctioii oi the ratio L/R is read (L and R aie 
defined ir Fie. 3.1). Reading up from this valu^ to the value of the intrinsic emissivity 
of the cavity rnrV-rial, the vamo of t'o ic found. Multiplying e'o by the factor (1 + k) 
then yields the emissivity of the cavity.    Values of s/S, etc., are given in Table 3-1. 

When the a^rture diameter is smaller than the interior diameter of the cylindrical 
cavity r,r the base diameter of the cone forming a conical cavity, it is necessary tc 
muluply the values of s/S determined from the graph by (r/i?)', which is the rat»o of 
the squares of the apertur« and cavity radii (Fig. 3-1). 
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FIG. 3-1.   Eminivitiea of conical spherical and cylindrical cavities. 

3.1.2. The Method of DeVos. DeVos considers a cavity of arbitrary shapw, with 
opaque walls, in a nonattenuating medium, initially at u uniform steady temperature, 
with one small opening. He adds additional openings and temperature variations along 
the cavity walls, and indicates several practical approximations which are necessary 
for calculation of numerical values.   See Fig. 3-2 for definitions of terms. 

The power emitted from dO is 

'»Pw« = tK
0(k,T)NK.,i.k,T)dw cos eSdilJ (3-3) 

whe:    ivHk, T) — the spectral cmisaivity of dw in the direction of dO (indicated by cub- 
and supencrlpts throughout) for temperatur ■» T and at wavelength X 

iVx./tU, T) ■■=- the spectral radiance of a blackbody for temperature T and wave- 
length X, given by either modification of Eq. (3-2) vt approximately 
by the Wien law, 

NK.» =* (constant) t"**1*' (3-4) 
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Fie. 3-2.   De^nition of terms for the DCVOG method. 

dw = area of the emitting infinitesimal element 

6*? = the angle of the direction from dw to dO with respeci to the normal to dw 

tfftr0 — the solid angle subtended by dO, the hole, as seen from dw 

The power from dw through dO which is due to the reflection of the power received 
at dw from some arbitrary elemental wall area dn is 

rvip^o = Arx „»(x, Ddn«.» dw cos eK' r*-0U, T> inw
0 (3-5) 

where      P«-"0 — the powsr fi.>m dn to dO via dw 

NK.n'ikjT) = the spectral radiance from dn to dw for a temperature T and at 
wavslength A 

dilr* --- the solid angle subtended by dn as seen from dw 

ÖK" == the angle to the normal to dw made by the direction from dw t' dn 

r^"0(X, T) — the partial reflectivity of dw for radiation from dn at 0«." reflected 
from du toward dO at ö«0, at wavelength X and for temperature T 

Partial reflectivity can be defined as follows: 

AL"» cos dr0 
!-«■>  = 

N*w COS or« dfU" 
(3-6) 

As shown in Fig. 3-2, the »eflected rays are not necessarily in the same plane. How- 
ever, symmetry of the partial reflectivity about the plane containing the normal and 
the incident direction is assumed. 

(3-7) 

To obtain the power from dw due to the reflection V.m uw of the radiation from all 
parts of the cavity walls except dO, integrate Eq. (U-5) over the wells excluding dO: 

"fipj . dw d<V I        Nk.n^ k, T) cot ew»rw«-(X. T) u (3-8) 

The reciprocity relation is: 
r-» coe «• « r>« coe ^ (3-9) 
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By using the reciprocity relation in Eq. (3-9): 

r'"Pu.0 =   u; düj cos 9K0 [ Nx.^CX, T)ru^(\, T) dil** (3-10) 

To a first-order approximation the following relationship is true: 

Nk.tt*(X,T)~NK.B{k,T) 

Thus 

Therefore 

f        r^U.TMn.^-P.rOU.'n-r,r-(X,T)tmir
0 (3-11) 

Jalt an 

.o.oip^o - NkB dw C0H eifo diluHl - r,.- dn.r0) (3-12) 

The hole can bs considered to have an emisaivity given by 

eo = 1 - r^- dür0 (3-13) 

to a first approximation. If additional holes exist, or an opening like a 3lit which 
should be considered as several holes, then the refit d contributions cf these elements 
must also be excluded.   This leads to: 

«o=l-2 rj* dil** (3-14) 
A 

for the emisaivity of dO in the direction from dv when there exists several holet» num- 
bered from A = 0 to some finite integer. 

For the second-order approximation DeVos considers the use of a valuf. for NK.H" 

which is not iV*,«, but which is calculated by considering the effects of the holes on 
this spectral radiance (from each element dn) and the effect of T, # 7V The calcu- 
lation neglects variation, due to temperature differences, of the emissivities and re- 
flectivities of the wall elements. 

The second-crder approximation for the quantity """'P«," is 

ro.o.p^o = NXBixt T) dw COB 6*° dil*0 (l - ^ rv" dO.** - £ f "'."* 

dn/r^« dlU" - [ kntn'r^' dÜ**] (3-15) 

where the integratiou is over the entire surface excluding tho holes. 
DeVos uses Wien's equation to evaluate kK for cases where T — T, << T.   Thus, 

and 

where '.he constant c.i — hclk for T in "K and X in cm.   Thuo 

N,.s ~~ e-f,/XT 

dN,.B = c» 
XT 

dT 
T 

(3-16) 

(3-17) 

c, AT 
*"~xrT (3-18) 
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DeVoe applied this thaory to the V-wedge, cylindrical (closed at one end), spherical, 
and tubular shapes. He did not treat the cone, a combination of sones, or a cone- 
cylinder.   He included temperature gradient« only in the tubular calculation. 

For a cylinder of radius R and length L (see Fig. 3-1), the \alue of «o to first-order 
approximation is: 

eo-(l-R--~) = (l-^-J) (3-19) 

where a is the cone angle. 
For the second-order approximation (neglecting temperature gradients), one needs 

dClw
n and dCl*0    If dn is an annulus oC the cylinder with a length dx, then 

2^^ dx 
dilS = dll.-- = — -— (3-20) 

[(L — x)* + ^2J,/, 

TJT* 
dilS = -r—: (3-21) 

x* + r* 

and 

if xlr — y, then 

n f r 0*f "'0 

a* Jo   (y* + 1) [(y-a)' + 1JS/* 

DeVos evaluated this expression by numerical integration. His values, corrected 
by Edwards [2] for a small numerical error, are given in Table 3-1. For a similar 
calculation for a sphere, DeVoe obtained the results in Table 3-2. 

TABLE 3-1.   DEVOS' EMISSIVITIES, CYUNDRICAL BLACKBODY [1] 

(Emissivity values for a cylindrical blackbody with second-order correc- 
tions '"or various values of a (= D/r = depth of cylinder/radius of cylinder) 
and e ufacea of different smoothness.   These are DeVos' values corrected 

for a numerical error.    DeVos' figure number} head the columns.!» 

a Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig 5 

6 0.970 0.954 0.865 0.668 

10 0.990 0.985 0.953 0.864 

15 0.995 0.994 0.980 0.947 

20 0.99^ 0.997 0.989 0.972 

30 0.999 0.999 0.996 0.988 

TABLE 3-2.   DEVOS' EMISSIVITIES, SPHERIC SL BLACKEOOY [1] 

(Emisaivity values for a spherical blackbody 'with second-order correc- 
tions for various value« of a (^ Dir - diameter of sphere/radius of hole) 
and surfaces of different smoothnesfi.   These are DeVoe' values corrected 

for a numerical error    DeVoe' figure numbers head the the colvmns.) 

o Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig. f 

10       0.992       0.989       0.963       0.8 M 

20       0.998        0.398        0.991        0.976 
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3.1.3. The Method of Sparrow [8], 'The starting point of the analysis is a 
radiant flux balance at a typical position x« on the cylindrical wall. Such a balance 
states that the radiant energy leaving a location is equal to the emission plus tho re- 
flected incident energy. 

rm 2(x' - x'o) or T 

e„(x„) = « "Ml - «) Ja    «-(*') 11 " I*'« ~ -'I 2[(x-xV)» + l]H dx1 

+ 4(1 -«) (^-Jc'o) f ea(r') — 

{4^_x,y + 1_r..} 
{^(^-xoy+i-f^-^r 

dr      (3-23) 

€a(r') = 

+ 8(l-t)j;,dc3(x-)(^-x) 
(§-)' + 1 - r'» 

HIM'~' H'- ^'F 
dx'      (3-24) 

where ea = NIvT*, x' = x/d, r' = r/fi. 
"It may be seen that €a(x') and €„(/•') appear in both Eqs. (3-23) ar.d (3-24), which 

iherefore require simultaneous anlotion. Additionally, since Ü e unknowns 
appear under integral signs, these r -uations are integral equations. Further 
inspection reveals that there are tv>o parameters which may be independently 
prescribed: Lid, which describes the relative length of the hole; and c. which 
characterizefi the radiation properties of the materials. 

'The mathematical problem as represented by these equations is complex, but 
tliis is the price which must be paid in order to achieve a complete formulation of 
the physical occurrences within the radiating enclosure... . By assuming €«(/"') = 
constant, the system was reduced from two simultaneous integral equations to a 
single integral equation. Further, all angle factors were written approximately 
in terms of exponentials of the form e"lx« '', etc., rather than as ^he precise,but 
more complex, expressions which appear in Eqo. (3-23) and (3-24). The effect of 
these simplifications has heretofore remained unevaluated for finite-length cavities. 

"The formidable mathematical problem here is not amenable to a closed-form 
solution, and it was necessary to use numerical means. The calculation scheme 
was essentially a direct iteration, the steps of which may be outlined as follows: 
First, values of the parameters Lid and c were chosen in order to specify the prob- 
lem. Next, a trial solution for cU') was guessed over the range 0 «s x ^ Lid. 
As will be described later, it was possible to make very favorable guesses by taking 
advantage of prior solutions. These guessed values for e,(x') served as input data 
to the right side of Eq. (3-24). For a given value of radial position r', the integra- 
tion was earned out numerically to yield the value of a« at that r'. This couid be 
repeated for each point in the range 0 «! r' < 1, and in this way there was generated 
a function c.(r ' corresponding to the guessed distribution <a(x'). The t,ir') and 
<0(x') were then utilized in evaluating the »utt.7. r-ia of Eq. (3-23). For a fired 
x'o, numerical integration of Eq. (3-23) r ^v.d**i an ca corresponding to that 
x'«. By icpeating the process for all x'o in the range 0 ^ x'o ^ Lid, a new func- 
tion c.(x') or <a(x't) w«8 obtained which could be used as input data to Fq. (3-24), 
thereby beginning another cycle in the iteration. This procedure led to a steady 
convergence to the final result, and stability problems were not encountered. 
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"After a f ?w solutions wenj carried out, it was found that, for a fixed c, the distribu- 
tion of e,, along the cylindrical wall was not highly sensitive to the Lid ratio. Thus 
the Lid — « results from Reference [91 were utilized as the first guess for ea(x) for 
the Lid = 4 case; the converged results for L!d — 4 were utilized for starting values 
for «„U) for the Lid = 3 case; etc. This ordering of the solutions - from high to 
low Lid valu?3 - helped somewhat to ease what still remained a formidable com- 
putational task. 

'The actual numerical calculations were performed on an IBM 704 slectronic 
digital computer. Solutionj were carried out for Lid = 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.25 for 
« = 0.9,0.75, and 0.5. For this emissivity range, it was found unnecessary to extend 
the calculations to lengths beyonr. Lid — 4, since nearly blackbody conditions 
already prevailed over the end disk." 

The article presents results only for cylindrical cavities, shapes which are not of the 
greatest practical importance. 

3.2.   NBS Standards 

The National Bureau of Standards does not have an official standard blackbody which 
it uses for comparison tests. It does, however, check thermocouples and other tern 
perature-measuring devices. As the «ection on theory (Sec. 3.1.3) shows, it is easy 
to design a blackbody which gives high emissivity, but the temperature must be known 
accurately. The Bureau does prepare and issue secondary standards in the form of 
total radiants and irradiance lamps. Instructions for the use of these sources are 
given below; 

3.2.1.   "Instructions for Using the Total Radiation Standards 
(Revised February 24, I960)" 

'These instructions cover the use of our small carbon filament standards of 
thermal radiation. The lamps employed (about 50 watts) have been seasoned, 
marked for orientation, and calibrated for density of radiant flux at a fixed distance 
in a specified direction from the lamp. Suitable markings (a line on one side and 
a line through a circle on the opposite side) have been etched into the glass of the 
lamp bulbs to assist the operator in setting up the lamps relative to the radiometer 
in a pcäition identical to that under which the standards were calibrated. 

"In operation the lamp is to be screwed into an ordinary metal socket that is held 
upright by a support, which cannot reflect light into the radiometer. The lamp is 
to be oriented so that the etched line on one side and the line and circle on the 
opposite side are in line with the radiometer. The circle on the lamp is to be 
situated away from the radiometer and on the horizontal axis through the radiom- 
eter. The entire lamp bulb is to be exposed to the radiometer. Sufficient ime 
must be given (say five minutes) for the glass base, which supports the filament, 
to become thoroughly warmed, otherwise errors will be introduced into the radiant 
energy measurements. The distance of the lamp is measured from the radiom- 
eter to the center (glass tip if present, the o^hed mark, or other special mark 
noted in the 'Report' on a particular standard lump) of the lamp bulb. 

"A black cloth, of about 1 meter by 1 meter edge, should be placed about I meter 
to the rear of the lamp. An opaque shield about 1 m by 1 m, having an opening 
about 10 cm wide and 15 cm high, is placed at a distance of about 25 cm in front 
of the lamp. To screen this opening, a shutter, about 20 by 20 cm, is placed be- 
tween this shield and the lamp. Facing the opening in the shield, the radiometer 
is placed at a distance of 2 r*\ from the lamp.   In this manner constant extraneous 
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conditions are maintained between the lamp and the radiometer when the shutter 
is opened and closed. The shield and shutter may be made of air-separated sheets 
of cardboard, asbestos board, metal or other suitable materials. 

"Betöre the lamp is lighted, the shutter should be opened and closed to determine 
the amount of stray thermal radiation falling upon the radiometer. This test 
may be applied at any time provided the lamp has been given sufficient time to 
come to loom temperature. The wall and screen to the rear of the lamp may be 
cooler than the shutter which will cause a negative deflection. The correction 
to the observed lamp deflection is, in that case, positive. It is desirable tn make 
the calibration in a dimly lighted room to avoid errors from sunlight which is 
continually varying with cloudiness, thus varying stray radiant energy within 
the room as well as the temperature of the walls, and aiso causing air currents 
near the radiometer. 

'The values of radiant flux of this Bureau's primary standard of radiation are 
based upon direct measurements in absolute value; and upon a direct comparison 
with a blackbody using the Stefan-Boltzrnann constant of total radiation of a 
blackbody 5 = 5.7 x 10 ,2 watt per cm2, as described in NBS Bulletin No. 227, 
Vol. 11, p. 87, 1914 [10], and NBS, Journal of Research No. 578, Vol. 11, p. 79, 
1933 [11]. The absolute values of the primary standard are accurate to about 
1 peitent. The values of the secondary standards, compared with the primary 
standard, are in agreement within about 0.5 percent. The overall accuracy in 
the use of these standards is somewhat dependent upon the conditions of tem- 
perature and humidity existing during their operation. Highest accuracy will 
appear for a room temperature of about 25"C and a relative humidity of about 
60 percent near which the original calibrations were made. For extreme condi- 
tions of temperature and of relative humidity, corrections may be required, but 
can usually be neglected (see NBS Journal of Research, Vol. 53, p. 211, 1S54) [12]. 

'The best results are to be obtained by operating the lamp on 0.30 to 0.36 ampere. 
This is the current through the lamp. If the measurement of current be made 
when a voltmeter is in the circuit with the lamp, then a correction may have to 
be made to the observed current. 

'The measurement of current through the lamp is, of course, sufficient to deter- 
mine the radiant flux, the voltage being useful mainly to determine whether the 
lamp has remained constant. 

"To coEaerve cat calibration, which gradually changes with use, these lamps 
should be kept as reference standards only, and other lamps used as working 
standards in all cases where extensive radiometric comparisons are made. 

'These instructions and standards of radiation apply to radiometers used in air. 
If a window be used on the radiometer, as for example in a vacuum radiometer, 
then a correction has to be made for the radiant flux absorbed by the window, 
for the particular lamp used as a standard and for the source measured This 
absorption is a function of the temperature of the lamp filament. For example, 
it was found that for a glass or quartz window about 1.5 mm in thickness, the 
transmission amounted to about 83 percent when a certain standard lamp was 
operated on 0.35 amp., and increa-sed to 84 percent when the lamp was operated 
on 0.40 amp. Using a fiuorite window, the transmission is higher (about 9i.5 
percent) and varies but little with the current ordinarily used in the lamp. For 
example, using a certain standard lamp, the transmission through a fluonte 
window varied from 91.0 percent on 0,25 artjo. to 92 percent on 0.4 amp., with 
an average value of 91.6 pe^'jent on 0.35 amp. 
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The transmifaion of the window varies also Witii the spectral quality of the 
radiant flux emitted by the source unde. investigation. This must also be taken 
into consideration. 

"The thermal radiation sensitivity o^a surface thermopile varies with the degree 
of evacuation; when highly evacuated this sensitivity may be several times as 
great as in air. Since at low air pressures the sensitivity is variable with the 
pressure, great, care must be taken to test the thermopiles sensitivity under the 
exact conditions existing during its use. 

'The same area of the radiometer receiver should be exposed to the standard of 
radiation as is used in the measurements of the unknown source." 

3.2.2.   "Instructions for Using the NBS Standards of Spectral Irradiance 
(May 31.1963)" 

'These instructions cover the use of tungsten-lilament quartz-iodine lamps issued 
as standards of spectral irradiance for the wavelength range of 0.2c» to 2.6 microns. 
The lamp» employed are commercial G.E. type fi.6A/T4Q/lCL-200-wati lamps 
having a tungsten coiled-coil filament enclosed in a small (1/2 inch x 2 inches) 
quartz envelope containing a small amount of iodine. 

'The spectral radiant intensity uf the entire lamp as mounted in the manner 
prescribed below is measured and reported. The spectral irradiance from these; 
lamps is based upon the spectral radiance of a blackbody as defined by Planck's 
equation and has been determined through ccmparison of a group of quartz iodine 
lamps with ;1) the NBS standards of rpectra radiance, (2) the NBS standards of 
luminous intensity, and (3) the NBS standarcs of total irradiance. 

'The lamp is mounted vertically with the NBS-numbered end of the lamp down 
and the tip away from the detector. Measurements of distance (from lamp fila- 
ment) are made along a horizontal axis passing through the center of the lamp 
filament. The correct vertical position is determined by setting the centers cf 
the upper and lower seals along a plumb line as viewed from one side of the lamp. 
The plane of the front surface of the lower pres? seel is set to contain the horizontal 
perpendicular to the line connecting the lamp .Tlament center and detector. 

'The lamp is mounted in the supplied holder which is constructed in such a man- 
ner as to reflect a negligible amount of radiant flux in the direction of the radiom- 
eter or spectrometer slit. A black shield should be placed at a distance of about 
3 feet to the rear of the lamp to intercept stray radiant flux along the radiometric 
axis and adequate shielding should be provided to intercept stray flux from other 
directions. 

"If there is excessive water vapor in the laboratory atmosphere, errors may result 
at the wavelengths of water-vapor absorption bands. In the original calibrations 
the comparisons of the lamps with the other NBS standards were made in such a 
manner that the effect of water-vapor absorption was eliminated. 

"Values of spectral irradiance for these lamps are tabulated as a function of wave- 
length in microwatts per (square centimeter-nancmeter) at a distance of 43 centi- 
meters from center of lamp to receiver. Values of spectral irradiance for wave- 
length intervals other than one nanometer, say x nanometers, may be found by 
multiplying the tabulated values by x. 

Use of the Standards of Spectral Irradiance 

These standards require no auxiliary optics. If any are employed proper correc- 
tion must b-; made for their optical characteristics. The lamp is simply placed 
at a measured distance from the detector or spectrometer slit,    if a distance other 
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than 43 centimeters is used, the inverse-square law may be used to calculate the 
spectral irradiance (the inverse-square law should not, however, be used for dis- 
tances shorter than about 40 centimeters). 

"In measurements wherein two sources (a standard source and a test source) are 
being compared by the direct substitution method (slit widths kept unchanged, 
use of the same detector) no knowledge of the spectral transmittarce of the spec- 
trometer, nor of the spectral sensitivity of the detector is required. It is necessary, 
however, to make suie that the entrance slit of the spectrometer is fully and uni- 
formly filled with radiani flux both from the standard and from the test source; 
and if at any one wavelength the detector response for the standard is significantly 
diiTerent from that for the test source, the deviation from linearity of response of 
the detector must be evaluated and taken into account. Furthermore, if the stand- 
ard and test source differ in geometrical shape, it must be ascertained that the 
instrument traiismittance and detector response are not adversely affected thereby. 
Many detectors are highly variable in sensitivity over their surface area and may 
require diffusion of radiant flux over their surface to insure accurate radiant 
energy evaluations. 

"All calibrations were made by the use of alternating current and it is recom- 
mended that they be so used in service. To reduce the line voltage a lO-ampero 
variable autotransformer may be employed for coarse control. For fine control a 
second (S-ampere) variable autotransformer may be used to power a radio-fiiament 
transformer whose secondary (2.5-5 volt) winding is wired in series with the 
primary of the 10-ampere transformer. It was found that this method is very 
effective for accurate control of the 6.50-ampere current. 

'These standards of spectral irradiance are expensive laboratory equipment 
and it is suggested that they be operated sparingly and with care in order to prolong 
their useful life. They should be turned on and off at reduced current and great 
care should be taken so that at no time will the current appreciably exceed o.50 
amperes. It is recommended that for general use, working standards be prepared 
by calibrating them relative to the laboratory standard supplied by NBS. 

'These lamps operate at high temperature such that the quartz envelope is above 
the flammable point of organic materials. They may thus cause fires, and also 
the burning of lint, etc. on the enveloper which may result in optical damage to 
its surface. In no case should the fingers come into contact with the quart/ en- 
velope, either hot or cold, as the resulting fingerprints will burn into its surface 
during lamp operation. 

3.2.3.   "Indttactions for Using Standards of Spectral Radi&nce 
(Reviled February 21. 1961)' 

General Discussion 

'These instructions cover the use of r bbon-nlament lamps issued as standards 
of öpeclral radiance for the wavelength ranges of 0.26 to 0.75, 0.5 to 2.5, and 0.25 
to 2.5 microns. The lamps employed are commercial G.E. Type 30AT24/7 lamps 
having a tungsten ribbon filament (SR-8A type» centered about 8 to 10 cm behind 
a fused silica window 3 cm in diameter. 

'The portion of the filament whose spectral radiance has been determined is the 
central portion visible through the fused-silica window This determinalion was 
made by direct substitution of the Lmps for working standard lamps vhich had in 
turn boen calibrated by this substitution methcd relative to blackbodies (operated 
from 1400 lo 2300UK) through the use of a double quartz pnsrr. speclroradiometer 
and associated electronic equipment. 
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"In operation >'he lamp is mounted vertically and the beam of radiant flux with a 
horizontal axis passing through the center of the filament is measured. In the 
original determinations no portion of the beam measured departed from this axis 
by more than 2.5 degrees. Hence, if an aperture subtending a larger angle is 
required in any application of these standards of spectral radiance, it should be 
ascertained that the irradiance is constant over the whole aperture. 

"If there it excessive water vapor in the laboratory atmosphere errors may result 
at the wavelengths of water-vapor absorption bands.   In the original calibrations 

comparisons of the lamps with the blackbodies were made at the same distance 
n such manner that the effect of water-vapor absorption canceled out. 
the ^alibrationfi wherein the blackbody was heated within a wirewound fur- 

«ce and temperatures around 1400°K were reached, the temperatures were meas- 
ured with Pt-Pt 10% Rh thermocouple?!. Tests using couples placed at various 
positions and observations with an optical pyrometer indicated closely uniform tem- 
peratures within the blackbody enclosure. A ratio of blackbody opening to total 
internal surface area equal to approximately 0.003 and an internal surface re- 
flectance less than 0.10 indicate an emissivity of 0.999 or higher. 

"For the blackbody temperatures above 1400°K a graphite enclosure heated by a 
radio-frequency generator was employed and the temperatures were measured 
by an optical pyrometer. The physical characteristics of this blackbody indicated 
an emissivity approximating 0.996. 

'The spectral radiancs of the blackbody is based upon the Planck radiation law in 
which the constants, based upon the most recent atomic and other information, 
are set down as follows: 

c, = 1.19088 x 10-'» watt cm2 per steradian 

c2 = 1.4380 cm degree K 

"Values of spectral radiance for these lamps are tabulated as a function of wave- 
length in microwatts per (steradian-millimicron-square millimeter of filament). 
Values of spectral radiance for slit-widths other than one millimicron, say x milli- 
microns, where x is less than 100, may be found by multiplying the tabulated 
values by x. 

Use of the Standards of Spectral Radiance 

"It is suggested that the auxiliary optics employed with these standards be com- 
posed of two units: namely, a plane mirror and a spherical mirror (each aluminized 
on the front surface). If the spherical mirror is placed at a distance from the 
lamp filament equal to its radius of curvature, and the plane mirror set about 
1/3 to 2/5 this distance from the spherical mirror, facing it and so placed that 
the angle between incident and reflected beams is 10° or less, a good image of 
the filament itself may be focused upon the spectrometer slit. Little distortion 
of the filament image occurs provided precise optical surfaces are employed and 
angles between incident and reflected beams are kept to less than 10°, Various 
optical arrangements may be employed. 

'The solid-angular aperture of the auxiliary optics should be smaller than the 
solid-angular aperture of the spectrometer employed so that no ioes of radiant 
energy will result through over-filling the spectrometer optics. 

'The spectral radiant flux, Px, in microwatts per millimicron, which enters the 
spectrometer slit is computed from the formula; 

PK = RKN^AID* 
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where Ä\ is the spectral reflectance of the combination of mirror. us(-d, Nx is the 
reported spectral radiance of the standard, s is the area of the spectrometer slit 
in mm1, A is the area of the limiting auxiliary optic, and D is the distance of this 
optic from the slit. 

"No diaphragm or other shielding is required in the use of these standards, except 
for a shield to prevent radiant energy from the lamp from entering the spectiom- 
eter directly without first falling on the concave mirror. An image of the filament 
should be focub«d upon the spectrometer slit, and only the energy by which this 
image is formed should enter the slit. 

'In order to calibrate a spectroradiometer with one of these standards of spectral 
radii ice, a knowledge of the spectral reflectance of the mirror surfaces is required. 
A good aluminized surface should have a spectral reflectance considerably above 
0.87 throughout the spectral region of 0.5 to 2.6 microns, increasing slightly with 
wavelength except possibly for a slight dip near 0.80 micron. In practice the proper 
reflectance losses can best be determined through the use of a third (similar) 
mirror (a second plane mirror) which may be temporarily incorporated into the 
optical set-up from time to time. 

"In measurements wherein two sources (a standU^d source and a test source) are 
being compared by the direct substitution method < ise of the same auxiliary optics, 
slit-widths, areas and detector at any one wavelength), no knowledge of the spectral 
reflectance of the auxiliary mirrors, nor of the spectral transmittance of the spec- 
trometer, nor of the spectral sensitivity of the detector is required. It is necessary, 
however, to make sure that the entrance slit of the spectrometer is fully and uni- 
formly filled with radiant flux both from the standard and from the test source; 
and, if at any one wavelength the detector response for the standard is significantly 
different from that for the test source, the deviation from linearity of response 
of the detector must be evaluated and taken into account. 

"Operation of these atandards should be on alternating current to obviate fila- 
ment-crystallizing effecte that occur when the operation is on duect current. The 
filaments are massive and "iron out" all effects of the normal fluctuaMons present 
in a commercial ac supply. All calibrations were made by means of alternating 
current. To reduce line voltage a step-down transformer (1 kva) having a ratio 
of 10 to 1 or a 50-ampere variable transformer may be emplo; sd. Then to give 
fine control a second variable transformer (10-ampere -.apacity) is wired into the 
circuit to contx ^1 the input of the heavy duty tiansformer. Fcr still finer control 
a third variable transiormer may be employed with a radio-filament transformer 
to add (or subtract) voltage fed into the step-down transformer. It was found 
th«>t this method is very effective for accurate control of large lamp currents. The 
heavy duty (1 kva) step-down trancformer is preferred to the 50-ampere variable 
transformer since the latter ia subjec1 to contact damage when operated for long 
intervals of time at high currents. 

"The lamp standards of spectral radiance aw expensive laboratory equipment 
and it is sugges <ed that they be operated sparingly and with care in order to pro- 
long their useful life. Thin precaution applies especially to the standards cali- 
brated in the short-wave region and operated at 35 amperes. They should be 
turned on and off slowly and only for short intervals should they ever be operated 
at or above 30 amperes, and then only to calibrate a similar lamp as a workinf, 
standard. In general even at lower cut rents a working standard should be pre- 
pared and used except for purposes of checking the operation of such a working; 
standard." 
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3.2.4. Other NBS Sources. Figure 3-3 shows a hlackbody furnace used at the 
National Bureau of Staniarct as a comparison standard ia emissivity determinations 
[13J. The core, made of Inconel, has an outside diameter of 3 en and a cylindricai 
cavity 2.06 cm in diameter and 7 cm deep with inner walls roughened by a very fine 
tap and treated to produce an opaque, oxidized layer. The furnace is heated by an 
80% platii um-2CKfe rhodium resistance element surrounding the core. The core and 
heating e'ement are covered with thermal insulation 3.8 cm thick and are mounted 
axiauy in a water-cooled tube of 11.4 cm outside diameter. Power input to the furnace 
is adjusted manually by an autotransformer. The temperature of the furnace is 
measured by a thermocouple inserted in a hole drilled from the back of the core to 
within 0.08 cm of the inner surface of the core at the rear of the cavity The emissivity 
of the inner surface i3 greater than 0.90 and that of the furnace was computed to be 
greater than 0.99 in the temperature range for which it was designed, 810° to 13600K. 

Cooling Jacket    Use Tube 
or Wire to Channel Flow. Cooling Colla 

Brass, itiell \ Alunduro Tubes 

tlated 
Leads 

= —- - J   Thermocouple 

Inconel Core Flberfrax Heiter Winding 

Refractory Brick 

FIG. 3-3.   NBS blackbody furnace. 

Figures 3-4 and 3-5 show two other blackbody cavities designed by NBS. They are 
probably the closest approximation to blackbody radiators in existence. These cavities 
are primarily used in optical pyrometry is gold-point blackbodies to determine the 
Inter.;ational Practical Temperature Serie (IPTS) above 13360K [14]. 

The vertical blackbody assembly shown in Fig. 3-4 is heated in a wire-wound muffle 
furnace or in the coils of an rf generator. The estimated emittance of this blackbody 
is 0.999, assuming the walls are at a uniform temperature. The horizontal blackbody 
shown in Fig. 3-5 has three independently controlled heater windings that are embedded 
longitudinally in cylindrical graphite muffles. 

The graphite, having high thermal conductivity, tends to reduce longitudinal tem- 
perature gradients. The power inputs to the two end windings are adiuited to mair.tair 
the end sections at a specified te^nperature, i.e., the IPTS [15], as determined by two 
thermocouples positioned near the inner surface of these sections. The center winding 
is used to control the temperatures of the gold during gold-point calibrations. 

Another high-temperature blackbody, used rt NBS for accurate spectral calibrations 
of monochromators and spectrographs, ha& been u«ed up to tempe.atures of 3273s K. 
It «insists of a graphite cylindrical tube resistively ho .ted in an argon atmosphere 
and surrounded by a number of graphite radiation shields.   The tube is about 200 mm 
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F:ü. 3-4.   NBS vertical blackbody. 
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long, has a wall thickness of about 3 mm, end aa iniiide diameter of about 9 mm. A 
small hole in the cen^r of the tube and correspondingly larger holes in the shields 
permit the radiation to exit. A current of about 800 amp is required to reach a tem- 
perature of 3073° K. The tube can be used for about 50 hours at this temperature- and 
the radiance can be stabilized for several hours to b?tier than 1 percent by automat- 
ically coutroliing the current in the tubo [14]. 

3.3.   Laboratory Mid Field Sources 

3.3.1. A High-Temperature Source [16]. "The high temperature element of 
the source is a graphite tube, with a small slit in oz\e wall, heated directly with an 
alternating current. The arrangement is shown in cross section in Fig. 3-6. The 
graphite tube is rigidly supported at the upper end, a^d electrical conr action is 
provided by means of a standard compressiuL tub? Itting modified by slightly 
enlarging its bore. At the other end, electrical oonnectiou evid linear motion to 
relieve thermal stress are accomplished by a pistcn and bellows arrangement. 
The piston itself acts as the nut for another modified tube fitting; electrical insula- 
tion between the piston and the cylinder wall is produced by two O-rings, which 

Section A-A 

A - Graphite Plug 
B - Modified Tube Fitting 
C - Brass Bushing 
D - "O" Hing 

- Graphite Tube 
- .03" x .25" Slit 
- Argon Inlet 
- Water Inlet 
- Water Outlet 
- Piston 
- Bellows 
- Luclte Bu/jhlng 

Fio. 3-6.   Blackbody of Sisuunu. DeBell, and AadeiwQ. 
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further serve as a fluid barrier. The bellows is mounted on a buehmg of insulating 
material; electrical connection is made both to the central screw and the body 
wall.   Both elsctrodes are cooled by water flow. 

"The heated element was made from National Carbon Company type AGR graph- 
ite as a tube of 0.250-in. O.D. with a 0.050-in. wall; a sät of 0.25 x 0.0J in. was 
milled through OI,J wall at approximately halfway betw<3er. the points of first 
thermal or electrjr>. jntact. Erosion and oxidation of the \ot graphite is reduced 
to a negligible rate by a fli*sh and a slight flow of dry argon, which escapes through 
the bcdy opening in front of the slit. The ends of the graphite tube were copper- 
plated to provide better contact. 

"The power BUjiply combats of two 20-amp toroidal autotransformers, one of which 
was converted into a conventional step-down transformer by removing the slider 
and adding a secondary winding of a few turna. Connection between this unit 
and the source body was made by me&ns of a standard type of single-conductor 
insulated welding cable enclosed, in 3/4-m. brass pipe which was connected to the 
base of the body. By this meens, concentricity of the high current part of the 
electrical system is maintained; inagnetic fields which would create spurious sig- 
nals in nearby measurement circuits are thereby minimized. 

"The current through the graphite and hb.."» its temperatura is controlled by 
manual adjustment of the unmodified autotransformer, the output of which is 
connected to the primary of the modified -nit. The secondary current of the 
latter, ie., the current through the graphite tube, is measured using a 0-5 amp ac 
ammeter with a 40/1 current transformer. The time constant of the graphite 
tube is of the order of 10 sec so that no 60-cycle ac ripple is detectable in the radiant 
output. Constancy in source temperature is maintained by close .»ntrol of line 
vo'itage with an electronic regulator, and by careful regulation of the argon flush. 

"Calibrations were made with an optical pyrometer which in turn was checked 
against an NBS-certified tungsten ribbon lamp. The blackness of the source was 
not ascertained by experiment. However, an emiasivity of 0.975 wae computed 
assuming a uniform wall temperature, diffuiie reflection from the inn - wall, and 
an average surface emisaivity of 0.86 for the grauhite. (Sourca cmissivities 
closer to unity can of course be obtained by reducing the ratio of the slit width 
to ehe internal tube diameter.) 

"The highest temperature of operation is at present limited by the power supply 
to about 2400° K at which approximately 2 kw are being dissipated. During 
repetitive operation over periods of a few hours, the calibration has been found 
to be very stable following the first few heating and cooling cycles, during which 
a slight amount of further graphi*ization is presumed to have occurred. On 
occasion, over longer periods of many hours, appreciable drifts in the calibration 
have been observed. These shifts were found to be due to a gradual ablation of 
the graphite at a rate primarily related to the temperature of the graphite and 
the dryness of the argon. In the intermittent sendee for which the source was 
designed, however, the calibrations of the several units in use at Rocketdyne ex- 
hibit only very slight changes, which are monitored by occasional recalibrations." 

3.S.2. Low-Tempen\tare Larfe-Area Sources. Large-area thermal radiation 
sources used for comparison with field sources have been oonstracted [17]. One is 
an ambient-temperature conical field source, and another is a temperature-controllable 
conical field source. Th»> ambient-temperature source consists of a simple sheet 
metal ooie coated internally with Sioon-hlack enamel. This source quickly assurors 
the ombunt air temperature and is not temperature controlled.   A thermometer 
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mounted so as to insure good thermal txmtact does the monitoring. The temperature 
distribution on the inner suriace of the conn under noi-mal coaditions was determined 
with a surface pyrometer to be uniform within O-S^C or IäSS. 

The temperature-controllable source consists of a similar cone with & water jacket. 
Provision ie made for circulation and heating of the wp.ter. The impeller mounted 
near the epex and a stirrer blade are arranged such that a temperature umformity of 
TK i& maintained from the rear to the front of the cone aa well as from top to bottom 
of the front portion of the source at an average temperature of 323° K. 

Although no accurate experimental determinations have been made of the emissivity 
of these conical field sources, calculations he^e been made using the methods of DeVos 
[1] as applied to a conical source by Edwards [2].   The resulting value is 0.99. 

Other field sources have been constructed commercially for use in comparing the 
radiant a of larg.» area targets. One in particular that has been used in the past is a 
1 ft1 fiat metal surface covered with Zapon paint and temperature controlled, by means 
of a winding on the back, to a maximum temperature of about 250° C. The use of this 
"blackbody," manufactured by Barnes, and of most fiat ones, is lestricted because of 
the nonnegligible gradients of temperatures across the surface. 

3.3.3. Nemst Glower. The Nemst glower is a hollow rod rr filament about 3 cm 
long and 1 mm in diameter made from ZrOi (zirconia) and YjOs (yttria) mixed with 
,3eO: (ceria) or ThOj (thori.). It is heated by an electric current from an approximately 
180-w 50-v power supply. When used as a spectrometry source, the Nernst glower is 
inte ided to mafrh entry slits about 12 mm high. The Nemst glower is generally 
operaicd at temperatures between 1500° and 2000oK, and has an expected life of 
about 200 to more than 1000 horn's. Platinum wires are used as electrodes; therefore 
water cooling of end connections is not required The connections are critical; con- 
struction details are given in Rev. Sei. Inst., Vol. 11, p. 429 (1940) (18] and Phil. Mag., 
Vol. No. 50, vi, p. 263 (1925) [19]. Because of its negative temperature coefficient of 
resistance, the Nernat glov/er must be heated to start and will continue to heat up 
until «t bums out unless it is connected in series with a resistancs to limit the current 
(ballasted). 

The Nemst glower can be «Jiaeu for wavelengths up to about 30 p; beyond 15 n its 
emissivity decreases and its performance ie comparable to that of the Globar or the 
Welsbach mantle. Low mechanical strength, small rise, and susceptibilicy to tem- 
perature variations caused by air currents are disadvatitages of the Nemst glower (20, 
21]. 

3.3.4. Globar. The Globar is a rod of bonded silicon carbide In its most common 
form it is about 5 cm long and 5 mm n diameter. It i« heated electrically from a 
power supply of apprcximately 180 w at 50 v, and has a lifetime of about 250 hr when 
operate* at 15008K in air. It can be operated at temperatures up to 2200oK by a tech- 
nique described by Strong [2i]. Silver electrides are used, and the ends of the Globar 
are coated with silver. A water-cooled jacket is used to prevent overheating of the 
end connections. 

The Globar cloaely approximates a grayNidy, i*a emissivity being about 130% from 
4 tc 15 ,u a0 shown in Fig. 3-7. Globar rodb sire available in large sizes for JI«!.; m ex- 
tended sources and for heating elements in furnaces and ovens operating U[> to ^bout 
1600° K [201. 

3.3.5. Welsbach Mantle. The Welsbach mantle is a gauze similar to that used in 
gasoline lamps and lanterns. The gauze is impregnated with ThOi to which 0.75 
to 2.5 percent CeOi is added.   The gauze, or mantle, is heated either by burning gas 
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or an electric current (or botiA The emissmty of the Welsbach mantle i» relatively 
low up to about 6 fi, but between 10 and 100 (x. it approximates a blackbody and is 
comparable to most other sources. At wavelengths exceeding 150 JU the emirevvity 
falls off to ehe point where it is no longer unable. The Welsbach mantie can be operated 
at temperatures up to about 2400° K [20,21). 

WAVELENGTH   (^,) 

FIG. 3-7.   Spectral output of Giobar [22]. 

3.3.6. Carbon Arc. High source brightnesu is attained with the carbon arc, of 
which there are two main types: low intensity and high intensity. In the low-intensity 
arc, the radiation comes mainly from solid incandescent carbon in the shallow crater 
created on the face of the positive electrode. The temperature in this region is ap- 
proximately SOOO'K. In high intensity aits, a deeply formed crater appears in the 
specially cored positive electrode. This crater is characterized by a higher tempera- 
ture and a higher current density than that in the lev-intensity arc. Emission from 
vaporized core materials adds a dense visible line spectrum to the continuous spectrum 
emitted by the crater. The color temperature of the high-intensity arc can be as low 
as about 5000° K to as high as about 9000°K depending upon core material and current. 

The electrode size, and therefore t^ orrent rating of a low-intensity arc, is optional 
since all low-intensity arcs havt essentially the same positive crater temperature. 
The larger the electrode size, the larger the crater and the greater the ease of illuminat- 
ing a tfiven area, such as a spectrometer entrance slit. Typical carbon electrodes 
are 12 tnm for the positive and 8 mm for the negative. A ballest resistor provides 
current ^t&ojlity with the negative coefficient of resistance of carbon. 

The carbon arc is an excellent source in the wavelength range of 10 to 100 /r, beyond 
100 /ut a high-pressure mercury ar; is better. Best source stability (better lhan ±3%) 
is achieved by masking all but thu crater, this is the most uniform part of the source. 
Details of oi>eratiori of these sounx« &re given in [23j and [24). 

3.3.7. Tu igsten Filaments. Th« tungsUm fiiEiiic-nc lamp, which operates at about 
2800oK, is a source of high brightnoss.   Because ita glafts envelope ie not transparent 
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beyond about 3 /i, the lunptten-filament Jamp, as normally used, is Hmited to about 
this wavelength. If. however, a tangsten filament is mounted in an enclosure behind 
a suitable infrared window, ite useful range is limited only by the long-wav 'length 
cutoff of the window. The signal from a tungsten filament mounted behind an alkali 
halide window was found 125] to be about one-half that of a carbon arc at all wavelengths 
from 2 to 14 /A. The ratio of the tungsten lamp emittance to that of a Globar is shown 
in Fig. 3-8 [25]. 

5 10 

WAVELENGTH   {(j.) 

FIG. 3-8. Ratk- of the outpu* of a 
tungsten Limp at 2900° K to that of 
a Globar it 1330° K (replotted frtm 
(251). 

15 

Another type of tungsten lamp called a strip- or ribbon-filament lamp is often used 
by NBC for spectral radiance calibrations of monochromators or ; pectrographs and as 
a comparison standard. 

The u.E. Type 30A/6V/T24 tungsten strip lamp has a glass envelop«; about 75 mm 
in diameter and 300 mm long and a tungsten ribbon filament about 0.075 mm thick, 
3 mm wide, and 50 mm long. The envelope contains argon at a pressure of about 
0.3 atm at room temperature. This lamp requires a current of about 14 amp for a 
brightness: temperature of 12730K and about 45 amp for 2573° K. The change of 
brightnes.1 temperature with current varies from about 30 to lOCVamp from 1073° 
to 2373° K. Direct current is usually used ao that standard potentiometric methudfi 
ran be employed. 

Tungsten lamps are commeicially available from the General Eletlric Co. in the 
United States, the General Electric Co., Ltd., in England, and Phillips Lamp Works 
in the Netherlands. 

3,3.8. Mercury Arc«, The chief laboratory source of far-infrared radiation Is 
a commercially available high-pressure men,or> arc operating in a fused-silica en- 
velope. Thui source can be used for wavelengtiu» .Vim about 50 to 1400 ß. The 
high pressure (from 1 to 100 atm) of the arc bmadenb the disccU 'ir.:, ;««ctnim into 
a continuoufi aeries of broad peaks. As the vrpor pressure is increased, uiore of the 
emitted radiation occurs at longer wavelengths i21J. 
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Figure 3-9 shows the ratio of Ihe intensity of a quartz-mercury lamp compared 
to a Globar source. It can be seen that the energy of the mercury lamp is about six 
times greater at 200 ,u and about three times ^eater at iCO (i. Between 20 a:id 50 
cm ' very little energy is eimtted by the Globar. The quartz-mercury lamp used to ob- 
tain the curve was designatec' HPK 125 W and WJIS i.isde by Phillips' I^amp Works in the 
Netherlands. It had a working pressure of 3 aim. The lamp was operated at 135 v 
dc and a current of 0.98 amp. The Globar source was the usual type for commer- 
cial infrared spectromev^rs and was operated at 1200" K [26]. Other types of discharge 
lamps, notably H, Pg, and Xe lamps, can be used also as infrared sources. 
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FIG. 3-9. Katio of quartz-mercury laiap 
output to chat of a Globar (replotted from 
[26]). 

3.3.9. Zirconium Point Sources. An interesting type of arc, useful when a very 
small source of light is needed, is the so-called concentrated-arc lamp. The cathode 
consists of a small metai tube packed with zirconium oxide and the anode consists 
of a metal plate containing a hole slightly larger than the end of the cathode. Tungsten, 
tantalum, or molybdenum, because of their high melting points, .»re used for the metal 
parts. These are sealei in a glass bulb whica is filled with an inert gas like argon 
to a pressure of nearly 1 atm. The arc runs between the (fused) surface of the zir- 
conium oxide and the surrounding anode. The tip of the cathode is heated by ion 
bombardment to 27WC or higher, giving it a suiface brightness almost equal to 
that of the carbon arc. The light is observed through the hole in the anode. Lamps 
of this type can be made in which the source diameter is as small as 0.007 cm. These 
lamps are listed on pages 336 and 337 of Cenco Catalog J200. (They are probably 
also available elsewhere.) They come in powers rated from 2 to 300 w. These lamps 
must b? ballasted; the Sylvania lamp* come with operating instructions. 

3.4.   Commercial Cavity-Tjpe Sources 

Data on cavity-type bleckbody sources currently available from various manu- 
facturer- are given in Table 3-3. Some can be obtained with aperture plates and 
other fittings. 
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TABLE 3-3.   CmusNTLY AVAILABLE CAVITY-TYPE BLACKBODY SOURCES 

Mfr;* 
Model No. 

Berne» 
11-100 

Typt of 
Rndiaiion 
Sou.xt 

14° 
conical 
cavity 

Tempenjtun Field Warm-Up     j      ' T^rnp. 
~- : of View    A>*'ture     Emistivity   Timeirnwn     "'"'     Measuring 
Hanse    ^umcy ^^   Dtameter TempCC)    Power     ^^ 
CO 

60-230 ±1" 20 0.50 in. 0.99 
12.7 mm ±1% 

30 min 
230° C 

25 Th 

Barne« 
U-101 

14° 
conical 
■cavity 

0-230       ±1' 20 0.625 in. 
16 9 mm 

0.99 
tl% 

30 
230 

100 Pt 

Barnes 
11-110 

Barnes 
11-120 

28° 
conical 
cavity 

14° 
conical 
cavi,y 

200-600       ±3« 

200-600       =3° 

20 0.50 in. 
12.7 mm 

20 0.015 in. 
0.38 mm 

0.39 
tl% 

0.95+ 

120 
600 

2 
200 

400 Pt 

55 Pt 

Barnes 
11 121 

14° 
conical 
cavity 

2(X>-C00       ±3 20 0.04 in. 
1 mm 

0.95+ 2 
200 

55 Pt 

Barnea 
U-131 

■4° 

conical 
cavity 

200-1000     ±5« 20 0.40 in. 
10.2 mm 

0.99 60 
1000 

800 Pt 

Perkin-Elmer   15° 
PE 521-4 
(Source) 
PE 521-5 
(Controller) 

conical 
cavity, 
blackened 
silver cone 

iO-600       ±1- 20 0.50 in. 
12.7 mm 

20 
600 

180 Pt 

Pekkin-Elmer   15° 2W-600 
PE 521-6 
(Source) 
PE 521-5R 
(Controller) 

conical 
ctvity, 
blackened 
silver 
cone 

£2,■ 20 0.0087 in. 
0.2 mm 

0 015 in 
0.38 mm 

0.040 in. 
1.02 mir. 

<3 
600 

55 Pt 

Perkin-fc/itr;«.- •5° 200-600 
PE 521-1 conical 
(Sourt. i cavity. 
PE 521-5 blackened 
(Controllpr) silver 

cone 

ITT 15° 
blackened 
conical 
cavity 

200-600 

ITT Blackened 
conical 
cavity 

40-300 

IK Ind 20° 50-710 
IRI 403 blackened 
(Soi,rcei stiinless 
IRI 101 steel 
(Controller) cnne 

20 

±2 

0.04G in. 
i .02 Mm 

0.015 in. 
0 38 mm 

0.33 in. 
8.4 mm 

0.375. in 
9.5 mm 

0.0200 in. 
5 08 mm 

0 100 in 
2.54 mm 

0.99 
tO.Ol* 

<3 
600 

30 

55 

250 

250 

P. 

Pt 

TC 

Pt 

0.06f in. 
1.27 mm 

0.025 in. 
0 64 mm 

00125 in. 
0.32 mm 
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TABLE 3-3.   CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CAVITY-TYPE BLACKBODY SCURCSS {Continued) 

Temperature Field 
Mfr.r 

M(K{el N 

IR Ind 
IRI 404 
(Source) 
IRJ 101 
((;onlroller) 

Tvp* of 
Hadi-tnon 

SouiXt 

20° 
blacken«! 
sttinless 
sU,«l 
cone 

 „., Aperture 
Range     Accwvcy "' '" lew t   Diameter 
rC) CO     degrees) 

«••o-iooo rl 

IR Ind. 20° 
IRI 406 blackened 
(Source) stainless 
IRI 101 steel 
(ControUcri cone 

50-710 ±1 

IR Ind. Blackened 
IRI 406 conical 
(Source) cavity 
!RI 102 
(Controller) 

200   00 

IRInd. Blackened 
IRI 407 conical 
(Source! cavity 
IRI 102 
(Controller) 

200-600 ±1 

K 0.200 in. 
5.08 mm 

0.100 in. 
2.54 mm 

0.050 in. 
1 27 mm 

0.025 in. 
0.64 mm 

0.0125 in. 
0.32 mm 

30        0.600 in. 
15.3 mm 

0.400 in. 
10.2 mm 

0 200 in. 
5.05 mm 

0.100 in. 
2.54 mm 

0.050 in. 
1.27 mm 

0.025 in. 
0.64 mm 

0.0125 in. 
0.32 mm 

30 

10 

WarmVp 
E-nissuity   Time (mn.); 

Temp CO 

0 99 45 
:';0.01'* 

0.600 in. 
15.3 mm 

0.4O0 in. 
10.2 mm 

0.200 in 
5.05 mm 

0.100 in. 
2.54 mm 

0.050 in 
1.27 mm 

0.025 in. 
0.64 mm 

0.0125 ia. 
0 32 mm 

0.039 in. 
0.99 mm 

Max. 
Input 
Power 

(w) 

Temp. 

Element 

525 

0.99 
tO.01«* 

525 Pt 

0.99 
tO.01* 

60 525 Pt 

0.99 
±0.01% 

15 Pt 
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TABLä 3-3.   CURHJBNTLY AVAILABLE CAV7r«-TY?E BLACKUODY COJRCKS {Continued) 

Type of Tfr'-)e;^turt Field 

Model No 
Radialion Ran^ Accuracy   ofVUw 

Source CO CC)      (decree«» 

IR Ind. Blackened 20^-690 ;         90 
IR1408 conical 
(Source) cavity 
IRi 102 
(Controller) 

Apertrre 
Ditu-ieter 

0.100 in. 
2.54 mm 

0.060 in. 
1.27 mm 

Vi arm-Up     ' Temp. 
Bmintinity   Tim« (min);   „ hftaturing 

Ternp. CO    ' ^    Element 

0.99 
t0.01% 

6*. Pt 

0 025 in. 
0.64 mm 

0.0125 in. 
0.32 ".m 

IK Ind Blackened 7)0-1700 
!rj411 conical 
(Source) cavitv 
IRI 101 
(Controller) 

I.J Ind. Blackened 60-900 
IRi 412 conical 
(Source) cavity 
IRI 106 
(Control'er) 

IRI!nd. Btucki-neti 60-1000 
IRI 417 conical 
(Source) cavity 
IRI 103 
(Controller) 

±1 

14 

90 

IR Ind Q'ackened 
IRI 420 conical 
(Source) ca^ ity 
IB1 101 
(Cmtroller! 

200-1200 14 

IRInd I/.uckened 
IRI 424 conical 
(Source) cavitv 
IRI 1C1 
(Controller1 

710-1700 :M 

«Ri tr>d B'.s:»!»«! 7<>t-60f 
JR1 <2; ixnical 
'.Source) tftvity 
'Rl !02 
'C-   '—'!»• > 

KvJu-iion V-ipfjv?d 60-520 
Elec. metal 

block 

-:1 14 

0.99 
tO,019! 

4 5x4 5 in. 0.90- 
n4.3x 0.97 
114 o mm 

2,0 in. o.w 
60.8 mm ±0.01% 

1.5 in. 
38.1 ram 

1.0 in. 
25 4 mm 

0.200 ir.. 099 
6.08 mm ±0.01% 

0.100 in. 
2.54 mm 

O.OSO in. 
1.27 mm 

0.0?5 in. 
0.64 mm 

0.0125 in. 
0 32 mm 

0 060 in 0 99 
1.27 .T.n» ±0 0i*> 

O.C/Ö ir. 
D.54 mm 

0 > '.SS in. 
?.'i2 mm 

; 0«» in. 09? 
.03 mn ±0 01% 

90 

60 

90 

rm 

dOO 

1100 

Pt 

Pt 

Pt 

380 Pt 

90 560 

15 

2.i26 in 0.9« 30 225          TC 
^»0 mm ±0.0l% looa'F (Fe- 

oonttanUn) 
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TABLE 3-3.   CUHäKNTLY AVAILABLE CAVITY-TYPK BLACKBODY SotJKCBS {Continued) 

m..,      Typ* of 
' Radiation 

Model No.     A™"0"<", 

Source 

Tempemtwe 

Range 
CO 

Elec. 
Communi- 
cations 

Eppley 
Labe 

Will.»maon 

Cylindrical Ambient 
blackbody to 1C00 
cavity continu- 

ously ad- 
justable 

Blackened 600-1100 
stainless 
steel 
t«vily 

Field 
~~1 ~  of Vi ?w 

/of-,      (degrees) 

il 

Cylindrical 
blackbody 
cavity 

Ambient 
to 65 

±1 

±1 

Aperture 
Diameter 

1.125 in. 
28.6 mm 

0.75 in. 
19.1 mm 

0.75 in. 
19.1 mm 

Emuitivity 

U995 

0.97 

WarmVp 
Time (min); 
Ttrxp. CO 

70 
1000 

,120 apprv 
1000 

Max 
Input 
Power 

(w) 

700 
y.\ax 

1600 

60 
65 

<ia 

Tem^. 
Meatunng 
Element 

TC 
in air 

TC 
(Pt-Pt 

\yy Rh> 

M<!rcury-in- 
gjaas ther- 
mometer 

'Barnes — H»me« Engineering Company. 
Perkin- r.Mfw — Perkin-Elmer Corporation. 
ITT ■* !'>» ."»ational Telephone ind Telegraph Corporation. 
IR Ind - Infturer- Industrias. 
Radiation Elec ■» Radiation Electronics Company. 
Elec Coramunications *• Electronics Communications, Inc. 
Eppley Labs. - Eppley Lnboratorios, Inc. 
Wi''-imr;ii *~ Williaumson Development Company. 

'K'utmum error due to combined shift of calibration, ambient temperature (0° to 40°C) and line voltage 
(106 to 126 v). 

'Temperature variations from 16° to 38*C fid line-vcltsge variation from 105 to 126 v, 60 cycles ac. 
"Temperature variations from 20° to 40*C ijid line-voltage variation from 106 to 125 v, 60 cycles ac. 
'At 300°C with smaller variation at lower temper. Uire. 
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4.   TARGETS 

4.1. Introduction 

Although a great deal of military infrared technology does not differ greatly from 
infrared technology in general, and can be freely treated in an unclasnified work euch 
as this Handbook, security clagsifieatiun forbid« such discussion in certain areas. 
The characteristics of military infrared targets is just such an area, so that this c^aptor 
is unavoidably incomplete. About all that can be said is that, within this severe limi- 
tation, an attempt has been made to include as much information as possible. 

In the first part of this chapter are data concerning rocket engines, which may be 
helpful in attempts to estimate their characteristics as infrared targrcts. In the second 
part radiometric principles an: discussed as they apply to the radiation from a wide 
variety of targets, particularly of surface targets as they appear in the output of an 
infrared scanner. Also included are data regarding the erriissivities of a number of 
common objects <uid surfaces. 

4.2. Aerial Targets (Rocket-Propulsion Systera«) 

Aerial targets may be military objectives; they raay be airu ^ft or rockets which are 
a threat to security, or they may be spacecraft which must rendezvous or track and 
home on a planet. The power plants can Vi piston engines, jets, or rockets. The 
radiation comes from the exhausts of the engines, from frictional heating of the struc- 
ture passing through the air, and from the air heated by very high speed objects like 
r entry bodies. 

4.2.1.   Symbols, Definitions, an*i E^nations 

A — nozzle croes-section area (in.*) 
c == elfwcüv» exhaust velficity (ft sec-') 

CH = Stanton number (proportional to local skin-friction coefficient, highly dependent 
on state of flow, i.e., laminar or turbulent; usually 1 *o 2 x 10"*) 

C(- = specific heat at constant pressure 
d = nozzle diameter 
F = thrusv (lb) 

HA — specific enthalpy (total internal energy per unit mass) of ambient atmoepher» 
HE S specific enthalpy of unmixed jet 
Hj » speetüc enthalpy '.total internal energy per unit mass) of mi:ted jet 
/,, =* specific impulse (ib-sec lb-1).   Varies approximately as T/?)R ""*• 
Kf ■»■ chexrical- a iuiiibrium constant 
m ■« proportion of entrained atmosphere 
M » Mach numbe;, unless otherwise noted 
Sä » molecular weight 
P - pressure (lb in.-1) 
R *> specific gas constant (ft-lb lb-1 "R1), ualess otlMrwise äinte»! 
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T = absolute static temperature in "R unless otherwise noted 
v = velocity (ft sec-1) 

Vm =- the differential velocity between the initial jet and the atmosphere 
W -= exhauat-gas v/eight flow rate (lb sec-1) 
y -- ratio of specific heats (cp/c,); depends batiically on the number of atoms in 

the molecule.   For monatomic gased, y = 1.66; for diatomic gatsca, y = 1.30. 
ft -- air density cuiaide boundary layer 
p -- »ir velocity outside boundary layer 

Su6smpi!s 

a = ambien' 
c = combustion chamber 
e — nozzle exit plane 
t = nozzle throat 

w = wall 

THRUST AND MASS FLOW 

g        g 

EXHAUST VELOCITY 

ü,= (ygRT.)T 

vr ~ c = i,pg 

M= vKygRT)* 

TEMPEIATU. 

T, ~- -~- Tr 
y+ 1 

i r     > -1     ^ r==r41+VMsj 
1 

-= TciPIPcY" - uly 

These three equations, relating temperature of the jet e/hauüt to internal condi- 
tions of the motor, «re not precisely fulfilled in practice because of factors such an 
conductive and radiative heat losses, changing chemical composition, and nomdeul- 
gas behavior.*   Boynton and Neu [\\ .found that actual exhaust tetrperaturee were 

*The energy budf et of a typical rocket engine rs M follows; I'fc law due to incomplete combustion. 
2% heat loia to engine walls, 27-57% in unavailable jet thermal energy, the balünc» in useful pro- 
p'llsion energy and residual exhaust kinetic tnergv 
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best predicted by assummg shifting chemical equilibrium down to a certain pressure 
and frozen composition thereafter; this so-called "freezing pressure" was determined 
by fitting to empirical data. Either process assumed a'.one would have incurred errors 
of about 200oK. 

Mr J 4G AND AFTERBURNING.   The energy balance of an exhaust jet of frozen compo- 
sition, mixing with the ambient atmosphere, has the following form [1]: 

rtj ~ —:—: r ■ 
1 +m 2^(1+ m)s 

More heai may be addeu to the jet by further reactions with the entrained atmosphere 
(afterburning). Table 4-1 gives the calculated heats released by afterburning processes 
for several fuels [2]. 

TABLE 4-1.   CALCULATED HEAT RELEASE DURING AFTERBURNING 

Propellant 
Combinaiion 

La/J?-4 

Ni((VTUDMH,iM1H4 

LOj/NH, 

LOJ/CIHSOH 

1X)2/N2H4 

WFNAyani line-alcohol 

RFNA/NiH, 

LCWLH« 

LFj/NiH. 

Sclid CMm 
Al. NftClO, 

O/F 
(by wt) 

2.127 

P   P 
(peia)* 

600/14.7 

2.01 766/14 

1.41 600/14.7 

1.5 300/14.7 

0.86 600/14.7 

3.0 315/14.7 

i.159 300/14.7 

G,556 600/14.7 

5.65 600/14.7 

2.4 600/14.7 

- 1000/14.7 

%H1 

(bywt) 

18.7 

3.1 

4.8 

10.2 

22.0 

5.1 

14.4 

29.4 

5.4 

0.3 

41.4 

%CO 
(by wt) 

37.7 

3.4 

24.7 

21.9 

28.8 

Heat Release* 
(Btu/lb 

propellant) 

3117 

358 

305 

1916 

1540 

1234 

914 

2830 

S420 

20 

3706 

*L' -.c'.erline indicate! prauitu« to which the fivnn gag compoa'tion pertains. 
^Conw^n iig complete ocmbustion of Hi and CO. 

STAGNATION. Ideally, stagnation temperatures of an isentropic exhaust stream 
would equal the initial or chamber temperature, TV. Figure 4-1 illustrates repre- 
sentative stagnation temperatures 131. 

4.2.2. J«t Stnjctur«. The region behind a racket or jet engine is an extremely 
complicated chemical and thermodynamjc entity This jet structuie has been analyzed 
in great detail because knowledge of how much of what kind of gas is where and at what 
temperature makes possible calculations of the radiation field. This region, also called 
the flow field, ia illustrated in Fig. 4-2. The flow-field characteristics are functions 
of both the engine and nozzle characteristics as well as the atmosphere in which the 
motor is operating. 
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Thrjist in Vacuum 
Thrust ai Sea Level 
Nozzle Area Katiü 
Nozzle Exit D!ixmet<>r 
Propellants 
Chamber Pressure 
Nozzk' Exit Pressure 
Nozzle Exit Static Temp 
Nozzle Exit Stii?iation Ter 

171,000 lb 
150,000 lb 
8:1 
4.3.14 in. 
LO2-RP-I 
558 PSIA 
10.S PS;A 
3400°F 
6000°F 

20 
*: is 
u 
o   10 

Q      5 

a 10 
Q     15 
2    20 

25 

500° 

1000°F —Stagnation Temp 

250° 

300° 

6000' 

50 100 150 200 

AXIAL DISTANCE, ft 

FIG. 4-1.   Stagnation temperature CF) distribution 

in exhaust at sea level. 

Tangent to Jet Boundary      ^ 
/   6 

Undisturbed Cone 

yJet Boundary 

Reflected Shock 

Mach Shock Disc 

(Mach ' W 

FIG. 4-2.   Features of th» flew field. 

4.2.2.1. Flow Field Within the Atmosphere. Figure 4-2 actually illuscratee the 
ilow field for operation in the atmosphere for different nozzle expansion ratios and 
pictorially defines the shock, first period, and undisturbed cone. 

Aerodynamic heating is discussed in Chap^r 21. 
DEPARTURE OF THE 1 VET FROM THE NOZZLE. S = the angle at the nozzle exit between 

the tangent w the noizle and the tangent to the jet boundary. 

Underexpanded nozzle P > P 0 

Optimally expanded nozzle P, + P„       8 > 0 

Overexpanded nozile Pr < PQ       8 < 0 

SHOCKS. For shock fonration in supersonic jets, set? Fig. s-2 The theory of shock 
formation is covered in [51 and (6). 

Fiiwr PERIOD. The first period of the jet is measured fro«:. the nozzle exit to the 
beginning of the refijcted sho-k    See Table 4-2. 
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TABIJ: 4-2.   LENGTH IN NOZZLE DIAMETKBS (4! 

Exit Mach No. PJt'a 

(y = 1.4) 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 7.0 

1.5 0 1.2 4.0 5.0 8.0 

2.5 0.8 2.4 4.0 5.6 8.8 

3.5 1.6 3.4 6.6. 8.4 - 

4.5 2.1 4.4 7.2 _ — 

UNDISTURBED CONE. The undisturbed cone is a region whose temperature, com- 
position, and length remain relatively const mt for a given nozzle configuration (1 
* 3/2d) under all conditions of Pa [7]. 

4.2.2.2. Flow Field in a Vacuum. F'gure 4-3 illustrates the expansion of an ex- 
haust in a vacuum under several conditions [5]. 

Conditions 

M 
Mach No. V\ Me 

A 10 50 4.66 
B 10 20 3.93 
C 10 10 3.40 
D 20 50 4.68 
E 20 20 3.91 
F 20 10 1.40 

1.2* 

Not«:   Skatl: Temperature, T « T 

-L 

=M 
30 40 SO 60 

LENGTH (tfozzhe RadU) 

FIG. 4-3.    Exhaust expansion into a vacuum; Jine 
of constant Mach number [6]. 

70 

4.2.3.   Exhaust Composition 

4.2.3.1. Gases. Table 4-3 listi a number of liquid propellants and their oombuaition 
products. Lox/RF'-l exheust composition vs mixture ratio is plotted in Fig. 4-4; 1 ig. 
4-5 is a similar plot for N^/O.ßNA + 0.5UDMH. 

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM. The balance of rcactants and products achieved in chemi- 
cal equilibrium is expressed as 

X, 
P.    PtPi-- 

' I  ' '  !*! ' r „ • • • 

when; the P terms in tL;     ;< »f.- MT are the. pt     «1 prnssu/es of the individual exhaust 
gases and the P ternu, in ciu; denominator are th". partial pressvire^ of the reacts nt gases. 

Figure 4-6 [6i shows the equilibrium conditions as a function of temperature for 
a number of important reactions. 
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2.0 «.2 2« 

fcOXTWE RATIO, O/F 

2.8 

PIG. 4-4 Exhaust composition 
of liquid oxygen/RP-1 vs mix- 
ture ratio. 

FIG. 4-5. Exhaust composition 
of N.Cu/O.SNA + OSUDMH 
US mixture ratio. 

1.4 i,8        1.8        2.0        2.2        i.4 

MDCTimE RATIC.O/F 

Z.i        2.t 
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TABLE 4-3.   RBPRESENTATIVE LIQUID PROPELLANTS 

Fuel 

Conditions 
Oxidizer 

O/F P. P; A.I A, n r Iv 

Chlorine Trifluoride 
(CLF,) 

Hydrazine 
(NA) 

2.6 300 14.7,3.8 
0.3;53 

6{>97,A 
er^T-A 

4i39,H 
1588 

258 
330 

Fluorine 
(F.) 

Ammonia 
(NH,) 

3.2 300 14.7;3.9 
0.6;37 

7760 
7780 

5521 
2829 

312 
403 

Fluorine 
(F.) 

Hydrmine 
(NA) 

2.2 300 14.7;3.9 
0.6;39 

-1415 
4<15 

3179 
1710 

316 
411 

Fluorine Hydrogen 6.0 100 14.7;1.8 
0.2;149 

5913 
5913 

4480 
615 

303 
484 

!>Ö% Hydrogen Peroxide 
(H,0,) 

Hydr^me 
(N.H,) 

1.8 300 14.7;3.7 
ö.6;38 

5152 
5152 

3249 
1718 

253 
325 

Nitrogju Tetroxide 
(N,0,) 

1/2 UDMH, 1/2 Hydraz^c 1.8 

2.0 

800 

30 
0.8;66 

14.7;1.02 
0.3;76 

5946 
5946 
5389 
5389 

3248 
1830 
5079 
2143 

282 
344 
t27 
335 

Nitrogen Tetroxide 
{N,0,) 

Pentaborane 
(EJi.) 

3.2 300 14.7;4.1 
0.3;98 

6612 
6812 

5298 
3754 

259 
364 

Oxygen RP1 2.2 800 14.7;7.6 
1.6;40 

6287 
6287 

3474 
2306 

291 
339 

Oxygen 
(O,) 

Hydrazine 
(N,H,) 

0.8 500 11.7;0.4 
1.0;38 

6915 
5915 

3567 
2068 

292 
354 

Oxygen 
(O,) 

Hydrogen 
(H.) 

30 

3.0 

300 

50 

14.7;3.4 
0.3;51 

14.7;;,.2 
0.05;51 

4837 
4837 
4734 
4734 

2660 
1033 
3862 
1036 

364 
462 
251 
461 

Oxygen Ethyl Alcohol 
(CH.OH) 

1.6 300 14.7 5705 3170 242 

IP.FNA 
(HNO)+NO, + H,0 + HFl 

ULMH 
',(CHJ:N,H,) 

2.8 206 14.7;2.9 
.21;54 

5400 3857 
!C75 

226 
293 

Nitrogen Tetroxide 
(N.O,) 

15% Nitric Oxide, 85» 
Mono Methyl Hydnuin? 
[(NO, N.H^CH,)! 

2.1 30 14.7;1.02 
0.01;262 

5454 
■,454 

5135 
14«7 

129 
369 
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TABLE 4-3    REPRESENTATIVE LIQIMD PROPSLLANIS (Continued/ 

Combuaticn ProducU 'nok pei-vent) 

H.Ü H, H OH 0 NO N. CO, CO HF HCl OtA.fr 

~ 
4.3 
41 

0.2 
— 

- 
- 

20.7 
20.8 - - 

56.1 
56.3 

18.1 
18.8 

0.61 Cl 

- 1.33 
1.19 

^.22 - 
- 

- 14.3 
14.6 

- - 8?.J 
83.5 

- 1.11 F 

- 1.82 
2.97 

3,67 
0.01 - 

- 
- 

20 1 
20.6 

- 
- 

73.1 
76.4 

- 1.4 F 

- 50.4 
51.7 

1.71 - - - - - - 47.8 
48.3 

- - 

72.2 
72.2 

6.48 
6.48 

0.01 0.02 
_ - 

21.3 
21.3 

- - - - 
- 

42.3 
38.8 
38.3 
44..' 

9.45 
13.0 
6.81 
6.32 

0.01 

230 3.32 0.84 0.75 

34.9 
34.9 
33.5 
36.0 

7 16 
10.7 
5.43 

10.9 

6.20 
2.70 
6.9" 
2.19 

- - 
1.8 O. 

3.07 
1.01 

25.1 
33.3 

b.S2 
1.15 

0.23 
0.01 

0.04 C.02 22.3 
23.7 - - - - 

5.99 BO, 1.41 B,0, 
28.3 HBO,, 6.87 P.O, 

0.47 30, 0-66 BiO, 
27.3 HZCk. 12.6 B,0, 

32.1 
26.7 

17.8 
23.a 

0.04 0.01 
- 

- - 14.3 
19 7 

36.7 
30.3 

- - 
- 

53.4 
53.4 

13.2 
13.2 

0.05 0.02 
— - 

?33 
33.3 

- 
- 

- 
_ 

- 

37.8 
37.8 
37.7 
37.8 

62.2 
62.2 
61.9 
c:2.2 

0.32 0.01 - - - - - ~ - : 

44.9 10.2 1.90 3,37 0.41 - - 13 8 24.7 - 0.67 O, 

48.0 
35.3 

6.24 
19.1 

O.lt 
0.59 

0.08 
C.24 0.01 

0.02 
0.02 

220 
r>.o 

4.74 
4.74 

17.6 
17.6 

063 
- 

- 

34.8 
35.2 

f?.55 
13.7 

2.88 3.06 0.76 0.62 327 
24.,?. 14.7 

9.8S 
I.fe3 - 

— l.iaO, 
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CO,, - CO + (l/2)02 

/     H20-H2+{i/2)0? 

O - (i/2)H   <• OH 

1,0 x 10 

5,0 x 10 

2.0 x iO 

1.0 x 10 

5.0 X 10      " 

?.öx 10 

1.0 x 10 

5.0 x 10 

2.0 x 10 

l.fl x 10"" ' ' 

(l/2)N„~NO + H, 

30C0     3500    4CO0     4500     5000    5500 

TEMPERATURE 0F 

(a) 

0.01 

CO, - CO + (1/2)C, 

.H,0-(l/2,iH2 tOK 

■H20-H:, + (l/2)02 

V(1/2)N2+(1/2)02 - NO 
SH20 - K2 ^ O 

20*(1/2)N  -NO *H2 

300C   35(K.      «000    4500     5000     5500   8000 

TEMPERATURF, 0F 

(b) 

FIG. 4-6.    Equi!tV>i m twnatant Ä't vs tempweture 16). 
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MOLKCUIAK EMISSION. Table 4-4 is a tabulation of the iiiirared emission bands of 
the prncipal exhaust gases. 

1 ABLE 4-4.   MAJOR INFRARED EMUüION BANDS OF EXHAUST GASBS [8] 

Gas Approximate Center of Major Emission Bands (ft.) 

H20 0.94, 1.14, 1.38, 1.88, 2.66, 2.74, 3.17, 6.27 

CO, 1.96, ii.Ol, 2.06, 2.69, 2.V7, 4.26, 4.68, 4.78, 4.82 
5.17, 15.0 

CO 4.663. 2.345, 1.573 

HC1 3.465. 1.764, 1 198 

NO 5.30,2.672 

NO, 4.50, 6.17, 15.4 

N,0 2.87, S.90, 4.06, 4.54, 7.78, 8.57, 16.98 

OK 1.00, 1.03, 1.08, 1.14, 1.21, 1.29, 1.38. 1.43. 1.50, 
1.58, 1.67, 1.78, 1.87, 1.99. 2.15, 2.80, 2.94, 3.08, 3.25 
3.43, 3.63, 3.87, 4.U „ i.47 

SO, 4.0, 4.34, 5.34, 7.35, 8.69 

4.2.3.2. Particles in Exhausts. Boynton [9] measured the carbon pa:rticle size dis- 
tribution in the exhaust of a small rocket engine. The distribution iö shown in Fig. 4-7. 
It shows the apparert diameters in 22,0O0x micrographs. 

140 

■s 

a 
a 

20   35   50   65    80    J)   ai    98 99 

PERCENT OF PARTICUTS SMALLER (GaussUn Scale! 

FJG. 4-7.   Size distribution of carbon particles. 

Kurtovich and Pinson [10] measured tht particle-size distribution in the exhaust 
stream of a scale-model soiid-propellant rocket. In this c»>»e, the particles were oxide 
products cf the pulverized aluminum used in some high-energy solid fuels. The 
distributions at two points downstream of the exit are given in Fjg. '8 In Fig. 4-9 
the computed effect of particle size on the overall exhaust emissivily is given, for the 
distribution indicated by the solid line in Fig. 4-8. 

In Fig. 4-8 the particle size distribution a' .wo distances from the nozzle exit plane 
is given.   The volumetric particle concentration was 1.14 x 10 &.   The solid curve 
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f\ *  75' Downstream 
c 

r   > 6'i 5 psla 

j.2 0.5   1    2      5   10 20    50 100 

^ARTICLE SIZr (microns) 

FIG. 4-8.   Particle size distribution. 

20 30 

PARTICLE SIZE (M) 

FIG. 4-9.    EmiscVty aa a function 
of upper limit of particle size. 

in Fig. 4-« represents a distribution for which the emissivity cf a particle cloud 1 ft thick 
has betn calculated. This is shown in Fig. 4-9 as a function of an upper limit to particle 
size. 

4.2.4. Heating During Exit. Heating during exit, as a result of supersonic veloc- 
ities in the atmosphere, may be calculated, though certain data, particularly those 
regarding the houndary-layor flow, are not completely determined. The heat flow, 
q, into a surface is calculated as follows: 

Chpucp [r( i + R^Y-MA 

In this equation, T = boundaiy-'.r.yer temperature and R is the recovery factor (0.82 
to 0.88 [11] depending mostly on the state of flow). 

RADIATION PROCESSES.   Aerodynamic heating is discussed in Chapter 21.   Figure 
4-10 is an example of a time-temperature curve of a nose fairing. 

Nose Fairing 
31 Cal. Ogive 
0.045" Al. 

H 
Ö 
2 

20      40      60       80     100 
TIME (fee) 

FIG. 4-10.   Te iperature of Acrobee ICO 
MOM fairing ( fASA  Flight No. 4.12). 
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4.2.5. Heating During Reentry. Reentry heating is caused by aerodynamic 
friction and shock effects. The radiation contributions are thus from the heated body 
and the shocked air. 

Aa a body entere the earth's atmosphere, considerable energy is released through  h^ 
interaction of the body and the atmosphere.   The optical radiations leleased are tune 
tions of the original condition of the event, e.g., velocity, mass, material, arigle of attack, 
and vehicle shape. 

Beiow 70 or 80 km, the atnvisphere may be considered to be a continuum, and fluid- 
dynamics principles may be applied. 

A blunt body has a comparatively large normal shock, with the result that consider- 
able air is heated and disBOciated. Much of ibs energy stored during dissociation is 
not released until the air has passed into the w .ke. A slender vehicle, on the other 
hand, has little or no normal shock, so that there is less heating and little dissociation 
of the air. The frictional drag of the surface does cause the air in the boundary layer 
to decelerate, but the energy thus made available can in large part be efficiently con- 
ducted to the body. 

The radiation from the surface may be calculated if ehe temperature and spectral 
emissivity of the surface are known. Empirical relationships have been developed 
which permit one to calculate th^ heat input for spheres, cones, cylinders, and combina- 
tions thereof. These relationships depend upon vehicle velocity, ambient density, 
and of course the shape of the vehicle. Tbe temperatures reached are functions of 
the thermal properties of the niaterial of the body. However, the contributions from 
contaminants in the wake often completely oversbadow pll other contributions. 

4.3. Surface Targets 

Infrared surface targets include a wide variety of radiatior. sources which can be cat- 
egorized in a number of different ways. Thpre are land targets and sea targets: there 
are strategic targets and tactical target*; *here are fixed targets and mobile targets; 
there are active targets and passive targets. The wide differences between typts of 
surface targets are evident fron, a listing of just a lew examples: rivers, lake?, woods, 
fields, roada, railroads, airatrips, buildings, bridges, factories, shipping facilities, 
power plants, ships, submarine wakes, vehicles, and personnel. In spite of the diver- 
sity, it is apparent from this list that most surface targets are opaque, or nearly opaque, 
bodies and that many of them (though certainly not all) are at close to ambient tem- 
peratures (approximately 300oK). While some surface targets {e.g., the exhaust 
manifolds of tanks or other vehicles, power plants, or blast furnaces! can be distin- 
guished by temperatures which are definitely higher U>an any of the surroundings, 
many passive objects near ambient temperature must be recognized by other charac- 
teristics, such as shape, siis, position, md contrast, in the spatiai-distribution pat- 
tern of radiance. 

4.4. Radiometrie Analysis and Discussion 

See Chapter 2 iRadiometry", Chapter 6 (Atmospheric Phenomena), and particularly 
Chapter 5 (Backgrounds) for more complete discussions of these topics. Note that 
atmospheric phenomena enter into the situation not onlv because of atmospheric 
attenuation ot source radiation but also through the meteorological effects on the 
surface temperature and emissivity of radiation sources. This is strikingly illustrated 
by the "washout effect" 112,13). Chapter 5 is particularly pertinent because, in gen- 
eral, there is no inherent difference between a background source and a target source 
of radiation. The designation as one or the other reflects only the interest of the 
moment - the source of interest is a target; other sources, from which radiation is 
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received along with target radi&tion, are the background. Also, for rttOBt applications 
the important covisideraticns are those of target-background contrast, not just of tar- 
get radiation alone. 

The radiance N of an opaque body ^which includes most surface targets) consist cf 
thai; due to self emission Ar, and that due to reflection or scattering of incident radi- 
ation Nr: 

N = Nf + N~      w cm» sr' (4-1) 

The relative magnitudes of Nf and Nr depend upon a number of factors, of which the 
two most important are: (1) the surface properties of the body (including the surface 
t-jmperature) and (2; the incident radiation. iV, will be more likely to predominate 
over Nr when the surface has high emissivity and low rellectance (rough and dariO, 
and conversely iVr will tend to be greater when the suiface has high reflectance and low 
emissivity (bright and shiny). The interreiadonship is examined in more detail in 
Section 4.4.3. Comtiderations of specular us diffuse reflectance and the relative spatial 
positions of illuminating source, target, and detector also may greatly affect the rela- 
tive magnitude of Nr which, of course, depends directly upon the incident radiation, 
especially its magnitude and its distribution in wavelength and in direction. 

At nipht, self-emission Nr usually pre«'«mnatcs for military targets in the field 
and Nr may be neglected, except when the target is irradiated by the source of an active 
or semiactive detection system (usually operating ac wavelengths of 1 M 

or less). In 
sunlight the relative importance of N, arid Arr depends greatly on the wavelength 
range as well as on target surface conditions (including temperatures). At longer 
wavelergths, greater than about 4 or 5 /i, reflected or scattered sunlight is relatively 
unimportant and iVr may usually be neglerted; at shorter wavelengths, less than about 
1 or ?- fi, self-emission becomes unimportant except for very hot targets, such &s an 
exposed red-hot exhaust pipe, so that for bodies clt/;« to ambient temperatures N, 
may be ignored. At intermediate wavelengths, from about 1 to 5 pi, either or both 
iV, and .Vr may be important. Reference [14] is an annotated bibliography on emit- 
tance and reflectance in the infrared, listing 910 pertinent references. 

4.4.1. Thermal Emipsion. The simplest, and probably the most frequently used, 
approach to the evaluation of Nr is to consider an opaque solid as a graybody v.hich, 
at a uniform surface temperature of T0K and in a direction in which its smissivity is 
e, will radiate according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law: 

Nr = ,(TT*IIT      w cm-» sr1 (4-2) 

where tr = 5.67 x Kr'« w cm-» ("K)4. 
If the surface is rough or weathered, so that r. approximates a perfectly «iiffusing or 

"Lambert law" surface, the emissivity e, and hence A',-, will be the same for ell directions, 
but in general it is a func.ion at least of the angh " from the normal to the surface,« = 
€(9). If the surface is not uniform, it may also vary with azimuth direction yj and v/ith 
position. The exact rolationsbips are summarized in Section 4.4.3. Nevertheless, the 
Lambert law assumption if. often made for lack of any data to establish the variations 
of t with respect to dire*,-tion and/or position. 

Jf € is constant wish respect to both direction and wavelength, auci the en- \e sur- 
face is at a unifurm temperature T, the radiant intensity of the entire target vn a given 
direction is 

-Jr = N. \ cc*i6dA = N,AP      v sr1 (4-3) 
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«vhsre Ap ** j cos 0 dA is the projected area of the target perpendicular to the given 
direction (6 is the angle between that direction and the normal to the tiurfac« element 
dA and the inte^ation is carried oat over all of the "exposed' surface of the target, 
i.e., all that «in be "seen" from the given direction). If, however, there are teiT!;»er- 
ature gradients, and different areas of the exposed surface are at different temperatui'ea, 
the radiant intensity .8 given instead by 

Jr -    N,- cos 6 dA       w sr ' (4-4) 

where Ne is expressed as a function of the temperature T of the element dA by Eq (4.2) 
and the temperature T, in turn, is expressed as a function of the surface coordinatts 
which define dA. The integration may be replaced by, or approximated by, a summa 
tion if the surface can be divided into uniform region» each of which radiates in accord- 
ance with Eq. (4-2). In that case the radiant intensity of each exposed region is com- 
puted separately by Eq. (4-3) and the results are simply added to obtain the radiant 
intensity of the entire target. 

It is only when the target surface has constant eimssivity and is also everywhere 
at uniform temperature that the value of its radiance N,, or its radian: intensity J,., 
as measured with a aonselective radiometer (with equal response at al! wavelengths), 
can be unambiguously associated with its temperature. It is for this reason that the 
WGIRB (Working Group on Infrared Backgrcands) recommended stn rigly against the 
unfortunately all-too-common practice of using temperature as a radiometric unit 
in lieu of i idiance [15]. 

Even when temperature gradients and differences exist and/or the emissivity is not 
constant with location and direction (but is constant with respect to wavelength), 
the radiance of each portion (possibly inlinitrtshnel) of the surface of an opaque body 
is directly associated with the surface temperature of that portion by Eq. (4-2) It 
is then possible to evalua'e or estimate the contrast between different areas with 
slightly different ourface temfteratures and/or emissivities by the relation 

£^' = <T^*T
3
 dT+ TMO/TT 

N",  ~ CO-T/TT 

--= 4dTIT + dt.le       dimensionless (4-5) 

Larger differences are evaluated by directly computing Nr for each portion by meaiu> 
of Eq. (4-2) and then taking the difference or making the comparison. Contrast is 
then measured, by analogy with the expression dNIN, by 

C = (A/, - Nt)IN = 2(M - N,)/(N, + N2) (4-6) 

If the background radiance A/* is regarded as the reference level and one mshes to 
designate the contrast, with respect to this background level, of p. target of radiance 
»N r, one may instead compute tie contrast as (16] 

C - {N- - Na)INt,       dimension. (4-7) 

It must be strongly reemphsaized that the foregoing relations, in terms of total 
radiation (all wavelengths) have all been based on the graybedy (constant-spectral- 
emissivity) aasunotion, which is usually only approximately true of real targets. 
Furthermore, application of these relations also implies a detector response to total 
radiation, i.e., nonselective responibe or constant spectra! responsivity. Spectral 
distribution has been ignored, although the strong wavelength dependence of atmos- 
spheric attenuation and the frequent use of spectral filters and spectrally selective 
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detectors makes it a very important consideration in many, if not most, applications. 
Acco-dingly, these relationp will ordinarily give only approximate o*- qualitative re- 
sult« for real situations, and often the approximation may be very i>oor. On the other 
hand,, any evaluation of spectra) effects as fLnctions of source temperature, based on 
the Planck law (see Chapter 2), is best carried out in terms of each particular situ- 
ation. Attempts to write expressions which will apply generally in a wide variety 
of circumstances rabidly become prohibitively complex. 

4.4.2. Reflection. The measurement and specification of reflectance, even 
for opaque materials where multiple internal reflections «re not involved, is not at all 
a simple matter. The additional complications which arise with semitransparent matt- 
rials are well discussed in [17] and [18], and will not be considered further here. 

It is particularly important here to recognize that the valti. of total reflectance. 
p, which is related by Kirchhof*'! law to the absorptance, a, or ihe ern*siv.ity, «;, of 
an opaque body, 

« = c = (1 — p)       dimensionless (4-8) 

may be quite different from the value of dircrtional or partial reflectraice (see Section 
2.10), which, together with the spatial distribution of ircident radiation and the loca- 
tions of the targi t and detector, determines the value of N, in Eq. (4-1). The basic 
relationships i nv. Ived are clearly and concise'iy summarized in an appendix to a pap'-r 
by Richmond beginning on page 151 of [19]. 

In general, metuured values of reflectance may be applied correctly only to situations 
which involve the same geometric relations between the source of irradiance, the 
rtflecting surface, and the receiver or detectcr. Any change in the geometry of either 
the incident beam or the reflected beam of radiation may result in, or require, a dil- 
ferent value of reflectance. 

Poesib'e confusion in terminology should be noted. Throughout most of [19], a dis- 
tinction is made between reflectivity, which is defined as the property ol ,•? material 
(i.e., meaoured with an ideally smooth and clean surface), and reflectance, whic»: is tne 
fraction of incident radiation reflected from a particular sample, regardless of its sur- 
face condition. The terms emissivity and emittance are used similarly with correspond- 
ing meanings, and the power per unit area emitted by a source, which we have called 
the radiant emittance, W (following [20]) is irstead called the emissive power f'ill 
another term, albedo, is frequently used by astronomers and meteorologists to desig- 
nate the total radiant reflectance of natural objects. Similarly, visual albedo is used 
to designate the luminous reflectance [21] (see Chapte»- 2 for further comments on 
this nomenclature). 

4.4.3, '•"'«ctoni Alfecthv the Temperaturen of Passive Targets. Since the self- 
emission of an opaque target is so closely dependent upon its surface temperature, 
it is important to recognize the factors which determine that temperature for a passive 
or inert object under field conditic.is. This is a very complex situation th?i;, in practice, 
is usually not amenable to quantitative tn.-atment except for making very rough 
approximations [22]. Howover, qualitatively it is always useful and important tt 
recognize and take into account the various contributing factors, such as the incident 
radiation or other source of heat, the recent history of incident radiation or other heat- 
ing, the absorptivity (see Eq. (4-8)), the hf.at conductivity, the heat capacity, the size 
and shape and material of the target, and other ambient conditions such as convective 
cooling or heating by windi» or oooling b> rain, or other precipitation or condensation 
(dew), and by its subsequant evaporation [23].   While the foregoing list may not be 
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exhaustive, it probably inciudat the most important parameters and is compiet« enough 
to suggest others which may be pertinent in a particular case. 

The forms in which heat ener^ reaches the surfa.-e of the earth, both fron above 
and from below, are shown in diagrams of the daytima heat balance (Fig 4-11/, and the 
nighttime heat balance (Fig 4-li.) [24]. These are simplified diagrams of average 
or gross effects and do not take into account the iccal gradients which result from 
differences in heat capacity and/or heat conductivity, interactions between terrain 
configuration and sun (r.hadowing) iv winds (sheltering), etc. The resulting varia- 
tions in surface temperitures give n%e to most of the observed diurnal and seasonal 
variations and the effects of overcast histories. A thorough understanding of the 
phenomena involved is essential for the interpretation of strip maps obtained with 
infrared scanners and for the development of effective camouflage techniques. 
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FIG. 4-11, Htat balance at the 
earth's surtace at midkiay ([24], 
taken from The Climate Near the 
Ground, by R. Geiger, Harvard 
University Press, 1950). 
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4.5.   Measured Values of Radiant Emisaivity and Kefiec* wre 

The complexities involvtd in the description and specjfication cf the interrelated 
paraiiieters of radiant emissivity and reflectance have been summarized in preceding 
sections, particularly in Chapter 2. The basic concepts snd relations are not always 
clearly defined or applied in reports of measurement results, and a variety of meaeur- 
ing techniques is employed, with the result that L .icertainties exist regarding many 
published values [25]. Some representative values of emisaivities and/or reflectances 
are presented here, but it must be reemphasized that they can be regarded as accurate 
and strictly applicable only in situations where the ray göometry corresponds to that 
used in ..Taking the measurements, and also only where the surface conditions (weather- 
ing, ccrrosion, etc.) of the target or sample correspond to those c?f the sample measured. 
Usually, however, it is difficult if not impossible even to determine the degree to wh?ch 
these conditions are satisfied or reproduced. Often the pertinent information is net 
included in the measurement report, but, even when it is, verification is not K simple 
matter. Consequently, the reported values are often useful only to indicate th • orders 
of magnitude involved and to suggest the probable relationship or contrast between 
a target and other targets or background objects as detected by a particular infrared 
device. 

It is only possible to present here a few representative curves and tabulated values. 
Additional measurement reports are found in the literature, and an extensive listing 
of published material prior to 1959 ie found in [14]. Reference r2öj contains an ex- 
tensive tabulation of published experimental results through 1957, giving considerable 
detail about the coverage of the measurements and references to the measurement 
reports bi t not t^e measured values themselves. More detailed data on the reflectance 
find emissivity of different materials, particularly of pure substances with clean sur- 
faces, measured in the laboratory (reflectivities and emissivities rather than reflec- 
tances and emittances or emissances, in the much-debated terminology for distinguish- 
ing material properties from the parameters of particular samples [19J) are found in 
standard references, su " the Handbook of Chemistry & Physics (Chemical Äubber 
Publishing Co.) and the international Critical Tables. 

The measurements shown here ai* all for opaque substances, and the reflectances 
are assumed to be at least approxiirai:e<y equivalent to total reflectance p, or dir-ectional 
reflectance pd, as defined in Chapter 2 vnote particularly the diatinction between the 
latter and the partial reflectance or reSectance distribu.ion function p) so that they 
may be related to the corresponding emiesivitiet; and absorptances by Eq (4-8). As 
emphasized in Section 4.4.3., however, Eq. (4-8) holds strictly only for monochromatic 
radiation, for radiation consistii:', only of waveiongths for which values of reflectance, 
emissivity, and absorptance do not vary with wavelength, or where the reflectance 
and absorptance values are those !"or incident radiation with a blackbody (graybody) 
spectral distribution. 

Spectral reflectance curves for a few varieties of ordnance materials are presented 
in Figa. 4-13 to 4-16 [27). Similar curves for surfaces and finishes of naval interest 
are shown in Figs. 4-17 through 4-24 [28]. Reference [29] covers an extensiv« study 
of the refloctances of a wide variety of terrain features and of paints and finisheä?, in- 
cluding the effects of water immersion on the latter. Some of the spectral reflectance 
curves are presented in Fig. 4-25 as they 'Aere summarized in [30], where these and 
other similar data from [29] were us«*! to compute the emissivities in the 3-5-p and 
8-13-/i bands listed in Table 4-5, whirh alao includes values, obtained similarly from 
the spectral reflectance curves of [28], for reflectances in the 0.7-1.0-p. band and emis- 
sivities in the 1.8-2.7-p band.   The importance of the substrate to which a paint is 
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applied and the effect that the substrate may have on the spectral reflectance of the 
painted surface is illustratr ' by Figs. 4-26 and 4-27 129] 

Curves of directional reflectance for some paving and roofing materials and paints, 
showing üie effects of different angles of incidence in different spectral regions, appear 
in Figs. 4-28 through 4-33 [17]. Note that the "directional reflectivity," ratt, of [17] 
(plotted in the^e figures) is related to the partial reflectance p, as defined in Eq. (2-45), 
as follows: 

ra0 = p'(a, ^, /3, «^ ± tr) cos a cos ß (4-Ö) 

TABUS 4-5.   RKJXECTANCE (p) AND EMISSJVITV (C) OF COMMON TERRAIN FEATURES* 

Green Mountain Laurel 
■Voung Willow Leaf (dry, top) 
Holly Leaf (dry, top) 
Holly I«af (dry, bottom) 
Pressed Dormant Maple Leaf (dry, top) 

Green Leaf Winter Color - Oak Leaf (dry, top) 
Green Coniferous Twigs (Jack Pine) 
Grass — Meadow Fescue (dry) 
Sand - Hainamanu Silt Loam - Hawaii 
Sand-Barnes Fine Silt Loam—So. Dakota 

Sand-Gooah Fine Silt Loam-Oregon 
Sand - Vereiniging - Africa 
Sand-Maury Silt Loam- Tennewee 
Sand-Dublin Cl*y Loam-California 
Sand —Pullman Loam—New Mexico 

Sand- Grady Silt Loam-Georgia 
Sand — Colts Neck Loam — New Jersey 
Sand - Mesita Negra — lower test site 
Bark-Northern Red Oak 
Bark — Northern American Jack Pine 
Bark - Coloi ado Spruce 

•Estimated average value« of reflectance p. or emiwivity « = ! - p. in the indicated wavelengtii hand», read from 
the spnctral reflectance curve« of [291 '.some of which are «hown in Fig. 4-25) 

O.',-:.OP 1.8-2.7 p 3-5 p 8-13 p 

p = 0.44 t = 0.84 « = 0.90 € = 0.92 
0.46 *).32 0.94 0.96 
0.44 0.72 0.90 0.90 
0.42 0.64 0.86 0.94 
0.53 0.58 0.87 0.92 

0.43 0.67 0.90 0.92 
0.30 0.86 0.96 0.97 
0.41 0.62 0.82 0.88 
0.15 0.82 fV84 0.94 
0.21 0.58 0 78 0.93 

0.39 0.54 0.80 0.98 
0.43 0.56 0.82 0.94 
0.43 0.56 0.74 0.95 
0.42 0.54 0.88 0.97 
0.37 0.S2 0.78 0.93 

0.11 0.58 0.85 0.94 
028 0.67 090 0.94 
0.38 0.70 0.75 0.92 
0.23 0.78 0.90 0.96 
0.18 0.69 0.88 0.97 
0.22 0.75 0.87 0.94 

FIG. 4-13. Spectral refltctance of 
ruhbei trac* block, natural rubber 
on nylon fabric, CF-ll [271. 
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FiG. 4-17.   Sr«ctral reflectance of aluminum foil, 3.001 k... RM-216 
(Reynolds Meta! Co.) (281. 
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FIG. 4-18. (a) Spectral reflectance of aluminum, asphalt base. No. 3483 
(Sears Roebuck and Co.), and (b) spectral reflectauce of aluminum lacquer. 
No. S-^1' C 'Stoner-Mudge Inc.) (28). 
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FIG 4-21.    Spectral reflect«nee of enamel, whit«, exterior No 175 
(Walter N. Boysen Co.) (28) 
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FIG. 4-23.   Spectral reflectance of anphaltic road material, ST < 
(Stendard Oil Co. of California) (28). 
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FIG. 4-3i.    Directional reflectivity (Eq. 4-9) curve« for concrete 
painted with Centt.-lite white paint (abraded) (17) 
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FIG. 4-33.    Directioaal ts' ©ctivity (£<,. 4-9) cum* 
for corrugated metal [171 
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5.   Backgrounds 

5.1.   Sky Backgrounds* 

Sky-background radiation in the infrared is caused by scattering of the sun's radiation 
and by emission from atmospheric constituents. Figure 5-1 illustrates the separation 
of the spectrum into two regions —the solar scattering region short of 3 ß, and the 
thermal emission region beyond 4 /n. Solar scattering is represented by reflection from 
a bright sunlit cloud, ~nd alternatively by a curve for clear-air scattering. The thermal 
region is represented by a 300oK blackbody. Figure 5 2 shows blackbody curves for 
temperatures :anging from 0° to 40oC. This simple model is modified by a number of 
factors; in the solar region there are absorption bands o! water vapor at 0.94, 1.1, 1.4, 
1.9, and 2.7 ß. and of carbon dioxide at 2.7 ß. The effect of these bands is shown in 
Fig. 5-3. 

In the thermal region the bands which have strong abf orption, and thus strong emis- 
sion, will approach very closely to the blackbody curve jrppropriate to the temperature 
of the atmosphere. Less strongly emitting ma JUS ma contribute only a Ginall frac- 
tion of the radiation of a blackbody at the temperature c f the atmosphere. The bottom 
curve in Fig. 5 4 is a good example. This zenith measurement, taken from a high, 
dry location. Elk Park, Colorado, shows low emiasioii txoipt m the strong band of 
CO. at 15 fj. and of HjO at 6.3 ß.   There is also a weak emission peak, due to ozone. 
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FIG.  5-3.    Spectral  radiance of 
the clear daytime sky [1]. 
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FIG. 5-4. The spectral radiance of 
a clear nighttime sky for several 
angles of elevation above the horizon 
(Elk   Park   Station,   Colorado)   HI 

at 9.6 fi. The low-level continuum is due to the wings of the strong band» of H2O 
and COi. The effect of increased humidity and air mass can be st-en by comparing 
the bottom curves of Fig. 5-4 and 5-5. Figure 5-5 shows measurements taken at a 
humid see level location, Cocoa Beach, Florida. 

The effect of increasing air mass alone can Ir v  ... Fig. 5-4 and 5-5, by com- 
paring curves taken from the same altitude a various elevation angles.   The emission 
shows a systematic decrease with increasing 
elevation angle.   The direction of look also has 
an effect in the solar scattering region, as seen 
in Fig. 5-3, where, for a clear sky, the sun posi- r~ 
tion is fixed and the spertral radiance is plotted 
for several observer angles. 

The position of the sun t as a strong effect on 
the scattered radiation in the solar region, as 
shown in Fig. 5-6, where tht "Sserver looks at 
the zenith and the elevation angle of the sun 
is varied "out has little effect on the radiation 
in the thermal region. The temperature of 
the atmosphere, on the other hand, has a strong 
effect on the radiation in the thermal region 
but little effect in the solar region. The pres- 
enae of clouds will affect both the near-infrared 
solar scattering and the thermal-region 
emissiot; 

Near-infrared radiation exhibits strong 
forward scattering in clouds. Thus the rela- 
tive positions of sun, obaerver, and cloud 
become especially importÄnt. For a heavy 
overcast sky, multiple scattering reduces the 
strong forward scattering effect. 
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FIG. 5-7.   The spectral radiance of the 
underside of a dark cumulus cloud [1]. 

Thick clouds ate good blackbodies. Emission from clouds is in the 8-13-/i region 
find is, of course, dependent on the cloud temperature. Because of the emission and 
absorption bands of the atmosphere at 6.3 p and 15 ^, a cloud may not be visible in these 
region? and the radiation here is determined by the temperature of the atmosphere. 
A striking example is given in Fig. 5-7 Here the atmospheric temperature is +10oC 
and the radiation in the emission bands at 6.3 jx and 15 ..t approaches £ value appro- 
priate to that temperature. T^e underside of the cloud has a tempersture of —10CC, 
and the radiation in the 8-15-/1 window approaches that of a blackbody at — KTC. 

Figure i.-8 shows the variation of sky radiance as a function of elevation angle. 
Figure 5-9 ehows the variation with respect to variations of ambient air temperature, 
and Fig. 5-10 shows seasonal variations. 
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FIG. 5-8. The spectral radiance of 
sky covered with cirrus clouds at 
several angles of elevation 11] 
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FIG. 5-9. Zenith sky spectral radi- 
ance showing the large variation 
with  ambient air temperature 111. 
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FIG. 5-10.   Spectral radiance of overcast skies in winter 
and summer 121 
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5.2.   Aurora [3,4], 

5.2.1.   Auroral Spectra.*   Auiora emission lines occur at 0-92, 1.04, and 1.11 u; 
the meaaured brightnesses are about 6 x 10 * w cm-* sr ' line ' [5]. 

Figure 5-11 shows the auroral spectrum between 0 9 and 1.2 p. This reproduction 
was obtained by averaging a nvmber of individual spectra [5]. Figure 5-12 shows 
auroral spectra between 1.4 and 1.65 u. The dotted curve is the airglow spec-trum 
fitted to the auroral spectrum in a region where the auroral emission appears feeble. 
Spectra (a), (6), and (c) were made in consecutive iöans, with a total time of 3 min 
The relative intensities of features on a single scan are not significant since the aurora 
fluctuates in brightness dunng the scanning period [6]. 

Al-mt    (Melnel) 
/  0.921 M 

/ /(f^Nj 1 Via 
i.039 JJ 

j(0-0)No1' (Melnel) 
' 1.113 M 

NI (2p-2D) 
1.041 v 

I.O 1.1 
WAVELENGTH ^) 

FIG. 5-11. Auroral spectrum, 0.9 to 1.2 ß, 
obtained with a lead ^ulfide spectrcmeter; 
projected slit width, 100 A (5]. 

FIG. 5-12. Auroral spectra, 1.4 to 
1 66 M- obtained with a lead sulftde 
spectrometer; projecUad slit width 
200 A 18). 

*See also Soies Added in Proof, page 170. 
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5.2.2. Auroral Zones [4]. Figure 5 13 shows the auroral zones. These are di- 
vided into 3 areas: the north and south auroral regions extending from geomagnetic 
latitudes 80" to the poles, the -'ibaur-wral belts between 45<: and 60°, d\i the minaurorai 
belt between 45° N and 45,,S. 

The aurora! regions include the auroral zonec, which are the regions of maximum 
occurrence, and the auroral cape, which are the polar regions within the auroral zonss. 

Although aurorae occur primarily in the auroral regions, large displays may occur 
in quite low latitudes. However, in tropical aud even low temperate latitudtss they 
are extremely rare. 

FIG 6-13. The hemisphere centered on (a) north- 
ern seomagnetic pole (78°6'N, 69°W geographic) 
and \b) aouthem geomagnetic pole n3*6 S, 
11 if', geographic) (41. 
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The frequency of aur^ -al cccurrer.c A haa a isa&imuin some 20s or 25° from the geo- 
magnetic pal««. Figut^ 5-14 show» the geographic distribution of the (rsquency of 
aurorae in the northern hemisphere [71. The isochaams refer to the number of nights 
during fhe year in whicli an aurora might be seen «t some time during the night, and 
in any part, of ih? sky, if clouds »nd other factors affecting visual detection of aurorae 
do not interfere. Figure 5-15 ehows the zone of maximum auroral frxjuency in the 
oouthem hemisphere [8]. 

FIG. 5-14    GecgrapHc distribution of the frequency of luroiae in the northers hemiaphere [7]. 

5.2.3. Periodic V «nations. The number of aurorae obeerved from a particular 
point over the course of t. year may vary widely and is strongly correlated wit1- solar 
activity. Minimum aurcral activity corresponds with minimum solar activity Max- 
imum auroral activity iiausHy oexuru about two years after sun^pot maximum. 

5.2.4. Hcif At «nd Vertical Extent On auroral arcs and bands the most convpnicnt 
heiKht to measure is the apparer^ lower oorder, which ir, fairly ahnrp. An example 
of %   et of such measurement« in and near tiie auroral zone is shown in Fig.    16 [9j. 
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The total number of oteaaurements shows a concentration between 95 and 110 km, with 
a double peak. The lower limits of individual rays appear 10 or 15 km higher than the 
lower edges of most arcs, bands, and drjperiss. Sunlit auroral rays appear systemati- 
cally higher than displays in the dark atmosphere. Figure 5-17 shows the heights 
of rays over southern Norway.    A few sunlit rays extend higher than 1000 km. 

Fio. 5-l£.   Zon* of maximum auroral frequency in the southern hemi«;here [8]. 

Km 
H0r—T 

130 

20        20  40 CO      20        20 40     2D 40 60 SO   100 

POINTS MEASURED 

FIG   6-16    Distribution at height£ of lower bonUr* 
of auroral arc* 19] 
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f ic. 5-17.   Length and position in the atmosphere of the vertical projections 
of auroral t«ya in (a) sunlight and (6) earth's sh do% (1917-1943) 110]. 

5.3.   Night Airflow 

Airglow may be defined as the nonthermal radiation emitted by the earth's atmoe- 
phere, with the exceptions of auroral emission and radiation of a cataclysmic origin, 
such as lightning and meteor trails [4]. 

Night airglow emissions in the infrared are caused by transitions between vibrational 
states of the OH radical. The exa:t mechanism of excitation is still anclear, but 
the effect is to release energy from solar radiatio; stored during the daytime. Air- 
glow occi-.rs at all latitudes. 

There is evidence [11] that some of the "»citation is 

H + O, -' OH + O, 

OH + O - O, + H 
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Thus, it appears that the distribution of uitfht airglow is related to that of ozoae. 
The meaaured heights of th( airglow range from 70 to 90 km, which corresponds to the 
location of osone. 

Airglow brightness is specified in rayleiphs (R) a meaaure of the apparent number 
of phorons emitted in a cobimn 1 cm* in diameter along the observer's line of aight. 

1 R = 108 (apparent) ph-jtonycm'-sec (column) = 4nl 

where / is millic-g of photonAcm'-sec-sr). 
To a goiid approximation, the nightglow increases away from the zenith as sec Ö. 

Measui'ement* usually are reported normalized to Lhe zenith. 
VariatJoiä in airglow inteiisity during the night seem to be caused by the motion of 

laige pat«, \es (airglow "cells") with dimemjions of about 2500 km moving with velocities 
of about 7C msec-' [121. 

Figure 5-18 shows the relative brightness of airglow intensity (13]. Airglow emis- 
sions due to OH appear as small maxima in the vicinity of 1.6 /i and 2.15 ^i. Although 
further emission bands are predicted in the range from 2.8 to 4.5 /A, they are thoroughly 
maaked by the thermal emission of the atmosphere. Fig ire 5-19 shows the nightglow 
specirum in the 1-2-^ region [14). Looking straight «m from a satellite, the atmos- 
pheric spectrum should be very similar to that shown ..» Fig. 5-18 and 5-19. Table 
5-1 compares the approximate rates of emission for various airglow and auroral lines. 
The referencea in the footnotes should be consulted for further details. Note that, for 
the airglow, all result« are given for the zenith itself rather than for the angles at which 
observations are usually made. 
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FIG. M8.   Airglow intensity [13, 

1.0 1-1   1.2 1.S1.4   1.5 J.6 V.T 1.« 1.9 
WAVELENGTH (ß) 

FIG. 5-19. Nightglow spectrum, ob- 
tained with a eranning spectrometer 
(pi-oject46d slit width 200 A). The ori- 
gins and «xpected intenäities of OH 
bfinds are shown by venicsl lines; the 
horizontal stroke« indicate the r«duc- 
tion due to water vapor [14]. 
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1 ABLE 5-i.   COMPARISON OK AURORA AND AIRGLOW PHOTON EMISSION RATES [4] 

Source Emission A-n1r 

Aurora,' IBC    I [Oik 5577 A 1 kR 
II - 10 kR 

III - IOC kR 
IV - 1000 kR 

Night airglow6 [Oik 5577 A 250 R 
(in the zenith) [Oik, 6300 A 50 100 R 

Na 5893 A — 
summer <30R 
winter 200 R 

Ha 6563 A 5-20 R 
L-y a 1215 A 2.5 kR 
02 Atmospheric (0-1) 8645 A 1.5 kR 
O2 Herzberg (observable range) 430 R 
OH (4-2) 1.58 M 175 kR 
OH (estimated total) 4500 kR 

Twilight airgloW N/ 3914 A IkR 
(referred to the zenith) (quiet magnetic conditions) — 

Na 1 5893 A — 
summer IkR 
winter 5kR 

[0\]n ■SSOO A IkR 
Ca 11 3933 A 150 R 
Li I 6708 A 2CCR 
[Nik 5199 A 10 R 
Os IR Atmospheric (0-1) 1.58 n 20 kR 

Da\ airglow* Na 5893 A — 
(reffetved to the zenith) ■summer 2kR 

winter 15 kR 
[OIL, 6300 A 50 kR 
OI 8446 A 0.5 kR 
01 11.290 A 0.5 kR 

N»   3914 A | < 70 kR 
l>   IkR 

'Rwommendt   aa defimtiorj of the 'nlemation«! Bnghtneu Coefficients (IBC) (15,16!. 
"Average »aluo» 
' Approi,ir,ate value« of the maximum emisaion rate« lhat are ohaerveri during iwiligbt.   Theae vaj-.«ui «r« ofton 
guverned by the tLme after aunaet when oI«<.rvat:onj first become poaaible. 

'\ alue« prsdicted from thoorv 11720). 
'ivl ,8 the apparent em:Mion rate ir fayir'ghs 1 R = an apparent emimon rat« of 1 megaphoton/on'-sec icolumnK 
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Figure 5-lrO shows the frequency distribution of air 
j;low and we^k auroral brightnesses near the geomag- 
netic pole (Thule, Greenland) and at a subauroral station 
iFrira Peak, Colorado [91. 

There is scne evidence that suggests a general in- 
creaaing brightness of airglow emissions toward higher 
latitudes and a bright belt at middle latitudes. 

5,4.   Stellar Radiation 

5.4,1. Stellar Magnitudes [21]. The brightness of 
celestial bodies is usually measured in magnitudes. The 
scale of magnitudes iu adjusted so that 6 star of magni- 
tud'. +1.00 (first magnitude) giv^s a luminous flux of 
0.832 x ]0 10 lumen cm ' at a point outside the atmos- 
phere of the earth. 

The relation between the visible light received from 
two stars and their magnitudes is exprevised by the formula 

10 - 
Thule 

z 

U 
'6 
Z 

12 - 

10 - 

logy = 0.4(m2 — (5-1) 

200   100  600  800 1000 
INTENSITY (raylelghs) 

wheK    / = illuminance 
FIG. 5-20 
tnbution 

Frequency dis- 
oi   airglow   19) 

m = magnitude 

5.4.2. Stellar Spectral Classes. Under the Harvard system of classification the 
principal types of s pectr? are designated by the letters B,A,F, G, K. and M. Stars inter- 
mediate to these designations are designated by suff. ced numbers from 0 to 9. 

The apparent temperatures corresponding to the various spectral classes are not 
always the same, but vary according to ehe methods used to measure or calculate the 
temperature. The following list should be considered only an approximation for main- 
sequence stars. 

Surface Temperature of Star (^K > 

20,000 
11,000 
7,500 
6,000 
5,000 
3,300 

Spectral Claasificaiion 

B-0 
A-0 
F-0 
G-0 
K-0 
M-0 

5.4.3. Number« of Stars. Table 5-2 shows the estimated number of star« bnghter 
than a given magnitude iDr both photographic and visual magnitude*. From mag- 
nitude 0 to 18.5, the figures are bised on diiect observation; the values from magnitude 
18.5 to 21 are extrapolated. 

The photographic results are based on all. available material such cs photographs, 
star charts, etc. The data for visual magnitudes are derived from the photographic 
r«mlts by allowing for the color of the stars. Very few »tsrs are bluer than class .4-0. 
for which class tie visual and photographic magr «.ud*.-' ^"e equal; but meny stars are 
redder and hive co'ir indices of +1 magnitude oi .nore. A list of stars brighter us- 
ually than the U.niv. nis^itude, for example, will contain many red s't^irs which are 
photographically of the eleventh magnitude OT fainter, and a great many whicl" are 
photograph jcally fainter than the tenth magnitude.   On the other hand, a list of <rt 'ra 
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to the tenth photographic magnitud«: will contain a few blue star» which are visually 
below the tenth magnitude, but not msü:y. The difference in the numbere in the two 
columns is thus explained. As seen by the table, this effect increases for the fainter 
stars, which are generally redder than the brighter cnes. Table 6-3 shows the percent- 
age of ätars in the six principal spectral classes for various ranges of magnitudes, 

TABLX 5-2.   ESTIMATED TOTAL NUMBE*; OF STARS 

BRIGHTER THAN A GIVEN MAGNITUDV [22] 

'holographic Vumlwr a(8ton 
Magnitud* Photojrap tic Vmuai 

0 _ 2 
1 _ 2 
I — 12 
2 - 40 
3 — 140 
4 360 630 

5 1.030 1,020 
6 upt 4360 
7 8.200 14.300 
3 22.800 41,000 
9 62,000 U7.00C 

10 166.000 324.000 
11 431.000 870.000 
12 1.100,000 2,270.000 
13 2.720.000 6,700.000 
U 6.500.000 13.800,000 

15 15.000.000 32.000,000 
16 33.000,000 71,000.000 
17 70.000,000 150,000,000 
18 143.000.000 29«,00C,000 
Id 275.000.000 560.000,000 

20 SOf.CfO.OOO 1,000.000,000 
21 (»fci.OOO.COO — 

TABLE 6-3.   PEäCEN^AGE OF STARS or 
VARIOUS SPECTRAL CLASSES [221 

Vuuai B-0 B-« A-5 F-6 G-5 Ki 
Hc^f-ti^ toS-S te .4 3 ^ p o ■v \r-\ß Är-2 toH-Z 

<22* 28 28 7 10 15 12 
2.25 to 3 24 25 19 10 12 22 1? 
3.26 lo 4 24 J6 22 7 12 36 Ä 
■»26 w 5 24 9 27 12 12 30 1C 
5 38 to 6 24 6 3« .3 10 28 6 
6 26 to 7 26 5 .■w 11 14 32 7 
7 26 to 8 26 2 2« 11 It 37 7 

8.S to 9.4 2 18 13 20 3d 12 
9 5 to 10 4 1 16 12 24 38 9 

For All 
lUgnitvdM 2 29 9 21 33 6 

Photographx B-0 B-6 A-6 FJ> G-« Ä-6 
Slag>utuiif toB 5 toA-4 to FA toGA toK-4 toU-H 

8.6 to 9 5 2 31 16 24 24 3 
».6 to !0.5 1 24 16 31 86 3 

«C.6toU.6 1 17 13 40 27 3 
11 5 lo 12.5 0 ID 13 47 V S 
12,6 to 13.6 C 3 10 5« 26 2 

Th« data »re tsken from the pu&tcatioDe at the Kanrtfd, HcCormick, Bad Bwydnrt 
fH.*«r»»tan««. Th* ^iaoBBÜnuitjr u: u%V, a{ip*.«]ing iiatvMn the vim«! «nd pboto- 
(raphic groupinci ia in acoorda,»» wvJi mpact^tiooi. Of the »ur» brifhtar than 
mafiutuo* 8.6.99% belong to the an clei*» tiaUd. 
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5.4.4.   Galactic Concentration of Stars 

5.4.4.1. The Number of Stars (Galactic Concemration) in Different Parts of the Sky. 
Table 5-4 shews the number of star« per square degree brighter than 8 given photo- 
graphic magnitude, for dififerent ga'actic latitudes. 

TABJJ? 5-4 .     N JMBER OF S TARS PER SQUARE DEGREE i JRIOHTER THAN 1 »HOTOGRAPHIC 

MAGNITUDK AS A JUNCTION OJ GALACTI z LATITUDES 122j 

PKotographtr »•«y +40" +20* + 10* c - 10" -ao* -40" »y 
tlagnitoutt 

50 0.014 0.0176 0.023 0.031 0.069 C.G45 0002 0.0178 0.012 
6.0 0.039 0 063 0.071 0.069 0.166 0 126 0.067 0.08 J 0042 
7.0 0.016 0 161 0.20 0.267 0.06 0.323 0224 0144 0 123 
8.0 0.2t5 0.42 069 0.741 1230 0.8C1 0.617 0398 0315 
90 0.724 1.12 1.62 S.14 355 234 169 1.10 0.832 

10.0 179 2.96 4.50 5.f* 10.6 6.61 468 296 209 
11.0 4.3 7.4 12.(> 16.2 309 18.2 12.8 776 5.26 
120 10.2 18.2 32.0 43.6 89i 60.1 347 1960 132 
13.0 24.0 43.0 7«0 112.0 2<6.0 1380 89 1 47.8 302 
14.0 500 93.0 190.0 282.0 661.0 371.0 2180 107 0 60.3 

150 95.Ü 2000 467.0 7080 16600 977.0 5250 2180 104 0 
16.Ü 1820 4070 10470 177<».0 39610 24660 1175.0 4360 182 0 
17.0 338.0 7940 2291.0 4365.0 9120 0 57540 2612.0 8320 3020 
1R0 616.0 1413.0 4677.0 93300 2089C0 12590 0 47860 15140 6010 
19.0 770.0 2180.0 686Ö.0 - - - - - - 
20.0 _ _ — _ _ .. _ _ ^ 
210 1670.0 50O0.0 212000 - - - - - - 

5.4.4.2. Galactic Concentration of Stars of Various Spectral Classes. Table B-5 
shows the average number of stars per 100 square degrees near the galactic equator 
and in regions remote from it for the six principal spectral classes. 

An approximation to the number of stars cf a certain spectral class and magnitude 
range can be obtained by applying the data of Table 5-3 to Table 5-2, since Table 5-2 
gives the estimated number of stars brighter than a given magnitude for each magni- 
tude. For example, by interpolation of Table 5-2, the estimated number of stars 
brighter than magnitudes 7 25 and 8.25 may be obtained. By subtraction, the number 
of stars in the magnitude range 7.25 to 8.25 is obtained. The percentage of staiY of 
the six principal spectral classes for this range of magnituae* as shown in Table 5-3, 
can be used to obtain the approximate numbe: of stars in these spectral classes for this 
range of magnitudes. 

TAB'-E 5-5. GALACTIC CONCENTRATION or STAR.5 

OK THE PRINCIPAL SPECTRAL CLASSES IN IOC.1 

SQUARE DEGREES NKAR GALACTIC EQUATOR i221 
SttUar 

kagnUudt* 
Gaiactu 
LaCUurlrr 

B A F G K M Total 

Above 7-0 

or 
0.2 

10 8 
66 

21 1 
30 
51 

34 
Si.l 

102 
161 

15 
39 

249 
61 1 

7-0 to 6-25 
«r-scr 01 

18 9 
e.6 

15.8 
95 

133 
164 
i09 

328 
639 

6.1 
13 6 

716 
1967 

Table 5-6 gives more detailed information of the distribution of stars by spectral 
class and magnitude. There are differences in the data of Table 5-5 and 5-6 because 
somewhat different areas of the «ky were considered in preparing the tables. For 
example, Table 5-5 considers the latitude from 40° to 90% whereas Table 5 6 considers 
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TABLE 5-6.   GALACTIC CONCENTRATION OF STABS 

OF VARIOUS SPECTRAL CLASSES 1221 

Spectrum 
Visutu 

Mafniiude B A 
Cfolactic Latitudt 0* to 5° 

r           G K M 

<6.0 45 6.0 1.7 2 1 3.5 1.3 
6 0 to 7.0 G3 IS 34 30 12 2.6 
7 0 to 8.26 19 76 14 21 54 14 
8 5 to b.4 46 190 85 96 200 5- 
9 5 to 10.4 62 610 240 310 490 laO 

Photographic 

9.E to 10.8 38 510 150 220 180 If. 
10.5 to 11.5 87 970 430 720 460 42 
IIS to 13.6 100 1390 1200 1960 »40 140 

Vixuai 
tinxrutxule 

Gaiactie Latitude 60" to 90* 

<6.0 o;. 2.6 08 10 29 07 
SO to 7.0 0 3.S 1.8 24 75 0.7 
7 0 to 8.26 0 7.4 9.2 16 32 63 
8.5 to 9.« c 8 20 83 75 0 
9 6 to 10.4 0 « 20 170 210 16 

Photogruphic 
Magmtudr 

9.5 to 10..«l 0 9 32 120 75 9 
10 5 to 11.5 0 1C 27 i.90 160 12 
11 5 to !2 6 09 14 34 680 270 26 

Note; The data er«- t&iien from the puhlication» of the Harvard, 
McCormick, and Ber^edorf Gbser ^at-^nes 

TABLE 5-7,   INDEX OF APPARENT GALACTIC CONCENTRATION [22] 

Visual 
Magnitude 

B A ^ G K ¥ 

<60 22 28 2.3 2 1 12 1.9 
6.0 to 7 0 - 4.0 1.9 1 2 1.5 3.7 
7.0 to 8.25 - 10 1.5 1.3 I 7 2 2 
8 5 to 9 4 - 24 4.2 12 27 _ 
9 5 to 10.4 - 76 12 1.8 2.3 09 

Photographic 
Magmtude 

9 5 to 10.5 _ 56 4.8 1.8 2.4 2.1 
105 to 11.5 - 97 16 2.5 29 35 
11 5 to 125 _. 99 35 29 35 5.5 

Note: The irregularitie« here arc attributable in part lo inadequate gampiing. 

the latitude from 60° to 90°, in arriving at an average galactic distribution. The most 
important difference is that Table 5-6 ha» been prepared by selecting narrower ranges 
of stellar magnitude. 

Data of galactic distribution are not presented for st»ra of magnitudes less than 5 
because the total number of these stare is not large tnough to make the concept of the 
number of stars per square degree meaningful. 

Table 5-7, an index of apj »rent galactic concentration, has been prepared from Table 
5-6 by taking the ratios of numbers of stars in low latitudes to the numbers in high 
latitudes. For a given spectral class, more stars are concentrated in the lower galactic 
Jatitud-ss as the index number becomes higher. 

5.4.5. äpeciml Distribution of Stellar Radiation.'" Figure 5-21 shows relative 
spectral distribution of stellar radiation as a function of star classes and surface tem- 
perature.   The family of curve« in Fig. 5-22 shows absolute epectial distribution of 

*Sc« also SoUs Added in Proof, page 171. 
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PIG. 5-21.   Relati"« spectral distribution of stellar 
radiation &q a function of star classes [22J. 
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FIG. 6-22.    Absolute spectra! distribution of stellar radiation [22]. 

stellar radiation. In this figure, th« absolute magnitude af the radiant energy falling 
beiow a specified wavelength is plotted as a function of the surface temperature of 
the stars. Further, the curves have been normalized so uhat the amount of energy 
in the visible region is constant for all the stars of any given magnitude. This value 
is represented by one vertical division of the graphic scale on Fig. 5-22. 
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5.4.6. DeU'rmining Spectral Irradiance of Celestial Bodies 123|. The following 
data and methods permit determining with reasonable accuracy the spectral irradiance 
values of the brightest stars and planets in the infrared region. These data have been 
calculated from published measurements of visible irradiance and eifective temperature, 
and include the complete spectral region from O.T to 100 fx. 

The data used pertain to irradnarce received above the atmosphere. Values for 
absorption hy the atmosphere in the various spectral regions can be rcpdily applied to 
the d       values. 

Tab [21] shows the visible magnitude and effective temperature (TV = W7o^ 
valu' he brightest celestial bodies and also for the important "red stars."   The 
list ex ~i.js all the stars in Schlessinger's Catalogue of Bright Stars which give an 
irradiance of at le?i8t lO12 w cm~s in either the PbS region (1-3 fi) or the bolometer 
region (0.3-13.5 pi).   Equation (5-2) is pnotted in Fig. 5-23. 

r Jx(T)S,xrfX 

TJ. (T) = -—  (5-2) 
J   JAT)d\ 

where ^..(T^ is the fraction of total radiation emitted by a blackbdy at some temper- 
ature T, visible to the standard observer 

JiCD is the ordinate of the Planck blackbody radiation curve at wavelength k 
and temperature T 

SeK is the fractional response of the eye at the same wavelength. 

TABLE 5-8.   VISUAL MAGNITUDES AND EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE 

OF PLANETS AND THE BRIGHTEST VISUAL AND RED STARS [21] 

Nairn 
Visual Magnitude Effective Temperature 

(m.) T i°K) 

1. Moon (full) -12.2 5,900 

(Planets) 

2. Venun (at brighteat) - 4.28 5,900 
3 Mar» (at brightest) --2.25 6,900 
4. Jupiter (at brightest) -2 25 6,900 
5. Mercury (at brightest) -18 5,<»0 
6 Saturn (at brightest) -0.93 5,900 

(Stars) 

1 Siriu» -160 11.200 
2 Canopus -0.82 6,200 
3. Rigel Kent (double) 0.01 4,700 
4. Vega 0.14 11.200 
5 Capella 0.21 4,700 

6. Arcturu« 0.24 3,750 
7 Rigel 0.34 13,000 
8 Procyon 0 48 5,450 
9 Achemar 0.60 15,000 

10. ß OnUuri 0.86 23,000 

11. AiUir 0.39 7,600 
12. Betelguex (variable) 0.92 2,810 
13 Aldebaran 1.06 3,130 
14. Pollu« 1.21 3,760 
16. Antares 1.22 2.900 

16. aCruci» 1.6! 2,810 
17. Mira (variable) 1.70 2,390 
18. ^Gniis 2.24 2,810 
19. R Hydrse (variable) 3.60 2.260 
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Fie. 5-23. Fraction of the 
total radiation emitted by 
a blad. xxly at temperature 
T, visible to the standard 
observer [21). 

TEMPERATURE (0KX  10) 

After yAT) is found, the stellar magnitude m, of the body may be used to obtain 
the total blackbody spectral irradipnce. as follows: 

me = 2.5 logio 
iimc) 

{5-3) 

At the top of the atmosphere, zero visible magnitude corresponds to a visible irradiance, 
/o,of3.1 x 10"13w/cms. The value for/(.TI,), for fn> quoted value of stellar magnitude, 
may then be obtained by the solution of Eq. (5-3).   This function is plotted in Fig. 5-24. 

-10 

IRRADIANCE (» cm 

FIG. 5-24.   Effective irradiance in the viaibie-region (standard obaervei) 
venua visual magnitude [21]. 
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F?c 5-25.   Peak spectral irradiantft from values of visual magnitude 
and effective temperature or spectral class [21]. 

The irradiance received over the total wavelength spectrum at the top of the atmos- 
phere is therefore the quantity 

/(mr) 

and once the v.tlue of peak spectral irradiance is determined, the shape of the spectr-il 
irradiance curve follows the Planck radiation function. 

The peak irradiance is 

ti\ two* —    "~r" x I'm,) w   WK maz 

VAT)   rWd 
Jo 

(5-4) 

where W* mar is the maximum valu«? of the Planck function, and equals 1.290 x 10" ^T^ 
w cm * /A1.   Eq. (5-4) then becomes. 

Hx JAmA v oo'. 
P»I* v,(T) 

x 2.2727 x l(i « wem » i* ' (5^5) 

Equation (5-5) evaluated and plotted as a function of T for various values of magnitude 
m, is shown in Fig. 5-25. This greph can he use5. to find the peak spectral radiance, 
Hi,*«*, for any val xe» of T and mi- Using Fig. C-25 and Wren's law, the spectral ir- 
radiance curve« for nny star or planet may be » btiivifcu.   (In determining the spectral 
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irradiance of the ptunets, an effective temperature of 59C0"K was aesumfMi.) The 
shape of all these irradiance s/irves are identical; they are blackbody curves ncnnalized 
to their peak value. 

5.5   The Earth as a Background' 

5.5.1.   Geometric Relationships.    Figures 5-26, 5-27, and 5-28 present soine impor- 
tant relationships bearing on satellite viewing of the earth. 
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*See itlso A'oä«?« AdtUd in Proof, page 17! 
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In Fig. 5-28, point P {as an example) represents a vehicle 400 n mi high at an elevation 
of 35°. The alant range is 656 n mi, and the great circle arc (angle between vectors 
1 "caied at the center of the earth and pointing respectively to the satellite and to the 
ground point viewed) is 7°. 

w Elevation Angle 

Slant Banf fc 
Observer to Sat «litte 

Gr«at Circle Arc 

Height Above 
i Surface 
of Earth 

JO jo 3C Ji 50 jo TO 8^ »»lO^. ja« ^ 
11°    13° 

GREAT CIRCLE ARC ((fegreca) 
18°     ITO180!»0" 

FIG. 5-28.   Satellite oooK^nate oonversion [3]. 

5.5.2.   Path Lengths.   Refer to Fig. 5-29.   The length of a line between any two 
points at different altitudes is found according to the following general equations: 

(fie + C)1 = (R E+ AY' + LJ + 2URK + A) cos 8 = (Äe -)- A)* + L* + 2URE + A) sin y 

L* = (RB+C)i-(Rg+A)*-2L(RE+A)piny 

L = V(R7+C)1-{RB+A)tOMry-(RE + A)smy (5-6) 

where R e= radius of sphere 

A = altitude of the background point 

C — altitude of the observer 

y = elevation angie of the background point position (from local horizontal) 

a = elevation angle from nadir at observer's point 

The angle a is compuied by r,he following relationship: 

a = cos 
. (fi<-)-C)« + L«-(fie+A)* 

2(Äff+C)L 
(5-7) 
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FIG. 5-29.   Path length diagram. 

f igure 5-30 illuatrates the scattering awgle ß, the sun's elevation angle y, the satellite 
scanner's elevation angle a, and the scanner's azimuth angle ^ from the direction of 
the sun. 

The scattering angle is: 

ß = cos' (cos -y sin a cos 4> - sin >■ cos a) (5-8) 

Figure 8-31 illustretes these angles for a spherical earth.   Equation (5-8) becomes 

ß = cos1 [cos (90° - (f - A)] sin a cos ^ - sin [90° ~ (£ - A)] (5-9) 

Sun 
Sun 

/ 

Direction of    View \J 
Sun Azimuth   Po»-it  \ 

Cloud Plane 

Satellite 

Fto 5-30.   Scattering-angle geometry 13). FIG.  5-31.   Solar scattering angle 131 
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20      60      100     140    180     220     260    300    340 

DAY OF YEAR 

FIG. 6-32.   Solar declination to equator 13]. 

where | is the elevation angle (latitude) of the observed point irom the earth's equatorial 
plane, and A is the latitude of the sun's prime ray. Figure 5-32 showti the ringe of 
the sun's deciinatior angle,   (Both f and A are taken positive for a North ietitude.) 

5.6.   Cloud Meteorology 

Clouds are clasaified into ten main groups called gjnera. These are cirrus, cino- 
cumulus, cirrostratus, altocumulus, altoatratus, nimboetratus, stratocumulus, stratus, 
cumulus, and cumulonimbus. 

The part of the atmosphere in which clouds ar« usually ^aett is divided into three 
regions. Each region is defined by the range of le-'cla at which clouds of certain genera 
occur most frequently. 

(a)   High-level clouds-cirras, cirrocumulus, and cirroetrsitus 

(6)   Middle-levei clouds-altocumulus 

(c)   Low-level clouds—stratocumulus and stratus 

The regiona overlap, and their limits vary with latitude. Their approximate ranges 
are shown in Table ä-9 Figures 5-33 to 5-38 show the rat an cloudiness in percentage 
of sky cover throughout the world for various months of the year. 

TABLE 5-9.   DErmmoN or CIOUD STATB ALTTTUDES [31 

Cloud 
Uvftl 

Polar Region» 

High 
3.8 km 

(10,000-25,000 ft) 

Middle 
2-4 km 

(6600-13,000 ft) 

Low 

Earth's surface 
to 2 km 
(6500ft) 

Temperate Regions 

5-13 km 
(16,500-45,000 ft) 

2-7 km 
(6500-23,000 ft) 

Earth's surface 
to 2 km 
(6500 ft) 

Tropical Regions 

6-13 km 
(20,000-60,000 ft) 

2-8 km 
(6600-26,000 ft) 

Earth's surface 
to 2 km 
(6500ft) 
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170WnOW 50W   1ÖE    70E 13QE 170W 

•^^^^ ^   ^    -    .—.   
now now sow IOE  70E ISOE now 

Flo. 5-33.   Mean c'rudineu in percentage of sky cover, month of January [25]. 

now now sow IOE  70E ISOE now 

now now sow IOE  70E 130E now 
FIG 5-34.   Mean cloudiness in percsntage of sky cover, month of March 125]. 
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i 

170W110W50W   10E    70E i30E 170W 

now HOW sow lOE   TOE lau*; i70w 

FIG. 6-35.   Mean cloudinera in percentage of sky cover, monlii of '   y [25]. 

170W110W50W   10E    70E 130E 170W 

170W HOW SOW   10E    70E   130E 170W 

Fio. 5-36.   Mean cloudinasa in percentage of sky cover, month of July [25]. 
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170W 110W SOW   10E    7ÜE  130E 170V»' 

170W HOW SOW   10E    70E   130E now 

Fio. 5-37.   Mean cloudiueM in peiixnt«ge of Ay c^ver, month of September [fiS]. 

170W110W50W   10E    70E  130E 170W 

170W llOV/ SOW   10E    70E   130E 170W 

FIG. 5-38.   Mewn doudiaew in i»«!5es-«<ie of »ky cover, month of November [261. 
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5.6.1. Cirnia Clouds. The tropopause represents the upper limit of the cloud 
atmosphere. The highest clouds appearing within the troposphere are composed cf 
large ice crystals of about 100 fi. Frequently these particles become oriented in the 
same direction, givir.g rise to unusu?! vis^K and püssibly infrared, effects such as 
haloes and arcs. 

Tropopause and cloud top statistics are not available for the central Eurasian land 
mass. Cirrus height observations have not been itported anywhere north of 55° lati- 
tude. Inferences can be made about the annual tropopause distribution over Eurasia, 
and from this a cirrus top height model constructed. The correlation between the 
two parameters is based on American statistics. Between 50° and 70eN it is exfwäct- 
ed that 9C% of the annual clouds will be belo? 32,000 ft, and 99% will be below 2»i000 
ft. 

Figure 5-39 shows cloud top end tropopaut« heights based on a colktion of cirrus 
and tropopause data averaged on a yearly bawis for the entir« United States. Figures 
5-40 and 5-41 represent the distribution of tropopause and cloud heights between 50° 
and 90oN latitude. 

Based on deductions from Asian climatology, a crude time-frequency occurrence 
chart haa been estimated and is shown in Fig. 5-42. Averaging the entire year be- 
tween 50° and TO'N, cirrus clouds are expected 35% of the time. This means that 
cirrus will be enwuntered 1% of the time above 34,000 ft, and 10% of the time above 
30,000 ft. 
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FIG. 5-38.   Distribution of cloud top and tropopaut» heights. 
United States average [3]. 



FIG. 5-40. Distribution of tro- 
popause and cloud tops, 50° to 
70* N latitude, Eurasian average 
[3]. 
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F\c,. 5-41. Distribution of trt>- 
popause and clods', tope, 6P to 
90"N latitude, Eurasian avevage 
[3). 
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I . 10       ^ 
- 
I 

IflC 

i JO. .'42. Eittimnted annual tamporiil frequvn^ of 
cmifom clouda. L\>tted portion delineate* area where 
20 or more thund» rstorms per ysar are reported. 
Orerftll ikrirage = 35'I [3]. 

5.6.2. Sv-ntospheric Ciouds [3]. Two types of ck>u«?s appear in the upper strato- 
sphere: nacreous clouds at an average height of 24 km, and noctilucent clouds at a 
heii ht of abc'it 82 km. 

N icreous clouds appear rarely and then mainly in high latitudes characterized by 
mountainous terra»n. They are generally observed in tne direction of the sun during 
Buaset or sunrise and are inideecent. Characteristic synoptic condition» that exist 
with there clouds are strong and consistent northwest winds erteading to grant heights 
with below average stratospheric tem^ratures. Tli«>oretical considerations of water- 
droplet and ice-crystal growth in nacreova clouds suggest that the radii are leas than 
1.2 fi, with a very narrow size spectrum of nbout 0.1 p. The particle concentration 
should be essentially that of the available condensation nuclei, about J/caa*. TYi» 
liquid •»- vv content would be therefore between 10" ^ ts1- 10"" g/cm'. Such ii^vuj 
water cot «.ant is lower by about a factor of 10* than those observed in the tropouph ric 
clouds. 

Noctilucent clouds are visible against the nighttime sky when the upper ieveia v?f 
the atmoflphere are still illuminated by sunlight. These clouds have generally been 
reported only in the Northern Hemisphere during aimuner (August through Ostober) 
within a restricted zone of latitude» extending front about 46° to 63"N. 

Sunlight arattered fron? noctilucent clouds erhibita a spectrum and a degree Ä 
polarization which can be attributed to tHe scittering of sunlight by dielectric par- 
ticles with predominant xadii of around 0.1 p and not greatei than 0.2 to 0.4 fi. Th<s 
obeerved brightness of the clouds sußgests tliat the corresponding oonc«»ntiaticv£a and 
matter coatent should be between 1 and 10 •* particlea/cm1 and between 10">r tmd 
10"" ^'cm', respectively. Such ;,L-xd-pMi;c!e wjicealr«uio^s .ue s^rt uvv nrfaxn 
oi magnitude lew than ihusc < iven m nerrsou» clouds. 

'S.ft^. Probahi, iiy of Coverage »* 'Vuir.M Altitudes. Figuren £-43 through 6-58 
iw ch&iiA 8i*f wi»^, tor the Norvhem ?^irjjphere, altitudes ahov»} which the proba- 
Uiti^OT üi' Ws? tlwus 0.1 sky covet ige ar* ti«, 90, 80, and 60 percent. Charts ars pre- 
»anied far t'ie ^-.idseason months .' Jsuary, Avi'.'l, July, and October. The ^'«erion of 
>8t> than 01 sky oaver (actu! ily less than 0.05 sky cover) can b« taken as essentially no 
inv'Merence by •:;'jo»iti» foi rir-to-air operation. 
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MCMQf»   f 
CiH»'«  civrt», m •■• 

FIG. 6-43.    Mtitudeo (thousanda of feet MSL) above which there is 96% prohabi'ity 
of having leas than 0.1 sky cover, month of January [26]. 
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FIG. 5-44.   Altitudes 'thousands of feet MSL) above ^hich there is 90% probabuHy 
of having less than 0.1 sky cover, mc/rih of Januar;' [28]. 
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FIG. 5-45.   Altitudes (thousandB of feet MSL) above which there ;* £0% probability 
of having lew. thpa 0.1 sky cover, month of January [26]. 
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//l/lf 'iMT« 

FIG. 5-46.   Altitudes (thot^ands of feet MSL> i bove which there is Wh probability of having 
IUM than C ' sky '-over, month of Jer-aary [26). 
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F,o. 5-47    Altitude« (thouwrnd» . ' feet MSL) above which there is 95% probability of Uvin,* 
less thnn 0.1 sky cover, month of April Ii'61. 
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^1««TtC   CCMTI«. 

FIG   &-4S.   Altitudea (thousands of feet MSL) above woich there is 90% probability of having 
less than 0.1 sky cover, month of April [26]. 
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FIG. 5-49.   Altitudes Uhousauds of feet MSL) above which there is 80% piobability of hsving 
iess than 0.1 sky cover, month of April 1261. 
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Pics. 5-50.   Attitudes (thousandi of feet MSD »ab&ve which there is 60'» probabi' ly of having 
l^ae than 0.1 sky cover, month of April [2^1. 
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Frc. 5-51.   Altnud« (thou^nd. of feet MSL) above which the« « 95% probability of ha^ng 
less than 0.1 sity cover, month of July [26]. 
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►«■•»»CO   »» 
CLIMATIC   ClIMTf»,  mt)   .■-«» 

FIG. ä-52.   Altitudes (thousands of feet MSL) above which the v i» 90% probability of having 
less than 0.1 sky cover, month of July [26]. 
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FIG. 5-53.   AltitudcG (thousands) of feet MSL) above which ther« i? 80% probcbihty of having 
le&i than 0.1 sky over, month of July [26]. 
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-p 
.^%'    }■ 

FIG   5-54    Aititu^ % (thoim&da of fec^ MSL) above which there is 60% prooability of having 
1CM than 0.1 sky cox er. rooath of July [2D]. 
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NfMH*  w 

Fio. 6-55.   Altitude« (ttouwnd« <rf feet MSL) above whidi there i« 95* probability of having 
lea« than C.l sky cover, month of October 126]. 
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FIG. 5-56.   Altitudes (thousands of feet MSL) above which there is 90% probability of having 
less than 0.1 sky cover, month of October [26). 
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FIG. 6-67.   Altitude« (thousand« of feet MSL) above which ihere is 90% probability of having 
less than 0.1 sky cover, month of October [26]. 
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FIG. 5-58.   Altitudes (thousands cf feet MSL) above which th-»re is 60% probability of having 
lem than 0.1 sky cover, month of October [26]. 
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i.Z.   Stratospheric Aerosolo [3, 63-68] 

A uniform distribution of the stratospheric aerosol content tends to decrtas« infrare" 
gradients. Apparently the stratosphere will contribute to background noke becau3«H 

of the tendency of particles to form clouds which become arranged in peiioü}c struc- 
tures. Intensities will be high at small scattering angles, and atmospheric attenua- 
tion is negligible at these high altitudes. Table 5-10 presents a summary of informa- 
tion on the particle content of the stratosphere. 

TABLE 5-10.   PARTICLE CONTENT OF THE STRATOSPHERE [31 

Altitude 
(km) 

Concentrations 
(no. per cm3) 

Radü 
Retaarks 

Typical Band 
Spacings 

(km) 

10-30 10 ' tol >0.0b 
or 

-0.10 

Stable dust layer, 
17 to 22 km 
— sulfur 

- 

10-30 10» to 10' -0.15 Stable dust layer, 
17 to 22 km 
— sulfur 

— 

10-30 ~<103 -0.8 
(horizontal 
orientation) 

Temporary layers of 
volcanic pumice 

1 

17-31 - <1 -1.5 Nacreous clouds 
consisting of 
ire crystals 

^0 

30-RO 1 -0.1 
(assumed) 

Theoretical by 
measurements of 
conductivity ' 

74-92 10 * -0.1 Noc.ilucent cloud 
(dust layer or 
ice crystal) 

10 and CO 

80 10 4toi0 ' 0.1 
(asauned) 

Theoretical inter- 
planetary dust 
sources, 10 M to 
10 »"g/tn' 

Stratospheric paniculate matter may be divided into two classes: dust particles 
and condensed water. 

Catastrophic volcanic eruptions and forest fires have deposited vast quantities of 
dust in the upper atmosphere; these can indirectly increase the upward intensity of 
reflected sunlight by acting as nucleating agents for ice. 'T lal concentrations of 
clouds might result. 

The earth is surrounded by belt« of dust, smoke, and ice par jles. Encounters with 
the dust by the earth's gravitational field causes an accretion of 10 to 50 lb of matter 
per square mile per year, bu^ed on an estimate of 24,000,000 visible meteors per dav [25]. 
Some of this dust is concentrated into two extreme cuter shells: the lighter smoke 
between altitudes of 2000 to 4000 mi, and dust frcsn 600 to 1000 mi 

In general, the total particle concentrations just above the tropopauf e are between 
10 and 100/cm3, but decrease to l/cm1 or less above about 20 km. 
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The manner in which a particle scatters light depends or the ratio of »ts radius to 
the wavelength of light. For ratios up to about O.Ot, Rayieigh'a laws hold; betwren 
0.08 and 3 the Mie theory is used; and al larger values, the laws of geometrical optics 
are satisfactory. Figure 5-59 gives examples of particle sizes. Figure 5-60 shows 
the concentration of different particle sizea at various altitudes. 

Heavy IndustrUl Dust 

^ Smallest Easily Visible Dirt 
Paint Pigments 
Bacteria. Pollen 

Tobacco Smoke 
Fine Carbon BUck 

Gas Molecules 

FIG. 5-59.    Examples; of particle sizes [3]. 

FIG. 5-60. Vertical profiles of particle concentrations. 
Curve A =■ radii greater than 0.08 ii\ curve ß = radii 
greater than 0 1-0 3 ^; curve C = Ai'.ken nuclei (0.01- 
toO !>i radii) (31. 

CONCENTRATION (No./cm ) 

5.8.   Spectral Radiance of Terrain 

The apparent, s-aciral radiances discussed in this section include thermal emission 
and radiation reflected by the ground, as well as scattered and emitted radiation con- 
tributed by the amosphcre in the line of sight. 

5.8.1. Terrain Temperature. Soil or other terrestrial surfaces have a mean tem- 
perature value of approximately 300°K, and peak radiance is near 10 ji. The earth's 
sui i temperature depends upon the incident solar radiation and i,he radiative 
bou..uary conditions as well as conductive and convective processes. The latter proc- 
esses depend on the physical and chemical characteristics of particular components 
of the terrain and the local weather conditions. 

5.8.2. Terrain Emissivity and Reflectivity.* The amount of radiation that is ab- 
sorbed, reflected, or scattered varies with wavelength and with the nature of the terrain. 

The reflectance values for natural objects, at wavelengtht shorter than 3 ix, range 
from 0.03 for bare ground or ocean to 0.95 for fresh snow [1,11,24,27,28,29). In the long- 
wavelength rTfeion rtSectanoe values range from practically zero to 0.72 [30-3ol. 

•See also Notes Added in Proof, page 171. 
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5.8.3. Spectra in the Enmsion Region. Figure 5-61 shows the cor «^ irative 
spectral radiances of a patch of ground at an ahf-s'd (Colorado) observed on a clear 
night, and during the following morning with the sun shining on it. 

Figure 5-62 showa the radiance of the night sky just above the horizon and that of 
the ground at the same angle below the horizon. 
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FIG. 5-61. Day and . ighi. radiancee 
of graaa-covered fi«!d PeUrson Field, 
Coloredo) [33]. 
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Fio. 5-62. Comoarat've spectra of the 
ground and sky neai- the hom^o (Peterson 
Field, Colorado) [33]. 
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FIG. 5-63. Rad < a'ice of an urban area and 
of clear zenith skv (Coloredo Springs front 
Pikes Peak) [331. 

The spectra of distant terrain do nr>t always conform to thy blficbody characteris- 
tics observed in the radiance of nearby terrain. This can be iee^ in Fi' 5-63, where 
the upper curve represents the radiance of a city (Colorado Seringa) on a plain as 
viewed from the summit of a mountain (Pikes Peak) at a distarc*. of about 15 mi. The 
situation illustrated in Fig. 5-63 is, in a sense, the reverse of that rhown in Fig. 5-7 
where a cooler cloud vas seen from a lower and warmer enviroimeiat. 
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Figure 5-64 shows the diurnal variation in the 10-fi radiance of selected backgrounds 
on the plains, measured from the summit of a mountain (Pikes Peak). The line-of- 
sight distances are: forest, GO mi; grassy plains, 21 mi; Rirfield, 19 mi; ^ity, 15 mi. 

Figure 5-65 shows the spectral radiance of dry sand (Cocoa Beach, Floridp) The 
9-fi dips in the reflectance of the sand for curvea A and C correspond with a wave- 
length of relative poor emiasivity. The reason U that the crystals of common silica 
send exhibit reststrahlen at 9 ^,. With overca/jt sky (curve B), the added sky radiance 
reflected at this wavelength just compensates for the loss of emissivity. 

The effect of moisture on the radiance of sand is mf&a in Fig. 5-66. 
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Pic. 5-64. Diurnal variation in the 10-ji radiance of selected backgrounds 
[331. SS = sunset; SR - sunrise; ENT = end of nautical twilight; BNT = be- 
ginning of ■ \1 twilight. 
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FIG. 5-65. Spectral radiance of Ary sand 
(Cocoa Beach, Floridü) (33], A = sunlit 
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Fic. 5-66. Spiral radiance of moist sand, 
(Cocoa Beach, Florida); A = dry sand, B ■= 
extremely «^t sand, C ■• moist aa-.d [33]. 
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5.8.4. Spectra in the Scattering Region. The dayt.me spectra of objects ai ambient 
temperatures show minima around 3 to 4 /i. In the more transparent regions of the 
spectrum between 3 and C J., in the daytime, the sky a few decrees above the horizon 
radiates less than the ground a few degrees below. !n the scattering region cf the 
spectn-.u, the sky and the ground often show radiances of comparable magnitude. 
Usually the ground radiance is somewhat higher than that of the sky and is frequently 
a minimum near the horizon. 

Figures 5-67 and 5-68 are elevation scans of the spectral radiance near the hori ton 
at different wavelengths. 

The scan covers alterna-ing patches of shaded and sunlit ground, trees, mountains 
(northern slope of Pikes Peak, Colorado), and the clear sky up to approximately 15° 
or 20° near the horizon. 
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Fio. 5-67. Elevation scans across mountainous 
terrain at fixed wavelengths in the interval 1.8 to 
3.2 M 133]. 
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FIG. 5-68. Elevation scans across terrain 
at the same time as in Fig. 5-67 at fixed 
wavelengths in the intervals 3.6 to 3.2 ^ 
[331. 
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5.8.5. Spectral Radiance of Various Objects and Surfaces 131,34,351. Figures 
5-69 through 5-88 are measurements of the infrared spectral radiance from various ob- 
jects aiid surfaces. These measurements were made under difi'erent temperatures, 
humidity, aky conditions, etc. In the figures, a« and on are the anfrular fields of vie w in 
the horizontal and vertical directions in object spare. 
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Fie. 5-69.    Daytime specral radiance of miacellüneous targets [31]. 
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FIG 5-70.   Special radiance of concrete, winter day, clear 134, 
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FIG. 5-74     Spectra! radiancf of concrete, summer night, clear |34| 
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FIG. 5-80.   Spectral radiance of gvaas, winter day, overcaet [341. 
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FIG 5-81.   Spetrtral radiance of grass, winter night, clear 134] 
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FIG. 5-82.   Spectral radiance of grau, aummer day, clear (34',. 
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HG. 5-83.   Spectral radiance of gra£«, eummei ua/, overuit {34j. 
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FIG. 5-85    Spectral radance of grass, summer night: overcast [3^t]. 
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FIG. 5-87    Spectral radiance of aky, roncrete, snow, and grass, winter day [34]. 
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Fie. 5-88    Spectral radiance of sky, concrete, snow, and grass, winter night 134], 
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5.9.   Marine Backgrounds 

The radiance of the sea surface at night is the sum of ita thermal emission and re- 
flected sky radiance. Factors that determine the character of the marine background 
are: 

1. The infrared optical properties of sea waier. 

2. Sea-surface geometry and wave-slope distribution. 

3. Sea-surface temperature distribution. 

Atmospheric transmission and emission in the optical path from »..ene lo observing 
instrument is covered in Chapter 8. 

5.9.1, infrared Optical Properties of Sea Water. Witer is essentially opaque 
to infrared radiation longer than 3 /A- Few liquidj have absorption coefficients of 
the same order 0\ nagnitude. Consequently, the sea surface, which is 0.01 cm thick, 
determines the radiance ot tne sea. Subsurface scattering of sky rau^ation is absent. 
The optical influence of thin layers of surface contamination is negligible except for 
the suppi'ssion of capillary waves by surface tension changes—causing "slicks." 
There is no significant difference in the transmissivity of sea and distilled water for 
these thin layers in the 2- to 15-/i, re^on. 

The infrared transmit^ivity, reflectivity, emiss vity and mdices of refraction for 
water are shown in Figs. 5-89 to 5-92 [36,371. 
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FIG. 5-90,    Indices of rcfraction of water calculated from reflectivity 
data in Fig. 5-89. 
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FIG. 5-91.   Reflection from a water surface at 0°, 60°, and 80° angle 
of incidence cülculated from data in Fig. 5-90. 
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5.9.2. Sea-Surfsce Geometry. Ths effect of wcve slope on the reflectivity of a sea 
surface roughened by a Beaufort 4 wind (11 to 16 knots, white caps) ib seen in Fig. 5-93. 
Here, for an average rough sea, the reflectivity approaches 20% near the horizon 
Consequently, the emissivity remains at 80% or higher. 

The radiance of the sea surface along an azimuth 90° from that of the sun, in day- 
light for clear and for overcast conditions, ir shown in Fig. 5-94. 

Information is lacking on similar observations for the radiance of the sea surface 
at night. Howevar, the variation of sky radiance with zenith angle is similar day 
and night, and the photographic reflectivity is about equal to the average for the in- 
frared from 2 to 15 M (Fig. 5-f 2). Consequently, the curves in Fig. 5-94 are instructive 
because they show the general shape of that part of the radiance of the sea suiface 
at night due to the reflection of sky radiation. To these curves must be added the 
infrared radiance of the sea surface due to its temperature. 

O.Or 

h'G. 5-93. Reflection of solar radiation from a 
fla> surface (o- = 0) and a surface roughened by a 
Beaufort 4 wind (a - 0.2). The albedo R varies 
from 0.02 for a zenith sun, i(«(= 0°) to unity for 
the sun at the horizon (0 = 90°) on a flat sea 
surface. For a rough surface, shadowing and. 
multiple reflections become important factors 
when the sun is low. The lower and upper 
branches of the curve marked cr = 0.2 represent 
two assumptions regarding the effect of multiple 
reflection. True values are expected to lie 
between the indicated limits [38]. 
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FIG. 5-94. The radiance of the sea surface 
N(u'), divided by the sky radiance at the 
zenith, N^Oi, as a function of the vertical 
angle M The curves are computed for a fiat 
(a - 0) and rough (cr = 0.2) suiface for two 
of the sky conditions illustrated in Fig. 5-93 
1381. 
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Examples of the spectra! radiance of the see for day and after sundown are phown 
in Figs. 5-95, 5-96, and 5-97 [1]. 

For further data on sea-su.-face geometry see |40|. 
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FIG. 5-95.   Spectral radiance of the Banana 
River at Cocoa Beach, Florida (33). 
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FIG. 5-9'I.    Spectral radiance of the ocean 
versus elevation angle [33). 
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S.9.3. Sea-Surf»ee Temperature Distribution. The temperature of the s:ea sur- 
face detftrmines the contribution of emission to its total radiance. In arctic regions 
this temperature is near 0')C; near the equator it nses to 29°C. Currents such aa the 
warm water of the Gulf Stream produce anomalies of several degrees centrigrade as 
it flowss into colder areas. However, in most infrared scenes of marine interest, it is 
the radiance variation from point to point that determines the background against 
which a target is seen. Recent improvements in "thermal mappers" have shown details 
of this variation which is usually caused by temperature differences over the sea sur- 
face, but under some conditions reflected sky radiance predominates. 

The temperature of the upper 0.1 mm of the sea surfac under evaporative conditions 
has been measured as O.B'C colder than water a few centimeters below 139]    The 
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FIG. 5-98.    Thenna! structure of the sea boundary layer.    Previous conditions: 12 hr 
cool (12° to 150Ci, no rain.    Data taken during passage of warm front. 

sharpest gradient is in the upper 1 mm [40]. Measurements typical for the condi- 
tions noted are shown in Fig. 5-98, 

The temperature of this layer with low heat capacity is determined by the rate of 
evaporation, by radiation exchange, and by the flow of heat from tlw air and frcra 
below. It has been found experimentally that the presence of surface contamination 
reduces (slightly) the flow of heat from below so that a "slick" (a region in tht; sea with 
enough surface contamination to alter surface tension) appears colder than adjacent 
areas outside the slick. 

Finally, the Sow of heat from below is also influerced by the convective activity of 
the water layer above the thermocline. 

5.9.4. Sky Radiance. For examples of sky radiance at night under clea;, overcast, 
and other conditions refer to Sec. 5.2. 

5.1. 

NOTES ADDED IN PROOF 

Sky Ba'ksrounds.   There is a moderate amount of literature on the spatia! 
and temporal fluctuations of the sky background [41-47). 

3.2.1. Awroral Spectra. It is difficult to investigate the aurora and airglow beyond 
2.0 n bet ause of absorption and thermal emission processes in the atmosphere. Ref- 
erence (48) gives some predicted values for the 2.0-/x to 3.5-/x region. General reviews 
and one case of an application are covered in 149] through [52]. 
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5.4.5. Spectral Distribution of Stellar Radiation. A useful source is |53i, which 
includes reference [21i as an appendix. Additional work on infrared stei'ar sources had 
been don^ at Ohio State [54,55!. Reference [56] is a helpful catalog. Reference [571 
updates the parameters used in converting from visual magnitudes to infrared spectral 
irradiance. Reference [58] is an example of an application. Other recent work is 
that of Low and Johnson [591 in the lO-^t to 20-f.- region and of Leighton (60!. Reference 
[611 givey a 5 color statement of the magnitudes of 1300 bright stars. 

One must pt present use the visual magnitudes of brighl stars to compute their 
infrared irradiance simply because the enormous job of cataloging the infrared emission 
from all the stars has hardly begun. The present approach will not adequately predict 
the irradiance from massive cool stars whose infrared magnitude migh» far exceed their 
visual magnitude [60]. 

5.5.   The Earth ss a Background.   A comprehensive review of the unclassified 
literature on earth-background measurements taken from aircraft, satellites, rockets, 
and balloons is contained in [62]. 

5.8.2. Terrain Emissivity and Reflectivity. A complele catalog of spectral re- 
flectance data of terrain from all available sources, reduced to a standard format of 
presentation, is now availab'p [351. The report itself is very bniky and has had limited 
circulation. However the data is on Lie nt the Target Signatures Analysis Center, 
Willow Run Laboratories, at The University of Michigan's Institute of Science and 
Technology. 
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6,   Atmospheric Phenomena 

6.1.   Properties of the Atmosphere 

6.1.1. 'l,«itpperature. Standard-atmoapht re temperature profiles from 0 to 100 
km and frjm 0 to 100 km are shown in Fig. 6-1 and 6-2, respectively. The profiles "e 
based en the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 19€2 [1], 

1090 i- 

1    ! 
Tropo pause 

Troposphere 

18ÜK |     200 22o 

■lOO^C -SQOC 
TEMPEFATUHE 

0oC 

Fio. 6-1    Atrocwphcnc temperature profit«« from u to 100 kir.   Based ou 
U.S. SUndati Atmoepiw^re, 1962 [1|. 
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Fir. 6-2.   Temperature profile frcm 0 to 700 km    Based on U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere, 1962 Hi. 

Supplemental atmospheric temperature profiles [2], whirh reflect iseasona! and 
latitudinal variability up to 90 km. are shown in Fig. 6-3 and 6-4. W nter profiles 
■.ypical of the tropics il50N), subtropics- (3C0N), and midlatitudes (45ÜN) are shown in 
Fig. C-3; summer profiles for the same areas are shown in Fig. 6-4 The winter and 
summer profiles for 150N are identical and actually represent a mean annual prolile; 
at this latitude, the temperature-height structure remains relatively constant through- 
out the year 

6.1.2. Presaure. Standard-atmosphere pressure from 0 to 100 km is shown in 
Fig. 6-1; the leP ordinate of Fig b-1 lists pressure versus height from 0 to 100 km. 
All of the pressure date are based on the United States Revised Atmosphere, 396^ [1]. 

Supplemental atmosphenc-pressure data, which reflect seasonal and lalituclipal 
variability iSec. 6.1.1), are given in [2]. The diflerencee in pressure between the 
supplemental atmospheres, and between each supplemental atmosphere and the 
standard atmosphere (Fig. 6 1), are slight. 

6.1.3. Density. Standard-atmospheric-pressure Ha^i, which reflect seasonfJ and 
latitudinal variability (Sec. 6.1.11, are given in [2] a..d Fig. 6-1. 

6.1.4. Atmospheric Composition. Table 6-1 give* the composition of the atmo«?- 
phe: j up to about 90 km. Only carbon dioxide (COj), water vapor (HiOl, ozone (0)\ 
methane (CHi!, nitrous oxide (N.O», and carbci-. monoxide (CO>, are discussed in this 
section The two most abui dant gases, Nj and O:, although they do not exhibit any 
infrared absorption bands, t-Tect the intensities of the observed absorption bands of 
the other constifuents through  Lorentz (pressure, 'jllisicn)  broadening (Sec. 6.2». 
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FIG.  6-3.   Supplemental  winter  temperature  profile«  for  tropics (IS'N), 
Bubtropics (30°N), raid-Jatitudes (45°N), and subarctic latitudes (60°N) 12). 

TABUS 6-1.   COMPOSITION OF THE ATMOSPHKRE [3]. 

Constituent Percent by Constituent Percent by 
Volume Volume 

Nitrogen 78.088 Krypton 1.14 x IO-4 

Oxygen 20.940 Nitrous Oxide 5 x 10 ä 

Ar^on 0.93 Carbon Monoxide 20 x 10 « 
Carbon Dioxide 0.033 Xenon 8.6 x lO« 
Neon 1.8 x 10 * Hydrogen 5 x 10« 
Helium 5.24 x 10 ♦ Ojone variable 
Methane 1.4 x 10-« Water Vapor variabU 
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TEMPERATURE (K) 

FIG, 6-4.   Supplemental summer temperature profiles for trcpits (15°N), 
subtropic« OO'N), mid-latitudes (45°N), and subarctic latitudes (60oN) [2]. 

6.1.4.1. Carbon Dioxide Distribution. The average amount of COj present in the 
atmosphere is 0.33% by volume. This average concentration remains almost constant 
in both space and tima (Table 6-2). The burning of fossil fuels gives rise to a gradual 
increas« of about 0.7 ppm per year. Superimposed on this fundamental cycle is a 
ground-level daily cycle caused by the exchange of COi with soil and vegetation. The 
ground-level daily cycle can have local fluctuations of COj concentration ranging from 
200 to 600 ppm, but is chiuracteristically confined to a shallow layer of the atmosphere 
immediately above the earth's surface (up to a frv hundred feet). In addition there is 
a seasonal variation, apparently due to vegetation, which depends on latitude and is 
about 2 ppm between 45° and 90o"N. 

In view of both the small departure in COi concentration ov»i the longer cyclic 
period and the uniformity of horizontal CO» distribution, it may ce assumeo that no 
noticeable variatknv of the mixing ratio occur with height above the biologically active 
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ground layer.   Thus, the annual mean CO2 concentration profile shown in Fig. 6-5 
is reasonably accurate, at least above a few hundred feet altitude. 

Below this altitude, data on the distribution of CO., over a particular area at a particu- 
lar time for absorption and transmission calculations is desirable. In most cases, 
however, such data are not available and the mean profile will probably have to used, 
with some degradation in accuracy expected. 

TABLE 6-2.   VARIATION OF CO» CONCENTRATION 14]. 

Air Mass 
Time of Year 

Location 

Maritime air (Europe) 
Continenta1 air 
Polar air 
Tropical air 
Spring (Europe) 
Summer 

Average Variation 
from Average 
Cor^entmtion 

{%) 

Air Mats 
Time of Year 

Location 

Average Variation 
from Average 
Concentration 

(%) 

)         -1.1 Autumn -0.1 
+1.6 Winter +0.6 
-0.7 Rural France (64° N) +4.4 

+2.5 West Indies (20oN) +3.3 
40.8 South America (40° S) -1.0 
-1.4 Cape Horn (56° T. -6,9 

CONCENTR'.TIONS (kg IT. ") 

FIG. 6-5.   Annual mean CO: ooncentration va. altitude. 

6.1.4.2, Water-Vapor Distribution. Water-vapor nvjesurements are generally in 
agreement below the trcpopause. In the stratosphere, however, there is wide dis- 
ablement among various measurements [5]. Some indicate a relatively dry at- 
mosphore with a constant mixing rctio of about 0.06 g/Hg (dry stratosphc/e); other 
measurements indicate that there is a recovery of the r,;ixing ratio from about 0.002 or 
0.003 at the tropopause to about 0.1 near 30 km (wet stratospheire). 

There is no agreement at the pres^ it time between those who favor a "dry" strato- 
sphere [6-16] and those who favor a "wet" stratosphere [17-24]. Accordingly, water- 
vapor die'ribution for a dry stratoephcre is shown in Fig. 6-c and for a wet stratosphere 
in Fig. 6-7 and 5-8. 
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ALTITUDE (km) 

Fio. 6-6.   Watei  vapor mixing ratio v§. altitude 
("dry" 8trato«phen») [25]. 
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X - Mean of all symbols at Uvel 

FIG. 6-7    Water vapor mixing ratio os. altitude ("wet" stratOBphere) [261. 
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Fit;. 8-8     Water vapor dewpomt and frost point vs. altitude ("wet" strB'osphere) 126). 
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6.1.4.3.   Ozone Distribution [24].   Of the ozone in the atmosphere 90% ie concen- 
trated in a layer between about 10 and 30 km abrve the earth's surface.   The maximu' 
concentration occurs between about 25 ar d 30 km. 

In the upper atmosphere, ozone is formed by the photochemical dissociation of oxygen 
caused by radiation at wavelengths shorter than 2c30 A. The oxygen atoms subse- 
quently combine with an oxygen rnoleculü to form ozone. In the lower atmosphere, 
minor amounts of ozone are thought to be formed through photochemical reduction of 
atmoepheric pollutants. Ultraviolet radiation betwean 2000 and 2900 A breaka 'own 
ozone, resulting in an equi'ibrium in ozone formation and destruction. Snould an 
imbalance in ozone concentration at any particular altitude occur, the time required ^o 
restore equilibrium can be determined. At altitudes of about 50 km, this time is a 
matter of minutes, below 35 km a matter of days, aiid below 15 kiv« a matter of years. 

Low-altituae ozone conceatrations are influenced by atmoepheric motions, dust, and 
other attenuators that interfere with the establishment of equilibrium conditions 
[4, 27-29]. For example, a large-scale flattening out causes a low-altitude secondary 
maximum in the o«>ne profile near the tropcpause. When such conditions occur, 
photochemical processes quickly restore equilibrium in the higher altitudes and pro- 
vide an overall increase in the total ozone content of the atmosphere. Hence, ap shown 
in Fig. 6-9, a correlation exists between the maximum level of ozone and the total 
amount of ozone [30]. Two levels of maximum concentration are indrcated: (Da high- 
hltitude (27 km) maximum of about 10 *c 15 x 103 cm km"1 that occurs during all 
seasons, and (2) a low-altitude maximum (12 km) that occurs only during the winter 
and only at times of high total ozone concentration. 

E 

H 

w 
X 

60- 

40- 

ToUl Cm 
-(0.297) Autumn 
 (0.359) Winter 
 (0.455) Winter 
 (0.369) Sfjrinm 
 (0.333) Summer 

20- 

OZONE DENSITY (10" cm km'') 

F:G. 6-9.    Mean seasonal vertical distribu- 
;on  of ozone  :approximately 52°N) [29]. 

Table 6-3, based on limited data, presents probable ozone distributions. The large 
increase at the li:-24-km altitude reflects the winter correlation between total ozone 
and lower stratospheric temperature changes (sudden warnings). 

TABLE 6-3.   VERTICAL DICTRIBUTION 

or OZONB KOR Two TOTAL OZONS 

CONCENTRATIOHS  [31]. 

Tctal Altitude (km) 
Ozone 
(cm)     0-iiJ   12-24   24-36   36-54 

0.300    15*     37%      37%      11% 

0.60Ö    12%     53%      25%        8% 
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FIG 6-10.   Mean ozona diatiibution 124). 
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Future 6-10 shows the mean ozone distribution for the Northern Hemisphere. Fig- 
ure 6-11 and 6-12 show the seasonal v^ration of total ozoi ^ and the mean meridional 
distributions of ozone, respectively. The »-nrves in Fiy. 6-10 are essentially an envelope 
of po&iible distributions within which it is presumed all distributions will occur. The 
primaiy maximum concentration shown at an cltitude of 25 to 30 km is well founded 
on boti theoretics! and experimental data. T\ix. remainder of *.he profile, however, 
is established in part by theoretical considerations of the effect of the normal process 
of weather on ozone distribution [27], 

Figure 6-10 also shows suggested maximum and minimum concentration extremes 
for each 10-km level based on higl.^st and lowest concentration values on record. 
These minimum and maximum extremeb should not be interpreted as minimum and 
maximum profiles. 

The nocturnal high-altitude buildup of ozone concentrations shown in Fig 6-10 
is, to a sireat extent, conjecture. Theory predicts that such a secondary maximum 
should occur at about 70 km at night, primarily as a result of the large concentrations 
of atomic oxygen at these heights [32, 34].   Some evidence of the existence of such a 

c.o     hu     ><    c    -*    i*>    a.    ~     >u 

Fiu. 6-11.   Seasonal variation of total ozone [32]. 
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FIG. 6-12.    Mean meridional distribution of ozone [33]. 

high-aititude maximum is presented by spectral observations of Echo I brightness [35]. 
In this instance, the high-al'dtude maximum occurs at about 55 km, and can be ex- 
plained only partially by photochemical theory System inaccuracies an questionable 
assumptions may account for some of the observed results. 

3.1.4.4. Methane, Nitrous Oxide, and Carbon Monoxide Distributions. Methane, 
nitroL.3 oxide, and carbon monoxide are rarer guses that absorb significantly only ever 
long paths. The amount of these gases in the atmosphere is given in Table 6-1. All 
available evidence indicates a uniform mixirg ratio [36]. 

6.1.5. Particle Concentration and Size Distribution. The concentration and size 
distribution of scattering particles in the atmospheie vary widely both geographically, 
and temporally in a given location. Accurate measurement of these particles is diffi- 
cult, and the amount of good data is limited. From the available data, however, repre- 
sen.äitive samples of the distribution of particles with respect to ^ize are plotted in Fig. 
fe ?.3 through 6-16. Figuie 6-13 gives an average particle-size distribution curve for a 
continental air c Edition and for a mariume air condition [37]. Figure 6-14 is the dis- 
tribution of particles measured by capture for a haze and a fog [38]. Figure 6-15 is the 
relative size-distribution curve for a fair-weather cumulus cloud, where the total num- 
ber of particles per cm3 in the cloud is 300 [38 j. So that measured values may be com- 
pared with analytical functions used to approximate the size-distribution curves of 
nat".r¥i! aerosols. Fig. 6-16 shows three such functions, two haze models and one cloud 
model [401. The curves are normalized so that the integrated area under each curve 
gives 100 particles per cm'. The concentration of scattering particles as a function of 
altitude is thown in Fig. 6-17, which includes the results of a number of investigators 141;. 
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FIG. 6-17. Relativ» particle concpntration as a 
function of altitude from various investigators 
[41j. 

6.2.   Absorption by a Single Line 

The fractional radiant absorptance, A, over a finite wave-number irtervai. \v, is 
defined as 

(6-1) 

where K is the absorption coefficient at the wave number and u is the mass of absorbing 
gas per -mit area.   For most atmospheric absorption problems, the Lorentx, or preg'.iure- 
oroadened, line shape should be used.   At very great altitudes in the stratosphere, tho 

principal cause of line broadeni g is the Doppler effect. 
The absorption coefficient, A,., for the Lorertz line shape is 

_ S a 

rr (y — Vo)2 -* a1 '6-2) 

where S is the total line intensity '■■ is the half-width of the spectral line whose 
center is located at the wave number v?. According to kinetic theory, the half-width 
depends on both the pressure, p, and absolute temperature, T, as 

IT0\ "» a = a» U) I?) (6-3) 

where 0 refers to the value of the quantity tor some sianäard Cöriditiör-. Vor moit 
atmospheric infrared problems, pressure, p, cm be tak«r< as the total pressure. It i? 
more accurate to use an effective pressure equal to tht toll! pressure r ius some con- 
stant times the partial pressure [42]. If the abaorbisg ^as 13 only a dmali fraction of 
the total, however, the difference between the two quantities is usually small. 
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When line broadening is due to the Doppler effect, the absorption coefficient is [43] 

S 
V*')  ^["w^^J ,64) 

where the Dopi>ler half-width is given by 

&VD~~ In 2 i6-5) c \ m / 

and k is the iBolfconanr. constant, m is the mass of the molecule, and c is the ve'ocity of 
light Although the lorentz line shape doer ses only as {v — vrV at wave nmnoers 
that are more than several half-widths from the line center, the Doppler line shape is 
concentrated more near the line center and falls off exponentially in the wings of the 
line. 

When both the processes that lead to the Lorentz and Doppler line shapes must b* 
considered nt once, tp.e absorption coefficient is given by [43, 44] 

(^2)"*   Sa   f p" 

where a = (In 2),'*-r— (6-7) 

w={\n2y*l~^ (f,-8) 

x - Su/27ra (6-9) 

Although this integral cannot be evaluated in closed form, numerous approximations 
are given in the literature. A general expresaicu for the Taylor series and the asymp- 
totic expression is given in [441; [43] gives a general revie™ of the problem. 

6.2.1. Single Line with Lorentz Shape. When the pressure-broadened iuorentz 
line shape is valid, tho absorptance as obtained from Eq. (6-1 and 6-2) can be written as 

.4 Av = a £ [ 1 - exp (r~)] dv (6-1C) 

where v'={v—vo)la (6-11) 

The limits of integration have been extended to infinity since it is assumed that there 
is no absorption outride of the interval Ai-. 

Two limiting results for the absorptance that can frequently be used are the weak- 
line and strong-line approximations (Sec. 6.4.1 and Ö.4.2). When the path length is 
s-nall or the pressure is large, the absorption is small at all v/ave numbers, including 
the line centers. In this case the exponential in Eq. (6-10) can be replaced by the first 
two terms in its series expansion, and the fractional radiant absorption. A, over a finite 
wave-number interval, A^, can be expressed as ^5-47] 

/< AP = 2 TTC« = Su to. r < 0.2 (6-12) 

Thus, the absorptance for a single line increases linearly as ilio ^th ' '»<,h and the 
line intensity increases whenever the weak-line approximation ig valid. Equation 
(6-12) is accurate within 10% when x < 0.2. 
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VTaen either the path length is ia: je or the pressure is small, the absorption may be 
complete over a wave-number regija cf several half-widths arouad ♦he line center. 
In this case, the strorg-Une approximation is valid, which ia equiva'ent to neglecting 
the f ictor unity ompared to »'', in the denominator of the exponential in T^q. (8-10). 
This can be done because the factor unity can alw ys be neglected in the wings of the 
lines when 1/ > > 1. For other values of i/, the exponential has a value very c! ,3e to 
zero so that its exact value does not matter.   When this factor is neglected [45-47], 

Afo = 2(Sau)112 for x > 1.63 (6-13) 

which is railed the square root region, since the absorptance varies as the square root 
of the path length, pressure, and line intensity. Equation (6-13) is accurate within 
10% when x > 1.63. 

The integral in Eq. (6-10) can be evaluated exac.> to obtain the following expression 
for the absorptance of a single spectral line [48]: 

AAu= 2ITUX( * [/„(*) -t-I.U)] (6-14) 

where x is defined by Eq. (6-9) and /o and /. are the Bessel functions of imaginary 
argument. This function is tabulated in [45]. The limiting expressins given by 
v' '3-12) and (6-13) can be obtained from E ; (6-14) from the usual expansions of the 
^essel function for small and lanre values of the argument. 

6.2.2. Single Line with Doppler Sh&pe. When the spectral lines have the Doppler 
shape, the absorptance is obtained by substituting Eq. (6-4) into Eq. (6-1). When the 
weak-line approximation ia valid, the absorptance is given by [49] 

A bv = Su (6-15) 

TV.« is the same as Eq. (6-12); thus, the line shape does not affect the 'ibsorption when 
the lines are weak.   Only the total line strength ia ot iinportance in this limiting tase. 

When the strong-line approximation is valid. 

^In M"2 

where 

A by = 2 ^"(yrr) »or *e > > 1 (6-16) 

/In 2 V'1 Su 
x;, ==- -7— (6-17) 

The absorptance increases very slowly a& the nuiubef ol absorbing molecules in- 
creases because the Doppler line shape drovs off exponentially in the wings of the line 
When the path »s sufficiently long to absorb moat of the radiation near the center of the 
lire, it is not possible to absorb much additional radiation in the wings of the line by 
increasing the amount of absorbing gae For long paths, the Doppler line shape acts 
qualitatively a^ though it absorbed all of the radiation over a bandwidth of 2Aifi, and 
none outside this interval. By contrast, the absorptance increases as the square root 
of the path length for the Lorentz lim shape since the line shape varies as (v — iV) 2 

in the wings. 
When neither of these limiting expre ;;«ion8 'or the absorptance by a Ime with the 

Doppler shape is valid, it is neceasary to uo*' one of the mere genenil expressions that 
have been derived or one of the many tables or graphs that have been calculated [43]. 
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6.2.3. Single Line with Both Doppler and liOrentz Broadening. When the line 
shape is a result of both Doppler and Lorcntz broadening (Eq. ü-6); the absor^ance is 
still given by Eq. (6-15) when the weak-lir/» approximation is valid When the strong- 
Ime approximation hi valid, the absorptanoe is given by [49] 

A bv = 2(Sau)il1 '+IH-)m+-] 
where a is derived from Eq. (6-12). Higher-order termi are given in [49] The leading 
term in this expression is the same as that of Eq. (6-13), whkh is the exprefeion for 
the absorptance of a line with the Jjorentz line s^ape in the square root region. In the 
strong-line region, the Lorentz line shape '8 much more important in detennining the 
absorptance than the Doppler lin« shape because the Lorei t,z shape falls off much more 
slowly in the far wings of the line. The Doppler half-wiclth uay even be much larger 
than the Lorentz, yet the Lorentz line shape can still determine the absorptance. 

More complicated expressions for the absorptance in intermediate regions are dis- 
cussed in [43]. 

6.3.   Absorption by Bands 

When the spectral lines in a band do not overlap appreciably, the absorptance of a 
group of spectmi lines can be calculated by summing the contribution from the in 
dividual spectral lo««. However, in many cases of practical interest, the spectral 
lines overlap appreciably and this effect must be taken into account when the absorp- 
tance is calculated. When the lines overlap, the absorptance is always lees than would 
be expected from the same number of isolated spectral lines. 

The absorptance of a band of overlapping spectral I'ree depends en details of the 
relative spacing between the spectral lines and their intensity variation. Because of 
the many rapid variations of the absorption coefficient of a band as a function of fre- 
quency, it is very difficu't to integrate Eq. (6-1), even with a large electronic computer 
This is not necessary, however, since four models are available that represent the 
absc.^tion from ar actual band with reasonable accuracy. These four models are: 
(1) Elsasser model [50]; (2) statistical model [51, 52]; (3i random Elsasser model [46,53]; 
(4N quasirandom model [54]. 

6.3.1. Elsasser Model. The Elsasaer model assumes that the spectral lines are 
evenly spaced and that they all have the same intensity (Fig. 6-1&A). Some portions 
of the COt spectrum can be represented with fair accuracy by this model. However, 
there are always numerous weak lines between the stronger, regularly spaced lines 
in this spectrum and furthermore the Jinr intensity varies with frequency. The weak 
lines absorb an increasing share of the radiation w th< path length becomes longer. 
Thus the Elsasser model does not represent CO^ absorption accurately over a wide range 
of path lengths 

The exact expression for the absorptance of an Elsasser band is [50] 

J.   r   ___   -ßxBinhß 
^ = 1 - Ö"     «

X
P —r^ r-d* (6-19) 27r j _,       cosh ß - cos z 

where 

Ö = 2iTald (6-20) 

x is defined by (6-9), and d is the lins spacing. This integral fannot be evaluated in 
closed form, but useful expressions for the fchsorptance can be found in certain limits 
(Sec. 6.4).   An ertensivt cilculation of the r^tsgral in Eq. (6-19), including a table 
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FIG. 6-18.   Comparison of Elsasser, statistical and random E'.sasser model. 

for values of ß from 0.0001 to 1.0 and fox values of Suld sinh ß from 0 02 to 1.5(10)* is 
giv.;n in [55]. The variation of the ahsorptance as a function of/S1* -a shown in Fig. 
6-19. The various curves ara for particular values of ß; i.e., they give the ahsorptance 
at constant pressure. The linear and square root approximations rre indicated to show 
their regions of validity. 

u 
z < 

o.oi 

0.001 
0.ÜÜ01 COCl 0.01 

2 2 
(3 x = ^T^Svi/d 

FIG. 6-19.   Absorption for an Eisasaer band &i a function of ßPx ■-- 2traS«/<*!. 
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6.3,2. Statistical Model. The stetistka! or '-layer-Goody model assumes that the 
spectral lin.eg havr a random spacing (Fig. 6-1&.T) as contrasted to the regular spacing 
of the Elsasser model. Tb« nt«nsity of the spectral lines can vary in any manner what- 
soever as long as it can be represented by some distribution function. The absorptance 
of H2O can be represented by thft sta' istical model over a moderate range of pa' h lengths 
üd pressures. 
The absorptance over a wave-nvmber interval, D, when the statistical model is valid, 

is given by [46] 

^= 1-(1-^,,.)" (6-21) 

where 

A,,.,, (SO.M.P) =     ^.1,0 {S,fi.p)P{S,S0) . dS 
•'0 

A,I,D is the absorptance of a single isolated spectral line over the vuve-numbcr interval 
D, P(SJSy,) is the normalized probabilit,' of tindmg a spectral line with an intemity 
between S and S + dS, So is a parametric mean line intensity that occurs in the intensity 
distribution function, and n is the number of spectral lines in the interval D whose mean 
spacing is d. 

When n in the interval D is large, Eq. (6-21) approaches the form [46, 51, 52] 

A =1- exp (- nA,!. „)    for n >> 10 (6-22) 

Equetio 1 (6-22) should not be used when there are a »mall number of lines in the 
interval. 

As examples of the use of these equations assume that: (a) all the spectral lines are 
equally int ->««. so that 

P(S)--= f>{S - So) (6-23) 

ib) an exponential distributior. of line intensities, 

P(S) = So'1 exp (- SISo) (6-24) 

For intensiv distribution (a), the absorptance of a single line averaged over the distri- 
bution is obtained by replacing S by So in the appropriate expresoion for the absorptanr» 
of a single line given (Sec 6-2). This result can then be substituted into Eq. (6-?l) or 
(6-22) to obtain the absorptance of a bai J. The absorptance for this case is shown in 
Fig. 6-20, aasui ling that ail of the spectral lines are equally intense, that the Lorentz 
line shape is valid, and that the absorption is fron a large number of spectral Waes 
with sr. average spacing d. 

The single-line absorptance a» calculated for intensity distribution (6) is t46] 

A = 1 t'^flör*]* ^ 
or 

= 1 -*Kp! ~ TT^pf-llTi 1   «or. »10 

where 

(6-26) 

The expressions tor the absorptance i/asingh 'w that are used io der ving Eq. (6 25) 
and (6-26) assume an infinite frt uency interval. These approxiiaate expixssioj 3 for 
-iv'.o may be used only so long ai vhere is no appreciable absorption by the single line 
outside of the interval D.   In gene.ai, more complicated expressions for the absorptance 
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FIG. 8-20.    Absorption for the statistica' uwdel as » function of ßPx. 

of a single line over a finite frequency interval must be used. [54]. The single-line 
expressions for the absorptance of a line with the Doppler shape or the Doppier-Lorentz 
shape can also be substituted into Eq. (6-21) or (6-22). 

The absorptance for the statistical rnd Elsasser models is compared in Fig. 6-21. The 
absorptance is always larger at long path lengths for the Elsasaer model since the 
spectral lines absorb most efficiently with let spacing. With a random spacing, the 
lines overlap more strongly beciu&s lines which happen to he close together cannot 
absorb as efficiently as when the> are spaced further apart. 

0.00! kl 
0.0001 0.001 C.01 

2 2 

Pic. 6 21.   Comparison of absorption from the statistical and Elsasser ban! models. 
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The abeorptaru-« for the Lorentz, Doppler, and square (absorption coefficient constant 
over a iinite frequency interval) line shape are compared in Fig. 6-22 for a rar^doo? 
dietriLation of lines. In each cate, the statistical model with all of the lines eoually 
intense is assumed. For comparison purposes, ßo and XD are set equal to ß and x for 
the Lorentz line shape. The very slow increase of the ab^orptance for large path 
lengths can be seen foi the Doppler rVmnlcr üne shape 

1.0 

Doppler Line Shape 
Lorettz Lire Shr^je 
dquare Line Shape 

o.r. - 
w 
o 
T. 
< 

0.01 - 

0.001 V. J L_1_L j Ul  I I 1 I 

0.0001 0.001 0.01 

^2xD.>-1/2(ln^2^Sud-2 

0.1 

' s D 

FIG. 6-22.   Absorption of spectral Jip.es with Doppler, Lorentz, and square line shape. 
Statistical model with equally intense lines assumed 

6.3.5. R&ndom E'ksasser Model. A more accurate representation of band ab- 
sorption is provided in many cases by the random Elsasser model, which assumes the 
random superposition of several different Elsasser bands. Each of these superpeded 
bands may have a differoat line intensity and spacing. As many different Elsasser 
bands as desired may be superimposed in this model. Thus, all of the weak spectral 
lines that contribute to the absorpticr. for Lhe patii lengths and pressures considered 
can be included in the absorption calculations. Th« superposition of three different 
Eisasper bands is illustrated in Fig 6-18C 

The absorptonoe of M randomly superposed Elsasser bands is [46, 53] 

A = \~\\{\-At.A (*,,&)! (6-27) 

where Af,\ is the absorptance of an Elsasser band with a half-width of <*(, a line spacing 
di, an i a line intensity Si, so that xi — StuI'lTron and ßt = 27rai/ji(. 

6.J.4. Quasiraiidom Model. The quasirandom model is the most accurate and, 
necessarily, the n ost complicated of the band models. It is especially useful when the 
.»V^rpCinoe is required over a wide range of path lengths »nd pressures.   The spectral 
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lines in an actual band ire arranged neither as regularly as required by the Elsassei 
band nor in as random a fashion as in the statistical mode', there is some order in their 
arr^i.jement. In the quasirandom model the absorpt? »ce is calculated first for a fre- 
quency interval that is much smaller than the interval size of i iterest. This localizes 
the stronger lines to a narrow interval around their actual positions and prevents the 
introduction of spurious overlapping effocts. The absorptance of this narrow interval 
is calculated from the equai m for the single-line absorptance over a finite interval 
[54], The absorptance for each of the A' spectral lines in the interval is calculated 
sepan ceiy and the results combined bv, assuming a random placing of the speciral lines 
within he small interval. The absorption irom the wings of lines in neighboring 
intervals is included in the calculation. The results are averaged for at least two 
different arrangements of the mesh that divides the spectrum into frequeucy inter 'Is. 
Finally the absorptance values for all of t^ ^ small intervals that fill the larger in al 
of interest i -e averaged to obtain the fin»' value for the absorptance. An elec jnic 
computer is commonly used to calculate results for this model when i. my spectra, lines 
are involved. The many weak spectral linos and their relative spacing are accurately 
taken into account b this model. 

The absorptance foi the quasirandom model is given by [54] 

^ = 7 £4 '6-28v 

where Aj is the absorptance of each of the L smaller wave-number intervals intc wh'ch 
the original interval Av is subdivided.   The absorptance Aj is calculated from 

4 = 1-fl [1-/*...„'" (S,.^)] (6-29) 

where A,I,IP is the sipgle-line absorptance over the finite interval D for a line with 
intensity Si and half-w;dth a,, t id M is the number of lines in th(; frequency interval y. 

References [56] and [57] give absorptance tables for H2O and CO2 based on the 
quasirandom model calculations. In these calculations, the ünes in the small frp 
quency interval were grouped by intensity decades. The average intensity and number 
of lines in each of these decades were (alculated and used in Eq. (6-29). All \u,m from 
all isotopic species havir g an intensity greater than 10 * of the strongest line in an 
absorption region were included in the calculation. The final results for the trans- 
missivity are given every 5 cm ' for CO2 from 500 to 10,000 cm and for II2O from 
1000 to 10,000 cm '. Valueh averagad over 20, 50, and 100 cm ' intervals are also 
presented. All values are grvn at three tempe* atures, 200°, 250°, and 300°K, and for 
sevo pressures, 0.01, 0.0?, •'> 05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and : atm. Tho path length for CO2 
rang ,g from 0.2 to 10,000 atm cm and for H2O from 0.001 to 5) cm of precjpitable water. 

6.4.   Useful /»pproximatiopti to Band Models 

There are three different limits in which approximate forms of the equation-; given 
in Sec. 6.2 and 6.3 can be obtained. These are: (1) weak-line approximation; (2) strong- 
line approximation; »3) nonoverlapping-line approximation. Each of the approxima- 
tions is valid over a wide range of path lengths and pressures. However, care must 
be taken to use each approximation only within its own region of validity. A detailed 
study of these approxi.nations is given in [47]. 

6.4.1. Weak-Line Approximation. The weak-line approximatioi; assumes that 
the absorption due to each line considered individually is small even a* ehe line center. 
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However, the total absorptance due to a number ot such lines may have any value 
(even near unity), since the sum of i number of small cjuamiiies is not necessarily small. 

For the Elsasser band, Eq. (6-19) reduce« to [47 J 

l-e-f (6-30) 

in the weak-line limit. When ßx « 1, Eq. (6-30) reduces to Eq. (6-12). When this 
inequality is satisfied, the lines do not overlap and the absorptance increases linearly 
with path length. When the lined begin to overlap, the exponential term in Eq. (6-13) 
takes account of this effect. On a logarithmic plot of absorptance (Fig. 6-19), the slope 
of the absorptance curve is unitj in the linear region where the lines do not overlap and 
the weak-line approximation is valid. When this approximation continues to be vtlid 
as the path length increases, '.he slope of the absorptance curvt decreases, as shown 
on the curves marked /3 = 1 or 10, as the lines begin to overlap. 

The regions of validity of this approximation are shown in Fig. 6-23 and Table 6-4. 
Within the indicaUd regions, the approximations ate accurate within 10% 

100 

0.0001 
0.001 100 

Su 
27a 

no. 6-23.    rtegions of validity for bard  model approximations (Elsaaser 
model). 
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TABLE 6-4.   REGIONS UF VAUDITV OF 

VARIOUS APPROXIMATIONS TOR BAND ABSORPTION.0 

Approximation     ß — 2 irald 
Elsotser 

Model 

Strong-ÜTe 
approximation 

Weak-line 
appioximation 

Nonoverlapping 
line 
approximation 

0.001 
001 
01 
1 

10 
100 

0.001 
0,01 
0.1 
1 

10 
100 

0.CC1 
0.01 
0.1 
1 

10 
100 

x > 183 
x > 1.63 
x > 1.63 
* > '.35 
x > 0.24 
x > 0.024 

x < 0.20 
x < 0.20 
x < 0.20 
X < oo 

X < oo 

X < « 

x < 6ÖO0O0 
x<6000 
x < 60 
x<0.7 
x < 0.02 
x < 0.002 

Statistical 
Model; All 

Lines Equally 
Intense 

x > 1.63 
x > 1.63 
x > 1.63 
x > 1.1 
x > 0.24 
x > 0.024 

x < 0.20 
x < 0.20 
x < Ö.20 
x < 0.23 
X < 00 

x < =o 

x < 63 000 
x < 630 
x<6.3 
x < 0.22 
x < 0.020 
x < 0.0020 

Statistical 
Model; 

Exponential 
Line Intensity 
Distribution 

xo > 2.4 
x, -> 2.4 
xo > 2.3 
Xo> 14 
xo > 0.27 
xo > 0.24 

xo < 0.10 
xo < 0.10 
xo < 0.10 
xo < 0.U 
Xo < « 

xo < * 

xo < 80 00C 
xo< 800 
xo< 8 
xo < 0.23 
xo < 0.020 
xo < 0.0020 

■When x — Surii:-' aatisfies the giver, inequalities, the indicated approximatiun for the abeorpti~n U 
valid with an error of iftj^ titan 10%. For the exponential line-intensity distribution, i» — S„iUnc, 
where PIS) = S,"' x exp (- Sy.'.^. 

The weak-line approximation for the statistical model iß [47] 

-H>-*r)" 
or 

1 - e-»' 

(6-31 ( 

(6-3:;) 

These equations follow for any intensity distribution.   For example, when P{S) ;8 
giver' bv Eq. (6-24), replace x b, x0ia equations 6-31 and 6-32.   The regions of validity 
of this approximation are given in Table 6-4 and are show«, in F< g. 6-24.   Within the 
indicated regions, the approximations are accurate within 10%. 

The weak-line ar rvoximation for the random Elsaaser model is [47] 

/< = 1 - fl e'Vi 
i-i 

and for the quasirandom model is [54] 

,'6-33) 

J.l1- (^1 

(6-34) 
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.100 

x = 
Su 

2Tia 

F.  . 6-24.    Regions of validity for band model approximations (statistical model) 

6.4.2. Strong-Line Approximation. The jtrong-lme approximation assumes that 
the absorption is virtually complete over a bandwidth of at least several half-widths 
around the line center. 

For the Elsasser model, the strong-line approximation is [45] 

where </> ih the error function integral defined as 

(6-35) 

^—/V'rfz (6-36) 
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When ßix «1, Eq. (6-35) reduces to Eq. 6-13, which is the square root approximation 
(Fig. 6-19). For example, the curve marked ß = 0.01 has a slope of nearly one-half over 
most of the region shown here. Beyond about ß'x = 0.05, however, the J bsorptance 
curve begins to depart from the square root approximation ae the spectral lines begin 
to overlap. 

The rathe severe limitations of Eq. (6-35) should always be considered. The band 
under consideration must nave regularly spaced and equally intense lines. Further- 
more, the equation is only valid in the strong-line region, as indicated in Fig. 6-21 and 
Table 6-4. 

The st -ong-line approximation for the absorptance for the statistical model is [47] 

4 = 1- (»)"T (6-37) 

or 

,< = 1 - exp - (2/3*jc/ir)"2   for /V » 10 (6-38) 

where an appixr ria.ely defined average value of fKe line intensity S is used in the 
determination of the value of x. Otherwise, the term in the square bracket of Eq. (6-37' 
may be evaluated for each of the N spectral lines and *.he result« multiplied together. 
The regions of validity of this approximation are given in Fig. 6-24 and Table 6-4. 

For the random Elsasser model, the strong-line approximation if [47] 

A = l n{i-*[M"] (6-39) 

wheve x - and ßi are as d' fined alter Eq. (6-27). 
For the quasirandou: model, the strong-line approximation is [46, 54] 

(6-40) 

where 

zS^SaSxtlD* 

The expression for the absorptance over a finite frequency ;nterval D [46] has been 
used in deriving Eq. (6-40). 

6.4.3. Nonoveriapping-Line Approximation. The regions of validity for the 
strong- and weak-line approximations are determined by whether the absorption is 
large or small at the frequency of the line oenten end do not depend on the degree of 
overlapping of the spectral lines. On the othei hand, the only requiiement for the 
validity of the nonoverlapping-iine approximation is that the spectral lines do not 
overlap appreciably. It is valid regardless of the value oi the absorption at the line 
centers. Since there is no effect from the overlapp-ng of the spectral lines, thfe absonv 
tion is independent < ? whether the spacing between the lines Is regular, random, or 
quasirandom. However, the absorptonce can dppAi.J on the distribution of line in- 
tensities within the band. The nonoverlapping line approximation io particularly 
useful for extrapolating the absorption tc small values of path length and of the pres- 
sure. 
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For any model, the absorptance when the nonoverlapping approximation is valid 
i». [47] 

,4 Ae = £ 2™,;ci<r'''[/„(*,) f/iU.)] (6-41) 

where the sammation is over the N spectral lines in the frequency interval hp. The 
regions of validity of this approx'.nation are shown in Fig. 6-23 and 6-24 and are given 
in Table 6-4. 

A particularly simple result is obtained if the probability distribution of line in- 
tensities is givm hy Eq. (6-24).   Then the absorptance ie [47J 

A Ai- = 2?raTo(l + 2xe)-111 (6-42) 

where 

xo = SonlZna 

6.5.   Scattering 

Pure scattering occurs if there is no absorption of the radiation in the process, and, 
hence, no loss of energy but only a redistribution of it. Most of the scattering en- 
countered in the atmosphere is essentially pure. Typical exceptions to this are the 
dense black smoke issuing from a boiler n: which there is incomplete combustion or 
from a volcano emitting large amounts of flly ash. In these cases, the carbon and 
mineral particles not only scatter but also absorb strongly. Only pure scattering is 
discussed in this section. Concepts developed for the visible region of the spectrum 
are used in extending the study of scattering into thus infrared region. 

6.5.1. Relationship to Field of View. The attenuation due to scattering of a 
collimated beam of light depends upon the fieul of view of the receiving instrument. 
If the field of view is very large, aon e light scattered at a very small forward angle 
will still be accepted and recorded; if the field of view is very small, virtually all scat- 
tered radiation can be rejected and only transmitted radiation registered. 

The influence of the field of view of a measuring radiometer or telcphotometer ib 
discussed theoreticaüy in [58]. Experimental investigatiens are described in [59] 
and [60]. The dependence of measured result on the field of viev appears to be 
adequate)v described by the empirical relationship [60; 

7, = 7'+ 0.5 a-7")(l-«. •) 

where  0 = angular diameter of radiometer field of view (radians) 
T» = transmittance measured at a particular X with a radiometer having a field 

of view 6 
T = transmittancfl »f unscattered light 

This relationship agrets well with measurements when the meteorological range 
(Sec 6.5.2) »s greater than 10 ' «n but deviates fror" '-"^sureir, nts in a hazier atmos- 
phere. Reference [61] presents ables based on th .igular scattering function of a 
normal atmosphere [62], from which the scattered "omponent can be evaluated for a 
given state of the atmosphere. A comparison of predicted values with measured 
values is shown in Fig. 6-25. 

■■ 
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FIG, 6-25. Diftuse-to-coüimated transmission rat'o, 
TdiTc, as a function of field of view (o-d = optical density 
of transmission path) [56). 
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6.5.2. Meteorological Ktuige. Meterological range is a convenient parameter for 
visually describing a particular scattering condition. It is defined es the distance at 
which the average eye can just barely detect a large, black (nonrrftecting and nonerrJs- 
sive) target against the horizon sky. To obtain a definition independent of individual 
eyes, meteorological range is further defined as a 2% contrast between the distant black 
target and the sky. The 2% figure represents a good average for the human eye's 
capabilities. The meteorological range, on the basis of the 2% comrast figure, is 
related to the visible scattering (Sec. 6.5.3) coefficient, o- (km ') by th»; relationship 

-ffiH9" (6-43^ 

where V = meteorological range (km) 
cr = scattering coefficient (km1) 

The scattering coefficient is related to the transmission (or transmissivity) of a given 
optical path by the relationship: 

r- (6-44) 

where T = transmission of optical path of length x (dimensionlesa) 
x = optical path length (km) 
tr -~ scattering coefficient (km ' ) 

Figure 6-26 shews meteorological range versun scattering coeJi-ient.   Consider a day 
on which the meteorological rtmge is 20 km.   Refer to Fig. 6-26; the visible m attenng 
coefficient for this day is 0.0195/km.   The transmission over a 5-km path \u Ihen: 

r = e01»i's = 0.377 = 37.7% 

A detailed discussion and methods of estimating meteorological range are given in 
Chapters 6 through 9 of [58]. 
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FIG, 6-?,6.   Visible scattering coefficient, G, as a function of metaorological rr.nge. 
Solid points are visual range« taken from the international visibility code. 

S.5.3. Scattering Coefficient. Scatt?7ing crn be treated theoretically in three 
separate appn,ar<ies; according to the relatioru'Mp between the wavelength of the 
radiation being scattered and the size f the particles causing the scatter. These 
approaches are: (1) FayK-i?:h scattering; (2) Mie scattering, and (3) nonselective scat- 
tering. 

4.5.3-L Rayleigh Scattering. Rayleigh scattering applies when the radiation 
vavelength is much larjrer than the particle size. The volume scattering coefficient 
ibr Rayleigh ocatttrir;' can be expressed as [63] 

a = HTTW'/M) (n1 - no» )'/(«* + 2^0*)' 

where A' = number of particles per unit volume (cm-3) 
V = volume of scattering particle (cm3) 
A = wavelength of radiation (cm) 

ru> ~ refractive index of medium in which particles ire uuspended 
n — refractive index of scattering particles 

(6-45) 
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For spherical waf ^r .iroplete in air («o s 1 n s 1.33 for the visible and near infrared, 
except in the vicinity of absorption bands where anomalous dispersion is encountered), 
Eq. (6-45) becornes 

o- = 0.827/V/m4 (6-46) 

vhere A — the cioss-sectional area of the scattering droplet. This expression must be 
integrated >ver the range of X and A encountered in any given circumstance. As long 
as ^.he original requirement is met for all X end A; i.e., the oarticle diameter (2 VAITT) 

i« very small compared to X, the same scattering can be experienced from a large number 
of small pnrtides or a ärriöM number of large particles, provided the product MP ; < the 
same. 

6.5.3.2. Mie Scattering. Mie scattering is applicable where the particle size is 
comparable to the radietion wavelength. The Mie scati^ring area coefficient is defined 
as the ratio of the area of the incident weve fror*, that is affected by the particle to the 
cross-sectional area of the particle itself. The fo; :n of relationship between scattering- 
area coefficient and particle-size parameter is shown in Fig. 6-27. The value of K rises 
from 0 to nearly 4 and «isymptotically approaches the value 2 for large dropleU. The 
scattering coefficient, a, is relcted to K by 

a ■-- NKira* 

or, for the almost universal condition in which thei-? is a continuous size distribution ir 
the particles, by 

crx = w       N{a)K{a,n)a1da (6-47) 

w 
G 
1-* 

b. 
U 
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FIG *-27, Scattering u^a a«fin.ieöt iv .■,.. p'^ameter for 
ijjhrÄcal wntw dr>p>:. ? (r»eiiw - o). fo^ of mfrsction, 
B-1.33(b71. 
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where o-* = scattering coefficient for wavelength 
A (a) = number of partfdes per cubic centimeter in tho interval da 

K{a, n^ — scattering area ojefficiesii 
a — radits of spherical particle 
n = index of refract son ci" parthle 

With the units oC a and N in cm raid cm'3, respectively, a is in units of cm • Tn 
convert to km-1, the ;'iore commonly used units for or, multiply by 10*. 

Pyrenees [64] and [65] present a detailed treatment of scattering theory. Ref- 
erer/ce [66] discusses application of theory for a wide variety of particle competition, 
size, and shape.   Tables of the Mie scattering area coefficient ave given in 167-691. 

6.5.3.3. Nonselective Scattering. Ncnselective scattering ocaurs when the particle 
size is very mucli larger than the radiation wavelength. 

Large-particle scattering Is composed of contributions from tare« processes involved 
in the interaction of the electromagnetic radiation with the ecattering panicle: 0) 
reäection from the purface of the particle with no penetration, {2; passage through the 
particle with and without internal refleewoab, iuid (3) diffraction at the edge of the 
particle. Leferenceo [70], [71], and [72] discusj the combined d!ec.t of all three 
projesses, including the interference en wintered between the three components, and 
show that, for particles larger than about 2 time« the wavelength o< the radiation 
(a > 20), the scattering-area coefficient becomes 2, which Is the asymptotic value ap- 
proached by the Mie coefficient. Thus, the theoretical approach through diffraction, 
refraction, ard reflt> ion appears to have little oontrib'ition to the more general ap- 
proach of Mie. For a < 20, the Mie theory is valid, and fhi a > 20 the two predictions 
converge on the value 2. A generalized treatment of scattering considered as the sum 
of the refracted, di'fracted, and reflected componente is given in [58] and [73]. 

6.5.4. Scattering Coefficient Measurements. Reliable scattering-coefficient data 
in the infrared are difficult *o obtain because of the attributions of both scatterice and 
selective absorption to the extinction coefficient, which is the measured experimental 
value. The procedure usually foilowed ia to confine the measurements to wavelengths 
that are w froe as possible from absorption, i.e., in the clearest part of the atmonpheric 
windows between the major infrared absorption bands, and assume that the extinction 
coefficient measured is the scat'-sring coefficient. As wavelength increases, however, 
it becomes virtually impossible to Snd regions completely free of absorption. A further 
assumption, which is valid lor water droplets, is that absorption by the scattering 
droplets in tb« scattering process is negligibly small. 

Figures 6-2^ «hrough 6-30 show scattering coefficient as a function of wavelength 
roeasured over O.e&apeake Bay [74]. These curves show a persiutent tendency to 
flatten out p? 2 n, which cannot be explained on the basis of any hypothetical particle- 
size distribution. It appears that, past 2 n, an appreciable amount of absorption by the 
wings of the atmospheric absorption bands is pre&?nt along with the scattering. There 
is a very slight tendency for the curves obtained on days of high absolute humidity to 
flatten out more rapidly than those obtained on days of low humidity, which indicates 
that the principal absorber is probably water vapor. 

Figure 6-31 is the scattering coefficient measured over a 27.7-km path, essentially 
horizontal, at !0,000-ft elevation between (wo mountain peaks on the Island of Hawaii 
[74]. The atmosphere was usujdly very clear, and meteorological ranges of about 2Ö0 
mi were common. The tendency to flatten "ut past 2 pi ;s again evident. For com- 
parison, the values measured on the Nevada desert, another clear atmosphere, arc 
included [75]. 
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FIG. 6-28.   Scattering coefficient measu ed over a 5.5-km aea level maritime path [74]. 

Figures 6-32 and 6-33 show the result'- of additional scarring measuremsnts over 
Chesapeake Bay [76]. Figure 6-32 contains curves of eight separate measurements 
made on days when the neteorclogical range extended from 100 km down to 3 km. 
The spread in points for the clearer days is attributable to severe scintillation (twinkle), 
which is normally encountered in a very clear atmosphere. Twinkle can also occur in 
a moist atmosphere but is usually masked. Figure 6-33 gives data for various meteoro- 
logical ranges. 

Figure 6-34 gives the scattering coefficients of a h'-.ze, and Fig. 6-35 gives the scat- 
tering coefficient and optical density of several types uf fogs [38]. Optical density, D, 
and scattering coefficient, a, are rt bted by a = 2.3D. The data are based on m .re than 
600 spectrophotometric curves of Uazcs (optical density per km < 2), small drop fogs 
(optical density per km < 10), evolving fogs (changing size-distribution characteristics), 
and selective fogs and artificial smokes. The data indicate that stable fogs, with a 
density/km between 2 and 20, exhibit essentially the Bfme opacity at all wavelengths 
out to 10 pi, at which point they invariably become sensibly more transparent. Evolving 
fogs and selective fogB; in which the visible density/km again coul -ange from 2 to 20, 
showed a distinctly declining density as the wavelength increased. 

The variation of scattering coefficient (visible) with height up to 10 km is shown in 
Fig. 6-3Ö. 
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FIG. 6-29.   Scattering coefficient meaflured over a 16.25-km sea-level maritime path. 
Curve B represents a r.ypical winter day condition (741. 
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Because the scattering properties of the atmosphere can vary appreciably, it is not 
possible to state a scattering coefficient that will permit accurate predictions over a 
wide variety of conditions.   Howevei, a relationship frequently used is: 

<T = ck~ (6-48) 

where c and y are constants determined by the concentration and size-distribuiion 
values for the aerosol, and K is the wavelength of the radiations. If y = 4, this relatK r»- 
ship is recognized as the form of the Rayleigh coefficient. Actually, from the Mie 
theory, y = 4 for very small particles, y = 2 for a particle diameter equal fc> X; y - 1 for a 
particle diameter equal to (3/2)A, and y = 0 when *he diameter is equa! to 2X. 

Considering the presence of the atmoapheno gases in the aerosol, a more exact form 
of this relationship is [77] 

a - ciX'> -I- C2A (6-49) 

where the second term accounts for the scattering by the Rayleigh components. In 
most ca^es, however, the second term is considerably less than the first, and it may be 
neglected for practical purposea. 
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FIG. 6-30.   Scattering coefficient measure.' o er a 16.25-).rn sea-level, maritime path. 
Curve B repreoents a typical summer day cundition [74). 

In typical real atmosiherea, the value cf y most rtjcommended appears to oe very 
nearly 1.3 [78]. It has ijeen suggested [79] that the exponent is related to the mete- 
orological range by the empirical form: 

0.0585 (MK)"3 
(6-50) 

This relationship, and various experimental data [80, 81] are snown in Fig. 6-37. 
The slopes of the date curves from Fig. 6-23 through 6-33 are also shown to give an 
indication of the slope in the infrared. The points are widely spread and significantly 
below the widely accepted value of 1.3. The smaller slopes indicated by the data are 
undoubtedly an 'ler manifestation of the contamination of the infrared windows by 
selective absorption. 

6.6.   Atmospheric Scintillation [82] 

Scintillation (boil, shimmer, twinkle; is the variation in intensity or angular distribu- 
tion of a collimated beam of radiation as a result of inhomogeneities in the atmospheric 
path through which thf radiation passes. The foltowing paragraphs briefly discuss 
these variations and '-heir effects on optical systems. Detailed discussions of rdntilla- 
tion theory an» given in [58, 59, 82-88J. 
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FIG. 6-31.    Scattering coeffwient measured ovt. a 27 7 km horizontal pith at 3-krr. 
elevation on the island of Hawaii [74] and the Nevada desert at ground level [75]. 

6.6.1. Inhomogeneities in the Afmo "»here. Consider a three-dimensional pattern 
of efractive index inhomogcneities in the atmosphere in which there are discrete 
pattern elements that are somewhat spherical Also, consider move or less continuous 
sheets of air differing in refractive index from the average, and having surface ir- 
regularities. Some of these surface irregularities will be somewhat hemispherical 
and can be treated ab discrete elements also. In some cases, the interface on adjacent 
sides of a sheet will h*> plane, hut rot parallel. 

Although the interface of these refractive elements may or may not be somewhat dif- 
fuse, i.he transit time for a collimated beam through a refractive element of lover than 
average refractive index will be shortened, while the transit time for the a beam pacing 
through a refractive element of higher than average refractive index will be increa, 
Thus, there is a grouping of the "transit times" for the bep.ms having parsed through a 
small cubical volume containing a single refractive element. The nature or distribu- 
tion of this grouping oi transit times is comparable to the distribution of trar -M times 
for beams that have passed through a similar cubical volume containing an optical 
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FIG. 6-32.   Mfiasured values of scattering coefficient 
as a function of wavelength at different times [76] 
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FIG. 6-35.   Optical density of fogs 1381. 
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Fto. 6-36.   Scattering coefficient aa a function of height for a variet> of conJ 'ions in 
clean air. 

element such as a lens or prism. Therefore, the shapes of the wave fronts and the 
angular distributions of the beams are also comparable. To the extent that the re- 
fractive elements are in reality comparable to an optical element, they may be so 
treated analytically. 

A single refractive element in the size range of 1 inch to 1 foot in diameter can cause 
an appreciable change in the angular distributu - of radiation in a portion of the beam, 
resulting in a marked change in tho radiation level at a more distant point in the beam. 
Further, the extent of the change in the angular distribution of the radiation in the 
bf'am is dependent upon the size, shape, and refractive index differential of the refractive 
element. The extent of change in the radiation level at a more distant poir* in the 
team is also dependent, however, on the relative location of the refractive elemei.. in the 
optical path, as well as on Ihe total path length. And in some cases where diffraction 
is predominant, the change in the received radiation level is also a function of wave- 
length. 

6.6.2. Image Boil. Consider an optical system that i? aimed at a small, (Mutant 
source. / gion of refractive index inhomogeneities causes nonunifonnitiec of the 
angular ur...itation of rays within e. beam of radiation, and these angular nonuniformi- 
ties lead to intensity variations in the plane of the receiver aperture. It follows that 
these nonuniformities in the angular orientatinn of rays can also produce deviations in 
the distribution of radiation in the image plane of the optical system. As a result, 
the very small image produced under clear, homogeneous conditions can become 
spread out or shifted in position when the incident angular distribution of rays be'omes 
spread out or shifted in direction. This effect has been observed photographically and 
visually, and is often referred to in the hteiature as "image boil " 

If the rays incident on the optical system are all deviated a like amount and in the 
sairt? direction, as though having passed through a prism, the image of the source 
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FIG. 6-37.    Experimental  vaiues of slope of scattering coefficient curves 

retains its sm.il size but is displaceJ from the optical axis. Displacements of stellar 
images of as rr uch as 5 to 10 seconds of arc have bten measured. Displacements of as 
much as 15 to 30 seconds of arc can be expected under severe ground-to-ground condi- 

tions. Because of the erratic motion associated with the observed displacement of the 
image, the term "image jitter" is often used for this effect. 

6.6.3. Enlargement of the Image. To the extent that the rays incident on <\n 
ontical system are tither dispersed or converged symmetrically about the d'-'HAion of 
Lae optical axis, the image of the small, distant soun» becomes enla/ged. .he same 
effect would result if a lens were placed on the optical axis. If the lens were positive, 
the beam would become more convergent and form a small image in front of the focal 
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plane. If the lens were negative, the beam would btoome more divergert and form a 
small image behind the focal plane. In both cases, the image in the focal plane would 
be spread. The amount of "image spread" is dependent on the broadening of the 
angular distribution of ray» that are incident on the aperture of the optical Bvptsm. 
This broadening is, in turn, dependent not only on the focal length of the lens, but on 
the sire of the lens in relation to the aperture size of the optical system am1 on the dis- 
tance between the lens and the aperture. Thus, if a large lens were placed in front of 
the optical system, oniy the center (or least deviated part) of the bund'c» of rays would 
enter. If the large Sens were positive and backed off from th«; optical system, a larger 
portion of the angularly distributed rays would enter the optical system, increasing 
the size nf the image in the focal plane. Conversely, if a negative lens were backed 
off from the aperture, a smaller portion of the angularly distributed rays would enter 
the optical system and the size of the focal plane image would decrease and become more 
the size of the undistur"»ed image. 

The same changes in focal-piano image si'f?« would result if lenses of shorter and 
longer focal lengths were placed iromedietalv in front of the optical system. Thus, 
there are two mechanisms for producing image-size changes that cannot be differen- 
tiated directly. There is a difference between the two mechanisms, however. When 
the focal length of the close-up lens is changed, there is no accompanying change in 
the total radiation in the optical system; when the large lens is backed off, there is a 
change in the total received radiation because a greater portion of the large positive 
lens will be effective in collecting radiated energy to concentrate onto the small receiver 
aperture as the bns is backed off more. Actually, the increase in total received rauiated 
energy will continue until one of the following occurs: (1) all of the radiated energy 
falling on th • lens i* converged onto the receiver aperture, (2) the size of the converged 
beam is limited by the diffraction pattern of the lens, (3) the lens is unable to form an 
image. For the negative lens, more energy will be diverted from the aperture of the 
optical system a* the lens is backed off a greater distance. The total energy in this 
case will continue to decrease until the negative lens reaches the midpoint of the 
optical path, or until diffrp-        around the lens predominates. 

6.6.4. Atmospheric Scintillation Measurements. Data on stellar scintillation and 
scintillation over land and water are given in this section. The data arc typical, and 
vtrit amounts of similar data are given in the references cited. Causes of scintillation 
and its effects on optical systems are discussed in Sec. 6.6. 

Scintillation measurements can be expiessed convtnif-ntly in terms of percent 
equivalent sine wave modulation per unit bandwidth, which is defined as 

M{%) = lAUEflE* (6-51) 

where _£/ = average noise voltage at frequency / 
£*■ ~ average dc levtl of the signal 

Often, the average percent equivalent sine wave modulation, Af (%), is plotted to keep 
the figures for all frequency range« at about the same value. The averaf e value in a 
given frequency range can be converted to root mean square deviation of the signal in 
that range by multiplying it by the square root of the frequency interval covered. 

The frequency range of scintillation components is approximately 2.5 to 450 cps. 
To simplify scintillation ..leasurements, this frequency range can be broken down 
hto subranges, e.g., 2.6 to 10.5 cpe, 10 to 60 cps, and 50 to 450 cp6, and expressed a» 
M(%)t.i~\ti, M(%)IO-M, and A#(%K.-4M. 
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Scintiliation modulus (mod), which is sometimes used to define the shape of the curve, 
is the ratio of the average pe. ent equivalent sine weve nodulation in the mid-fraquency 
or high-frequency range to that of the low-frequency range. 

modi« 

modso ü 

M(%)j.5~]0.5 

W(%)2 

(6-52) 

G.to.4.1. Stetlfir Scintillation [83, 84]. Figure 6-38 shows a typical plot of percent 
equivalent sine wave modulation, Af(%), versus, frequency (z = .zenith angle). The shape 
of the curve can be characterized by the roUover and crossover frequencies. The 
rollover frequency is the frequency at which an average line drawn through the low- 
frequency components interaectf with an average line drawn through the mid- and 
high-frequency components. The crossover frequency is the frequency at which the 
high-frequency average line intersects the zero aais. Determinaücn of the rollover 
and crossover frequencies depends, to a certain extent, on the manner in which the 
scintillation curves are plotted. Figure 6-38, and subsequent stellar scintillation 
curves, are based on ssntuog plots. 
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FIG. 6-38.   A representative frequency naalyais of stellar scintillsUor. !S91. 

DlUBNAL AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN STELLAR SCINTILLATION.    Figure 6-39 U a 
comparison of daytime and nighttime scintillation. The shape of the daytime "nd 
nighttime curves arc very similar, and the amount of scintillation is only slightly 
greater during the daytime. 
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Figure 6-40 shows the typical seasonal variation of stellar scintillation. Total 
scintillation is generally greater in the winlar, but, fhe low-frequency components are 
greater during the sumusr. 

EKFEC: ? OF UpPEit-A:K WINW ON SitU-AB SCINTILLATION. Stellar scintillation 
appears to be virtually indepsndent of surface weather conditions. At the 200-mb 
level (approxim; tely 40,000 ft), however, a cti relation exists between the shape of the 
scintillation curve and t le wind speed, and also between slit orientation and wind 
direction. 
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FIG. 6-40.    Comparison of winter to summer stellar scintillation [591 
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Figure 6-41 saows the relationship between wind speed and the shape of the scintilla- 
tion curve at the 200-mb level. Wind speeds are estimated to be accurate within ±10 
knote. The data in Fig 6-41 were obtained using a 12.5 in aperture, but the correla- 
tion is valid for smaller apertures also. 

Figure 6-42 illustrates the correlation betv/i en slit orientation and wind direction. 
The dashed lines represent deviations of ±20°, which are estimates of the probable 
error in reading wind directions from plotted weather maps. 

■Mod 10-50 

-*• Vod 50-^0 

J u 
0 .'O 40 60 80 100       120        i-JO        160       180        200 

W£ND SPEED (knots) 

FIG 6-41     Reiatinn oi" scintillation moduli ic\ wind speed at 2C0-mb level for 
a 12.5-in. aperture i59j. 

6Ü 90 120 ISO 

RLFT ORIENTATION (degrees^ 

FIG.  6-42.   Correlation  of slit  position  for  minimum  200-cj*8 
scintillation compc ient with wimi direction at 200-mb '.^vel 1591 
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EFFECTS OF ZENITH DISTANCE ON STELLAR SCINTILLADON. S'ollar scintülnti JP is 
greater near the horizon than it is overhead. It is diucult to precisely describe this 
effect, however, because the manner in which scintillation varieti with the secant of the 
zenith angle depends greatly upon aperture size, the fn quency range under considera- 
tion, and meteorological factors. The latter complicate the determination of zenith 
diatanre considerably. 

Figures 6-4 ' ind 6-44 show M(%)t.s-io.ii and M{%),o!a. versus log sec Z, respscli^ely, 
ior a 12-i^. aperture. Che same daia for a 3-in. aperture are shown in Fig. 6-45 and 
6-46. No nueaningful data are available for the mid-frequency scintillation range 
(10 to 50 cp») and the high-frequency range (50 to 450 cps) because of the very strong 
meteorological affec« s at these frequencies 

Table 6-5 gives approximate functional relationships between M(%) and sec Z of 
the lorm a(8ec Z)n for various aperture sizes. The values given in the table represent a 
first-order attempt to describe the effect of zenith distance on scintillation ir that 
wind-velocity effects aie n»>giecU.J 

EFFECTS OF APERTURE SIZE ON ST^LLAH 3<jiNTiLLAnoN. Figure 6-47 shows the 
gens;«' manner in which ttie scintillation curve changes with aperture size. The 
ratio of scintillation at various speivure 8i?,«s to scintillation for a 12.5-in. aperture 
is given in Fig. 6-48. In both curves, ehe relationship between scintillation and aper- 
ture is for low wind velocity. The combined effects of both wind velocity and zenith 
distance upon the ratio of the amount of scintillation for a 3-in. apeiture and the amount 
for a *2.5 in. aperture is shown in Fig. S-49 ana £-50. 

^ >CV-!T-^—T- 

0.1 J L 
ÖX 

j i i ; L 
0.4 0.6 

Jog »*c Z 
1.0 

Fro. ß-43.    Variation of iow-frequency suilar scintillation with 
»'■,      (iistance ror 12.5-in. aperture (591 
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FIG. Ö-44    Variation of siellar scintUlation over all frequencies 
with zenith distance for 12.5-in. aperture (591. 
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FIG. t>-45.   Variation of low-frequsncy stellar acintillation with 
zenith distance for 3-in. aperture 159). 
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FIG. 8-46.   Variation of stellar scintillation over all frequencies 
with zenith distance for 3-in. aperture [59]. 

TABUS 6-5.   FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN AVERAGE 

EQUIVALSNT SINE WAN^ MOOITIATION AND ZENITH DISTANCE [831. 

12-m. Apertur* 

Z 
{Dtgrtes) 

Relationship 

m%h.»-t:t 
65 

66 

1.0 (sec Z)! • 

3.6 (sec Zf* 

Him,** 
33 

63 

0 3 (sec Z)'» 

1.0 (sec Z)»» 

3-in. Aperture 

Z 
iDegreeg) 

Relationship 

49 2.3 (sec Z)'» 
Af (%)j no.» 49 3.7 (sec Z)»' 

53 1.3 (sec Z)1* 
Al(%)r«^«f 53 2.4 (sec Zr" 

6-m. Apertune 

Z 
(Defireta) 

Relationship 

60 1.5 (sec Z)' • 

60 3.6 (sec Z)»' 

68 0.7 (esc Z)1» 

58 1.4 (sec Zf-» 

1-in. Aperture 

Z 
(Degree») 

Relationship 

48 2.7 (sec ZV • 

',8 4.5 (sec Z?' 

52 1.7 (sec Z)" 

52 3 0 (sec Z) • • 
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FIG. 6-47.    Variation of scintillation curve with aperture 159). 
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FIG. 6-48.    Relationshii  between amount of stellar scintillation for various 
aperture sizes expressed in terms of scintillation from 12.5-in aperture 159) 
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M(%), 2.5-10.5 
26 < V < 50 kniits 

V > lOo taiots 

FIG. 6-49. Effect of zenith distance upon ratio of the low-frequency scintilla- 
tion components for 3-in. aperture to a 12-in. aperture for different wind 
velocities at 200 rnb [59]. 

26 J V S    50 knots 
V > 100 knots 

FIG. 6-50. Effect of zenith distance upon the ratio of the »cntillatton 
taken over all frequencies Tor a 3-in. to a 12.5-in. aperture for different 
wind velocities at 200 mb [69). 
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6.6.4.2. Scintillation Over Water [85. 86]. 

SEASONAL VARIATIONS. Figure 6-51 shows »e&Bonal variations of atmosphenc scintil- 
lation over water along a 17,750-yd path. The data were obtained wtth a 12 ia. search- 
light mounted 30 ft above the water and a 24-in. optical receiver mounted 109 ft above 
the visier. The values of percent equivalent sine wave modulation, Af(%), shown in 
Fig, 6-51, ars average j for each month. The air temperatu ss are also average values 
for each month, based on readings obtained at both ends of the transmission path. 

EFFKCTS OF RECEIVER COLLECTOR AREA. Figure 6-52 shows representative frequency 
spectrum curves for four different receiver collector areas. The manner ;n which 
scintillation varies with receiver collector area is shown in Fig. 6-53. The data are 
based on measurements ovei «aler along a 4400-yd path. The transmi 'irsg source 
was mounted apprc imitely 18 ft abo : tK." wster and the receiver approximately 109 
ft above the water. 

EFFECTS OF SOURCE AREA. Figure 6-54 bnowe i-epresentative frequency-spectrum 
curves for four different source creas. The effective area of each lamp source is approxi- 
mately 2.8 in.2, and the angle subtended by each lamp is approximately 2.2 seconds of 
arc. Figure 6-55 shows the manner in which total scintillation varies with source 
area. The data in both illustrations were measured ov»,, water along a 4400-yd path. 
The transmitting source WEB mounted approximately 18 ft above the water end the 
receiver approximately 109 ft above the water. 

The amonnt of scintillation decreases as the number of source lamps (and, consequent- 
ly, the area of the source) increase. However, the physical distribution and orientation 
of the source lamps with respect to each other appear to have little effect on the amount 
of scintillation. 

6.6.4.3. Scintillation Over Land [87]. 

DIURNAL VARIATIONS. Figure 6-56 shows typical diurnal variations in the amount 
of scintillation over a grass surface on a clear day. The data were determined at the 
mid-latitudes near the solar equinox. This pattern of daily variations is subject to 
many influences, but it will retain tbp general relationship to solar elevation. 

EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND WIND ON SCINTILLATION OVER LAND. In general, the 
amount of scintillation is proportional to the absolute magnitude of temperature 
change with height, although its characteristics depend upon whether temperature 
increases or decreases with height. 

(a) For temperature decreasing markedly with height (an unstable atmosphere), 
the typical condition on a cloudless day (except over snow surfaces), scintillation in- 
creases rapidly with increeaes in tempierature gradient but slowly with increase in 
wind speed for winds less than 10 mph. Therefore, under unstable conditions, scintil- 
lation is dependent on temperature gradient to a greater degree than on wind speed 
(Fig. 6-57a). 

(6) For temperature increasing markedly with height (a stable atmosphere), the 
typical condition on r cloudless night, scintillation increases slowly with increases in 
temperature gradiet- but rapidly with increases in wind speed for winds up to 3 or 
4 mph. Therefore, under stable conditions scintillation is dependent to a greater 
degree on wind speed than on thv temperature gradient ;Fig. 6-576). 

(c) For adiabatic or near-adiabatit conditions, r decrease in temperature of about 
O.OrC per meter (a neutral atmosphere), scintillation is at a minimum or is absent, 
irrespective of wind. 
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PIG.   6-61.   Seasonal   variation   of   atmo- 
spheric scintillation over a water path [62]. 
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Figure <6-5H show's the effects of an unstable, a stable, and a neutral atmosphere on 
the frequency of atmospheric scintillation. Three distinct conditions are illustrated: 
(1) midaftemoon, with strong lapse conditions following the tune of maximum heating 
of the ground; (2> the sunset period, during which the air is close to neutral equilibrium; 
(3) it night, after an inversion has formed because of surface cooling 

-iOr~ 

^r Inversion (Stable) \ >v At    J 
~ -40^-  ™_        ^.. >v -i0-1    < 

« «."» i- 

I  -50^«- Isothermal (Neutral) 

..          1  
1.25        3.15 12.5        31.5 J25.0      315.0 

Cycles Per Second 

FIG. 6-58. Effects of B stable, unstable, and neutral 
atmosphere on atmospheric scintillation over a grass 
surface [83]. 

6.7.   Solar Spectrum Measurements 

A solar spectrum is a transmission spectrum of the earth's atmosphere in which 
the sun is used as the source of radiaf'on. Many Fraunhofer lines are observed in the 
visib1» and ultraviolet portions of the solar apectrum. In the infrared, however, very 
few Fraunhofer lines are present and the sun emits approximately as a uniform 6000°K 
biackbody Spectra! details observed in the infrared solar spectrum are almost entirely 
due to the absorption of solar radiation by the molecules present in the sarth's atmos- 
phere. 

The length of an absorption path through the atmosphere is dependent upon the 
elevation of the sun in the sky. Thus, when the sun is at the zenith, the solar radiation 
traverses one air mass of atmosphere At any other angle from ths zenith, called tl d 
solar altitude or zenith distance, the radiation traverses longer paths through the 
at-noephere. 

Table 6-6 gives the e<,iivalent air mass for a sea-level observer as the ßolar altitude 
van38 from 0° to 90° [89]. To obtain the same type of table for an observer at a dif- 
feren*. reference altitude, multiplj the values in Table 6-G by the ratio of the pressure 
at the new reference level to that at sea level, This approximation holds well up to 
85° angles and 100-km altitude. 

Figur? 6 59 shows a low-resolution solar spectrum for the region from 1 to approxi- 
mately 15 fi. The other curves show the j-osition and approximate relative intensities 
or; the infrared absorption bands for various molecule« in the atmosphere. 

A number of high-resolution measurementa of the solar spectrum have been made 
[90-103]. Figures 6-60 through 6-74 show the spectrum from approximately 2.80 tc 
14.«.' n [90-93], The measurements were made from the Jungfraiyoch, Switzerland, 
at an altitude of approximately 12,000 ft.   Figures in the references contain more detail. 

In the region from 2.80 to 3.15 u (Fig. 6-60) the absorption is due mainly to HjO. 
although lines of a band 13co„ centered at 2.8o4 JA. v, + ^ of NjO, centered at 2.87 pt, 
and 2I/J + v3 of NjO, centered at 2.97 ß. are present. In the region of 3.15 to 3.50 ß 
(Fig. 6-61). the strong fundamental band ij of CH^, centered at 3,31 n, is present. The 
remaining absorption is due to the weaker 2^ band of HjO. 
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TABUE 6-6.   EQUIVAJJJNT AIR MASSES FOR SOLAH ALTITJDES 0° TC 90°° 

0° 
10° 
2üc 

30° 
40' 
50' 
60° 
70° 
80° 
90° 

0° 

^60 
-» nr\ 

2.00 
1.55 
1.30 
\.i.5 
1.06 
1.02 
1.00 

V 

26.96 
5.12 
2.V7 
1.94 
1.62 
1,28 
1.14 
1.06 
1.01 

2C 

19 
4 
2 
1 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 

79 
.72 
.65 
.88 
.49 
.27 
.13 
.05 
öl 

15.36 
4.37 
2.55 
1.83 
1.46 
1.25 
1.12 
1.05 
1.01 

4° 

12.44 
4.08 
2.45 
1.78 
1.44 
124 
1.11 
104 
101 

5° 

10.40 
3.82 
2.36 
1.74 
1.41 
1.22 
1.10 
1.04 
1.00 

8.90 
3.59 
2.27 
1.70 
1.39 
1.20 
1.09 
1.03 
1.00 

7° 

7.77 
3.39 
2.20 
1.66 
1.37 
1.19 
1.09 
1.03 
1.00 

8° 

688 
3.21 
2.12 
1.62 
1.34 
1.18 
1.08 
1.02 
1.00 

6.18 
3.05 
2.06 
1.59 
1.32 
1.17 
1.07 
1.02 
1.00 

■Entries in the table ore th 
For exampt«- the air mas« for 

i air maaaea for 
22* elevation is 

the angle« indicated down the left and across the tcp 
2.65. 
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FIG. 6-59.    Low-r«solution solar spectrum from  1 to 24 M 
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From 3.50 to 3.85 /A (Fig. 6-62), many strong line of the v, fundamental band of 
HDO are present, in additio? to some CH< a^scption {v -2+ v* at 3.55 jx> and a weak 
NiO combination band (vj + V3 at 3.57 /x). The (?-branch of the HDO band appears 
as a weak cluster of lines near 3.67 ß.   All lines marked x in Fig. 6-62 are dup to HDO. 

The region from 3.35 to 4 20 ^ (Fig. 6-63) contain 2^ of N20 at 3 91 ß and ;•. + 2v. 
of N^O at 4.06 pt.   It also contains the »^ fundamental of CO;, beginning at 4.13 ;i. 

Virtually complete nbs.srption by CO- occurs in the region from 4.19 ß (Fig. 6-63) 
to 4.45 ft (Fig. 6-64). From 4.43 to i.48 pi are some high-w lines in the P-branch of 
fs of 13C02, centered at 4.38 fi. The intense vz fundamental band of N2O is at 4.48 u., 
with a weaker band (^3 + »'.) ~ vi of NjO centered near 4.52 ß. 

Near 4.66 fi (Fig. 6-64) is the fundamental band of CO. Circles above the linea Ui 
vPig. 6-64) i dicate CO transitions of solar origin The jaorption at approximately 
4.7 ß is due to ozone. The ozone absorption lines art indicated by circles belov. the 
spectrum.    H^O absorption lines bet. veen about 4.64 and 4.63 & are indicated by H. 

A weak CO2 band is present near 4.8 n (Fig. 6-65) and a very wtak C02 band near 
5.2 ß (Fig. 6-66). Beyond about 5 2 ß, there is strong absorption from the edge of the 
Vi fundamental band of H2O which ie centered at r>.2 pi Abaorption by water vapor is 
complete between 5.5 and 3.9 pt. From 6.9 to 7.65 pi (Fi^. 6-67), the primary absorption 
is th^ edge of the 6.2-pi H2O band, although absorption due to the v-, vibrational-rotation 
band of CH^, centered at 7.65 pt, is present. The region between 7.65 pi (Fig. 6-68) and 
9.0 pi (Fig. 6-69) possesses relatively high transmission, except ior the overtone band 
2^ of N2O centered at 8.56 pi. 

Figure 6-70 shows very intense absorption due to the i^ band of O3 centered at 9.60 pi. 
The very faint structure observr4 between 8.90 pi (Fig. 6-69) and 9.15 pi (Fig. 6-70) is 
due to the very weak vi band of O,. 

The »'s — 2^2 difference band of C02, centered at 9.4 pi, is also shown in Fig. 6-70. In 
a difference band, the individual absorption line is not caused by a quantum transition 
from the ground state of the molecule to an excited level hut rather to a transition from 
an excited level 13 a higher excited level. Because the intensity of an absorption line 
depends very strongly on the population of the energy level from which the transition 
originates, and since this population dt^reasc ■ as temper ture decreases, difference 
bands fade out v^ry rapidly as temperature decraases. Thus, a band such as the 9.40-pi 
CO2 band, although it may cause rignificant absorption near ground level where the 
ambient temperature may be 300°'', may have very little intensity near 100,000 ft 
where the temperature is about 2001K, 

The region fr'-m 9.75 to 10.6 pi (Fig. 6-71) shows ir\>re of the strvcture of the 9.6 pi 
ozone band.   It also shows a»other diSerence band of CO2, vj— vx, centered at 10.4 pi 

Relatively high transmission is present in the region from 12.2 to 13 25pi (Fig. 6-72 
and 6-73). Fig; re 6-73 shows a CO2 difference band, vi - i^, centered near 13.2 pi and a 
much weaker COj diSerence band, (^ 4-1^) — 2^, centered near 12.6 pi. 

Figure 6-74 shows .T>ore of the structure of the v, — i'i difference band of CO* and, 
starting near 13.7 pi, the absorption by the very intense vr fundamental, band of COj. 
Absorption by this band is complete to about 17 pi 
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FIG. 6-68.   Solar spectrum from 7.65 to 8.35 n (lower curve); laboratory spectrum of CHA 

(upper curve); absorption structure of NjO indicated schematically. 
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FIG. &-69.    Solar spectrum from 8.36 to 9.03 ft..    Absorption structure of NjO iniic«t«d 
schematically. 
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FIG. 6-70.   Solar spectrum from 9.03 to 9.73 n.    Absorption structu.-e of COi indicated 
schematically. 
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FIG. 6-71.   Solar spectrum from 9.72 to 10.7 fi.   Absorption spectra of CO, indicated 
schematically. 
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FIG. 6-72.   So'ar spectrum from 10.7 to 12.2 M-    Absorption structure of CO, inuicate«! 
schematically. 
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FIG. 6^73    Solar spectrum from 12.2 tc 133 M    Absorption structure for CO, indicated 
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Via. 6-74.   Solar spectrum from 13.25 to 14.2 ft.    Abaorption structure of CO» indicated 
schematically. 

6.8.   Total Absorption (Laboratory Measurement») [104-i07] 

Total absorption data provile a means to predict aUt—^^on for known paths through 
known absorbing gaaes and to test the validity rr u.-ont» uc-Kribing absorption phe- 
nomena. The tota) absorption of an absorption band is the area under *he curve 
obtained when the fractional absorption at a given frequency is plotted against fre- 
quency    Usuplly the integral 

f A(P) dv 

is called the total absorption >f an absorption band, defined by the limits vt and vt, and 
is expressed in frequency unite. Sometimes, however, the integral is referred to as the 
equivalent bandwidth of the absorption because the same integral can be considered as 
applying to an equivalent banv'. having complete absorption over a frequency interval 

A* = I    Aividv 

The former definition is used in this section. 
Data presented in this section show the functional relationship between total absorp- 

tion JA{v)dv and absorber concentration w, partial pressure of the absorbing gas p, 
total pressure P, which includes the partial pressure of absorbing and nonabsorbing 
gases, and the absolute temperature of the gas T.   This relationship is expressed as 

ft 
A{i')fdp = <t>(w,p.P.T) 

and is described for various wavelength regions of high characteristic absorption 
The data were measured using multiple traversal cells containing absorbing gas the 

partial pressure of which could be varied.   High-a!tit: -de conditions were simulated by 
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proper vacua by adding broadening gases such as nitmgen and oxygen to the cell. 
Path lengths from 1.5 to 48 m were achieved by successive reflections of radiation back 
and forth thiough the (jell. 

6.8.L Total Absorption by COi. Strong absorption by CO: exists in the 2.7-/x 
(3660-0»"') region, the 4.3-/1 (2350-cm ') region, and the region between 11.4 ^i (875 
cm1) and 20 ju. (495 cm1). Weaker absorption bands are present at 1.4 fx (6975 cm1), 
1.6 M (6230 cm'), 2.0 n (4983 cm1), 4.8 M (2075 cm1), 5.2 ^ (1930 an'), 9.4 ß (1064 
cm1), and 1C.4 n (961 cm '). In the figures that follow, Pr ~ equivalent pressure as 
ubtid by Burch and coworkers, and /* is total pressure. 

6.8...1. Tfie 2.7-M (3660-cm ') legion. The COj absorption in the 2.7-M region is 
caused primarily by two strong absorption bands, the 2"2 + ^ band centered at 2.77 y. 
(3609 cm1) and the v. + i/s band centered at 2.69 n (3716 cm !). Total absorption for 
the 2.77-/1 (3609-cnr') band is shown in Fig. 6-75, and total absorption for the 2.69-pi 
band (3716 snr1) band in *% 6-76.   Total absorption for the entire 2.7-/* (3660 cnr'^ 
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F'.o. 6-75.   Total absorption us. absorber concentration 
of the 2.77-M (3609-cm-1) COt band. 
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Fic. G-76.   Total «baorptioi vt. absorber concentra'aon for 
'he 2.69-/1 (3716-an ') CO, band. 
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FIG. 6-77.   Total absorption vs. absorber conceniralion for the 2.7-ji iSfk-O-cm ') COt 
region (2.77-/X band ■(■ 2.t;9-fi. hand). 

region, i.e., the 2.77-/X (3609-cm :) barsd plus the 2.69-/X (3716-cm ') band, is shown in 
Fig. 6-77. For a total absorption of more than 3 cm ', the curves in all of the illustra- 
tions are estimated to be accurate within ±5%; between 3 and 10 cm !, the estimated 
accuracy is ± 10%. For total absorption values Jess than 3 cnr', the estimated accuracy 
is ±20%. 

8.8.1.2. The 4.3-^ (2350-cm '), 4.8-^ (2075<m-1), and 5.2-^ (lS30-cm ') Bands. 
The 4.3-fi (2350-0^') COs band causes almost complete absorption between about 
4.19 p (2386 cnr1) and 4.45 fi (2250 cm1). Total absorption curves, which are roti- 
mated to be accurate within ±5% above 10 cm1 total absorption, ^10% between 3 and 
10 cm-' total absorption, and 20% l^elow 3 cm ' total absorption, are shown in Fig. 6-78. 

Total absorption curves for the A.S-fi (2075-cm",) and the 5.2-fi (l?30-cnr') band nre 
shown in Fig. 6-79 and 6-80, respectively. These bands are very weak and are sig- 
nificant only for high values of absorber concentration. 

300 

FIG. 6-V8.   T?tal abaorption vs. absorber concentration for the 4.3-ji (2350-ctn ') COi band. 
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6.8.1.3. The 9.4-/1 (1064-cm-1) and 10.4-^ (961-cm-1) Bands. Total absorption of 
the weak COt bands at 9.4 ß (1064 cm1) and 10.4 n (961 ci..') ftr« shown in Fig. 6-81 
and 6-82, respectively. Total absorption of these bands is strongly dependent upon 
temperature; thus, values of total absorption are temperature corrected. The curves 
shown in Fig. 6-81 and 6-82 are for a temperature of 26 'J, and are estimated to be accu- 
rate within ±5% for more than 10-cnr! total aboorptiuii greater than 10 cm1, ±10% 
between 3 and 10-cm ■ total absorption, and ±20% below 3 cm-1 total absorption. 

The temperature dependence of both bands is illustrated in Fig. 6-8o. From the 
curves, it can be seen 'hat total absorption increases with temperature. 

6.8.1.4. The 1.4-/1 (7150-cnr1), 1.6-M (6250-071^, and 2.0-/X (SOOO-cm1) Bands. 
Total absorption of the very weak COi bands at 1.4 ß (7150 cm1), 1.6 pi (6250 cm') 
and 2.0 p. (5000 cm ') are shown in Fig. 6-84 through 6-86. The band at 1.6 /x (6250 
cm •) is actually a group of very weak bands centered at 1.646 n (6077 cm1), 1.604 p 
(6231 cm 1). 1 574 /x (6351 cm ■), and 1.536 ^ (6510 cm1). The CGj band near 2 ß 
(5000 cm ■) consists primarily of t? ree weak absorption bands centered at 2.057 ß 
(4861 cm'), 2.006 ß (4983.6 cm1), and 1.957 ß (5109 cm '). 
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6.8.1.5. The UA-p (875-c.n ') to 2C-M (495-crr ') Region. The-^ are several strong 
and medium CO2 abiorptim >>andB ir ü,e spectral region between 11.4 u (875 cm M 
and 20 /x (495 cm '), the .Irungest of which is centered at 14.9 ß (667 cm '). Because 
of the wide spectral region 'jovered in *,hi8 section, the spectra! region is divided into 
■imaller s"biegions, and absorber concentration is plotted against mean fraction at>- 
sorption rather th?n against total absorption, which usually refers U) ar entire band. 
Total absorption }A(i>)dp U an entire band ia independent of spectral sli*. width, pro- 
vided that there is no absorption beyond the limits of integration. It follows f hat the 
tclal absjrption of a subregion will be independert of spectra! slit width if the sub- 
regions are divided ai frequencies where the absorption is zero. Practically, however, 
no frequencies exist where the absorption is zero, and optimum frequencies, i.e., fre- 
quencies at which absorption is very slight, are chosen to divide the subregions. 

Mean frac+vmal absorption is > alated to total absorption by the following equation: 

1 p 
(6-53) 

which represents the mean fractional absorption in the spectral region v, — v-.. 
Figures 6-87 through 6-91 shew mea.i fractional absorption for each of thi fivi.1 

pubregiens o" the 11.4-/i (875-cm ') to 20.2 u (495-cm~1) CO2 region The curves are 
based upon a temperature of 260C, and are estimated to be accurate within ±5* for a 
measi fractional absorption gicatc. than 0.10 cm-', and increase tx) approximately ±20% 
for amallec values of total absorption. 

The effect of temperature on mean fractional absorption is shown in Fig. 6-92 for 
four of the five subregions. No data are available for the fifth sibregion, which ex- 
tends from 18.3 y. (545 cm ') to 20 /x (495 cm '). From the curves in Fig. 6-92, it can 
be seen that mean fractional absorptior increases with temperature. 
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FIG. 6.92.   Fffwts of temperature on mean fractional ab- 
•orpdon of CCj flr-».n 11.4 ^ (876 cm') to 18.3 ß (645 cm '). 

6.8.2. Total Absorption by HtO [106,107]. Total absorption of the 6.27-.U (1595- 
cn. '), n..7Q-n (37ü0-cm •), and 1.87-M (5332-cm :) H,0 b»nds are shown in Fig 6-93 
thiu'jgh 6-95. The absorption in the 2.70-^. region is caused primarily by two absorp- 
tion bards with centers at 2.73 fi (3657 cm ') and 2.66 fi (3756 cmM. The curves in 
Fig. fi-93 through 6-95 a-e estimated to be accurate within ±6%. 

V .w Hf) absorption bands at 3.2 /i (3150 cn\ '), 1.38 ^ (7250 cm '), (8807 
cm ' , Bind O.i i (10,613 cm ') are shown in Fig. 6-96 through 6-99. Thtz** curves 
are er icated to be accurate withfn about ±10*. 
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FIG. 6-97.   Total abeorption vs. abstrber concentration for the 1.38-n (7250~cni ') HjO band. 
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6.3.3. ToUü Abso.ption by N20 [106, 107]. Figure 6-100 ..hows total absorption 
as a function of absorber con'.yjntration and equivalc-n' pressure for the vn fundamental 
band of N2O centerec at 41 fi (2224 cnr'). This band ocrurf in the atmospheric 
window between the strong 4.3fi (2350-cm ') CO, bant» and ehe 6.2-fi (1595-CTn ') 
H2O hand. Thus, it glvee rise to the major portion of the air'ospheric absorption in 
the 4.3-6.2-/i window. It it» estiimted that the accuracy of the total absorption values 
given in Fig. 6-'0ö is wit! i t5% l«!ow 10 cm '• total absorption and within ±5% above 
10 cm ' total absorption. 

Figures 6-101 thiough 6-105 show 'otal absorption of NjO in the 3.9-/x (2563-cm ^, 
4.95-M (2461-cm '), 7.7-u (1286-cm M, t S-p (llSTcm '). and '.7.1-M (589 cm') bands. 
These curves show total absorption vithin an esuinated accuracy of ±5% »hove a total 
absorption of 30 cm; L>elow 30 cm ', the accuracy is somewhat less. 
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6.8.4. Total Absorption by CO. Total abeorction of the 1.6-M (2143-cm >) CO band 
is shown in Fig. 6-106. The data are estimated io be accurate within ±5% above 
lO-cm-5 total ab?)orption and within ±10% below 10-cur' tota! absorptio.i. 

Figure 6-107 show» total abeorption for the 2.3-^ (4260-cnr1) CO band. The curves 
in Fig. 6-107 do not represent r early as wide a range of absorber concentration and 
equivalent pressure as those of Fig. 6-'06 because the largest values of equivalent 
pressure were not sufficiently large, nor the smallest values of absorber concentration 
sufficiently small, to produo complete absorption over the bands. By comparing Fig. 
6-106 and 6-107, howRver, it can be seen that, at any given equivalent pressure, the total 
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FIG. 6-107.   Total absorption us. ab&orbcr concentration 
for the 2.3-/X (4260-cm-:) CO band. 

absorption of the 4.6-|i (2143-cm"1) band if» very nearly the same as that of the 2.3-/X 
(4260-cm"1) band at the same equivalent pressure but with the value of the absorber 
concentration 150 times as great. Thus, since the line shape, line spacing, and relative 
line strength within the bends are similar, the total absorption of the weaker over- 
tone band (Fig. 6-107) can probably be determined from the curves of the fund^.^ntal 
band (Fig, 6-106) by use ol the same valuü nf equivalent pressure and a value oi" ab- 
sorber concentration that is 1/150 that «the absorber whose total absorption is being 
measured. 

S.8.5. Total Absorption by CH... Figure 6-108 shows the total absorption of the 
3.31-jLi (3020-cm ') CFU band. The values of total absorption are estimated to he ac- 
curate within ±5% above 10-cm ' total absorption and within ±10% below 10-cm ! total 
absorption. 
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Fsc. 6-108.   Total absorption v*. absorber üoncentmtion for the 3.3-^ (3020-cm ') CH, band. 
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Figures 6-109 and 6-110 show the total absorption of the 7.6-/1 (1306^m ') Cf^band 
and the 6.5-/1 (1550-cni ') CWi band, respectively. Actually, absorption by the 7.6-ß 
(1306-cm"1) band ovurlapä the absorption by the 6.f-,u (ISSO-cm1) band for high ab- 
sorber concentrationa. The estimated accuracy of the total absorption given for the 
7.6-/1 (1306^01-'; band (Fig. 6-109) is the same as that for the 3.31-/1 (3020-0^') 
band (Fig. 6-108). Because of overlapping by water vapor, however, the curves for the 
6.5-/1 (1650-cnr1) band (Fig. 6-110) are estimated ü» be accurate to no better than 
±10% for total absorption values greater than about 30 cm-1 and ±20% for total absorp- 
tion values less than about oO cm-1. 

0.04 0.1 0.4 1.0 4 10 40 100 
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FIG. 6-109.   Total absorption vs. absoroer concentration for the 7.6-/1 (1306-cin"1) CH« band. 
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FIG. 6-110.   Total ub«iorption vs. absorber con- 
centration fcr the 6.5-/,. (1550-rm ') CK4 band. 
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6.9.   Infrared Transmibsion Through the Atmosphere 

6.9.1 Horizontal Paths [108]. Sea level transmission measurements over puth* 
of 0.3, 5.5, and 16.25 km are shown in Fig. 6-111 through 6 119. The 0.3-kin path 
measurements covet the spectral range from approximately O.G to 26 ^t with a resolution 
ranging from 1 to 2 wave numhers in the regions beyond 2 ju. The 5.5- and 16.5-km 
paths cover the spectral range i'rom approximately 0.5 to 15 fi with an average re- 
solving power, X./AX, of about 300. 

Tran/1 ^ion measurements at 10,000 ft over a path of 27.25 km are shown in 
Fig. 6-) i 6-121.   The ypectral range from approximately 0.5 to 15 /x is coverjd 
with ar nje resolving power, X/A>., of about 300. 

"Seit . window transmission" fron.; 0.94 to 15 /x is shown in Fig. 6-122. A window 
is a region of relatively higii transmission between absorption bands (Table 6-7). 
For a given window, transmiiision is the ratio of the energy that actually penetrates 
the atmosphere between the limits of the window to the energy that would be received in 
the absence of any selective absorbers Thus, it accounts for only selective absorption, 
ard does not take scattering losses into consideration. 

The dashed lines in Fig. 6 122 r ;reoent the slope of the approximate transmission 
curves described in [109]. 

V/indows I and IX (Table 6-7) are not plotted because window 1 s only slightly de- 
pendent on water-vapor concentration and window IX becomes eisentially oppque 
through only 5 or 6 mm of water vapor. 
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TABUS 6-7.   ATMOPPHERIC WINDOW DBKNTTION [109]. 

Window 
No. 

Wavekngth I imits Window 
No. 

Wavelength Limits 

I 0.72 to   0.94 VI 2.70 to   4 30 

II O.'MU,   1.13 VII 4 30 to   6.00 

III 1.13 £0   1.38 Vil! 6.00 to 15.00 

IV 1.3ft to   1.90 IX 15.00 to 25.00 

V l.f>0to   2.70 

i.9.1.1. Infrared RadJuxion Through Clouds [110]. C'ouds become increasingly 
transparent to infrared radiation as wavelength is increased. The opticaJ density or 
"thickness" of a cloud is approximately inversely proportional to its visibility. 

Figures o-123 through 6-127 show cloud attenuation of iivfrared radiation m a func- 
tion of visibility at an altitude of 2500 ft. Thete data were obtained by viewing an 
infrared source with a detoctor at various ranges and measuring the change in energy 
viewed by '.he det^tor when the measuring path wait obtäoured by clouds of various 
measur d densiti»-.».. The optical density of a cloud was measured by determining the 
r - xim^m range at, v/hich a "maximum '»ntrast" objfX't could be discerned in a given 
cloud. Figures 6-123 through 6-127 relate attenuation Oi "thickness of c'^ud," and 
the results do .lot necessarib1 apply to the various types of clouds encountered at dif- 
ferent altitudes. 
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Fin. &-123.   Cloud attenuation vs. cloud visibility, 130 yd measuring range 
(PbS detector) [110]. 
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FIG. 6-125.   Cloud attenuation VB. cloud visibility, 40 yd meaaunng 
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FiO 6-126.   Cloud attenuation vs. cloud visibility, 130 yd measuring 
range C iTe detector) [110]. 
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FIG. 6-127.   Cloud attenuation v». cloud viaibility, 40 yd meesuring 
range (PbTe detector) [1101. 
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6.8.2. Slant Paths. Few quantitative data are available on infrared transmission 
over slant paths. The transmission must generally be predicted on the basis of various 
theoretical calculations discussed in this section. 

Both pressure and temperature vary along moat slant paths through the atmosphere 
The half-width of v,he spectral lines varies with pressure according to Eq. (6-3). Both 
the half-width and intensity of th« spectral lines vary with temperature. In addition, 
the concentration of the absorbing gases may vary along a slant path. Because of 
these factors it follows that the equations for slant path absorptance must necessarily 
be more co' nplex than the corresponding homogeneous path equations. 

The mass of absorbing gas per unit area along a slant path is 

«=r pa dl (6-54) 

where f>a is the density of the absorbing gas 
i is the length of the path measured along the direction of the path. 

Reference [111] describes elaborate calculations for the determination of the amount 
of gas alon^ a slant path. From Fig. 6-128, an equivalent sea-ievel path can be obtained 
for any gas that is uniformly distributed in the atmosphere, such as CO», NiO, CHi, 
or CO. The quantity dh i<i the equivalent path a4 &?a level »or a horizontal path 1 km 
long at *.tie indicated altitude. The quantity dv is the equivalent path at sea level for a 
vertical pat1     /„. the indicated altitude to infinity. 

It is necessary to assume a curve for the variation of HiO concentration with height 
in ortier to obtain equivalent paths for this gas. In [111], a dry stratosphere with a 
constant mixing ratio in the stratosphere is aseumed. There is no agreement at the 
piesent time between those who favor this distribution and those who favor a wet 
stratosphere (Sec. 6.1.r 2). Figure 6-129 gives equivalent centimeters of precipitable 
water vapor corrected to sea level for b 1-km horizontal path (u-V at the indicated 
altitude and for a vertical path (w») from the indicated altitude to infinity.    [Ill] 

The absorptance along a slant path is given by 

Abv={   [l - (exp - f ku du:\\ dv (6-55) 

The coefficient is given by Eq. (6-2), (6-4), or (6-6). There are two methods for the 
solution of this problem. In the first method, unalytical solutions are obtamei for 
Eq. (6-f)3) under various conditions. In the second method, equivalent path lengths 
and pressure are obtained for a horizontal pcth so that its absorptance is the same as 
thai along the slant path of interest. 

6.9.2.1. Analytical Solutions. When the nonoverlapping line approximation is 
valid (Sec. 6.4.3), an exact expression can be obtained for absorptance over a slant 
path when the absorbing gas is uniformly mixed throughout the atmosphere and the 
temperature variation is small enough so that it can be neglected. The abserp'ance 
over a slant path at, an angle d with the vertical is [112] 

Abv^ 2*aty (^J  |p,(z) - (~\ Pr-id)] (6-56) 

. 1 /oo , «iX       , Sc» p.aecB S« 
where z = - I —I—    and   y = -~-  = ^—7 r 

2 \ai     cj ?.IT g a,        27r(a[ - out) 
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Pic. 6-128.   Equivalent sea-level path length for any gas uniformly 
distributed in the atmosphere, eg., CO,. NjO, CK,, CO (111). 

ac and a 1 are the half-muths of the spectra! lines at the beginning and end of the slant 
path, Co is the fractional concentracion of the uniformly mixed absorbing gas, and/Mz) 
id the Legendre function of order y. Equation (8-56) is for a smgle line, but the ab- 
sorptance values for any number of differed lines enn be r.dded when they do not over- 
lap. The parameter y is similar for slant paths to x for homogeneous paths. The 
absorptance varies linearly with y when -y > > 1 end as ylti wnen 7 > > 1. 

When y is an integer, Eq. (6-56) can be written as z. polynomial in z.   For example, 
when y = 1, the absorptance is 

A &kv — ira ■[-01 (6-57) 

An exact expression fcr the abaorptance of an Elsasoor band can be obtained [112] 
if the same assumptions are made as for the derivation of Eq. (3-56). 
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FIG. 6-129.   Equivalent centimeters of precipitabie water vapor [111]. 

The absorptance by a statistical bard (Sec. 6.3.2) Is stil) eöven by Eq. (6-21) or (6-22) 
when A.i.o is interpreted to be the slant-path absorptance of a single spectral line over 
the frequency interval /). Thus, the absorptance by a statistical band can be obtained 
immediately when any exy^ssion for the abriorptance of a single line is derived. The 
previous expressions for the random Elsasser (Sec. vj.3.3) and quasirai.dom (Sec. 6.3.4) 
models can be generalized in similar ways. 

The changing mixing raüo of water vapor over iong si' at paths must be taken into 
account. It is still possible to obtain analytic "xpressions for the absorptance which 
converge rapidly in most cases of practical intereb . This case is discu1 sed in detail 
in [113] and [114]. 

6.9.2.2. Correspondence Between Slant and Homogeneous Paths. When the weak- 
"ine approximation is valid, a homogeneous path with an amount of absorbing gas 
Uh and at a temperature such that the individual line intensities are Si», has the same 
value of the absorptance as a slant path when [113, 114] 
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s        v r" 
u.i ^ Sm ^ 2)      Si (u, au (3-58) 

i-i <.i ** 

Tht! integral in this equation is taken aling the slant path with the amount of absorbing 
gap u taken a» the independent variable. In general, the line intensity Si varies along 
ibn slant f eth because the temperature wi«« along the path. This result is valid for 
any line shape regardless of whether the line is pressure broadened. It is also valid 
fcr any distribution of spectral line intensities and for any varia ;jn in the spacing 
between adjacent spectral line"». The temperature and absorber concentration may 
vary in any prescribed manner along the slaut path. The pressure does not need to 
be specified as long as the weak-line approximation (Sec. 6.4.1) is valid. 

When the temperature variation of the line intensities 5, can be neg'ected along the 
slant path, Eq. (6-58) reduces to the very simple form 

U* = M (S-59) 

When the strong-line -ipproximation (Ssc. 6.4.2) it valid, and when the te T<perature 
variation of *he line intensities must be taken into account, a useful result can only be 
obtained when the temperature variation of all the spectral lines in the interval can be 
represented by a single function, t(r), so that 

Si = S'H.(n (S-60) 

Since the temperature variations in the atmosphere are not too large, this equation can 
usually be satisfied with sufficient accuracy. Then, the aheorptance along a slant path 
is the same as that lu a homogeneous path whose pressure, p«, path length, UA, and 
temperature T*, satisfy ;113, 114] 

p»u»7V"* = r S(T)P T-v* du (6-61) 
jo 

The only assumptions )£.de in the derivation of this equation are that the strong-line 
approximation is valid; that thare is a pressure-broadensd half-width, and that the 
temperature variation of the line intensities can be represented by Eq (6-60). Equa- 
tion (6-61) is valid for any variation of the line intensities, half-widths, and sparing 
between ihe lines within *he spectral interval. 

If, in audition, the temperature variation along the slant path can be neglected and 
this temperature is the same a» that along the homegeneoua path, then s{T) — \ and Eq. 
(6-61) simplifies to [113. 114] 

= I   pdu,' phus =      pdu (6-62) 

Jf the absorbing gas is also di'.itrihutod un;?OTni!y i.ioug the •lant path, and if there 
is ihe same amount of absorbing ^ &long ih • homogeneous and slant patlis, Eq, (6-62) 
reducei Ui fil3, 114] 

Pk = äli* + . (f-G3) 
I 

where p« and pi are the values of the presaij re at the two ends cf the siant path. 
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If the variation with height of the fractional concentration of a gait such as water 
vapor can be written M some power of the pressure 

c~c0(£j (6-64) 

where Co is the fractional concentration when the pressure is p0 and I Is any number, 
then [113] 

Co sec 9     ...        . .% 

where g is the acceleration of gravity. 
This method of obtaining the absorption along a slant path from homogeneous path 

data is discussed in detail in [113,114]. Reference [115] gives slant-path absorption 
from laboratory data, using tr i equations as a basis for calculations. Appropriate 
equivalent eea-leve' -aths fox various slant paths were first calculated, and than 
rpplied to laboratory «?baorption measurements. 

An important approximate expression, which is valid over a wide range of pressure 
and path length, can be obtained for slant-path absorption by combining the weak-line 
anu strong-line methods of determining slant-path absorption from homogeneous path 
data. Wner. the weak-line approximation is valid, a value of UA is determined from 
Eq. (6-58), which determines the appropriate path length for the homogeneous path. 
On the of her hand, a value of the product p«uit is determined from Eq. (6-61), (6-62), 
(3-63), and (6-65), when the strong-line approximation is valid. 

It Is possible to satisfy simultaneously any pair of these weak- and strong-line equa- 
tions, since the weak-line equation determines the value or UH and the strong-line 
equation can then be solved for p». These rosuit« y then be substituted into any 
equation which has been derived, or used in coryuncuoa with any table of mea^umd or 
calculated values of cbsorptance along a homogeneous path. The slant-path absurp- 
tance calculated in this manner necessarily agrees with the correct result in both the 
weak- and strong-line limits. In the intermediate region where both the weak- and 
strong-line approximations may be somewhat in error, the result derived in this nuarner 
provid?« a smooth interpolation between the abeorptance curves that are valid in the 
*vuak- and strong-line limits In general, tne value obtained rjom this inten*. .ation 
method is very close to the actual value for the slant-path absorptance. 

As an example of this method, when Eq. (6-58) and (6-61) are oonüi&ed it is found that 

I       Sidu' 
u» = -—  (6^6) 

Ss S« 

and 

IX- 
P» " T-TT  (6^7) 

if S|<iu 
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When these values are substituted into any expression for the abscrptance along a 
homogeneous path, the resulting equation for the absorptance is necessarily correct 
for a slant path in but.   the weak- and strong-line limits. 

\ more complete discuseion of possible combinations of weak- and strong-line expres- 
sione and their use with various equations for the absorptance along a homogeneous 
path is given in [113]. Thie method is a generalizf lion of the interpolation procedure 
described in [116] and ['17]. 

A number of calculationr of slant-path absorptances over various regions of the spec- 
trum have been made. Those first described in [115] are discussed earlier in this 
section 

Reference [118] gives the transmissivity along a vertical path from a given altitude 
to the top of the atmosphere. The data are based on the equivalent sea-level pains 
given -i reference [115].    The calculations apply only to COj and HsO absorption from 
2 to 5 M- 

Reference [111] contains graphs of equivalent sea-ievel paths for the various ab- 
sorbing gases, vapors, and haze which may be encountered along an atmospheric path. 
The absorptivity calculations are based on laboratory data and assume the 1959 ARDC 
model atmosphere. However, methodc for correctii the results for vario. 3 other 
conditions are given. The abrorptivity of all importai.', gases is considered from 1 to 
20 fi and the HjO data is extended out to 4 mm. 

Reference [119] gives sknt-path absorptivities for HjO and CO» from I to 10.8 u. 
Tables are given for computing the CO» and i?tO amountä ulong the line of sight and the 
equivalent pressures to be used for the absorptivity ralculations. Attempts are made 
to fit each • avelength interval by the absorption model which represent oest the data 
for that interval. Reference [1.0], from the transmission models for H2O and CO; 
given in [119], presents simplified methods for determining equivalent paths. The 
effect of a curved earth is taken into account. The result) are expressed in terms of 
three constants for COi and one constant for HjO, which are tabulated at various 
wavelengths. 

A study of the absorption in the 2.7-fi region of HjO and COt, with simplified band 
models, is described in [121]. An empirical expression to fit the Elsasser band model 
to the 4.3-/4 COi band is discusoed in [122]. The slant-path transmissior. is calculated 
by dividing the atmosphere into email layers and applying Lambert's law to each layer 
starting from the top of the atmosphere. 

A detailed calculation of the transmissivity from the top of the atmosphere down to 
certain altitudes end at a number of angles to the vertical is given in [ 123]. Equations 
similar to '6-66) and (6-67) have been used to correlate the appropriate quantities for 
slant and homogeneous pa'ha. The calculations are based on the transmissivity tables 
described in [56] and [57]. The transmissivity is given for each ü-cm-1 interval from 
500 to 10,100 cm-' for CO, and from 1000 ro 10,000 cm1 for HjO. 

6.10.   Calculation Procedures 
Previous sections of this chapter have discussed in detail the different aspects of he 

earth's atmosphere as related to atmospheric transmission. In order <o detenr. .it ,he 
transmissivity for a spec ^r slant path one musi first determine the equivalent sea lavei 
path for the absorber of interest. The second step is to find an absorption coefficient 
wnich is characteristic of the wavelength or the wavelentr, a interval under considera- 
tion. This can be carried out by using the figures preaentei in this chapter or by meas- 
ured coefficients given by Howaru, Su.'ch, and Williams [107]. The final step in 
determining path transmissivity is t/.) RHUKI the functional relation between transmis- 
sivity and the product of the absorption coefficient and the reduced optical p« th which 
best suits the slant ppth under consiJeration. 
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The most tedious part of this process is the determination of the equivalent sea-level 
path,   In general the integral relation 

"•-/""•»(B'^)'""1* (6-68) 

must ^luaied along the atmospheric path for the specific set of atr ospheric oondi- 
tionb. . e q{x} is ihe mixing ratio along the slant path; p is the pressure p.iong the 
slant pa^., T(x) is the temperature along the slant path; pix) is the density of air along 
the slant path; m and n refsr to the power of the tamperature and pressure correction for 
lind half-width. For high accuracy this relation is best evaluated by digital computer; 
however, Carpenter and Altschuler have each developed graphical techniques which 
apply with reasonable aoe racy for a standard model atmosphere. Carpenter s proce- 
dure will be given here. 

Adopting Carpenter's notation, h, is the source altitude, hd is the detector altitude, 
Xg is the ground range between sou x and detector, and /i« is the minimum slant-path 
iltltude. L L3 evident, as shown in fig. 6-130, that the atmospheric paths ran be sep- 
arated irto two types, A and B,   Suppose the slant path were extended indefinitely in 

-Earth 

FiO. 6-130.   Optira! ray paths. 
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both directions.   If it then intersected the earth, it would be of type ß; otherwise it 
might b? considered to bo of type A, which is hori?.ortal. 

STEP 1 

Usually h,, ha, and x9 are the known geometric parameters of the slant path. The 
first step is to determine for a given slant path whether the slant path is of type A or 
type B Figure 6-131 is used for this purpose, and a trial-and-error procedure should 
be carried out. 

To determine whether a path is of type A (the horizontal class) a series of very long 
horizontal paths has been constructed (Fig. 8-131). Such paths might be referred to as 
fundamental horizontal paths. Any slant path of type A will be a segment of one of the 
illustrated paths. Note that each fundamental path is uniquely specified by its mini 
mum altitude hu. Therefore if one wishes to determine whether a given slant path is of 
type A or B, two horizontal lines v/ould be drawn on Fig. 6-131 with the first at the alti- 
tude of the source and the second at the altitude of the receiver. These horizontal lines 
will intersect many o)' the fundamental paths. If one of the intersected paths has 
approximately the appropriate ground distance, then this fundamental path contains as 
a segment the slant path of interest. Fr^m the intersection of the horizontal lines With 
the fundamental path the specific elevation angle*1, at the source point and receiver 
point can be read together with the corresponding value of kn for the path. 

From Fig 6-lo3 it can be seen that point Q mav or may not be a part of the desired 
slant path. If point Q does rot fall on the slant path but the path is of type A, the path- 
dciermmation procedure is as described above, if point Q falls within the slant path 
then it should be realized that Fig. 6-131 is symmetric öbcut the ordinate axis. Undsr 
thfs condition the figure might be redrawn to include the unpublished half. The path 
determination would proceed as described. 

Slant paths of type B cau be divided into two cases. Case I applies whenever 86° 
> i > yO"; case II applies if 0 > j > 86°. 

Example 1 

Let/.„- 15,000 ft 
A,- 30,000ft 
x3 = 150,000 ft 

type/f 
Ao = 10,000 ft 

Example 2 

Example 3 

A,= 15,000 ft 
A,= 30,000 ft 
x9 - 600,000 ft 

Ad-   15,000 ft 
A. =   30,000 ft 

type B, case I 
A« = 10,000 ft 

1 = 1.10 

type B, case 11 
/o-0 

\/3 i = 600 
x, = — 30,000 ft 

■ 

- 
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PIG. 6-131.   Horizontal or* ^»' tiajectorie« 
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STEP 2 
The second step for carbon dioxide is to determine the equivalent optical path for an 

infinite horizontal slant path, uh, or a vertical path, «„. 

Use Fig. 6-132 to get u* for atmospheric paths of type A 
Use Fig. 6-132 to get ut, for slant paths of type B, case I 
Use Fig. 6-133 to get u„ for slant paths of type B, case II, where in Fig. 6-133 the 
abscissa is either hdor h„ whichever is smaller. 

100     120     140 

ALTITUDE. h0 (xio" ft) 

PIG. 6-132.   Total hotizontai equivalent optical 
path length foi Cd vs. altitude. 

100     120    UO 

Al/VTUDE, h0 (xlO (t) 

FIG. 6-133.   ScMe height for FVT*» 

STEP 3 

For Carpenter's procedure, 3iep 3 w the det<t - inina'rion of a scale height Ho" which 
can be found in Fig. 6-134 for all atmospheric paths involving COt 

Froir- ntepe 1 or 2 the value of ho has btfen determined. To find ///, one simply reads 
the appropriate value from Fig. 6-134. 
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FIG   6-134.   Total vertical equivalent optrii path length for CO, 
us. altitude. 

STEP 4 
To compute th« equivalant sea-level paths for atmospheric pslhs of type A, use 

*~u\**[-w-) +erfUr) J (b-69) 

For atmospheric paths of type B, case I, use 

For atmospheric paths of type B, case 11. use 

u, ~ sec i ur (/id)    1 - exp -   —77-- 
L L    no     J J 

(6-70) 

(6-71) 
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STEPS 2-4, for water vapor when the mixing ratio is known. When the imxing ratio 
m is constant for all altitudes, the procedure is idfent: ;al for both carbon dioxide and 
water vapor with the tollowir.g exceptions: use Fig. 6-135 instead of Fig. 6-132, use 
Fig. 6-136 instead of Fig. 6-13,? and use Fig. 6-135 again for Fig. 6-135. 

ALTITUDE, h0 (xlO   h) ALTfrUDE, h   (y.n   ft) 

FG. &13Ö. Total horiionUJ equi» »lent c.?t»cal fi-v €-136. Total vertical equivalent optical 
path length for HjO us. altitude (for mixing path length iur HiO vs. altitude (for mixing 
rauos 1, 0 1, 0.01). ratio« 1, 0.1, 0.01). 
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STEPS 24 for constant relative humidity. When a constant relative humidity is 
assumed for the atmospheric patf , the procedure is again similar to that given above 
with the exception that UH shouid be determined from Fig. 6-137, u» should be de- 
termined from Fig. 6-138, and Ho"' replacea Ho" ;n Eq. (6-69), (6-70), and (6-71). Use 
Fig. 6-139 for the determination ofH«,1". 

The reduced equivalent sea-level paths obtained using the above procedure are cor- 
rected for tempemture and pressure as well as for the refraction of the atmospheric 
path. Values of the red' »d sea-level path computed in this way wi'l be quite accurate 
for temperate latitudes and may be used for the computation of slant-path transmissivi- 
tif s as outlined in the previous sections 

20      40      00      80      100    120    140 

ALTITUDE, hg (X103 ft) 

20       40      eO       80     10C     120    140 

ALTITUDE, KQ (xlO3 ft) 

Fio. 6-137. Total horizontal equivalent optical Fio. 8-138. Total vertical equivalent optical 
path J»»;tgth for HiO v». altitude (for relative hu- path length for HjO MI. altitud? (for relative 
audity 100%, 10%, 1%). humidity 100%. 10%. 1%). 
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7.   Optical Components 

7.1.   Lenses 

Infrared lenses and lens systems are usually custom made and are often designed 
by manufacturers. Stock items which are available are made from the more rugged 
materials such as Irtran, arsenic trisulfide, silicon, gemianium, and optical glass; 
these materials are detcribed in Chapter 8. Optical glass lenses are not discussed 
because they are easily obtained in almost any aperture and focal length.* 

Tables 7-1 through 7-3 and Figs. 7-1 through 7-5 show various types of lenses and 
lens systems supplied by manufacturers for infrared applications. 

The theory of refracting optics including thin and thick lenses and multiple lens 
systems is covered in detail in Chapter 9. 

TABLE 7-1.   SINGLE-ELEMENT LENSES SUPPLIED BY EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY [1]. 
(All are Irtran-2, Meniscus, measurements are in inches) 

Range 
AX 

1.5-10 

1.5-10 

3-10 

4.26-10 

4.26-10 

The first nusriber ia for the ahort-wavelength end of the ranjfe; the second in for the long wavelength end. 
♦To the 5^t inieruii'v point meaauremenU made 2.0 to 4.5 fi. 

Nominal Focal 
Length 

f 

Equivalent 
Foc~l Length. 

efl 

Back Focal 
Length 

b.f.l. 

Focal Ratio 
flno 

Circle of 
Confusion 

dt 

Distance 
C ofC 

from Vertex 

Lens 
No. 

\ 0.99* 0.90* 0.028 0.84 IR-100 
1.04 0.92 0.028 0.84 

2 199 1.80 0.060 1.66 1R-200 
2.12 1.91 0.056 1.77 

1 1.00 0.86 0 0.86 IR-101 
105 0.90 0.011 0.87 

2 192 5.68 0.001 1.68 IK-201 
2.00 1.76 0.001 1.75 

3 3.00 2.72 0.001 2.72 iR-301 
3.13 2.84 O.OO* 2.84 

Servofrax 

CaF, 

(a; (b) 

FIG. 7-1     Servocon (g) achromat« by SCA [2). 

All Lenses Germanium 

FIG. 7-2    SCA doublet (2i 

'For extensive lints see the catakfp of appropriate companies listed in the Optical Industry 
Directory. 
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TAB'-E 7-2    SINGI.E-ELKMENT INFRARED LENSES SUPPLIED BY 

SERVO CORPORATION OF AMECICA 12]. 

Lens 
Shape 

Range 

iX 

(?) 

Design X 

X.. 

.Vomi nal 
Focal 

Lrngth 
f 

(in.) 

Effective 
Focal Length 

at K4 (in.) 
e.f.l 

Back 
Focal ftnglh 

at Xj un ) 
b.f.l. 

flno 
(in.) 

Cirvi't of 
Confusion 
dia. at Kd 

(in.) 

Circle of 
Con/Wio" 

oi'er Ax 
(in.) 

Material 

0.7-1,5 11 4 0 4.0 ^68 4 0.006 0,011 Fused quartz 
2.0 20 ) 7ij3 2 0,024 0,023 Fused quarti 
4.0 40 3,523 2 0,047 0055 Fused quarU 

0.7-2.0 1.4 2.0 2.0 1,748 2 0,027 0,030 CaFi 

Convex- 40 4.0 3,491 2 0053 0060 CaF; 

Convex 4.0 4.0 3.665 4 0.007 0,011 CsF, 

0.7-3.0 1.8 2.0 2.0 1.769 2 0.022 0,028 BaF, 
4.0 40 3.713 4 0.006 0.011 BaF, 
40 i.O 3.536 2 0044 0.055 BaF, 

2.0-5.0 5.0 3.0 _ _ 0.8 _ _ Servofrax 

Piano- 5.0 2.0 - - 2.0 - - Servofrax 

Convex 5.0 0/5 _ - 0.8 - - Servofrax 
40 0.57 - - 0*5 - - Servofrax 

20-5.Ü 4.0 1.55 _ _ 0.63 _ __ Servofrax 

Equi- 6.0 2.0 - - 1.0 - - Servofrax 

coi:vex 60 4.0 - - 1.3 - - Servofrax 

1.0-2.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.P53 2 0018 0.022 MgO 
4.0 4.0 3.877 4 0.006 0.003 MgO 

2.0-6.0 3.5 0.75 0.75 0.647 1 0.024 0.02" Servofrax 
1.6 15 ! 370 3 o.ooa 0 005 Servofntx 
20 2.0 1.906 4 00006 0.0025 Servofra;« 
2.0 2.0 1.905 t. 0.005 0.009 Servofrax 
3.6 3.59 3.464 1.2 0 044 0.051 Servofrax 
4.0 4.0 3.835 4 0001 0.005 Servofrax 
4.0 40 3.835 2 0.010 0017 Servofrax 
55 55 5.094 1 0.176 0.190 Servofrax 

8.0 8.0 7.671 4 00025 0.010 Servofrax 
80 8.0 7.671 2 0.021 0.037 Servofrax 
9.0 9.0 8.796 3 0.019 0.03C Servofrax 

Meniscus 14.3 1429 13.889 19 0.041 0.066 Servofrax 
35.9 35.85 35.694 45 0,010 0.041 Servofrax 
35.9 35.86 35.594 3.6 0,020 0.056 Servofrax 

2 0-11.0 6.5 20 2.0 1926 2 0,003 OOOfc Silcon 
40 40 3.876 2 0.006 0012 Si Icon 

- 4,0 3*99 4 0 001 0005 Silcon 

6.0-10.0 8.0 2.0 2.0 isie O 0005 0.009 Servofrax 
4.0 40 3.856 2 0.010 0019 Servofrax 
40 40 3.886 4 0.001 0.006 Servofrax 

6.0-160 11.0 2.0 2.0 1 926 2 00025 0003, Germanium 
40 40 3.880 2 0,005 0.006 Germanium 
4C: 4,0 3.901 4 0,0006 0001 Germarium 
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TABLE 7-3.   MULTI-ELEMENT LENS SYSTEMS SUPPUKD BY 

SERVO CORPORATION OF AMERICA [2]. 

Range 

(M) 

Dtsign 
WaoeUiigth 

X* 

Nominal 
Focal 

Length 
f 

(in.) 

Back 
Focal 

Length 
ft//, 
(in.) 

Aperture 
(//no) 

Circle of 
Confusion 

X,i 

(in.) 

Radius of 
Petzval 

(in.) 

Field of 
View 

(degrees) 

Angular 
Resolution 

(mrad) 

n 2.00 
1.0 2.24 

2.0-6.0 35 2.0 — 1 2 0.(,i4 5.60 -.0 
4.0 

i 63 
3.87 

(Fig. 7-la) 6.0 5.72 

0 
1.0 

.'.0 
2.24 

20-5.0 3.5 40 - 1.2 0.008 11.20 2.Ö 
4.0 

2.63 
3.87 

(Fig. 7-la) 6.0 5.72 

0 
1.0 

0.38 
0.43 

2.0-5.0 3.5 8.0 - 2.0 0.0O3 23.6 2.0 
4.0 

0.50 
0.75 

iFig. 7-la) 6.0 0.90 

0 
1.0 

055 
0.69 

3.5-6.0 4.5 4.75 3.56 1.2 0.0026 23.5 2.0 
4.0 

0.90 
1.56 

Fig. 7-lb) 6.0 2.52 

«0-16.0 li.O 4.0 - 3 - - 0 
90 

Diffraction 
limu 

(Fis.7-2) 0.6 

1.2-4.0 2.6 ';0) _ 2 _ 0 0.40 
;Fig. 7-3i 6.0 0.80 

I 2-2.0 1.6 3.6 - 1.6 - - 0 
6.0 

1.1 
1.6 

(Fig. 7-4) 9.0 2.2 

6.0116.0 11.0 2.2 _ 1.5 _ „ 0 Diffraction 
(Tip. i'-5) limit 

BaF, 

SUico.i 

Corning 9752 
Glass 

Corning 
9752 
Glass 

All 'senses 

Germanium 

FIG. 7-3    SCA ihree- 
element achromat (2! 

FIG.  7-4    SCA  four 
element achromat [21 

FIG. 7-5.   SCA relay lens 121. 
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7,2=    Mirrorg 

Minors in infrared systems, used p reflectors and as image-forming devices, often 
provide the additional function of filtering. Most infrared-systern mirrors are front 
surfaced; however, u.ey are back surfav ed when used additionally as correctors. Mir- 
rors for infrared instrumentation are generally not commercially available, but are 
custom designed "or a particular application. Chapter 10 presents the theory and 
equations of reflecting optics. Chapter 8 discusses optical surface coatings, including 
reflective and protective coatings, filter mirrors, and replica mirrors. 

7.3.   Catadioptric Systems 

Combined reflecting-refracting, or cat1-dioptric, systems provide correction of aber- 
rations over relatively wide angular fields. Table 7-1 and Figs. 7-6 through 7-10 
show various commercially available catadioptric systems. 

Theory and equations of spherical and aspherical concentric optical systems are 
given in detail in Chapter 10. 

TABLE 7-4.   CHARACTERISTICS OF CATADIOPTRIC SYSTEMS SUPPUED BY SERVO COR- 
PORATION OF AMERICA (S) AND BARNES ENGINEERING COMPANY (B) (2,3]. 

Jptical 
Systrm 

Mdksutov 
FOI4M 

(F.g 7-6) 

Bouwer»- 
MakmiCov 
iFig, 7-71 

Caudtopinc 
(Fig. 7-8) 

Folded 
(Flü 7-9i 

Folded 
(Fig. 7-91 

*G«rmanal« gli 

Wairlrnglh 
Rangt 

IM' 

0.4-2.0 

10-40 

93-06 

I 0-3 0 

10-3 0 

Dtsign 
Wavelength 

(Ml 

25 

045 

Vomina/ 
Focal 

Length 
(in.) 

Aperture 
(/7nol 

Primary 
Diameter 

(in.) 

Len» 
Type 

Field of 
View 

(degrvedi 

Angular 
Rcaolutum 

(.■«vradi 

0.0 16 - Mtknitcv 
quartz 
comjrtor 

0 
6 

0.8i, 
?6i 

96 16 - Makutov 0 
4 

15 
1.8 

10.1 33 Mlkrutov 

correclor 

0 
6 

0.15 
ü'5 

6.0 1.« 33 Corning 
975?- 

2 ! «10' 
8 at 10' 

4 1 14 53 Fuaad 
tilica 

20 1 atO" 
8 at 10* 

Suppler 

Servofrax   R 
Corrector          

,/   ^g 

Corrector 

Hole 

Pyrex 
Primary 
Mirror 

FIG. 7-6.   Maksutov folded optical Byste... 
supplied by SCA [2]. 

FIG. 7-7.    Bouwers-Maksutov optical 
system supplied by SCA 12). 
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Detector 

Meniscus Corrector 
Fused Qucrtz  TlTl 

Pyrex Mirror 

FIG. 7-8.   Catadioptric optice! syatem 
supplied by SCA [2]. 

Secondary Mirror 

Primary 
Mirror 

Spherical 
Corrector Le -^w- 

Field Lens 

FIG. 7-9.    Barnes high-speed objective 
system [3] 

Coicave 
Spherical 
Mirror 

Annular Correcting 
Lens 

Field Flattening 
Lens 

Image Plane 

FIG. 7-1 o.   Barnen wide-field objective fystem [31. 

7.^.    Interference Filters 

7.4.1. Introduction. Filters are classified by either their transmission character- 
istics or the physical phenomena upoii which their action is based. A long-wave 
pass filter transmits all radiation with wavelengths greater than the specified value; 
8 b /t-wtwe pass filter passes all radiation with wavelengths shorter than the specified 
value; a bandpass filter Uansmits only between two wavelengths. 

Some of the physical phenomena that determine filter action are selective reflection 
and refraction, scattering, poledzation, interference, and se'ective absorption. 

7.4.2. Terminology. The description of filters-and eve., curves of their transmis- 
sion -has not been standardized. The terms given below ha/e njceived some mea- 
sure of acceptance, but for precise knowledge of characteristics nothing can substitute 
for a transmittance curve.   For the following definitions, refer to Fig. 7-11. 
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U 

Xo 

FIG. 7-11.   Illustrating filter nomenclature. 

The primary wavelength interval of transmission of a pass filter. 

The primary region of reflection, absorption, etc., of a rejection 
filter. 

The reg"on of low transmission of a past" filter. 

Passband; 

Stop Band: 

Background 
Region: 

Center The wavelength at the center of the pasaband.   For interference 
Wavelength (XD):     filters, Xo is usually the mean of the long- and shcrt-wave cutoffs. 

Halfwidth (HW): The wi^th of the passband id 50% peak transmission-often 
expressed as a percentage of Xo. 

Basewidth (BW): The width of the passband of 3% or 1% (or some other small per- 
centage) of peak transmittance. It is more precise and useful 
to specify the 3% width, etc., as (AXV«; thui HW ha 

Peak Trans 
mittance (To): 

Substrate Trans- 
mittance (T,): 

The maximum transmittance in the passband.   For interference 
filters this is often specified as a percent of the uncoated substrate. 

Substrate transmittance. 

Free Filter Range   The wavelength interval over which the background is less than 
(FFR): a specified amount except where the passband is. 

Cutoff and Cuton 
Wavelengths (kc):   The wavelengths oiT the limits oi the passband. 

Slope: The iiiiear approy-imation to the cuton or cutoff slope, ei.^ressed 
as the ratio (\oa — Xr)/Xr, where Xo« is the wavelength of S0% 
trammittance. 

The user of filters should take care to understand the romenc'ature used by the 
individual manufacturers. In particular he should note whether To is given in terms 
of the ratio of the filter transmission to the subatrate transmission, whether Xr is 
given as a 5%, 3%, or Vi cutoff, and whether FFR is »pecified for 1%, 0.1%, etc. 
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7.4.3.   General Theory of Interference Filters. 

PL 'se Difference Ife):      The phrrse difference in radians is 2 fro nt. 

Wavenumber (a): The reciprocal of wavelength. 

Dimensionless Some design (set) wavelength divided by the variable wave- 
Wavenumher ig}-. length, Xo/A, 

Quarter-Wave Optical   The thickness of a layer measured in the number of quarter 
Thickness (QWOT):     waves of a design wavelength.   Thus, QWOT ~ 4nt. 

A and L layers: Quarter-wave thicknesses of the higher index in a stack of 
layers are often written H; qnaiter-wave thickness of lower 
index as L 

Quarter-Wave Stack:     A periodic array of dten.ating H and L layers, viz., HLHLHL 
= (HL)3 or LHLUILH = (Z, V)3. 

High-heflectance Zone. Region of high reflectance as shown in Fig. 7 12. 

Quarter-wave stacks are the most, simple fron, the design standpoint. On a fre- 
quency scale they have the symmetric transmission structuie shown in Fig. 7-12. 
The width of the high reflectance zone is given b> 

&e - -  arc sir 0 IT 

/nn — ni\ 
in    ;— , \nii + nj 

The maximum reflectivity is given by 

_ F + P- > 
t\ max P + P ' + 2 

\  n .    .   rt, 
1l 

'(. 
/ even 

ForP >>P 

Hx !  / odd 
j n^n. 

P -4 
t\ mnx 

The theoretical curve given in Fig. 7-12 is useful for beginning calculations. Figure 
7-13 shows the t-ansmission of a quarter-wave stack over a larger range of g. 

Slacks with unequal optical thickness radios can P1?O be very useful.   The 2:1 stack 
has the connguraticn 

LLH LLH LLH ■     = (LLH)" 

The first-order high-reflectance zone occurs at ^ = 1, when LLH is X.,/2. The second- 
order zone occurs when g = 2 and LLH \ä k0. Th3re is no high reflectance when £ = 3 
o-Kause LUl is 3X0/2; thua // is a half wave and LL is a full wave, and all LLH'» are 
absentee lavers. 

The generpl pq stack can be analyzed in a similar way.   The following features 
may be u'.eful; 

1. The high-reiiectance zoi.e may not be a cenU;r of sym.-ietry 

2. The high-'-eflectance zone 01 a quarter- vave &*a.J^ 's wider tl-ar othn- p;q stackj. 
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3. The number of oscillations outside the high-ieflectance zone inc eases as the 
number of layers is increased. 

4. Other things being equal, the quarter-wave stack has the highest reflectivity. 

Additional lasers can be aöded to: (1) increase the reflection in iiie stop band, or 
(2) decrease the reflection in the passband. To increase refleetiv;ty use H layers at 
both ends of the basic period: 

HLHLHLH 

To decrease the reflection, the layer can be replaced by its Herpin equivalent and anti- 
reflection coatings designed for the desired wavelength. The stack can also be varied 
by computer techniques based on variational principles. 

7.4.4. Long-Wave Pass Interference Filters. The deeigr of a long-wave pass 
interference filter is based on Fig. 7-12. Low-reflectance regions are regions of high 
transmission, and can be designed on that basis. The curves change with different 
ratios of n« to TIL and different numbers of layers. The design procveds by choosing 
a useful substrate and a design X«. 3ome change» can then be made. The long-wave 
cutoff is dete'.-mined hy either the substrate absorption or the second-order maximum 
(Fig. 7-13). Commercially available long-wave pass filters are described in Sec. 7.9. 
They have the following properties: 

1. The slope of the cuton increases with the number of layers. 

2. The maximum reflectance increases with the number of layers 

3. The width of the reflectance zone increases as ««/«/. increases. 

4. A higner-order reflectance peak has a sharper cuton but a narrower transmission 
region (AX). 

5. Angle shift is minimized by high values for nH and /it or by more high-index 
materials in the basic period. 

7.4.5. Short-Wave Pass !«terferenv*e Filters. The comments applicable U) long- 
wave pass filters (Sec. 7.4.4) aLo apply lere. Short-wave pass filters are usually de- 
signeo from quarter-wave stacks because these have the longest region of high trans- 
missioi? to the short-wave (high-frequency) side of the high reflectance zone. Then 
an antireflection coat is applied to the stack in the transmission region. Some com- 
mercially available filters are described in Sec. 7.9. 

7.4.6. Bapdpass Interference Filters. Every filter is a bandpass filler. If the 
desired p&js region is smaller than that obtained by a long-wave pass filter, a short- 
wave pass can be added; they can be deposited on opposite sides of the substrate. Nar- 
rower bandpasses are obtained by interference techniques, similar to that for the 
Fahry-Perot interferometer.   The transmission is given by 

4V™,sln(-A —) 
r= T*T* 

(i - Vä.äO 
1 + 

(i - Vä.ä,)' 

where T'!: Ti, R\, and Ri are the transnittance and reflectance of the plate coatings 
(looking from the gap); Ci and ci are the phase shift upon reflection, and nt is the optical 
path of the gap. The transmisfiort is a sinusoidal function of 1/X or a. The legion 
between adjacent transmission peaks is the free spectral range. In filter language 
this it the free filter ran/je, or FFR.   This spacing oy is given by 

"-27; 
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The narrowness of a line is given by the Q: 

(AX)o,5     (Aü-)O. 

291 

-mn 
1 - VRtRi 

If/?i and Ri are large and if «• and i-z are constant over AX, then the line has a Lorentz 

shape.    Narrowband filters can have the following construction 

A 8 

HLH LL HLH 

This can be thought of as two filters separated by a half-wave of low index material. 
The curve for this filter is shown in Fig. 7-14. These filters are usually combined with 
blocking filters to isolate the narrow band. Some commercially availab'e filters are 
described in Sec. 7.9. 

loor 

0.78 0.32 0.79 0.80        0.81 

WAVELENGTH (p) 

V!G. 7-14.    Measured transmission of a narrowband filter 

7.4.7.   "Square-Band"  Interference Filters.   This type of filter-not really a 
square band —Cdn be designed as a general p.q stack.   The design is 

(HLr LL (H/J" LL- ■■ LL {HD" 

The filter is generally steeper and has a rippled top. The rejection is also better than 
the quarter-wave stack. A comparison of the "square" filter with the normal quarter- 
wave stack is given in Fig. 7-15.    These can also be thought of as multiple-wave filters. 

7.4.3.   The Filter .'Matrix.   The relations between the electric and magnetic fields 

on two sides of the itn interface are given hy 

E 

H 
-M, 

H 
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FIG. 7-15.    Measured transmittance of two bond^. JSS filters with 
nominal 2% halfwidth at 4.29 fi. 

Here Mi is the characterstic matrix of the Jth surface.   Af, is given by 

cos 8i jn-i   sin 8, 

jni ah, 8i cos 8, 
Ml = 

The relation between 

E0 
and 

E, 

\?. 

t*u 

H, 
-n M< 

Em-\ 

H, 
M 

Hm 

On      ^Oii 

.^Oii   an J    //», 

£. 

The determinant |M| is 1, so that the reflectivity R can be calculated from a knowledge 
of three elements. 

For any periodic layer, the period can be reduced to a fictitious bilayer, and if the 
period occurs m umes, then 

Ho 
-(MtMtY 

1 

n. 

For a symmetrical layer the period can be replaced by a monolayer. 
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7.4.9. The Herpin Equivalent Layer. The thickness of the layer d„ can be written 
in terms of the phase 6„: 

8/, = 360n</X    (degrees) 

= '2nntik     (radiena) 

— ntlX (wavelengths) 

= arc cos an 

n„ = a2l/(l - a,,')1" 

7.4.10. Analogies vith Transmission-Line Theory [4]. The matching theorems 
involving calculation of line admittance, characteristic admittance, reflection coeffi- 
cient, etc., can ive appli3d to optical muMlayers by treating the retractive index ae 
the admittance.   Some useful equatiors are: 

For the nth element of an infinite lumped -constant line (s = series; sh = shunt): 

i„ = Aey* 

Z. 
cosh-y = 1 + 

z 
1 + 22. 

Zo = ± VZ.Z., + (ZI/2)1 

sinhy = Zo/Z,* 

Fov an infinite distributed-parameter line: 

Z^R+jwL Y = G+jo>C 

Z0 = ± VZIY y = ± VZY = z«y 

For a lina terminated by Z«: 

o —      "I        —       ~~ 
ZTVZH ' YTTVO 

iy     _ T-  Z-jaini; yl + ZH cosh yl 
Zn cos yl -i ZK sinh yl 

^rl" c;i == ^ o 

where Z,i is the short-circuit impedance and Z„,, is the open-circuit impedance. 
Impedance matching: A section of lossless lumped line can be chob?n to ioin generator 

and load for maximum power transfer if 

7 2 = 77 

and the length is a quarter v ave. 

7.4.11.   Effects of Angle of Incidence.   The transmission band is a function cf the 
angle of incidence.    An effective optical thickness can be used. 

( nDrjf - nt cos 6 

where d = angle of incidence.    This technique can be used for a few iayer». but since 
the angle of incidence for each layer is a function of the original angle and all the 
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preceding layers, the technique is cumoersome. Substituted into the inatrix formu- 
lation, however, the effective optical thickness is again useful. For nonnormal inci- 
dence the filter also becomes polarizing; for simple layers the standard equations for 
reflectance are useiul, or they can be put in matrix form for iteration. Angle effects 
can be minimized by the use of hightr index or using more material of a higher index 
in a layer.    The effective thkkness is shown in Fig. 7-16. 

3  2.5 
Film   Index 

2 1.5 1.25 

"1.0 .9 .8 .1 .6 
EFFECTIVE MLM THICKNESS/FILM THICKNESS 

FIG. 7-16.    Effective film thickness [5]. 

7.4.12.   Effects of Temperature.   Cooling a filler changes botn ihe actual .lllc;l^Je■. ■ 

of layers and the refractive index.   Thus the filter will change its center waveiength 
as the optical path changes: 

Int 
IT 

M        An 

These terms are calculable from data of thermal expansion and refractive index change 
with temperature given in Chapter 8. 

7.4.13. Substrates and Films. Table 7-5 is a list of the commonly used substrate 
materials. Chapter 8 gives the physical data for these materials. Sometimes it will 
be necessary to extrapolate the data to thinner samples. 

TABLE 7-5.   COMMONLY USED SUBSTRATE MATERIALS 

Transmission Range 
Material Refractive index 

(,u) 

Irtran 1 1.38-1.31 1-8.5 

Lithium fluoride 1.39-1.30 0.2-9 

Calcium fluoride 1.44-1.32 0.2-12 
(also PS Irtran 2) 

Vycor 1.46 0.25-3.5 

Fused quartz 1.48-1.41 0.2-4.5 

Barium fluoride 1.51-1.41 0.2-15 

Glass 1.70-1.51 0 32-2.5 

Magnesium oxide 1 77-1,62 0.3-8.5 

Sapphire 1.83-1.59 0.2-6.5 

Irtran 2 229-2.15 1-14.5 

Irtran 4 2.4 2.0-24 

Arnenic tnnulfide glass 2.66-2.37 0.6-)l 

Silicon 3.50-3.42 12-15 

Germanium 4 10-4.00 1.8-23 
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TABLE 7-6.   COMMONLY USSD FILM MATERIALS. [61 

Material Refractive Index Range of Transparency* Commcfs 

From To 

Cryolite 1.35 <200 m/x 10/x 1 

Chiolite 1.35 <200 m^ 10/x 1 

Magnesium fluorv'e 1.38 230 m/x 5/x 2,3 

Thorium fluoride 1.45 <200 m/x 10/x - 

Cerium fluoride 1.62 L^OO m^t >  5 /x 4 

Silicon monoxide 1.45 to 1 90 350 m/x 8M 5 

Sodium chloride 1.54 180 m/x >15/x 6 

Zirconium dioxide 2.10 300 m/x > 7/x 2 

Zinc sulfide 2.30 400 m/x 14 /x 7 

Titanium dioxide 2.40 to 2.90 400 m^ >  7M 8 

Cerium dioxide 2.30 400 m/x 5/x 2,3 

Silicon 3.50 900 m/x 8/x - 

Germanium 3.8C to 4.20 1400 m/x >20 /x - 

Lead telluride 5.10 3900 m/x >20 /x — 

1. Beth materiMs are sodium-aluminum fluroiae compounds, but differ in the ratio of Na to Ai and have different 
crystal slmcture.    Chiolite ii? preferable in the infrared, becau4c it has less stress than cryolite 

2. These materials art- hard and durable, especially when evaporated onto a hot substrata 
3. The long wavelength is limited by the fact that, when the optical thickness of the film is a quartet-wave nt 

5 n, the film cracks because of the mechanical stress. 
4. Other fluorides and oxides of rare earths have refractive indices in this range from 1.60 to 2.0. 
s. The re.i active index of SiOx (called silicon monoxidel can vary from 1.45 to 1 90 depending upon the partiai 

pressure of oxygtn during the evaporation Films with a refractive index of 175 and higher absorb at wave- 
lengths below 500 ran 

6  Sodium chloride is used in interferance filters out to a wavelength of 20 /i.    It has ve^ little stress 
7. The refractive index of zinc sulfide is dispersive. 
8 The refractive index of TiO. rises sharply in the blue spectral region. 
9 The range of transparency is for a film of quarter-wave optical thickness at this wavelength. These values 

aie approximate and also depend quite rnarkv>dly upon the conditions in the vecuum during tne evaporation 
of the film. 

Table 7-6 is a list of commonly used film materials [6]. The data for thin evaporated 
films are often different from those of Chapter 8, which are for solid samples. Since 
the values vary with deposition conditions, only representative numbers are given in 
Table 7-6. 

7.5.   Chri«tian8ei\ Filters (7.8,9] 

These filters are made ot small, closely packed particles of an infrared-transparent 
substance suspended in a liquid or a gas. The optical properties of the materials are 
so chosen that the indices of refraction of the particles and the uaspending medium 
ere the same at the wavelength that is to be transmitted. The dnlaK values of the 
liquid and the solid particles are chosen to be as widely different as possible. Thus, 
as the wavelength is progressively increased, or decreased from the wavelength at which 
equality of the indices occurs, the difference in index between the particles and the 
suspending medium increases rapidly. 

s 
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One form of Christiansen filter fur the infrared is obtained by using quarti particles 

in air. Figure 7-1? shows the dispersion curve of ordinär- quartz. The refracave 
index is unity at 7.4 u. At '.his wavelength, therefore, the quartz panicles ' ave '.he 
same refractive index as air, and iiigh transmission occurs. 

Table 7-7 lists other moterials which when suspended in air, can be used as Christian- 
sen filters. Aiso shown are the wavelengths at which maximum transmission occurs. 
These are designated as Christiansen wavelengths. 

1.6 

1.2 
X 

go.8 

ä w 

Chiisaansen 

0 2 4 6 8 
WAVELENGTH (/i) 

FIG. 7-17.    Dispersion enrv« of quartz, 
showing Christiansen wavelength [7]. 

TADLE 7-7.   CHR'STJANSEN WAVELENGTHS 

OF SELECTED MATKRIALü [7j 

Christiansen 
Crysial in Air Wavelength 

iß) 

Quartz 7.3 

LiF 11.2 

MgO 12.2 

NaCI 32 

NaBr 37 

Nal 49 

KBr 52 

KI 64 

Rbl 73 

Til 90 

Figure 7-18 shows the effect of quartz powder in a medium of pure CCU and CSj 
as compared with quartz in air. Because values of dnldTare relatively high, these 
filters are sensitive to temperature flucuations. By the same token, in a controlk-vl 
environment the center of the passband can be varied by changing the temperature. 
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2 4 6 8 
WAVELENGTH (/x) 

FIG 7-18. Po«iiion of the Christiansen ptjak for 
quartz power in liquide, (a) Quartz in a 50% by vol- 
ume mixture of CSs and CCL. (fc) Quartz in pure 
CCL.    (c) Quartz in air [10]. 

7.6.   Selective Reflection Filters [111 

Selective reflection filters are made of crystalline materials that show selective 
reflection at certain wavelengths.   These filters are useful to about 200 ix. 

In practice, radiation from a suitable source ir co'.iimated and directed at the sur- 
face of a polished crystal whose residual ray occurs at the wavelength to be selectively 
reflected. After i.nree or four successive reflections from similar crystal plates, only 
the residual ray is present with any appreciable intensity, the other wavelengths 
having been attenuated by a fector of several thousand. Figures 7-19 and 7-20 indicate 
the wavelengths of the residual rays of a number of materials. 

1.0 

ZnS v    InP  GaAs nGaSb "nAs    InSb 

\f\ 
T1CI Csßr 

20 30 40      50     60   70 80 90 ICC 

WAVELENGTH (ß) 

FIG. 7-19.    Restatrahlen (residual ray) frequencies of alkaii halide crystais. 
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FIG. 7-20.    Restdtrahien (residual ray) frequencies of polar crystals. 

7.7.   Selective Refraction Filters 

Füleri'ig by selective refraction depends upon the dnldk of c lens mat^ ial Radi- 
ation of different wavelengths will be focused at different points along the opLical axis 
if the lens is UWHI in a wavelength region where it possesses high dispersion. This 
technique is particularly useful when the lens is used near an absorption band, because 
the refractive index will be considerably different on opposite sides of tho band. This 
method of focal isolation or selective refraction is illustrated in Fig. 7-21. 

Detector 
Lens No. 1 

Screen No. i Screen No. 2 

FIG. 7-21.    Filtering by the method of focal iso'atio'i. 

Two quartz lenses are usually employed in this method. The refractive index of 
quartz in the near infrared is about 1.5, and about 2.15 in the range 60 ß to 100 JX. 

(Quartz absorbs in the region around 9^,) In Fig. 7-21, radiation in the far infrared 
is passed through the aperture, brought to a focus at aperture .4', and transmitted. 
Visible and near-infrared rpdiation, being deviated less, imp;ng«s upon screen No. 2. 
Lens No. 2 focuses the desired radiation upon the detector. The two opaque discs, 
d, and d?, obscure the paraxiai zone of the lenses and prevent transmission of direct 
radia,;on. 

7.8.    Polarization Interference Filters 1111 

The polarization int >rferer.ce filter, soi.ietimes called a Lyot-Ohman (or birefringent) 
filter, isolates a spectral band only a few angstroms wide. These filters are constructed 
of alternate plates of polarizers and birefringent crystals (e.g. quarts) as shown in 
Fig. 7-22. 
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Crystal   Quartz Plates 

Polarizers 

FiO. 7-22.    BiMringent filter [11]. 

The birefringent crystal and quartz plates are cut with their optical axes parallel 
to the large faws. The axes of the polarizers are oriented at 45° to the quartz optical 
axes. Linearly polarized light, incident on the first quartz pi » at 45°, would have 
its plane of polariza.ion rotated by 90° if the plate were a half-w«vs. plate (or if the optical 
path difference between the ordinary and extraordinary rays were any odd multiple 
of half-waves). If the plane of polarization is rotated at 90°, the radiation will :.ot 
be transmitted by the second polarizer. Since the phase difference introduced between 
the ordinary and extraordinary rays depends on wavelength as wol': as on he thickness 
of the quartz plate, the same plate may be a 5/2-wave plate for one wavelength, a 7/2- 
wave plate for another wavelength, and 9/2-wave plate for still another wavelength. 
Each of these wavelengths will be blocked by the polarizer following the plates, whereas 
those wavelengths for which the difference in optical path between the two polariza- 
tions is an even number of half waves will be completely transmitted. 

Figure 7~23(a) illustrates the transmission of the first quart, plate and its polarireri,. 
Tf each quartz plate is made twice as thick as the preceding one, it will have twi^e as 
many transmission maxima and minima in a given wavelength interval. The trans- 
mission curves for the second, third, and fourth plates are illustrated in Fig. 7-23 ib), 
(c), and id). The transmission of the entire filter is the result of all thes-p transmission 
curves and is shown in Fig. 7-23(e). 

A AAAAA. 
mmi rnrnn 

A 1 
WAVEÜNOTH 

FIG. 7-23.   Transmission of Lyot filter 
and its components [11]. 

7,9.   Commercially Available Filters 

Figure 7-24 presents transmittance curves of typical Bausch & I-omb filters. Fig- 
ure 7-25 shows trar-mittance curves of interference filters available from Eastman 
Kodak. Figure 7-26 shows transmittance curves of interference filtert; available 
from Infrared Industries, Inc. Figure 7-27 shows ^«msmittance curws of filters 
available from Optical Coating Laburatory, Inc. Other infrared filter marufacturers 
include Optics Technology, Inc., Fish Schurman for Schott Glasswerke, Baird-Atomic 
(mainly for visible and ultraviolet), Farrand Optical Company, Inc.; a number of other 
companies are listed in the Optical Industry catalog. 
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infrared interference filters [41. 
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FIG. 7-25 'Continued).   Transmittance of Eastman 
Kodak infrared interference filters [1]. 
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FIG. 7-26. TransmitUnce of Infrared Industries inter- 
ference (Infratron) filter«, (o) Long-wa«» pas«; (6) spike; 
(c) long-wave pass combined with detector 112], 
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7.10.   Absorption Filters (7,12,13] 

Many materials in solid, liquid, or gaseous state, inclur1 - those discussed in Chap- 

ter 8, tan ne used as selective absorption filters in various regions of the infrared 
spectrum. These filters have high transmission above or below a certain wavelength 
where high absorption produces a sharp cutoff or cttton. 

Long-wave pass filters in the n:ar infrared are normall;' made of plastic materials 
containing dyes, colored glass, or aublimated phthaUxyanines upon glass. Other 
long-wave pass filters consist of glass coated with plastic dya solutions. Figure 7-28 
shows the characteristics of these filters 114]. 

Figure 7'29 jhows the va; iety of cuton wavelengths that are obtained with various 
semiconductors. By proper doping the location of the absorption limit can be moved, 
although this reduces the gradient. A similar effect can also be obtained by the use 
of mixed crystals, Fig. 7-33, although no such filtera are available commercially at 
present.    An excellent reference on mixed-crystal semiconductors is R. H. Pube [16). 
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0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
WAVELENGTH (M) 

FIG. 7-28.   Near infrared dv^'d-plasäic niter characteristicg !14). 

5 10 
WAVELENGTH (/j) 

Fi'". 7-29.   Transmission of selected semiconductors 115). 

7.11.   Prisma 

Prism? are used principally for deviating light nr dispersing it. Any prism does 
both, but it can be arranged to nviximize one but minimize the other. Figure 7-30 
illustrates the geometry and defines ^he symbols. 

Surface Normal Surface Normal 

Incident Hay ' EmerRenl Ray 

FIG. 7-30.    Frigm geometry 117). 

The angular magnification M# is 

M.= 
- coe 0i cos 0j' 

The tota". deviation is 

cos H-2 cos 0i' 

fi = 0, -f 0j - a 
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The deviation can also be expressed by 

sin 0i — sin a Vln^irii1) - sin'fl.. — cos a sin Öj 

Minimum deviation is given by 

sinj (8m,B + a) 
/i« - n, :  

sin a/2 

The change in deviation with wavelength, or the dispersion is 

d8     u,ni 2 sin a/2 

The resolving power is 

dK      dk yf.. (nt/ni)2 8in»tt/2 

A dd dn _    dn 
dX        dn d\       dk 

7.11.1. Dispersing Prisms. Figure 7-31 illustrates examples of vanou>. types of 
dispersing pnsms, commonly used in spectroscopy. These are the constant deviation 
type. The W^dsworth prism, operating at minimum deviation, is used extensively 
in infrared monochromators, where for a constant angle between the collimator and the 
telescope, astigmatism-free images can be obtained at various wavelengths by rotating 
the prism. The Littrow prism reflects the light directly back along the direction from 
which it came [18,19]. 

Devtation 60° 

Delation 40° 

(a) Constant-Deviation Prism 

/ 
Deviacion 50° 

(b) Abbe Prism 

(Mirror or) 
Achromatic Lens 

Silt 

Plane 
Mirror 

(c) Wadsworth Prism (d) Lutrow PrUm 

FIG. 7-31.    Dispersing priems. 

7.11.2. Deviating Prism« [18]. Figure 7-32 shows various types of total reflecting 
deviating prisms. As shown in Fig. 7-32(a), rays enter perpendicular to one of the 
shorter faces of a total reflection prism, a-o totally reflected from the hypotenuse, and 
leave at right angles to the other short face. Such a prism can be used in two other 
ways, as shown in (ft) and (c). The Dove prism, (c), interchanges the two rays, and if 
the prism is rotated about the direction of the radiation the rays rotate around each 
other with twice the angular velocity of the prism.   The roof prism, id), is similar 
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VT* 
1       2 

(a)-Total Reflection (b) Porro (c) Dove or inverting 

(d) Amici or Roof (e) Triple Mirror 

Fio. 7-32.   Deviating prisms (181. 

to the total reflection prism (a), except that it introduces an extra inversion. The 
triple mirror, ie), is made by cutting off the comer of a cube by a plane which makes 
equal angles with the three faces intersecting at that comer. It has the useful prop- 
erty that any ray striking it will, after being internally rejected at each of the three 
faces, be sent back parallel to its original direction. 

7.11.3. Prism Materials. The most common prism materials for the infrared region 
include crystal quartz, rock salt, potassium bromide, lithium fluoride, and calcium 
fluoride. These materials are especially popular because of their availability as 
synthetic crystals (except for quartz, in general) (20). 

Materials suitable for operation in the wavlength region beyond 15 ji, include silver 
chloride, thallium-bromo-iodide (KRS-5), cesium bromide, and cesium iodide. 

The choice of an infrared prism material depends upon such characteristics as trans- 
mission, refractive index, and dispersion as a function of wavelength and possibly of 
temperature. In addition, the mechanical, physical, and chemical properties must 
also be considered. The properties of the aforementioned materials are discussed in 
Chapter 8. 

7.12.   Diffraction Gratings 

A diffraction grating of the transmission type consists of a large number of small, 
equal-size, equally separated slits, each slit causes a diffraction pattern, and the waves 
from the individual silits also interfere to form a combined interference-diffraction 
pattern.   The interwity can be written as 

/n (area)1 sin1/? sin1 Ny 
D1 

ß tun2? 

na sin ß .       . , , , 
where ß = ; a = slit width, 0 = angle to image point 

Trdsinfl    , 
y = ; a = slit spacing 

/o = intensity at grating 

D = grating-image distance 
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FIG. 7-33     Transmissio; of some mixed crystals. 

The grrting equation is 

* ere m = order of interfercace 

d = angle of incidence 

0' = angle of diffraction 

d = slit separation 

The angular disDcrsion in 

The ret »Iving po\/er is 

where v — wavenumber. 

mX — d(ain 0 — sin 6') 

dd'ld=--(mldcoa 8') 

Xv 
= {X/dk) = mN 

7.12.1. Blazed Gratings. It is possible to "blaze" a grating by ruling its grooves 
so that its sides reflect a large fraction of the incoming radiation of suitably short 
wavelengths in one general direction. Controlled groove shape is especially important 
in the gratings known as echelettes and eche'les. In these gratings the grooves are 
ruled with one face optically flat. This face is inclined at an angle 4» (see Fig. 7-34) 
to reflect or refract moet of the incident radiation in a desired direction. In this way, 
the grating concentrates radiation in a particular spectral order, producing a brighter 
image than an ordinary diffraction grating. 

(a)   Reriectlng Crating (b)   Transmission Grating 

FJG. 7-34,    Reflection and transmission of gratings (18,19). 
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7.12.1?. Concave Gratings. This type of grating consists of a concave mirror 

with ruled lines spaced equally along a chord across its center (Fig. 7-35) Radiation 
that passes through a slit and falis on such a grating is diapersed by it nto spectra, 
in accordance v.ith the standard grating » -mula. The concave grating requires no 
separate collimator or objective, since it is both a dispersing and a focusing element. 

FIG. 7-35.   Rowlan'l circle focal curve 
of a concave grating 1211. 

Concave gratings havi- the advantage of focusing the radiation, thus eliminating 
the necessity for auxiliary lenses which introdua aberrations although the gratings 
suffer aberrations, principally astigmatism 

The focus for the spectrum from a concave grating is given by the formula 

/cos i     cos2 i \      /cos r     cos^ r \ 

where i and r are the incident and reflected angles 

p is the radius of curvature of the concave blank 

S is the GUt-to-grating distance 

S ' is the distance from the grating to the imege of the spectrum 

This equation am be satisfied by setting S = p cos i and S ' = p cos r, tht polar equa- 
tions for a circle of diameter p, containing the points S, S ', and G, which is shown in 
Fig. 7-35 as the familiar Rowlana circle. 

7.12.3. Ebert-Fastie Plane Grating Mountings [21] Figure 7-36(a) shows tl 
original Ebert [22] mounting, which was modified by Fastie [23J as shown i T ,.;. 
7-36(6). Both mountings can be designated as "side-by-side" designs; the entiant 
rays are on one side of the grating, the emergent rays on the other. Figure 7-36(c) 
is an "under-over" design. The entrant rays p^uss below the grating and the emergent 
rays pass above. 

7.12.4. Concave Grating Mountings [21]. Figure 7-37 shows different mo'-ntings 
for the concave grating designed to maintain slit, grating, and plate- or film-holder 
on the Rowland circle (Fig. 7-36). 

The Rowland mounting, Fig. 7-37(a), utilizes the geometric punciple thrt the locus 
of the apex of a aeries of right triangles having a common hypotenuse is a circle having 
the h \ otenuse as a diameter. The grating, C, and plateholder, P, are fixed on opposite 
ends of a rigid bar, which forms the hypotenuse and the diameter of the Rowland 
circle. The slit, S, is placed at tht intersection of two tracks, SP and SG. which are 
carefully constructed at right angles. Rollers under G and P are constrained to travel 
along SG and SP, so that as the bar, GP, is moved, the grating remains on *ho optical 
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Pft-'~- - 

FIG. 7-36.   Plane  grating mountings; (a) original Ebert design; (6) Fa^Ue 
modified "sidu-by-side" design; (c) Fastis modified "over-under" design [21]. 

(a)   Kov. i rid 

(r,   Abney 

(e)   Beutier Radius 

(gi   beya-Natnloka 

^ \ viz *,pn 

Pascl^n-Rurge 

(d)   Eagle 

{{)   Wadoworth 

(h)   Grazing Incidence 

Fic.  7-37     Concave grating mountings (211. 

axis fixed by the condensing system, and the Rowland circle moves to coincide with 
all three optical clemenL, (24). 

The Paschen-rtunge or Paschen moum-ng, Fig. 7 3M6), usually consists of Itrge 
circula'- tracks 21 or 35 feet m dia« \eter, which are built in a room that can be temper- 
ature stabilized and darkened. Plr.teholderc can be clamped lo these tra,ks where 
desired. Tre slit mounts protrude through a wall into an adjoining roor> where the 
recitation equipment and light sources are located (251. 
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In th Abney mounting, Fig. 7-37(c), the plateholäer ;9 mounted on the normaj 
to the grating. The slit is mounted on an arm rotating about the center of the Row- 
land circle to change the wavelength range. The slit assembly must also be rotated 
about an axis below the slvt opening itself, so that the source-slit axis will still point 
at tH grating [2'51. 

For the Eap1? mounting, Fig. 7-37 d), three independent mechanical adjustments 
are required to maintain the elements on the Rowland c-rcle. 

ti)   The grating must be rotated to change the wavelength range. 

(2) The grating muat be moved along the optical axis to maintain the focus. 

(3) The plateholdsr mußt be tilted about ar, axis under the slit to remain in fecus 
across its length [27]. 

In the Beutler radius mounting. Fig. 7-37(e,, the slit Rnd plateholder are mounted 
permanently on the Rowland circle, and tha grating is mounted on an ana which rotates 
about the center of the Rowland circle [28]. 

For the Wadsworth mounting, Fig. 7-37(/"), the focal distance it half the radius 
of curvature, the individual elements are not located on the Rowland circle, and a second 
optical element is introduced in .he form of a concave collimating mirror. This arrange- 
ment produces a stigmülic image and a linear dispereL , as in the Rowland and Abi.ey 
mountings. The concave mirror is mounted at its focal distance from the slit tilted 
slightly off axis to irradiate the grating with paraUel light. The grating may be located 
either side of the optical axis, as close to it as possible to minimize aberrations. The 
plateholder is located on a bar whose axis forms the normai to the grating. To change 
the range tc higher wavelengths, the bar is rotated away from the mirror about an 
axis under the grating face. The plateholder must be moved away from the grating 
to remain in focus. In any position of the plateholder the shorter wavelength radiation 
is nearest to the cencave mirror [29]. 

Seya-Namioka mounting. Fig. 7-37(^), is based on the principle that if the angle 
between the entrant and emergent rays in a spectromeUr is 70° 15' there will be such 
slight defocusing, if the grating is merely rotated about its own vertical axis, that the 
image would be entirely acceptable for scanning monochromator usag1 [3C). 

Grazing incidence mounting, Fig. 7-37(Ä)i [31], operates on the principle that, if 
a grating is illuminated at grazing incidence, the short-wavelength (below 1000 A) 
radiation will be totally reflected. Angleo of inc.dence as high as 85-89° have been 
employed to observe wavelengths is low as 53 A [32] or even 12,1 A [33]. 

7.12.5. Production of Gratings. Gratings are engraved by highly precise ruling 
engines which use a diamond tool to press a series of many thousands of fine shallow 
burnished groove« into a smooth metallic surface. 

Gratings for the range 1500 to 10,000 A are commonly ruled with 5000 to 30,000 
grooves per inch the usual value is near 15,000), on a thin layer of aluminum de- 
posited on glasi by evaporation in vacuum. Gratings for the infrared region are also 
ruled on gold, silver, copper, lead, or tin mirrors with coarser groove spacings. 

Gratings of 2-in., 4-ir or 6-in. ruled width are commonly waed in commercial spec- 
trographp wi .n projection distances of 20-180 in. In large reseairh instruments, 
gratings of 6- to 10-in. ruled width are used with projection distances of 10-50 ft or 
more. The larget-t modem gratings, used in their highest orders, show resolving 
power A/8X in excess of 900,000 hi the green region of the spectrum, and in excess of 
1.5 x 10- at shorter wavelength. Here >. is the mean wavelength of two closely spaced, 
just-rey'vable spectral linet, c'rtd hk is their wavelength diffe: ?ri.-je. 
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8.   Optical Materials 

8.1.   Introduction 

Data on optical, mechanical, thermal, and chemical properties of infrared optical 
materials are presented here. For additional information see 11), publications of 
the various manufacturers of optical n?teria!s, and the references. 

8.2.   Types of Materials 

Optical materials in current use include glasses, crystals, plastics, and hot-pressed 
materials.    The crystals,  natural and artificial, are dielectric and semiconducting. 

8.2.1. Glasses. Most optical glasses transmit into the infrared only to a wave- 
length of about 2.7 ^i and then fairly strong absoi ption sets in; beyond about 4 ;x, glasses 
have no appreciable tiansmisaion. Figure 8-1 shows the transmission of several 
infrared-transmitting glasses that dc not demonstrate a strong "water band" absorp- 
tion at 2.8 jx Kut exhibit a slower dropoff in transmission in the 3-^ tc 4-JU region. 
Figure 8-2 is the standard n-u curve tor ordinary glasses, that is, the refraction for 
the O-line plotted against v = nn J(nf — n, ). 

8.2.1.1. High-Silica Glasses and Fused Quartz. The names fused quartz silica 
glass, fused silica, etc , now mean about the same thing: amorphous mixtures that arc- 
almost entirely silica. Originally the names differentiated among natural and syn- 
thetic materials.    Some special silicate glasses recover transmission beyond the 2.8-/i 

1.0 2.0 3.0 
tAVELENGTH (M ) 

4.0 5.0 

FIG 8-1.   The trarwmissicn of several infrared transmitting giasse«; thicknes«, 2 mm 
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30       20       10 

Fio. 8-2.    Dispereion region for st •ndard glasses 

100   r 

Infrasu 
/ 

1.0 4 J 2.0 3.0 
WAVELENGTH (w 

FIG. 8-3.   The Iransmission of some high-silica glasses (fror-, company data nheets). 

5.0 

absorption band and give reduced transmission out M about 5 M This performance 
is illustrated by the transmission curve in Fig. 8 i for Coming No. 186SJ, which is a 
lead sslicate glass. The properties of tused pad crystal quart« are given in HI. Ex- 
amples of the properties of a numbt.' of commercial varieties (obtained from manu- 
facturers' brochures and private Communications) are given below to provide useful 
data and illustrate the small variation in most of the physic, constants among the 
glasses and the drastic difference from these in the properties of fused quartz. 

Most of the useful physical properties are listed in Tabie 8-1. Variations in glasses 
are obtained 1 »■ use of diiTcrent purifications and by different annealing procedures. 
The transmission of the oampl^s from the principal suppliers (Oming, Dynasil, Engel- 
hard, General Electric, Heraeus, and Sawyer) are given in Fig. 8-3. The 2-mn' Vycor 
sample is from Corn'ng; Infrasil is from Engelhard; GE 103, 105, and 106 are from «he 
General Electric lamp Glass Department (the GE 102 and 104 have in addition to 
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these curves a narrow, deep 2.8-/1 absorption;; Suprasil is the best of the Heraeut 
fused silicas; the Sawyer material is virtually identical to Infrasil; and the Dynasil is 
similar to Infrasil but with a deep absorption at 2.8 fi. Sometimes this absorption can 
be alleviated by careful attention to water elimination during preparation. 

8.2.1.2. Silicate Glasses. The National Bureau of Standards in its studies of in- 
frared-transmitting glasses has produced some silicates with fairly good transmission 
beyond the OH band at 2.8 fi. One example is given in Table 8-2. Actually this is 
a composite set of properties (taken from the NB3 report series) and indicative of 
no particular glass. The properties of individual samples will approximate f.hese 
values but change with variation in composition. 

8.2.1.3. Germanate Glasses. The properties of several varieties of gerrnanato glasses 
are displayed in Tables 8-2 and 8-3 and Figs. 8-4 and 8 5. The properties of individual 
samples will approximate the values given but change with variation in composition. 

8.2.1.4. Calcium Aluminate Glasses. Bausch and Lomb EIR-2, -10, -11, -12, and 
-20, GE Lucalox, and Barr and Stroud 36A (old type) and 37B are all types of calcium 
aluminate glass. Properties are given in Tables 8-2 and 8-4 and Fig 8-6 The 2.8-,u 
abso.ption band can be eliminated by careful attention to humidity during preparation, 
e.g., by vacuum melting. 

8.2.1.5. Monoxide Glasses. Arsenic-modified selenium glass, arsenic-sulfur glass, 
and other nonoxide glasses are not rest -icted to those containing the silicate or alumi- 
nate radical. They are described in [1]. Some newer materials include mixtures of 
Se, Te, S, As, Ge, and a few other heavy atoms. Reports on these materials can be 
found in [2] and [3). 

TABLE 8-3.   REFRACTIVE INDEX OF 

NATIONAL BITIEAU OF STANDARDS F998 

Wavelength Germanate Glasses Wavelength Germanate Glasses 
(M) F998 (/x) F998 

0.4358 1.88997 1.9701 ~ 

0.4861 1.87470 2.1526 1.81364 
0,5461 1.86242 ?.2493 — 
0.5780 1.85755 2.3126 1.81151 

■ 0.5893 1.85597 2.4374 1.81000 

0.643? 1.84986 2.5947 ) .80797 
0.6563 1.1*4866 2.6'J85 1.80680 
08521 1.U.632 2 998 — 
1.0140 1.83082 3.3033 1.79706 

1 1.1287 1.82801 3 422 1.79490 

* 1.3622 1.82374 3.5078 1.79345 
:■■■ 1.5295 1.82142 4.225 — 
... 
1 1.S606 _ 4.253 1.77863 

1.6932 1.81930 4.281 — 
1.7012 _ 5.138 1.75437 5 

i 5.343 1.74805 
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:oo 

WAVELENGTH (M) 

FIG. 8-4.   Transmisaion cf several germanate glass«'- 
(from cornf.any data sheets ard NBS repcutS; 

1.7900 

1.6900 
0 0.5   1.0      2.0       3,0       4.0        5.0 

WAVELENGTH (u) 

FiG.  8-5.    Index of refraction of Corning 
No. 9752 glass. 
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TABLE 8-4    RBFRACTIVB INDEX OF BAUSCH AND LOMB CALCIUM ALUMINATE GLAMSES 

Wavelength 

0.4047 
0.4341 
0.4^59 
0.4861 
0.5461 

0.5876 
0.5893 
06563 
1.0140 
1.1287 

1.3620 
1.5295 
1.6606 
1.8131 
1.9701 

2.1526 
2.2493 
2.3254 
2.4374 
2.577 

RIR-10 RIR-U RIR-12 R1R-2 RIR-20 

— — - 1.82800 1.91449 
  _ _ 1.81806 1.90155 
  _ — 181746 l.rX)82 

1.66057 1.67887 1.66647 1.80536 1.88529 
1.65385 167109 1.65919 1.79558 1.87274 

  _ — 1.79060 1.86639 

165022 1.6S699 1.65532 1.79041 1.86616 

1.64588 1.66239 1.65085 1.78443 1.85866 

l.fcö52 1.6506 1.6397 1.76988 1.84044 

1.6334 1.6486 1.6378 1.76741 18'J762 

1.6304 1.6455 1.6346 1.76343 1.83333 

1.6285 1.6435 16328 1.76104 1.83000 

1.6271 1.6420 1.6313 1.75920 1.82909 

1.6255 1.6404 1.6297 1.75718 ,..a2722 

1.6238 1.6386 1.6280 1.75503 1.82527 

1.6216 1.6364 1.6259 1.75238 1.82290 
  — — 1.75103 1.82183 

1.6196 1.6344 1.6239 1.74984 1.82073 
1.6182 1.6329 1.6224 1.74806 1.81924 

— 1.6310 1.6206 1 74582 1.817^2 

100 

R1R-12 

2 3^ 4 5 6 

WAVSLENCTH (M) 

VIG. 8-6.   Transmission of several calcium aluminate glasses; thickness, 
2 mm {from company deU 8 eets and NBS reports). 
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8.2.2. ^ «miconductor Crystals The cuton wavelength and the transmittance of 
semiconductors are functions of temperatare (Fig. 8-7) and purity (Fig. 8-8;. Figure 8-9 
shows the transmission of various semiconducting materials. 

By thei* bßsic nature semiconducting materials have small energy gaps which 
correspond to cuton wavelengths in the infrared. Increasing the tempert ture of the 
material in effect narrows the gap, thereby increasing thi cuton wavcleng:^. It also 
increases th e probability that electrons can have energies characteristic of th.» conduc 
♦ion band. Many additional data will be found in [i] and in the several journals on 
solid-scate physics. 

0 2 4 S 

WAVELENGTH («4 

FIG. 8-7    Effect of temperature on semiconductor 
ti a.ism.ssion; sample is 1.17 mm, 30 ft cm Gs. 

4 8 

'    VELENGTH(w 

FIG. 8-8. Effect of purity on semiconductor 
transmission, sampiee are 0.2 mm. 7 x 10 3 

ft cm InSb and 0.2 mm, 2 5 x 10* ft cm InSb. 

0        1 2 3 4 s r r S «        10       It        12       II       U 16 
WAVKUENGTK (M 

FIG. 8-9.   Transmission sf selected aem^uonductor materials. 
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14 8 12 
WAVELENGTH ((i) 

FJG. 3-10.   Transmission of polyethylene; 
thinkncsa, 0 i mm. 

WAVELENGTH (>i) 

i-'iG. 8-11,   Transmiegion of Plexiglas; 
thickness, 0.2 mm 

8.2.3. Plastics. Amonj the common plastics use-d for infrared applications sure 
polyethylene and pol\methylmpf.^acrylate (available commercially as Lucite or Plexi- 
g'as respectively). Transmission curvea of these two materials are shown in Figs. 8-10 
and 8-11. Tnpse curves are representative of the transmission of thin films of many 
different plast.cs. Except for narrow bands, where only a small amount of energy is 
absorbed, and for broader bands in some materials, the transmission is relatively good. 
For thicker samples, however, the regions of small absorption d^pen rapidly and widen 
considerably, and the absorption becomes so great that the material may no longer 
be satisfactory for the intended use. Table 8-5 shows the wavelengths at which various 
mole-cules and molecular gioupe absorb infrared radiation. Thetn wavelengths are 
the characteristic absorption bands of the bonds or groups no^ecl. 

TABLE 8-5.   ABSORPTION WAVELENGTH,? 

OF CHARACTERISTIC GROUPS [1] 

Wavelengths cf 
Molecular rroup Absorption 

(*o 
O-H 2.8 
N-H 3.03, 6.12. 6.46 
C-H 3,4. 6.81 
Carbonyl 5.75 
Methyl 7.26, 7.71 
Ester 8, 9.74 
C-0 9(broad), 13.47-14.20 
C-Cl 1415 
Si   0 4.5, 9.5 
Al-0 -6.5 
Ge-0 -5.5, 11.6 
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Kc!-F, a polymer of trifluorochloroethylene, is used for windows and coatingo although 
in thicknesses greater than about 0.25 in. it io difficult to manufacture with suitably 
high transmission. It haß a low thermal conductivity, and its refractive index may 
vary throughout a sample. The traRsrmttances of two diüorem rhirknesses of Kei-F 
are shown in Fig. 8-12. 

tf? 100 

0 12 3 
WAVELENGTH (/J) 

FIG. 8-12.   Trensmission of Kel-F fcr two thicknesses. 

8.2.4. Some Recent Hot-FVpsbtu Samples. Data are now becoming available 
oil various hot-pressed materials. Irtran-1 and -2, Eastman Kodak products, are 
described in the supplement of [21. Irtran-3, another Kodak product is pressed CaF^; 
it has basically the same transmission and refractive index as ih ri^grle crystal. 
Irtran-4, pressed ZnSe transmits tc about 20 fi (0.04-in. samplo transmits 50% at 
21 /t) with a dip at 9 /i. Harshaw has jut-t announced T-12, a milkv white sample ..hat 
is apparently hot pressed.   Few data are available on its composition and properties. 

8.3.   Comparisons of Material Properties 

8.3.1. Transmission Region. Figure 8-13 shows the transmission regions of most 
of the infrared optical materials. The white bars represent the wavelength region 
in which r. particular material transmits appreciably. 

The limiting wavelengths, for both high and low cutoff, are arbitrarily chosen as 
lhat wavelength at whkh a sample of 2-mm thickness has 10% external transmittance. 
For some cases this criterion is insufficient, such as in the consideration of semicon- 
ducting materials where purity and temperature must also be specified. Some semi- 
conductors violate the criterion in another way: materials such as indium antimonide 
have an external transmittance of less than 10% for a 2-mm-thick sample ever. in 
their most transparent regions; these sire indicated by an asterisk (*). 

Several different "endings" are used for the bars of the chart in Fig. 8-13. Each 
has a specific meaning: a bar with a straignt vertical ending indicates that the cutoff 
exists at the wavelength represented by the end of the bar exactly as defined above; 
a bar with an S-shape ending represents a material which cuts off at approximately 
that wavelength; a bar ending in an angle indicates that the material transmits a/ least 
to that wavelength, and probably further. Measurements made on materials in tnis 
last group have not been made to sufficiently long or sufficiently short wavelengths 
to determine the cutoff. 
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I Ml "Maximum external transmlttance of less than 10% 
FIG. 8-13. TransmisaK- regions of optical matemls, 2 mm thickness; cutoff is defined 
as 10 percent external transmittance, and materials marked with an asterisk never have 
external transmittance as high as 10 percent. 
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8.3.2. rlcfractive Index. Figure 8-14 prersnte curves of refractive indox :'ersus 
wwelenf.th and illustrates the range of the refractive indices of many of the materials. 
For crystals whose refractive index varies with direction, only the refra. tive mdvax cor- 
responding to the ordinary ray has been plotted. The refractive indices of tellurium 
for both the ordinary and extraordinary rays have been omitted because of their ex- 
tremely high values (approximately 6.237 and 4,789, rsspectively at 12 fi). 

■ 

4.0 

Q 
2 
K 

2  2-0 

0> 
^InSb 

Si 

TIC, 

SrTIO, 
Amorphoui 

K"M Selenium 
Se(A«) glM«   / 

U   w 

r.o 

CaWts 
"v. 

Cryjitiil 

FuMdSlllca   L1F       NaK fr^5^^ KB- 
NaCl 

_i—i_i i 11 il _i i i   i i 111 
0.1 1.0 10 

WAVELENGTH (>J) 

FIG.  8-14.   Refractive index values. 

SO 

8.3.3.   Dispersiim.   The data of Fig. 8-14 are plotted in Fig. 8-15 to show the rate 
of change of the refract ve index versus wavelength 

o.ir 

7    0.01 

3 

£0.001 

I 

Sapphire 
' Fused Silica 

LiF 
CaF. 

0.0001 
0.1 1.0 10 

WAVIXSNGTi: (M) 

FIG. 8-15.   dn/dx versus k for selected materials 
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The dispersion in the desired wavelength .nfcprval can be determined from Figs. 8-14 

and 8 15. If greater accuracy is reqaired, the dispersion can be calculated from the 
refractive index information contained in this chapter. 

8.3.4. Dielectric Constant. Values for the dielectric constant as a function of 
frequency and temperature are given in Table G-6. These values are the relative 
dielectric constants of materials, that is, the ratios of the dielectric constants of the 
material to that of a vacuum. They include measurements taken at microwave fre- 
quencies and indicate such peculiarities as variation with orientation. Since dielectric 
properties depend upon purity, particularly in semiconductors, the purity of the sample 
measured is given, where available. 

When the dielectric constant is measured with the electric field parallel to the c axis 
(the optic axis), the measurement is identified with a superscript p; when the »'.octric 
fiel'i is peroendictilar to the optic axis, the measurement is identified with a "v^rscript s. 

TABLE 8-6.   DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF OPTICAL MATERIALS [1] 

Material 

FuBed silica (SiOj) 
Silica glass 
Crystal quarU (SiO-J 

Polasfiium chloride (KC1) 
Potassium bromide (KBrl 
Potassium iodide (KI) 
Cesium iodide (Csl) 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 
Amoiphoua selenium (Sei 
Sodium fluoride (NaF) 
Selenium crystal (Se) 
Ceriam bromide (CsBrl 
Calcium Suortde (CsF,) 
Sodium nitrate iNaKO,! 
Mica, glass bonded, itvjection 
Barium fluoride (BaF,) 
Cslcite (CaCO,) 

Sapphire (AltO,) 

Arsenic trisulfide glass (AsjSji 
Spinel (MgO-S.SAl.O,) 
Lithium fluoride (LiF) 
Magnesium oxide iMgOi 
Cadmium teiluride (CdTe) 
Silicon (Si) 
Silver chloride (AgCl) 
Germanium (Ge) 
Lead sulfide (FbS) 
•fhallittja bromide (TIBr) 
Thallium bromide-iodide KRS-S) 
Thalii j'-. chloride (T1C1) 
Thallium biomide-chloriiie (KRS-6» 
Potassium di hydrogen phoaphate (KDPl 

Ammonium d. hydrogen phosphate (ADP) 

Titaiuum dioxide (TiO.) 

Strontium titanate (SiTiO,) 
Barium titanate (BaTi3,) 

'Dielectric constant measured parallel to c axis 
'Dielectric constant measured perpendicular to c axis. 
- Value no. indicated. 

Dielectric Frequency Temperatw 
Constant (cpo) rc\ 
3.70 10« to 10'» 25 
3.81 lO- 20 
4.27'' 10' 17 to 22 
434' 10' 17 to 22 
4.64 lO« 29.5 
4.90 10« to 10» 26 
4.94 10» - 
5.65 10« 25 
5.90 10« to lO" 26 
6.00 10« to lO» 26 
6.0 10« 19 
6.0 10« to 10w - 
6.51 lO« 26 
6.76 10» - 
6.95 lO» ti> 

6.9 to 9.2 lO" Room 
7.33 10« - 
8.5« W 17 to 23 
8.0» 10* 17 to 22 

lO.SS' lO'tolO' 26 
s.e- 10« to 10" 25 
8.1 lO'tolO« - 
8to9 - - 
9.00 10» to lO" 25 
9.65 10« to 10« 26 

11.0 103 to 10» — 
13 lO» - 
12.3 _ Room 
16.6 10;- - 
17v IJ" 15 

10» to 10' 26 
32.5 10« to 10' 26 
31.9 10« — 
32 10« to 10» 25 
44.5 to 44.3' 10« to 10« - 
21.4 to 20.2' 10» to 10» - 
66.4 to 56.!)* 10» to 10» - 
16.4 to 13.7' 10» to 10» - 

nc W to 10' 26 
^ 10» to 10' 26 

23^ 10» to !0f' 25 
I'w  to ;2on 10' to SC 26 

Remarks 

5.5 x 10'» cametrVix 

9.0 chm-cm resistivity 
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8.3.5.   Melting TemperKtni«.   The melting temperature of optical material? (a 
the softening temperature if appropriate, or for glaaaes) is given in Table 8-7. 

TABLE 8-7.   MVLTING, OR SOPTKNING, TEMPERATURU 
OF OPTICAL MATBRIAM [1] 

Material 

Amorphous selenium (Se) 
Arsemc modified selenium glass [Se< As)] 
Arsenic trisulfide glass (AstSs) 
Potassi'ur. dibydrogen phosphate (7\DP) 
Sodium nitrate (NaNOa) 
Gallium arsenide (GaA^) 
Thallium bromide-iodide lKRS-5) 
Thallium bromide^'alori^e (K1RS-6) 
Thallium chloride (T1C1) 
Tell irium (Te) 
Silver chloride (AgCl) 
Thallium bromide (    "r) 
GalliuT phosphide (GaP) 
^ndium antimonide 'InSb) 
Cesium iodide (Gel) 
C'isium bromide (CoBr; 
Gall-urn antimonide (Gahb) 
Potassium iodide (KI) 
Potassium bromide (KBr) 
Potassi-im chloride (KC1) 
'adium chloride (NaCl) 
Borosilicate crown glass 
Lead fluoride (FbF,) 
lithium fluoride (LiF) 
Calcite (CaCOi) 
Cadmium sulfide (CdS) 
Lead telluride (PbTe) 
Germanium (Ge) 
Indium arsenide (InAs) 
Sodium fluoride (NaF) 
Cadmium teliuride (CdTe) 
Indium phosphide (InP) 
Lead selenide (PbSe) 
Lead sulfide (PbS) 
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) 
Barium fluoride (BaFi) 
Calcium fluoride (CaF») 
Silicon (Si) 
Crystal quartz (SiOt) 
Barium titanate (BaTiOj) 
Fused silica (Sid) 
Titanium dioxide (TiO,) 
Sapphire (AUOj) 
Spinel (MgO-3.5Al,03) 
Strontium titanate (SrTiO») 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) 

•Softeni.Tg temperature 
1 Sublimation temperature. 
tDiwodation temperature. 

Temperature 
CO 

35* 
70" 

210* 
252.6 
306.8 
400* 
414.5 
423.5 
430 
449.7 
457.7 
60 

500 
523 
62) 
8S6 
720 
72? 
730 
776 
801 
820* 
855 
870 
894.4* 
900t 
917 
936 
942 
980 

-1040 
10E0 
1065 
1114 
1238 
1280 
1360 
1420 

<1470 
1600 

-1710 
1825 
2030 
2030 to 2060 
2080 
2800 
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8.3.6. Thermal Conductivity, Values of thermal conductivity for optical materials 

are given in Table 8-8, For crystals that exhibit anisotropy, the orientation of the 
heat flow with respect to the c axia i < noted; values are given fov the heat flow parallel 
(p) and perpendicular (s) to the c axis. 

TAILS 8-8.   THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF OPTICAL MATERIALS [1] 

Mcuerial 

Diatomaceous earth 
Arsenic modified selenium glass [Se(A8)j 
Arsenic trisulfide glass (AsiSj) 
Thallium bromide-iodide (KRS-5) 
Thallium bromide (TIBr) 
Lead suifide (PbS) 
Thallium bromide-chloride (KRS-6) 
Thallium chloride (T1C1) 
Ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP) 

Cesium bror ide (CsBr) 
Cesium iodide (Csl) 
Silver chloride (AgCl) 
Fused silica (SiO,) 
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) 

Barium titaiate (BaTiO,) 
Cakite (CaCü3) 

Potassium bromide (KBr) 
Tellurium (Te) 
Sodium chloride (NsCl' 
Potassium chk ride (XC1) 
Crystal quart» (SiO.) 

Calcium fluoride (CaFi) 
Lithium fluoride (LiF) 
Barium flucriüe (B%F,) 
Titanium dioxide (TiO,) 

Spinel(MgO-3 5Al,Oa} 
Cadmium sulfile (CdS) 
Sapphire (Ai ,Oj) 

Magnesium oxide (MgO) 
Indium antimoride (InSb) 
Germanium (Gt) 

Silicon (Si) 
Silver (Ag) 

Thermal 
Conductiotty 

Temperature 
CO 

[10-* cal/(cm see C0)] 

1,3 "ordinary" 
3.3 — 
4.0 40 

13 20 
14 43 
16 .„ 

17.1 56 
IS as 
17» 42 
30« 40 
23 25 
2" 25 
27.5 22 
28.2 41 
29'' 39 
32' 46 
32 Room 

132" 0 
Ul- 0 
lis 46 
150 — 
155 16 
156 42 
255' 60 
148« 50 
232 ri6 
270 41 
2'J0 
300' 36 
210' 44 
330 35 
380 20 
600» 26 
650' 23 
600 20 
350 20 

1400 20 

3090 40 
10060 18 

Remarks 

Ceramic material 

h type, 40 ohm-cm 
resistivity 

p-type 

»The-mal conductivity meaeumd with hvmt flow parmllel U> c MS». 

'Thennai conductivity raewtured with hemi flow perp«ndicul«r tu c VOM. 

- Value -Art indicated. 

8.3.7. Thermal Expansion. Table 8-9 shows the linear coefficient of thencal 
expansion of various optical materials. For crystals exhibiting anisotropy, the orienta- 
tion of heat flow with respect to the c axis ia stated; "*!'es are given for heat flow 
parallel (p) and perpendicular (?) to the c axis. 
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TABLK 8-9.   LINKAH COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION 

OF OPTICAL MATEBIAIä [1] 

Material 

Fused sili:a (SiO.) 
Invar 
Silicon (Si) 
Cadmium svTide (CdS) 
Cadmium tell» ..ride (CdTe) 
Indium antimcmde \lv3h) 
Indium arsenide (InAs) 
Germanium (Ge) 
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) 
Spinel (MgO-3.5Al,Os) 
Sapphire (.AUOi) 

Borosilicate crown glass 
Titanium dioxide (TiOi) 

Strontium titanate (SiTiOj) 
Crystal quartz (SiO») 

Sodium nitrate (NaNOs) 

Magnesium oxide (MgO) 
Copper (Cu) 
Tellurium (Te) 
Barium titanate (BaTiOj) 

Cald'im fluoride (CaFt) 
Arsenic trieulfide glass (AsxSs) 
Cülcite (CaCOj) 

Silver chlondt (AgCl) 
Amorphous selenium (Se) 
Sodium fluoride (NaF) 
Potassium chloride (KC1) 
Lithium fluoride (LiF) 
Potassium iodide (KI) 
Potassium bromide (KBr) 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 
Cesium bromide (CsBr) 
Thallium bromide-chloride (KRS-6) 
Cesium iodide (Csl) 
Thallium brouüde (TIBr) 
Thallium chloride (T1C1) 
Thallium bromide-iodide (KRS-5) 

'Tltennat «punkm mwuural pmrtiid to c Mi*. 
•Therm«! «tptnaion measured pernemii^ai in c 
-Value aot i^HjcsUJ. 

Coefficient of Ai>erage 
Thermal Temperatun: or 

Expansion Tempe/^ture Range 
io-s/co CO 

0.5 ?0to900 
0 9 20 
4.2 25 
4.2 27 to 70 
4.5 50 
4.9 20 to 60 
5.3 — 
5.5 to 61 25 
5.7 — 
5.9 40 
6.7" 50 
5.0' 50 
9 22 to 498 
9.19" 40 
7.14« 40 
9.4 — 
7.97" OtodO 

13.37« 0to80 
12" 50 
11' 50 
13.8 20 to 1000 
14.09 -191 to 16 
16.75 40 
19 i.O to 70 
6.2" 4 to 20 

15.7' 4 to 20 
24 20 to 60 
24.6 33 to 165 
25" 0 
-5.8« 0 
30 20 to 60 
34 — 
36 Room 
36 20 to 60 
37 0 to 100 
42.6 40 
43 20 to 60 
44 -50 to 200 
47.9 20 to 50 

I  50 20 to 100 
60 25 U 50 
51 20 to m 
53 20 to 80 
58 20 to 100 

Remarks 

Ceramic 
Single crystal 
Single crystal 

Estimated 
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8.3 %. Spedtic Heat. Table 8-10 lists the specific heat of optical materials. The 
specific h«at h given at constant prescure Cp rather than at constant volume Cr, al- 

I though j;»1? numerical difference is negligible for most purposes. 

8.S.9. Hardnesjs. Values of hardness for several optical materials are given in 
Table 8-11. Knoop values with the indenter aligned in either the (100) or the <il0> 
directicr" are tabulated. The indenter load is given when it is Laowrv Where Knoop 
values are not available, Moh or Vickers values are given. 

8.3.10. Solubility. Values of the water solubility of optical materials at various 
temperatures are given in Table 8-12. 

S.aLU. Young's Modulus. Values of Young's modulufi for several optical materials 
are given in Table 8-13. The calculated values are obtained from the values of the 
elastic moduli by a method described in [1]. 

TABLF 8-10.   SPECIFIC HEAT OF OPTICAL MATERIALS [1] 

Material Specific Heat Jop, 

Thallium bromide (TIBr) 0.045 20 
Tellurium (Te) 0.0479 300 
Cesium iodide (Csl) 0.048 20 
Thallium bromide-chloride (KRS-6) 0.0482 20 
Lead ealfide (PbS) 0.050 ._ 
Thallium chloride (T1CP 0.052 0 
Cesium bromide (CsBr) 0.063 20 
Germanium (Ge) 0.0V4 0 to 100 
Potassium iodide (KI) 0.075 -3 
Barium *:tanate (BaTiOs) 0.077 -98 
Silver chloride (AgCl) 0.0848 0 
Potassium bromide (KBr) 0.104 0 
Potassium chloride (KC1) 0.162 0 
Silicon (Si) 0.168 25 
Titanium dioxide (TiO«) 0.17 25 
Sapphire (AI1O3) 0.18 25 
Crystal quartz (SiOs) 0.188 12 to 100 
Calcite (CaCOj) 0.203 0 
SotLum chloride (NaCl) 0.204 0 
Calcium fluoride (CaF») 0.204 0 
Magneshim oxide (MgO) 0.209 0 
Fused silica (l3iOi) 0.22 — 
Godium nitrae (NaNOs) 0.247 0 
Sodium üuoriUe (NHF) 0.26 0 
Li.hium fluoride (TiF) 0.'i73 10 

— Value not incit?ted. 
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TABLE 8-13.   YOUNG'S MODULUS VALUE 

FOR SEVERAL C TICAL MATERIALS [1] 

335 

Material 
Youngs 
Modulus 
(10» pei) 

Remarks 

Cesium iodide (Csl) 0.769 Measurec in fle 'ure 
Thallium bromid -iodide (KRS-5) 9.3 Measured in flexure 
Cesuim bromide (CpBr) 2.3 Measured in flexure 
Arsenic trisulfide glass (ASJSJ) 2.3 
Silver chloride (AgCl) 2.9 Measured in flexure 
Thsllium bromide-chloride (KRS-6) 3.0 Measured in flexure 
Potassium bromide (KBr) 3.9 Measured in flexure 
Thallium bromide (TIBr) 4.28 Calculated 
Potassium chloride (KC1) 4.30 Measured in flexure 
Potassium iodide (KI) 4.57 Calculated 
Thallium chloriae (T1C1) 4.60 Calculated 
Barium titanate (BaTiO,) 4.90 Single crystal 

16.50 Ceramic 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 5.80 Measured in flexure 
Indium antimonide (InSb) 6.21 Calculated 
Barium fluoride (BaFi) 7.70 Measured in flexure 
Gallium antimonide (GaSb) 9.19 Calculated 
Lithium fluoride (LiF) 9.40 Measured in flexure 

Minimum value 
Calcite (CaCOj) 10.50" 

12.80« 
Fused silica (SiOj) 10.60 
Calcium fluoride (CaFi) 11.0 Measured in flexure 

Minimum value 
Crystal qualz (SiOs) 11.1« 

14.1" 
Germanium (Ge) 14.9 Calculated 
Silicon (Si) 19.0 Calculated 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) 36.1 Calculated 
Sapphire (Al,Os) 50.0 

'Young'» moduiua measured pai-illel to c »at. 
'Young'» moduiua measured perpendicuiar to c i 

8.4.   Material Data Useful for Lent Design 

Previous sections have summarized the pisperties of optical materials useful for 
windows, domes, lenses, etc. This section includes equations that are prircipallr 
useful for lens design. Every designer knows that final cu/vatures, etc must be 
calculated for the material of an individual batch. Similcrly, there are variations 
among crystal samples. The data given below hold for one measured sample and may 
be different for other samples. 

8.4.1. Dispersion Equatiorä for Indi'idua! Materials. Unfortunately, not enough 
data are available vo compare sample?, and some materials have not been of ouificient 
interest to warrant calculation of the cenutants of a dispersion equation. The available 
ones are listed below. 
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Arsenic Trisulfide Glass 

»—i/v* x,2 

i 
2 
3 
4 
5 

0.0225 
0.0625 
0.1225 
0.2025 

750. 

1.8983678 
1.9222979 
0.8765134 
0.1188704 
0.9569903 

Cadmium Sulfide 
Ordinary ray. 

Extraordinary ray: 

Cesium Bromide 

n1 = 5.235 + 

n* = 5.239 + 

1.819 x 10T 

X1 - 1.651 x 107 

2.076 x 10- 
X« - 1.651 x 10T 

0018612       41110.49 0.0290764 
n* == 5.640''52 - 0.000003338X» + -      .        + ~-^~-r ■»- 

Cesium Iodide 
n» - 1 - 

XJ X« - 14390.4    X» - 0.024964 

.t ^ - V 
i X, Xi» Kt 

1 0.34617251 0.0229567 0.00062701 
2 1.0080886 0.1406 0.02.49156 
3 0.28551800 0.1810 0.032761 
4 039743178 0.2120 0.044944 
5 3.3605359 161.0 25921. 

r'U8ed Silica 

n* = 2.978645 + 
0.008777808 84.06224 

X« - 0.010609    96.00000 - Xs 

Magnesium Oxide 

n1 = 2.956362 - 0.1062387X' - 0.0000204968X* - 
0.02195770 
0.01428322 

Potassium Bromide 

0.007676     0.0156569 
n* « k.361323 - 0.00311497X« - 0.000,000!058613X4 + r^ ■ + : 

X1 Xa - 0.0324 

Potassium Chloride (for the ultraviolet and visible) 

M, Mi 
i^ = n* a' -> 

A'-X,» x*-x,; - kk* ~ hk*  n« = 6* + - 
A», Af, + Ms 

a» = 2.174967 ?• ,* - Ö.0255550 

Mt = 0.008344!i(>ö    * = 0.0005134Sb 

X,«^ 0.0119082     h = 0.06167687 

Mt = 0.00698382 

X* - X,"      X« - X,«      ^3» - X» 

6* = 3.866619 

Afs = 5569.715 

X,1 = 3292,47 
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Rutile 
Ordinary ray: 

n* = 5.913 + 2.441 x 10/(X» -  0.803 x 10T) 

Extraordinary ray: 

ra» = 7.197 + 3.322 x lO'/lX1 - 0.8-13 x 107) 

Silver Chloride 

n* = 4.00804 - 0.00085111\* - 0.0000^019762X4 f 0.079086/1 X2 - 0.'J4O84) 

Sphalerite 

n* = 5.164 + 1.208 x 107/(X» - 0.732 X 107) 

Thall urn Bromide-Iodidu 

fi» - 1 = V —— 
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xl - Xi2 

i X»                       K, 

1 0.0225 1.829395S 

2 0.0625 1.6675593 

3 0.1225 1.1210424 

4 0.2025 0.04513366 

5 27089.737 12.380234 

8.4.2.   Herzberger Dispersion Equation.   Herzberger and Salzberg [4] have given 
an equation which uses as X»2 the value 0 028 ^t*.   The equation is 

n = ^ + ßL + CL2 + Dxl 4 Ek* (8-1) 

L = (X2 — 0.028) '. Values for the constants Ahd E and the range of usefulness of the 
eauation are given in Table 8-14. Residuals between these da.va and measured values 
are ±3 x lO4 or less with a very few exceptioiis. 

TABLE 8-14.   CONSTANTS TO BE USED ATTH THE INTERPOLATION FORMULA 

WavtUngtk Coruto if 

Vo. Material Rang tin) 

Fused quartz 

from 

05 

to 

4.3 

A B C D E 

1 1.44902 omtrM -0 000381 -0 0025268 -O.00OC7722 
o Ok;U» •Uiminate 06 4.3 •.Mm 0.007800 -0 000231 -0.0022133 -0.00001598 
3 IR-20 -"- r SO 1.S3450 0.01183^ -0 000100 -0.0023288 -0.00001267 
4 S'l-onuum titanate 1 0 5.3 i.iX'.Ji 0.036906 +0.001666 -0.0061335 -0.00001502 
h Magnesium oxiue 0.5 5 5 X.T.SJO 0 006305 -0 000090 -0.0031356 -0.00000770 
6 Sapphire I 0 5.6 175458 0.007149 -0.001577 -0.0046380 -0.00003806 
7 Lithium fluoride 0,5 60 138761 0.0017% -0.000041 -00023045 -0.00OW567 
8 Irtran 1 1.0 67 1.37770 0.001348 +0.000216 -0 0015041 -0 00000441 
9 Calcium fluonde 0.6 8.3 1.42780 0002-237 -0 000069 0.0011157 -ö««K)0162 

10 Bariuni fluoride 0.6 no 1 46629 0002867 +0.000064 -0 0006035 -0 000000455 
11 Silicon ,3 no 3 41696 0 138497 +0 013924 -0 0000209 +0.000000148 
12 Arsenic trvulfide 06 12.0 24:32<> 0055720 0006177 -00003044 -0 OOU00023-.'. 
13 Irtran 2 1.0 13.5 2 25698 0032586 +0.000679 -0C005272 -0.000000604 
14 Germanium 20 13.f. 3.99931 0 391707 +0.163O2 -0.0*00060 +0.000000053 
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8.4.3. Refractive Index, Dispersion Values. Figure 8-2 shows the usual "glass 
table." From such a plot the optical designer can choose glasses to balance powers 
and chromatic aberrations. For infrared lens design, a different Abbe number (abscissa 
of Fig. 8-2) must be defined.   Three definitions appear to be useful: 

V 1-2.7 — 

Vj-i.i  ~ 

»VlS = 

fll.gs — 1 

n-i 7 ~ «1 0 

n< 25 -  1 

ris 5 ~ "   1 

nt .& ' -   1 

(8-2) 

nis - «8 

1000 

i.0 2.0 3.0 
REFRACTIVE INDEX 

A  " I' • = p. 
1.0-2.7 3.0-5.5 8-15 

viiilbtp values for optical glasses. 

FIG. & lä.   Reciprocal disperaic.. of some infrared optical maie mis. 
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Values are plotted in Fig. 8-16. The lines connect values of v in different spectral 
:egion8 for the s <. iv^Urial. 

Values of partial dispemon are also useful. They can be easily calculated mun 
index data A curve for 15 materials useful from 8 ^t to 15 pi is given in Fig. 8 17. 
Such a curve, which is easily constructed for other materials, is useful in the design 
of highly color-corrected triplet lenses (P is the partial ispersion) Equations for 
the combined power of a system of thin lenses (Chapter 9) show that the differences in 
v of the first and last elements should be large, and that the change in PAP should 
be large. In this case AP is the difference between the line connecting the curves for 
two materials and the third material 

Another useful technique invented by Szeles and Cuny [5] employs the con^pt of 
angular dispersion. Quantities are dofined in Fig. 8-18, which also give«; data for a 
number of useful materials. 
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Fio. 8-17.   Dispersive power of 15 materirla for uae in the infvarad. 
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► 

•468.) 

WAVELENGTH (ß) 

FIG. 8-18.   The anguikr dispersion of a thin lens as a function of wavelength. 
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8.4.4.   Cr Sums.   In lens design, Con ady (6] defines and usec terms called G suns. 
Values for the sums are listed in Table 8-15. 

G«--(n~l) 

G, - n»Go 

G2 = (2n + 1)G» 

G3 = (3n + l)Go 

G4 = m Go Gs « nGo 

r<  -Go 

T.UiLB  8 15.     CONRADY G SUMS 

N G: G, G3 G, Gs G, G7 G, G. 

1.3500 0.3189 0.6475 0.8837 0.4343 1.2185 0.7843 :).4796 0.2362 0.1296 
.3600 .3329 .6696 .9144 .4447 .24^4 .8047 .4924 .2448 .1324 
.3700 .3472 .3919 .9453 .4561 .2801 8251 5050 .2634 .1360 
.3800 ,3618 .7144 .9766 .4664 .3107 .b464 .5177 .2622 .1377 
.3900 .3768 .7371 1.0081 .4756 .3412 .8656 .6303 .2710 .1403 

.4000 .3920 .7600 .0400 .4857 .3714 .5*857 .5429 .2800 .1429 

.4100 .4076 .7831 .0721 .4958 .4016 .9058 .5554 .2890 .1464 

.4200 .4234 .8064 .1046 .5068 .4315 .9258 .5679 .2982 .1479 

.4300 .4397 .8299 .1373 .6167 .4614 .9457 .5803 .3074 .1503 

.4400 .4562 .8636 .1704 .6256 .4911 .9656 .6928 .3168 .1528 

.4500 .4731 .8775 .2037 .6363 .5207 ,9853 .6052 .3262 .1662 

.4600 .4903 .9016 .2274 .5451 .5501 1.0051 .6175 .3368 .1575 

.4700 .5078 .9259 .2713 .5547 .5795 .0247 .6299 .3454 .1699 

.4800 .5257 .9i;)4 .3056 .6643 .6086 .0443 .6422 .3562 .1622 

.4900 .5439 .9751 .3401 .5739 .6377 .0639 .6544 .3660 .1644 

.5000 .5626 1.0000 .3750 .5833 .6667 .0833 .6667 .3750 .1667 

.5100 .5814 .0251 ,4101 .5927 .6956 .1027 .6789 .3860 .1689 

.5200 .6007 .0504 .4456 .6021 .7242 .1221 .6911 .3952 .1711 

.5300 .6203 .0759 .4813 .6114 .7628 1414 .7032 .4064 .1732 

.5400 .6403 .1016 .5174 .6207 .7813 .1606 .7153 .4168 .1763 

.5500 .6607 .1275 .5537 .6298 .8097 .1798 .';274 .4262 .177* 

.5600 .6814 .1536 .5904 .o390 .8379 .1990 .7396 .4368 .17'-5 

.5700 .7025 .1799 .6273 .6481 .8661 .2181 .7615 .4474 .Wi5 

.5800 .7240 .2064 .6646 .6571 .8942 .2371 .7635 .4582 lilJi 

.5900 .7458 .2331 .7021 .6661 .9221 .2561 .7756 .4690 .-.8)5 

.6000 .7680 .2600 .7400 .6750 .9500 .2750 .7875 .4800 .1875 

.6100 .7906 .2871 .7781 .6839 .9778 .2939 .7994 4910 .1894 

.6200 .8136 .3144 .8166 6927 2.0054 .3127 .8114 .6022 .1914 

.6300 .83S9 .3419 .8663 .7015 .0330 .3316 .8233 .6134 .1933 

.6400 .8807 .3696 .8944 .7102 .0605 .3502 .8361 .6248 .1961 

PJOO .8848 .3976 .9337 .7189 .0879 .3689 .8470 5362 1970 
.6600 .9093 .4256 .9734 .7276 .1152 3876 .8688 .M78 10AB 

.6700 9343 .4539 2.crJ3 7^2 .1424 .4062 8706 .6694 •mm 

.6800 .9696 .4824 .CCi6 744« .1695 .4248 .8824 .6712 .2024 

.6900 .9854 .5111 .0941 .7633 . iffvO .443J .8941 .6830 .2041 
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TABU; 8-15.   CONHADY G SUMS (Continued) 

N Gi Gj Gs Gt Gj G« G; G. 

1.7000 1.0115 1.5400 2.1350 0.7618 2.2235 1.4618 0.9059 0.',950 0.2053» 
.7100 .0381 .5691 .1761 .7702 .2504 .4802 .9176 ,6070 .2076 
.7200 .0650 5984 .2176 .77C6 .2772 .4986 .9293 6192 .20..- 
.7300 .0924 .6279 .2593 .7870 .3038 .5170 .94 K .8314 .2110 
.7400 .1202 .6576 .3014 .7953 .3306 .5353 .852t. .6438 .2126 

.7500 .1484 .6875 .3437 .8036 .3571 .5536 .3643 .6562 .2143 

.7600 .1771 .7176 .3864 .8118 .3838 .5718 .9759 .6688 .2159 

.7700 .2062 .7470 .4293 .8200 .4101 .5900 .9875 .6814 .2175 

.',800 .2357 .7784 .4726 .8282 .4364 .6082 .9991 .6942 .2191 

.7900 .2656 8091 .5101 .8363 .4627 .6263 1.0107 .7070 .2207 

.8000 .2£C0 .8400 .5600 .8444 .4889 .6444 .0222 .7200 .2222 

.8100 .3268 .8711 .6041 .8625 .515(. .6620 .0338 .7330 .2238 

.8200 .3581 .9024 .6486 .SC05 .5411 .6805 .0453 .7462 .2253 

.8300 .38?8 .9339 .6933 .8686 .5671 6986 .0568 .7594 .2268 

.8400 .4220 .9656 .7384 .8765 .5930 .7165 .0683 .7728 .2283 

.8500 .4546 .C975 ,7837 .8845 .8189 .7345 .0797 .7362 .2297 

.8600 .4876 2.0296 .8294 .8924 .6447 .7524 .0912 .7998 .231? 

.8700 .5212 .0619 8753 .9002 .6705 .7702 .1026 .8134 .2326 

.8800 .6551 .0944 .9216 .9081 .6962 .7881 .1140 .89,72 .2340 

.8800 .5896 .1271 .9681 .9159 .7218 .8059 .1254 .8410 .2354 

.9000 .6245 .1600 3.0150 .9237 .7474 .8237 .1368 .8550 .2368 

.9100 .6699 .1931 .0621 .9314 .7729 .8414 .1482 .8690 .2382 

.9200 .6957 .2264 .1096 .9392 .7983 .8592 .1596 .8832 .23^6 

.9300 .7321 .2599 .1673 .9469 .8237 .876» .1709 .8974 .2409 

.9400 .768» .2936 .2054 .9646 .8491 .8945 .1823 .9118 .2423 

.9500 .8062 .3275 .2537 .9622 .8744 .9122 .1936 .9262 .2436 

.9600 .8440 .3616 .3024 .9698 ttOOß .0990 .9298 .2049 .9408 .2449 

.9700 .8822 .3959 .3513 9774 .9248 9474 .2162 .9664 .2462 

.9800 .9210 .4304 .4006 .9849 .9499 .9*49 .2275 .9702 .2475 

.9900 .9602 .4661 .4501 .9925 .9760 .9826 .2387 .9860 .2487 

2.0000 20OC0 .5000 .6000 l.OODO 3.0000 n.0000 .2600 1.0000 .2500 
.0100 .0403 .5351 .5501 .0075 .0250 .0175 .2612 .0150 .2iI12 
.0200 .0810 .5704 .6006 .0150 .0499 .0350 .2725 .0002 .2626 
.0300 .1223 .6059 .6513 .0224 .0748 .0524 .2837 .0454 .2537 
.0400 .1640 .6416 .7024 .0298 .0996 .0608 .2949 .06Ub .2549 

.0600 .2063 .6775 .7537 .0372 .1244 .0872 .3061 .«762 .2661 

.0600 .2491 .7136 .8054 .0446 .1491 .1046 .3173 .•J918 .2573 

.0700 .2924 .7499 .8573 MVt .1738 .1219 .3285 .1074 .2585 

.0800 .3363 .7864 .9C96 .059/ i^i .1392 .3396 .1232 .2696 

.0900 .3806 .8231 .9621 .0665 .2'iWl .1565 .3508 .1390 .2608 

.1000 .4255 .8600 4.0150 .0738 .2476 .1738 .3619 .1650 .2619 

.1100 .4708 .8971 .0531 .0311 .2721 .1911 .3730 .1710 .2630 

.J200 .5169 .9344 .1216 .0883 .2966 .2083 .3842 .1872 .2642 

.'.300 .6633 .9719 ,1753 .0966 .3210 .2255 .3953 .2034 .2653 

.1400 .6104 3.0096 .2294 .1027 .3464 .2427 .4064 .2198 .2664 

.1500 .6679 .0475 .2837 109S 598 .2699 .4174 .2362 .2674 

.1600 .706C .0866 .3384 .1170 3941 .2770 .4285 .2628 .2685 

.1700 .7547 .1239 .3932 .1242 4183 .2942 .4396 .2694 .wm 

.1800 .8039 .1624 .4486 .1313 .4426 .3113 .4606 .2?62 .2706 

.1900 .85.'17 .2011 .5041 .1384 .4668 .3284 .4617 .3030 .2717 

i 

1 
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TABLE '.'-15.   CONRADY G SUMS {Continued) 

N G, Uj tn Gt G, G, Cn G, G. 

.2000 2.9040 3.2400 4.5600 1.1455 3.4909 2.3455 1.4727 1.3200 0.2727 

.2100 .9549 2791 .6181 .1525 .6150 .3625 .4833 .SS^O .273« 

.2200 3.0063 .3184 .6726 .1595 .5391 .3796 .4948 ,3542 .274a 

.2300 0583 .3579 .7293 .1666 .563! .3966 .5058 .3714 .2758 

.2400 .^09 .3976 .7864 .1736 5871 .4136 5168 .3888 .£768 

.2600 .1641 .4375 .8437 .1806 .6111 4308 .5278 .4062 .2778 

.2600 .2178 .4776 .9014 .1875 .6350 .4475 .5388 .4238 ,2788 

.2700 .2721 .5179 .9593 .1945 .6589 .4645 .5497 4414 .2797 

.2800 .3270 .5584 50176 .2014 .6828 .4814 .6807 .•»592 .2807 

.2900 .3824 .5991 .0761 .2083 .706€ .4983 ,5717 .4770 .2817 

.3000 .4386 .5400 .1350 .2152 .7304 .5132 .5826 .4950 .2826 

.3100 .4R51 .6811 .1941 .2221 .754;! .5321 .5935 .5130 .2835 

.32C0 .5624 .7224 .2536 .2290 .7779 .5490 .6045 .5312 .2845 

.3300 .6102 .7630 .3133 .2358 .8016 .5658 .6145 .5494 .2854 

.3400 .6687 .8056 .3734 .2426 .8253 .6826 .6263 .5678 .2863 

.3500 .7277 .8475 .4337 .2495 .8489 .5995 .6372 .586i .2872 
3600 .7873 .8896 .4944 .?563 .8725 .6163 .6481 .6048 .2881 
.3700 .8476 .9319 .5553 .2631 .8961 .6331 .6590 .6234 .2890 
.3800 .9084 .9744 .6166 .2698 .9197 .6498 .6699 .6422 .2899 
.3900 .*x>90 4.0171 .6781 .2766 .9432 .6666 .6808 .6610 .2908 

.4000 4.0320 .0600 .7400 .2833 .9667 .6833 .6P17 .6800 .2917 

.4100 .0947 .1031 .8021 .2901 .9901 .7001 .7025 6990 .2925 

.4200 .1580 .1464 .8646 .2968 4.0136 .7168 .7134 .7152 .2934 

.4300 .2220 .1891 .9273 .3035 .0370 .7335 .7242 .7374 .2942 

.4400 .2866 .2336 .9904 .3102 .0603 .7502 .7351 .7568 .2951 

.4500 .3518 .2775 6.0537 .3168 .0837 .7668 .7469 .7762 .29^* 
,4600 .4177 .3216 .1174 .3235 .1070 .7835 7567 .7968 .296/ 
.4700 .4842 .3659 .1813 .3301 .1303 .8001 .7^76 .8154 2976 
.4800 .5513 .4104 .2456 .3368 .1535 .8168 .7784 .8352 .2984 
.4900 6191 .4631 .■uoi .34^4 .1768 .8334 .7892 .8650 .2992 

.6000 .6875 .5000 .3750 .3500 .2000 .8500 .8000 .8750 .3000 

.5100 .7566 .5451 .4401 ,35€6 .2232 .8666 .8108 .8950 .3008 

.5200 .82G3 .5904 .5056 .3632 .2463 .3832 .8216 .9152 .3016 

.5300 .8967 .6369 5713 .369? .2695 .8997 .8324 .9354 .3024 

.5400 .9677 .6816 .6374 .3763 .2926 .9163 .8431 .9668 3031 

.5500 5.0394 .7275 .7037 .3828 .3157 .9320 .8539 .9762 .3039 

.5600 .1118 .7736 .7704 .3894 .3387 .9494 .8647 .9968 .3047 

.5700 .1848 .8199 .8373 .3959 .3618 .9669 .8754 2.0174 .30^ 

.5800 .2586 .8664 .9046 4024 .3848 .9824 .8862 .0382 .3062 

.5900 .3329 .9131 .9721 *v8S .4078 .9989 .8969 .0690 .3069 

.6000 .4080 .9600 7.0400 .4154 .4308 3.0154 .9077 .0800 .3077 

.6100 .4837 5.0071 .1081 .4219 .4637 .0319 .9184 .1010 .3084 

.tu'K) .5602 .0544 .1766 .4283 .4766 .0483 9292 .1222 .3092 

.6300 .6373 ,1019 .2453 .4348 .4995 .0648 .9399 .1434 .3099 

.6400 .7151 .1496 .3144 .4412 5224 .0812 .9506 .1648 .3106 

.6600 .7936 .1975 .3837 .4476 .6453 .0976 .9613 .1862 .3113 

.6600 .8727 .2456 .4634 .4641 .568i .1141 .9720 .2078 .3120 

.6700 .9626 .2939 .6233 .4605 .5909 .1306 .9827 .2294 .3127 

.6800 6.0332 .3424 5936 .4669 .6137 .1469 .9934 .2512 .3134 

.6900 .1145 .3911 .6641 .4733 .6366 .1633 2.0041 .2730 .3141 
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TAB'» S lo.   CohraADY G SUMS (Continued) 

o. G, Gs G. G* 

2.7000 6.1965 5.4400 7.7350 1.4796 4.6593 3.1796 2.0148 2.2950 0.3148 
,7100 .2792 .4891 .8061 .4860 .6820 .1960 .0256 .3170 .3155 
.7200 3626 .5384 .8776 .4924 .7047 .2124 .0362 .3392 •3162 
.7300 .4468 .5879 .f490 .4987 .7274 .2287 .0468 .3614 .3168 
.7400 .5316 .6376 &0214 .5050 .7501 .2453 .0575 .3838 .3175 

.7600 .6172 .6875 .0937 .5114 .7727 .■3614 .0682 .4062 .3182 

.7600 .7035 .7376 .1664 .6177 .7954 .2777 .0788 .4288 .3188 

.7700 .7905 .7879 .2393 .6240 .8180 .2940 .0895 .4614 .3195 

.7800 .8783 .8384 .3126 .5303 .8406 .3103 .1001 .4742 .3201 

.7900 .9668 .8891 .3861 5366 .8632 .3266 .1108 4970 .3208 

.8000 7.0560 .9400 .4600 .5429 .8857 .3429 .1214 6200 .3214 

.8100 .1460 .9911 .5341 .5491 .9083 .3591 .1321 .5430 .3221 

.8200 .2367 6.04?,4 .6086 .5554 .9308 .3754 .1427 .5662 .3227 

.8300 .3281 .0939 .6833 .5616 .9533 3916 .1633 .5894 .3233 

.3400 .4204 .1456 .7584 .5679 97,S8 .4079 .1639 .6128 .3239 

.8500 .5133 .1975 .8337 .5741 .9982 .4241 .1746 .6362 .3246 

.8600 .6070 .2496 .9094 .58C3 5.0207 .4403 .1852 .6698 .3262 

.8700 .7015 .3019 .9853 .6866 .0431 .4566 .1958 6834 .3258 
KwX) .7937 .3644 9.0616 .5928 .0656 .4728 .2064 .7072 .3264 
.8301 .8927 .4071 .1385. .5990 .0880 .4890 .2170 .7310 .3270 

.9000 .9895 .4600 .2150 .6052 .1103 .5052 ,2276 .7550 .3276 

.9100 8.0870 .5131 .2921 .6114 .1327 .5214 .2382 .7790 .32£^ 
9200 .1853 .5664 .3696 .6175 .1551 .5375 .2488 .8032 .3288 
.9300 .2844 619P .447a .6237 .1774 .5537 .2594 .8274 .3294 
.9400 .1843 .673« .5254 .6^ .1997 .5699 .2699 .8618 .3:»9 

.9500 .4849 .7275 .6037 .6360 .2220 .6860 .2305 .8762 .3305 

.9600 .5864 .7816 .6824 .6422 .2443 .6022 .2911 .9008 .3311 

.9700 .6886 .8359 .7613 .6483 .2666 6183 .3016 .9254 .3316 

.9800 .791S .8904 .8406 .0544 .2889 .6344 3122 .9602 .3322 

.9900 .8954 .9451 .9201 .6606 .3111 .6506 .3228 .9760 .3328 

3.0000 9.0000 7.0000 10.0000 .666" .3333 .6667 .3333 3.0000 .3333 
.0100 .1054 .0551 .0801 .6728 .3555 .6828 .3439 .0260 .3339 
.0200 .2116 .1104 .1606 .6789 .3777 .6989 .3544 .0502 .3344 
.0300 .3186 .1659 .2413 .6850 .3999 .7150 .3650 .0754 .3360 
.0400 4264 .2216 .i>224 .6911 .4221 .7311 .3755 .1008 .3355 

.0500 .5351 .2775 .4037 .6971 .4443 .7471 .3861 .1262 .3361 

.0600 .6445 .3336 .4854 .7032 .4664 .7632 G9b6 .1518 .3366 

.0700 .7548 .3899 .5673 .7093 4885 .7793 .4071 .1774 .3371 

.0800 .8659 .4464 .6496 .7153 .5106 .7963 .4177 .2032 .3377 

.0900 .9778 .5031 .7321 .7214 .5328 .8114 .4282 .2290 .3382 

1000 10.090'» .5G00 .8150 .7274 .5548 8274 4387 .2650 .3387 
.1100 .2041 ,6171 .8981 .7335 .5769 .8435 .4492 .2:no .3392 
.1200 .3185 .6744 .9816 .7395 .5990 .8595 .4597 .3v72 .3397 
.1300 4337 .7319 11.^653 .7i55 .6210 .8755 .4703 .3334 .3403 
.1400 .5498 .7896 .1494 .7515 .6431 .8915 .4808 .3598 .3408 

.1500 ,6667 .8475 .2337 .7575 .6661 .9075 .4913 .3862 .3413 

.1600 .7844 .9056 .3184 .7635 .6871 .9235 .6018 .4128 .3418 

.1700 .9031 .9639 .4033 .7895 .7091 .9395 .6123 .4394 .3423 

.1800 11.0225 8.0224 .4886 .7756 .7311 .9566 52^ .4662 .3428 
1900 .1428 .0811 .5741 .7816 .7530 .f716 .5333 .4930 .3433 
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N G, 

TABLB 8-15.   CONHAD*' G SUMS (Continued) 

Gt Gj Gt Gj Gt G^ G, G, 

3.2000 11.2641 8.1400 11.66U0 1.7(^6 5.7750 3.9876 2 5437 3.6200 0.3437 

.2100 .3860 .1991 .7461 .7935 .7369 4.0035 .5542 .6470 .3442 

.2200 .5089 .2584 .8326 .7994 .8189 .0194 .5647 .5742 .3447 

.2300 .6027 .3179 .9193 .8064 .8408 .0354 .5752 .6014 .3452 

.2400 .7573 .3776 12.0064 .8114 .8627 .0514 .6867 .6288 .^167 

.2500 .8828 .4375 .0937 8173 .3846 .0673 .6962 .6562 .3462 

.26« H) 12.0092 .4976 1814 .8233 Si-SS .0333 .6086 .6638 .3466 

.2700 .1364 .5579 2S93 .8292 .9284 .0£92 .6171 .7114 .3471 

.2800 .2646 .6184 .3C76 .8351 9502 .1151 ,6276 .1 ß/ .3476 

.2900 .3936 .6791 .4461 .8410 .9721 .1310 .6380 .7370 .3480 

.3000 .5235 .2400 .5350 .8470 .9939 .1470 .6485 .7950 .3405 

.3100 .6513 .8011 .6241 .8529 6 0153 .1629 .6589 *23€ .3480 

.3200 .78160 .8624 .7136 .8588 .037C .1768 .6694 .6012 .3494 

.3300 .9166 .9239 .8033 .8647 0594 .1947 .6798 .8734 .£•498 
3400 .0ü2>1 .9»ö6 .8934 .8706 .0812 .2105 .6903 .9078 .3603 

.3600 13.18-64 9.0475 .9837 .8766 .1030 .2266 .7007 .9362 .3607 

.3600 .3S;17 .1096 13.0744 .8824 .1248 .2424 .7112 ,9648 .3512 

.3700 .4579 .1719 .1653 .8883 .1466 .2585 .7216 .WH .3616 

.3«00 .5960 .2344 .2866 8941 IfiftS .2741 .7221 4.02;. ;2 3621 

.3900 .7331 .2971 .3481 .9000 .1900 .2900 .7426 .0510 .3625 

.4000 .8720 .3600 .4400 .9Cr9 .2118 .3069 .7529 .0800 .3529 

.4100 14.0119 .4231 .5321 .9117 2335 .3217 .7«a4 .1090 .3634 

.4200 .1526 .4864 .6246 .9176 .25C2 ."376 S?'U .1S82 .3638 

.4300 .2944 .5499 .7173 .9236 .2769 .3635 .7842 .1674 .3642 

.4400 .4370 .6136 .8104 .9293 .2986 .S693 .7947 J968 .3547 

.4500 .5806 .6775 .9037 .9?61 .3203 .3851 .8061 .^262 .3651 

.-»€00 .7251 .7416 .9974 .9410 .3420 .4010 .8155 .2568 .3655 

.4700 .8705 .8059 14.0913 .9468 3636 .4168 .8259 .2854 .3559 

.4800 16.0169 .8704 .1856 .9626 .3863 .4326 .0363 .31S2 .3663 

.4900 .1642 .9361 .2801 .9585 .4069 .4485 .8467 .3460 .3667 

.5000 .31.25 10.GO00 .3750 .9643 Anm 4643 .8671 .3760 .3671 

.5100 .4617 .0661 .4701 .9701 .4502 .4801 8675 .4060 .3675 

.5200 .6119 .1304 .5656 .9769 .4718 .4959 .8780 .4352 .3680 

.5300 .7630 .1969 .6613 .9817 .4934 .5117 .8884 .4664 .3684 

.5400 .9151 .2616 .7574 .9875 .5150 .5275 8988 .4?58 .3588 

.5600 16.0382 .3276 .8537 .9933 .6356 .5433 .9092 .6262 .3632 

.5600 .2222 .3936 .ir504 .9ö9I .5682 .5691 .9196 .6568 .3596 

.5700 .3772 .4599 16.0473 2.0049 .6798 .5749 .9299 .5874 .3699 

.5800 .5332 .6264 .1446 .0107 6013 .6907 .9^3 .6182 .S^ 

.5900 .6901 M21 .2421 .0164 .6229 .6064 .8607 .6490 .3607 

.6000 .8480 .6600 .3400 .0222 .6444 .6222 .'J611 6800 MU 

.6i00 17.0069 .7271 .4381 ,0280 .6660 .6330 .9716 .7110 .3616 

.6200 .1668 .7944 .5366 .0338 .6875 .6338 .9819 .7422 3619 

.6300 .J«276 .8619 .6363 .0396 .7090 .6696 9923 .7734 .3623 

.6400 .4895 .9290 .7344 .0463 .7306 .6853 l 0036 .8048 .3626 

.6600 .652^. .9975 .8337 .0810 .7621 .7010 .0130 .8S62 .2630 

.6600 .8161 11.0666 .9334 .0568 .7736 .7168 .0234 .8678 3604 

.6700 .3810 .1339 16.0333 .0626 .7950 .7325 oass .8994 .ä638 

.6800 18.1468 .?024 .1336 .0683 .8166 .7483 .0441 .9312 .3341 

.6900 .3137 2711 .2341 .0740 .8380 .7640 .0645 .9630 .3646 
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TABLE 8-15.   COKKADY G SUMS [Continued] 
N G, 0, 0: 0, G^ G. G7 G. G. 

j.7000 18.4815 11 3400 16.3350 2.0797 6.'i595 4.7797 3.0649 4.9950 0.3649 
.7100 .6504 .4091 .4361 0 ^ .§809 .79b? .0752 5.0270 .3662 
.7200 .8202 47S4 ^76 .C^IL 9024 .8112 .0866 .0692 3666 
.7300 .9911 .5479 .6313 .006» .£»238 .8269 .0960 .0914 .3660 
.7400 19.1630 .6176 .7414 .1026 .3462 .8426 .1063 .1238 .3663 

.7500 .3359 .6875 .8437 .1083 .9667 8583 1167 .1562 .3667 

.7600 .5099 .7576 .9464 .1140 .y8«i .8740 .1270 .1888 .3670 
7700 .6b49 .8279 17.0493 .1197 7.0095 .8897 .137^ 2214 .3674 
.7800 .8609 .3984 1626 .1254 .0309 .9054 .1477 1542 .3677 
.7900 20.0379 .9691 .2561 1311 .0623 .9211 .1581 .2870 .3681 

.8000 .2163 12.0400 .3600 .1368 .0737 .9368 .1684 .3200 .3684 

.8100 .3951 .1111 .4641 .1425 .0951 .9525 .1788 .3030 .3688 

.8200 .5753 .1824 .5686 1482 .1164 .9682 .1891 .38C2 .3891 

.8300 .7fi66 .2539 .6733 .1639 .1378 .9839 .1996 .4194 Mm 

.8400 93W« .3256 .7784 .1596 .1592 .9996 .2098 .4628 '!698 

.85W) 21.1221 .3975 .8837 .iSÖ" .1805 6.0153 .2201 .4862 i7o: 
8600 .3064 .4696 .9894 .1709 .2019 .C309 .2305 .6198 .8706 
.8700 .4919 .54)9 18.09p3 .1766 2232 .0466 .2408 .5534 .3708 
.8800 .6783 .6144 .2016 1823 .2445 .0623 .2511 .5872 .3711 
.8900 .8659 .6871 .3081 .1879 .2659 .0779 .2615 .6210 .371i:' 

.9000 22.0546 .7600 .4150 .1936 .2872 .0936 .2718 .6550 .3718 

.9100 .2*. --2 .8331 .5221 .1992 .3085 .1092 .2821 .6890 .3721 

.9200 .43.9 .9054 .6296 .2049 .3298 .1249 .2924 .7232 .3724 

.9300 .6268 .9799 .7373 .2105 .3611 .1405 .3028 .7574 3728 

.9400 .819" 13.0536 .8454 .2162 .3724 .1562 .3131 .7918 .3731 

.9500 23.0137 .1275 .9537 .2218 .3937 .1718 .3?34 .826* 3734 

.9600 .2088 .2016 19.0624 .2276 .4149 .1875 .3337 .8608 .3737 

.9700 .4049 .2759 .1713 .2331 .4362 .2031 .3441 .8364 .3741 

.0800 .6022 3604 .2806 .2387 .4576 .2187 .3644 .^S02 .3744 

.9900 .8005 .4251 .3901 •2444 .4787 .2344 .3647 .9660 .3747 

4.0000 24.0000 .5000 .5000 2600 .5000 .2600 .3750 6.0000 .3750 
.0100 .2005 .5751 .6101 .7566 .5212 .»656 .3803 .0360 .3753 
0200 .4022 .6504 .7206 .2612 .5^25 .2812 .3Svti .0702 .3766 
.0300 .6050 .7259 .8213 .2669 .6637 .2969 .4059 .1054 .3759 
.0400 .8088 .8016 .9424 .2726 .5860 .3126 4162 .1408 .3762 

.0500 250138 .8775 20.0537 .2781 .6062 .3281 .4265 .1762 .3765 
•VO .2199 .9536 .1654 .2837 .o274 .3437 .4368 .2118 .376« 
.0700 .4271 14.0299 .277? .2893 .6486 .3633 .4471 .2*74 .3771 
.0800 .6356 .1064 .3896 .2949 .6698 .3749 .4575 .3&32 .3776 
.090^ .8449 .1831 .6021 ,3005 .6910 .3905 .4678 .319G .3778 

.1000 26.0565 .2600 .6150 3061 .7122 .4061 .4780 .3550 .3780 

.1100 .2672 .3371 .728? .3117 .7334 .4217 4883 .3910 .3783 

.15(00 .4801 4144 .8416 .3173 .7546 .4373 .4986 .4272 .378fc 

.1300 .6940 .4919 .9663 .3229 .7757 .4629 .6089 .4634 .3789 
1400 .9032 .i*696 21.0694 .3285 796» .4685 .5192 .4998 .3792 

.1600 if/. 1254 .6475 1837 .3340 .8181 .4840 .5296 .6362 .3795 

.1600 .3428 7266 .2984 .3396 P.392 .4996 .5398 .6728 .3798 

.1700 6614 .80J9 .4133 .3452 .8604 .5152 .5801 .6064 .£801 

.1300 7811 .8824 .6286 .3508 .8815 .5308 .5804 .6462 .3804 

.ITOO 28.0020 Mil .6441 .3563 .9027 .6463 .5707 .6830 .3807 
2000 .2240 150400 .7600 .3ft9 .9238 .5619 5810 .7200 .3810 
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8.5.   Useful Equation« 

8.5.1. Reflection and Traramiftsion at a Single Surface. £,,/ is the electric 
vector of a wave [7] traveling in the positive direction in the nth layer polarized with 
f electric vector parallel to the plane of incidence: E»,~ is the electric vector in the 
negative djnsction in the nth layer polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 
Let ,n be n - ik    Then the Fresnel equations are: 

jBop       no cos <f>i — rii cos 4>o 

Eoii no cos <t>i + nl cos <^o 

■t'ip 

Eop 

2no cos 0? 

no cos >i + ni cos 4>o 

EQ, no cos <f>o — ni cos ^i 

Eo, no cos 00 + ni cos <t>, 

£,/ 2 no cog 0o 

= t IP 

E»,*     no cos 0 + ni cos 0i 

ri. 

=  tu 

(8-3) 

(8-4) 

(8-5) 

',R-6) 

Sometimes a moire useful form for amplitude relations is 

__ tan (0i - 0o) 
^",     tan (0, 4 0») 

2 sin 0i cos 0o 

"     sin (0i + 0o) cos (0i- 00) 

sin {dis - 0o) 

sin (0, + 0«) 

_ 2 sin 0. cos 0o 

sin (0i 4 0o) 

(8-7) 

(8-8) 

(8-9) 

(8-10) 

For intensity, 

and 

(go.')' .^1 

p. ' 

li^op  )* 

go.")1 

(Ä9,
+ )3 

[ 
■') 

(8-11) 

and the Iransmittances are given by 

ntiEt/)*     n, t   . 

no(£o-. )'     'i« 

> 

and > 

r. r—r— = — t,.1 

no(£c   )'     ri:        j 

(8-12) 
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Then for normal incidence, 
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/no- nA* 
PP - p. = I I 

~no T ni/ 

4n«ni 
(8-13) 

For absorbing layers the equa. ions are complicated.   For normal incidence, 

_ no — ni + iki 
rip -; Ti., —       - —- 

no + ni — '«i 

which gives, for the reflectance of the surface 

(reo- n1)
^ + *l, 

PP --= P. = 

Whenn'+A« » 1, 
(no+ ni)* + ^i* 

_{nt + k*) cos* tfro — 2w cos ^>o + 1 
Pp "" (n« + *») cos* «^o 4- 2n cos fa f 1 

_ (n* + **) — 2n cos i^o j- cos* tfa 
P' " (n* + k*) + In cos 4>o + cos* </»o 

(8-14) 

(8-15) 

(8-16) 

(8-17) 

8.5.2.   Reflection and Transmission by a Single Layer.   When multiple traversals 
are taken into account, the amplitude reflection coefficient is 

or 

r = r, + Wirte-*1** - M',r,r?
2e-41*. -I- . 

tifirte-*"* 

~ri + 1 + nrte*", 

The amplitude transmission coefficient is 

t = titte'*' - tittrirte*1*' T UttrSr^e *'•■ 

tiite**' 

(8-18) 

1 + r^jc tf». 
(8-19) 

To account for polarization diflerences, expressions for tu tt, ri, and r« should be ob- 
tained from tt e proper equations (8-3 to 8-6).   The intensi*y ratios are 

P = 
r,1 j- 2r,ri cos 26i + rj» 

1 -!• 2.-,/-, cos 28, f r^r,* 

tiU,* = — 
no    (1 + 2r,r, cos 28, + r.'r,1) 

where Si is (2n7X)ni(/, cos 4>:     For normal incidence, 

(no1 -f- n,,)(ni« f n««) - 4nonilnt + (no' - nl
l)(n,' - n,«) - s 26, 

P " (n,1 + n.'Kn,1 + n,«) + 4n«nI
8ni + (no» - n^Kni» -- n,*) cos 26, 

 Snon^nt  

(n0« + n,*)(«,* f n,«) -f 4n,n,'n, + (no1 - n^Kn,« - nt*) cos 2f>. 

For absorbing media i must be replaced by ft. 

iC-20) 

(8-21) 

(8-22) 

(8-23) 
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8.5.3. Emissivity, Tranamissivity, »nd Reflectivity for Partially Transparent 
Bodies [8]. The emissivity, e, a »parent (measured) reflectance, pm, and apparent (mea- 
sured) tranpmittance, Tm, of partially transparent bodies can be related aa follows [8]: 

« + T,„  + pm  =  1 (8-24) 

These terms are given below, where the functional dependence of all quantities 
on temperature and wavelength is suppressed. 

€ = 

pm^ P + 

(1   -p)(l-7) 
l-pr" 

PT* (   .  -p)1 

1 -   p^« 

(8-25) 

(8-26) 

Tm = T 
(l-p)* 
1 - p»T* 

(8-27) 

Figure 8-19 is a plot of Eq. (8-24). The complete thermal radiation properties of 
a given body at a particular wavelength and for a particular temperature are repre- 
sented by a single point on this chart. The location of the point c^n be determined 
experimentally when any two of the three quantities «, T«, and p» are given. From 
tH:, values of T and p can be obtained. 

BLACKBODY        z 

FIG. 8-19. Thermal radiation chart for detcrmtning true values of tratumiaaivity 
T and reflectivity p from experimentally maasured values of emisaivitv t, apparent 
transmissivity T», and apparent reflect» vity p„. 
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S  0.1 

10 20      30      40  <  90      60 
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7C 80     »0 

FIG. 8-20. Reflection loss for different 
incidence angles and diTerent refrac- 
tive indices. 

Figure 8-20 illustrates Fresnel's laws of reflection. It shows reftectivity p as a func- 
tion of angle for different refractive indices. The lower dfrshed curve shows p,,, and the 
upper dashed curve p., where subscripts p and s indicate the parallel and the perpen- 
dicular components of the electric field, respectively. The curve between them is 
characteristic of unpolarized light at the angles indio ted for n = 1.5. The other curves 
are also for unpolarized light. The equations and curves show that there is a phase 
change of rr for E, vibrations of all angles of incidence. There is a pha» < change for 
E, vibrations only for angles equal to or exceedirjr the polarizing angle. For normal 
incident radiation the equation for reflectivity reduces to 

Final'y, at grazing incidence angles, the reflectivity approaches 100%. 
The transmittance for multiple reflections is 

(8-28) 

Tm = 

If a is small, then 

(1 - p)"«;" 
1 - p»e-«fl- 

il-p)«^ 1-p 
1 - p*       1 + p 

2n 

(8-29) 

n» -I- 1 

v/here Tj = ti ansmiaaicn for infinite number of reflections.   Also, 

(n - 1)' 
n* + 1 

8.5.4.    Loss Tangent.   The loss tangent is defined as 

Ir (T 
lau 8 = — - — 

Id    ew 

where h — conduction current 

la = displacement current 

a = conductivity 

* = dielectric constant 

>» - angular frequency 

(8-30) 

(8-31) 

(S-32) 
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The loss tangent under proper assumptions is related to the absorption coefficient as 

follows: 
tan 6 = akl2nn 

8.5.5.   Extinction Coefficient.   The extinction coefficient ft is defined as 

k = aklin (8-33) 

8.6.   Optical Surface Coatings 

8.6.1. Reflective Coatings. Aluminum, silver, go.d. copper, rhodium, and titanium 
are the most frequently used mirror metals. Figure 8-21 shows the measured re- 
flectance of films of these metals. 

0.2 1 10 
WAVELENGTH (n) 

FIG. 8-21. Reflectance of various films of silver 
(Ag), gold (Au), aluminum (AD, copper (Cu), 
rhodium (Rh), and titanium Ti) as a function 
of wavelength [9]. 

Stellite* cobalt-base alloy is often xxs^d when the surface must be exposed to the 
elements. It redsts 'amish and corrosion and can be cleaned easily with a chalk- 
acetone paste.   The reflectivity of Stellite* is given in Fig. 8-22 [10]. 

The most frequently used high-reflecting coating for first-surface mirrcrs is vacuum- 
deposited aluminum. It adheres better to glass and other substrates than the other 
high reflecting materials, does not tamis'.i in normal air, and is very easy to evaporate. 

The effect of the speed of evaporatior or deposition rate on the reflectance of alumi- 
num coatings is considerable at • laiAe and shorter wavelengths; however, in the 

0.2 1 
WAVELENGTH W 

FIG. 8-22.   ReftecUnoe of Stellite* 1101 

♦Registered trademark of Union Carbide Coi-poration. 
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infrared this becomes much less pronounce«! (Fig. 8-^3). Almost any evaporation speed 
within reasonable limits results in aluminum coatings with mor» thf n 95% reflectance 
between 2 and 10 /it. It is always advisable, however, to evaporate a'umiuum as fast 
as possible because fast-depocited films are chemically and mechanically more durable. 

260 iMic at l.S x 10     mm Hg 

i   i   i i i 
0.2 10 

WAVELENGTH (JJ) 

FIG. 8-23. Reflectance of two aluminum films 
prepared under extremely different evaporation 
condi'ions [9]. 

8,6.2. Filter Mirrors [9]. There are two film combinations that provide high 
infrared but low visible ceflectance.   These are: 

(1) Aluminum coated with evaporated germanium monoxide and silicoa monoxide, 
each film approximately one quarter wavelength thick (Fig. 8-24). When germanium 
is evaporated onto opaque aluminum, the aluminum reflectance, controlled at a certain 
wavelength in the visible, decreases to a minimum of 30% to 40*'. The addition of 
silicon monoxide decreases the visible reflectance to almost zero. Figure 8-25 shows 
the reflectance of two such mirrors. 

FIG, 8-24.    Layer arrangement in (Al-SiO)1 

filter mirror [9|. 

(2) Two silicon monoxide coatings, separated by a ^«nutransparent aluminum film 
on top of the opaque aluminum mirror coating (Fig. 8-26). The first silicon monoxide 
film is evaportted until the aluminum reflectance reaches a minimum of about 60%. 
Then the aluminum is deposited until the reflectance, after passing through zero, rises 
again to a value of 15% to 20%. Another film of silicon monoxide on top brings the 
reflectance again down to zero. Figure 8-27 shows the reflectance of this type of 
reflector in the visible and infrared. 
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WAVELENGTH <u) 

FIG. 8-25. Reflectance of Al-SiO filter mir- 
ror as a function jf wavelength. I-ayer 
deposition controll'd 0.55 M (9]. 

2 4 6 8 
WAVELENGTH (JJ) 

FIG. 8-?%.   Laypr arrangement in AI-SiOAl-SiO filter 
mirror [9]. 
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0.3 0.5 

L-JLi-U 
10 

WAVELENGTH (ji) 

FIG. 8-27. Rtfle«. »IK» of Al-SiO-Al-SiO filter 
mirror as a function of wavelength. Layer 
deposition controlled at 550 mp 191. 
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8.6.S. ProtectiTe Coatings [9]. For many mirrors, the natural oxide film that forms 
on an evaporated aluminum surface is too thm to furnish sufficient protection, especially 
if the mirror requires frequent cleaning. Silicon monoxide affords a suitable hard 
protective coat It evaporates at about 1200oC and condttises on the mirror surface 
in uniform and adherent layers. 

There is a considerable difference in the characteristics or coatings when used for 
reflective optics as compared to refractive optics. Figure 8 28 shows the infrared 
reflectance of aluminum protected with a 125-mni film of SiC. 

Figure 8-29 shows the refleciance curve of an "Akac" r ^flector. The Alzac reflector 
is an aluminum mirror form whoee surftice is electrolytirally polished or brightened 
and then protected with an anodically produced aluminaui oxide üim about 1.4 fi thick. 
Figure 8-30 shows the effect of applying a l.2-^.-thick film of SiO. At U /A, where the 
SiO film is effectively one quarter wavelength thick, strong absorption takes place 
and mirror reflectance is decreased to almost zero. 

WAVELENGTH (M) 

FIG. fr 0"    Infrared reflectance of aluminum protected 
with mft film erf* silicon oxide r.9]. 

4 6 1 
WAVELENGTH M 

10 

Pro. 8-29. Inft-ared reAactanoa of poliahed 
aluminum and of ui "Abac" reflactor (alu- 
minum eiectrulytically brifhteBed and 
pntacted with about 1.4 M of A1,0,) [9] 

100 

2« yy --. .                1 
H \ 
^eo \             1 < \ H \ 0« 

\        >{ 

1» \     • 
0 i        i        -        i  ^ 

6 8 
WAVELENGTH W 

10 12 

FIG. 8-30. Reflectance of ah ..ninum protected 
with a 1.2-M-thick film of silicon oxide (SiO 
deposited in 20 min at 1 x 10 • mrn Hg) [9]. 
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8.€.4. Antirefleftion CoatJn«« [7,9]. Infrared antireflection coatings increase 
the energy transmitted through optical surfaces by reducing Fresnel i«flection losses. 
The criteria for an au 'reflection coating are (1) that its refractive index be equal to 
the square root of the substrate index when the substrate is in air: 

n = V n' (8-34) 

and (2) that the phase difference between the incident wave and the reflected wave 
be an odd multiple of IT: 

A4> = 4nnd con rjk = 2TT (m-^ j) 

which reduces to 
nd cos r = (\/4) (2m + i) (8-35) 

where n = refractive index of film 

n' -- refractive index of material 

A(f) =■ phase change of incident light 

\ — wavelength of incident light 

d = thickness of film 

r — angle of inclination in the film of the ray to the film normal 

m = 1, 2, 3, . . . 

For more details, see Chapter 7, 
Table 8-16 lists typical antireflection coatings and their effect, on the infrared trans- 

mission of vanous materials. The transmittance curves of silicon (Fig. 8-31) and 
germanium (Fig. 8-32) are shown with and without coatings. Figure 8-33 shows the 
measured irancmittance curve of an arsenic trisulfide plate coated on both sides with 
double quarter-wave films. Figure 8-34 shows the measured transmittance and re- 
flectarce of a glass plate coated on each side with a half-wave film of silicon oxide and 
a Quarter-wave film of magnesium fluoride. 

TABLE 8-16.   EXAMPLES OF ANTIREFLECTION COATING [11] 

Coated Transmission 

hickness 
Ur coated 

Transmission Sample and T MgF, 
at 

2M 

LiF 
(in.) 

at2n at 3.6 n at 2 ti   at3.6 fi 

Fazed quartz 0.203 0 935 0.97 0.97 

Dense flint 0.061 0,855 0.955 

MgO 0.129 0.86 0.8£ 0.945 0.94 

AUO, 0.063 0.88 0.985 

AUO, 0.126 0.875 0.97 

8.6.5. Replica Mirrors [9]. ti simple and inexpensive method for producing replicas 
of optical elements, such as mirronj and trihedral prisms, with plastic backings U1 

described in reference [9]. In this technique replicas equipped with th« final high- 
reflecting coatings are prepared directly on the master mold. Epoxy resins are used to 
niake the replica mirror form. The epoxy casting compounds are pourable Hquids 
that can be hardened overnight with little or no heat through the addition of a liquid 
hardener. Very little heat and very low shrinkage are developed during the hardening 
process. 
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2.0 
WAVELENGTH ((j) 

(•) 

3.0 10 12 

WAVELENGTH (/.') 

(b) 

Fic. 8-3;     Transmittance of a silicon plate, 1.5 mm thick with antireflection 
cuatings o." (a) SiO (n » x/4 at 1.7 n); ( b) ZnS (n = \/4 at 9-8 /x) [12]. 

FIG. 6-32. Transmittance of a germanium 
plate, 1.0 mm thick, with antireflection 
coaling of ZnS (n = X/4 at 9.8 n). 
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Fir.. 8-33 Transmittance of an AsjS i pate 
(n = 2.4) antireflected with double X/4 films 
of tungsten oxide (n = 1.8) and sodium alum- 
inum fluoride (n = 1.35), Qach X/4 thick at 
3 M [SI. 
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Fia. 8-34. Transmittance and 
reilectance of a glass plate with a 
X/2 - X/4 SiO (n = 1.7) and MgFi 
( n " 1.38) coating, in comparison 
with a X/4 MgF, coating [9]. 
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Glass master coated with separating 
(Um and final mlrro. coatings 

Epovy resin cast on coated master 

357 

f Ir.laßed mirror with 
KepUca separated Irom master separating; layf r removed 

FIG. 8-35.    The four stepa for preparitig protected 
replica uiirrors with epo*y backing (91. 

The steps involved in producing replica mirrors with epoxy resiua are shown in 
Fig. S-35. 

Tn making a replica mirror, the negative glass form is coated with silver, silicon 
monoxide, and a htdivy deposit of aluminum. A plastic mold in the form of a ring is 
then placed on the coated glass master and filled with the epoxy resin. After the epoxy 
resin has cured, the replica is separated from the master by applying slight pressure 
to the plastic ring. The silver film, which has poor adherence to glass, is used only 
to make the separation easy. After the separation, the silver film is removed in nitric 
acid, leaving the replica mirror coeted with aluminum protected with silicon monoxide. 
The aluminum, which has been deposited rather heavily to produce a rough surface, 
adheres exceiie.itly to the hardened epoxy compound. The quality of .eplica optics 
made with epoxy resins ran be greatly improved by adding equal or even higher amounts 
of finely divided silica to the epoxy-tjpe molding compound. The addition of silica 
fillers reduces shrinkage during the hardening process and results in mirror forms 
with increased hardness and heat resistance, and reduced exp u.sion coefficients. On 
an optical test bench, the leplica mirror can be compared with the original mirror 
by focusing incident collimated Vgbt on pinhole apertures of various sizes and meas- 
uring the ratio of the light transmitted by the apertures to the total amount of light in 
the focal plane. The performauce of paiaboloidal plastic replicat as compared ith 
the original glass mirrure is given in Table 8-17. The effects oi aging on replica r. vs 
is given in Table 8-18. 

TABLE 8-17.   PERFORMANCE or PLASTIC REPUCA MIRRORS 

Energy through Aperture. (%) 

13] 

Aperture 
Size 
(mm) 

0.79 

0.38 
0.27 
0.18 

Original 
Glass Mirror 

98 
96 
82 
60 

Replica from 
Master No. 1 

96 
89 
81 
59 

Replica from 
Master No. 2 

97 

90 
80 
61 
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Aperture 
Size 
(mm) 

0.79 
0.38 
0.27 
0.18 
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TABLE 8-18.   EFFECTS OF AGING ON REPUCA MIRRORS [13] 

Energy through aperture {%) 

Original Replica Nu. 1 Replica No. 2 Rt >p/tca Ato. 2 
Glass Mirror (2 days olcT, (1 day old"' (19 .Tionths olu) 

100 99 98 98 
99 97 98 98 
99 97 96 95 
97 95 94 88 

8.7.   Radiation n.imsge 

Protons and electrons inflict damage at a certain depth in a material. This depth 
is a function of the density of the material itself. Thus an absorption cross section 
which has the units g-1 cnV r « useful concept, and a penetration "depth': in units of 
g cm * is a measure of the susceptibility to damage. Whereas protons and electrons 
dnmage at a given depth, the number of photons and the r ;sultant damage decreases 
expo.icntially with distance. Thus phcfon range is defined as the g cm2 at which the 
flux la reduced by a factor of e. Figure 8-36 present? ihe resistance of various materials 
to radiation damage, and Fig. 8-37 is r plot of silicon absorption coefficient as affected 
bv neutron bombardment. 

FIG. £-36.    Radiation lesistance of various tyjiei' of materials 114]. 
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FIG. 8-37. Absorption aiefficient 
vs. wavelength for ne-itron- 
hombardsd silicon at «om tem- 
perature 1151 
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Radiation caubes ionization and atomic disp.acement. The rate of ionization can 
be given in erg g"1 yr', and displacement in fractions of atoms displaced per year. 
Tables 8-19 and S-20 [16] provide general data on the penormance of materials. More 
specific .Uta can be found in other references [17 to 70). 

8.8. Infrared Transmission of Cooled Optical Materials [71] 

Figure 8-38 shows the transmittance of a number of cooled optical materials in the 
1-5.5-jx region. In most cases, the cooled samples transmit more than the uncooled 
samples. If the increase .;. transmission due to the decrease of Fresnel reflection loss 
p.i the sample surface is subtracted from the measured total increase f transmission, 
the absolute increase in transmission of the material is obtained. Some of the increased 
transmissk results from the reduced path length through the coolant, a function of 
the sample thickness. However, calculation«1 171] show that this increase can never 
be greater than 0.8% for the thickest sample. 

8.9. Optical Properties of Blacks 

Spectral emittances of biacks have been measured by Stierwalt, Jtlirk, and Bernstein 
[12]. The data are plotted in Fig. 8-39. Additional data are given by Harris and 
Cufr[73i on specular and diffuse reflectances-includirg goniophotometric curves -for 
acetylene smoke black, Dupont flat bl;ick (unspecified), Eastman Kodak NOD-18, 
Goldblack, Lampblack, soot, and lacquer. All were deposited on glass microscope 
slides and measured from 0.254 to 1.1 p. 

Other data on the emissivity (emissance) of materials can be found in an Arthur D. 
Little report [74]. They include measurements of Globars, BN, SiC, zirconia, magnesia, 
alumina, aluminum, Inconel, stainless steel; also white enamel and black enamel on 
Ir.'^oiiC'l and SiO on platinum and Inconel. The data are not for blacks directly, but 
they tni\v ir? useful. 
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TABLE 8-19.   RADIATION DOSAGES PRODUCED BY ATOMIC PARTICLES IN SPACE 

/OT ration 
(ergg"1 yr1) 

Fraction nf Atoms Displaced 
per Year 

Radiation Surface 
and Through 

1 mg cm ' 

Through 
1 g cm ' 

Exposed 
Surface 

Through 
1 mg cm " 

Through 
1 g cm ' 

Inner radiation belt 10"(?) lO'-lO8 10-'(?) 10» 10 • 

Ou' r radiation belt 10,3-10,s lO'-lO" 10   '-lO'0 10 '«-10 '• 10" 

Solar emission (flares 
except as noted) 

10'-10»(?) 10^-10» 10 "-lO0" 10 18-10 " 10 "-10 " 

Cosmic rays 10'-105 10»-103 0 'MO " 10 "-10 " 10 "-lU" 

■May be displaced by stead;, solar emiaeion. 

TABLE 8-20.   RADIATION DOSE PRODUCING APPRECIABLE CHANGE 

IN ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS MATERIALS 

Ionisation Fraction of 
Material Changed Properties 

(ergg1) Atom» Displaced 

PNstics 
Tetrafluoroethvlene In air, mechanical, electrical lO'-lO' — 

No air. mechanical, electrical lOMO« _ 
Other Optical transmiseior. IC-IO" — 

Dimensir is, mechanicai, electrical" 10'-10" - 

Elastomers Mechanical lO'-lO10 - 

Oils and grea-es Lubrication, consistency 10»-1011 - 

Ceramics 
Glass Optical transmission 10»-IC" 10 "-10 ' 

Dimensions, mechanical 5*10' -10 ' 
Electrical >10n 10 '-10' 

Fused silica Optical transmission lO'-lO" lO'-lO » 
Crystalline Optical transmission i0»-lu" 10 '-10 « 

Dimensional, mechanical >10" 10 «-10 ' 
ElecthceP >10,1 ;0 '-lO ' 

Semiconductor idevices) Minority carrier effects — IQ-n-lO" 
Mtuoruy carrier effects - 10-'-10 • 

Metals Ferromagnetism — 10 '10 s 

Mechanical — 10 4-10 5 

Electrical _ 10 M0 ' 

"Temporary increase in electrical 'jonductivity !unng 'rradiation at doae rates - 10' erg ff ' yr"1 

'Temporary increase in electric»; condü^lwity danii« irradiaticn a» doae rate» -  10* erg «t1 yr '■ 
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1.0 r 

0.6 

Ira. ORlde 

Iron Oxide 

_1_ J_ _L J 
io    u    M    i« 

WAVELENGTH (y) 
18       20       22       24 

FIG. 8-39. Specular emittance of some useful "blacks;" the samples are from Barnes 
Engineering Co. and identified both by their Barnes label and their generic name: 
1. Fryomark Standard Black (BEC-1); 2. Sicon Black (BEC-2). 3. Krylon Flat Black 
(BEC-3); i Magnesiunr. oxide powder (BEC-4); 5. Iron oxide. 

8.10.   Optical Properties of Water 

Water in many forms-vapor, liquid, solid, distilled, brine, etc.— has a number of 

applications in the infrared. Some of the useful and interesting properties are given 
..ere. Normal incidence values of specular reflectivity and values of n and k are 
given by Cenveno [75] are given in Table 8-21; Fig. 8-40 gives the reflection and Fig. 8-41 
the refractive index. Values for different angles of incidence are given by McSwain 
and Bernstein [76]. Similar data are given by Kislovskii [77]; Ockmar [78] gives 
information on ice. 

4    T      «^7      i      f- 10    11     12    13    14 
WAVELENGTH (n) 

FIG. &-40.   Specular reflectance of water as a function of incident 
angle and wavelength. 
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FIG. 8-4 L    In^^ex of refraction of water calculated from reflectivity. 
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TABLE 8-21. OPTICAL CONSTANTS C 

WaveUttflK Reflectivity Extinction Refractive 

(M) (%) Cotficient Index 

1.00 1.96 ?.5 x 10^ 1.326 
106 1.96 3.1 1.326 
1.10 1.94 1.7 1.3P» 
1.20 1.9. 1.21 x 10-' 1.323 
1.30 1.91 1.29 1.321 

1.40 1.90 1.30 x 10« 1.330 
1.80 1.88 3.12 1.318 
1.60 1.87 1.12 1.316 
1.70 1.86 1.08 1.316 
1.80 1.82 1.43 1.312 

;.90 ^.79 8.14 1.309 
2.00 1.74 14.3 1.304 
2.20 1.63 6.11 1.293 
2.40 1.47 10.1 1.276 
2.50 1.37 20.1 1.266 

2.60 1.26 51.8 1.252 
2.70 0.96 0.0183 1.216 
2.74 0.76 0.0273 1.187 
2.77 0.90 0.0364 1.206 
2.80 1.41 0.0490 1.206 

2.86 2.00 0.0678 1.324 
2.90 2.48 00637 1.367 
2.96 2.87 0.0670 1.4C 
3.00 3.40 0.0680 1.446 
3.02 8.90 0.0683 1.463 

3.07 48» 0.0682 1.526 
3.10 4.30 0.0681 1.617 
3.16 4.12 0.0668 1.604 
3.20 4.00 0 0611 1.495 
3.30 3.66 0.0370 1471 

340 3.37 0.0236 1.449 
3.60 3.06 0.0128 1423 
3.60 2.P0 0.0078S 1.402 
3.70 2.59 0.00619 1.381 
3.80 2.36 000596 1.363 

3.90 2.26 0.00590 1.353 
4.03 2.19 0.00642 1347 
4.10 2.18 0.00706 1.V.4 
4.20 2.16 0.00871 1 444 
430 2.16 0.0108 1.343 

4.40 2.14 0.0133 1.34? 
4.60 2.13 0.0164 1.341 
4.00 2.11 o.om 1 339 
4.70 2.10 o.oari 1338 
4.80 2.0« 0.0?» 1.336 

4.00 2.05 00188 1.334 
6.00 2.02 0.0183 1.331 
6.10 t.M 0.0162 1.S27 
6.S0 1.» 0.0143 1.323 
6.90 i.M 0014.1 1.315 

6.40 1.80 0.0146 1.309 
5.60 1.73 0.0174 1.302 
5.60 1.66 0.0332 :.296 
6.70 1.67 0.0340 1.284 
6.80 1.40 0.0616 i363 

Wawlength      Reflectivity     Extinction      Refrac^ve 
{ft.) (*) Coeflteicnt Index 

6.96 
5.90 
6.00 
6.04 
6.10 

6.20 
6.30 
6.40 
6.60 
6.60 

6.70 
6.80 
6.90 
7.00 
7.30 

7.40 
7.60 
7.80 
8.00 
8.20 

8.40 
8.60 
8.80 
9.00 
9.2 

0.4 
9.6 
9.S 

10.0 
10.2 

10.4 
10.6 
10.8 
10.9 
11.0 

11.1 
11.2 
11.3 
11.4 
11.6 

11.6 
11.7 
11.8 
12.0 
12.5 

13.0 
13.6 
14.0 
14.S 
16.0 

16.0 
17.0 
18.0 

1.25 0.0663 1.242 
1.50 0.0799 1.266 
2.02 0.1220 1.304 
2.16 0.1372 1.312 
2.28 0.1216 1331 

2.46 0.0940 1.368 
2.34 0.07M 1.362 
2.22 0.0626 1.344 
2.12 0.0624 1.336 
2.05 0.0462 1.331 

2.00 0.0450 1.326 
1.&8 0044« 1.324 
1.97 0.0461 1.323 
1.95 0.0467 1.331 
1.87 0.(M63 1.313 

1.77 0.0466 i.303 
1.72 0.0484 1.208 
1.68 0.0-572 1.204 
1.66 0.0472 1.292 
1.64 0.0472 1.289 

1.62 0.0473 1.287 
1.67 0.0476 1.282 
1.51 0.0483 1.276 
1.44 0.0498 1.268 
1.36 0.0618 "267 

1.27 0.0642 i.247 
1.18 0.0662 1.236 
1.00 0.0696 1234 
0.09 0.0601 1.312 
0.92 0.0C21 1.302 

0 86 0.0687 1.190 
0.78 0.0802 1.175 
0.73 00*46 1.159 
0.70 0.0993 1.160 
0.72 0.1138 1.143 

0.77 0.1200 1.137 
0*4 0.1471 1.129 
0.92 0.1637 1.121 
0 97 0.1761 1.114 
1.02 0.1831 1.111 

1.09 0.1880 18 
1.19 0.1037 . .30 
1.3t 0.1001 1.144 
1.47 03058 1.166 
2.!6 0.2438 i.219 

3.02 0»18 1.270 
3 66 0 3202 1.207 
4.10 0.3682 1300 
472 0.4028 1.313 
6.13 0.43M 1.316 

6.29 0.4088 1.374 
6.16 0.4070 1.468 
6.21 0.4686 1.401 
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8.11.   Effect» of Spice Radation on Optical Materials 

The large flux and energy of the elect ins in the low-lying Van Allen belt indicates 
that effects on the spectral transmission of various materials may be appreciable. 
An example cf the effect of l-Mev electrons on the transmission of various materials 
is shown in Table 8-22, taktjn from data by Cooiey and Janda i79]. Many of the mate- 
rials shown in Table 8-22 are also used as cover materials for solar cells in satellites. 

The decrease in transmission of fused quartz windows as a result of radiation occurs 
fairly rapidly during the initial exposure, with the change being much less in mag- 
nitude as the total radiation doee accunulates. There have also teen large differences 
observed in the amount of reduction in transmission as a result of radiation, and this 
is believed to be due to the impurity content of the quartz. In the studies of solar 
cell windows [79J the poorest quartz had 50 to 70 ppm of impurities, and the best had 
less than 1 ppm. From these studies it was apparent that extreme care is essential 
in the selection of transparent material such as fused quartz if a minimum of reduced 
transmission as a result of radiation is desired. 

In the case of glasses and crystals used as optical elements in infrared systems, 
the effects of radiation have net been extensively studied. In the case of glasses it 
would be expected that color formation under a radiation environment would be severe. 
As a result of "built in" impurity centers in the glass network, radiation may form 
displaced electrons with negative ion site» oi icanciea, to form color centers. I* ap- 
pears, however, that although color centers severely affect the visible transmission, in 
some cases they do not appreciably influence the transmission characteristics in the in- 
frared region. Until more information is available it appears that the problems for a 
giver, optical element might best be solved by exposing this element to radiation levels 
corresponding with the flux and energy expected to bo present in the particular orbit 
encountered in its space environment. The element should be examined before and 
after radiation in the desired spectral region. 

TABLE 8-22.   Emtcrs or 1-MBV ELKcrHONS ON SPECTKAL TRANSMITTANC« 

or OPTICAL MATERIALS (TOTAL DOSE OF lO" el cm') 
Wmtlimglk (w) 

1. MimubMt. rarninc 0311. 6 mil T, 
T, 

4T 

- 86.0 
82.0 
79 

K.0 
HO 
5« 

90.0 
87.0 
3.3 

90.0 
96.0 
13 

2  ».Mdabca. CorntncTiMO. 
06 nil 

r. 
T, 
AT 

~ 860 
88.8 
0« 

90.0 
86.6 

1.7 

60.0 
880 
22 

90.0 
86.0 

1.1 

8. Pmd alia, Corninf 7940, 
V. mil + «Bbrafectinc outioe 
+ -W««- «for r. 

0*18 

0.426 

Ma»»« 
cutoff 

BakmSO« 
cutoff 

860 

83.0 

1.1 

90.0 

880 

2.2 

910 

90.0 

11 

i. N-ttabrowaiog iicw gimm 
Carrunji 8M6, daautjr 2.7, 
•Omil« 

r. 
r, 
ir 

0.366 860 
260 

86.0 
30 

890 
Al 

39.0 
3« 

Oorau« 836«, immtj S.7. 
Mmil 

T. 
T, 
IT 

0.3m 72.0 
210 

73.0 
22.0 

74.0 
22.0 

74.0 
24.0 

ft Hi«b-dH>it7 Ukd fU» 
r. 

ojn 
0.403 

82.0 
72.0 
12.2 

84.0 
78.0 

7.1 

86.0 
32.0 

8.6 

840 

l.i 

T» - Initial prmmdiatad truiamitUnce. 
T,- TrananiitUncf after 10" */c^l• 
AT - Decre«M in traiumittance. 
'Radiation csuaed intaraal crung in jpeinen diffusing light 
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9.   Optics 

9.1. Terminology, Symbols, and Sign Conventions 

The formulas of geometrical optics are the result of selective application of Snell's law, 

n' sin /' = n sin / v9-l! 

This can also be written in vector form.    Let Qo be a vector representing the incident 
ray and QF the emergent ray, and let N = the surface normal.  Then Snell's law is 

(noQt - n.Qi) x N = 0 (9-2) 

Optical systems are usually composed of a series of surfaces of revolution, often spher- 
ical. The optical axis of a lens or systsrp is that line upon which the cenleis of curvature 
of the surfaces lie. Unless 'he contrary is specifically noted, optical systems are 
assumed to b? axially symmetrical. 

9.1.1. Terminology. 

An piemen* \° a single pi^^ of uptical material {e.g., a simple iens or mirror). 

A component is one or more elements treated as a unit {e.g., a r^mented doubleti. 

A member consists of all the components either ahead v-f '♦he front member) or behind 
(the rear member) the aperture stop. 

9.1.2. S> nbols. In general, lower-case 8;/mbols are used for the paraxid (aee 
Sec. 9.2) valuss of quantities and capitals, fir values other than pp' odal. Primed 
s/mbols refer to quantities after i afraction by a surface or a lens. Sui)pcripts identify 
the surface or lens with which « quantity is associated. 

9.1.3. Sign Convention. With the exception of certain aberrations, the sign con- 
vention follows that given in Applied Optics art i Optical Design, by A. E. Conrady, 
Dover, New York (1957). T-iigh>- is assumed to pt egress fiom left to right. Radii and 
curvat ures are positive if the center of curvature is to the right .f the surface. Surfaces 
or elements are positive if tht>' converg3 light. Points lying to the nghi of a point, 
element, or surface are considered tc be a positive distance uway. Slope angles are 
positive if the ray must be rotated counterclockwise to reach tne axis. Angles of 
incidence and refraction arc positive if the ray must be rotated clockwise to reach the 
normal to the surface. 

9.2, First-Order (Gatumn) Optica 

The first-order exprespioiia are derived by reducing the ex ict trigonometrical ex- 
pressions for ray paths to the limit when the angles and ray heights involved approach 
zero.    These expressions, however, are complc ely accurate for the paraxial region. 

9.2.1. Focal Points and Principal Points. A well-corrected optical system can 
L» treated as a "black box" whose characteristics are defined by its cardinal portts, 
which are its first and second focal points and its first and second principal points. 

The cardinal points are shown in Fig. 9-1. 

371 
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Sec.'nd principal, 
Po'.nt 

First Principal 
Point 

FIG. 9-1.    Location of focal and pnncip'J points of ar optical system. 

9.2.1.1.   Image Position.   The location of the image formed ) j an optical system can 
be determined by either of thn following expressions: 

-^ 

--■ 

■ 

V 

■I 

l = i     1. 
s'     s     f 

r = -xx' (9-3) 

(the quantities are defined in Fig. 9-2).    If the object or image lies to the left of the 
principal or focal point, s, s', x, and x' are negative. 

Optical 
System 

Object 

FIG. 9-2.    Relationships between cardinal points and 
position and size of object ami image. 
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9.2.1.2.   Magnification.   Lateral magnification relutes the heights of image and object 
and '8 given by 

m -flx = -x'lf= h'!h = s'ls (9-4) 

(the ciuantities are defined in Fig. 9 2). 
liongitudinsl magnification relates the lengths (or depthsi along the optical axis of 

imago and ob)?ct and is given by 

m- s'is'2/sii2 = m' (approx) (9-5) 

vher«; Si is the distance from the principal points to *.he edges of the object and image 
nearest the optical system, and s? is the distance ftv»ai the principal points to the edges 
mast distant from the optical system. 

9.2.1.?. The JMgrangian Invariant. Figure 9-3 shows an axial ray and a principal 
ray passing through an image-forming optical system. The Lagrangian invariant 
applies wherever either ray crosses the axis. 

I = hnu = h'n'u' = ynupr '•'«i 

Outeiie the paraxial legion the invariant takes the form hn (sin u), and is also califi 
the Law of Sines.    A rearrangement of Eq. (9-6) yields an additional relationship 
for the magnification: 

k       nu      u ,.     . ,   
m- — = -—=— (in arr) (9-7) 

n      n u      u 

Optical System 

Index n Index n1 

FIG. 9-3.   The L»k.Tangian invariant. 

9.2.2. The Cardinal Points sf Elements. Figure 9-4 shows the location of the car- 
dinal points of different types of r binents. Their values are (see Fig. 9-4a for definitions 
of symbols): 

/•=-/•' = 
nriTz       convergent /" > 0 

A divergent     f < 0 

8 = n —, 6 = -n — 
a a 

d--=(n-l)~, d' = (n-l)~ 
A A 

where A = (n — l)in(r, - r») - (n - l)t] 

nr, 
/■« = n-l' 

nrt 

1 - n ' 

To = - 
n ~ 1 

I - n 
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rvjsitlve (converging) Negative (dlvergin;;) 

Biconvex 

Piano-Convex 

n 
fi        Pifü 

\j 
Meniscus 

(convex-concave) 

Concave Mirror 

Biconcavr 

Menlsois 
(concave-convex) 

Convex Mirror 

^1 

FIG. d-A.    Location of priricipal points for thick 
lenses of various rcinmon shapes. 

p2    nl   p'2 

FIG. 9-4a.    Definitions of jymboU. 
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S.r.l.l.    Thick-Lens Equations.   The cardinal points of an element of appreciable 
thickness are given by the following equations: 

1 
power =<£=-=( A! - D 

= (n - 1) 

1   _ j_    (_n- 1 )t 
r,     r.        nr,r2 

(n- 1) 
c, - c2 + tdCi | (9-8) 

back focus = b.f.l. = f-— tf (9-9) 

9.2.2.2. Thin-Lens Equations. A thin lens can be defined as a lens whose thickness 
is negligible compared to the accuracy required for the calculation If one sets t = 0, 
Eq. (9-8) red jctrs to 

4> = j=- in ~ 1) (- - j^j = (n - IKc. -c2) (9-10) 

The power of a thin element can be held constant for an infinite number of element 
shapes by varying the ratio of the curvatures cf radii while (ci — Cj) is held constant, 
a process called bending. 

The principal points of a thin lens are taken to be coincident with its location. 

9.2.2.3. Mirrors. The cardinal points of a mirror in air m be derived by assuming 
an index of (—1) for the medium following the reflecting surface and applying the thin- 
lens expression for power, neglecting c?.   Thus, for a mirror, 

^=1 = (-1 - l)i = —= -2c 
f r       r 

(9-11) 
/"=-0.5r 

The principal points are coincident with the mirror surface. 
The sign convention for distance after reflection is reversed as a result of the re- 

flection index of (—1). Thus, the distance from the mirror to an image lying to the left 
of the mirror is taken as positive instead of negative. 

9.2.3. Multielement Optical Systems. For optical systems of more than two 
elements, it is preferable to determine the image locations and sizes, and the cardinal 
points, by tracing the paths of specific rays. It is also possible to calculate the position 
and size of an image by repeated application of Eqs. (9-3), (9-4), and (9-5). 

9.2.3.1. Ray Trccini i Series of Elements. Given a series of elements with powers 
<ii, 4»i, «^3, ■■,<<)« separated by distances d'ud' j,d 3, ...,d„^i, the path of a ray through 
tne series may be traced by repeated applications of the following dquations: 

u'( = u,+ Vi^t (9-12) 

yjti = y, - d'iUi (9-13) 

wherv u« is the slope 01 the ray approaching the element 1 

u   is the slope of the ray it has passed after through element t 

y, u the height at which th« ray strikes the element 

(These equations are most useful for tiacing through a aeries of thin lenses, but they 
can be applied equally well to thick lenses by taking;/ as the height at which the ray 
strikes the principal planes and d as the spacing between principal points.) 
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Thus, to determine the caitlinal points ot a system, one can trace u ray with Ui ~ 0 
and a nominal value for y,.   Then the effective focal length ia given by 

f^yju'n (9-14) 

and the back focal length is given by 

b = yju'n (9-15) 

Revarsing thie system and repeating the process will yield the other set of cardinal 
points. 

Alternatively, a ray may be traced from the axial intercept of the object through 
the system.   The starting slope for such a ray is given by 

u, = yjs, (9-16) 

and the image is located at 

s', = y,/u', (9-17) 

The size of the image is then 

h' = huju'. (9-18) 

Also, a principal ray may be traced from a specific off-axis point in the object; its intercept 
in the image plane is then the image of the object point. This heignt may thus be found 
from 

h' = yPr -8\i'Pr (9-19) 

where the bubscript pr indicates the principal-ray data. 

9.2.3.2. Combination of Two Etemtnts. Given two elements, A and B, separat^l by 
a distance d, with focal lengths /'A and fg, powers <f>A 'md ^a, a combined focal length 
[M, , and back i'ocus s', and v the distance from element A to the focus {v = d + s'), then 
one or more of the following expressions will be found to cover almoet assy desired 
relationship. 

fAB = . If     . (9-20) 
[A + fa — a 

fnifA - d)        .     (JA - d) 
ft + [B — d t A 

fAB'. f*   -  V) ( V-fA)+ V(U -  fA )*   - 4/"8( Ü -  fA ) 
= ~7^:7— = ö  (9-21) fA      JAB 4 

(A = —* ; (9-22) 
fAh   ~    S 

. -s d 
(B - ;  (9-23) 

fAH - s - d 

j - f"8'    r + r   M* - LiLiiili ^'-^~^), - ^(u - Z)   Q o ^ d ~ j-—. = /.< + /«- 7 5 (9-24) 
IB      S JAB f 

If a minimum 2«^ is deaired where v and fA« are given, one sets 

d=v - fAB ± VfZAfAt - v) (9-25^ 
and 

s' - fAB ± VfZsJÄB - v) (9-26) 
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9.2.4, Psraxial Ray Trace - Surface by Surface. It iß often more conveniem 
to locate images, determine focal lengths, and so on, by tracing paraxia! (first-order) 
rays though an optical system surface by surface, especially when precise values are 
required. 

Given an optical system with radii r,, r», r3, ..., r» separated by distances t'i, t't, ('a, 
..., (' r -1 and an object of height h an axicl distance /1 from the vertexof ri, then rays may 
be traced through the system by repeated application of the following equations: 

(u'tn'i) - Ui-tn, 4- yAn', - nrflri 

yi*i = yi- t',{u'in',)ln't 

19-21) 

(9-28) 

where u'( = Ui+s is the slope of the ray after refraction at surface i and yi is the height 
that the ray strikes surface i. 

Focal lengths, fecal points, image positions, and image sizes may be found by the 
process described in Sec. 9.2.3.1 and given by Eqs. (9-14) through (9-19). 

Where the axial intercept of a ray is the only item of interest, the following equations 
may be used- ,  .       ^ 

n     n    (n — n) _=_ + _-_  (9.29) 

and 
Zi+1 =/',-*', (9-30) 

More detailed information on ray tracing is provided in Sec 9.Ü. 

9.3.   Limitation of Rays by Stops and Aperture« 

Apertures, or stops, limit the passage of energy through an optical system. 

»».3.1. The Aperture Stop. By following the path of the axial rays in Fig. 9-5, the 
aperture stop can be determined. Diaphragm # 1 is the aperture stop of the system. 
Thia limits the size of the axial cone of ener" '    oojed since all the other ele- 
ments are large enough to accept a bigge: cone. The ray through the center of the 
aperture stop is called the principal or chief ray and is used to locate the pupils. The 
entrance and exit pupils of the system are the üuages of the aperture stop formed by 
all elements in object and image space, respectively. In Fig. 9-5, the entrance pupil 
lies in the objective lens and the exit pupil to the right of the eye lens The inter- 
section of the principal ay with the axis locates the pupils, and the diameter of the 
axial cone at the pupil i dicates the pupil diameter. 

Eniruict 
WIMto» 

Enlrutc* 
PttpU, 

Wall or 
Dtructur« 

Dtaphricu •! Dtaphrif» ** 

EUt Mi^l 

Prlndj»! ft»,/ 

Ot)«c« 

Fio. 9-6.   Optical tyitetn demoniitratjon entrance «nd exit 
pupils and windows, field stop, and glare rtopa. 
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9.3.2. The Field Stop. By tracing the path of the principal ray in Fig. 9-5, the 
field stop can be determined. Diaphragm #2 is the field stop since this diaphragm 
would prevent a principal ray starting from a point in the object that is further from 
the axis from passing through the system. The images of the field stop in object and 
image space are the entrance and exit windows, respectively. In Fig. 9-5, the entrance 
window is coincident with the object and the exit window is at infinity (which is coinci 
dent with the image). The windows of a system do not always coincide with object 
and image. 

The angular field of view of an optical system is the angle that the entrance or exit 
window subtends frrrn the center of the entrance or exit pupil, respectively. 

9.3.3. Viguettipg. in Fig. 9-5 the roles played by the various elements of the sys- 
tem are definite a ad clear cut. In a real system, the diaphragms and lens apertures 
often pley dual ••oies. 

In the system ehown in Fig. 9-6(a), the situation is clear for the axial bundle of rays: 
the aperture ttop is the clear aperture of lens A, the entrance pupil is at A and thr 
exit pupil is the image of A formed by lens B. Some distance of! axis, however, the 
cone of energy a<;cepted from point D is limited on its lower edge by the lower rim of 
Sens A and on its upper edge by the upper rim of lens B. This effect is called vignetting, 
i'nd the appearance of the system aperture when viewed from the object is shown in 
Fig. 9-6(6) For some object point still farther from the axis, no energy would pass 
through the system. 

Extrance Pupil lor 
Rays From Point D 

(mage of Lens B 
Formed by Lens A 

Aperture of Lf.ns A 

Corr.mon Aperture of A and B 
as Seen From Point D 

Image of Aperture 
of Lena B 

(b) 

FIG. 9-6. Vignetting. (') The limitation of the rays from an off-axis 
point O by the aperture of component« A and B. (6) Appearance oi' 
the system aperturr when viewed from point D. 
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Thus, for off-axis points, the entrance pvipil has btcome the commcn area of two 
circles, one the clear diameter of lens .4 and the other the diameter of B as imaged by 
lens A. The dashed lines in the figure indicate the location and sue of the image of 
B, and the arrows indicate the effective entrance pupil, which has a size and position 
completely different than that for the axial case. 

9.3.4, Glare Stops and Baffling. A glare stop is an auxiliary diaphragm located 
at an image of the aperture stop to block out stray radiation. In Fig. 9-5 the objective 
diameter could be reduced sufficiently so that it is the aperture stop. Reflected radia- 
tion is blocked out by diaphragm #1, acting as a glare stop, if it is an accurate image 
of the objective, since the stray radiation will appear to be crming from a point outside 
the objective aperture. Another glare stop could be placed at the exit pupil in this 
particular system. 

In an analogous manner, an auxiliary field stop could be placed at image #1 to 
further reduce stray radiation. 

Baffles are often used to reduce the amount of st-ey radiation in a system. In Fig. 9-7, 
if radiation from outside the field of view is a problem, the walls of the system can be 
baffled AS shown in the lower part of the figure. The key to efficient use of baffles is 
to arrange them so that nc part of the detector can "see" e surface which is directly 
illuminated. The short-dash lines of the figure indicate the stray radiation from the 
lens. The long-dash lines indicate the limits of the portion of the sy item visible to 
the detector, and the solid lines indicate the limits of the illumination which can pass 
through the lens. 

 , Ray Paths of Radiation Illuminating the Inside oi she Housing 
- - ~ B Jfles Cutting Off Illuminated Areas from Direct View oi Detector 

Sü ay Radiation Reflected ti jm 
UnbaTf lea Wall can Illuminate 
Detector. 

Detector 

Limiting Useful 
Light Ray 

3affle<3 
Inner Wall of Mount 

FIG. 9-7.    Infrared detector system, showing baffles reducing stray light 

9.3.5. Relative Aperture» Speeo. F/No, Numerical Aperture. As noted in Sec. 
9.3.1, the irradiance at the image formed by an optical system is limited by the size 
of the aperture stop. It is in fact determined by the relative size of the aperture stop, 
and thus the illuminating power of an optical system is frequently expressed in terms 
of relative aperture. 

For a system with its object at infinity, the relative aperture is given by the ratio of the 
effective focal length to the clear aperture (diameter of the entrance pupil).   Thus 

/"/no = e.fl./clear aperture (9-31) 
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Another wsv of expressing this relationship is by the numerical aperture, which is 
the index of refraction (of the medium in which the image lies) times the sine of tiV 
half-angle of the cone of illumination.    Thus 

numerical aperture = N.A, = n sin [/ (9-32) 

For aplanatic systems, one free from spherical aberration and coma, numerical aperture 
and ,r/rio are related by i 

f'lm"WÄ ,9'33) 

The irradiance on the image is directly proportional to the recipT-ocal of the square 
of the /"/no, and is given by (see Fig. 9-8) 

H = TTTN sin- U = 

where H is th».' irradiance at the image 

T is the transmission of the system 

.V is the radianct of the object 

4(/7no)2 (9-34) 

Clear Aperture 

FJG. 9-8. Relationships between fi no 
= e.f.l./clear aperture - 1/2 N.A. -- 1/2 
n sin u, 

S.3.6. Depth of Field and Depth of Focus. The concept of depth of field assumes 
that for a given system there exists a blur small enough that it will not affect the system 
performance. It is then of interest to determine the amount of defocusing which cor- 
responds to thi? blur size and which can thus be tolerated. In photography the blur 
size is conventionally expressed in terms of its linear dimension. In infrared work 
the concept of an angular blur size is more useful. Thus, if e system with clear aperture 
-4 will tolerate an angular blur of/3 radians, one can see from Fig. 9-9 that 

8-öD2/4 (9-35) 

where 8 is the distance the object can be shifted from its focused position before k 
introduces an angular blur of ß, and D is the disfance from aperture A to the object. 
( D is assumed large compared to 6.) 

Point of 
Focus 

System 
Apertur«' 

Depth of 
Focus 

Distance D- 

FIG. 9-9.    Depth of focus S resulting from a tolerable angular blur. 
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Similarly, 
S' - ßDVA - ßplA = ßf(flno) (9-36) 

which is applicable when th« object is at infinity and the distance (D') frori'i aperture 
to image ig equal to the focal length. 

If S is not small compared with D, then 

5 = ßD*l(A ± ßD) (9-3V) 

and the depth of locus toward the optical system will be smaller than that away fron- 
the system. 

9.4.   Aberrations 

Aberrations are departures from perfect imagery in an optical system. A perfect opti- 
cal system would bring all the rays from a point object to focus at the gaussian image 
point; because of aoerrations some of the rays do not focus at the proper image point. 

9.4.1. Aberration Description. An aberration is often expressed as a longitudinal, 
transverse, or angular aberration. Figure 9-10 uses spherical aberration to show the 
relationship among the three measures of that aberration. 

Sre Fig 9-10 for the relationship expressed as follows: 

LA 
TA 

tan U' 

AA-f 

tan U'n 
(9-38) 

where f ic the system focal length (or he distance from the second principal plane to 
the focal plane if the system is working at finite conjugates), ind LA, TA, and A A 
refer to longitudinal, transverse, and angular aberrations, respectively. 

Marginal Ray Paraxlal Focal 
Plane 

/ 

i Seconc Principal 
/ Point of Svstem 

FIG. 9-10.    Relationship between longitudinal, transverse, and 
angular aberrat.i&n (uncorrected spherical abftrration). 

Aberrations contributed to a system by a particular element, component,or member 
are transferred through the system according to the laws of magnification, as outlined 
in Sec, 9.2.1.2. The angular aberration at the final image is the sum of the angular 
aberrations of all the contiibuting elements of the system. 

Aberrations are often described as undercorrected or overcor'-ected. An aberration 
which is similar in direction or sign to that of a simple positive lens is usual.y called 
undercorrected. The sign convention for each aberration is given with the descrip- 
tions of the individual aberrations in Sec. 9.4.2. 
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§.4.2. Th« Seide* Abenratiotiis. The aeven basic aberrations defined below are 
usually referred to i\8 the Seide) o» the priviary aberrations. 

Mathematically, transverse ..benrations can be expressed as a series expansion in 
terms of the angle V* between the marginal ray and the optical axis. The first-order 
tern corresponds tn c focusing effect and can be eliminated by a shift of thd image 
reference pi-me (usually to the position of the paraxi&l focus). The remaining twrms 
of tliird, fifth, seventh, and so on, powers of £/',„ form a rapidly oonvcrging e-rigs of 
which the third-order term is very often predominant. This third-order term M thus 
a tiseful approximation of the image aber, ations of a system, and the third-order aberra- 
tions, as they tu« called, can be calculated from data derived from a paraxial ray trace. 

9.4.2.1. Spfu>rU:al Aberration. Syherical aberration is the variation of tccuc with 
aperture, in which a ray through the margin of the lens intersects the ««is at t. point 
other tii«in th«^ oaraxial focus. A ayetem is andercorrected if the marginal ray comes to 
i focus before the paroxial focus (see Fig. 9-10).   The sign convention for spherical 
aberration is given by 

LA' = /,' - / (9-39) 

where L' is the axial intercept of the marginal ray and I' is the paraxial intercept. The 
image formed by a ayetetn with spherical aberration is a circular blur. 

9.4.2.2. Coma. Coma is the variation of magnification (or focal le- *h) with 
aper*ure. Because of coma, rays passing through the margins of the lena intert act the 
final image plant at a di^erent height than the principal ray (whicn passes through 
'he center of the aperture^ The upper and lower rim rays of a cc-matic system inter 
secting the image plane below the principal ray and the apnearpnee of a typical coma 
patch are shown in Fig. 9-11.   The size of the coma patch is given by 

coma, = H'AB - H'pr (9-40) 

Th* oorrrapondence between the position of n ray as it paaras through the aperture of 
a system and its position in the coma patch is shown in Fig. 9-12. Ad the ray position 
moves 90° from A to C in the aperture, its pooition move« 180° in the coma pe'-ch. The 
difltines from AE to PR in the coma patch is called tangential coma (coma,) and the 
distance from CG to PR is celled uegittal coma (soma,).   For third-order coma 

coma, = 3 • coma, (9-41) 

In a typical cuma patch 50 to 60 percent of the energy is contained in the pointed end 
of the patch between PR and CG, 

The Abbe sine condition states that, for an optical system to have perfec* imagery 
in the region near the optical axu 'but not at the axis^, the ratio sin Ux : sin U\ must 
be constant for all rays. The offense against the sine COP iition (O.S.C ) is a convenient 
measure of mna in the region of the optical axis and is given by 

O.S.C = ^ = ^i . ^   ^_ZJ^ __ ! (9^2) 
h u,        sin U k    (L — I Pr) 

where U^ and u< an.» the s'ope angles of the marginal and paraxial rays f^m the axial 
object point, U'k an<i u'» are the corresponding angles in image space, L' and /' are the 
sxifl intercsptt cf the marginal and par axial ray?., and l',* is the final intercep. of 
the pnmipa! ray (that is, the position of the exit pupil). The quantity (sin C<Vui 
is equal to Yly (the ratio of the ray heights) when the object is at infinity, al^o, if the 
exit pupil is at the last surface of the system, I'p, — 0. 
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Optical System 

FIG. 9-11.    upper and lower nrr« ra^» of corr.atic syst»m intersecting the 
image plane belov principal ray (a>; coma patch 16). 

FIG. 9 12.    Position of rays in aperture (o ) 
and f-otna patch (6). 
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9.4.2.3. Astigmatism and Field Curvature. Astigmatism in an off-axis image of 
a point is the difference in focus bv-twe'- the fan of rays in the plane of the axis and 
the object poiiii, (Ihe meridional or tai., ntial fan) and the fan of rays perpendicular 
to this plane (the sagittal or skew fan). In Fig. 9-12(a), rays in the plane AX'-£'£ 
of the aperture constitute the tangential fan, and rays in the plane CC'-G'Gconstitute 
the sagittal fan. Astigmatism is uniercorrected when the tangential fan is brought 
to a focus before the sagittal fan. The appearance of the astigmatic image is a line at 
either focus: at the sagittal focus the image is a radial line, which, if extended, would 
pass through the axis; at the tangential focus the image is a tangential line perpendic- 
ular to the radial line    Between the txi the image is diamond-shaped 

The curvature of field is the distance parallel to the axis from the focus of an off-axis 
image to the axial focal plane.   The sagittal curvature of field is given by 

X, = L'cc - /' 3-43) 

and the tangential curvature by 

X. '-= LAS - I' (9-44) 

where X is the departure from the plane of the surface of the focus 

L' is the axial distance from the last surface of the system to the axial projection 
of the intersection of the subscript rays 

/' is the distance to the p&raxial focus 

a, CG. t, and AE refer to Fig. 9-12. 

An optical system composed of a set of elements of given power and index has a basic 
field curvature called the Petzval curvature. Although the astigmatism of a system 
can be changed by bending the elements, the Petzval curvature cannot be changed to 
any great extent. For regions near the axis, the tangential focus is always three times 
as far from the Petzval surface as the sagittal focus, satisiying the relationship 

X, - Apu = 3(X. -X,*,) (9-45) 

where Xp* is the curvature of the Petzval surface. 

9.4.2,1. Distortion. Distortion is the departure of the image height from that 
predicted by first-order gaussian optics. The image of a rectangular figure takes on 
the shape of a pillow or pincushion with concave sides in the presence of distortion that 
causes an enlargement of the image. Distortion of the uppoeite sign produces an image 
with convex sides, liks a oarrel.   Distortion is given by 

distortion = if'?r - h' (9-46) 

where i/',r is the intersection of the p -inopal ray with the paraxial image plane 

h' is tne paraxial image height. 

9.4.2.5. Axial {Longitudinal) Chromatic Aberration. The images formed by an 
optical system may have different sizes and positions for different wavelengths. Be- 
cause the index uf retraction of optical materials varies with wavelength, longitudinal 
chromatic aberration is the difference in foca1. positi'to between images formed by 
two different wavelengths, and is given by 

LchA = l\ - iT (9-47) 

where V, is the final image distance for the shorte/ wavelength 

("r tlis :su!ge distance for the longer wavelength. 
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9,4.2.6. Off-Axis (TVanswrse' Chromatic Aberration. Off-axis aberration results 
in a difference in image size due to wavelength variation and is given hv 

TchA = H\   - Hr (9-48) 
i 

where H', = paraxial imige plane intersection of principal rays of short wavelengths 

H'r = paraxial image plane inter^-ction of principal rays of long wavelengths 

Transverse rbrornatic, or lateral color can be considered as a chromatic difference 
of" magnification 'C.D.M.) and expressed as: 

C.D.M. - (//V - H'r)M' (9-49) 

9.4.3. Correction of Aberrations. In practical optical systems, aberrations are 
usually corrected by balancing the undercorrection of one element against the overcor- 
rection of another. Because an optical system should have a given power of focal length, 
it is necessary to combine elements whose Sy<i) (see Sec. 9.2.3.1) equals the desired 
power, but whose summed aberrations equal zero. In chromatic aberratior, in a 
doublet, a positive element with a certain chromatic aberration contribution pei unit 
of power is combined with a negative element with a relatively higher chromatic con- 
tribution per unit of power, so that the chromatic concributiona are equal and opposite 
and cancel while leaving a residue of power. 

Chromatic aberrations are corrected by proper choice of materials, element powers, 
and spacings. The Petzval curvature is corrected u nhoice of material and element 
powers. The preceding aberrations are ordinarily corrected in the designer's initial 
layout of the powers and apacings of the optical elements to be used in the system, at 
the same time that the system power and working distance are arranged. Spherical 
aberration, coma, astigmatism, and distortion can be controlled by proper shaping or 
bending of the elements of the system. Spheric avrfaces (that is, surfaces of revoh'tion 
which are not spheres) may also be i.8ed to correct the monochromatic aberrations. 

9.4.4. Variations of Aberrations with Aperture and Image Size. The iimount of 
a primary aberration in the image is a function of the semiaperture (y) of the system 
and the height (/i) of the image Table 9-1, based on third-order aberrations, is useful 
in estimating the effect of a change in aperture or field coverage (image size' on the 
performance of a system. 

TABLE 9 1.   VARIATION OF ABERRATIONS WITH SIZE OF APERTURE, FIELD ANGLE, 

AND IMAGE SIZE, FOR SYSTEM WITH PURE THIRD-ORDER ABERRATIONS 

Aberration 
Longi udinal spherical aberration 
Tran8\ ^rse spherical aberration 
Coma 
Astigmatism 
Length of astigmatic focal lines 
Petzval curvature 
Distortion 
Percentage distortion 
Longitudinal axial chromatic aberration 
Transverse axial chromatic aberration 
Lateral chromatic 
Chromatic difference of magnification (C.D.M.) 

Size of Field Image 
Aperture Anple Size 

iy) ■A) ih) 

y* - - 
y - - 

y2 u h 
- u' h* 

y u* h* 
— u* h* 
-■ l'' h* 
-. u» h* 
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9.4.5. Zonal and Residual Aberrations. When an aberration is fuUy corrected 
for a certain region of the aperture or portion of the field, there usualiy remain aberra- 
tions for rays passing through other partd of the aperture or fcr smaller or larger 
field angles. 

9.4.6. Chromatic Variation of Aberrations. Because the index of optical materials 
changes with wavelength, the monochromatic aberrations {spherical, coma, astigma- 
tism, Petzval curvature, and distortion) will also vary with the wavelength of radiation 
passing through an optical system. Chromatic variation of spherical abjrration 
(spherochromatism) is most common. Ordinary spherochromatism causes the spherical 
aberration in the shortor wavelength io be more ovorcorrected than that of the longer 
wavelength?. 

9.4.7. Graphical Representation of Aberrations. Spherical and chromatic 
aberration can be presented as longitudinal or transverse aberrations, the forme» 
b^ing plotted against the entering ray height (or angle) and the latter against the 
slope angle of the emergent ray. The spherical aberration of a single element with 
both types of graphical presentation is shown in Fig. 9-13. 

Plot of Longitudinal 
Aberration (LA1; vs. 
Ray Height (Y)—v 

\ .——LA' — 
-Paraxial Focal Plane 

Plot o( Transverse 
Aberration (H1) ._. 
Ray Slope dan U') 

FIG. 9-13. Undercorrected spherical aberration. The longitudinal spherical aberration is 
plotted against the entering ray height Y. The transverse spherical is plotted against 
the tangent c4" U', the final angle the light ray makes with the axis. 

The plot of H' vs. tan W is called a rim ray curve and is useful because it indicates 
directly the size of the blur in the image caused oy the aberration; and the eflect of 
refocusing (or shifting the reference plane) can be readily determined by rotating the 
X or tan U' axis. 

Curvature ci field is ordinarily represented by plotting the longitudinal difference 
of focus between axial and oblique rays against either the image height or the field 
angle, aa shown in Fig. 9-14. 

The rim ray curve can also be U'ted to represent the aberrations of oblique fans of 
meridional rays, as shown in Fig. 9-15. The shape of the .im ray curve is indicative 
of the aberretion present, as shown in Fig. 9-l6 for common aberrations. 

Meridional aberrations can be expressed in terms of X and Y. Skew or sagittal 
faiiii have aberrations in the Z direction also, and the representation of the aberrations 
of skew rays is more complex.    Two methods are common.   One i« to plot the Y-Z 
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\P" 

Sagittal 
Focal Plane 

Pel zval Siifface 

TanKenUal 
Focal Plane- 

/Pura.»lal 
/ Fucal Plarv 

FIG. 9-14    Relationships between sagittal and tangertial focal surtice« 
and Petzval Burfece for lens with undercorrected asiigmatism. 

Optical System 

FIG. 9-15.   Construction of off-axis mm ray curve to represent aberrations 
of oblique fans "f meridional rays. 

FTG. 9-16. Appearance of nm ray curve in presence of 
typical aberrations: (al spherical aberration, third-order 
undereorrecied, ife» spherical aberration, third-ord.r over- 
corrected, (c) zonal spherical aberration, (rf) tbird-ordei coma, 
e) defocusing or field curvature, ip nm ray curve for a 
typical oblique fan showing coma, field curvature, anc oblique 
sphsrical. 
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coordinates of lie ray intersectio is with the image plane, connecting the points made 
Ly rays which lie along a radial line in the aperture. If a large number of points is 
plotted, the density of points ia representative of the flux density in the image, and 
the flux density in the image and the spot diagram become a "picture" of the image 
(provided that diffraction can be neglected). In another method, the Y and 2 departures 
are plotted separately against the radial distance from ray to the center of the aperture. 
Tr.e rim ray curw described above is this type of "clock plot" for the meridional fan. 
A clock plot is useful in aberration analysis and in interpolating for spot diagrams, 

9,5.   Ray Tracing 

Ray tracing is used to calculate the path of a ray of light through an optical system. 
It is ordinarily done either to evaluate » n optical system or as a step in the process of 
optical design. 

Ray tracing is based on Snell's law (Eq. 9-1) and can be done by using geometry to 
calculate the ray paths between surfaces and applying Snell's law at each surface. 
Specific equations for this purpose are given in Sec. 9.5.3. A crude form of ray tracing 
may be carried out with drawing tools; for the technique see Sec. 9.5.5. 

9.5.1. Ray-Tracing Precision. Depending upon the scale of the calculation, the 
precision required of dimeusional numbers is to four, five, or six decimal places. Angles 
and trigonometrical functions should have six-figure accuracy. Trigonometric tables 
given i o terms of radians are preterred for ray tracing with a desk calculator. Most 
trigonometric ray-tracing results art- referred to the paraxial focus or ideal plane, 
"he paraxial ray trace is carried out with equations derived from the trigonometric 
ray-tracing equations by setting the sine and tangent equal to the angle, and cosines 
e^uai to unity. 

9.5.2. Determination of Specific Aberrations. The following subsections outline 
the methods of obtaining numerical values for the basic aberrations. 

9.5.2.1. Spherical Aberration. A paraxial ray and a marginal ray (a trigonometric 
ray through the rim of the entrance pupil) are traced starting at the axial point of the 
object The final axial intercepts ofthe rays are to be determined. Longitudinal spher- 
ical aberration is given by 

LA' = L- f (9-50) 

Transverse spherical aberration is the height at which the ray strikes the paraxial 
image plane and can be found from 

TA' = LA' tan U' (9-51) 

Zonal spherical aberration is found by tracing a ray at a lesser height than the marginal 
ray (usually at 0.707 ofthe marginal height) and substituting the final zona!-ray data 
in Eqd. (9-50) and (0-51) in place ofthe marginal-ray data. 

9.5.2.2. Coma. Tangential coma is evaluated by tracinf three rays of a meridional 
fan ftom an off-axis object point through the system. The principal ray (pr) passe 
through the center ofthe entrance pupil, and the upper and lower rim rays {A and B) 
are traced throuph the upper and lower edges of tht ^upil. The intersection of ray A 
with ray B is determined, and the distance from the intersection to the axis (H'AB) 

is compared to the height of the intersection of the prr.npal ray with a plane through 
the / Ö intersection (//'pr). The axial distance from the last surface to the AB inter- 
eection car. be found from 

LA ten U'A — L\ tan V't 
tan Ü A -■ tan Us 
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and the intersection height« from 
i 

&*»= (L't- L-A^ianVA (9-53) 

Hpr = (L'pr - L'„«) tan U'P, (9-54) 
i 

Then tangential coma is given by 

comar = H'AB - H'Pr (9-55) 

The offense against the sine condition (O.S.C.) can be determined from the same ray 
trace used to find spherical aberration: 

-. c „      sin U,       u'        (/' - Z'pr) 
O.S.C. :—— • -77—~-- i (9-56) 

U\        sin u     (L - I pr) 

For regions close to the optical axis, 

coma, =• 3 coma, = 3H'O.S.C. (9 c') 

9.5.2.3. Astigmaliam and Field Curvature. Curvature of field for small apertures 
is found by tracing the equivalsnt of a paraxial ray near a principal ray instead of 
near the optical axie. The calculation is carried out using Coddington's equations 
(see Sec. 9.5.3). 

The extended Petzval surface may be found from the x, and x, resulting from » 
Coddington's trace by 

xr/C1 = l.ox. -0.5x( (9-58) 

9.5.2.4. Distortion. Distortion is found by tracing a trigonoraetric principal ray 
and comparing the height of its intersection with the paraxial focal plane to the image 
height predicted by gftussian optics.   The height for the principal ray is found from 

HV = <XV - H tan U'Pr (9-59) 

For objects at infinity the gauseian height is given by 

h'^-fi&nUpr (9-60) 

and for an object at a finite distance by 

h' = hnuln'u (9-61) 

Distortion is then 
ditt = H'pT - K (9-62) 

I 
Distortion is often specified as a percentage of the image height. 

9.5.2.5. Longitudinal Chromatic Aberration. This aberration is found by locating 
the image position for the different wavelengths of interest by using the appropriate 
values for the index of refractior. in the calculation. The calculation may be paraxial 
or trigonometric.   For paraxial rays 

LchA~l\~lr (9-63) 

wher«! v and r refer to the short and long wavelengths, reapdctively. If marginal 
rays tre traced in various wavrdengtha, it > useful to make a plot of L' vs. Y, or H' 
vs. tut U' (see See. 9.4.7) for all waveleng Its or. the same graph, because this mil 
also indicate the spherochromatism. 
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9.5.2.6. Laiera! Color, or Transverse Chromatic Aberra:.. ,i. Lateral color is found 
by tracing principal rays for the long and short wavelengths. The lateral color is the 
difference between the paraxial focal-plane intersection heights of the two principal 
rays and is given by 

TchA-=//', -//', (9-64) 

where H'r and H'r are determined from Eq. (9-59). 

9.5.3.   Ray-Tracing Equations. 

9.5.3.1.   For  Desk   Calculators.   Paraxial   ray-tracing  equations  (see  Fig.   9-17): 

Opening: 

Iterative. 

Closing: 

If Ui =0, then 

n'iu', = niu, i- y.in'i — n,)/r, 

y, + i = y, — t'.n 'lu'i/n'i 

l'i — y^n 'i/n',u', 

e.f.l. = yin'k/n'ku' * 

b.f.i. = ykn'kln^.u' k 

(9-65) 

(9-66) 

(9-67) 

(9-68) 

(9-69) 

(9-70) 

n,2=n3 

FIG. 9-'7.    Quantities used in paraxial ray tracing. 

For speed, the quantity nu is carried as an entity. If the values of the angles of in- 
cidence and refraction are required for third-order aberration calculations, th^y can 
be found from 

i  = mm 

Meridional ray-tracing equations for finite radii (see Vig. 9-18): 

(pening: — 
CA = iL - R) sin u 

(3-71) 

(9-72) 

(9-73) 

or if ^ = 0. CA = y. 
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Rpfracted Ray 
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FIG. 9-18.    Quantities used in meridional ray-trace equations for spherical surfaces. 

Iterative: 

Closing: 

sin h = CAiiri 

sin /', =-r äin /' 
n i 

u'i^Ui + ii-r, 

11^   =   11': 

CA,tl = (Ti-n+i -t'i) sin U'i T 
rnCAi 

Li = n + 
n'i sin U'i 

Miscellaneous: 

Coordinfteg of ray intersection with surface: 

y = r 8in(Lr i /) 

X-2r8in5i (U + I) 

Distance between surfaces along ray: 

Di to ui = (t'i + I.,I - -:.) sec U'i 

or 

(9-74) 

(9-75) 

(9-76) 

(9-77) 

(9-78) 

D( to (*! = r* cos/'* cos /(., - (r, - r(4l - t\) cos V'i 

(9-79) 

(9-80) 

(9-81) 

(9-82) 
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Plane 
Surface 

Refracted Ray 

FIG. 9-18.   Qiiantilies used in meridional ray-trace equations 
for plane surfaces. 

Meridional ray-tracing equations for plane surfaces (see Fig. 9-19): 

Opening: 
OPt = Li sin (7, 

or if U, = 0, OP, = y,. 

Transfer from preceding radius. 

QPi = . + (r(_1 _ f,. 5) gin U'i_l 
n i-i 

Ui = U'i.l 

Iterative: 

sin U'I = -~ sin Ui 
n i 

op.^mvj-opt 
COB Ui 

OP(+i = OP'i-f'(sin U'i 

CAUl = OP', + (-r1+1 - t',) sin U'i 

Closing: 
L'.^OPVsin U'i 

Miscellaneous: 

Yi = OPilco» U, 

Oi to ui = n cos /', - OP(+i tan U'i - (n - t'i) cos U'i 

(9-83) 

(9-84) 

(9-86) 

(9-86) 

(9-87) 

(9-88) 

(9-89) 

(9-90) 

(9-91) 

(9-92) 

D, torn = ~ (-r,., - t'i) cos U'. + OP't tan U'i - r(+, cos /(+1       (9-93) 

Coddingtim's equations (for tracing close sagitlal and tangential rays about a 
principal ray for determination of astigmatism and field -mrvature) (see Fig. 9-20): 

A principal ray is traced using Eqs. (9-78) through (9-93) (as applicable). 
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Surface 
Principal Ray > 

PIG. 9-20.   Quar ätioo used in Coddinguon's equations. 

The "oblique power," </>, of each surface is calculated from 

4> = (N' cos /'p - N cos rp)lr 

The sagitxai rays are traced by repeated application of 

S 8 

and 

The tangential rays are traced by repeated application of 

»        n' co8^/'A _ n cos* I, 

and 
t' t 

+ 

(9-94) 

(9-95) 

(9-96) 

(9-97) 

(9-98) 

where s and ( are the distances along the principal ray from surface to focus. 
Under the usual sign convention the ray trace is started with at — ti equal to 

a negative value if the object iß to the left of the first surface. 
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For an object at infinity, si = ti = infinity. 

For a finite object distance Si = t< -- {L, — X,,,,) sec Jpr„ where A'^r is found 
from Eq. (9-80). 

The quantily D is the distance along the ray from surface to surface and is fou^'d 
by Eqa. (9-82), (9-92), or (9-93), 

Closing: The final curvature of field is found ftom 

X'. = s'. cos t/V + XPk - l'k (9-99) 

(9-100) X!, = t'k cos U'pk + Xpk — I'k 

9.5.3.2.   For Electronic Computers.   The paraxial equations in Sez. 9.5.3.1 are 
suitable for electronic computers. 

Meridional ray-tracing equations (see Fig. 9-21): 

Opening: Q is the perpendicular to the :ay from the vertex (axial intersection) of the 
surface; thus 

Q; =-- L, sin 17, 

Iterative: c is the reciprocal of the radius of curvature, 

sin I T Qc — sin U 

cos / = Vl - sin' / 

sin < U+I) = cos U cos / + sin U sin / 

cos ([/+/) = cos U cos / — sin U sin / 

sin /' -• (nln') sin / 

cos /' = Vl - sin2 /' 

sin V = sin (U+I) cos /' - cos (U+I) sin /' 

cos U' = cos (U+I) cos /' + co& (U+I) sin /' 

O' = o (cos U' + cos/') 
(cos U + cos /) 

Q... = Q',- «'(Sin U'i 

(9-101) 

(9-102) 

(9-103) 

(9-104) 

(9-105) 

(9-106) 

(9-107) 

(9-108) 

(9-109) 

(9-110) 

(9-111) 

Incident Ray / Normal 

Surface 

FIG. 9-21.   Quantities used in computing formulas for electronic coinput<>:v 
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The intersection height of the ray with the surface may be found from 

Closing: 

v       -,   [1 +C08 (1/+/)] 
y^Q J--T-  ~, (9-112) (.cos U   + cos . ) 

L't = Q'ilBin U'i (9-113) 

To find the height the ray strikes a plane a distance /' from the surface i.use 

//'= (£'.-/'( sin U'AlcoaU'i (9-114) 

Coddington's equations (close skew and close meridionnl rays): For electronic 
computers Coddington's equations have been rewritten in a form which does not 
coni ain the quantities s or ( directly. A principal meridional ray is traced by the 
equations of Sec. 9.5.3.2. concurrently with the Coddington trace; the ordinary ray- 
tracing quantities used in the following refer to data of this principal ray. 

Opening: 

P' = n'y' (ST) (9-115) 

P,-n,y, cos2/, (^ (9-116) 

where y is an arbitrarily chosen ray height from the principal ray, analogous to 
the y of the paraxial ray trace, and Si and t\ are the distances from the object to 
the first surface along the principal ray, and P, and P, are the tangential and sagittal 
representations for the principal ray. 

Iterative: 

4>i = cAn'i cos I'i — Hj cos Id (9-117) 

P'.i=P',u-u + yn<l>i (9-118) 

P'H =P'ai-i)^y,^i (9-119) 

(cos Ui + cos /) 

D_ *i to i+i + Xi-n — Xj m •tni\ 
(toifi= 77, — (9-121) 

COS U , 

y.(i + .) = y,i - P',-D* to mini (9-122) 

-os1 I'i   (y,i -P'nDiU, f * i) ri , 00 ^ 
ynu\) =   '—z —  (9-123) 

cos2 /(( + 1)       n ( cos* / i 

Closing: 
s'* = n'hy,kIP;k (9-124) 

t'k = n\y,* cos' /'*/?',* (9-125) 

The curvature of field from a surface a distance /' from the final surface may be 
found froir 

X'. = «'» cos U'k-tXk~l' (9-126) 

X'r^t'k cos U'k + Xt-V < h\21) 
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Fic 9-22.    Direction coeint^ and surfaces intertwt coordinates (a> 
and subscript convention (b) u&ed in skew ray-trace formulas. 

Skew ray trace through a spherical surface (Fig. 9-22a): The general ray is refined 
by its aired ion cosiies X. Y,Z and th-.; coordinates of its intersection with the su/fac« 
x, y, z. The calculation ib usually started with a dummy su face (c — 0 and n = n') 
placed at the entrance pupil for convenience; thus the opening data are the ray 
vectors X, Y, Z and the ray coordinates in this surface. The calculation is closed 
by calculating the ray coordinates x, y, zind final reference surface which is usually 
the final image plane (or surface). L is the distance along the ray from surface i 
to surface (i +1). 

The following equations are applied surface by surface: 

e = tX- xX~ yY - zZ 

Ms^x + eX-t 

M,* = x* + yt + zt-e* + tt'= 2tx 

E, = VJC« - c,(c,M,* - 2M,) 

L = e + (cAf,1 - 2Mr)l{X + Ä,) 

xx = x + LX-t 

(9-128) 

(9-129) 

(9-130) 

(9-131) 

(9-132) 

(9-133) 
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yt=y+LY (9-134) 

?, = z + LZ (9-135) 

Mi = ''In, (9-136) 

£', = Vl-Mis U - £.7) (9-137) 

^1 =£', - /*:£, (9-138) 

X, =M.X-^lca,+^. (9-139) 

y^M-.y--^.c.y. O-140) 

Z, = .liZ-g.c.z, (9-141) 

The ray "height" at the surface may be found from 

s. - V^1'*T7,J (9-142) 

Unsubscripted quantities refer to surface i and those with the subscript 1 refer to 
surface (i + 1).   The axial spacing Ms from j to (i-I-1).    «isn;,: andni isn'. + i.   E, 
and E'i are the cosines of the angles of incidence and refraction.   See Fig. 9-22(b). 

i 
Skew ray trace through an aspheric ru; fact  As above, the general ray is defined 

by its direction cosines X, Y, Z and itj intersection coordinates x, y, z. The difficulty 
in tracing through an aspheric lies in determining the intersection of the lay and 
the aspheric surface.   This is accomplished by successive approximations, the ap- 
proximation process continuing until the residual error is negligible. 

The aspheric surface is represented by the expression 

x = /'(y.z) = CS + A*«» + A<s* + . . . (9-143) 
1 + V1 - c*sl 

where c = 1/Ä, s* = y* + z*. The first term .s the equation for a sphei cal surface, 
and Aj, A4. A«, and so on, are the aspheric deformation constants of the surface. 

The first step is to compute Xo, yo, and zn, the intersection coordinates of the 
ray with the sphere (of curvature c) which approximates the aspheric. This can 
be done through use of Eqs. (9-128) through (9-135).   Then one calculates 

io = /,(yo,zo) (9-144) 

by stubstituting So2 = yo* + zo1 into Eq. (9-143).   Then one computes 

;t = (l - c»s0
2)"2 (9-145) 

mo = -yo [c + /o (2A2 -I- 4A<So, + ...)] (9-146) 

no = - zo [c + /o (2Aj + 4A4S01 +...)] (9-147) 

Go = /o (3to - JCO)/(X/O + ym« + Zno) (9-148) 

x, = GoX + xo (S 149) 

y, = G«y + y« (9-150) 

z1 = G,Z + 2o (9-151) 
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The computations of Eqa. (9-144) through (9-151) are repeated, with subtjcripts 
increased by one each time un'il 

r* xk 

to within the accuracy required. 
The refraction at the surface is calculated by 

O1 - M + mt« + nk* 

Ex ~ Xlk 4- Ymk + Znk 

Xi = /iiX + 'gd 

Yi = fjiiY + giTtik 

Zt = ßiZ -r'gxris 

(9-152) 

(9-15?.) 

(9-154) 

lJ-155) 

(9-156) 

(9-157) 

(9-158) 

(9-159) 

Then the direction cosine« Xi, Yt, Zt and the intersection coordinates xk, yk, zk 

define the refracted ray. 

9.5.4. Graphical Ray Traciis?. This technique applies Snell's law (n sin / = n' sin /') 
at each surface of the system. It mav be carried out by drawing a ray to its intersection 
with the surface, 'instructing the normal tc the surface, measuring the angle / with 
a protractor, and then calculating the angle /'. 

A purely g^iphic technique is shown in Fig. 9-23. The ray is-drawn to the surface 
and tht no «nal to the surface is erected at the point of intersection. Two circles are 
drawn abet the point of intersection with radii proportional to the indices on either 
side of the surface. From the intersection of the ray with circle n at .A, a line is drawn 
parallel to tho normal to intersect circle n' at ß; then the refracted ray is drawn through 
B and the ra- -surface intersection. 

Circles of Radius 
Proportional tc 
Index 

Refracted Ray 

FIG. 9-23. Graphical ray tracing. Starting with the construe 
tion of circles (with radii proportional to the indices on either 
side of the surface) about the point of intersection of the ray and 
surface and the development of the refracted ray. 
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FIG. S-24.   Typical aberration plots. 

9.6.   Third-Order Aberrations 

Figure 9-24 illustrates typical thm. v/idei aberrations. 

9.6.1. Third- and Higher-Order Aberrations - Surface Contributions. The con- 
tribution of a given surface to the third-order aberration of the final image can be calcu- 
lated by the equations in the following sections. The final third-order aberration is the 
summation of the contributions of all the surfaces. Two paraxial rays are traced 
through the system; one is the ray from the axial object point passing through the edge 
of the entrance pupil, a paraxial marginal ray, and the other is the ray through the 
center of the entrance pupil from an object point at the edge of the field, a paraxial 
principal ray. In the equations, quantities with the ^uoscript pr denote the data of 
the paraxial principal ray; quantities without subscript refer U> the data of the paraxial 
marginal ray. 
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The equations are evaluated for each curiace, from the ray-trace data of that surface. 
The contributions are (hon summed to obtain the total third-order aberration of the 
system. 

9.6.1.1.   Equations for Desk Calculator. 

Spherical contribution: 

SC = yniU' - i) d' - u)l2n'ku'k* (9-160) 

SC = yu'n'(u* - u',)/2n'Jtu\*   (for a plane) (9-161) 

Coma (sagitHl) contribution: 

CCV   SC'Ru\ (9-162) 

Astigmatism (sagittal) contribution: 

AC\^SC'R% (S'-^-l) 

— ynuipKn  — rOin'ln'kd'>} (    ^i- 

(for use when object is roar the center of curvatur ■»). 

Petzval contribution: 

PC = (n - nlhSnWnn'r (9-165) 

Distortion ccnrribution: 

DC = (AC" + PORu't (9-106) 

Lon^, .adinal chromatic contribution: 

LchC = ym (— —j / n'ku'k* (9-167) 

Lateral color contribution: 

TchC = (LchORu'ic (9-168) 

The symbols above are defined as follows: 

ft = ipli 

= uplu   (for a plane) (9-169) 

SC is the longitudinal third-order spherical aberration contribution. 

CC is the sagittal third-order coma contribution and is equal to one-third of the 
tangential coma contribution. 

PC is the contribution ta the third-order Petzval curvature and Xpu = 2PC. 

LchC is the axial longitudinal chromatic aberration and SLchc' is equal to /'„ —  V. 

TchC is the transverse off-axis chromatic contribution and XfchC =h\ — h'r. 

AC is the longitudinal sagittal astigmatism. 

The third-order field curvatures may be Sod from 

x. - XPC + lAC 
(9-170) 

x( = SPC + 3IAC 
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r is the radius of curvature, y ie the ray height at the surface, n m the index of refrac- 
tion, t is the angle of inddence, and u is the ray-slope angle; these are obtained from 
the ray-trace data. Rays may be trtM»d by Eqs. (9-174) through (9-181). The data 
of the final image are primed and subscripted with k. Thus h'k, u'», 4nd n't refer to 
the final image height {i.e., the height at which the paraxial principal ray strikes the 
final inage plane), the final ray-slope angle at the image, and the index of the image 
space, respectively. 

The dispersion of the medium is represented by An » n,- — nr, where the subscripts 
refer to the shct (u) and long (r) wavelengths of light. For visual work, F and C light 
(0.486 fi and 0.666 fi, respectively) are customarily used for these wavelengths. 

9.6.1.2.   Eqjotiona for Electronic Computers or Desk Calculators. 

c= 1/r 

N = nin' 

u' = cy(l    N) + Nu 

yt+i -yt - t'tu'i 

i = cy - « 

k'k - n^Uiyp, - yiu^^/n'tu't 

/ = n{uyp — Upy) = invariant 

Z = (Ar-l)cM 

B = ny(u' - i)(l - A0/2/ 

flp=nyp(«'p-ip)(l-A0/2/ 

TSC = Bi»/i'» 

SC = TSCIu'k 

CC = Biiph'k 

TAC = BiSh,
k 

AC = TACIu't 

TPC = ZIh'*!2 

PC = TPC/u* 

DC - h'dBpiip + (u'p» - up*)l2] 

TLC = y»(An-NAn')/u'k 

LchC = TLC/u'» 

TchC «* yi,(An - AT An')u't 

(9-171) 

(9-172) 

(9-173) 

(9-174) 

(9-176) 

(9-176) 

(9-177) 

(9-178) 

(9-179) 

(9-180) 

(9-181) 

(9-182) 

(9-ia3) 

(9-184) 

(9-185) 

(9-186) 

(9-187) 

(9-188) 

(9-189) 

(9-190) 

(9-191) 

The symbols above have the same meanings as in Sec 9.6.1.1. The contributions 
TSC, TiAC, TPC, and TLC are the transverse aberrations for spherical aberration, 
astigmatism, Petzval curvature, and longitudinal chromatic aberrations (which are 
customarily expressed as longitudinal aberrations). The tran.sve'-se aberration is 
simply the longitudinal aberration times the final ray slope angle, u'*. 
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Contributions from an asvheric surface: The aaphmc surface is defined by 

x = (1/2K%8» + [(l/8)cr
3 + K\s< + . . . (9-li,2) 

in which the terms in s4 and higher may be neglected, c,. in this expression is not the 
same c as that usftd in Eq. (9-143) on aspheric ray tracing. For aspherics in the form 
of Eq. (9-143), an "equivalent" ce and the equivalent fourth-order deformation constant 
K can be computed from 

cF=c + 2^2 (9-193) 

K = A<- A 2i4A ^ + 6/I2C + 30*1/4 (9-194) 

The contributions are determined for the "equivalent" spherical surface by Eqs. (9-171) 
through (9-191).   Then the additional contributions due to the "equivalent" foarth 
ordsr deformation constant K are computed by the following equritions and added to 
those of the "equiv »lent" spherical surface to obtain the total third-order aberration 
contribution of the sspheric. 

Wr=4(n-n')Ä'// (9-195) 

TSCa - Wy*h k (9-196) 

CCo = Wy2yP«AV (9-197) 

TACa=Wy*yp
,lh'k (9-198) 

TPCa ■= 0 (9-199) 

DC« = WyyP
3h'k (9-200) 

TLCa = 0 (9-201) 

TchAtt = 0 ' J-202) 

9.6.2. Third-Order Aberration Contributions *>f Thin Lensen. If the thin-lens 
fiction is used (i.e., assuming that the thickness of an element is zero), a useful set 
of aberration-contribution equations for a single element may be derived from the 
preceding equations. The procedure is to trace a paraxial marginal ray and a paraxial 
principal ray through the system using 

u' = u +yi> (9-203) 

yi+i =yi-rf'.u'( (9-204) 

Then for each element 

l', = ykln'k (9-205) 

v = uly      (orv' = u'!y) (9-206) 

Q = yply (9-207) 

Then the contributions may be determined from 

SC* =- SC (9-208) 

CC* = CC + SCQu',, (9-209) 

^C* = AC + CC-2Qiu'k + SCQ* (9-210) 
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PC* = PC v9-211) 

DO - (PC + 3AC)Qu'k + CC-3Q* + SCQ»«'* (9-212) 

LciiCH=LchC (9-213) 

TchC* = LchCQu'* (9-214) 

The starred terms are the contributions from an element wLich is not at the stop; chat 
is, one for which y? ¥■ 0. The u.istarred terms are the contributirn^ from the element 
when it is located at the stop (and yp = 0) i...d are given b> the lollowing: 

SC = ~y*{GxC
3 - GjC'C, + G3C*ü 4- G^CC,1 - G5CC,t; + G9Ci>*)/uV 

(9-215) 
lor SC = -yHGiC3 + Gi&Ci - Cs&v' + G<CCJ - GtCCtv' + G6Ci/2)/u'*J] 

(9-216) 
CC = -h'tyHiGsCCr - GrCv ~ dC*) 

[or CC =   k'ky*&G.CC* - GTCü' + GgC*)] 

AC = -A'.,-t«<)/2 (9-217) 

PC = -h'S<hl2n = ACIn (9-?13) 

DC = 0 (9-219) 

LchC - -y* 0 / u'»»V (9-220) 

TchC = 0 (9-221) 

SSC - ~y*<i>Plu W (9-222) 

The symbols not previously defiaed are Gi through Gg, V, P, and SSC. The quantity 
V is the AbW V number, tlr reciprocal relative dispersion of the material given by 

V=(n-1)/An (9-223) 

The quantity P is the partial dispersion, given by 

P = (n, - «r)/An (9-224) 

where n,, n... and n< are the indices at the long, middle, and short wavelengths, respec- 
tively, and £xn- nv — rir as before. SSC is the contribution to the secondary spectru n 
of the system. Secondary spectrum is the residual longitudinal chromatic aberration 
when the foe %r r and v light are equal; that is 

SSC - l'm - l'r = I'm ~ V, (9-225) 

The terms Gl through G« are functions of the index of the element. (The thin-lena 
third-order equations art often called 'G -sums.') 

G. = n,(n-l)/2 Gs = 2(n + l)(n - l)/n 

G. - (2n + l)(n - l)/2       G, = (3n + 2)(n - l)/2n 
(9-226) 

G3 = (3n + l)(n - l)/2       G7 = (2n + l)(n - l)/2n 

G4 = (ra-+-2)(n-l)/2n       Gi = n(«-l)/2 
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To apply the thin-lens aberration expreseiciw, llv- jontribution equations (9-208 through 
9-214) are evaluated for each e'ement of the aystem from the data of the thin-hns r jy 
trap?. The aberration at ae iiuüge io then the sum of the contributions of all the 
elements. 

For analytical work the thin-leas contribution eqaatiorw are often set up so that the 
aberration contribution is expressed as a function of a parameter whose value is to 
be determined. For example, in a two-element system, the spherical and coma con- 
tributions might be e> tressed as functions of the curvature of the first surfaces of 
the elements (ci ana c*), giving 

\SC = SC + SCB = c -» + je-. ^ J + eca» + fc3 + g 

ICC = CCA + CCH = Ac, + j + ki* + m 
(9-227) 

if both elements are assumed to be in txmtact with the stop. If ,* zero v&'ue for the 
thin-lens third-order contribution were desired, the simultaneous solution of the two 
equations below would yield the necessary values of Ci and C3: 

ISC -= 0 = ac;1 + 6c, + ec3* + /c, -f (cf + g) 

ICC = 0 = Äc, + Kc3 + {j + m) 
(9-228) 

9.6,3. Sto^» hA:ft Theory. The abenation contribution of an ?lement depends upon 
its positijn relative to the stop or puprl of the system. 

9.6.3.1. Spheriral Aberration. Spherical aberration is not affected by the position 
of the stop. '.I- is a function of the effective size of the aperture, but the pupil may 
be placed anywhere in a system without changing the spherical aberration. 

£.6.3.2.   Coma.   Coma is affected by a change in stop position if there is spherical 

aberration in tne system. This it, indicated (although not proved) by Eq. (9-209). 
The value of ^ is a function of y,, (the height at which the princippl ray striLos the 
element), •*!• .h in turn ie r function of the stop pM'tion. If the system hbt. no spherical 
aberration, the stop position r.y MO effect on coma. 

9.6.3.3. Field Curvature. Tf«e stop position has no effect on the Petzval curvature 
of a system but does affect the astigmatism and thus the field curvature, if coir" 0/ 
spherical aberration are present, as indicated by Eq. (9-210). The astigmatjsK» of 
a thin element at the stop is a function of the element power only and cannot be changed 
by bending. 

9.6.3.4. Distortion. Distortion is affected by the stop position; a thin element in 
contact with the stop has no distortion contribution. 

9.6.3.5. Chromatic Aberration. Longitudinal (axial) chromatic is rsot a function 
01" stop position, whereas lateral cole- ig a function '-f the siop position. A thin ele- 
ment at 'bfc sto} has no lateral coior cüjiwtibuOo. 

? 6.3.6. Example 1. Tigure HIS shows ä UIJU positive meniscus element The 
portion of the element u»ied by an oliliqut bu .die r.>f rays is moved further from the 
optical ancie as the itof ia moved farther f» »n, lua lens. Ihe rim ray curve of this 'ens 
is sketched in Fig 9-26. The rSeci vf shir.in^ th«* stop along the axrs is to sele»/, a 
different p<oriion of tht rim rpy cu^e. A'ith the ulop in position A, the rim ray curve 
indicates outward flaring come md inwaru carving tangential field. In position C 
the coma is inward flaring and thi? f4eld is inward curving. Pobiti.in B j ields a system 
which is fret o? coma and whicn his. A tlightly backward-curving tangential field. 
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This diagTam illustrates how spherical aberra' m and coma are related, and also 
illustrates a basic law of stop shift theory — in the presence of undercorrected spherical 
aberration the position of the stop which eliminates coma (the "natural" stop position) 
also produces the mcmt backward-curving field possible. 

c 
>^ Aperture Stop 
(Entrance Pupil) 

Positions 

FIG. 9-25.    Thin positive menisci element. 

c - Stop Position A- 

- Stop Position C 

-Stop Position B 

tun U' 

Fic. 9-26.    Rim ray curve o?" lena in Fig. S-2Ö. 

9.6.3.7. Example 2. Figure 9-27 shows c symmetrical erector system of -he type 
used in terrestrial telescopes to invert the image formed by the objective. Each doublet 
is shaped to be free of spherical aberration; thus the size of the space between them, 
which determines the «top position, has no effect on the coma of the system. However, 
Qixzh dcjtlei is desigmid to have a sizable amount of ccr ta. Thus as the spacing be- 
tween the doublets is changed, the astigmatism of the system is varied. The spacing 
is usually chosen so that the astigmatism is either zero or slightly positive so as to 
"artificially" flatten th«i field curvature. 

Dtaphragm 

Image 

FIG. 9-27,   Symmetrical erector «y^tam to invert ime^e formed by obiective. 
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9,6.3.8. The Symmetrical Principle. Example 2 is successful because the coma 
in each element is canceled by the coma in the other. In an optical system whkh is 
completely symmetri'al about the stop, there is no coma, distortion, nor lateral cobr. 

The provision of ccnplete symmetry requires that the system work at unit mag- 
nification to be completely effective. However, even at infir:'.-e corrugates the coma, 
distortion, and leteral color are usually reduced to negligible values. 

9.6.4. Afocal Systems. The expressions given above for third-order aberrations 
become indeterminute for afocal systems, in which u'k is zero Only a general outline 
of the necessan* mty^ficaticns to the equations is presented. (See Sec. 10.1.1 for a 
detailed discussion of afocal systems.) 

In an afocal system, aberrations are best described in their angular form (See Sec. 
9.4.1). Transverse aberrations (TA) and longitudinal aberrations (LA) can be con- 
verted to angular aberrations by use of the following equation: 

A A = TAuVy, = LAu V/y. (9-229) 

The aberration contributkn expressions of the preceding paragraphs can be modined 
in this manner to an angular aberration cm; this will eliminate vaeir interdeterminacy 
by canceling the a'» which is found in one form or another in the denominators of each 
of these expressions. The following are longitudinal aberrations: SC, AC, PC, LchC, 
SSC.   The follo-ving are transverse aberrations: TSC, TAC, TPC. TLC, CC,DC, TchC. 

9.7.   Optical Design Techniques 

Optical design ir volves solving a number (say n) of second- (or higher) order equa- 
tions in m variables, where n represents the number cf aberrations or characteristics 
which must ba controlled and m represents the number of effective parameters that 
the designer has available for manipulation. 

9.7.1. General Considerations. Primary requirements to be imposed on the optical 
system, aperture, focal length, and field coverage, and specialized requirements such 
as length of working distance must be determined. The resolution or definition neces- 
sary, and the spectral bandwidth nust also be consideied. 

In infrared work, the choice of optical systems is usually between refracting and 
reflecting systems, depending on application, the materials acceptable to the applica- 
tion, and the necessity for chromatic correction. 

9.7.2. Correction of Primary Aberrations. After the type of optical system has 
been selected or invented, the next mcgor step in the design process is the correction 
of the primary aberrations, or at least the correction of as many of them as are necessary 
and feasible. 

9.7.2.1. First Sue^. The elements must be arranged to provide the dt sired optical 
characteristics, such as focal length, aperture, field, etc., for the system. 

The usual method for ^cn\ ction of aberrations is bendi ng of the elements The longi- 
tudinal chromatic aberration, lateral color, Petzval curvature, and to a certain extent 
distortion ^ " unaffected by bending. Chromatic aberration and Petzva! curvature 
must be corrected in the original power and space layout. The thin-lens contribution 
equations (see Sec. 9.6.2) are useful at this stige, and it is ordinarily a relatively 
straightforward procedure to adjust the system so that the llchC,XTchC*, and 1PC 
are equal to values which have been selected as desirable. 

Then the spherical abe/retion, coma, astigmatism, and distortion must be corrected 
to their desired values. It is probably best at this stage to make a graph of the aberra- 
tion contributions from each element as u function of the element shape.   From a set 
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of such graphs a region (or regions) fcr the solution can be eelected. These graphs 
can be made from data obtained by the use of the thir) .ens contribution equations (see 
Sev. 9.6.2), the surface contribution equatlom (see -ec. 9.6.1) or, in certain cases, by 
direct ray tracing. The last two procedures are more appropriate for work with elec- 
tronic computers. 

When the region of the soli'tion is selected, a method of differential correction is 
applied. The partial difftientials of the aberrations against shaye are computed and 
also the value of the aberrations for a trial prescription. The desired amount of change 
of each aberration (AA) is determined by analysis of the trial prescription; the necessäry 
simu.taneous equations of the form 

^=2^ AC, 

are set up and solved. Because of the nonlinearity of the equ. ions, the sedation is 
seldom precise; however, the preselection of the solution neighborhood limits the size 
of A (7 so that the t multaneous solution is a good approximation and a seriea of solutions 
converges rapidly on the desired design shape. 

9.7.2.2;,. Limiting tfie Parameters. If three aberrations A, B, and C are to be cor- 
rected by adjustment of three parameters x, y, and z, an initial trial of x, y, and z can 
be modified by changing one of the parameters, say z, so that one of aberrations, say 
C, is "corrected." Then parameter y is changed and c new value of z is determined 
t/> hold the correction of C Parameter y is varied in this manner until abertations 
B and C are simultaneously corrected. Then parameter x is changed and, with each 
change of x, y, and z are adjusted as above to hold aberration B and C as desired. Then 
x is varied in this n.i nner until aberration A is brought to correction simultaneously 
with B and C   Graphs of C vs. z, B vs. y, and A vs. x are useful in such a procedure. 

3,7.2.3. Adding Thickness. If the thin-lens expressiom hi've been used in the 
preceding steps, it is necesrary to add thickness to the elements. This is generally 
done by adjusting the secondary oarvature of each thick element to hold the thick- 
element power equel to the th'.n-lena element power. The spacing between elements 
is then adjusted so that the separation of the principal points of the thick element 
is equal to the thin-lens spacings. This method serves to retain the overall system 
power and working distance at the same values as the thin-lens system. 

9.7.2 4. Trigonometric Corrections. When the aberrations have been corrected 
using fhird-order aberration contributions (either thin lens or surface contributions), 
it is necessary to trace rays trigonometrically to .'.'etermine the actual state of correction 
of the system It will usually differ by a small amount from that predicted by the 
third-order expressions. However, a step or two of differential correction as outlined 
in Sec. 9.7.2 1 will usually bring the trigonometrical correction to the correct value. 

It ie p ssible to go directly to trigonometric correction from the thin-lens expressions 
(provided that the method of introducing thickness is rigorously consistent). Alterna- 
tively, an additional step of determining and correcting the surface contributions may 
be desirable after thicknes&es are introduced. 

9.7.3. Reduction of Residual Aberrations. After the primary aberrations have 
been brought to correction, the design is usually tested for residual aberrations. The 
primary aberrations are generally corrected for a single zone of the aperture or field and 
can be expected to depart irom correction in all other zones, as discussed in Sec. 9.4,5 

If there were any parameters that were not used in the "»rrectioi of the primary 
aberrations, these nay be systematically varied and their effects on the residuals 
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noted and used. The possibility that more than one "neighborhood of solution" exists 
should not be overlooked; it is, in effect, an extra parameter. 

An analysis of the source of the third-order contributions will oiton pinpoint one 
or two especially heavy contributory elements of the system. A reduction of a single 
large contribution will often reduce residual aberrations. This can b« accomplished 
by introducing a correcting element near the offender (for example, convert a a-ngle 
positive element into a positive-negative doublet) or by splitting the offending olement 
into two elements whose total power equals that of the original This latter technique 
introduces two new variable parameters; the ratio of the power's of the two new elements, 
and the shape of the added element. Alternatively, a new shape for the offend«.." may 
reduce its contribution to an acceptable level. 

Where residuals are a problem, it ie wise to reconsider the starting power and spacing 
layout. It is sometimes possible to revise the layout in such a way that the powers 
of the elements can be reduced.   This ie a rapid way of reducing residuals. 

9.7.4. Automatic Design. The electronic computer has made possible the auto- 
matic implementation of certain of the preceding steps; for example correction of the 
third-order aberrations to a desired set of values. In this technique the computer 
calculates the partial differentials of the aberrations with respect to the available 
parameters and solves the resulting simultaneous equations to determine the required 
changes necessary. These approximate changes are then automatically applied to 
their respective parameters, and the proc.ss is repeated until the aberration contribu- 
tion sums are within predetermined limits cf the desired values. The system is then 
submitted to a trigonometric ray-trace check, and the process is repeated if necessary 
until the ray-trace aberrations are corrected. 

Another school of automatic correction uses a "merit function," which is typically 
a weighted average of the absolute aeparturts of the intersection» of many rays from 
an ideal point image. Various techniques (least squares, steepest descent, and others) 
are used to improve the "merit function" automatically. 

It is not possible in a handbook of this size to provide the automatic lens-design 
programs. From the references cited in the summary below, one can obtain some 
of the programs and get in touch with those responsible for their development or use. 

Two distinct types of automatic lens correction are evident in the published literature. 
The first code gives the problem to the computer in explicit mathematical terms, thus 
making it possible for any engineer or scientist, with a modest knowledge of optics, 
to obtain lens designs [1-4]. The second type requi> es direct* i. b> a skilled specialist 
who makes qualitative judgments and compromises; hence the computer should be 
regarded as a tool presenting f he designer with provisional solutions only [5,6]. Work 
is also being done in the design and manufacturing of aspheric optical element r7,8]. 
Bell and Hcwell have been quite active in this branch of design and have developed 
a computer-programmed lens-grinding system [9]. 

Procedures and typical designs are presented in a thesis by G. Spencer [10], from 
which we quote directly: 

In 1954, Rosen and Eldert described a method designed to reduce the values of a 
large number of ray deviations - a number in excess of the number of available 
variables [11]. This led them to a least squares formulatirn. Hopkins, McCarthy, 
and Walters [12] „nd McCarthy [13], on the othei hand, were interested in arriving 
at specific values for the first-f.rder chromatic and third-order monochromatic 
aberrations — altogether seven in number and less than *he number of available 
variables. This led them to a modified Newton-Raphson procedure, described 
by them in 1955.   Feder phrased the problem in terms of the reduction of a single 
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"merit punction" for the system with the implication that the smaller the value 
of the merit function the better tlw» state of correction of the system. This led 
him to an extensive investigation of various gradient methods which he published 
in 1957 [11]. Modified gradient methods which maintain ccnatant values for 
certain system characteristics while simultaneously reducing the value of a merit 
function have been described both by Feder I Hi and by Meiron and .obenstein [15j, 

The methods of Rosen and Eldert and of Hopkins and McCarthy may be termed 
linearization methods since they involve the approximation of non-linear functions 

■' linear ones at each iteration. Practically all of the procedures thus far reported 
in the literature may be classified as either linearization method*« or gradient 
methods. Procedures which defy these classifications have been described by 
Black [16] and by Meiron and Volinez [17]. These methods involve the successive 
adjustment of individual system parameters tu values which minimize a figure 
of merit for the system. They may be called relaxation methods. Black also 
mentions the use of blocl' and group operations on system parameters, which are 
standard relaxation techniques. Relaxation methods appear to be conside' ".bly 
less efficient than either gradient or linearization methods, however. 

Probably the most successful automatic correction methods to appear thus far 
ai* the SLAMS method introduced by Wynne [18] and Nunn and Wynne [19] 
and the conjugate gradient method investigated by Feder [20]. 

Other references include the work of Holladay [21], of Gray [22], and of O'Brien [23]. 

9,8.   Achromatism and Achromats 

Many infrared systems make use of reflecting optics because of their freedom from 
chromatic aberration. 

The condition for achromatism can be taken directly from the thin-lens aberration 
contribution equation (9-220) and is given by 

ILchC = 0 = - T^- ly*4>!V (9-230) 

For a system ot two refracting elements in close contact, the powers of the elements 
may be solved for directly, giving 

t* =  1>"~V^ (^* ~ ÄVs) (9-231) 

VH 
<!>*=-. rr   (4>At-RVA) (9-232) 

LCYIA _ LchA' = //.. - /r\ _ /fV - f'A 

i* I'* \   Ur     )        \    I'vl'r    I 
(9-233) 

where 4>A, 4>tt, 4>A^ are the powers of the elements A and B and ehe doublet AB re- 
spectively, VA and Vg are the Abb6 V numbers (nM - IMr — rir) of the elements A and 
B, and A is a residual chromatic aberration term as defined in Eq. (9-233). In the 
Eq. (9-233), LchA is the chromatic aberration of the object a distance / from the doublet 
and LchA' is the chromatic desired in the image locfiied a distance I' from the doublet: 
lr and lr are the object distences in short and long wavelengths, respectively, and 
l't and l'r are the image distances. If a real object is to be imaged without any chro- 
matic aberration (aa is usually the case) the equations reduce to 
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^A^VA^ABKVA-VB) (9-234) 

^B^V^AB/WB-VA) (9-235) 

In the infrared, it is necessary to check the secondary spectrum carefully. For example, 
ordinary optical glasses are often used in the lead sulflu^ region and ore night calculate 
an "achromat" from Eqs. (9-234) and (9-235) using VWalues based on wavelengths of 
1.0 fi, 1.8 /x, and 2.5 fi which would yield a doublet that brought radiation of 1.0 fj. and 
2.5 pi to a common focus. However, on ray tracing the intemediute wavelengths 
one would find a very large secondary spectrum, because for every pah of optical glasses 
there is a wavelength between 1.0 fi and 1.5 /x at which their reciprocal relative dis- 
persion (V values) if identical. At this wavelength the doublet is no better corrected 
than a single element. To achieve chromatic correction over this particular spectral 
region it is necessary to use fluorite (CaF2 in combination with a d^nse barium crown 
or a light flint glass. 

The thin-lens expression for secondary spectrum (Eq. 9-222) indicates a technique 
for handling this problem. For the secondary spectrum to be zero, ihe conditions 
that tLchC = 0 and SSSC ~ 0 are necessary.   In a thin doublet 

\ y A      '8 / 
(9-236) 

and if values for $* am i «fce from Eqs. '9-234) and (9 235) are nubstituted into this 
expression, the following equation can be derived: 

XSSC - /•(?« - PAVWA - VB) (9-237) 

in which PA mvat equal PB to achieve a zero secondary spectrum. A plot of P against 
V for the available materials (P and V calculated for tne spectral bind of interest) is 
useful in selecting the pair of materials with the smallest value of (PB -PA)I(VA — V«) 
and hence the smallest secondary spectrum. 

9.9.   Resolution, definition, and Image Spot Size 

The resolving power of a system is the smallest angular separation of two equally 
bright point sources at which the system can detect that there are two sources rather 
than one. The resolution does not fully describe the performance of an optical system, 
and other criteria such as energy distribution and frequency response have come into 
use. The energy distribution is often represented by a plot of the percentage of the 
tolai image energy falling within a circle of a given diameter against the diameter of the 
circle. Frequency response is the percentage modulation of intensity in the image of 
an objtji uf a giver, spatial frequency and is usually presented as a plot of percentage 
modulntion or respom« »gainst spatial frequency. 

9.9.1. The Airy Disc. The wave ncture of light limits the characteristics of the 
image formed, even by an optical system without aberration, to a disc of illumination 
surrounded ty rings of illumination wliich are progressively fainter for larger rings. 
This pattern is shown in Fig. 9-28. Figure 9-29 indicates the illumination level» in 
the pattern.   (The illumination levels in the rings are highly exaggerated for clarity.) 

For a circular aperture,* the iliuraination distribution in this pattern is given by 

•See Fig. 9-30 for meaning of symbols. 
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FIG. 9-28.   Appearance of diffraction pattern. 

Illumination 

FJG. 9-29.    Relative illumination in Airy disc with the size of the 
T.iral maxima reduced in scale. 

' Aperture 

Marginal Ray 

Airy DUc 

FIG 9-30.    Mesning of symbols .n Eqs. (9-238) through 
(9-242) and Tails 9-2. 
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2np 
m - —— sin « 

A 
(9-239) 

where E = the illumination at point Z 

p ~ the Bemidiameter of the aperture of the system 

X = the wavelength of the energy 

a = the angle subtended by the distance from the point 7 to the axis, from the 
aperture 

For a slit aperture the pattern becomes a series of lines and the illumination is given 
by 

_     .. sin» m ,.   , ■. 
E = K  (1 + cos a) 

For a rectangular aperture,* the illumination is 

sin2 mi    sin* m» 

(0-240) 

E = /fp.W 
mi* 

(9-241) 

Table 9-2 giv-.i the location, relative illumination, and integrated! illumination for 
the central disc and the first four rings for the circular and slit apertures. 

The Rayleigh criterion assumes that two points are just resolved if the central max- 
imum of one image pattern is directly over the first dark ring of the other, and vice 
vena. Figure 9-31 illustrates this condition. Thus (from lable 9-3; the separation 
lor this condition is 

Z = 0.6U/n sin 6 (9-242) 

where Z is the linear separation between the images, \ is the wavelength, n is the final 
index, and 0 is the half-angle subtended by the aperture from the image. 

TABLE 9-2.   LOCATION, RILATIVB ILUIMINATION, AND INTEGRATED 

ILLUMINATION FOR CIRCULAR AND SUT APERTURES 

Circular Aperture Slit Aperture 

Ring 
{or Band) Z 

(X/nsin«) 
Peak 

Illumination 

Total hing 
Energy 

Relative to 
Central Disc 

Proportion 
of Total 

Energy in 
Each Ring 

Z 
{kin sin 8) 

Peak 
Illumination 

Central max. 0 1.0 1.0 0.839 0 1.0 
Ist dark 0.61 0 — ~ 0.5 0 
2nd bright 0.819 0.01746 0.084 0.071 0.715 0.0469 
2nd dirk 1.116 0 — — 1.0 0 
3rd bright 1.333 0.00415 0.033 0.028 1.230 0.0168 
3rd dark 1.619 0 - — 1.6 0 
Ath bright 1.847 0.00165 0,018 0.016 1.736 0.0083 
itk d«rk 2.120 0 — - 2 0 
5th bright 2.361 0.00078 0.011 1 2.235 0.0060 
6th dark 2.?32 0 — — 2.5 0 

•See Fig. 9-30 for meaning of symbols. 

I 
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Separation of 
Images 

FIG. 9-31. Rayleigh criterion for resolution; 
peak intensity from one Airy disc dislocated 
at first dark ring of other Airy disc. 

If the optical system is reasonably aplanatic, pi I' can be substituted for n sin 6 (if 
the image is in «ir) and the following expression derived for the limiting angular 
resolution (Z/l') of an optical system 

ß= 061 kjp (9-243> 

where ß = the ingular separation of the two objects which are just resolved 

p = the semi aperture of the optical system 

9.9.2. The Effects of Aberrations on the Airy Disc. Rayleigh established a 
criterion ft the amount of aberration which could be tolerated without "sensibiy" 
degrading the image of an otherwise perfect system. The Rayleigh limi' can be ex- 
pressed as followa. 

An image can be "sensibly" perfect if there exists not more than one quarter-wave- 
kngth difference in optical path over the wavofront with reference to a spherical 
wivefront about the selected image point (see Tables 9-3 and 9-4). 

TABLE 9-3.   DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY IN CENTRAL DISC 

.   . - Knorav in Oontrril rtiar J^nerov in Rinffx 
Amount of Aberration -^     /«V" "/«A 

VTüi ITC/ 

Perfect system 84 16 
1/4 Rayleigh limit 83 17 
1/2 Rayleigh limit 80 20 
1 Rayleigh limit 68 32 

TABLE 9-4.   RAYLEIGH LIMIT IN GEOMETRIC TERMS 

One Rayleigh limit of: 
Out of focus = kl2n' sin« U'm 

Third-order longitudinal spherical aberration = 4\/ra' sin* U'm 
R^idual tonal longitudinal spherical aberration = 6x/.n' sin* U'm 
.', ((ittal comp. = X/2n' sin U'm 

Longitudinal chromatic abei -ation - kin' sin* U'm 

9.9.3. Geometrical Limits on Resolution. When aberrations are small, their 
effects on image size should be evaluated in terms of the diffraction pattern. Howeve., 
when the aberrations are quite large, the blur spot predicted by ray tracing may be 
used to determine the image characteristics. 
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9.9.3.1. Third-Orxier Sphericcl Aberration. Figure 9-32 shows the pattern of ray 
intersections at the image of a lens system with pure third-order sphencsl aberration, 
that is, aberration which can be described by the equation LA = ay*. Thers is a 
well-defined minimum diameter b'.ur spot, which occurs at 0.75 LAm from the paraxia! 
focus.   At this point the blur diameter is given by 

nin = 0.5Li4m tan (I'm (9-244) 

and is one-fourtL t' e size of the blur at the paraxial focus. 
When the aberration is small, the position of best focus (chosen on the basis of wave- 

froiif iberration or minimum optical p-th difference, O.P.D.) is halfway between 
the mariginal focus and the paraxial focus. 

Jtositlon of Focus lor 
Minimum Dluceter 

Blur Spot' 

Focu» for 
Minimum O.P.D. 

.0.5 LA 

Paraxial.. 
Fonua 

Fi  . 9-32.   Pattern of ray intenectioiu at image lens system with 
pur, third-order spherical aberration. 

9.9.3.2. Third- and Fifth-Order Spherical Aberration. In the presence of third- 
and fifth-order spherical aberration (i.e., when LA = ay* + by*), there «ue two possi- 
bilities for optimization. On the basis of O.P.D. the best image occurs when the lens 
is designed so that LAm = 0, but the minimum geometrical blur circle occurs wheu 
LA, = 1.5LAm.   Both cases are illustrated in F?g. 9-33. 

Marginal spherical equal to zero The minimum O.P.D. focuc is 0.75 Li4. from th*\ 
paraxial focus but the minimum diameter blur occurs at 0.422 LA, from the paraxial 
focus.   At this latter point the blur diameter is given by: 

Bmin - 0 84L4, txn J7'„ (for small angles) 

Bmin ■" 0A2LA, (tan U'm+ ün U'm) for larger anglee 
(9-245) 
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 Focus Positions (or Mlnimurr O.P.D. 

and Minimun ^.J- Spot Diameter 

LA    =0 m 

Focus for Minimum 
Diameter Blur Spot 

Axial Intercept. 
o( Rays 

Ray Height 

Focus For 
Minimum O.P.D. 

.0.75 LA 

.1.25 LA 

0.707 y 

I 

FIG. 9-33. Geometrical image tormalicn in p.-esence of third- and fifth-order spher- 
ical aberration, (a) where LA,* = 0 and (6) where LI, ~ i.5 LAK (state of correction 
actually produces smaller geometrical blur spot although v^.P.E is less in case whes\i 
LA „ - 0). 

Marginal spherical equal to 0.67 zonal spherical. The minimum O.P.D. focus is 
0.75 LA maT from the paraxial focus but the minimum diameter of the blur spot is 
1.25 LAm from the paraxial focus and is given by 

B, = 0.5Lilian f/'- (9-246) 

9.9.3.3. Chromatic Aberration. The treatment of blur-spot size in the presence 
of longitudinal chromatic aberration is complicated because the spectral response 
of the detector is a factor. Figure 9-34 shows the image energy distribution undti 
these circumstances. The insert, figures show the spectral response plots. The main 
graphs plot the percentage of the total energy within a given diamete- area, where 
the diameter of the area is given as a fraction of the total size of the chromatic blur 
spot.   The total size of the chromatic biui spot can be determined from 

Bmin = LchA • tan [/'„. - (l'e~t'r) tan U\ (9-24V) 

The eneigy density in the chromatic blur spot is not unifonr 75 to 95% of the "effec- 
tive" energy is contained within the central half diameter (or quarter of the area; 
of ihn spot. 

It is often if intersst to determine the image characteristics at the image of a a.iarp 
edge. The intensity at the image of an edge in the presence of chromatic for the two 
response characteristics is shown in Fig. 9-35. 
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5 
e 
s 

li 
_ " 
a c 
J w ■ 

Tenitd ' Spectral Response 
tltspor.se X     S. 

■Square'' Spectral 
Rescionse nrn 

, J Respo'ise L 

1.0 - LchA sin U' 

Diameter of Area    ■'» 
as a Fraction of Total 

Chromatic Blur Sire 

FIG. 9-Ö4. Energy distribution in presence of longitudinal chromatic 
aberration with plane of reference midway between extreme focii. 
Graph indicates percentage of toUl energy in image that falls within 
a circle of given distance. 

r Geometrical Position 
( Ima^e of   .nlfe Edge 

S "Square" Response 

5   LchA sin U' 

Distance from 'Ideal" Position of Kn.lfe Edge Image 
(as * fraction of '!■(> total chromatic blur size) 

FIG. 9-36 Intensity grai'ient at image of knife edge 
in presence of longitudinal chrumstic with plane of 
focus midway between eztre ne focii. 



SUMMARY OF EQUATONS 

9.10.   Summai v of Equations 

n' sin /' = n sin / 

8'       SA   f 

r = -^' 
m---x- f 

I = hnu — h'n'u' = ynupr 

417 

power = rf> = — = (n — 1) 
:i      1   ^n- l)t  I 

= (n - 1)   c, - cj + tciCi 1 

U'i =  U: + V.^l 

yt+\ i ^y* — d'iU i 

/•,*• "Ä" 
MB 

+ f*- ~d 

A = 
Usd 

(AB - *' 

/• -8'd 

fAs-s' -d 

fna'     _.       .      Uh _ (f + fA)±\r(vZrfA)1-VB(v- (A) 

Sd> = min 

d=u- fAB± VTAB (AB - '') 

1^ = min 

s' = /"« ± VfIB\fAB - v) 

(u'tn'i) = Ui-,n, + y((n'( - n^/n 

yi + i = >i - t'i(u'in',)ln'i 

numerical aperture = N.A. = n sin u 

TA      _ AA^ 
LA=-: 

_ coma. = atn t/i Ujk__      LSIJf- - i 
31 in L"t    (L'-Z'^r) 
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X., — L'cG~''' 

XT = L' AS — I' 

Distortion = H'pr — h' 

LchA = /-,. -I', 

Teh A- H\~-H'r 

C D.M. =(//',. -H'r)lh' 

ZA' = L' -/' 

TA' = LA' tan U' 

sint/,       t/'        (/'-.<V)    . 
u. sint/'    (L'-/'pr) 

XpU = 1.5x, - 0.5.r, 

Di8t = //Vr-/i' 

LchA = /'r-rr 

TchA=ti\    F'- 

Denk Calculations 

Paraxial Ray Trace: Sec. 9.5.3.1 

Meridional finite radii: Eq. (9-73) 

Meridional planes: Eq. (9-83) 

Computer Calculations 

Meridional: Eq. (9-101) 

Skew ray, sphencai surface: Eq. '9-128) 

Skew ray, asi/heric: Eq. (9-144) 

Third-order surface aberrations: Eq. (9-160) 

Third-order thin lens aberrations: Eq. (9-203) 

<J   AT 

\y A     "HI 

VV « -  VA) 

_      UhA     LcM'     (lr-lr\      /l'r-1'A 
H — £.*.= Mr - lr\ _ (I'v  -l'r\ 

'* ~\      Ur   ! \    I'J'r     I /' I 

4>A = VA+ABHVA - Vfl) 

lSSC~f(PB-PAmVA-VB) 

r.     v   ,   .sin« m, 
mS 

ain1 mi 
mj* 

Z = 0.61X/n sin 0 

ß= 0 61X/p 
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10.   Optical Systems 

10.1.   Useful Optical Devices 

10.1.1. Afocal Systems. An afocal system has its object and image at infinity and 
thus has no focai length. It is composed of two or more components so arranged that 
(in a two-component system) the image of the first component, which is the object for 
the second, lies exactly at tne first focal point of the second component, and is thus 
reimaged at infinity.   Figures 10-1 and 10-2 show afocal systems. 

Object ivt 

1 
f 
2 

Astronomical Telescope 

ODjective Eye Lens 

Objective 

Galilean Telescope 

Erector 
Eye Lens 

Terrestrial Telescope 

FIG. 10-1.    Astronomical, Galilean, and terrestrial telescopes. 

422 
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M 
-{.—^xry 

FIG 10-2.   Afocal systems (lower sketches show reflecting equivalents 
or redacting systems above». 

10.1.1.1. Magnification, or Magnifying Power. An ai'ocai system usually has a 
characteristic magnification, in that the object appears iaigcr 'or smaller) when viewed 
through the telescope than with the unaided eye. Figure 10-3 shows » sirrple tele- 
acoye with an objective focal length of fi and an eye-lens focal length of/s. The object 
subtends a half-angle of ai at the objective; thus the image formed by the objective 
has a height equal to /\ tan a,. The half-angle subtended by the internal image at the 
eye lerj is thus the image height divided by the focal length of the eye lens, giving 

tan aj = — tan ai (10-lt 

Since th~ apparent angular size of the object when viewed through the telescope is 
given by tan a 2, the object will appear to have been magnified by f, if-i, where the mag- 
nification is given by 

M=t\lft (10-2) 

The diameter of the axial bundle of rays emerging from the telescope is also f ovemed 
by the ' iagnification.   From Fig. 10-3, 

CA, -H (10-3) 

, Objective Eye Lens 

FIG. 10-3.   Simple telescope with objective focal length of ^ and eye lens focal lensfth of ft. 
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The space between objective and eye lena is equal te f, + ft for both the «»slronomical 
and Galilean telescopes. Also, the eye lenses of the astronomical and terrestrial 
telescopes form an external image of the objective aperture, through which all the 
energy emerging from the telescope passe». This image is called the exit pupil and is 
the customary location of the eye (see Sec. 9.3 on stops and apertures). The Galilean 
telescope has a virtual exit pupil inside the telescope 11] 

10.1.1.2. Anamorphic Sysiems. An anamorphic system has u focal length or mag- 
nification in one meridian different from that in the other. In Fig. 10-4 the eye is 
replaced by a lens of focal length fj at the exit pupil. The 1« .^al length of the combina- 
tion is equal to the magnification of the tele»x)pe times f». If the telescope is composed 
of lenses with cylindrical surfaces, the overall system will have a focai length of M fs 
in one meridian, but in the meridian parallel to the cylinder axes it will have a focal 
length of /j because in this meridian the cylinders are acting as plane surfaces. A 
schematic anamorphic system is sketched in Fig. 10-5. 

Anamorphic systems can be used in infrared work where it is desired to use a square 
or cimular detector and at the same time obtain a wide field of view in one meridian 
and a narrow field of view in the other. 

— i. 

Fio. 10-4.   Anamorphic system with eye replace ly lene of focal length 
A at the exit pupil. 

10.1.1.3. Applications of Afocal Systems. Figure 10-2 ahows the refracting and 
reflecting equivalents of astronomical and Galilean telescopes. These systems can be 
used in infrared work to reduce the diameter of the collected bundle of rays from the 
target. Figure 10-6 shows such an application. Because the field angles are increased 
by magnification at the same time that the diameter of th bundle of rays is decreased, 
this device is limited to systems with small fields of view. 

10.1.2. Relay Systems, Erectors, and Periscopes. The erector lens of the Ter- 
restrial telescope (Fig. 10-1) indicates the technique of inveHing an image with a 
relay system, which may at the same time magnify or minify the image. To carry 
an image through a long narrow path, one may use a series of relay systems, with each 
subsequent system reimagin0' the original object. Figure 10-7(a) illustrates a triple 
relay system in which each relay lens operates at unit magnification. A field lens can 
be introduced at (or near) each image plane to redirect the energy from one relay 
lens into the aperture of the succeeding relay, as shown in Fig. 10-7'b). The field 
lens forms an ime^e of the aperture of one relay system in the aperture of the next. 

10.1.2.1. Projection Systems and Condensers. A schematic projection system is 
shown in Fig. 10-8. The reflector is a spheriral mirror positioned with its center 
of curvature at the light source so that it produces an inverted image of the source 
in the same plane and at the same size as the source. This raises the average effective 
brightness of the source, either by filling in the gaps or open;ng8 in the filament or 
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.>ecUcm ÜB 

h = ;-f, tano 
f2  3 

FIG. 10-5.   Schematic enamorphic system. 

Rotating Hall-Plane 
Hellector Chopper 

Mirror 

Filter 
Dtrtector 

FIG, 10-6. Application of a reflecting afocal system to two-color radiometer. 
Energy alternately traverses pUhs A and B When the mirrored choppet 
blade is in the beam at A'.it in not in the beam at Y, and lice versa 
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(b) Field Lenses 

FIG. 10-7. Aelay and field lenses: (a) A three-element relay system in which 
most of the li^ht. from lens .4 escapes ps it lens B and lens C. In (6) a field 
lens D is introduced at the image piane to direct light from lens A to lens B. 
The field lens is constracteO to image tt\e aperture oM into the aperture of B. 

Condunaer 

.Reflector 
Light Source 

y 

Object To 
Be Projected 

s 
/ 

Projection Lens 

To Screen 

-Jf X' 
tmaije of Source in 
Aoetture of Project«.T .'^ens 

FIG. 10-8.   Schematic progection system. 

arc, ci by raising the temperature slightly, or both. The- condenser images the source 
in the aperture of the projection lens. For optimum efficiency, the image of the source 
should completely fill the aperture of the projection Isns. The projection lens images 
the object at the desired position. 

If the light siource is replaced by a detected, the projection system becomes a typical 
infrared device, with the projection lens, cbject, and condenser functioning as objective, 
reticle, and field lens, respectively. 

Condensers (and field lenses) are usually made up of one or more single elements. 
The power and position of the condensing system as a whole tn; calculated from the 
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equations given in Sec. 9.2 to produce an image of the desired size and location. a 
estimate of the number of elements necessary is made, and the total power is divided 
into that number of parts. Each element is shaped for minimum spherical aberration, 
either by vwe \Ä the third-ordsr thin-lens contribution (Eq. 9-215), or by shaping them 
so that a marginal ray is deviated equally at each surface. The system is then tested, 
either by trigonometric v.y tracing or by cons.ructing a sample. If the residual spher- 
ical aberration is too large, tht number of elements may be increased, or one or more 
surfaces may be aspherized. 

10.1.3.   Apknatic Surfaces and Elements [2.31 

10.1.3.1. Aplanatic Surfaces. The spherical aberra^.jn contribution of a surface 
is zero in the following th^ae cases: 

(o) When the object and image both lie at the surface (/ = T = 0) 

(b) When the object and image both lie at the center of curvature of the surface 
(/ = /' = r) 

(c) When the object lies at 

/ = r(n' + n)ln (10-4) 

The following expressions also apply for this case: 

I' = r(n'+ n)ln' (10-5) 

n'ln =■- sin u'/sin u (10-6) 

Case c is the apianatic condition. A cone of rays may be further converged by the 
use of an aplanatic surface without introducing any additional aberration. C.^ses 
b and r are both used in detector immeniion lenses. 

lj.1.3.2. Aplanatic lenses [4-7]. A combination of cases c and o n be used to 
make a lens which will increase the convergence of a cone of rays without introducing 
spherical aberration. The first surface i«» an "aplanatic" surface of the case c type 
which converges the rays by the factor n'ln of Eq. (10-6). The second surface is then 
made concentric with the image formed by the first surface. The rays are undeviated 
by the second surface, and the convergence of the entire cone of rays is increased by 
n'ln, »r, if the Sens is in air, by its index. Figure J.0-9 indicates the layout of such a 
lent;. An aplanatic lens or surface can only increase (or decrease) the convergence 
(or divergence) of a cone of light. It does not bring parallel rays to a focus nor does 
it change a diverging cone of rays to a converging one, or oice versa. 

10.2.   Detector Optics 

The optics immediately associated with infrared detectors are field lenses, immersion 
lenses, and light pipes (or cone condensers). All allow use of a smaller size detector. 
Field lenses and light pipes iAao redistribute the energy over the surface of the detector 

10.2.1.   Application.   In Fig. 10-10 the objective is shown as a simple lens; however, 
the considerations outlined below apply also to a system with a torn pound objective 
or a reflecting-type objective.   The objective has a focal length f and an effective clear 
aperture A.   The detector size is 1) and th? detector covei« a half-angle of view a. 

If the objective is well corrected, then the relative aperture is given by 

/"/no = flA (10-7) 

and for moderate angles 

D = 2af (10-8) 

Substituting the va!u° of/"given by Eq. QO-8) into Eq. (10-7) gives 

flno = DI2aA (10-9) 
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(6) 

FIG. 10-9. Aplanatica: (a) aplanatic surface; (6) apianatic lens 
where r, is an aplanatic surface, r, has its center )f curvature at 
//. This 'ens increases the convergence of the cone of rays by a 
factor of n without introducing aberration. 

1 

■ -   ( 

FIG 10-10.   Simple infrared system. 

Most infrared systems require a large apt. tu re A to collect a maximum of radiation, 
a small detector D to optimize the detector signal to noise ratio, and a larjc field a. 
These requirements reduce the necessary /"/no (that is, ncrease the "relative aperture"). 
The limit on the relative aperture of a well-correcicsd optical system is that it cannot 
exceed iwice the focal length; that is, /7Ö.5 is the smallest flno attainable (see Fig. 
lO-H). h-, a weu-correcte*. system, the Ahht tine condition must hold (p. 373). The 
sine condition can i« expressed as 

V — /" sin u' (10-10) 
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Principal "Plane" 

429 

Optical System 

Fi3. 10-11.    FVincipal "plane" of weU-corrected system 
is a spheri'.al surface 

The limiting relative aperture is given by 

no = /72y-,/'/4 = 0.5 (10-11) 

If the //no from Eq. (10-11) is substituted into Eq. (10-9), the following theoretical 
limitation on the relationship of A, D, and a are obtained: 

Dmtn — aA (theoretical limit) 'lO-^ 

In practice it is often undesirable to exceeii a speed of//1.0,in which case the relation- 
ship becomes 

Dmtn = 2aA ("practical" limit) (10-13) 

This limit applies to any optical systems with the detector in air including systems 
with field lenses and systems with light pipes. Immersion of the detector in a material 
of index n allows a reduction in D by a factor of 1/a. 

Equations (10-12 and 10-13) are among the first to be considered in designing an infra- 
red system. 

10.2.2. Field Lennea. Field lenses are used when a reticle is placed at the focus 
of the system, illuminating the detector evealy, or when a minimum-size detector is 
required for use w'h a primary objective of low relative aperture Figure 10-12 
illustrates the principle of the fielJ lens. The objective forms an image in the focal 
plane, beyond which the light rays diverge. The fielo .^.is causes the rrys of light at 
the edge of the field to be bent toward the axis so that they all fall on the detector. 
When a field lens is designed, the power and poe.tion of the lens are selorled so that 
the objective aperture imaged on the detector is the fame size as the detector. Equa- 
tions (9-2) and (9-4) are used to determine the relationships between the quantities 
of Fig. 10-12: 

AID = SIS' 

1 1 
f    (-S) fS' 

Combining and solving for the focal length of the field lens gives 

SD 
f- (Ü * A) 

(10-14) 

(10-15) 

(10-16) 

The necessary dianieter of the field lens can be deduced from the path of the extreme 
off-axis rays (shown dashed in Pig. 10-12).   Vignetting these rays at the edge of the 
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Focal Plane 
Objective Field Lens 

Yvn. 10-12.   '•'unction of field lens in infrared pystem 

Detector 

field reduces the diameter of the field leiis. The optimum location for the field lens 
is at the focal plane, where its diameter is minimized: practical considerations of 
interferenc«» with the reticle, or of the effects of small imperfections in the field lens 
upon system performance, usually enforce a compromise location. The illumination 
fX the detector under these conditions is now identical to that at the aperture of the 
objective. If thjre is no vignetting, a point image may be moved 311 over the field of 
view without affecting the intensity or distribution of the illumination at the detector. 

Usually the objective aperture is circular and the detector is square, if the detec- 
tor's signal-to-noise ratio varies inversely with the square root of its tj-ea, or directly 
as illDi), iS' d if the optical limit of Eq. (10-11 and 10-12) has been attained with the 
image of the -ibjective aperture forming a circle of illumination inscribed within the 
square detector, the detector can be reduced in size. A loss of only 10% in SIN occurs 
if the detecto»- is reduced in size until its square is inscribed in the illumination circle 

The field lens is o^signed to minimize aberrations and place the maximun amount 
of energy on :he detector. The lochnique is to consider the field lens as an 'mage- 
forming system in itself, ard to evaluate (by ray tracing or third-order contributions) 
the quality of the image of tie objective aperture which it forms. When high relative 
apertures are required of xhe field kns, the requirements for correction of coma, and 
to a lesser extent spherical aberration, usually lead to u two- (or more) element system, 
aa shown in Fig. 10-13. The first element is often planoconvex and the second a menis- 
cus in a shape to minimize aberration and optimize the energy delivered to the detector. 

Detector 

FIG. 10-13.    Section through typical field lens 
used with infr'»n>d detectors. 

10.2.3. Light Pipe» (Cone Channel Condensers) [8,9]. A light pipe is a hollow 
(or solid) truncated cone (or pyramid), with highly reflecting wall«, which collects 
light at it« receiving end and channels it by successive reflections to the other end. 
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at which a detector is usually located. It serves the same function as a field lens 
and is subject to the same opticpl limitations on the relationship 2rnong system aper- 
ture, detector size, avA system field of view (Eq. 10-7 through 10-12). A completely 
reflecting (hollow) light pipe can be constructed for situationj where there is no suitable 
refracting material. Such a light pipe "g'Tamblea" the imagery between detector 
and objective aperture. 

Figure 10-14 shows a section of a typical light pioe and the path of a ray through the 
pipe. Ordinarily the detector is located at the smaller end of the pipe and the image 
plane of the system is located near the large end. 

FIG. 10-14.   Section through light pipe, with path 
of ray showing pipe function 

Figure 10-15 shows the construction used for tracing the path of a ray through a 
light pipe. Si and Sj are the upper and lower sides of the pipe, respectively. Since 
the image from a plane reflecting surface is located an equal distance behind the sur- 
face, the image of S2 in Si is a line thrcagh the intersection of Si and S2, making the 
same angle (a) to S, that Sj does. Subsequent reflected images of the sides are similarly 
constructed. Then a meridional ray through the systen can be represented by a 
straight line, and the intersections of the line with the images of the surfaces are 
the locations of the reflections of the ray. In Fig. 10-15 the ray AB, which is shown 
by the straight line Aß', emerges from the pipe after three reflections. The ray rep- 
resented by AC, however, never reaches the small end of the pipe. It is turned around 
and eventually emerges from the large end of the pipe. The limiting case is a ray 
tangent to circle FG, which is the locus of the reflected images of the exit window of 
the pipe. 

Image of Side 2 
Reflected. l>y S, 

FIG. 10-15.   Graphic ray tracing through light pipe. 
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If the large end of the pipe represents the field stop of an objective system and the 
small end the detector si»,, the minimum detector size is given by 

Dmii. = aA (10-17) 

If x is the length of the light pipe, c the radius of the detector, and s the radius of the 
large end of the pipe, 

c      s cos a 
x = 1 — 

s (els) — sin a 

There are a number of limitations on solid light pipes. If the sides of the pipe are 
made reflecting and the detector is in optical contact with the pipe (and of the same or 
higher index), the situation is much the same as that described above except that the 
rays are refracted toward the pipe a-xis upon passing through the entrance face. This 
increases the acceptance angle of the pipe by a factor equal to the index n, and the 
limiting size of the detector becomes 

Dmln = aAln (10-18) 

Some solid pipes are made without any reflecting coating, and operate on the basis 
of total internal reflection. Total internal reflection (T.I.R.) occurs when light passes 
from a medium of higher index to a medium of lower index at an angle of incidence 
such that the angle of refraction is 90°. 

Figure 10-15 shows that the angle of incidence decreases as the ray passes down the 
P'4*>, thus establishing a limiting length on the pipe under these conditions. A con- 
struction similar to that of Fig. 10-15 can b?. made, except that at each surface the 
critical angle must not be exceeded.   This limits the maximum acceptance angle to 

arcsinUn"»)»--!]1"' 

Another limit for solid pipes occurs if the detector is not in contact with the end of 
the pipe, or if the detector or its coverplate have i lower index than the pipe. Under 
these circumstances T.I.R. can occur at the end face of the ^ipe and prevent the light 
from leaving the pipe. 

The transmission efficiency of a light pipe is a function of the reflectivity of the 
surfaces, and if the pipe is solid, of the transmission of the material used. For merid- 
ional rays (as in Fig. 10-15) it is simple to detemine the path length through thy 
medium and the number of reflections for any given ray.   The path length d is given by 

d = Z^l - — sin* 0j (10-19) 

where 9 —■ angle of incidence on front surface.   The transmission is given by 

T = p"'2(l-ps)e ■"* (10-20) 

where p = measured reflectance of the sides of the pipe; m, the number of refiectionr,, 
is given by 

nL sin B 
m 

2r(ra', - n1 sin» ö)"1 

and r = radius of pipe. 
Light pipes are made in the form of truncated cones, cylinders, and pyramids (com- 

monly four sided). Figure 10-15 shows that from point A one sees a mosaic of reflected 
images of the detector laid on a spherical surface about point E. The light is "scram- 
bled" or "folded" over the detector surface and, if there is a reflection loss at the surfaces, 
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provides a ready method of visualizing the decreap^d effective sensitivity at the edges 
of the detector n.osaic. When the lipht pipe is conical, the analysis is more complex, 
because the first-order reflected images of the detector will blend into a single annular 
image, and each of the higher-order images forms its own annulus. 

When a light pipe is designed, convenient length and a detector size within the limits 
of Eq. (10-12) and (10-18) are chosen. A drawing of the system, in the manner of 
Fig. 10-15, is made, and a set of "typical" rays (usuall) the full aperture rays to an 
on-axis point and to a point at the extreme edge of the field) are drawn in. These rays 
are examined and adjusted for the limitations described above. The longer the light 
pipe, the greater the number of reflections and the greater the transmission path if 
the pipe is solid. 

10.2 *. llmmerBion Lenses. The immersion lens is used to decrease the detector 
size to obtain increased detector signal-to-noise ratios. The aplanatic surface described 
in Sec. 10.1.3.1. is used for this purpose. 

10.2.4.1. The Hemispherical Immersion Lens. The immersion lens with greatest 
applicability is the hemispherical element with the detector located at the center 
of curvature (see Fig. 10-16). In an optical system with the detector located either at 
the focus of the primary system (objective) or at the image of the objective aperture 
formed by a field lens, the energy focused on the detector converges with a half-angle 
u and the detector sizp corresponds to h, the maximum height of the image. Since 
this image is formed in air of index 1.0, the Lagrangian invariant is hu (Eq. 9-6) 
If a hemispherical lens is inserted in the system with its center of curvature at the 
focus of the ra>s, the convergence angle is not changed (since the rays of the axial 
cone strike the surface normally), and the Lagrangian invariant is 

h' n' u', which then is the same as h'n'u (10-21) 

Since the invariant for the image in air must equal that for the image in the immersion 
lens, the two may be equated to yield 

h' = hin' (10-22) 

This usage of the hemispherical surface corresponds to case b of Sec. 10.1.3.1. 
Design. To design an immersion lens, a diameter for the lens is selected larger than 

the unimmersed det&ctor size and a few rays are traced from the primary optical system 
directed toward the edge of the field. The focus of these rays is examined to locate 
tho optimum position for the detector. If the angles at which the rays strike the sur- 
face of the immersion element are large, the loss due tc ~eflection may be too great. 
These angles may be reduced by increasing the radius of the immeroion element. 
The radius used for an immersion element is usually a compromise among the desire 
for reasonable incidence angles, the space available for the element, and the rela- 
tively high costs of the material for immersion lenses. 

Imrjizrsion. To obtain the fullÄSt gain from an immereion lens, the deitsciui" must 
be in optical contact with the plane surface. Some detectors can be deposited directly 
on this surface if the lene is madä of a material compatible with the electrical and 
mechanical characteristics of the detectoi. If the detector index is higher than that 
of the immereion ' »ns, the situation is ideal. If the detector index happens to be lower 
than that of the »ens, or if there is a layer of air, or cement, or a low-index cover plate 
between the lens and the detector, then total internal reflection can occur at the inter- 
face where ^ae light travels from high index to low. Since high efficiency systems must 
operate witli^bigh convergence angled at the detector, the angles of incidence at these 
interfaces are often very large and T.I.R. is a problem unless the detector is titily 
immersed. 
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Primary System (or Field Lens) 

Field of View 
(or Image ot 
Objective 
Formed by 
Field Lens) 

Detector 

Immersion Lens 
^ 

Detector 

Size of Detector 
/ Necessary without 

TV    Immersion 

FIG. 10-16.   Function of hemispherical immersion lens in reducing the 
size of the detector necessary tu cover a given aperture or field of viev. 

10.2.4.2. The "Aplanat:c" Immersion L^ns. Case c of paragraph 10 1.3.1. pro- 
vides another possible siuface for use in an immersion lens, since the "aplanatic" 
surface may b-? inserted into £. convergent beam without introducing aben-ation, just 
like the concentric surface of »he hemiypherica! lens. As shown in Fig. 10-17, the 
use of this type of lens is limited t.o km-aperture systems. 

10.3.   Refracting Objectives 

10.3.1. The Single-Element Objective. A single refracting element usually forms 
a very imperfect image. Chromatic aberration spreads out the image, and unless 
expensive aspheric surfaces are used, there is spherical aberration. Because the image 
quality required of many infrared systems is relatively poor, the simplicity and economy 
of a single spherical lens make it useful. 

The image quality of a single element can be estimated from the thin-lens contri- 
bution equations of Sec. 9.6.3    (Figures 10-35 thiuugh 10-41, except Fig. 10-36, allow 
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Accepted by 
"Aplanatic" 
Immersion 
Lens 

Fecal Point of Objective 

Hollow Cone of Energy' Which Is Not 
Collected 

FIG. 10-17. Construction of "aplanatic" imnersion lens showing how 
the Acceptance angle is severely limited even for a zero angle field of 
view system, shown for n = 3.5 anf. an fiO.S beam. 

estimation of the angular blur produced by a single element.) It is possible to deter- 
mine the size of the blur spot due to spherical aberration from Fig. 10-18. Each line 
on the plot represents an index of refraction. The x axis is the shape of the element, 
and the .v axis is the size of the angular blur spot. To determine the spherical blui, 
one locates the proper refractive index line and finds the point on the line correspond- 
ing to the shape factor (K) of the lens.   The shape factor is giver, by 

/f = cAc, - c») (10-23) 

where Ci and c» = the curvatures (or reciprocal radii) of the surfaces of the lenses. 
The blur factor is then read from the y axis. To convert this to angular blur in radia.is, 
multiply by y34.s, where y is the semi-aperture of the lens and <t> is the power or recip- 
rocal focal length. The chart is derived from the equation for the third-order spherical 
aberration of a thin lens presented in Sec. 9.6.2, and applies to lenses with the object 
at infinity. The chart can be used for finite corrugates by splitting the lens into two 
portions (each oi' which is working at infinity) and adding the angular blur of both 
parts to get the final blur. 

To estimaU; chromatic blur, the index of refraction of the lens material is deter- 
mined for the extreme wavelengths of the spectral range over whidi the system is to 
be used. Divide their difference lnr — nr) into the median index minus one to get 
the V value: 

V = (n - l)/(n, - rir) (10-24) 
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K = 0 K ^ tl K ' +2 10y3^3 

ir       c.= 0   c,»-c„C,= 0      c   = 2c,      r, = 25c C1 = 3C2     V2C2     ^r"   ^-'L2    2 1        2        1 

L_j__lli__LJ 
FIG. 10-18.    Angular olu' of simple lens as function of shape 
for various incuces oi'rff^ctijn. 

Then for a lens at infinity the longitudinal chromatic aberra  on is 

IchC = flv 

and the angular chromatic blur is 

a ,        LchC 1 

(10-25) 

(10-26) 
2(/7no)/■    2V(flno) 

10.3.2. Achromats.   Refer to Sec. 9.8. 

10.3.3. Combinations of Severs] Thin Single Elements. The use of a series of 
thin eleinenta as shown in Fig. 10-19 makes it possible to reduce the spherical aber- 
ration of a refracting lens, although the chromatic aberration remains the same as 
for a single element. 
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FIG. 11-19 Series c' *>iin spherical lenses, each shaped 
to minimize spherical aberration. Ac an index of 1.75 
this three-element system car be designed to be com- 
pletely free of spherical aborration, 

If a set r.f elements with object at infinity is to have a total power <f>, and each element 
of the set i* bent to the shape for minimum spherical aberration, then the longitudinal 
spherical aberration of the set is given by 

i" 

SC = T SCj (10-27) 
j-« 

SC ^-y2<M[4n-l - 4.>0-l)U -1)^] 
^   j "       8i3(n- l)t(n + 2) (10-28) 

where i = the number of elements in the set 

V = the ray height at all elements 

4>i = the power of each element 

n == the index of the elements 

j -- the element number 

Equation (10-28) has been worker out for i = 1,2, 3, and 4 and is presented in Fig. 
10-20. To use the graph, the number cf elements i and the index n are determined. 
The intersection of the i line and the n coordinate extend»d to the y axis indicates 
either the longitudinal spherical or the angular diameter of the blur spot. 

To fabricate such a system t.ie radii mupt then be aelected so that each element is 
bent to minimize its spherical aberration contribution. This can be done with Eq. 
(9-215) and also Eq. (9-203), (9-204), (9-2u5), (9-206), and (9-226), 

It is practical to use these systems at finite corgugates by arranging two such systems 
(of appropriate focal lengths) facing each other with parallel light between them, ae 
shown in Fig. 10-21. 

10.*.   Reflecting Objective« 

The pure reflecting objective is completely tree of chromatic aberration and has 
no transmission looses. A reflector surface is usually coated w'.th a thin evaporated 
aluminum film, which has an excellent uilVared reflectance and which in itself is dura- 
ble.   Other materials are occasionally used for reflecting films. 

10.4.1. The Spherical Reflector. The simple spherical reflecto» is a u&«ful infrared 
device. It is simple, inexpensive, and ea*y to align and mount. When used with an 
aperture stop at its center of curvature, it has only spherical aicrration. Figure 
10-22 illustrates tnis usage of a spherical mirror.   When the stop ia at the center of 
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FIG. 10-20.   Thin lens aberration of i thin eietnenis of index n, each element 
bent for minimum spherical aberration. 

FIG. 10-21. Minimum spherical elements as relay system. 
For smaller fields, the image quality of this type of system is 
limited only by chromatic aher 'ion, since spherical aber- 
ration is eliminated and coma is very »mail. 

curvature, any principal ray (through the center of the stop) may be considered an axis 
of the system. Thus the image quality for any field of view is almost the same as the 
on-axis image qualiiy. The image surface is a sphere with a radius approximately 
one-half of the mirror radius and concentric with the mirror. 

The aberrations of a spherical mirror can be estimated by the third-order surface- 
contribution equations of Sec. 9.6.2, By setting n = 1.0 and n' = -1.0, the following 
expressions can be obtained for the third-order aberrations of a sphere with object at 
infinity: 

Spherical: 

Sagittal coma: 
SC - y2l4r 

CC* -yHlp- Du^Mr* 

(10-29) 

(10-30) 
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J 
Spherical 

Focal Sarfa' e , /       Mirror 

Aperture Stop 

FIG. 10-22. Spherical reflector with stop at center of 
curvature. In this arrangement the minor has no coma 
or astigmatism and the foca! surface is a sphere if radius 
r/2 about the center of curvature. Only spherical aber- 
ration limits the image quality. 

Astigmatism: 
AC*== (/p-r)*UpV4r (10-31) 

Petzval curvature: 
PC=u,,:r/4 (10-32) 

where y = the height of the axial ray from the axis 

r = the radius of the sphere 

/,, = the distpnce from sphere to the stop 

Up = the slope of the principal ray 

* = new third-order coefficient 

Note that, if the stop is placed at the center of curvature, r=/p, i4C*=0. and CC* = 0. 
If the stop is placed at the mirror, however, Zp = 0 and Eq. (10-30) and (10-31) reduce to 

Sagittal coma: 
CC = -yJtip.'2r (10-33) 

Astigmatism: 
AC =-rUp«/4 '10-34) 

The sagittal and tangential field curvature can be obtained from 

X.-PC+.4C.^:+^5 (^-2) ,10-36) 

X, = PC + 3AC = u;
sr -t-^up*/^ ^ - 2) 4Up   Ar 

= Up'r   if   L = 0 

(10-36) 
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Whtre the sphere is used at fin le coujugates the following expression is useful: 

SC== (m - l)i.y2/4r (10-37) 

where in is the magn^cation, 

k'     r     u 
m — —  - j — — 

h      I      u 

10.4.2. The Parabolic Keflector. Foi uistant objects located on the optical axis, 
a paraboloid is completely free of aberrations ari its image quality is diffraction lim- 
ited. The axial mage of a perfectly made parabola is aii airy disc as described in Sec. 
9.9. The r^rabolcid is ueed in many infrared systems requiring good jr.iage quality 
over a very small field. 

nfF axis the paraboloid has the same amount of coma and astigmatism as r spherical 
mirror when the stop is at the mirror (in both cases). The stop shift theory of Sec. 
9.6.3 indicates that, becauue there is no sfNerical aberration, coma will not change 
as the stop is moved.   Thus for all stop pomions the coma of a paraboloid is gi"en by 

CC* = yluP/4/- (10-38) 

Since a paraboloid has coma, the astigmatism will vary with Ftop position. The astig- 
matism with the stop at "he mirror is given by 

AC^-fuS/2 (10-39) 

and drops to zero when the stop is at the focal plane position (lp=f). The Petzval sur- 
face is the same as that of a aphere. Thus with the aperture at the focal plane, both s 
and ( foci lie on a spherical surface of radius f. 

A high quality paraboloid may he an order of magnitude more co^ily than that of 
an equivalent spherical surface, which is often of much better optical accuracy. Deep 
paraboloids are especially difficult to fabricate prscisely. Before specifying a parab- 
oloid for a system, one must investigate whether & spherical surface will rajet the 
requirements of the system 

The optical collimator produces a source of radiation w.'.ich appears to be at infinity, 
so that rays from any given point oi the source are parallel to each other. The prime 
purpose for most collimrtors is the testing of other optical systems, an i thus their 
optical quality must be aupvi^or to the device being tested. Since a oaraboloid has 
no aberrations (when used on axis), it is an ideal objective for use in an infrared col- 
HIP .tor. To avoid obscuratiev of the central portion of the collimated beam by the 
light source, the aperture of the collimator is often decentered from the paraboloid 
axis resulting in the so-called off-axis paraboloid as illustrated in Fig 10-23. 

/ Aper.ure Stop Harabolo.H Reflector 

w 1 * ■'Plnhole■' Aperturp 

^^*~~--Source (Buckb  ly) 

FIG.    10-22.   Typical   infra'-ed   coliirndtor   wiih   paraboloid 
reflector oiijective. showing use of off-axis aperture. 
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10.4.3. Other Conies: The Ellipsoid and Hyperboloid. In the ellipsoid and the 
hyperboloid, rays directed toward, or emergia^ from, one focus, are reflected toward 
the other without spherical aberration. Thu'j the sphere has perfect imagery of points 
at its center, which is th» locus of both foci. At the other extc ne, the paraboloid 
has perfect imagery between a focus at inf nity and the point usually thought of as its 
focus. The ellipsoid and the hyperboloid image from one focus to the othe«- Both, 
however, have large amounts of coma so that they cannot be used 10 form good images 
of extended objects. 

The fabrication costs discussed in Sec. 10.4.2. are even more applicable to the ellip- 
soid and hyperbolo'd, as is the advisability of considering the substitution of s spherical 
surface whenever possible. 

10.4.4. Compound, or Double. Reflecting Systems. In many applications the 
location of the image plane in the path of the incoming rays is inconvenient. Thus 
a great number of objective systems \ ave been devised to get around this difficulty by 
inserting a second mirror tc place the focus to one Fide of the incoming radiation or 
behind the primary mirror. 

10.4.4.1. The Neuitonian Telescope. The basic system used for most small astronom- 
ical reflecting telescopes is a plane mirror located near the focus of the primary mirror 
(conventionally a paraboloid) and at 45° to the optical axis so that the focus ;s located 
immed'ately outside the incoming bean, as shown in Fij   10-24. 

Newtonian Mirror Primary Mirror 

Focal Point 

F>G. 10-24.    Newtoni in telescope. 

10.4.4.2. The Folded Reflector. The system shown in Fig. 10-25 is the simplest 
way of locking the focal point behind the primary. A plane mirror, perpendicular 
to the axis and lying between the primary and its image reverses the direction of the 
light, so that it passes throogh the central ho'e cut in the primary • This places the focal 
point beyond the mirror where it is more accessible. However, this mirror obscures 
at least h".lf the apertur«. 

3 

Flat Secondary 
Mirror Primary Mirror 

Focal Point 

Kii. 10-25.   Folded reflector. 
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10.4.4.3. The Cassegrainian Objective. If the secondary mirror of Fig. 10-25 is made 
convex, the focal length of the objective is increased, and the obscuration of the beam 
by Ibe secondary mirror is reduced.    Figure 10-26 shows a typical Cassegrain. 

The original Cassegrainian objective had a paraboloid for the primary and a hyper- 
boloid for the secondary. Both were used in such a way that the image formed by each 
was free of spherical aberration (see Sec. 10.4.3). The Cassegrain is widely usexj in 
infrared work because of the accessibility of its focal point and its relatively low obscu- 
ration ratio.    By proper selection of "radii," the Petzval surface can be made flat 

Convex Secondary Concave Primary 

Obscui'ation ■<. 
i 

FIG, 10-26.   Cassegrainian objective. 

10.4.4.4. The Gregorian Telescope. The original Gregorian objective consisted of 
parabolic primary mirror and an elliptical secondary which was placed beyond the 
focus of the primary mirror so tha* its "object and image were located at the foci of 
the ellipse. Thus, there is a real internal image in the Gregorian, and tH final image 
is erect, sis shown in Fig. 10-27. 

The Gregorian is rarely used because it is a longer system than the Cassegrainian 
and offers no compensating advantages. 

Secona,iry Mirror Primary 
Focus 

Primary 
Mirror 

Focal Pent 

Flo   10-27     Gregorian telescope. 

10.4.4.5. Baffling of Folded Systems. All folded systems must be baffled to prevent 
extraneous radiation from flooding the focal plane. In systems which require a large 
field coverage and high relative apeiture, complete baffling is complex, and in extreme 
cuses may be nearly impossible. 

Figure 10-28( a) shows a typical Cassegrainian objective    The useful rays are drawn 
as solid lines.    The dashed lines indicate the path of undesired radiation which passes 
through the system without striking either mirror and which can flood a focal plane 
detector with stray light.   The placement of baffles and sunshades in such a syst 
to cut off stray light is shown in Fig. 10-28(6). 
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Focus 

Stray Radiation 

;») 

(b) 

FIG. 10-28.    Folded systems (a) before baffling, (6) after baffling. 

A field lens that is carefully designed to image the sttondary mirror (and nothing 
more) on the detector surface will also eliminate the stray radiation. However, its 
material may absorb (or reflect) a portion of the desired radiation, and secondary sur- 
face reflections of the stray radiation may still get to the detector. Where possible, 
the field lens plus baffles make a strong combination. 

10.5.   Catadioptric Objectives 

A catadioptric objective combines reflecting and refracting elements. The systems 
which are most widely used in infrared work are those with relatively thin refracting 
compoiients, because these absorb the least energy, and, in general, have the least 
chromatic aberration. 

10.5.1. The Schmidt System. The Schmidt objective combines the advantages 
of the sphere and the paraboloid. As shown i Fig, 10-29, it cünsists of an aspheric 
corrector plate at the center of curvature of a spherical mirror. The surface of the cor- 
rector is shaped to compensate for the spherical aberration of the reflector. The 
corrector is located at th? ^nUir of curvature, a« is the aperture stop, so that the system 
is free of comi *r.d astigmatism as well. 

Aspheric surfaces most often chosen are those v'hich have their minimum thickness 
at the 0.707 or 0.866 rone (of the marginal ray height) depending on whether i* is 
desired to minimize chromatic aberration or optimiie the off-ajtis correction. 

The Schmidt system does not achieve perfect imagery because the off-axis ray bundU s 
do not strike the corrector at the same angle as the o.vaxis bundles.   The effect produced 
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Aspherlc 
Corrector Plate Focal Surface 

Spherical 
Reflector 
/ 

FIG. 10-29.   Schmidt system. 

is to increase the effect of the corrector, producing an ovsrcorrected condition off axis. 
(The effect of this on f.he angular resolution can be estimated from Fig. 10-39 and Eq. 
10-51.) The Schmidt Performance mav be improved somewhat by one or more of the 
following techniques: 

1. Incompletely correcting the axial image to reduce the overcorrection off axis. 

2. Using a slightly aspheric primary miror to reduce the correction load on, and 
thus the overcorrection introduced by, the corrector. 

3. "Bending" the corrector slightly. 

4. Using more than one corrector, 

5. Using an achromatized corrector. 

The aspheric corrector of the Schmidt system is usually easi«»'- to fabricate than the 
aspheric surface of the paraboloid. This is true because the index difference across 
the corrector, which is usually glass, is only 0.5 compared to the effective index d'.f- 
ference of 2.0 across the reflecting surface of the paraboloid, making it only one-fourth 
as sensitive to faorication errors. Linfoot [101 ?nd Bouwers [11] have published con- 
siderable information about the design ami performance of the Schmidt system. 

10.5.2. The Mangln Mirror. In the Mangin mirror, Fig. lö-30(a), the spherical 
aberration is corrected by the introduction of a negative lens element in contact with 
the reflector. For large r Native apertures the marginal spherical aberration can be 
corrected, but a residual remains. A large penalty is paid in the form of the chromatic 
aberration introduced by the negative refracting element. The Mangin mirror is, 
however, relatively inexpensive to fabricate and simple to mount. 

Figure 10-30( 6) shows a system with a secondary Mangin mirror, in a sort oi Cas- 
segrainian arrangement. This can be used with a Mangin primary to reduce tne 
residual spherical aberration, or with a spherical primary to reduce the cost and weight 
of the system. The secondary may be designed to be the "power equivalent" of a con- 
vex, concave, or plane mirror. 

The Mangin miiru • may be achromatized by making the negative element an achro- 
matic doublet.    Section 10.6 indicates the image quality of the basic Mangin miiro.". 
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Second Surlac* 

Mirror 

Mangln   Secondary 

/ 
Primary 

FIG. 10-30.    Mangin rniiror. 

10.5.3. The Bouwera (Maksutov) Objective [111. The principle of correcting 
the aberration of a spherical mirror with a negative power-refracting element is fur- 
ther refined in the Bouwers system. By moving the corrector away from the mirror, 
it is possible to uac two degrees of ireedom (shape and position) to make a radical 
improvement over the Mangin mirror. 

Figure 10-31 illustrates the concentric system of Bouwers, in which the corrector 
is placed well away from the mirror and all radii are concentric. This system has 
the same advantages as the simple sphere with its stop at the center of curvature, 
in that the image quality is the same for all field angles. The residual spherical 
aberration of this type of system is low, as is the chromatic aberration, so that an ex- 
cellent objective reeulte.   The design of such a system is easy and fast because there 

Aperture Stop 

Alternate Position 
lot Corrector , 

( / 

Peflector 

N J 

FIG. 10-31     Bouwers concentric system 
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are only three variables: the three radii. The technique is to fix n at an arbitrary 
value; then, for each value chosen for r,, a value iir r. can be found for which the mar- 
ginal spherical aberration -s zero. Thus the entire range of designs can be surveyed 
quickly, because only a fev rays need to be traced as all points jf the field have the 
same image quality. 

The concentric principle allows the cormrtor to work identically in either of two 
positions, behind or before the common center cf the system as indicated in Fig. 10-31 
by the dashed lines. In its alternate position in front of the common center, the optical 
effects of the correction are exactly the same; however, this position is used when an 
extremely high state of coiTection is desired in order to avoid interference between 
corrector and focal plane. 

The corrector may also be used as the support for a Cassegrainian secondary, as 
shown in Fig. 10-32 in saveral different arrangements. 

FIG. 10-32. Somo arrangement« of Bouwers systems as Cas- 
segrairvan objectives. An anangement similar to (c) is often 
used in missile guidance su '..he corrector makes a rea- 
sonably aerodynamic window or dome. 

The basic Bouwers system has residuals of chromatic and spherical aberration, 
which although small are often worth correcting. The chromatic aberration may be 
reduced by making the corrector a two-element component, with materials and the 
"buried" surface chosen tn achromatize the corrector, as shown in Fig. 20-33. The 
residual spherical aberration may be eliminated by the use of a Schmidt ty je aspheric 
corrector, located at the common center of the system. Since the power of this aspheric 
correctoi is much i^ss than that of a Schmidt, its correction variation with obliquity 
is correspondingly less, and an excellent system results. 

A number of variations on these principles have been produced, using dual corrector j 
i in front and behind center), multiple asphencs, and achromatized aspherics, each of 
which is designed to improve still furthei- on this excellent syptem. 
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Fie, 10-33.    Bouwers system with 
achromatized corrector plate. 

One reason for the popularity of the basic Bouwers system, over and above its ex- 
cellent performance and easy design, is that, being composed entirely of spherical 
surfaces, it is relatively inexpensive to mr.ke. 

The arrangement of the Bouwers with the corrector convex to the incident radiation 
is widely used, often with a Cas?.egrainian secondary of one sort or another, for infra- 
red missilt guidance systems. The "dome" formed by th» eoirector then functions as 
a window for the system as well as a corrector. The corrector need not be concentric 
when a large wen-corrected field is not required.   See Fig. 10-34. 

Concentric 
Corrector 

A spheric 
Corrector 

Sphe^ral Mirror 

Focal Surface 

'tie 10-34.   Corrr-ted concentric Bouwers «vftem. 

10.5.4. Aberrations of a Plane Parallel Plate in a Convergent Beam. It is often 
necessary to insert a filter or beam splitter into an optical system in a location at 
which the beam is not parallel, usually to minimize the size of the insert. This plane 
parallel plate in a convergent beam introduces aberrations that may significantly 
affect the performance of the system. The following expresaions can be used to evaluate 
the aberrations introduced by this plate. 

Sphericai Aberration: 

Third Order: 
tuHn* ~ 1) 

"^ (10 40) sc = 
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Trigonometric: 

Astigmatism: 

Third Order: 

Coddington: 

/'-/' = 

t 
LA' = L' - I' =-\l- 

n cos u 

sin' u 
(10-41) 

AC = 
<up2(n2 - 1) 

2n3 

t 

\'rnr^ sin2 u 

n' cos' uv 

AN1 - sin2 u„) 

Coma-Third Order: 

CC = 

Longitudinal Chromatic-Third Order: 

LchC = 

tutupin* - 1) 

2n3 

fA-V     t(n - I) 
n1    ~      n2V 

(10-42) 

--=0.27<atuI,= 45o   ,10-43) 

(10-44) 

(10-45) 

whore i — the thickness of the platf 

n - the index of refraction oi the plate 

u = the convergence angle of the rays to the axis 

u  = the tilt of the olate from normal to the axis 

V= (n - 1/An - Abbe V number. 

These equations are derived directly from the su:face-contribution equations and the 
ray-tracing equations of Chapter 9. 

10.6.    Rapid Estimation of Image Blur Size for Several Optical Systems 

The performance required of an optical system usually can be expres**j in terms 
of resolution or image spot size, that is, the size of the smallest blur of ight that the 
system is capable of producing as the image of an infinitesimally small ä«i.:rce of light. 
The minimum size of the image spot is determined either by the siz^ «f the system 
aperture (because of the wave nacure of light) or by design characteristics (that is, 
aberrations) of the optical system. The accompanying figures provide a convenient 
tool to determine the limiting size of the blur spot for diffraction-limited syste^Tis and 
for several specific optical systems which are widely used. 

The figures express the image spot size in one of two ways: as the linear diameter 
(ß) of the image spot, and as the angular diameter (/3). The angular diameter ß 
is simply the linear diameter B divided by the effective focal length of the optical 
system. 

10.6.1. Diffraction-Limited Systems. The image size of any optical system is 
always limited by the wavelength of the radiation involved. In a perfect system 
(that is, one which has no aberrations or defects of manufacture) this wavelength 
limitation will determine the minimum size of the blur spot image. The Airy disc, 
as this blur is called, takes the form of a central blur of light surrounded by alternating 
light and dark rings of rapidly decreasing intensity. (See aiso Sec. 9.9.) The central 
blur contains 849^ of the energy, so that we can consider the diameter of the first dark 
ring about this disc as a conservative value of the effective size of the blur spot. The 
diameter of thia dark ring is given by the expression 

Ö = 2.44A(/7no) (10-46) 
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and the angular size of the blur is given by 

/3= 2 4'i.KD  ' rnd (10-47) 

where k = the wavelength of the radiation 

fl no — the relative aperture or speed of fhe system (that is>( the ratio of focal length 
to effective diameter) 

D = the effective diameter of the system 

Figure 10-o5 provides a rapid method of evaluating these expressions for the optical 
systems shown in Fig. 10-36. Paralleling the x and y axes of the chart are a series of 
spaced lines each labeled with a wavelength from 0.5 to 32 ß. At an angle to the 
wavelength lines is another set of lines. The x-axis set represents the effective optical 
diameter in inches; the y axis set represents the relative aperture. The intersection 
of an angled line with the appropriate wavelength line indicates the size of the min- 
imum blur for a given system. 

Example 1 

An opt'cal system with a focal length of 10 in. and a clear aperture of 5 in. working 
at a wavelength of 2 /x is required. The intersection of the 5-in.-diameter line with 
the 2-ß wavelength line fa'Is i r. the abscissa corresponding to an angalai blur of 

ß, ANGULAR BLUR SPOT (rad) 

,-4 

w 
H 
w 
S 
S 
a 

ta 

10 10 

0, ANGULAR BLUR SPOT (md) 

FIG  10-35.   Blur spot sire chart for diffrextion-limitert systems 
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Aperti 
Rdlectnr 

(a) Spherical Reflector (b) Mangln Mirror 

(c) Schmidt Sv: tem (d) "Corrected" Con> entrlc 

(e1 "Rear" Concentric ({)  "From" Cjncer.Utc 

FIG. 10-36.   Schematk sections of some 
common optical uystems. 

3.8 ± lO-5 rad. The speed (relative aperture) of this system is /72 (10-in. focal length 
divided by the 5 ;n. diameter). The intersection of the (12 line with the 2-,u line 
falls on the ordinate corresponding to 3.8 x 10 4 in. 

Note that a bur spot diameter of -^.8 x 10 4 in. subtends an angle of 3.8 x 10 J 

rad from a distance (focal length) of 10 in. The diagonal focal-length lines of the 
chart can be usei1, to convert from linear blur diameter to angular blur diameter 
(and vice versa) by following a diametar line across to the intersection with the 
proper focal length line and thet noting the angular size corresponding to the inter- 
section. 

Real optical systems usually produf a blur spot images which are larger than the O.f- 
fraction limit described above. Larger blur spots may result from aberrations, that 
is, the failure of the optical syster t to produce a perfect focus. In many systems, the 
size of the aberration blur spot can be expressed as a function of relative aperture 
if/no) and field of view (degrees off axis). The following material represenU formulas 
and figures which pemai rapid determination of the aberration blur characteristics 
of several widely used systems. 

10.6.2. Spherical Reflector. A simple spherical reflector (Fig. 10-36a) with its 
limiting aperture at the center of curvature has only one image defect, spherical aber- 
ration, which is conp',int over the entire field of view. The minimum angular size 
of the blur spot is given by 

/3 = 7.8 x lO3 x (//no) ■■ rad (10-48) 
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F:a. 10-37.   Blur apot size chart for spherical reflecvor. 

10 -5 

for modest apertures (for large apertures the constant is somewhat larger, for example, 
9.1 x lO3 for /■/!). To evaluate this expression, locate the desired speed (Fig. 10-37(A) 
and read the corresponding angular blur iß) from the abscissa scale. 

When the limiting aperture is not at the center of curvature, coma and astigmatigm 
are present in the off-axis image. In a typical coma blur patrh, most of the energy is 
contained in a small triangular area which is only one-third of the total height of the 
full coma patch. (See Fig. 9-11 for a sketch of a typical coma patch.» The size of the 
umail triangular (sagittal) coma patch (coma.) produced by a spherical reflector when 
'Jie aperture stop is at the surface of the reflector is given by 

Coma, ß = 0.0625 x diflno)* rad (10 **) 

where 6 is the angle (in radians) that the object and image are off asis. To use Fig. 
10-37(ß) to determine sagittal coma, select the horizontal line reprei,anting he anglti 
0 and locate the intersection with the relative aperture line; then read up to find ß. 

The minimum blur produced by the astigmatism with the (»top at the reflector ii given 
by 

astig. ß = 0.5 x tfJ x {f;lw) : ra,i a0-50) 

and Fig. 10-37(0 n ay be used to evaluate this expression in the same manner as (J3). 

Example 2 

Assume a spheilcal reflector (step at the reflector) with a 10-in. focal length, 
5-in. clear aperture (relative aperture /72) with a field of ± 10° (total field 20°). From 
Fig. 10-37, the angular blur due to 

spherical aberration will be 1.0 x If-* rad 

sagittal coma at 10° will be 2.7 x 10* rad 

astigmatism at 10° will be 7.6 x 10-» rad 
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The interaction of thä various aberrations is, in general, dißicult to predict orecisel;'. 
For meet pnrjKiaes, hov* ever, it U, sufficient to simply add the blurs and accept the suia 
as e, gcod indication of the finoi image blur size. Thus, for this example, the indicated 
angular blur at the edge of the field would be about 11 mrad (11 x 10s rad), »bout 
ten times as large as that at the center of the lield. 

If the aperture stop were between the cen^'r of curvature and the mirmr, the coma 
and astigmatism blurs v-ould be approximated by interpolation between the zero va.ue 
obtained with the stop at the center and the values given above.   Coma is a linear func- 
tion of the separation of stop and cf  ' 
the square of this separtion. 

10.6.1    Mangin Mirror.   Tn    K n 
■fleeter whose refracting first =   <■ . 

the n. fleeting furnace.   The  retru^ticn 

of curvature; astigmatism is a function of 

mirror (Fig 10-366) is a second surfrce 
used to correct the spherical abarration of 

introduces chromatic aberration, however, 
and limits the improvement attal. able by tV» technique. Figure 10-38 indicates the 
angular bJur of a Mangfn '.dn\>r due to rer iual spherical aberration and chromatic 
aberration. The sagittal coma blur of the Mangin is about half that of a similar 
spherical mirror. 
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<. ANGULAR BLUR SPOT (rad) 

FIG. lO-JS.    Blur spoi size chart for Mangin mirrors. 
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Example 3 

Figure 10-38 indicates thai an f/2 Mangin »nirror has a spherical aberration blur 
of 1.5 x 10 4 rad and a chromatic blur of about 8 x 10 4 rad, if the material used 
has a V valua o.' 100 (see Sec. 10 6.7 on refracting systems for definition of V value). 
If the system operated in the near infrared (1 to 2.3 y,), the equivalent V value of 
glass for this region would be about 35 and the d.-omatic blur ;pot would be l'WSö 
time« as large, that is, about 2.3 x 0 3 rad. The aagitta. cuma blur would be about 
1,4 x 10 ' rad at 10° off axis, half that indicated in Example 2. 

10.6.4, Poratolir Kcucctor. The parabolic reflector, or paraboloid, is widely 
used because of its perfect image quality on axis, where the angular blur size is theoret- 
ically limited miy bv diffraction as discussed pbove in Example 1. For off ax;s usage, 
however, covna end astigmatiBm are present in the same amounts as in a spherical 
reflector when tht dtop is in contact with the mirror. (Note that the coma of a para- 
bolic reflector i: constait and not a function of stop position, but the aatigm^tism is 
zero vviicn the stop in located at the focal pla.e. that is, one ncal length before the 
mirror.) Thus the angular blur size for a parabolic reflector can be determined from 
the same equ itions (10-49 »nd 10-50), and the same chart (Fig. 10-37) us«d for a spheri- 
cal reflector. If we substitute a paraboloid of the same dimensions in Example 2, 
the ")lu' on axis would be that of Example 1, or 3.8 x 10 5 rad at a waveien;     of 2 n, 
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and the off-a\is blurs caused by coma and astigmatism would be 2.7 x 10 ^ and 7.6 
x 10 s rad, reapectively, as in Example 2. 

10.6.5. Schmidt System. The Schmidt system (Fig. 10-36c) combines the perfect 
axial image quality of the paraboJoid with the uniform image quality over a wide 
field This is accomplished by the use of a spherical primary mirror with a thin re- 
fi ir'-ing aspheric corrector plate located at the center of curvature of the primary. 
Thus, the Schmidt system is diffraction li-nited on axis; the size of the angular blur 
ppot otf axis is given by 

ß = 0.0417 x 0* x (/•/no)» (10-51) 

A Scumidt sysitrr. with an [12 relative aperture would have a 1.6 x 10 ■•-rad blur 
at 10° off axis.   Fitmre 10-39 is used in the same manner as Fig. 10-37(ß) and (C). 

"f/1.0^ t/1.4 t/2-^   f/2.8^Tf/4^ f/1.0 

.«•3 ,-4 
1C " 10 ' 10 

ß, ANGULAR BLUR SPOT (rad) 

Fic. 10-39.    Blur spot sise chart for Schmidt systrms. 
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10.6.6. Catadioptric Systems. Systems which combine refracting and reflecting 
elements are known as catadioptric systems (Fig. 10-36d, e, and f). Perhaps the 
most useful of these is the concentric Bouwers system. Because of its concentric 
character the image blur size is the same over the entire field of view. Figure 10-40 
presents the limiting characteristics for two forms of the concentric Bouwers and also 
for the corrected concentric Bouwers, which is a concentric Bouwers with a Srhmidt- 
type corrector at the center of cunritu»^. 
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Fic  10-40    Blur »pot siic chart for concentric Bouwers aystems 
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10.6.7. Refracting Systems. Because of the complex'ty of refracting systema, 
only the most elementary types if hemselves to anythi / approaching a complete 
analysis, i'he paragraphs below coiuüder only a single thin element with the aperture 
stop at the element. 

The spherical aberration of a thin lens is a function of its index of refraction (a char- 
acteristic of its material) and its shape. Figvre 10-41(A) indicates the angular blur 
due to spherical aberration of a Itns shaped to minimize aberration, when the surfaces 
of the lens are spherical (Spherical aberration can be eliminated by the use of asphenc 
surfaces.) The example of an f/2 optical system as a lens would thus have a blur of 
8 x 10"3 rad if made of glass in — 1.5) or 1 x 10 -3 if made of germanium (n = 4). 

V = 320 
100%—       f/1 

75-90% — 
40-60% — 

f/4 
f/2 
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i 
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f/8 

f/e-i [/i28 
f/32   f/64 
f/16   f/32 

10 

Char« B Blur Due to Chromatic Aberration 
I ! 
-3 -4 
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-5 

p, ANGULAR BLUR SPOT (rad) 

^IG. 10-41     Blur spot size char* for single refracting element. 

The coma blur of a thin lens, shaped for minimum spherical aberration, with the stop 
in contact with the lens, is given by 

coma. B ~ e 
16(n + 2)(/7no), 

The coma w zero if the stop position is given by 

(10-52) 

lr, =20. - DVtnil - 4n) (10-53) 

The astigmatism of a lens in contact with the aperture is given by Eq. (10-53) so that, 
for lenses of "minimum b-Miding," the ß as given by Fig. 10-37(C) can be uaed as an in- 
dication of the off-axis image characteristics, since the coma of a minimum bending 
lens is usually quite small. 

A simple lens also has chromatic aberration, which is the difference in focal position 
for light of vanc.is wavelengths. This results from a variation of the ^ ictivt index 
of the material of tht lens with wavelength.   A sort nf chromatic ". of merit" 
tor rptical materials is the Ahbe V value, which when generalized for u^ at wave- 
lengths other than the visual, is expic^sed as 

V=Mn„ - II x (n. - n,)-> (10-54) 
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where n is the refractive index and the subscripts m. s, and / refer to the inHt» at the 
middle, short, and long wavelengths of the spectral band of sensitivity of the detecting 
device used with the optical $ stem. Suppliers' catalogs should be consulted for exact 
index values, from which V May be computed. For optical glass some typical values 
are: 

Visible spectrum V = 30 to 65 

Lead sulfioe region 
C.4 to 2.5 M V = 9 to 15 

Near infrared 
1 to 2.3 ^ V - 30 to 40 

The angular blur due to chromatic aberration is given by 

chromatic ß =-- 0.5V-M/7no) ' (10-(:5) 

and can be found by use of Fig. 10-37(ß) when V and //no are known. Note that the 
first row of/"/no values indicates the diameter of the blur containing 1009!: of the energy. 
The second row indicates the blur containing 76 to 90% of the energy, and the third 
row the blur containing 40 to 60% of the total energy, ^he ordinate corresponding 
to the intersection of the v value lines and the appr iriate fine line indicates the 
value of the angular blur spot ß. 

10.6.8.   Summary of Equations. 

Diffraction limit 

Spherical reflector 
Spherical aberration 

Sagittal coma 

Astigmatism 

ß= 2.44X J. xD"1 (10-56) 

ß = 0.0078 (//no) s (10-57) 

ß = 0.0625 x 0 x (//no) s (10-58* 

/3 - 0.5 x ö« x (//no) ' (10-59) 

Coma and astigmatism are sero when stop is at the center of curvature.   Coma is a 
linear and astigmatism is a square function of stop to csnter-of-curvature distance. 

Parabolic ref ector 
Astigmatism and coma blurs per Eq (10-58) e   . (10-59). 
Coma does not vary with stop position. 
Astigmatism is zero for stop at focal plane. 

Mangin Mirror 
Figure 10-38 gives computed spherical and chromatic blurs. 
Coma blur is approximately one-half that of E^. (10-58). 

Schmidt System 
Tot»1, meiidional blur 

Ö = O.O4170: x(//no) ^ (10-60) 

Bouwers systems 
Figure 10-38 gives computed blura. 
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Single-element refracting (spherical surfaces) 
Spherical 

ß = K(f/no)-3 (10-61) 

tf-/U) = 0.067 for 1 = 1.5 

0.027 for n =-- 2 

0.0129 for n = 3 

0.0087 for n = 4 

Cor.;a 

^ = Ö/[16(n + 2)(/•/no),] (10-62) 

Chromatic 

0 = 0.5 V-1 (/"/no)-' (10-63) 

Astigmatism per Eq. (10-59). 
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11.   Detectors 

ILL   Introduction 

A detector is a device providing an electrical uutput that is a useful measure of inci- 
dent radiation. It includes not only the responsive element but also the windows, 
limiting aperture and dewar flask. 

11.1.1. Responsive Elements. The responsive element is a radiation transducer. 
It changes the incoming radiant power into an electrical power which can be amplified 
by the accompanying electronics. The transduction methods can be separated into 
two groups. In the first group (thermal detectors), the responsive element is sensitivo 
to changes in its temperature, brought about by fluctuations of the incident radiation 
power. The second group (photodetectojy) contains respoiusive elements which are 
sensitive to fluctuations in the number of incident photons. The detectors described 
in this chapter are listed below. A short description of each detection process fellows 
the listing. 

Group 1 Thermal Detectors 

Thermistors (bolometric) 
Thermocouples (thermovoltaic) 
Thermopiles (thermovoltaic) 
Golay cells (thennopneumatic) 

Group 2 Photodetectors 

> Photovoltaic 

GaAs 
Cu-Cu,0 
In As 
InSb 

Si 
PbS 
PbSe 
PbTe 
Te 
InSb 
Ge:Au 
Ge:Cu 
Ge:Hg 
Ge:Cd 
Ge:Zn 
Ge-Si:Zn 
Ge-Si:Aut 

InSb 
HgTe (5% ZnTe, 5% CdTe) 

> Photoconductive 

Photoelectro- 
magnetic 

Various mixtures of | 
alkali earth c (ides J 

Photoemiseive 

458 
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Bolometric: Changes in temperature of the responsive element induced by the 
incident radiation causes a change in the electrical conductivity of the element. This 
change in conductivity is monitored electrically. 

Thermovoltaic: When the temperature of a junction of dissimilar metals fluctuates 
because of changes in the level of incident radiation, the voltage generated by the 
junction will fluctuate. 

Thermopneumatic: When the radiation incident on a gas in a chamber ;ncreab;- 
the temperature (and therefore the pressure) of the gas, the chamber expands, moving 
a mirror attached to an external wall.   This movement is detected optically. 

Photovoltaic: A change in the number of photons incident on a p-n junction causes 
fluctuations in the voltage generated by the junction. 

Photoconductive: A change in the nu Tiber of incident photons causes a fluctuation 
in the number of free charge carriers in the semiconductive material. The electrical 
conductivity ot the responsive element is inversely proportional to the photon number. 
This change in conductivity is monitored electrically. 

Photoelectrvmagnctic: Photons absorbed at the surface generate charge- cf.rriera 
which diffus« into the bulk and are separated en route by a magnetic field. This 
separation of charge produces an output voltage which fluctuates according to fluc- 
tuations in the number of incident photons. 

Photoemissive: Incident photons impart sufiitient energy to electrons on the photo- 
emissive surface to liberate them from the material. The freeJ electrons may be swept 
to an anode, and the resulting current can be monitored to determine fluctuations in 
the number of incident photons. 

11.1 2. Windows. Window materials are primrrily use \ to restrict the spectral 
band^dth to whica the detector is sensitive and to form part of the dewar flask. In 
selecting tb<; window one mi'/»t consider a variety of mater il properties. Chipter 8 
describes in detail the various wiadow materials end their properties. 

11.1.3. Apertures. Apertures are often used to limit the field of view of the detector 
ir order to reduce photon noise. Section 11.5 of this chapter discusses this subject in 
some detail. 

11.1.4. Dewar Flask. Dewar flasks are used to hnase the ooolarrt which reduces 
the detector temperature in order to improve detectivity. The varioiu- dewars and 
assodated cryogenic systems aie described in Chapter 12. 

11.2.   Detector Parameters 

The various symbols and units used today for describing the performance of infrared 
detectors are presented in Table 11-3 .* Basic noiae mechanisms which limit detecting 
ability are listed in Table 11-2 along with »» description of the physical process and the 
appropriate mathematical expression. For t.^ore detailed information or background 
material on the individual items in these ^bles, several textbooks [1,2,31 aie available 
which treat the subject inore thoroughly and alno provide further references to the 
archival literature. In addition, two deiector state-of-the-art studies [4,5] have been 
published as government publications. 

•Table 11-1 is a oompil«»;on of the symbol» and unit« arrived at over the yean by workers in the 
infrared community. Especiaily helpful in preparing the table were Prof. H. Levinatein, Dr. R. C. 
Jonca, and W. L. Eiaenman. 
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11.3.   Data Enumeration 

This section presents, data on commercially available infrared detectors. Of primary 
concern to the system designer are such parameters as: 

1. Detector temperature 

2. Normalized detectivity 

3. T'.me constant 

4. Resistance or impedance 

5. Spectral response 

6. Noise spectrum 

7. Responsive area 

8. Responsivity 

9. Viewing solid angle 

10.   Background temperature 

Data of this kind are available from the manufacturers' brochures or from either 
of the two cell-testing facilities; Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, California 
(NOLCi, and Syracuse (New York) University (SU). NOLC and SU have each pub- 
lished a series of reports dearribing the results of th»nr measurements: Properties of 
Photodete^tors [6] and Interim Fepcrt on Infrared Detectors [7], respectivei) Com- 
pilations of data from these series and othe: sources for each commercially available 
detector are presented in the data sheets at the end of this section.'*' 

In addition to the parameters listed above, the design engineer must be concerned 
with the effects of environmental factors on detecvor performance. Data of this kind 
are not available from brochures or from the archival literature; one must rely on 
confirmation from the contractor. The Detector Evaluation and Information Com- 
mittee of IRIS (Infrared Information Symposia) has compiled minimum environmental 
specifications (see next page).   Most detectors meet these specifications. 

'Three deUvtors wLich are not oommerrially available but are of interest have been omitted. 
They include superccnductiiig bolometers, carton bolometers, and TltS. At least one other, the 
germanium boiotneter, has not reached the state of maturity such that reliable data are available. 
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IRIS ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATION #101 [8] 

A. STORAGE TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS 

1. Minimum Range: The range of minimum temperature for detector storage 
shall be+71° C to-55° C. 

2. Accelerated Life Test: The detectors shall meet minimum specification 
requirements within 24 hours after storage for 200 hours at 71CC rt 20C. 

3. Temperature Cycling Tests (Thermal Shock): Detectors shall meet per- 
formance specifications within 2^ hours after being subjected seen times (not neces- 
sarily consecutive) to the following cycle: The detector temperature shall be raised 
from room temperature to 71° C ± 2° C and held there for two hours; lowered within 
five minutes to —40° C, or below, and held there for two hours; raised within five min- 
utes to 71° C ± 20C and held for two hours; lowered within five minutes to —40oC 
or lower, and held there for two hours; and then raised to room temperature, com- 
pleting the cycle. 

B. HUMIDITY REQUIEEMENTS 

11 e detector shall meet the performance specifications within 24 hours after 
spending ten days in an «environment having a relative humidity of (+0%, —5%) 
and a temperature of 38° C ± 2° C. 

C. VIBRATION REQUIREMENTS 

The detector element plus package shall meet the performance specifications after 
vibration along all three mutually perpendicular axes from 20 cps to 2000 cps at the 
rate of five minutes per octave with a peak acceleration of 10 g. 

D. SHOCK 

The detector element plus package shall meet the performance specification after 
being subjected to 18 shocks (three in each of six directions) in accordance with 
Paragraph 4.15.5.1. of Specification MIL-E-5272 [9]. 

E. MICROPHONICC 

M'.crophoniem depends greatly on the method of potting. System requirements 
are very different. Microphonism specifications must be established for the specific 
application requirements of the user. 

F. ACCELERATION 

Details depend upon system specification requirement. Tests shall be made in 
accrrdance with Specification MIL-E-5272, Paragraph 4 16.1, when applicable 19). 

G. VACUUM ENVIRONMENT 

The detector fthall meet minimum epeciiication requirement» within 24 hours 
afler storage for 200 hours at a pressure below 10 ~* torr. This specification doe« 
not apply to detector elements permanently mounted in a vacuum dewar. 

H.   OTHER 

The following earth environments do not apply to normal applications of infrared 
detectors: salt spray, fungus, rain, sand, dust, immersion test, and explosion-proofing. 
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I 

S 
u 

o 
a) 

« 
» e«« 

m a u 
S 
o 

GaAs 
Detector Temperature 300^ 

.3      .4       .5       .6       .7       .8       .9 

Wavelength (M) 

TB 300oK 

T <1 usec 

H 
z -6 xio6 a 

A -2      2 -10 * cm 

fov 180° 

max 
106 volt rms 

watt rms 

Operating mode: photovoltaic 

Limiting noise:  1/! for f <200 cps 
tnd shot noise for f >200 cps. 

Manufacturer:  Phllco Corp, 

chopping Frequency (cps) 

DATA SHHT 1 
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I 
E 

o 
0» 

I 

i 
u 

10 12 

~ 10 

o. 

n 
ioA 

Cu-Cu.O 
Detector Tetuperature 300^ 

.1       .2      .3      .4       .5      .6      .7 

Wavelength iß) 

B 
300oK 

T 

R 
Z -i y. io8 n 

A -4 x 10"2 

fov 180° 

max 
^xl04voirm8 

watt rma 

Operating mode:  photovoltaic 

Limiting note»:  l/f lor f <100 cpe 
and shot noise for f > 100 cpe. 

Auanufacturer:  Phllco Corp. 

J I    I .1 I i 1 i 1 J i— I   I I 1ILL J I    I   t 

10 10 10 

Chopping Frequency (cpa) 

DATA SHBET 2 
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c 
B 

Si* 
Oatactor TWnnpentur« ttfin 

io14p- 

"a 

h      10"   ^ 

10 13 

10 
22 

10* 

.6       .7      .8      .8      1.0     1.1 

Wcrtlength («4 

R 

z 
A 

to* 

SOCK 

< 1 to M0 pMC (oft«.i lltaltoJ Irjr tb« KC 
7«iM« of th» «anslilve eUemcnt) 

'10  n ((or photoecoduettv« detectors) 

50 WJ to 107 tl (for ptotwolUlc detector») 
2 

up to 1 cm 

180° 

.6 TOttnna 10' 
watt rata 

Opanttag phetocoMhicttTa and pkotonrttatc 

Umltlnf aoU«: Joteaon bdaa ot UM loaü raalssftvr 
aad ahot MUM (or tha pbotmMtalc mode. C-R 
and JotaMC nola« pradot&lnat« la the pitotocoR- 
ducttT« modo. 

Maimfacturara: Tasaa faatrumaata 
Solid State RadUUona Use. 
RCA Ltd. 
tatarantlaaal RaetUter Corp. 

i arc auppUad by aoms manafartwrara. 

üSselM ftatc 1 tadlatSoi   fee, 
Tcxaa InatrumaiAa 

(amall araa w«h I«na) 

J L_i. 
y^-Taia» Inat, 

I I Hid J till 
—^n (1 cm*, T< lusec)   x 
I 111! 1 [    I   I ftllJ 

10" 10 

Fraquancy (^pa) 

1« 

DATA diarr 3 
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l 

I u 

I 
h 

PbS* 

B 
T 

R 
z 
A 

tVf 

HXfiK 

tOOO-BOOOuMC 
.S-ao MO/rqiwrc 

10'* to 10° c«' 

,-• mit rma 10 «ans« 

UattlasMia«: 

MMMfeetiiKra: Wnunt htkiatrfaM (ihC 
Xutawa Eodfü: Co. (»} 
■taetronlca Corp. of 

Aw«rlc«(ICA) 
Tappar Tract Co. 
MallaardUd- 
Itaata Barbara Raaaarcli Caatei 

^Iradaotfa totww» oeraibatora ara anOtbl» 
upoo raqvaat (ma tba aiawifarta/ar (a;., r 
may ba dacraaaad at UM aapaaa« U D*). 

1 a 
Wavalanjtth (a) 

J 
I 

DATA SH vr -t 
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h 

PbS^ 
Detector Temperature WfPK 

TB S00oK (background ooias \nai(nUic*U) 

* Tradeoff* between parameter« arc 
available upon requMt from the manufacturer 
(e.8., r may be sho. m»d at Use expenae of D*). 

10 12 

/^■Selected Detector 

B 

T 

Ft 

Z 

A 

fov 

300o!C 

500-3000 Msec 

.3 to 10 MR/equar« 

10'fl to 10° cm2 

180° 

,6 volt me -10 
max watt rme 

Mamifaeturere:  Infrared Induetrlea Inc. 
Eaetman Kodak Co. 
Electronic* Corp. of America 
Tupper Trent Co. 
{■fullard Ltd. 
Santa Barbara Reaearch Center 

2 8 
Wftveleivth (n) 

10 100 1000 

Chopping Frequency (cpn) 

DATA SHUT 5 

10 
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1 

PbS* 
Dtttetor TMaptntan tl0« 

1    w" 

1 

.* 

& 
10 10 

T 

1 
z 
A 
fo* 

MQOK 

1000-9000 MMC 

»'•to 10° em1 

19C0 

-10 6 tott mta 
mS ma 

Ogaratlwg mod»: 

UmttlBCBOtM: 

MuMrfMtenn: Mnurtd toAi»:rtM IK. 
■utmalMftkCO. 
EUetraiiea Carp'of 

•rTrwtCb. 
IflatlMdLUL 

TradNOa batwaaa pataoMtora ara avallabla 
apan n iwwt (roan Uw maaafartagar (a^., r 
may ba dacraaaad at tk> atpaaaa of D*). 

_L ■    '   '  I HI' J '    i   ■ i mi -L. 

10 ir to' 

Chopptaf Pra^aaney (epa) 

DATA SHUT 6 

lO' 
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PbSe 
Datoctor T*mp«rmtur« SOO^K 

ThMi'Mical Umtt 

I 
B u 

I 
■i 
h 

a 

Wmlenctli (p) 

T 

R 
» 

A 

300°« 

1-10 MMC 

"9 im/aquare 

10*' ciaS to 10° cm 

IN0 

-10' ,3 voUrms 
•SB ram 

Optratlis« mod«:  photocoaductiv« 

UmlUac no««*:  l/( DOIM 

MMMJMteww;  BaaUamn KodU Co. 
SUU Butu« noMtreh Ontor 

DATA SHKET 7 
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PbSe 
Maeter Tvmiwrmtar* I»!0« 

IIWP—UW TMQNUeal Umn» 

I 
I 
d 
h 

to' 

Tjrpteal (IK) («nvonMI) ■ 

Typkal (miC) (ctoataUr < 

W&*«lm«UI(»i) 

T 

1 
I* 

A 

10-tOO MNe 

-30 MR/'it»ira 

.Al A        * 
10 * e«  to 10 eia" 

lo'teio'üly. 

1/t 
(IS 

NMMrek OMtor WMO 

DATA SHUT 8 

I 
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PbSe 
Dutaetor Tumfntou* tfX 

WPK 

10-IM (IMC 

.1-10 im/nmr* 

10'* cm* Ut 10° »m' 
•0° 
,„* TOK nu 

T 

n 
z 
A 

la« 

Ojmttog matt: f**oe<mtorttn 

UatttafBotM: l/t atom tot. <¥» cf 
tut O-R aoiM *M la Uttle« Tlbnttou 
(or f >«» e^s. 

Muutaetsrm: a»ala E-A 'tan ItoMueä 
bttaub. EMU O». 
Wnr«d b*uUlM kK. 
Ubrueop* Co. 

Cteppto* rnquraey (cjw) 

DATA SKMT 9 
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■.-. ■:■ 

PbTe 

10 11 

/ 

I 

) 

i 
a I io10 - 

10" 

/ 
/ 
/ 

10 10 

i 
I 
a 
u 

Thm - «tlc«l Umtt t.lmtt ■' 

Detector T«mp«ratun li0* 

TB 
T 

R 

Z 

A 

lov 

Typical DvtKtor 

0 

W«v«leiigtfc (fi 

a    IM JÜU L     I   I  I t.llll 

max 

300oK 

10-30 fiMC 

00-120 Mn/square 

5X10"* cm2 to 2 x1t'1 cm2 

180° 

105tol08Ä5« 
wan rms 

Operating motte:  pbotoconducttva 

Umltlng noltc: 1/f nolae lor f < 1000 cpa 
and G-R nolM «hi« to lattice vibrations 
for f > 100C cp«. 

Manufacturer:  ITT Laoor»torlea 
MUnn«apoU8-Hor\evweU 

J I    I   I .1J I i 

10 IO* 

Chopping Fracuanc; (spa) 

10 

DATA SHUT 10 
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InAs 
D»t«ctor T"*^ p*rtture 300oK 

T 

z 

A 10 

IVfi 

to 10'' et/ 

vaiX net 
watt mis 

SOO'IC 

<3 MMC 

-M a (r«qutr«i9 ü^natt.naitx coupltng) 

Oparatb« mod«: pbotovottatc 

Uatltlaf BOIM: l/t nou« tor 11100 eps 
and JoteMn DPtM (or ( >a00 epa. 

Kümifaetarari:  PMIco Corp. (provltea Mp- 
phlra UBUMrttoa Imn) 

Twaa InatnunanU 
Sloctro-Optical Sjatotns 

h 
10 10" "' 

Choppuc rr^umcy (cpt) 

I     1    1  1 IIHI '      i   i   i i mi i      i    i   i i ml 

"»* »o* io4 

DATA Smn 11 
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I 
■ a 
s u 
^* o 
s 

L 

I 

inAs 
Dcttctor Temperature 2730K 

(supplied with thermoelectric cooler and 
an Irtran 0 Immersion Ums) 

10 

2 3 

Wavelength (M) 

T 

R 
7 

A 

fjv 

R. 

300oK 

<5 fisec 

-150 n 

-10     cm 

180° 

,3 volt rms .10' watt rms max 

Operating mode: photovoltaic 

Limiting noise:   1/f noise (or f <300 cps 
and Johnpon noise for f >30fl cps. 

Manufacturer:  Texas Instruments 

10" 10 

Chopping Frequency (cps) 

DATA SHEET 12 

10 
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Te 
Detector Temperature IS^K 

_     ^eortücal Limit 

10 ,10 

Range of Available Detectors ^ \ 

,.    io"p- 

I 
& 
1 

n    1010 

'S*" 10 

I J_ 
I 3 

T 

R 

Z 

A 

fov 

300oK 

60 /xsec 

1000 ohms/ square 

• 3      2 >2xl0     cm 

180° 

-10 
max 

4 volt rms 
»vatt rms 

Operating mode: photoconductlve 

Umltlng noise:  1/f noise for f < 1000 cps 
and G-R noise due to lattice vibrations 
(phonons) for f >1000 cps. 

Mttiufacturer;  i-Unneapolls-Honeywell 

J I L. -i±L A   1 U 111. .1 ■    '   i i ii il 

10* 10* 

Chopping Frequency (cps) 

10' 

DATA SHEET 13 
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i 

- 

5: 
i 

4&4 

10 ,11 

I 

1 u 

I 

I 

1 

10 

10" «-Ä 

10» 

=   .o8 

10 

& 

DETECTORS 

InSb 
Detector Tttmp*i«turt SOO^ 

/ 

/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

Thaoretkal Limit 

4     s     e 

WavtUncth («4 

'B 
T 

z 

A 

low 

300oK 

< .2 yKc 

-15 ohm«/ square 

(0.09 X0.09) cm1 to (0.2 x 0.5) cm2 

RUUT 

180° 

wart rrns 

Operatlns mode: ptaatoelMtronugMtU: or 
photoconductWe 

Umttlnf noli«:  Johnson nolee 

lAuKitacturtre:  Block AsaocUt*« 
MiiutMpoUs- Hcneywell 
Radiation EUctronlca Corp. 
Texaa Toatiummts 

J L ' ' " " '     i   i  i n in '     '   i J ■ ■ "J 

10' 10" 

Chopping TrmzMney 'cpt) 

10 

rWA SHUT 14 
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liSb 
DttKtor TtrnpanUor« m0* 

10 n 

I 
1 IO" k 
a 

10' 

/ 
/ 
/ 

s 

/ 

I "t ThMrMteal Luatt 

tel*et«2 EMactor 

J_ _^_1 
1       t       S       4       I       •       T 

WaT«l«nfUi (X) 

i 

I 

a u 

C     109 

s 

800°» 

<1 (iMC 

-100 otett/cquar« 

(.05 x Uli) cm2 to (0.5 xr .% zmT 

«i0> isüiai 
wttt rau 

Opcrattaf mode: ptoato&Mduc+.toi 

Liaüttnc bj«M: 1/f nolM 9bw O-H aotM 
AM to tattle« ribnttma 

Miinrfirfarw; TMU lutnuMots 
RadUtlan Ktoetrcnis« C-wp. 

T 

1 
z 
4 

for 

I        I     i   I   I I »II I 1    1, I   I I IU t        I L.,1  I  t Li 

Ä 
10 10 lO8 

Ctopplac PreqiMncy (cp«) 

K' 

DATA SHIBT 15 
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InSb 
Jateetor Ttaapenu'ui« 'IfPr 

3       3        4        9       6        7 

Wtif«Urctfe (JI) 

-        XO 
11 

1 

10 10 

T 

I 
z 

A* 

900aK 

-I MMC 

1-30 KD/tquaf• 

-3      2 as tmaU u 10    cm 

HO0 

-10 
t vote ram 

vstt rat* 

Ope'&ti.if k'Ods»; piioCoeoaihietlT« 

Lbnttlas HOIM:  C-R nr M du« to backirauad 
ntetomt to Uric« Ttbntlcoa 

S«>nnflir.}i'TW»; Tozsa laitraiiMtis 
MlBMapolU- aoMywaU 
fluk. Barbara Raaaarch Caotar 
SUJUWOB 

*Ar«aa aa imall aa 10"s haT« taw coastt'tctad 
by tbf CUcago mdmif Labo<«tort«s (now Urn 
I^borator,' of A^pUad BcUoca) 

r        -""i    .!:.■■ ■ ■ I    111,11 ■ 1      ■     I   I  ■ 11 

h 
IC ua 

io- ;o 

Onfipli^ Fraqnanc« (cpa) 

DATA Starr 16 
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InSb 
Dttoetor T«inp«rmtair» '.l0K 

T 

K 
z 

A 

lev 

<1 MMC 

MO to 10 MO 

10"' cm* to J CR 

W* to tO» AOL 

Opantb« Bsodt: phot* ^«äIC 

Uattta« BOIM:  1/f ndM fc/f «.^ cp« 
aai «hot «oiM far f »•*» epi «rtota^ 
iiffi» tlH ■«Mtstlon of aiaoiitr earrtora 
«M to pfcotoa and! 

PMleoOarp. 
Mt^rorki ESMtroalits Omrp. 

BI«etr3Ble« Oorp- 
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Ge:AuSb* (n-type) 
Datactor Taoipcntur* 7I0X 

10 ia 

i     r u 

\ 

T 20-800 ame 

R J-aOMD 

Z 

A 10'3 - 10" * cm* 

fo» -110° 

N  106 Tolt nn» 
wait nn« 

Opcntlnc mods:  ptutoconducttT« 

TJintttnt nolM:   1/1 DOIM (or ( <a00 CIM and 
G-R noimt du* to lattice axcitattona (pteoona) 
tar t >3O0 cpa. 

Ilunfaetttk«r:  Philco Oorp. 

"Mumfacturar will provtda a tena (or optlef.1 
piln. 

10 111_.^ I    1   1 M IM        —I 1    I   1 I llll I      I    I   I  ' III 

10 10* 

Chopping Fraquancy (cpa) 

10 

DATA SHBKT 18 
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- 

10 u 

¥   io10 

Ge:AuSb (p-type) 
Datoctur TnnMrmtur« ItPK or ttfiK 

Trplcal IMactorSOPK 

Trpleal Datccisr 78°» 

«»OK 

T <1 n—e 

K .1-S.O l«VM|Mr« «t 7t0K 

z 
A (.0» x .0») em* to (0.5 x 0.S) «a1 

for 60° 

"x   . -^^S-'«0« 
Oponttag mod«:  pdntocoateciiTt 

UmlUnt nolM:   !/( noir« tor ( <J0O c|* snd 
O-R nolM dM to Uttlc« «ttltttlon« (phoaoM) 
for ( MOO cpo. For dotoctor !:*!Sr«r*tarM 
ilffix tht G-H no(M hu a »l«nU»c«mt phcton 
noiM eomponant. 

liurafactairtr«:   PMleo Corp. 
WMtkoflKWM RatMrck Labonttorl««) 
fltnta Bartara Rauareh Labort'ory 
Raythaon 

10' 

WaralM^h (M) 

Chopplnt Praquancr (epai 

DATA SHXKT 19 
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:onc 

io9L 

i 

"I 
a 

10 ,u 

a 10 10 

10 

Ge.Cu 
Dtttctor Tarapcntur« -■40K 

ATsUabl« Rangt 
for S(P for 

X _L 
10 20 

WiTclmcth (M) 

30 

T 

R 

Z 

A 

fov 

S00oK 

<1 iiacc 

Eaax 

.02 to 20 MT« ■quare (rtejmnd» oo 
DU« valUgt and backgnjund Um- 
psratvr«) 

(.05 x .05) cm2 to (0.5 x 0.5) em2 

2«0, 00°, W0 

watt rmt 

Oparatln« mod«: photoconductlv« 

Uraitln» MtMt  i/f noU« tor f <100 cpa 
and G-R nolM du. to background photona 
f>,'»d dua to lattict vlbratlou (ptxxiona) 
for (> 100 cpn. 

Manufacturers:  Taxaa Instrument» 
Santa Barbara RoMtrch Cantor 
RCA 
Eastman Kodak Co. 

_l i   l  I i Uli '     ■   ■  ■ ■ i in ■I inu 

10' 10' 

Chopping Froqusncy (ops) 

10' 

DATA SHUT 20 
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Ge:Cd 
Detector Temperature 20oK 

a 
» 

« a u 
E 
u 

s 

z 
CO 

«I > 

i 

10 20 
Wavelength (cpa) 

JO 

10 20 30 

Detector Temperature i^K) 

300oK 

<1 usec 

2 2 (.05 x v5> en  to (vt.5 x 0.5) cm 

00° (other aiirs a~e available) 

B 

T 

1 
z 
A 

fov 

max 

Operating mode:  photoconductlve 

Umlllng nolee:  presumably 1/t notae 
(or smaller chopping frequencies and 
G-R noise due to background photons 
(or larger chopping frequencies. 

Manufacturer:   Raytheon 

DATA SHIR 21 



^ 

DsncrroRS 

10 u 

10,0t 

IC 

Ge:Hg 
Ottefitor Ttmpcimtur« -ihH 

1 ypical nct«ctor 
for (ov 150° 
Dattctor Tump. -40K 

o. 
6        S       10 

WavaUngth (n) 

ia    :« 

T 

R 

A 

:OT 

9000K 

<1 M»OC 

a (unction of tha amount of background 
radiation »ban Uta datactor Is photoa 
nolaa Umlted.  For the condition« spac- 
idad haia, S i» in the ranga 40-400 ttl. 

(.05 x .05) cm2 to (C.5 x 0.5) cm2 

-150° (can range from -8° to 180°) 

-10 ,8 TOlt rtaa 
wutt rms 

Operating mode:  photocaadueUva 

Umiting notaa: l/( for ( <100 cpa and 
G-R notaa due to background pfcotoot 
forf >100cpa 

M&niaac'-.rere-   Texan Inatrumentf 
Autta Barbara Rteaar^h Omtar 
Raytbaoa 

JO 10 10" 

Chopping Frequency !':p») 
30 40 50 

Detector Temperature (0K) 

DATA SHXBT 22 
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Ge:Zn 
n»'j»ctir T«mp«r»tur» ^K 

T3 

T 

R 

z 
A 

(ov 

300oK 

<.0! |iMC 

.2 to 20 Mn/Kjuare 

(.05x.05)cin2lJ(.5x .5) cm 

«0° 

mix 
Operating mode:  ptatocooductlve 

Limiting noise:  presumably VI AOU« limited 
for t < 100 cp« and G-R nols^ Jue to hack- 
ground photons (or f > 100 ~ps. 

Manufacturer:   Parlda-Elmer Corp. 

Wa>el«n|[th M 

DATA SHIXT 23 
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-• 

I 
ä 

HgTe [5% ZrTe, 5% CdTe] 
Datector Tcmptratir« tOO^ 

10     3C      90      40 

W»veler«th (ji) 

300oK 

•5 0 

2 
minimum (.05 x .05) cm 

180° 

R(M0O«       -.05 ^S 

Operating mode: photoelectromagnetlc 

Limiting noise: Johnson 

Manufacturer:  Minneapolis-Honeywall 

8 
T 

R 

Z 

A 

few 

DATA SHKXT 24 
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Ge-Si:Zn 
Dtttctor Tvmpsratur« BO^ 

10     IS     14     18 

Wavolmgth ((i) 

TB S00oK 

r <1 MMC 

1 -s x u6 n 
z 
A 

fov 20° 

OptnUlng mod«,:  ^hotoconductlv« 

Limiting nola«: (or chopping traqiMnel«« 
higher thu 100 cpa G-R notM du« to 
photan« tad Uttlc« «xclUtlota (pfaoaou; 
pradoniliut«.  1/1 aolM iMCOintt tlgnltl- 
c*nt (or {f 100 cpa. 

Manufacturer:  RCA 

to- io- 
Ctiappllng Fraquancy (cpa) 

DATA SHEIT 26 



496 LSTÄÖT0R8 

Ge-ShAu" 
Dattctor TtnafMnUur« VfiK. 

TB S00oK 

T <1 MMC 

R -40 x io0 a 

Z 

A 
lew 70° 

v„ max 

Operating mod«:  photoconducttve 

Limiting noise:  praiumably l/i nolae for 
( < 100 cpii, G-R botM due to photons 
and Uttlce exciUtlon« (or ( >100 cpa. 

Manutocturtr:  RCA 

6       b       10 

Wavelength (M) 

12 

DATA SHCIT 26 

I 
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InSb Bolometers* 
raaz'zT Tir^ra^rr (■•• ttbim below) 

10 IOC 150 NO 

Wwimfth (ti) 

T 

R 

I 

A 

ten 

\« 
Opcntlnc 

JOO0« 

photocot&ietlv« 

TIM •ptetnl raa^e^M n»y b« taaad Irwa 
n M-X» n by mrta« Uw inUMttf of 

(teftoU 
Umttlaf ■clar: 
MuMtoetrJW. MiUaH Ud. 

Deteetor 
^ic rating 

Ttupcnter« /toM 
UMwa 

A 

■ 
C 1JPK 

UK 

>.IK 

DATA SHEET 27 
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Thermistors* 
Detector Temperatur« ÜKPK 

a 
Li 

Wevelenctb (y) 

R 

Z 

A 

fov 

S00oK 

800 tb 8000 ßtoc 

io5 to io6 n 

10'4to3 xlO"1 cm2 

180° 

10S to 5 x 10 3 volt mi 
watt rm» 

max 

Qparatln; mode: bclometrlc 

Limiting note«-  Johnnon noiae (or (requenciea 
Hrger than about 40 cpe and l/( nolae (or 
(1*0 .pe. 

liawiUeturera:  Barnee Engineering 
Servo Corp. ration o( America 
Folan Indust;?a 

'Sote 1;  Uameraioa lenaea are avallaMe 
•hieb or wide a (actor of ; Increase In D*. 
Hat» 1    In ssr<tral. tradeoHa can be obtained 
t«i«een D* aa^  '    • constant (e.g., D* > 
8 x 10* TI/3. v      e T ta In seconda). 

1 

«•r 

a   10 

J ' I I 11 ■ I 

10 

J 1    I   Mill .1 I I    I   I I I I 
10 10' 

Chopptag rrequaocy (cpe) 

DATA SHUT 28 
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a 

g 

» 

10 

Thermocouples 
Detector Temperature 300oK 

PE Csl Window 

Charles Reeder CsBr Window 

_u ..^ JL- 
6        iO 6        6       10     12 

Wavelength (M) 

14      16 

300oK 

T -10-20 msec 

R 0-15 n 

z 

A (.01 x .1) cm 

fov 180° 

R, 
A 

volt rms 
watt rms max 

Operating mode:   thermovoltaic 

Limiting noise:   Johnsen noise 

Manufacturers:   Perkin Elm-cr Corp. 
Eppley laboratory 
Charles Reader Co. 
Beckman Instruments 
Far rand Corporation 

.X^ 

-A 
* 

E 
u 

c      IO' 

"o. 

i 

Charles Reeder 
CsBr Window 

i      i i   i i 11 11 i.. i   i   j j _l I i   i  i i n 

10 10' 

Chopping Frequency (jps) 

DATA SHEET 29 

10 

'-.^ 
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10 10. 

I 

xo* 

Golay CeM* 
Datocior Temperatur« SOO^K 

GoUy Cell wtth 
Dl»mond Window 
A - 7.» x I0'acma 

j x 1,0' I 1 1 Hi. 

AiMorptton 
-t- ButfaDuato 

DUmond Window 

-I L 
2        4 6        8       1C       .3      14      16 

Wav«l«ncith (w) 

fov 

max 

S0(>oK 

-10 msec 

this device uses a pneumatic circur 
coupled to * phcxoeralsslve detector. 

-in* 22" rm, 

watt rms 

Operating mode:  thermopneumatic 

Limiting nolae: 

Manufacturer a:  Eppley Laboratory, Inc. 

*NoU:  window materUla auch a* dUmond 
and quarts are available. 

- ««liO 

'I   4 
I 
1 u 

h       »0 

Ctacpptng Frequency (cpe) 

DATA SHIIT 3C 
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4 

11.4.   Test Procedures 

Experimental procedures to provide the necessary infor.nauon lor proper detector im- 
age are presented. Most of the txperimental detail sup-plied here is similar to that 
established at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Cororra, California [10], and Syracuse 
University [11]. These facilities have been spoiiboieo by tho Arrned Services to provide 
up-to-date quantitative measumrents on all types of phjtüdetectors in the spirit of 
a standards laboratory with respect to the experimental procedures undertaken and the 
data provided. Attention should also be called to the standardization report by Jones 
et al. [12], which crystalizes the thinking of British, American, and Canadian scientists 
on the subject of testing and of describing test results. 

11.4.1. Determination of NEP. The circuitry used for measurement of V,, r™ and 
V«, rmi and for the determination of optimum bias is shown in block form in Fig. 11-1. 
The important components of this circuitry are the infrared source (blackbody), the 
preamplifier, and a wideband wove analyzer. The blackbody emitter has precision 
temperature controls. A standard technique used in test procedures is to make meas- 
urements with a t'ackbody set at a temperature of 500° K. The source is mechanically 
modulated by a disc-type chopper. Generally ' his chopper is arranged with two speeds 
to provide radiation modulated at 90 cps or 900 cps. This chopped radiation generates 
an electrical signal in the detector which is amplified and then measured with the 
harmonic wave analyzer. The wave analyzer is also used to determine the noise level 
by obtaining a reading when the detector is shielded from the chopped radiation. 

r-    BUcktody 

Chopper 

RwilaUcn 

Temp. Cu it rcl 

Thermocouple 

Chopper 
DrlT* 

(lÄducUunj 
|   Motor   i 

Cell Cell BUa 
ud Match 

-L 
UierovoUer 

T 

oec 

Low-NoUe- 
Level 

Preampllller 

Wave Anslyier 

I   CRC  I  

FIG. 11-1.    Block diagrair. of test circuit used for making measurements. 

The signal voltage and noise voltage for a photoconductive detector are determined 
as a function of bias voltage. For most detectors, chopping frequency is not a significant 
factor n determining optimum bias. Figure 11 -2 shows a typical bias graph with plots 
of signal and noise voltage versus bias current. Thiu graph is typical of those supplied 
by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory. The optimum bias point is determined from such 
a graph and used in all subsequent measurements for that particular detecto». Typical 
circuitry of the cell bias and match are shown in Fig. 11-1, and drawn schematically 
in Fig. 11-3. Two sets of input leads are shown from the detector to the match. One 
set is for the bias current used with thermistors, photodetectors, and the like; the 
other set is for photovoltaic and PEM detectors as well as thermocouples. Photovoltaic, 
PEP4, and thermocouple detectors visually require transformer coupling to the pre- 
amplifier because of their low impedance. It is important to use a transformer whose 
impedance can be varied to insure that the equivalent noise input resistance of the 
preamplifier is transformed to an impedance lower than the impedance of the detector 
being tested. 
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o z 

1 2 3 

BIAS CURRENT (jiamp) 

F5c. 11-2.   Determination of optimum bias. 

Phofoconductive 
Teat Leads 

Q 0 

Biu Swlich 

r<Hh Load Retlnon    \—Q\(0- 

I   Biaa Meter 

Blaa    f   v—/ 
Battery 

Narrow 
Band  , True 

rut;r RMS   1 
(Variable Meter 

rr»-J 

FIG. 11-3.   Cell bias and Impedance matching ciru.» 
for infrared detectors. 

The simplest kind of circuitry associated with the photoconductive detector is shown 
in Fig. ll-4(a) and consists simply of a bias battery supply in series with the photo- 
conduc'.jve detector and a lead resistor, fit. The signal is t'Jien off the load resistor 
and fed through a capacitor U £.. preamplifier. The voltage across the load resistor 
»s given by 

VL 
R, + fi 

(11-1) 
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(£ RL 
>   T     0~* 

T 
(a) (b) 

FIQ. 11-4.   Bias circuits for 
photoconductive detectors. 

The rhange in 'oltege across the load rer.istor produced by the modulated radiation is 
fo'.nd by differentiating this equation with respect to the resistance of the cell. It 
then follows that 

v"vJ^nT ,,i-2' 
When the load resistance is much larger than the detector resistance, a const-ant bias 

current condition exists Maximum signal voltage is obtained when the load resistance 
is the same size as the detector resistance; extended frequency response is obtained 
for small values of load re&istance. This latter requirement usually appears with 
high-resistance fast detectors. In this situation capacitive effects become important, 
and in order to match the response-time capability of the detector it is necessary to 
use a small load resistor, which produces a reduced signal amplitude but flat frequency 
response over a wider frequency range. 

A modification of this simple circuit is shown in Fig. 11-4(6). It involves placing 
a dc load resistor in series with the detector and an ac load resistor (r) across the detector 
through a coupling capacitor. The output is fed to the preamplifier from the ac load 
resistor. The effect of this type of circuitry is to allow changes in the load reaistcr 
without influencing the photocenductor bias cur-ent. These changes are necessary 
to determine the optimum bias current. 

In making any measurements, it is important that the preamplifier noiae be less 
than the detector noise. Two types of noise must be considered with respect to the 
preamplifier (1) an effective series noise, (2) an effective shunt niiie. 

The series noiae is experimentally determined by shorting th? input to the preampli- 
fier and thea noting the cutput noise voltage. The shunt noise is determined by open- 
ing the input circuit and recording the output noise level. Then, starting with large 
values of resistance, a sequence of resistors of decreasing value is placed aoose the 
input to the preamplifier and the output noise level noted. The value of resistance is 
reduced to a point where a change in the noise output from the open-circuit ooadition 
of the preamplifier is recorded. One must then insure that the detector resistance in 
a smaller value than this to provide a detector noise greater than the preamplifier 
noise. In this condition the detector resistance is greater than the series resistance 
of the preamplifie«-, but lew than the shunt resistance. This is referred to as a detector- 
noise-limited cor lition. This requirement becomes difficult to meet when one is forced 
to deal with very-high-impedancc detector» (higher than 15 or 20 megohm«). Other- 
wise, the problem of shunt noise is not serious, and one usually finds that the series 
noise requires the most caution. 

The primary purpose in measuring signal and noise voltage« with the equipment 
of Fig. 11-1 is to determine the photod.»lector's noiae equivalent power (NEP).   This 
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can now be done since the power t'enh^y of the radiation from the blackbody that falls 
on the detector is known. This value can be calculated, starting with the Stefan- 
ßoltzirann law. The power density H from a source of radiance N at a distance X 
to the detector »s the detector irradiance: 

H = ^p- = ---s (11-3) 

where A, is the source area, N is the radiant flux emitted by the source per unit area 
per unit solid angle, and is equal to Win (W = radiant emittance). For a circular 
source aperture of diameter D„ the power density is 

„     W    TTD,*     W A. 
// = —•——- — -,- (11-4) 

n     AX*      IT A* 

and therefore NEP is given by 

NEP = - — = -T[Y/   v *" (11-5) 

The gain of the circuitry used to determine NEP is checked with an oscillator and a 
microvoltmeter connected to the input of the preamplifier. The noise bandwidth of the 
system id determined by measuring the Johnson noise gtjnercted in a wire-wound 
resistance as 

bf = 7tIAkTr (ii-6) 

where h is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, r is the resistance, 
and e* is th*» "near square voltage fluctuation. The signal-to-noise rttio of a detector 
txi a fciven bias current is generally independent of the load resistance. However, 
as ohowp by Eq. (11-2), the signal voltage, and correspondingly the noise voltage, 
are functions of the load resistor. Since different applications may require different 
load resistors, a listing of detector signal and noise measurements must include the 
value of the load resistance used in making the measurements. 

11.1.2. Time Constant. Speed of response information is usually provided in one 
of two forms. They are. (1) a plot of response versus frequency from which a detector 
time constant can be estimated, and (2) the photodecay characteristic after removal 
of a photoexcitation source. Information of type (1) is generally obtained by amplitude 
modulation of radiation from* an infrared source irradiating the detector, and varying 
the frequency of modulation; type (2) is obtained by observing the signal wave shape 
of the photodetector response 'o periodic pulses of light. Systems for making meas- 
urements to provide the two types of information are described below. 

11.4.3. Frequency Response. Frequency response is usually measured with a 
metallic-disc light chopper. The disc is ringed with alita spaced symmetrically, so 
that the opaque region and the slit region have the same width. 

The modulation frequency is given by the spinning rate of the disc multiplied by the 
number of slits in the disc. The higher the frequency of modulation required, the 
higher the spinning rate, and/or the greater the number of slits cut in the disc. In- 
creasing the number of slit« results in slits of .iccreacing width (for any one size disc), 
until eventually an optical system is required " i image down the infrared source onto 
the slit. The radiation passing through the slits is then focused onto the detector. 
For low-frequency operation, sinuaoidai modulation can be obtained by proper selection 
of t;.e chopper opening [13]. 

The lrer"i8ncy response was determined at Corona [10] by a variable-speed chopper, 
giving a frequency range %& 100 to 40,000 cpe.   Radiation from a Kernst glower is 
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sinusoidally modulated by the chopper, and is usually filtered by & selenium-co&ied 
germanium window. The signal from the detecto'" is measured by putting the output 
of a cathode follower and a preamplifier into the y-axis input of an oecüloscop*1' An 
incandescent tungsten source is simultaneously modulated by the chopper, and activates 
a photomultiplier whose signal is fed into a preamplifier and a tachometer; the lat- 
ter's output is proportional to frequency and is put on the x axis of the oscilioeccpe. 
The oscilloscope disp Ify is photographed as the chopper slows down from its maximum 
speed. Syracuse University, using a wheel cut with 14C J circular holes spinning at 
a rate of 10,000 rpm, obtains a maximum chopping frequency of 240,000 cps. This 
equipment uses a Globar as the light source and an Asi S.r (arsenic trisulfide) lens 
to focus the source onto the slit. For photodttectors whose response can be described 
by 

i/      _      rm' i/-» 
'f, run       7i    I       •   «\i/« '11-7) 

(1 4- W'T*)"* 

this high-frequency chopping rate permits an evaluation of time constants as short 
as 0.5 /Asec. Typical frequency-response data reported from NOL, Corona, is shown 
in Fig. 11-6. 
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FIG. 11-5.   Detector frequency responae. 

10' 

Frequency response measurement« may also be obtained by using an iryection laser 
aa the light source. The injection current may be modulated sinusoidally at frequencies 
up to the gigamegacycle region-sufficient for determining time constants shorter than 
1 fisec. However, the laser must be calibrated in terms of output intensity vs. fre- 
quency to insure that the frequency dependent of the electrical output of the detector 
is due to the detector and not to the source. Several manufacturers are now u<ring this 
vechnique to determine time constant. 

11.4.4. Pulse Respoiu s. Another approach to the measurement of speed of response 
is a direct measurement of the decay or rise characteristics of the detector. For detec- 
tors with slow response and high sensitivity, it is fsirly easy to design a mechanical 
light chopper with sufficient speed so that the dynamic chsracteristics measured belong 
to the photodetector, and not tc *.he choposr. However, when or.e is dealing with photo- 
detectors whose response Lines are leaf than 1 /xsec, normal procedures in making 
this measurement become difficult. To n^asurfe the decay or rise characteristic» of 
the detector requires a light source whose rise cr fall time is approximately 1/10 the 
time that is to be measured. Ok*tical spinning nurrot systems can provide such rapid 
rise-andfall light-pulse time.   A rattier simple arrangemtn* >. vhown in Fig. 11-6. 
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Light Source 

Cyllnc!     al Mirror 
Rctatiüg Mirror 

FIG. 1J-6.   Simple »pinning mirror for periodic 
light pulre generation. 

A collimated beam of light in deflected by a rotating mirror. A decollimating mirror 
which focuBca the infrared radiation on the detector io placed a distance X away from 
the mirror. The rise time of the light pulse is the time it takes the leading edge of 
the pulse to fill the decollimating mirror, and the fall time te the t;me required for 
the trailing edge of the li, beam to move off of that same mirror. The velocity with 
which the light ray movts across this mirror is given by the distance between the 
spinning mirror and the deoollimator, multiplied by Ihe angular velocity of the spin- 
ning mirror. The rise time and decay time, assuming a symmetrical light pulse, are 
equal to each other, and to the width of the decollimator divided by the velocity. Obvi- 
ously, by making X 3ufficiently large, the rise and fall times can be made shorter, but 
generally at the expense of decreasing intensity at the detector. The energy may 
be increased by the use of a cylindrical mirror which compresses without affecting its 
width. Light pulses with rise and decay times of about 50 nanosecondp have bean 
generated with this technique, using a mirror spinning at 10,000 rmp. 

Another uaeful spinning-mirror technique is that described by Garbuny et al. [14]. 
The method consists of surrounding a rotating rnultisided mirror by a set of stationary 
mirrors KMB Fig. 11-7). This assembly is so adjusted that the collimated light from 
the source is repeatedly reflected between the central and the stationary mirrors. 
Each face of the mirror rotating with angular velocity a» adds 2N to the -otational 
speed of the emerging Urht beam. If D is the width of a slit in the image plane, and 
is leas than the width of the light beam 8, the rr a time and the fall time of the pulse 
are given by 

D 
(11-8) Trlif — 

2Nu>X 
and 

b-aD 
Tdrcay 

2*;, (11-9) 

where S is the number of faces on the rotating niirrcr and X it»> c" stance from the image. 
By using a multisided spinning mirror to obtain high tangential velocities, it is pos- 
sible to substantially reduce the radial distance from the spinning mirror to the detec- 
tor over that required in a construction like Fi^. 11-6. Using mirror optics for col- 
limating the light source permits any infrared emitter to be used. With a 0.5-mm 
wide sensitive element, a spinning-mirror rotation rate of 10,000 rmp, X = 1 m, and 
N = B, rise times of 30 nanosec are readily available. Using a tu-r bine-drive motor 
system to spin the mirror, rotating speeds as high as 3000 rpe can be : Jtained, so that 
pulse rise and decay time of less than 1 nanosec are possible. 

Square pulses of radiation may also be obtained by modulating iryection iaaers 
»"Ith square pulses of current. In the fashio.i described above, the rise time and 
decay time of the detector can then be observed. 
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0       Source fi Silt 

^J/   CoUlmatlng Mirror 

Infrared Detector 

FIG. 11-7. Spinning mirror^iystem for periodic 
light pulse generation in the miIlimicrosetx>nd 
range. 

Conditions exist where signal-to-noise ratios of close to or less than unity mv t be 
measu.ed. Examples of such cases follow. (1) Examination of fractional-microsecond 
signals from high-impedance detectors. The measurement technique herb requires 
the ac loading of the detector (see Fig. 11-46) with a resistance low enough to provide 
flat frtjquency response over the spectrum of interest. (2) Examination of fractional- 
microsecond signals from low-impedance detectots such as indium antimonide. Thm 
measurement is difficult because the noise level of a wideband preamplifier is higher 
than that of the detector. (3) Reproduction of low-ievel signals caused by low-kvel 
radiation sources, as for v.avelength-dependent measurements. 

A device has been develop«' which makes measurement in these cast» i«adiiy pos- 
sible, and with signal-to-noise ratios leas than 1. This device (often called p synchro- 
nous detector) applies a sampling teduiique and integration (or averaging) to the 
direct measurement of the shape of periodic noise-limited waveforms. This may be 
compared to the usual coherent detector which can be described vith reference to 
Fig 11-8. Tnä signal wave shape is periodic, and is triggered in the dame manner that 
would be required for good high-speed oeciilogra^Uk reproduction; the noise is random. 
The im-erval At represents the "on" time of an electronic switch, during which th«; 
signal and noise voltage is fed directly into an integrator. By sampling successive 
intervals and averaging, it is possible to reduce the noise-voltage fluctuation ob served 
at the integrator output without affecting the signal level. Quantitatively, the noise- 
voltage fluctuations are reduced by II vN, where A^ is the number of observations made 
during the measurement. The signal-to-noise voltage rutio is then improved by the 
square root of N. If At is made small compared to the signal t; «nsient time, and is 
slowly and uniformly retarded in time with respect to signal onset, an accurate chart 
record of the signal wave shape may be produced [15]. 
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FIG.  11-8.   Signal, nois«. and gate 
relationship in waveshnoc records. 

11.4.5. Spectral Rrsponse. Measurements of the wavelength dependence of infra- 
red photodetectors are generally made with an expe'nmental setup like the one illus- 
trated in Fig. 11-9. 

The energy flux from the exit slit is measured at each wavelength with a thermopile 
or thermocouple. As the wavelength is changed, the energy fali.ng on the thermo- 
couj-lc is rasied or lowered to a convenient value by opening or closin» the entrance 
slit of the monochromator, with the middle and exit slits usually remaining f ted. 
Once this level is set, the energy flux is allowed to fall onto the detector, and the response 
is then obtained. A typical relative response curve from Corona is shown in Fig. 11-10. 
Generally, the chopping rate of the light input to the monochromator is 10 to 13 cpe, 
compatible vith the response characteristics of the thermocouple. However, since 
most photodeceftors show considerable improvement of NEP at higher chopping rates, 
it ia advantageous when possible to modulate the spectral radiation at frequencies 
of about 200 cps. At Syracuse, the chopper is operated at 208 cp«, and the detector 
signal is measured by feeding it through a filter of SO-cps bandwidth tuned to 208 cps 
to a preamplifier, and then to a vacuum-tube voltmeter. At the low chopping frequency, 
the detector signal is fed cirectly into the amplifying system of the monochromator. 

jlct<ar    h Ql 
Motor 

Chopper Monochromatic 
Energy 

Pre-Amp 

Recorder 

X 

FIG  11-9.   Block diagram test circuit used 
for measuring defector response 

Amplifier 

IZI— j 
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FIG. 11-10.   Typical detector relative spectral response. 

Along with the measured relative spectral response cur-e, ii is important that the 
detector user be provided with an absolute calibration sufficiently universal that the 
spectra) dependence of figures of merit such as NEP and D* can be readily derived. 
The information available from the measurements of NEP a id relative spectral re- 
sponse, and the theoretical law for blackbody spectral radiation distribution, are 
sufficient to provide the absolute calibration. 

Absolute spectral measurements may be obtained using a calibrated thermocouple. 
However, the detector being measured must be placed at a point in the monochromatic 
beam, where it receives the same energy as the calibraA*! thtrmocouple. Since, this 
is difficult to do in practice, a more suitable method is rovimcn. In this method use 
is made of the relationship 

D*(X/o) = A'fix' I.11-10) 

where Äx' is the relative response and A is a prcportionality constant express*.d as 

D*(7W«) 
A = 

I  Fiß* 
(11-11) 

Here, F>., is the fraction of energy in a particul&r wavelength interval (AX) of the 
spectrum of the blackbody used for detectivity measurements nnd corrected for the radi - 
ation emitted by the chopper which is at 300° K. Values of Fx, for wavelengths between 
1 and 30fi are given in Table 11-3. More general tables are given by Lcwan and 
Blanch [16].   The constant A must be evaluated for each detector. 
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TABLE 11-3.   ENBFGY FRACTIONS FOR A 500°K 
BLACKBODY IN A 300"K SunROUNDiNC MEDIUM 

Wavelength Interval (;t Energy Fraction 
(f,00aKi-tlackbody) 

1-1.5 7 x !0 « 
1.5-2.0 3.7 x 10 < 
2.0-2.5 0.0032 
2 5-3.0 0.0t2 
3.l)-3.5 0.024 

3.5-4.0 0.038 
4.0-4.5 0.050 
4.5-5.0 0.053 
5.0-5.5 0.062 
5.5-6.0 0.063 

6.0-6.5 0.061 
6.5-7.0 00G8 
7.0-7 5 0.051 
7.5-8.0 0.050 
8.0-8.5 0.045 

8.5-9U 0.041 
9.0-S.5 0.037 
9.5-10.0 0.033 

10.0-10.5 0.029 
10.5-11.0 0.027 

11-12 0.045 
1213 0.035 
13-14 0.029 
14-15 0.022 
15-16 0.019 

16-17 0.Ü15 
17-18 0.013 
18-19 0.011 
19-20 0.0084 
20-2L 0.015 

22-24 0.0097 
24-r-e 0.0072 
26-118 0.0058 
28-30 0.0029 

11.4.6. Noise Spectrum. The noise-voltage spectrum is obtained w th the system 
described in Section 11,3.1. However, the light s-'.arce is removtd and the noise 
voltage is obtained by simply leading the voltage at the wave analyzer. A typical 
plot of noise spectrum is shown in Fig. li-ll 

11.4.7. SenGitiviiy Contours. If a microscopic ray of light is projected onto the 
surface of a photodetector, and the photoresponse recorded as a function of the ray's 
position, it is found thaf the photoresponse generally changes v-"- the ray's position 
The »u.face of the detector is thus rarely uniform in its photoresponse The film 
detectors <lead compound family) are the worse offenders in this regard If» graph 
of photoresponse jersus Ughv'-ray position is made, and points of equal photoresponse 
are linkeo together, 'he resultant plot provides a "sensitivity -vntour," illustrated by 
Fig. ll-:2. 
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FIG. 11-11.    Petector noise spectrum. 
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FIG. 11-12.   Sensitivity contour for typicai PbSt cell. 

At Corona, the experimental arrangement to obtain sensitivity contours uses a 
microtable which allows the cell to be moved a a tail measured amount. TV,« table 
is linked through a system of g^ars to a plotting table which gives an increase in the 
scalt up to 36:1. The exciting radiation is from an incandescent tungsten bulb chopped 
at 90 cps; it is p&ssed in reverse through a microscope such that a spot 0 066 mm in 
diameter ib focused onto the detector. As the detector is moved beneath this radiation, 
the relative response at 10% intervals is noted on the plotting table.   Lines connecting 
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equal points of sensitivity are then drawn to obtain a plot such as Fig. 11-12. This 
light-probe technique is also important for its utility in fundamental research programs 
en detector materials, where it is used in studi JS of diffusion length, time constant, 
aid mobility [17]. 

11.4.8. General Comments. A summation of data necessary to evaluate a detector 
is shown in Fig. 11-1", which consists of a typical data sheet from an NOLC report. 
The definitions of the various parameters are listed in Table 11-1. Date on specific 
detectors is in Section 11.2. 

TEST RESULTS CONDITIONS OF MEASUREMENT 

R (volts, watt) 
(500, 90) 

HM (wafj/cps1/2 • cm2) 
N (500, 9Cj 

PN (watts/cpe1/2) 
N (500, 90) 

4.1 x 104 

8.8 x 10"P 

Blackbody temperature 
(0K) 

Blackbody flux density 
((iwatts/cm2, rius) 

500 

9.0 

5.6 x lO'11 

Chopping frequency 
(cps) 

Noise bandwidt.-! (cps) 

90 

5 

D* (cm-cps1/'2) 
(500, 90) 

Responsive Ume 
constant («isec) 

max 

«bb 

1.4 x 109 

2C 

Cell temperature (ÜK) 

Cell current foi 
90-cps data in*) 

Cell currei.' for 
D*mm(ua> mm 

197 

7.0 

20.0 

9.1 
Load resistance (ohms) 2.5 .. ID6 

Peak wavelength (u) 

Peak detective modu- 
1          lation frequency (cps) 

D^^Ccm cps 1/2/waltt) 

2.2 

4x 103 

2.8 xiO10 

Tr?risformer 

Relative humidity (%) 

Responsive plane 
(from window) 

Aiublent temperature 
PC) 

16 

24 

!                         CELL DESCRIPTION 
Ambient radiation 
on detector 2970K only 

!      Typ* PbSe (evap.) 

1          Share of senslUve 
area (cm) 

0.OS8 x 0.168 #- 

|          Area (cm2) 6.3x10"' 

{         Dark resistance 
(ohms) 

1.64 x 1Ü6 

j? 

i          Dynamic resistance 
>          (ohms) 

... 

'          Field of view ... 

{          Wlnocw material Sapphire 

FIG. 11-13    Detector data sheet {from NOLC Report 564). 

11.5.   Theo-etical Limit of Detectivity 

The optimal performance of an infrared detector would occur when the inherent 
detector noise was negligible compared to the noise induced in the detector by the 
random arrival rau; of photons coming from the target. Thus far, to the author's 
knowledge, this ultimate performance has not been realized. There are, however, 
a number of commercially available infrared detectors which under the proper operating 
conditions have a limiting noise due to the random arrival rate of photons from   he 
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background. The background is composed of the at nosphare, spectral filter, window 
material, mirrors, and other objects besides the target in the field of view. Detectors 
which can give this type of performance include PbS, FbSe, InAs, InSh, Ge:Hg, Ge:Cu, 
GteCd, Ge-Si Au, and G-j-SitZr. 

11.5.1.   Derivation of D ' for Photon Noise Limitstion.   According to Planck's law, 
the power radiated into a hemisphere per unit wavelength from a I'.ackbody is given by 

v\ = {2TTCth)k »(«.*<•'**»•-1) ' (11-12) 

Since there are klhc photons sec ' w ' at wavelength X, the number of photons pec ' 
cm1 M ' can be expressed as 

n(\) - (2Trc)X-4(t'"-/**r- 1)  ' (11-134 

where n(X) can be thought of as the average number of photons. According to the 
Bose-Eicstein relation, the mean squar«, fluctuation in the number of photons is given by 

where n is the average number,of photons. Therefore the mean square fluctuation 
(in photons) of wavelength X emitted by a blackbody becomes 

—-    _ 27irc 1 e»f^ 

Since the detectors mentioned above are sensitive t/? wavelengths shorter than 30 pt, 
hclk >> kT, which means that exp (hclXkT) >> 1, and ibis pe. mita the following 
approximation: 

         2nc 
(An,v,x ^ —p-e '"■/^r (11-15) 

A 
i 

To find the total mean square photons in the spectral region to which the detector is 
sensitive, we must integrate the above expression: 

An* * 2irc I     X* e'kr'kkT dk > 1,1-16) 
Jo 

Therefore 
  ikT\     4,.. „r   /kT^    2kT      1 1 

The nna fluctuations in the electri'^i bandwidth A/" and a detector area A is given by 

V/2 A/'An1 AT; 

where TJ is the quantum efficiency of the responsive element.   The generation rate 
(G.) of carriers due to signal photons is given by 

where P, is the incident signal power in rms watts.    For a öignal-tvnoise ratio of unity, 
G, must be the same as the generation rate due to the noise source, or 

XT,P. , ^=r- 

hc 
= \/2Ä/AnMT) 

P, is therefore the signal power necessary to produce a signal-to-noise ratio of unity, 
and is by definition the NEP. 

NEP = P, = -^ vTÄ/TÄn7 A-n 
An 
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Substituting in the expression for An* one obtains the theoretical limit of NEP 

kT1     2kT      1 
2 —  4 f — 

he       hckc     Xr
2 (11-17) 

Using »he definition of D* from Table 11-1 and the above expression: 

1   FR 
 p*0'1* *r 

vkT 
/*T\«   2*r   j_]-,/s 

\kc)      kchc     Kc\ 
(11-18) 

For this derivation a detector with a viewing solid angle of n steradians is assumed. 
If the viewed solid an^le, il, has circular symmetry, it can be expressed in terms of the 
cone angle as fellows 

n = 7rsin«(e/2) (11-19) 

wl.ere 9 is the full cone angle.   The dependence of D* upon this cone angle becomes 

D* ~- J~~ekcltkrkT\2{—r-) +—r +1        X,. sin'- 
2 y-irkT I   \ he he J V 2/ (11-20) 

From Eq. (11-20) one can observe the effects of field of view or changes in X, upon D*. 
The effect of changing the field of view can be peen in Fig. 11-14. Here the relative 
value of P* !8 plotted as a function of the cone angle 6. Figure 11-15 gives D* at Xp 
as a function of long-wavelength cutoff with background temperature as a parameter. 
Equations (11-19) and (11-20) and Fig. 11-14 and 11-15 as they are apply to photo- 
emissive and photovoltaic detectors. For photoconductive detectors, which am sen- 
sitive to the population of carriers in the conduction band and for which the fluctuation 
in recombination rates is significant, Eq. (11-20) must be divided by V2 and the neces- 
sary scaling adjustment must be made on the figures. 

Similar calculations can be made for thermal detectors which are limited by the 
fluctuations in the absorbed power.   However, in this case one must also consider the 
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FIG. 11-15.   Da* versus long wavelength cutoff 
for background limited detection. 

contribution to the noise made by random luctuations in the power emitted by the 
detector.   The resulting equation for D* is 

4 x lO'V'» 
D* == — —  cm (cps)"* w ' (11-21) 

where T2 is the Nackground temperature, T, is the detector temperature, and € is the 
emisaivity of the sensitive element. Figure U 16 pidsents D* for photon-noiae-limited 
thermal detectors with detector temperature as a parameter. These results assume 
a 180° field of view and an infinite spectral response. When cooled spectral fitters 
are used to limit the radiation striking the sensitive element to a narrow spectral 
bandwidth, the theoretical limit of D* approaches that of a photodetector sensitive 
to the same narrow spectral region. 

11.5.2. System Design ronsiderationa.. When detectors are limited by the random 
arrival rate of background photons, a number of interesting problems arise. Equation 
(11-20) indicates that decreasing the detectar field of view (reducing c3) and decreasing 
the background temperature T, will lead to considerable enhancements in D*. In 
using this equation one must, keep in mind that detector noise output contains (1) 
generation-recombination, (2) Johnson, and (3) 1/;'noises. Also, one must recall that 
the detector resistance (for detectors which utilize changes ir conductivity) is related 
to the number of background photons hy R ~ l/n. One can see then that reducing 
6 and T will reduce the photon noise, but II fand the lattice contribution to generation- 
recombination noise will be unaffected. However, Johnson noise (J.N.) will increase 
in the following wai". 

V,.,v.  «  VikT A/- • yj- 
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FIG 11-16. Photon-noise-limited D* of ther- 
mal detectorg a* a function of detector tempera- 
ture T, aiid baci ground temperature T%. 

One finds then that reducing 0 to enhance D* is possible within limits set by the other 
noise SOUTCPS. 

Three other effects occur which hamper the ir iplementation of this enhanced detector 
performance. They are: an increased time constant due to reduction in background 
photon rate, the unwieldy, high value of R, and the resulting low noise from the detec- 
tor. Ti:e first problem nets a limit to scanning and tracking modes. The high re- 
sistance requires special care in designing the bias circuit and also in selecting the 
preamplifier. The reduced detector noise output j-'aoes a further requirement on the 
preamplifier, i.e., it must have a lower noise level than the detector to insure detec- 
tor noise limited perforuiance - a necessary condition to realize the full erliancements 
in D*.   It may b? necessary to cool the preamp1-" T to achieve this. 

In view of the above discussion, it is apparent tnat /)* may be improved by adjusting 
certain parameters, but real'ring this improvement is by no means a simple task. 
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12.   Detector Cooling Systems 

12.1.   General 

The proper operating temperature for an infrared detector is deterniined by studying 
the effect of temperature on the detector parameters, and selecting the temperature 
that provides the optimum results for the detector under consideration. Currently, 
the operating temperature of infrared detectors ranges from 1.2° K for impurity 
activated indium antimonide, to ambient room temperature of 300° K, and above, for 
certain types of load salts. The major ieqmrements of a detectüi cooling system are: 
long operating time, slable temperatures, light weight, Limall s.ze, and inaximum 
reliability. Baths of liquefied gases are the most fiequently used method of providing 
low temperatures because of their simplicity of design and compactness [1]. 

12.1.1. Limitations of Fluid Cooling. The temperature ranges available using 
baths of liquefied gsises are shown in Fig. 121. In principle, a liquefied gas can provide 
co' stant temperature from the triple point to the critical point; however, except for 
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C? 154.78/50.14     CP 126.16/33.54 
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iP 63.1V 1^4 
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CP - Critical Pcint 'K (1 atm) TP 54.4/<.01 

CP 44,46/26.86 
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CP 33.26/12.8 
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TP i4,S7/.427 

IBP i0.3' 
1/1 TP 18.63/.189 

TP 16.6/.123 

TP 13.M/.0695 

.34/1.15    JteP 

ir£E 
CP 3.34/1.15 

0 

CP 5.28/2,26 
l^/i Melting Point 3.46 

Transition Point 2.186 

lielium 3    Helium 4      Hydrogen    Hydrogen   Deuterium       Neo.i        Oxygen Nitrogen 
Deuter Ide 

FIG. 12-1     Temperature range of selected low-temperature liquids. 
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special applicationp, the Ixnling point is the usual upper limit. Aa may be seen from 
Fig. 12-1, liquefied gases do not exist over the entire temperature range; the lowest 
temperature at which it is practicai to use a liquid bath is 0.3°K, and gaps exist between 
4° and 140K, and between 30° and 550K. When a gas is alwve its critical point, it can 
be made to coo! at a temperature below itö inversion temperature by adjusting the gas 
flow to balance the refrigeration produced against tho heai load. Temperature stability 
is sacrificed in operation above the critical point because the heat capacity of gas, as 
compared to its liquid state, is smell. Variation in the heat load therefcre creates 
variation in temperature. 

The temperature of the liquid bath can be varied, as shown in Fig. 12-1, by changing 
the pressure above the liquid by means of a pump and throttle valve. The stabiUza- 
tion of a temperature by holding constant the pressure above the liquid is directly 
related to the vaporization-temperature history of the liquid. Within the range frnm 
tho triple point to the critical point, any desired bath temperature can be maintained 
by holding the pressure constant. At the same time tho pumping rate is adyusL9d to 
remove precisely the amount of gas vaporized by heat leak into the bath. The cryogenic 
data for most gases are given in Table 12-1. 

Event ually, all baths of liquefied gases boi! away because of heat leaks caused by the 
processes of conduction, convection, and radiation. These proccsse3 usually operate 
simultaneously; however, it is often possible to reduce to a negligible amount the con- 
tribution of all but that due to conduction along the »olid supports, lead», piping, glass 
walls and the insulation itself. The properties of dome selected, highly efficient 
insulating materials suitable for use at low temperatures are given in Table 12-2. 

TABLE 12-1.   CRYOGENIC DATA [2]. 

Bouing 
Point 
1 Aim 
i'K) 

Mtlting 
Point 
1 Atm 

CK' 

Uquid 
Density 
Ubp 

(kg/ml 
x 10«) 

Got 
Dentity 

at 273,K 
klAtm 
(kg/ml 
x 10") 

Vapor 
Dentity 
atbp 

(kg/ml 
x 10-') 

Vapor 
Pmture 

Solid 
ut mp 
(mm) 

Htatof 
Vapor 
at bp 

(joulea/ 
kfix 10 •) 

Heat of 
Fusion 
at nv> 

(jmitml 
kg x 10-«) 

Critical 
Trmpera- 

turet 
CK) 

Critical 
Prtuurt 

(»tm) 

Critical 
Volume 
(liter/kg 
x 10 •) 

He' 3.2 126 atm) „ _ _ ^ _ _ _. _ _ 
'It' 4.2 (29 atm) 0.126 0)786 17 0 - 20.5 4.183 6.2 226 0.0144 
H, 20.39 13.98 0.071 00899 1.286 64.0 44.8 68.15 33.19 12.98 0 03321 
D, 23.6 18.7 0.173 0.167 2.58 12.8 286 60 38-3 )6.2 0.0142 
T, 26.1 21.6 _ - - 188 - - 43.7 20.8 0.0089 
Ne 272 24.47 1.2 0.601 9.5 323 87 16/2 44.6 268 0 002 
N, 77 37 634 0.808 1.250 4416 96.5 199 26.62 126.1 S3E 0.0032! 
CO 81.6 68 0315! lie« - - 213.6 29 27 133.8 36 0.0032 
F, 85.24 536 1.613 i.71 - 0.1 171.5 13.4 144.8 56 - 
A 87.4 836 1.391 1.78 5.03 616 182.7 28.06 160.8 48 0.0019 
0, 90.1 54.9 1.14 1.43 4.76 2 212.6 13.8 164.1 60 1 00023 
cu. U'.7 90.7 0.425 0.72 1.76 71 581 60.26 190.5 45.8 O-X-S 
K 1203 116 2.4 3.75 8.33 560 108 16} 209.3 54.5 - 
RuCF, 145 14 89.5 1.62 - 7.2 134.8 - 227.5 37 - 
0, 181.3 806 146 2.14 - - 316 13.8 261 1 54.6 000306 
Xe 186.3 150.5 3.1 6.33 9.77 616 96.26 118.1 790 68 000063 
C.H, 1693 104 0.678 1 19 206 - 481 148.6 282.8 60.9 0 0046 
N.O 183.6 183 1.23 1.84 - 868 260.6 95 309'' 7) 7 00022 
C.H. 184.8 90 0.662 1 28 0.32 - 490 W.2S> 306 48.8 0.0048 
CH, 189.1 191.2 0.623 109 _ - 916 ~ 309 62 _ 
B„CC1FJ 192 91.6 1.506 - 7.9 - 146.4 179 9 302 3.9 
CO, 194.3 216.7 161 1.87 - - 674 71.6 304.6 73 00023 
CH. 226.1 77.6 0.6O4 1.78 - - 439.6 - 985 45 - 
RnCHClF, 232.5 113 1.414 21.3 4.66 - 236 36.16 369 48.7 _ 
NH, 239.8 195 0.683 0.77 0.898 46 1363 - 406 1)1.2 00042 
R.iCCUF. 2431 118 1.488 17.7 6.26 - 167.2 - 384 i96 _ 
CH.C1 249.4 - 0.993 5.93 2.66 - 427 - - - _ 
SO, 263.1 198 0.80 4.49 3.2 - 388 - 430 77.7 0.002 
CtH,. 272.5 - - 2.63 - - - - 426 36 _ 
R„CC1,F 2968 162.7 1.48 2.47 o93 - 237.3 - 47 J 43.' - 
CM. 230.8 869 0.696 192 208 - -42 79.9 370 42 _ 



Pressure 
mm Hg) 

1 KtllfSKIUlUrC 

Range 
(0K) 

Conductivity 
(/xwcm1 0K) 

10« 300-77 0.5-2 

10 * 300-77 2-7 

10 s 76-20 2 

u; 2 
300-77 20-25 

Vr *■ 300-77 6.5 11 

7VJ 300-77 330 

• 10 s 300-77 10.5 

IG-5 422 58 

10 l 3C0-77 7.1 

— 300-88.5 0.4 

lO1 300-20 0.9-1 

<io-s 300-20 0.4 
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TABLä 1^-2.   PHYSICAL PROPERTIES • F SELECTED CRYOGENIC INSULATION [2,3]. 

Insulation 

Laminae (Crycnco) 

Opacifipd Silica Aero Gel 

Silica Aero Gel 

Silica Aero Gel 

Perlite 

Perlite - 30 mesh 

Perlite - 80 me^h 

Fiber-Tj-pe Glass Fiber 

Heat-Felted Glass Fiber (AA Fib r) 

Laminated Type (Linde Sl-i) 

NRC-I 

r-.008-in. glass paper, 0.0023-hi. 
r.luninum foil — 55 shields/in. 

12.1*.    roolins System Design Criteria.   The main v?riables entering into the 
desig;: of the particular infrared cooling system are: 

1. Refrigeratio!' load 

a. Radiation load on cooled surfaces 
6. Conduction leaks through mechanical suppcrtf 
c. Conduction leaks through elecvrica! leads 
d. Cell bias power 

2. Operating time at rated load 

3. StandLy time wth no refrigerant few 

4. Cooling temperature ami tolerances 

5. Environmental operating conditions 

6. Weight and spac0 requirements 

7. Detector cell configuration and dimensions 

8    Length and type of feed lines (especially critical in liquid translor coolers) 

Once this irJbrmation has been obtained, a choice can be made as to the type and 
the capacit;' of the cooling system. 

12.2.   Typev ot I.Vtcctor Cooling Systems 

The five types rf detector cooling systems are: direct contact, Joule-Thom«-.m, ex- 
pansion-engiae, *,hfcrmoeiCctric, and magneto-thennodynamic. Of the five, three are 
prxrtarily mechanical, one is electrical, and one is wapietic The three rnechiniccl 
ool>ng systems can be further clasJfiid as open or closed cycle, depending on whev >er 

the evajwriited coolant is vt-nted te üxC purroundi. gs or recycled. Magneto-thermo- 
dynamic cooling, although a premising process for the generation of temperatores 
aoproaching a fe# microdegrees Kelvin, is not currently used for detector cooling 
K-cauw the state of the art is such thrt constant low temperatures cannot be maintained 
for ai.y 'en^th of Lime.   Table 12-3 lift« t!ie characteristics of the various ty)      of 
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TABLE 12-3.   INFRARED DKTKCTOR COOUNG SYSTEMS» CHARACTERISTICS 

r f'er Type 

Direct Contact      Integral 

Ternpemture 
Range 
CK) 

Pooling Capacity     Power Input 
(watts) 

4.2-77 0.05-10 

(watU) 

None1 

Cooldown 
Time 
(min) 

015 

Liquid feed 4.2-77 0 Oil-10 None' 0.05 15 

Joule-Thomaon     Single stage, 
open cycle 

20-8C 001 5 None' 1-5 

Multiple stage, 
open cycle 

4.2-27 5-20 None1 5-20 

Single or multistage 4.2-77 
closed cycle 

1.0-30 250-1000 5-30 

Expansion 
Engine 

Piston-Regenerator 30-300 0.01-1.0 400-800 3-10 

Displacer- 
Ttegenerator 

30-300 1-10 200-300 5-10 

Tu'bine 30-300 1.5 5 400-600 5-10 

Thermoelectric      Single stage 250-300» 0.01-0.2 0.5-3 

Cascaded multiple ! 95-250* 
stages 

0.01-0.02 1-5 
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TABLE 12-3.    INFRARBD DKTBCTOR COOUNG SYSIIIMS CHARACTERisntd {Continued) 

Cooler Design Features Design Limitations 

Direct Contact Excellent reliability, light weight, 
gmai! bulk, low pressures* 

Excellent reliability, remote cooling, 
light weight, small bulk, simplified 
installation problems, low pressures* 

Joule-Thomson Keynote cooling, light and small cool- 
ing head, simplified installatior 
problems* 

Low temperatures obtained, remote 
cooling, light and small cooling 
Nad, simplified installation prob- 
lems* 

Continuous duty, long operating 
time, low temperatures obtained, 
remote cooling, light ard small cool- 
ing heed, simplified installation 
problems 

Expansion Continuous    duty,    long   operating 
Engine time, low pressures 

No valves required, cont nuous duty, 
long operating time, low pressures, 
low friction with gas bearing)) 

No valves required, continuous duty, 
long operating time, lev pressures, 
lo'.v friction with gas beatings 

Thennoeiecunc     Excellent reliability, static operation, 
light weight, very small, long life 

Excellent reliability, static operation, 
light weight, very small, 'ang life, 
lower temperatures 

'May require 20 to 100 w for itorage-Unk Secret and for control lysteii. 
'Site and weight of complete system dependa on storage-tank capacity and operating time 
'Lower temperaturea «ill be available when more efficunt thermoelectric nutenals W 

developed. 

Short operating time limited by liquid 
capacity; ftandby time limited by evap- 
oration rate 

Shot operating time limited by liquid 
capacity; standby time limited by evap- 
oration  rate,  losses  in transfai   lines 

Easily clogged; requires high pressures 
and flow rates; high leakage and con- 
tamination; short operating time lim- 
ited by tank capacity; only portion of 
tank   used  because  of pressure  drop 

Needs preooling with separate gas eye! , 
easily clogged; nvuires high prwc'ires 
and flow rates; hi<?h leakage and nm- 
tamination, short operating time lim- 
ited bv tank capacity; only portion of 
tank   used   becauie  of pressure  drop 

Kequirec" highly loaded, high-pressure, 
noncontaminatiii; compressor; poor life 
and nonreliable; needs precooling for 
low temperatures, easily clogged; high 
leakage and contaminatiun 

Requires noncontaminatir.g compressor, 
great wear and constant friction in ex- 
pander; high leakage around expander 
valves; low regenerator efficiency, roi- 
cronhonics 

Great wear and constant friction between 
piston, displacer, and cylinder; poor 
compression; low regenerator efficiency; 
miciOphonics 

Requires high flow rate merns of re- 
moving work done on turbine, separate 
compressor; strong mechanical construc- 
tion  required  because of high  speed 

Relsti'-ely high-temperature operation: 
Ic» cooling capacity; h^rd to obtain 
operating voltages and currents 

Relatively high-temperature operation, 
very low cooling capacity 

nveatigation are 
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detector cooling systems presently available commercially. Manufacturers of debtor 
coolers are listed at the end of this chapter. The temperature ranges of these systems 
are shown in Fig. 12-2. For t e mechanical cooling systems, the temperature rrnge 
is dependent on the fluid used. The range of the common liquids is shown; however, 
other fluids and custom-built designs can broaden these limits. 

Faftrenhelt        Centigrade           Kelvin 
(F 0                 (c )                     (K) 

1 
i 

250 A 
1 

1 Boiling Point, -    212 A  100 - —mi _ 
t Water 200 A 

80 - 
360 - - 

-■ 

150 -J 60 - 
340 - - 

'; 
100 - 40- 

320- 
- 

- 

_ 300- - —-.   ——* 
■• 

20- 
- 50 - - 280 - _ Single-Stagfc 

Freezing Point,  ~     32 -  o-  273 " - Thermoelectric 
Water 

0 - r                 -20 - 
260 - - 

. 
-50 - -40- 

-60- 

240 - 

220- - 
Cascaded 
Thermoelectric 

-100 - _ 200- - 
-80- - 

■- 

-150 - -100 - 
180 - - 

• 160 - - 

". -200 - 
-120 - 

-140 - 
140 - p 

Expansion Engiie 

-250 - 
-160 - 

120 - 

100 - 
' 

-300 - -180 - 

-350 - 
-200- 

80- h —| 

-400 - 
-220- 

-240 - 

60 - 

40 - r- 

I Joule-Thomson 
►              1 

-450 - -260 - 
20 - >- Liquid Transfer 

Absolute Zero   460 - 1 273-  0-   _1 

FIG. 1..-2.   Temperature range of commetcialiy   vailable infrared detector 
cooling systems. 

12.2.1. Direct-Contact Coolers. There are two types of direct-contact coolers: 
integra' and liquid feed. The integral cooler is the most common of all cooling sysiems. 
In its simplest form, it consists of nothing more than a detector dewar into which 
the coolant is poured. The liquid-feed cooler is a more involved version of the basic 
direct-contact cooler. The coolant liquid is fed from a hquid storage tank through 
transfer lines to the cooling head. The principal advantage of the liquid-feed cooler 
is its inetallation flexibility; the cooling head can be mounted remote from the liquid- 
storage container. Table 12-4 lists specific models of commercially available direct- 
contact coolers. 
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TABLE 12-4.   LIQUID-TRANSFER COOLERS. 

Model 

!a*33»-l 
134842 
13454a 

Type 

Liquid feed 
i 

1 
Liquid feed 

Coolant 

N. 
N, 

N, 

Capacity 
(liters) 

5.0 
1.5 
1.0 

1.83 

Open >»n^ 
Temper ttur* 

77 
77 

7', 

Cooldown 
Time 
(min) 

<2 

Li?<de LNI-1 
LNI-13 
1.NM8 
LNI-3 
LN1-4 
LN1-5 
LNM2 

LNM5 

LNl-28 

LNI-9 
LNF-2 

LNF-3 
LNF-4 

LNF-5 

!NF-« 

LNF-3 2 

LNF-13 

Integral 

Liquid feed 

N, 

Ne 

Ne/He 
N, 

Ne/He 
N. 
N, 
N, 

0.174 
0.282 
0.198 
0.902 
0174 
0209 
0.777 

0.396 
o.oe'? 
1.33 
0.460 
1.181 
1.524 

0.456 
3.169 

3.159 

C.J19 

0.406 

1.128 

77 

27 

Ne-27 
He=4 

77-166 

77 

Ravthenn QKN V4S & 1003 Integral/hquid i«ed N, 0.00006 77 a 
QKN 8i-l k. 1004 i 0.00119 i 
QKN 1W4 Integral 0.045 65-77 
QKN ms 0.007 I 

QKN r20b. 1207 Integral/liquid feed Ne/H? 0.0^/0.6 Ne»27 
& 1208 N, He-4 

Storage dewar i i i 
Tranafer L>quid feed N, 0.147 77 2 
Pumped tranafer i i 68 2 

SBRC LN1-E Liquid feed N. 1 S 
all« 1 & 3 

77 <1 

Hughe« DP-09P Liquid feed N. 1356 77 <3 
Aircratt Co 

DP-001 Liquid feed N, 1 163 77 <3 

AP-111 Liquid feed N, 3.172 77 <3 
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TABLE 12-4.   LIQUID-TRANSFER COOLERS {Continued) 

527 

Standby Emporation 
Rate 

(kg/hi) 

Operating 
Time 
(hr) 

Method of Filling 
Length 

(m) 
Diameter 

(ml 

Wemh 

i ime 
ihr) Empt* 

(kg) 
Full 
■kg" 

24 
24 
24 

0.008! 
0.0136 
0.00906 

30-50 
6 
3.5 

Pre isure Pies 0.264 
0406 
0.178 

0.28 
o.i 2'; 
0.1525 

3.4 
159 
2,27 

75 
2.94 
3.08 

0.0 It"! 0.3 Pour or tressure 0.292 0.1568 2.72 4 2 

8.5 0.0168 85 Pour 0.1015 0.076 0.202 0.344 
8.0 0.0281 8.t Insulated fill line« 0 146 0.1175 1.81 2.02 
80 0.0199 3.0 Pour 0.133 0.0761 0.226 0.386 

29.0 0.025 29.0 0.33 0089 0.78 1465 
10.0 0014 10.0 0.1365 0.0794 0.163 0.304 
9.0 00186 9.0 0.2266 0.0781 0.286 0.464 
8.0 0.0785 8.0 Inaulated fill lines 0.203 0.1175 2.0< 2.66 

Ne=l(Kr Ne=0.00464 Ne=100f Insulated fill lines, 0.277 0.089 0.955 d 
He=3r He=0.0168 H^=3' pour for shield 1 
Ne=190' Ne=C-Cl081 Ne=190' 3.3»4 0.127 1 585 i 
He=5.75' He=0.029 He-5.75' 

2.0 0.476 20 Pour 0.254 0.1142 161 26 
24.0^ 0.0172 h 

l 
Pressure 0.464 0.1142 136 258 

24.0» 0.0059 Pour or pressure 0.264 0.089 0.905 1 276 
204 0.0122 Pour 0.222x01715 - 3.17 5.61 

xO.343 
204 0.0122 0.343 0 1525 1.27 381 

< I 0.666 0303 0089 0294 0.712 

<I 0.870 .•306 0.089 0.408 0 735 

24 0.026V5 t C264 0.1015 1.586 25 

Pour 
1 

0.0444 
0 0761 

0 0127 
0.0127 

0.011 
0020 

0.76 1 C.07Ci 0019 0.0113 
1.6 • 0     0.0761 0019 0 0113 
8 Insulated fill lines, 

pour for shield 
04166 0.1142 3.4 374 

8 Pou. or pressure 0.363 ■»1142 2.78 3.12 
48' 0.2175' 5' P'-essure lines 0508 01526 2 36 3.44 
48' 0,277' 4 i 0.711 0 203 5.9 7.08 

60 8' Pressure linj» 0 4835 0.127 2 04 

24 0.014 4' Insisted fill 1 ne« 02« 0.135 2.04 3.18 

24 0018 4' Insul «ted fill ■■nes 0.31 height 322 422 
0 29 width 
0 09 deotj 

24 0.028 8 Insuletrc fill lines 042 0 153 398 658 

•Cooled «mcurrently with filling 
'Depends on »tie and con'*  jction of cooling head 
r Based on a 0.09-w detector and electrical lead heat load 
'Sum of empty  weight, weight of shield liquid, and 
»eyhl of inner cell liquid 

'Barsd or. 0 02-w detector and »l^cirica! lead heat load 

'Evapu/ation     'rcfO. -', • kg/day. 0 816 kg of liquid re- 
mei 'ing after . ■hi standhy 

•Evaporation rate of 0 1405 kg/day, 0 266 kj; ot liquid 
remaining after 24-hr 'inndby 

'Dependent on flow rate ar.d heat load 
Based on the use of a QKN 1004 dewar 

'Bnv-d on a 1/2-w heat load 
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TABL.« 12-4.   LJQUID-TRANSFKR COOLERS {Continued). 

Manufactunr 
Driector 
Location 

Operating Attitude Remarks 

AiReaearrh External Vei ticai Flow controlled by heat leak pressure buildup. 
| Horizontal Flow controlled by heat lealr pressure buildup 
i Vertical Flow controlled by heat leak pressure buildup. 

ITT External Vertical Flow controlled by ht.at leak pressure buildup; transfer- 
head coolin« tube 0.419 m Ion«, 0,0063.') m id., 
weight 0.0396 kg. 

Lind»' Side Vertical Si parate Mi and vent ports. 
Bottom Vertical Separate nil 'md vent valves. 
End Horizontal Combination fill and vent port. 

Tail, sue Horizontal Separate fill and vent ports; 0.1208-m tail. 
Tail, side Horizontal Combination fill and vent port; 0 0635-m tail. 
Tail, bottom Vertical Separate fill and venv pot»; 0 092-m tail. 

Bottom Vertical Temperature   is   pressure   dependent;   cools   mosaic 
detectors. 

Bottom Verticil Double Ji'.l for Ne or H» with N, shield. 

Bottom Vertical Double cell for Ne or He with Ni shield 

Raytheon 

SBRC 

Hughes 
Aiivrsft Co 

Eno Horizontal Single cell; used to cool vidicon tubes. 
External Horizontal Flov controlled by electric heater pressure buildup; 

requires 24-v dc, 115 w. 
Vertical Flow controlled by orifice valve 
Vertical Flow controlled by bridge circuit and valve regulating 

pressure buildup. 
Vertical Flow controlled by valve on dewar vent or temperature 

conivol pane' 
< 60* from vertical Flow controlled by evaporntion rate of liquid in cell 

dewar. 
<60° from vertical Flow controlled by cvaporaticn rate of liquid in ceil 

dewar. 
Vertical Onfice-convTOl    or    tempo •ature-control    devir&s    to 

regulate flow rote, absolute or frauge pressure-relici 
valves, with optional pressure buildup heaters for 
system pressure regulation. 

Bottoir Horiair.tal to vertical        Small met»l dewar with integral dewctor 

<560 from vertical Double cjll for Ne or He with N, shield 

<55' from vertical Double cell for Ne or He vith N, shield. 
Horizontal Flow controlled by onfice valve. 
Horizontal Flow controlled by orifice valve and pump rate 

External 

External 

External 

Horizontal Flow controlled by orifice valve; 0.00519-m or O.OOS'zS- 
m diameter cooling head, weight 0 0142 kg 

Horizontal Flow controlled by temperature-control device, relief 
valve, and heater 

Horizontal Flow con'rolled by orifice, relief valve, and heater 

Ex'emal Hori_ontal Tlow controlled by ..naolute pressure relief valve nnd 
temperature-control device; system designed for high 
tmbient te»nperatui<- mvi.onment 

1^ 
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12.2.1.L Integml Coolers. The integrai cooler consists of a detector in direct ihermai 
contact with a supply of liquid coolant i^ig. i^-3). Tbe detector is integrally mounted 
in a dewar that serve? both m the detector mount and the liquid container. When 
a solid coolant such at; Cry ic* is used, sticks of the coolant are inserted into the coolant 
well. Thermal contact between the solid COj and the walls of the coolant well is 
ensured by mixing the sol.d with a low-freezing-point liquid such as acetone. A 
basic limitation of the diml-contact cooler is its operating attitude, in order t" 
keep the coolant in direct contact with the detector, the dewar must be maintained 
in an essentially vertical position. For airborne and tracking instrument applications 
where the detector is movc*d through 360° of an arc in both horizontal and vertical 
planes, thermal contact between the coolant and the detector is maintained regardless 
of the dewar attitude. Thi i is accomplished by using ujpper conducting plates that 
are spring loaded so that they ii;main in contact with the coolant. 

Infrared Transparem V.'lfidow 

Deiector Element 

Copper Mounting 
Block 

Glass wall 

Copper Conducti.ig 
Shield 

-   Coolant Well 

FIG. 12-3.    Direct-contact cooler. 

12.2.1.2. Liquid-Feed Coolers. The liquid-feed cooler consists of an insulated liquid- 
storage container, transfer line«, a cooling head, and the necessary controls *Fig. 12-4». 
The transfer mechanism is either gravity or gas pressure. The gas pressure to force 
the liquid from the storage container to the coohng head originates from the natu/al 
pressure build-up due to thermal leakage into the storage container, or from ihe residuai 
pressure of the fiiling operati' n. In cases where the natural pressure build-up is not 
sufficient, or better regulation is required, a small pressure-regulated electrical heater 
is placed in the storage container to evaporate the required amount of liquid (see 
F'g. 12-5). The flow of fiuid is usually self-limiting ^o provide operation over 8 wide 
rnnge of differentia! pressures, using only on-off contra, and to prevent flooding of the 
cooling head. As the detector cell cools, the liquid 'n the CP'I evaporates and vents 
through the ac^ustabie orifice-flow control valve, which sets the pressure differential 
between the tank and the cooling head to a value that i maintains a constant n>te of flow 
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of liquid into the cell. The pressure-control relief vatve regulates the pressure exerted 
on the liquid, and siso act« as a relief valve to vent the storage container in case of 
malfunction. With the addition of a small gas liquefier to the low-pressure cell vent 
line, the liquid-feed cooler becomes a closed-cycle system capable of long standby and 
operating times. 

Vent Valve 

D 

Pressure Control & 
Relief Valve 

Liquid Transfer line 

'I    Cooling Head 

Adjustable Orifice Flow 
Control Valve 

Cell Vent Une 

Detector Cell 

Fill Valve 

FIG. 12-4.   Liquid-feed cooler. 

mv i Relief 
Valve 

ExhauBt 

Pressure L 
ThertnosU! i 

Switches   I       j 
Cooled Detector 

i Relief Valve 
US - 145pstCX}- 

WaSSMHf i»!0IC*TCH« 
0-150 i>«i 

■a 
Ft 11 

I 

■(D- 
Flow 
Indicator 

Liquid Nitrofen Charge 
Output Pressure 
Heater Otf Pressure 
Pressure Buildup 'i\mt 

S.O liters 
2000 psl 
2300 pal mln 
10 mln to 1500 psi 

CbecK 
Va'v* Port 

—•— Mechanical Connection 
 Electrical Connection 

Specifications 

Operating Time 

Weight 
Dlmens-.or.s 

1 
Shuf- 
off 
Valve 

I 

To be Supplied by User  | 

5.5 hr at 5 Ipm after 2 hr 
sUndby, 2.25 hr at 12 
Ipm at 2000 psl 

22.125 Ibunclarged 
14.812 x 12 x 13.5 In. 

f IG. 12-5.    Barnes nitrogen pressure generator diagram [4]. 
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The usual mechanism of liquid transfer is a two-phaae flow known as Leidenfrost 
transfer. When small quantities of a low-temperature liquid are passed through a 
warm tube^ some of the liquid evaporates to form a gaseous skin that keeps droplets 
of the liquid insulated from the walls of the tube sufficiently well so that small quantities 
of the liquid can be efficiently transferred. The loss of liquid in the transfer process 
increases with transfer line length, typically 75% for a line 1 ft long. Figure 12-6 
shows a plot of transfer efficiency versus cooling load for several lengths of uninsulated 
transfer lines. Graphs of total system weight versus total operating time and versus 
required liquid capacity for a typical liouid-nitrogen detector cooling system are shown 
in Fig. 12-7, Using these graphs, a sugie-search detector load of 1 w operating for 
100 hr would require a system weighing 7.6 lb with a liquid-storage container of 5.9- 
liter capacity. 
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FIG. 12-6.   Transfer efficiency for liquid N, through uninsulated 
tube« [1]. 
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capacity [5]. 
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12.2.2. Joule-Thomson Coolers. The Joule-Thomaon or cryostat cooler is based 
on the Jouie-Thomeon effect of cooling caused by the adiabatic expansion throueJi an 
orifice of a gas that is initially below its saturation temperature. The expanded gas, 
thus cooled, is passed back over the incoming gas to cool that, which results in re- 
generative cooling. The process continues until liquid begins to form at the orifice to 
produce a bath of liquid at the boiling temperaturt of the gas. The Joule-Thomscn 
cooler consist» of a finned tube in the form of a coil, an orifice, and orifice cap, and an 
outer shif      r coil (Fig. 12-8).   The finned tube is made of very small iiiside-diameter 

nnn«! Tube O*** 8hleW 

OrUlce Cap \ / Inlet 

Outlet 

FIG. 12-8    Construction of Joule-Thomaon cooler. 

tubing to provide the large ratio of surface area to volume necessary for effective heat 
exchange. Dust particles and all traces of higher-freezing-pc int gases must be excluded 
from the gas entering the cooler; otherwise the finned tube will clog or freeze up after 
a short period of operation. The orifice is usually surrounded by an orifice cap that 
returns fhe expanded gases back along the finned tube. This cap must be maintained 
in close thermal contact with the dewar or detector to ensure efficient heat transfer 
The outer shield is formed in a number of WHVB. A separate return tube can be coiled 
arounci the finned tube, the finned tube can be placed in another length of tubing of 
greater diameter, or the fined tube can be placed in a tight-fitting container so that 
the expanded gas must flow through the cha,meb formed by the space between adjacent 
turns of the finned tubing. With the addition of a small noncontaminating compressor, 
the expanded gas can be recycled to provide continuous operation for long periods of 
time without the need for gas teplenishment. Table 12-5 lists specific models of 
com.--.emally available Joule-Thomson callers. 

12.2.2.1. Gas-Supply Coolers. In an open-cycle Joule-Thomson cooler, bottled gas 
is the usual source of supply, although high-pressure gas containers are frequently 
used. A high-pressure regulator is required to maintain the gas pressure at approxi- 
mate!; 1500 pei since both the flow rate and cooidown time are pressure dependent 
(Fig. 12-9).   Most pressure regulators that cover the range of 1000 to 3000 psi, and 

1000 1500 7000 
OPERATTNG PRESSURE (pal) 

2400 

PIG. 12-9. Flow rate required to liquefy nitrogen and cooidown time aa a func- 
tion of gaa preaaure for SBRC F/N 9114 cryostat in atyk- No. 120-1 detector. 
Total detector flask heat load cf0.23 w and ambient temperature of 296* K [6]. 
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accommodate normal flow rates up to 10 liters per minute (standard temperature 
pressure), can be used. The pressure regulator must be capable of reducing the pres- 
sure to counteract the tendency of the flow to increase, sometimes reaching a value 
twice as much as the initial flow, as the terr.perature drops. Commercially available 
high-purity gas with a low water content is required for operation in the cooler To 
ensure that all undesirable particles are removed, and that the water content in suffi- 
ciently low, a dryer and a filter can be inserted in the high-pressure line ahead of the 
fined tube. A chemical dryer containing an absorbent material removes the excess 
moisture; it is followed by a porous or a sintered metal filter to remove any floating 
particles. To o'cvain even greater gas purity, a cold trap consisting of a coiled tube 
immersed in a bath of dry ice and acetone or liquid nitrogen is inserted after the dryer 
and filter (Fig. 12-10). In operation, water vapor and gases, having a freezing point 
above thet of the coolant bath, will condense on the walls of the tubing at a rate de- 
pendent on the initial purity of the gas being dried. 

FIG. 12-10.   High-preaaure cold trap with metal filter [7j. 
(Copyright ITT, Farnsworth Division). 

12.2.2.2. Liquid-Supply Coolers. The simplest way to obtain high-purity dry gas 
is to feed the Joule-Thomson cooler from a storage container of liquid coolant. A 
nwyor problem of the liquid supply is the evaporation of liquid during standby; how- 
ever, this supply ? still lighter and smaller than a compressed gas supply of the same 
capacity, k diagram ct a typical liquid supply or nitrogen pressure generator is 
shown in Fig. 12 5. The pressure-regulated heater inside the storage tank evap- 
orat^e the liquid to provide the proper gas pressure. A cold trap, a filter, and a po- 
rous metal plug remove undesirable ^«articles and all traces of higher-freezing-point 
gases. 
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TABUE 12-5.   JOI'LE-THON:SON COOLERS 

Operating Flow Op. Cooling 
Manufacturer Model Cycle Coolant Pressure Rate Temp. Capacity 

(atm) (1/min) CK (w) 

AiResearrh Joule-Thomsjn Cloaed N. 102.1 77 1 

Air Products AC-2-109A Open H.« 122.4 10.5 20-76 0.76 
Inc. N. 162.9 9.9 

AC-2-109B Open H, 
N. 

106.5 
122.4 

9.1 
27.2 

20-75 1.5 

AC-2-109C Open H, 
N, 

102.1 
142.7 

29.7 
31.2 

20-76 4.0 

AC-2-l(nD Open H. 
Nt 

102.1 
136.0 

21.0 
36.2 

20-76 6.0 

NOTS-Side- Open» N. 81.7- 5.5 80 5-8 
winder 1C 170.3 

lOR-OON Closed N. 6C.0 8.6 80 1 

2C Cloaed N. 54.4- 
81.7 

8.6- 
22.6 

80-10f, 1-5 

Two-fluid Cloaed H, 34.0- 17-31 30 0.5-1 
cascade N, 81.7 

ITT 600' Open N, 115.6 
149.6 

2-6 min 77 0.01 

600' 

I 

Open N, 115.6 
149.6 
max 

77 0.01 

'Available for oceratioo with other gaaea and different preaaure and flow rate«. 
'Similt.- Joule-Thonuy n cooler« for uae with aeveral of the faK«, argon, neon, hydrogen, and helium are available. 
♦Comprwaed Nt supply consisting of 8 2-liter tank, solanoid-operatcd valve, Aller, preasure sauge, snd quick 

disconnect available. Opentes for 1-1/? hour«, gas hottir charging cart available. Cryr«uts recomnwnci^ for 
uae with an ITT detector cell dewar. 
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TABLE 12-5,   JOULE-THOMSON COOLERS (Continued) 

53? 

1, 

Cooldown 
Heat Exchang «»r 

RetiUired 
Time Construction Compressor 
(min) Length 

(m) 
Diameter 

(m) 
Weight 

(Kg) 
Accessories 

Bundle-type 0.203 0.089 0.454 Two stage, nonlubricac 
counterflow ed piston-type, ac mo- 

tor driven, 115 v, 130 
w, 60 cps, 1 4, 0.432 x 
0.178 m diameter, 9.07 
kg. 

5.5 Two-stage 
cascade, 

0.114 0.00635 0.454 Wot Used g 

19 concurrent 
flow 

0.159 0.0095a 0.454 Not Used g 

12 Two-stage 
cascade, 

0.21 0.0127 0.454 Not Used g 

22 concurrent 
flow 

0.33 0.019 0.454 Not Used g 

0.67 1 One stage 
concurrent 
flow 

0 0457 0.00508 0.454 Not Used g 

30 One stage, 
finned 
coiled tubing 

0.0762 0.00635 Two stage, nonlubricat- 
ed piston-type, ac mo- 
tor driven, 110 v, 250 
w, 60 cp<j, 1 <f>; or 208 v, 
600 •-. 400 cpe, 3 «. 
0.127 x Z.ZZ*. x Ü.305 
m, 7.25 kgS 

g 

10-25 One stage, 0.0762- 0.00635- Two stage, nonlubricat- g 
finned 0.152 0.0127 ed piston-type, ac mo- 
coiled tubing tor driven, 110 v, 300- 

1000 w, 60 cps, 1 <t>; or 
208 v, 300-1000 w. 400 
cps, 3 «<., 0.127 x 0.205 
x 0.28-0.381 m," 7.25- 
12.7 kg/ 

20-30 Two stage. 0 152- 0.00955- Two nonlubricated, two g 
finned 0.239 0.0127 stage   piutfvvtype,   ac 
roiled tubing motor driven,   110  v, 

800-2000 w, 400 cps, 
3 «; or 208 v, 800-2000 
w,400ciw,3*,0.127x 
0.205 x 0.28-0.381 m,' 
15.9-22.8 kg/ 

20 One stage, 
coiled tubing 

0.114 0.00955 Not Used g 

20 One stage. 0.143 0.00476 Not Used g 
coiled tubing 

'A 2-iUge. 6-cyHiider oompreascr hat been developed for u«e whe.» lower temperatures «nd greater cooling capacity 
•re required, but t is not recomm^noed for infrared use. 

'The 2-fluid cascade cooler req-r-es two model 2C unit», each with the liatad dimension«, which can be packaged 
tefetbe« or separately as desired. 

•Fsltar abecrber system is a rfqjired accejaory    Contact firm for deUiU. 
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TABLE 12-5.   JOULR-THOMSON COOLKRS (Contifiued) 

Operating Flow Op. Cooling 
Manufactu.rr Model Cycle Coolant PreMure hate Temp. Capacity 

(atm) U/min) CK) (w) 

Honeywell Open or 
closed 

N, 136.0 
102.1 

3 start 
4.5 steady 

77 1 

Hughes JTC-001 Closed N, 63.0- 9 «ach for 77 0.4 for 
Aircraft Co. 103.6 6 J-T 

heat 
exchr 

each J-T 

JTC-002 Cloaad A 68.0- 
103.6 

7.5 each for 
6 J-T 
heat 
exchr 

87 0.4 for 
each J-T 

JTÜ-001 Open A 406.5- 
116.1 

40-10 87 iO-10 

JTO-002 Open A 358.1- 
f-2.<. 

15-8 87 10-1 

Fhilco C100 

C150 

Open N, 

N. 

68 0- 3 start 
9 steady 

77 

"7 

Raytheon QKN 748/1003 Open N. 77 
QKN 884/1004 Open N, 95.2 31 

QKN 961/1005/ Open H,/Ne 20/28 
1007 N. 65-78 

QKN 1204 Open N, 65-78 

QKN 1205 Open N. 

i  

65-78 
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TABLE 12-5.   JOULE-THOMSON COOLEXS (Continued) 

537 

Cooldown 
Construction 

Heat Exchanger 

Compressor 
Required 

Accesscries 
Time 
(min) 

Length Diameter Weight 
(m) (m) (kg) 

2 One sU-je, 
coiled '   Sing 

0.122 0.0042 
min 

Not Used g 

4.5 One stage, 
finned 
coiled tubing 

0.051 0.0083 ÜG30 Four stage, nonlubhcat- 
ed,   piston  type  with 
unique seal separating 
lubricated and nonlu- 

3 0 One stage, 
tinned 
coiled tubing 

■ 

bricited areas,   ac mo- 
tor oiiven, 208 v, 400 
ops, 3 <tt, 13C0 w input- 
2    compressors    with 
common drive can be 
driven hydraulically or 
electrically;   both   di- 
rect   and   telt   drive; 
0.41 x 0.46 x 0.28 m, 
30 kg. 

0.15 One stt&e, 
integrally 
imoed 

»bular 
r «changer 

0.032 0.005 0.010 Not Used i 

0.5 One stage, 
integrally 
finned 
tubular 
exchanger 

0.051 0.0063 0.015 Not Used hj 

1-1.5 One stage, 
coiled tubing 

0.07 0.0097 0.085 Not Used g 

0.75-0.92 One stage, 
coiled tubing 

0.07 0.00524 0.085 Not Used g 

One stage, 003] 7 0.00515 Net Used g 
finned 0.0635 0.00515 N ^t Usod g 
coiled tubing 

Two stage. 0.2135 0.00896 Not Used g 
coiled tubing 

One stage. 0.0635 0.00896 Not Used g 
finned 
coiled tubing 0.0635 0.00514 

mm 
0.0127 
min 

i  

Not Used g 

'Filter absorber tyit«!!! it« raquirtM aooeMory.   Contact firm ^r detail*. 
'Storage tank required. 
'Manifold required. 
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TABLE 12-5.   JOULE-THOMSON COOLERS {Continued) 

Operating Flow 

  

Op Cooling 
Manufacturer Model C'ycte Coolant Preasurv Rate Temp. Capacity 

(atm) (fmin) CK) (w) 

SBRC 9114 Open Fraon 
A 

17.0 
68,0 

192 
80 

0.2-1 

N. 81.7 4.5 77 
9174 Open Freon 

A 
17 0 
68.0 

192 
80 

0.2-1 

N. 81.7 4.5 77 
9186 Open Freon 

A 
17.0 
6b.O 

1£2 
80 

0.2-1 

N 81.7 4.5 77 
9185 Closed Freon 

A 
17.0 
68.0 

192 
80 

0.2-1 

N. 31.7 4.5 77 
80oF-0.5w Closed N. 82 2 

80K5w Cioaed N, 136.1 81 5 

S0K2w Closed N, 102.1 80 2 

82 K .5 w Closed N, 102.1 84 1 

Stratos S-2108 Closed N. 
H. 

199.8 
136.0 

9.06 
7.08 

26 1.0 

Westinghouae Closed 

i Closed/ 

Ns 

1   Ne/N, 

102.1 7.08 90 

43 

0 5 

/2-liquid clcMed-loop cooler and dual-diaphrafm cumpwsor under development 
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TABLE 12-5.   Jouut-THOMiinN COOLERS (Continued) 

539 

Cooldown 
Conatr>it:tion 

Heat Exchanger 

Compressor Resjuired 
Acesitories Time Length ! Diameter Weight 

(min) (m) (m) (kg) 

<3 One stage, 
finned 
coiled tubing 

0.042 0.00519 0.00227 Not Used ß 

<3 One stage, 
finned 

0.041a 0.0083 0,00265 Not Used g 

coiled tubing 
<4 One stage. o.05oe 0.00519 0.00227 ;              Not Used g 

finned 
coilad tubing 

<4 One stage, 
finned 
coiled tubing 

0.0478 0.0083 0.00255 Not Used g 

5 One stage, 
finned 
coiled tubing 

0.0606 0.00619 0.02834 4 cylinder piston, ac mo- 
tor driven, 208 v, 226 
w,4O0cpe,3«M.24lx 
0.152 m diameter, 4.54 
kg. 

3-stage piston, ac motor 
driven, 208 v, 525 w. 
400 cpe, 3 *, 3.175 x 
1.78 m diameter, 7.3 
kg.   Air  cooled   with 
own fan. 

3-stage piston, ac motor 
driven, 208 v, 326 w, 
400 cpa. 3 *, 3.176 x 
1.78 m diameter, 7.3 
kg.   Air cooled   with 
own fan. 

3-st.age pistcn, ac motor 
driven, 208 v, 190 w, 
400 cp«, 3 4, '4.4,1 x 
1.624 m diameter, 4.66 
kg.   Air  cooled   with 
own fan. 

Two stage. 0.162 0.0381 0.136 Two cycle, tour stage, oil J 
croos flow activated nstallic < ia- 
tubing phragm, acdc, hydrau- 

lic or air turbine driv- 
en, 0.208 x  0.216 m 
dinmeter. 

15 One stage, 
coiled tubing 

oxmi 000960 Oil  activated,  metallic 
JiaH"..iagn.,   Ac  motor 
driven, 28 v, 1 w, 0,165 
x   0.165  x  0.127  m. 
4.54 kg. 

j 

Two stage 0.0762 0 0127 Oil activated, dual dia- J 
ooitad tubing phragm, dc motor driv- 

en, 28 v, 1 w. 0.178 x 
0.178 x 0.127 m, 6.8 

i*. 

'FilUr abdorber lyaUm M ■ rnquirsd 
'Motor rsquirwi. 

Contor« fir».; to« AnUiU, 
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12.2.3. Sxpansion-Engine Coolera. The expansion-engine cooler is based on the 
adiabatic and reversible expansion of a gas in doing work on an external load. This 
expansion results in a teduction of the gas temperature due to the decrease ir the 
internal energy of the gas by the amount of the work done. A reversib.e expansion 
of a gas hörn a high to a low pressure can be produced by either piston- or turbine- 
type expanders; however, more development work has been done on the pjston type 
because of its ability to handle the small gas flows required. If it is necessary that 
liquid coolant be produced by an expansion engine, the expanders are used only to 
produce the low temperature required fcr liquefaction, never to form the liquid. The 
fonnation of liquid in the expander is a h'ghly inefficient process because the liquid 
wets the wall of tbe cylinder or turbin- thereby facilitating the flow of heat from ih o 
hot walls to the working substance aw introducing considerable irreversibility into 
the cycle. In addition, the liquid introduces serious mechanical instability in thy 
expander and the expander muot work much harder to move the vapor-lade . , as. 
The production of the actual liquid ia usually carried out by a separate Joul^-T?- "nso - 
expansion valve that is supplied with gas cooled by heat exchange with a feget r >.. 
heat exchanger. Two typer ^ expanders arf ^ow in u"- the piston and »■«, jrbr 
types. Table 12-6 lists speunc models of commercia). available expansion-engine 
coolers. 

12.2.3.1. Gifford-McMakon Piston Expander. The GiflTord-McMaho: i expander 
uses a reciprocating flow engine based on the Stirling cycle, in which the gas is passed 
back and forth through a thermal regenerator that arts as a hea servoir. The 
Gifford-McMahon expansion eagiue consists of an expander-regenerator, a compressor, 
a surge tank, a supply tank, and the necessary controls (Fig. 12-11). The omprtesor 
is a sp ^al nonenntaminating type, usually with a piston or diaphragm errangement, 
used to maintain the coolant gas at the necessary pressure. The sur?e tank and 
pressure regulators provide a continuous, constant-pressure gas supply for the cooler. 
The supply tank ia provided as a high pressure source of make-up gas to maintain the 
proper amount of gas in the system for long periods. 

Compresaor Surge Tank 

Expander- 
Regenerator 

Evacuated Housing 

Fio. 12-11.   GiffL^McMahon expaiwion tngine. 
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TABLE 12-6.   EXPANSION ENGIMS COOLERS 

541 

I   

Manufacturer Vc el Cycle Coo/on/ 
Operating 
Preiftre 

[tkg/m') x 10< 

Flow 
Rate 

AiResearch Ne-K8 Closed. Claude i 
Joule-Thomson 

Ne 
He 

36.7 
376 

0.36 kg/m 
0.01E kg/m 

134708-1-1 Ne 
N, 

21.05 
493 

0 036 kg/m 
0.08 kg/m 

Air Products Piston Closed 

Turbine 

Arthur D. Litt'« Cryodyne 
CRvR-200 

Closed, Giffonl- 
McMahon & 
Joule-Thomson 

He 

Minicooler 
MNR-11 

Closed 
(laboratory 
use only) 

He 176 31.1 liter/min at 60° 
19.7 liter/min at 80° 

Cryogenerators 
Div. N  -eloo 

Cryogenerator 
42300 

Closed, Stirling He/N. 84.5 

Maiakur Labe* MarkV Closed. Stirling He 176 

Mark VII 

Nordsn Integrated 
Deteitor 
Cooler 

Closed. Gifford-McMahon He 210.5 8.5 liter/mm 

Mughes 
Aircraft Co. 

HAC MK 11/12 Soivay engine 
with compressor 

H«« 200/60 0.20 g/min 

HAC MK 11/30 Soivay engine 
with compressor 

He« 200/60 0.17g/mir 

HAr MK III/4 

HAC MK IV/8Ü 

Soivay engine 
plus Joule- 
Thomson 

Stirling refrigerator 
with air-liquid 
transfer loop 

He* 

He* + air 

300/160 
Soivay 

160/10 
Joule-Thomson 

150/75 He 

10 Air 

S.O R/min 

J 2 g/mi.-. 

HAC MK IV/30 Stir'ing reftigerator 
with neon-liquid 
transfer loop 

He« + Ne 160/76 He 
10 Ne 
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TABLE 12-G.   EXPANSION ENGINE COOF^RS (Continued) 

Operating 
Temperaturt 

Cooling 
Capacity 

Cooldown 
Time 

Expander 

Manufacturer 

CK) (w) (min) CoMtrtctio i 
Size 
(m) 

Weight 
(kg) 

AiReaearch 27.16 16 Turbine 0.089 x 
4.2 ±0.1 1 0.038 diameter 

25.66 1 
78 10 

Air Product« Piston 

Turbine 

Arthur D. Little 4.3 0.26 Piston 0.33 x 0.467 61.25 
17 0.04 x 0.915 
45 0.80 

fc> '»00 0.05 at eO" S« 0.038 x 0.038 
0.17 at 80* 3-5 x 0.07 with 

0.0794 x 
0.0286 diameter 
motor 

Ciyogenerators 35-300 latSO* 5-7 Uisplacer 0.101; x 0.306 4.636- 
Div. Noreluo 10 at 80* X0 127 5.44 with- 

out motor 

Malaker Ub.« 95 1 12 Displacer 0.1015x0.152 
x 0.203 

70 3 0.366 x 
0.127 diameter 

Norden 30-35 0.06 13 Piston 0.178 x 
0.0381 diameter 

0.61 

Hughe« 10-15 0.4 at 12.0^ 20 min with Piston engine 0.05 diameter 1.0 
Aircraft Co. typical CuGe 

installation 
xO.3 

20-40 2.0 at 30* K 
1.0 at 26,K 
0 at 20*K 

S min with 
typical HgO* 
installation 

Piston engine 0.05 diameter 
X0.26 

1.0 

2.0-4.2 2.0 «t 4.2*K 
+5.0 at 15'K 

+ 12.0 at SO'K 
+fC0at 150* K 

30 min 
unloaded 

Piston engine 0.11 diameter 
xO.6 

10.0 

70-90 9.0 at 78* K 
(see Remarks) 

< 5 min with 
typical 
detector flisk 

Piston 

28 2.0 at 38'K 
(see Remciks) 

   

< 10 min with 
typical flank 

j 

Piston 
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TABLE 12-6.   EXPANSION ENGINE COOLERS (Continued) 

543 

1 
Cor.vjreitor Cooling Head Remarks 

Ne^single stage, oil-lubrio>tod centrifugal. Ne=^regenerative heat ex- l»>-iv Cl.\ude by-ppas expander preccolsr 
ac motor driver, 200 v, 400 cp«. 4.9 hp. changer with l-v. Joul^-Tiionison cocler. 
0.152 ;<0.!S2x 0.279 m. He-=bundle-vype counter 

He^two iUge,  nonlubricated   »»ton,  ac flow and plate-fin couu- 
motor driver. 200 v, 8 A, 600 cp», 1.75 hp. terflow 
0.61 x 0.356 m diameter. 

Sing), ftage, nonlubricated piston, ac mo- Bundle-type cour'terflow Two-stage neon cooler. 
trr driven. 200 v, 400 q», 0.42 hp. 0.406 x Two-diage nitrogen cooler. 
x 0.203 m diameter. 

Single stage, nonlubricated piston, ac mo- 
tor driven. 200 v, 400 cp«, 1.0 hp, 0 61 
x 0.366 m diameter. 

Single rtage, oil activated, nonmetallic dia- Bundle-type counterflow Not now imed for detector cooling. 
phragm, motor driven. 1 Single stage, centrifugal compi" «aor. driven 
by expander. 

Two stage, oii-lubricated piston, ac motor Designed for masers, can be modified for 
driven. 440 v, 4 kw. 60 cp«. 3 *, plus 110 v. detectors. 
110 w, 60 cps, 1 ^ for expander. 0.71 x 
0.763 x 1.1W8 m, 362.6 kg. 

MNkC-1. single «tage.oil-lubricated piston. Stainless  steel   cylinder Laboratory use only; requires 10-*i filter. 
ac motor driver.. 116 v. 360 w. 60 cpa.   4, 0.1S06 liter x 0.0078« m 
pliu HO v. 11C w, 60 cpa, 1 * for expander. diameter. 
0.3C5 X 0.61 x 0.36S m, 54.5 kg. 

_ Evacuated container Requires 1750 rpm. motor, power input 200 
0.0191 m diameter wat3(rK, lOOwatlGO-K. 

_ Insulated container includes ac motor. 110 v. 1.1 A, 126 w. 
0.0127 m diameter. 60 cpa, 1 <t>. 

_ Insulated container Jn,:ludes ac motor. 208 v. 0.8 A, 140 w. 
0 0127 m diame*eer. 400 cps. 3 <t>. 

Single stage, nonlubricated diaphragn ac Integrci with exppjider. Requires    surge  tank,  makeup  supply. 
motor driven. 0.306 x 0.089 m diameter. and pressure regulator». 
4.54 kg. 

Single stage 3 piston dry comprt i wr 0,11 m 0 0065 m diameter All perforuiance figure« given for 170'F 
diameter x 0.36 m long, 12 3 kg, SOC  v cylinder (350*\). 60.000 ft altitude ambient with 
electrical input eelf-incorporated heat rcgection. Size anl 

weight figures do not include heat rejec- 
tion mechanism. 

Same as MK 11/12 o-mpreaaor above. j.016 m diameter MK 1! can be modified for efficient cooling 
cylinder at higher temperature 11/12 aitd 11/30 

nominal without modification. 
tolva;' compressor; singie stage 4 piston. 0.076 m diameter Not suited for usual  infrared systems. 

Ü.3 x 0.3 x 0.8 m, 5 kw input, 26 kg.   Joule- cylinder 
Thomaon compressor. 2 stage 4 piston», 
0.3 x 0.3 x 0 76 m, input I 5 kw, 25 kg. 

ToUl system: 0.076 x 0.125 x 0.2 m, 450 w j CJIaaf V^w as needes Replaces typicai LN, transfer gyxtem; aemi- 
input, 8 kg. •loead air loop uses envin>rmet<t «s n ?- 

ervoir witit self-Cltered intake.   Mult». 
| detector system« can be cooled. 

Total system: 0.075 x 0.125 x 0.2 m, 460 w Glass dewar as needed. Similar to MK IV/80 with sealed neon 
input, 8 kg. loop.   Roth MK IV systems are rated with 

3 m transfer line length 

■Two-stage cooler, consisting of two displacer «xpanterr T a »..imon crankshaft, for operation between 30"K 
and 90* K under development. 

_ 
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12.2.3.2. Dispbcer Piston Expander Tl a displaoer expander (Fig. 12-12) ia a 
modif^ßtion of the reciprocating flow engruj based on the Stirling cycle, in which the 
g i8 it paseed back and f /th through a ti-nrraal regenerator that acts as a heat reservoir. 
The dier>lacer expansion engiue is considerably simpler than a comparable Gifforo- 
McMahcn expansion engine in that there are no valves and a separate ompresaor is 
tkA required. The compress' ra of the gas is produced by the motion of the main pipton 
and the displaoer piston in coming together. The compreesed gas flows thresh the 
water jacket, where the heat of compression is removed, to the regenerator. The ex- 
pansion of the gbi takes place against the displaner piston in the space at the top of 
the cylinder. The main drawbacks of the pistaß-tvpe expander are the wear of the 
»liding surfaces and the valvj leakage when smell vohimös of gas are used. In addition, 
the redprocoting-flow engines are limited by the heat capacity of the regenerator 
mr.terial. Lead is the most common mate^ul used, since it can store significant 
amounts of heat down to appDximately 14° K; other materials such as aluminum, zinc, 
brass, and bronze have no meaningt U heal capacity below 35L K. 

12.2.3.3. Turbine Expanders. Turl ine expanders have not been used much because 
they require relatively larger 'lows of gas than piston oompreasors and expander« 
Infrared detector coolers requiring low refrigeration loads, and operating at the normal 
atmospheric boiling point of the gas, usually have Sow rases much too low for turbine 
machinery. Turbine rrachinery is more applicable to systems vising depressed boiling 
poii ts where overall life and reliability are important considerations. Progress has 
beet L.ade recently in the development of turbine expander« that operate at low pres- 
sure ratios and flow rates, and that are capable of providing sufficient lefhgetatlon 
to liquefy cryogenic gases. A schematic diagram of a proposed helium refrigerator 
using u - "rbme expander tcr cooling a maser to 4.2° K is shown in Fig. 12-13. 

12.2.4. The« •Qoelectric Comets [1, 8-12]. Table 12-7 lists specific models ol com- 
me.nally available thermoelectric coolers. 

Tbg basic principle of the thermoelectric or Peltier cooler is the Peltier cooling effec;, 
which is caused by the absorption or generation of heat when a current passes througii s 
junction ,' t* j dissiniilpr materials. The rate of pumping of heat is directly pr» >>- 
tional tr • he current, and the oenstant of proportionality is known as the Peltiek' e* effi- 
cient, T.-. It represents a potential difference, vhich is detormiw*d by the Fermi energy 
plus a transport energy. Thus, ibr a current /, the rate of pumping of heat by the Feitür- 
effect, (in, is 

^, =..-; (i2-i) 

The Seebeck coefficient of a couple, S, is the ratio of the thermal emf to the tempers* 
ture diffen^nce which produces that emf.   For a single material, a quantity s, called 
the Seebeck oueffidc.!»* of the material, can be defined in &\i& a way that the Seebeck 
coefficient of any couple is given by the difference of the Seebeck coefficients of the 
two materials tVom which it is constructed: 

^  m-    r       ...   - 
^* '- * 4« 

The Seebecic cr»eö<i<!;nt <£ a p-type rntatsria', r.p, and the Seebeck coefficient of an n-typs 
material, s», trust have opposite tign . Jonveatkndly, s» is taken as positive and 
«« a» negative. Inus, for a. ajope cc^ravid of a p-type and i?n «-type materipl, the 
diiferenoe $, - *« is acH'uiiy the r1- ■> ot two fc -vtive numbers. In order to s-cad diffi- 
culties with füjns it is of*en runveninnt to use absolute valuee; 
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Evacuate' HoiWlng 

Detector Eiemant 

Cooling Water Out 

Main PUton     H. 

FIG. 12-12.   Displaoer expansion engine. 

COMPRESSOR 

1 

APTE.^COOL^ 

J-T VALVE 

EVAPORATORX 

mJO* INPUT PARAMETERS 

r    - Compressor pressure  ratio 

T)    « Compressor overeli  efficieticy 

T|   ' Aftercooler exit  teMperature 

P*  « Evaporator eslt pressure 

Qi   > Krinitry  refrigeration  load 

Qj.Q» - Secondary cooling   ioads 

ti,€y,«s ' Effectiveness of first,   third 
and  ftfth hefct exchanger« 

AT,  = T,      T, 

&T|  » T4  - Tu 

^LT  '^IT    = A'tern*tor efflclenclus 

F». 12-13.   Andytic»! model fur two ezpandur Claude Cyda Amüyns Computer Pmgnm. 
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TABLE 12-7.   THERMOELECTRIC COOLERS 

Nomina  j Cold 
HratSm'  1 

Ho« 

Manufactunr Model Conatruction       i 
Load 

Cooling 
Junctu.'* 

Temperalitre 
iMtd ■/unction 

Temptntun 
Sue 
imi 

fmw) CK) CK)       1 

Erurgy U5-60 One-atage 2.6 240 300 0.044 x 0.025 x 0.0094 
C3nv«nior 

Vd-**     1 One-rtair.                 [ bZ 240 300 0.044 x 0.026 x 0 (0«86 
EJ^O 11.2 240 300 0.053 x 0.0348 x 0 00686 
D-wrie«, Two-rtage d 207-225 6-i2 30C 0 044 x 0.025' 
E-seriea 0.063 x 0.0348' 

D-wriea, Three-atage d 200-205 12 300 0 044x0.025' 
E-scriea 0.053 x 0.034* ■ 

Materials Hot & cold stage 4 233 293 0 044 x 0 119 o.d 
tlectirnic* with 15 t wo-auge 
iMeicor) module» 

PMOO 094429 16 195 12 300« 0.07625x0.117x0.152 
094438 Four-» tage cucade 15 196 12 300' 0 043 x 0 061 x 0.035 
094446 One-stage 50 342 in vacuum 

262 in N, 
259 in air 

3 300« 001745 + 00264H 

094447 Two-stage caacade 20 223/261 4/4 300/351' 0.0413 x ö 0624 x 0 0381 
09449"-! OnestTge, 

eight couples 
200 262 3 300- 0.0127 x 0.0088 x 0.0127 

094493 Three .rtÄge caacade 15 ^8 1 300« 0.0306 x 0.0508 x 0.0302 
094567 One-stage 10 243 

253 
258 

0.5 
300- 0C159H 

0945f One-stage, 20 243 2.8 
three couples 253 

258 
300« 00206H 

094575 One-stage 30 263 1 
094618 Two-sUge 2U3 1.9 300« 

S00' 
0.0381H 

0.0306 x 0.0508 X 0.0478 

Radia k>" Thenno- Three-stage 195 0.0401H 
Elect x. .a electric 

cooler 

Texaa 1 Thermo- One-stage, 80 258 i 300 <'-00264ri 
Instrumenta electric 

cooler 
i wo couples 

Weatinghouae WX-814 1 One-stage 10 max 
5 nom 

ft 36 max 373 0.0396 x 00396 x 0.011.7 

WX-816 One-stag« 10 max 
5 nom 

» 36 max 373 0.0396 x 0 0396 x 0.0454 
lugs * lejds 

WX-8I7 One-stage 1 AT-55 0.01575 x 0 0159 x 0.0127 
lugs i leads 

WX-824 Similar to WX-814 !           523 
1 WX^25 Similar to WX-814 623 

WX-826 1 Similar tr WX-816 623 
WX-827 Similar u WX-816 j           623 

"Hirt-junction temperaturfe given for rating purposes onlj   all unit» capable 
of operating with hot junction temperature of 373° K 

Westinghoute Model AT 

WX814-K WXSIO-E 350C 
WX814-F WX816-F 40oC 
WX 814-G WX 814-G 45'C 
WX 814-H WX 814-H 50*0 
WX 814<   WX 814-J 5fi'C 
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TABUS 12-7. THERMOELECTRIC COOI ^RS {Continued) 

Diomettr 
im) 

Mounting Ana 
Vacuum 
PreMurf 
(mm H^) 

Voltcft 
(volt) 

Current 
(amp) 

Ripple 
Max mi-m 

t») 

Weight 
(kg) 

Remark» 

- 0.0206 x 0.02o Depend« on 
application 

1.2 5 10 0017 Electrically iiulatod heat tranafer 
surfaoM             . 

0.0206 x 0.025 1.2 9 10 0014 
_ 0.03 x 0.034« 2.5 9 10 0.025 

" 
c 
e 

c r 10 c Long >ime oonatant other« available 
that op«r»t« into a bw-teroperatura 
heat «ink. 

_ c 
1 c c e 10 f 

0.0525 S coplanar 
heat pad« 

Depend» on 
application 

28 1.8 10 0.463 Uaed to cool vidicon t - jonaiate at 
'>5 two-ctagc modiilt» - module« in 
et'' «tage, and 20 i dule« in hot 
■tage 

. 0.0161 m" 10 • 0.6 20 10 26 Include« integral detector. 
0.0356 0.0161 m" 10 • 0.6 20 10 2.5 
0.025-0.0253 0.0111 mdiaiieter Depend« on 

appiication 
0.4 7 10 0.5 

0.03?5 0 0322 m' 10 «-IO-« 1.2 3 10 20 Uaed for cooling of five diode«. 
- 0.0322 m» Depend« on 

applicatior. 
085 3.5 10 0.2 

0.0239 0.008 m' 10-« C.'I 6 10 10 

0.00336 0.00396 m «KWieter Depettd« on 
application 

u.l 5 10 0 1 

0.00762 O.OCeZ tn diameter Depe:ide on 
application 

0.4 7 10 0.2 

0.00762 0.00508 m diameter Air C.2 5 10 05 Fa«t time conatcnt, cooldown 5 «e 
Ö.0239 0.00318 x 0.00036 m IO-« 0.19 10 10 10 

0.0302 2.0 2.5 Include« integral detector. 

0.0038 02 <4 <15 Horiaontal aM mounting «urface 
reachea 63H; of final AT after 1 6 min 
with no ioad. 

— OMf, »• Air' \2, 20 10 2.8 Horiaontal cold mounting »urface 
nachea 63% of ttnai A 7* alter 1 5 min 
with no load. 

0 103 m« Air* 12 20 10 31 Vertical    oo!d    mounting    «urfar 
reach«« 63% of final &T after 1 5 mm 
with no load 

0.043 m» Air' 1.26 6 10 16 

r Depend« on AT and cooling load. 'Coolers rated with cold junction and device being cooled «urrairaed 
by insulation at normal ambient temperature (7Vl of 350C. 
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The Seebeck and Peltier coefficients ans related by the first of the Thomson rela- 
tions [13 01 14 J: 

77 = .ST (12-2) 
It follows that 

0« = STI (12-3) 

where T is the temperature of the cold junction when the couple is used for cooling. 
Evidently, then, Peltier cooling will be more effective with materials which exhibit 

large Seebeck coefficients. It is evident also that cooling will be more effective when the 
joule heating, PR, is a minrmum. Th^ current, /, cannot be made small without re- 
ducing the rate of heat pumping (see Eq. 12-1). Therefore it is necessary to keej: the 
resistance low, which can be accomplished by the use of material with low electrical 
resistivity, p. A third important property is the thermal conductivity K. Clearly 
this parameter should be kept as small as possible, since it would be of little value to 
pump heat from one region to another if most of it could flow back again. 

Therefore, the three foMowing parameters serve to characterize a materiel for its 
cooling capabilities: 

s = Seeb«;k '.»efficient (v "K"') 

p = electrical resistivity (oh.n-cm) 

*c ~ thermal conductivity (w cm-1 "K"1) 

These three quantities vary "ith temperature, and for accurate calculations the 
variations must be taken into account, f'urthf imore. variations of s with T give rine 
to an additional thermoelectric effect, the Thomson effect, and a rigorous treatment 
must take into account the Thomson heat which arises when a current and a parallel 
temperature gradient exist in a material for which s varies with T. However, for 
the purposes of this discussion of Prltier c.yjling, s, o, and K will be assumed constant 
over the temperature range under consideration, and hence the Thomson effect will 
not affect the problem. 

12.2.4.1. Figure of Merit. The three material properties s, p, and K frequently appear 
in the same combination in discussions of thermoe.ectronic devices. This combination 
is usually referred to as the figure of merit of the material and is denoted by Z, where 

Z = -^(0K-1) (12-4) 

In general, the larger the figure of merit, the more useful the material for thermo- 
electric applications. At present, the best values of Z for semiconducting materials 
are slightly greater than 3 x 10 VK. «The best values for metals are about 0.1 
x 10 3rK.) A figure of merit of 3 x 10's/oK makes it possible, for instance, to pump 
heat from ice to steam with a single-stage device. 

The figure of merit of a couple is defined by 

Zr = - (12-5, 

whe.e the material constants p and K of Eq. (12-4) have been replaced by the elec- 
trical resistrn'^e R and the thermal conductance K. 

The maximum poscible value of Zr for any couple composed of tw,^ given materials 
([14), page 11) is givn by 

/       s       V 
=   --= = (12-6) 
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It ihould he noted that Zmaj- depends only on the properties of the materials, whertias 
Zc depends alt\o on the dimensions of the couple. Zc approaches Z,«,,.. only under ideal 
conditions when the relative values of the various dimensions have been properly 
adjusted. 

If the valuee» of ,o and K are the same for the two arms of the couple, it can easily 
be seen that Zr — Zmix when the dimensiors of the two arms an equal. If, in addition, 
the couple is made from p-type and n-type materials such that Sp = —Sn m s, then Zr = 
ZmaJ = S2/pK. 

12.2.4.2. Performance of a Peltier Couple. This treatment is not intended to be an 
exact phyB/cai or mathematical description, but only an outline of the important fea- 
tmas of Freier couples. The numerical examples given are evaluated from approxi- 
mate expressions because the errors are sirall and the properties of the thermoelectric 
materials are not known with sufficie.vt occurs y to warrant exact calculations 

It will be assumed that the couple has Seebeik coefficients s, and s,,, electrical re- 
sistivities pH and pp, iiermal conductivities K. and *,,, total series electrical resistance 
R, and total parallel thermal conductance K between the ends, which are at tempera- 
tures TV and TV The temperature difference T* - TV will be called M\ Figure 12-14 
is a sketch ( f the idealized Peltier couple that \'/ill be discussed. The conductor con- 
necting the thermoelectric materials is aEsumecl to have zero Seebeck coefficient, zero 
electrical resistivity, and infinite thermal conductivity. The thermal and electrical 
resistances at these connections are assumed to be zero. When it is also assumed 
that the properties of the material are independent of temperature, it is possible to 
give a complete description of the eq ilibrium performance of the couple. It will be 
shown that s«, Sp, R, K, and TV completely define the maximum temperature difference 
attainable with this particular couple. However, this is not necessarily the maximum 
temperature difference attainable with the materials from which the couple is con- 
structed. 

Assuiite 

max 

max 

FIG 12-14.   Peltier couple with notation and definitions. 

Four quantities are of interest: the pumping current /, the heat-pumping rate Q, 
the temperature difference AT, and the coefficient of performance { (to be defined 
later). Only two of these are independent. However, generally two conditions are 
of greatest interest, namely, the pumping of the maximum amount of heat, and the 
most efficient pumping of heat. Each of these conüitions fixes the magnitude of the 
current so that, for a given couple, the heat-pumping capacity and coefficient of per- 
fci-mance can be represented as functions of AT and T, only. 
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12.2.4.3. Heat Balance at the Cold Junction. In the couple shown in Fig. 12-14, 
the current passing frori n tu Af to p will remove heat from M. The rate of heat removal 
by the Peltier effect is 0, = (8pTeI - «„TV/) = STJ. 

It can also be shown that the uniform generation of joule heat throughout the thermo- 
electric material results in a flow of heat to each of the junctions ai the rate ^j = f I'R ■ 
(It is assumed that there is no heat transfer through the sides of the thermoelectric 
arms.)   Finally, the heat conducted hack to the cold junction from the hot junction is 

At equilibrium, the difference between the flow of Peltier heat, 0». hw- the cold 
junction and the flow of joule heat, Oj» and conducted heat, 0/, to the cold junction 
represents the rate 4 at which the couple pi'mps heat.   Thus, 

0 = ^ - «k + 0/) = STd - iI*R -KIT (12-7) 

because of the power dissipated in the thermocouple (P) during the heat-pumping 
process, ^ + P watts must be reject w? at the hot junction for Q watts absorbed at the cold 
junction. 

12.2.4.4. Maximum Rate of Heat Pumping. The cturent which produces the maxi- 
mum rate of heat puiiping is easily obtained maximizing 0 (by setting d^/d/=0). The 
result is that the cm rent for maximum steady-state heat pumping, /g, is 

/,} = STclR (12-8) 

wkch is proportional to the temperature of the cold junction and independent of the 
load or temperature difference. The maximum rate of best pumping is obtained by 
substituting Eq. (12-8) into £q. (12-7).   The result is 

Qma* = -— KIT (12-9« 

If the cold junction is insulated so that no heat is absorbed from It* surroundings, 
AT will rise to the maximum value that this couple can provide, ATmojr-   Thus, 

1 SITS 
A7,

1B,x = --^- (12-10) 

The figure of merit of the couple, Ze, may then be defined as 

Zc = SVÄA" a2-ll) 

The maximum temperature difference that this couple can maintain is therefore 

Ar„„, = |ZrTr« (12-12) 

With optimum design, a couple r «de of the same materials cnn maintain a tempera- 
ture difference AT«, given by 

AT« = ±ZmaxTc* (12-13) 

where Zmai is defined by Eq. (12-6).   In general, ATmai is slightly less than A7V 
Equations (12-9) and (12-10) show that the rate of heat pumping may be written 

tf „., = ^AT,,., - AT) - K AT,„ (l - ~-) (12-14) 
V       AT,..«/ 

which decreases liieariy fromKbTmax ai AT = 0 to 0 at dT- AT. mm- 
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The coefficient of performance, <;, is defined as 

where P is the power required to pump heat a*, the rate Q, and is given by 

P - /S AT + T*R 

= 2K \T. 
""(J + rc) 

55^ 

(12-15) 

(12-16) 

(12-U>^ 

By combining Eq. (12-14), (12-15), and (12-16'), one finds the coefficient of perfom»» ace 
for maximum heat pumping to Ix; 

1 / AT  \ /       AT\ 
(12-17) 

This has a maximum value of 1/2 «md iLvreases to zero when AT = ATmaj. 
Summarizing; it in now possiblr U> obtain: 

(a) The muimum no-load temperature difference, ATmar, from Eq. (12-12). 

(6) The current required for maximum cooih;^, 7^, from Eq. (12-8). 

(c) The amount cf heat pumped, ()max, for a given AT, from Eq. (12-14). 

id) The coefficient of Performance, Co, for a given AT, from Eq. (12-17). 
'Typical values of Qmax, (4, and /o, for material constants somewhat less than 

the best attainable are presented in Fig. 12-15. 

3 

s 0 
B    5 

-.      4 
2   2   3 
KM« 

.(> «or 

-— ■ , 

■—- 

  

"^"^ h 
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»6 "" 
r ^ * -Ci^ 

- '"'i 
•^•« 1   ^4 -^ 
Qm 0*1 

^>. 
— kJ 1 

0 
AT 0      10      20      30      40      50     60 
T.^K) 300   290    230    270    200    250   240 
T,(OC)   27      17 -13    -23    -33 

FIG. 12-15. Maximum rate of heat pump- 
ing, current required for maximum heat- 
pumping capacity, and coefficient of per- 
formance for maximum heat pumping at a 
function of T,- (or AT) for T» - 300' K (81. 

12.2.4.5. Maximum Efficiency. The expression for the current required for maxi- 
mum efficiency may be obtained by maxunizipg the coefficient of performance with 
respect to current, using Eq. (12-7), (12-15), and (12-16). The result obtained sbowe 
that the current giving maximum coefficient of perfoimanoe, /{, is 

AT 
ATm«, 

wh .re A is a factor close to unity given by the relation 

Tc + VTf« + 2Tr AT,« +1f ATn., 
A = 

2Tr + AT 
1 + 

T^., - AT 
2Tr 

(12-13) 

(12-19) 
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Therefore, 
AT 

^ * ^ 7^— (12-20) 

Note that for constant TV the current for maximum heat p'-mping, Id, is constant and 
the current for maximum efficiency, h, varies almost linearly with AT. 

From Eq. (12-7) and (12-8), the rate of heat pumping is found to ' 

^-^AT(2A-^|~-A»--l) (12-21) 

vliere A is defined by Eq. (12-19) and is nearly unity, so that 

AT 
*' K'T\l-üd (12-22) 

This may be written in terms of the maximum hsat pumping rate a£ 

Qi2QmaJ.—  (12-23) 
"* max 

and will be zero for AT = 0 and AT= AT«,,,, with a maximum at AT= AT^ax/^, where 

The maximum coefficient of performance, from Eq. (12-21), (12-10), (12-16)i and 
(12-15) becomes 

1 /       1      /IAT\ /AT .  AAT\  ' 
*"" = 2 (2" ^ ' IT") (n + Jrd a2--4i 

and again, since A is nearly unity, this simpliues to 

1 /,        AT   WAT   ,     AT   V 
'"'■ll'-^te'Sr-) ,12•25, 

This may be written 

ATmax    1/,        AT   \ /,     AT\ /   ^ ATm„.-ATX-'       „r rax 

^ S -W • i I1 " AT-) i1 - TJ I1 + T— ") (12-6) 

which, from Eq. (12-17), is very nearly 
AT1 

„ »i max       „ 
Uax <* ~~Tf~ ■ i<i (12-27) 

Note that two approximations are used in arriving at this simple form. The exact 
expression given by Eq. (12-24) can be approximated by Eq. (12-25), since A L very 
nearly unity. Equation (12-26) is merely Eq. (12-25) written in a different form. 
Finally, Eq. (12-26) is written as Eq. (12-27) by assuming that 

AT«ax~AT<< T» 

The ratio AT/AT««, »» aeen to be very icarly the ratio of the cjefficients of perfor- 
mance for maximum cooling rat« and ma. im efficiency. Figtira 12-16 shows the 
values of {ma,, U, and & when the couple u d for Fig. 12-15 is uaeü under conditions 
of maximum coefficient of performaiw*. The curves were obtmned using Eq. (12-20), 
(12-23), and (12-27).    For very small AT, Eq. (12-26) was used instead of Eq. (12-27). 
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FIG. 12-16. Maximum coefficient, of per- 
formance, current required for maximum 
coefficient of performance, and heat-pumping 
rate for maximum coefficient of performance 
for typical couple (81.    T, = 300° K. 

Analytical expressions for (J and { are not difficult to obtain in simple form for othsr 
values of current. Some idea of the way in which (J and { vary with current ana 
temperature difference may be obtained from Fig. 12-17, where «5 and { are plotted 
against / with AT as a parameter. Again, the numbers refer to the couples used 
for Fig. 12-15 and 12-16. 

ty.2.0 

FIG. 12 17. Rate of heat pumping 
and coefficient of performance as 
functions of current for various tem- 
perature difference« with T* = 300° K 
[81. 
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12.2.4.6. Single-Stage Coolers [8]. A single-stage thermoelectric cooler consists 
of a p-type and an n-type semiconductor connected together by a metallic conductor 
(rig. 12-18). An external battery causes the flow of a current; flow produces a tem- 
peraiure difference between the two junctions b> absorbing heat at oivs and releasing 
it at the other. The performance of a thermoelectri> - couple as a function of temperature 
difference is shown ;n Fig. 12-19. The hot junction is held fixed, and the temperature 
is varied by changing it at the ojld junction. For each change in temperature, the 
applied voyage has been adjusted to maximize the coefficient of performance. The 
two main operating modes for any thermoelectric cooler occur at the points where 
both the heat-pumping rate and the coefficient of performance are maximum. 

Cold Junction 

P ' 

r^ 
© n w 

•0^ 

Hot Jonctio.i 

H|±— 

Flu. 12-18.   Thermoelectric cooler. 

Th Fixed 

, Coettlclent of 
Performance 

Temperature Difference 

FIG. 12-19.   Performance of mermoeioctic couple a« 
H function of tenttjerature difference [9] 
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12.2.4.7. Single-Stage, Multicouple Coolers. Thermoelectric couples of similar 
material can bs t.ranged in thermal parallel to increase their heat-pumping capacity. 
When identical couples are placed in thermal parallel (Fig. 12-20) and supplied with 
equal currents, they pump tu- many tin.es more heat at the same temperature difference 
and with the same coefficient of performaiice as there are couples. To ensure that 
the couples are supplied with equal currents, they are connected in series electrically. 
Thin foils or films, or materials of good thermal conductivity, are us^d as insulation 
between couples 3ince they do not increase the thermal resistance significantly. 

Mounting Surface 

Conductors 

Couples 

Leads 

FIG. 12-20.   Eight couple, single-stage coole.-. 

12.2.4.8. Multistage Coolers. Thermoelectric couples are connected in thermel 
series or cascaded for two purposes: to provide a ttrnpsrature difference greater than 
that obtainable from a single coupl?, or to achieve a higher coefficient of performance 
for a given heat load at an established temperature difference. The limit on the coeffi- 
cient of performance is related to the limit on the maximum temperature difference by 

SKIUJ-   — 
AT 

-(l       AT   W       AT\ / 
2\      A7W\       Tj\ 7\        / 

The coefficient of performance for cascaded couples is given by 

HK)K)-K)-ir 

(12-28) 

(12-29) 

(12-30) 

The results obtained from the use of a two-stage cooler may be illustrated by the 
the following example. A single-stage cooler made from materials such that Zr — 
2 x lOVK (Sec. 12.2.4.1) and operating between 26r;K and 300oK is replaced by 
two stages, each operating with IT — 20°. WVi^n th« -Mrrents are adjusted for maxi- 
mum efficiency, the »efficients of performance are 0 0 for the single-stage cooler 
and 0.42 for the two-rtage cooler. However, if the currents are adjusted for maxi- 
mum heat pumping, th* coefficients are 0.18 for the single-stage cooler and only 0.06 
for the two-stage cooler. 

Further improvement couM be obtained by adding a third stage, but for the above 
example the improvement is small (about 10%).   In general, the improvement for 
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two Ht^ge« is greatest when A7'A7V,, is nearly unity. When ATVATmo* > 1, t multi- 
stage deviix is the only way . .> remove heat fron? the cold junction under stead -state 
operation. 

The prc>jding discussion ha» referred prmarily to cascaded syatems in which the 
objective is to improve efnciency with a given temperature difference, u" the principal 
objective is to obtain a large temperature difference between the cooled region arid the 
heat sink, each stage can be ope-ated, inefficiently, at nearly its maximum t^pip-ra- 
ture difference, thereby giving ATVOJ = bTmaTl + AT KOXt AT «•aj-j + AT, 
for n stages. Since operation at with AT = ATmax ie 'nefficient, succf ssive stages at 
higher temperaturer must be des.gned to pump rapidly increasing avneants of heat. 
1^ should be borne in mind that ATm<1.. is different for each of the succetisiv«» stages 
ev^n if constant »n'.terial pmperties are assumed, because of the dependence of A'7'wa. 
on the square of the absolute temperature of the cold junction. 

In considering the design of multistage cocbrs, it is clear that it would be undesirable 
to supply power to each stage separately though copper' leads from a power supply 
at a temperature of approximately 300° K. Both the t' anna! losses through the leads 
and the thermal insulation between dtages, in-roduced by the required electrical in- 
sulation, would constitute sources of inefficiency. This inefficiency can be avoided by 
designing a network of unequal thermoelectric elements that would allow the op- 
timum currents to be supplied to each ?im of each stage from the adjacent stages 
(Fig. 12-21 

Figure \2-22 shows the variation of the coM-junction temperature as the input 
current ip varied for a typical four-stage cascade cooler. The cold-junction tempera- 
ture versus co: .-junction load is shew;, in Fig. 12-23, and the cold-junction temperature 
ivrsus time is shown in Fig. 12-24. Because the cold-junction temperature is ex- 
tremely ^nsitivä to convection loading, the thermoelectric cooler is usually mounted 
in a chambet evacuated to a very low pressure. Figure 12-25 shows the effect of the 
vacuum pressure on the cold-junction temperature. 

For the most effective cooling, the difference in the Seebeck coofficients should be ac 
great ns possible, tht; electrical resistance lew, and the thermal conductivity small. 
In addi.icn, consideration must be givr    io the optimum crosb sections of the arms of 

Moumlnc Stir fee« 

r   xluctori 

Via.  12-21.   Ten couple, three- 
■Uge cucftde ccolei. 

Operating 

t—      Current 

0 S 10        15        20 
INPUT CURHENT TO COOUR 

(dc amp) 

Fin. 12-22. Cold junction tem- 
perature Mrsui input current 
with hot junction at +27*0 and 
no thenral load [111. (Copy- 
right Pesco y,^ducU.) 
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FIG. 12-26.   Construction of a 
single-cell detector dewar 

the couples, heat exchange at the hot and cold junctions, electrical and thermal re- 
sistance of the junctions and conductors, power-supply problems, and changes in the 
heat load or supply current. The design of thermoelectric coolers is given in [8] and 
[12]. 

12.2.5. Dewara. Most detectors that require cooling are mounted in a double-wallc« 
vacuum enclosure called a dewar. Dewars can be conveniently classified accordi'g to 
the number of coolant cells, single cell (Fi^. 12-26) or double cell (Fig. 12-27). The 
dewar maintains the coolant in thermal contact with the detector, inaulates the coolant 
from the environment to prevent rapid evaporation, prevents frost from collecting over 
the external surfaces of the dewar (in particular the window^ and protects the delicate 
detector. Also, the -vacuum construction protects thy detector from the deteriorating 
effects of f.he atmosphere. 

12.2.5.1. Dewar Construction. A variety of detector configurations and envelope con- 
structions are available depending on the mcie and temperature of operation. Dewars 
are usually custom designed for a particular application; however, certain stock dewars 
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are available (Table 12-8). Dewa-^ re also made by the manufacturers of detectors for 
U;>3 with their detector cells, although oome companies will sell them separately. Cur- 
rently, dewars are constructed mainly of Pyrex glass, although metal is sometimes used. 
Pyrex glass has an advantage in that it is readily available in many sizes, but for 
dewars are constructed mainly of Pyrex glass, although metal is sometimes used. 
Pyrex glass haa an advantage in that it is readily available in many sizes, but for 
helium systems it has one drawback; it is permeable to helium gas at room temperature. 
Thus, after several uses, the helium dewar must be repumped to elir nate the gas in 
the space between the walls. This difficulty can be avoided if care is taken never to 
fill the helium dewar with gae until it is at the temperature of liquid nitrogen. The 
surfaces of the dewars are normally coated with a thin .ayer of a sub^anct having 
good ref e.. on characteristics, except for a thin window or slit on opposite sides of 
thy dewai walls for observation of the liquid level. In the end-looking detector, an 
I'Afrared-tran-"arent window is joined to the end of the dewar opposite the detector. 
In the side-looking detector the window is incorporated in the outside wall of the 
dewai- opposite the detector. Once the window is attached, the detector surface is 
no longer available for testing A demountable dewar (Fig. 12-28) that is evacuated 
bfciOre each test is used if it is necessary that the detector surface be readily available. 
When the detector cannot be physically located in the dewar, a thermal conductor 
such as a synthetic ruby or sapphire rod provides thennal contact between the detector 
and the coolant in the dewar to assure efficient cooling. 

^^Jiquld Nitrogen 

Infrared Transparent Window 

/ 

To Vacuum 
Syctem 

Liquid HtUum 

f"—fcW* Bto»-oH 

Mtctor 

— Copper MBuoUng Bloc» 

tatrarad Trinaparevt Wlndra 

D<? teeter 
Elc-nert 

ronductlnR Strip 

Covar I/sad 

Coolant Well 

FIG. 12-27.   Ccnstruction of a double-oell 
detector dewar. 

FIG. 12-28.   Construct ion of a 
demountable dewar. 
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Dewars can be used interchangeably with different coolant«, but when liquid helium 
i» Ased, certain precautions must be followed. The liquid must be protected from the 
atmosphere at all times, since at the liquid-helium temperature all other substances 
are solids. Therefore a high-capacity vacuum pump is required. Becau^T of the low 
latent heat of liquid helium, all heat leaks into the bath must be reduced to minimum. 
This er tails the use of a double-cell dewar whose outer container or shield cor.^ins 
liquid nitrogen so that the liquid helium is surrounded by a body at a temperature w<'' 
below ambient room temperature. The dewar must be cooled down to the liquid 
niu-ogen temperature before liquid helium is placed in the inner cell to prevent the 
helium gas from permeating into the interspace and o remove the sensible heat of 
the dewar with economical liquid nitrogen rather than expensive liquid helium. Be- 
cause of the tow latent heat of helium, a very large quantity would be required to cooi 
the dewar from room temperature to liquid-helium temperature. Whereas in a regular 
dewar the interepace is evacuated to a low pressure, usually 10* mm Kg, in a helium 
dewar a considerable quantity of air, approximately 5 mm Hg, is left in this space. The 
air acts as a heat conductor and is useful in cooling the well to the liquid-nitrogen 
temperature, thus reducing the heat load on the liquid helium. When the liquid heaum 
is aüded to the well, the air in the interspace freezer and provides an excellent insulat- 
ing vacuum of about IG-10 mm Hg. 

Temperatures below the boiling point of liquid helium can be produced by controlling 
the vapor pressure through pumping. A peculiar creep property of liquid helium below 
2.190K permits it to flow against gravity to regions that are warmer. This superfluid 
helium is called helium II. To reduce the flow of this liquid, a constriction is f laced 
at the top of the cooling well. However, because of the zero viscocity of liquid helium U, 
a large quantity still passes through the aperture. Large vacuum pumps capable of 
pumping 2500 liters/min at a pressure of 0.1 mm Hg are required to remove the evap- 
orated gas. 

12.2.5.2. Special-Construction Dewars. In addition to the cooled-detector-type 
dewar, special dewars have been built that have cooled enclosures and apertures. 
These dewars are the same as an ordinary dewar, except the detector is mounted inside 
the coolant well (Fig. 12-29).   The aperture well is coated with an opaque substance 

Infrared Transparent Window 
Aperture 

/    Aperture Plate 

/    ^ Low Emission Coating 

Detector Element 

Reflective Coating 

Conducting Strip 

1—Coolant Well 

Kovar Lead 

FIG  12-29.    Constriction of a cooled   perture detector. 

- 
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to ensure that the detector views a relatively cool background. The inside wall of 
the dewar and the face of the aperture plate is usually coated with a material of good 
reflection characteristics to reduce heat leak from radiation. Cooling the detector 
enclosure and the aperture plate dem aaes their background radiation, and also results 
in significant changes in several detector parameters, as indicated by the investigations 
on PbSe surfaces [15J, and on PbS surfaces [16]. 

Thu oontribution of optictS system filters to the background radiation can be sig- 
nificaiitly dpti c'ßsed by lowering the temperature of the filter. This can be accom- 
plished most conveniently by placing the filter inside the dewar between the window 
and the detector (see Chapter 11). 

12.3.   Space-Environment Cooling Systems [17] 

Space coolit^ systems require extreme reliability, often coupled with a requirement 
for long periods of unattended operation. They are particularly restricted as to size 
and weight. The space enviroiuneuts of high vacuum and zero gravity create problems 
of liquid behavior. Development of a cooling system baead on the sublimation of a 
solid coolant into the high vacuum of space shows considerable promise since the 
problems associated with vapor liquid separation while venting in a zero gravuy 
fittld are avoided. This cooling system consists of a solidified gas or liquid, an insulated 
container, an evaporation path to space, and a conduction path from the coolant to 
the device being cooled (Fife. 12-30). The operating temperature obtainable with this 
system depends upcn the choice of coolant, the pressure maint ined in the system, 
and the beat load. By varying the vapcsr flow rate, which in turn regulates the back 
pressure and temperature of the effluent Sow, a specific operating tempersture can be 
maintained. The eystrro's operating time depends on the amount of coolant and the 
heat load. 

BeUcvs Sealed Gaa. 
Escape Port 

Super- 
Insulation 

. To Pressure 
\ Control 

Supports for 
Inner-Container 

Inner-Container 
Wall 

Outer-Container 
Wail 

Bellows Sealed 
Access Port 

Heat Transfer 
Rod 

FIG. 12-?0.   Space environment coolant syslem {17). 

12.3.1. Operating Princip'e«. The space environi> nt cooling system is based 
on the pressure dependency of the temperature of a solid in equilibrium with its vapor. 
The vapcr pressure versus temperature plot for methane is shown in Fig 12-31. For 
an operating temperature of 77° K using solid methane, the vapor pressure must be 
maintained at a value of 9.0 torn. Addition of heat vaporizes the solid coolant and 
would cause the vapor pressure, and thus the temperature, to increase. Tha tempera- 
ture and pressure are maintained constant by venting this vaporised coolant to the 
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FIG. 12-31.   Vapor preMure uenu» temperature of 
■olid methane [17]. 

high vacuum of space. The quantity of heat that a given weight of solid coolant re- 
moves in vaporizing is equal to the sum of the heat effusion and the heat of vaporization. 
For example, to sublimate 1 g of solid hydrogen, which has a heat of fusion of 0.0544 
joule/kg and a heat of vaporization of 0.452 joule/kg, 506 joules of heat inpul are re- 
quired.   The rate at which the solid vaporizes per unit surface areti is given by 

5.3 P 
100 

VMVT (12-31) 

where Q =» rate in g sec-' cm-1 

P — vapor pressure at temperature T in torn 

T = temperature in "K 

M = molecular weight of the coolant 

12.3.2. Design. The main factors entering into the design are the choice of coolant, 
surfaco-to- 'olume ratio of the container, and insulation requirements of the contt «er 
and suppon structures. 
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The temperature and pressure ranges for several s^lid coolants are given in Table 
12-9. Solid hydrogen is most promising because of the wide temperature range avai1- 
able. Syetoms have been conceived using solid hydrogen for cooling up to 140° K. 
At a higher temperature of 200°K, solid ammonia is another promising refrigerant 
because of its high density, which results in a smaller &>iü lighter storage container. 

TABLK 12-9.   TEMPKRATURE AND PRBSSURE RANGKS 

or SOUD COOLANTS [17] 

Coolant Temperature Runge 
(0K) 

Pressure Range 
(torrs)* 

Methane 90-67 80 1 

Argon 83-55 400-1 

Carbon monoxide 68-51 10-1 

Nitrogen 62-47 73.6-1 

Neon 24-16 260-1 

Hydrogen 14-10 56-2 

'Below this pressure only a 1° to 3° temperature drop takes place. 

A cylinder with iti length L equal to its diameter D la used as the coolant container 
since it has the lowest surface-to-volume ratio of any simple configuration. Super- 
insulation (Table 12-2) having a low thermal conductivity of 0.5 jiw (cm ■'K)-' is used 
as tht insulating material. Heat leak through the support structures is reduced by 
using materials of low thermal conductivity and small cross sectional area with the 
greatest possible length. 

The main source of heat in the system is the heat leak into the coolant container. 
TMs is the critical element in obtaining optimum system weight as a function of oper- 
ating time In par'cular, the heat leak through the seals must be a minimum. These 
seals surrouad the heat transfer rud from the detector to the coolant and provide a 
path to the pressure control. Bellows are used as seals instead of straight tubes 
because of the greater heat-path length they provide for the same '/inear thickness. 
A 2.54 x 10 * m-thick stainless-steel bellows with a heat-path length five times the 
insulation thickness is considered suitable. 

This design provides a methane cooler with a one-year operating temperature of 
77° K that weighs 13.8 kg, whereas a hydrogen cooler with a one-year operating tem- 
perature of 130K weighs 31.7 kg. If a bellows seal of thinner material (5.08 x 10* m) 
and ä heat-path length 20 timet. the insulation thickness is used, weight reductions 
v> 9.06 kg for a methane cooler and 20.2 kg fo- a hydrogen cooler can be achieved. 
Thus, reducing the heat leak through the insulation or the ports provides a more effi- 
cient cooler in which the heat load of the detector is the controlling factor. 

12.3.3. Practical Cooling Systems. The results of calculations of system weight 
using hydrogen, neon, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, argon, and methane are given 
in Table 12-10. Coolers using hydrogen and methane have the lowest weight for 
their respective temperature ranges. System weight and volume as function of 
operating time for a solid-methane cooler are shown in Pig. 12-32 and 12-33, respec- 
tively.   Sybtem weight &nd volume as a function of operating time for a solid-hydrogen 
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T.VBLK  12-10.    COOLAWT AND INSULATION WKIGHTS 

FOR CYLINDRICAL CONTAINER (L=D) AND 

ONB-YBAä OPERATION [17] 

Coolant 
Coolant 

Tempercture 
CK) 

Weight of Coolant 
and Insulation 

(kg) 

Hydrogen 12 298 

Necn 24 53.9 

Nitrogen 61 28 

Carbon monoxide 68 26.6 

Argon 84 30 

Methane 88 11.9 

Detector hrad losd - 100 mw 
Outer oonUinsr temperature -SOO-K 

40 
Coolant Temperature 88 K 
Heat Load 100 mw 
(0.3413 B?u/hr) 

3 6 9 
OPEPATWG TIME (month«) 

Fic. 12-32. System weight aa & 
function of operating time at 
various outer cortainer tempera- 
tures for methane coolant [17]. 

3 6 9 12 
OPERATING TIME (months) 

FIG. 12-33. System volume «s a 
function of operating time at 
various outer container tempera- 
tures for methane coolant [17]. 
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6 9 
OPERA'tlNG TIME (month») 

FIG. 12-34, System weight as a func- 
tion of operating time at various outer 
container temperatures for hydrogen 
coolant 117]. 

D 

o > 

6 9 
OPERATING TIME (montlw) 

FIG. 12-35. Syetam volume as a func- 
tion of operating time at various outer 
container temperatures for hydrogen 
coolant [17]. 

78 82 
COOLANT TEMPERATURE <°K) 

FIG. 12-36.   Incresse« of methane cooling system weight with 
decrease in coolant temperoture 117] 
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iwoler are shown in Fig. 12-34 and 12-35, respectively.   The eftects of anbient tempera- 
ture dre also indicated on these plots.   The weight and volume «L " the methana and 
hydrogen cooling systems were calculated using enly one operating tesnoerature for 
each coolant.   Figure 12-36 shows the results of   akulations made to determine the 
change in weight of the system when different temperatures ate used.   The weight of 
the txmtainer, the pressure-control, and the heat-transfer rod were neglected in the 
calctlations for Fig. 12-36.   The container weight does not exceed 0.453 kg for any 
confii^ration or operating time, and the pre ösure-control and transfer-rod weight« 
were estimated to total 1.812 kg. 

1.2.4.   List of Manufacturers 

Aerojta-Genert i, Azusa, California 

AiRfsearch Manufacturing Division, Garrett Corp., 9851 S. Sepulveda Boulevard, 
Txw Angeles 45, California 

Air Products and Chemicals, Allentown, Pennsylvania 

Arthr Ti. Little, Acorn Park, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Cry<generators, Division N.A. Philips Co., Ashton, Rhode Island 

Energy Conversion Inc., 336 Main Street, Cambridge 42, Massachusetts 

Fairchild Stratos, 1800 Rosecrans Avenue, Manhattan Beach, California 

Hufman Laboratories, Inc., 5 Evans Terminal, Hillside, New Jersey 

Honeywell, Military Products Group, 1915 Armacost Avenue, Los Angeles 25, California 

International Telephone and Telegraph Corp., Industrial T^boratories Division, Fort 
Wayne, Indiana 

Jepson Thermoelectric, Inc., 139 Nevada Street, El Segundo. CaUfornia 

Linde Co., Div. Union Carbide Corp., 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York 

Malaker laboratories. Inc., West Main Street, High Bridge, New Jersey 

Martin Company, Electronic Systems and Product? Division, Baltimore 3, Maryland 

Materiah Electronics Product« Coip., 990 Spruce Street, Trenton, New Jersey 

Needco of America, Inc., 5770 Andover Avenue, Montreal 9, Quebec, Canada 

Norden, Division United Aircrafl Corp., Norwalk, Connecticut 

Ohio Semiconductors, 1205 Chesapeake Avenue, Columbus 12, Ohio 

Pesco Products Division, Borg-Warner Corp., Bedford, Ohio 

Philco, Lansdale Division, Lansdale, Pennsylvania 

Radiation Electronics. Division, Comptometer Corp., Chicago, Illinois 

Raytheon, Spencer I^aboratoi v"«, BurJington, Massachusetts 

Santa Barbara Research Center; Goleta, CalifonMa 

Texas Instrument Inc., Dallas Texas 

Westinghouae, Air Arm Division, Friendship Airport, Baltimore, Maryland 
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13.   Film 

13.1.   Introduction 

Most of the characteristics of infrared photographic film and plates are not unlike 
those of visible light films and plates. The primary distinction is that the infrared 
emulsion responds to radiation in the near-infrared spectral region as well as to some 
part of the visible and ultraviolet. 

Infrared films can be handled like similar conventional materials, except that extra 
precautions should be observed to make sure (.hat the films will not be fogged by un- 
suspected stray infrared radiation. Loading and unloading of cameras, magazines, or 
cassettes should preferably be done in total darkm s. Certain woods, hard rubbers, 
plastics, and black napers are not opaque to near infrared radiation. Thus, accidental 
fogging of infrared film can occur when improper protective covering is used for the 
plates. Metal foil on black paper is a dependable covering. If a safe-light is needed 
during processing, it must be used with a filter specifically recommended for infrared 
materials, since most safe-lights transmit infrared freely. The Kodak Safe-Light 
Filter, Wratten Series 7, is recommended. 

When infrared film is used in equipment designed primarily for visible-light p.-jtog- 
rsphy, some additional precautions should be noted. The lens focal positions indicated 
by barrel markings or range finderr on cameras designed for visible-light photography 
do not apply accurately when infrared film is used. The longer wavelength rays are 
refracted less by I&nses so that the effective focal length of the lens is about 0 5% longer 
than the visibie-tight focal length. In addition, aberration correcticns wuich are made 
to optimize the sharpness of the image in the visible portion of the Qpectrum are not 
generally optimum for the infrared portion. Exposure meters designed for visible light 
use do not respond to near-infrared radiat'on. Hence, these meter readings are not 
useful as expoaure indicators unless the ratio of visible to infrared radiation is known 
beforehand. 

13.2. Available Infrared Films and Plates 

Infrared films are available in roll form for still and motion-picture cameras, and in 
sheet form. In addition, spectroecri'jic plates and films with spectral sensitivity in the 
near-infrared region are available. Table 13-1 lists brief descriptions of these materials 
as an indication of the types of films currently available and of the forms in which they 
are solo through dealers. 

13.3. Hypersensitizing 

The speeds of some infrared films and plates can be increased by hypersensitizing 
them. For best results this should be done just before exposure, and in any case the 
films and plates should be. used within a few days alter hypersensitizing. This proce- 
dure is essential for Kodak spectroscopic films and plates having M, N, and Z sensi- 
ti zings. 

Filmr- or plates to be hypersensitized should be bathed in a weak solution of ammonia 
mado by diluting 4 parts of 28% ammonia (the strongest available commerciaUy) with 

570 
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100 parts cf water. Concentrated ammonia is a dangerous irritant and should he 
handled ca-Uiously. The diluted ammonia solution should preferably be used at a 
ture of about 40oF but never at a temperature exceeding 55°F. The films or plates 
should be bathed for about 3 minules. The material should then be bathed for 2 to 3 
minutes in methyl or ethyl alcohol and dried as rapidly as possible in a stream of cool, 
dust-free air from a blower or fan. 

Kodak Speotroscopic Plate and Film Type i-N car be hypersensitized by using plain 
water instead of the ammonia solution described above. 

Care must be exercised in hypereensitizing to prevent streaking.   In drying, partic 
nlar care must be taken to keep dujt from the emulsion surface, to pravent spotting. 

13.4.   Definition of Density and Exposure 

The exposure and development of photographic film produces an image consisting 
of areaa having different transmittances, depending on the number and size of the 
silver grains present. If the transmittance is measured by the ratio of the intensity 
of the undeviated light passing through the plate or film to that of the incident coili- 
mated light on the back, then the transmittance is called the specula- transmittance. 
If the transmittance is measured by the ratio of the intensity of the undeviated and 
scattered light together to that of the incident collimated light, then the transmittance 
is called the diffuse transmittance. The opacity, O, is defined as the reciprocal of the 
transmittance. The density, D, is defined as logioO. Thus, depending upon the man- 
ner of meai,arement of transmittance, there is a corresponding specular and diffuse 
density.   The density values used in the data of this chapter are diffuse density values. 

The exposure, E, may be expressed either as the time integral of the illuminance, /, 
or the time integral of irradiance, H, ao that 

■ 

E (photometric) = C f [    V(\)H(\)dKdt 

i 

and 

£ (r-diometric) = I   j     H{KidK: 
Jo h. 

where V (\) is the relative visibility curve and C is a conversion factor. In photographic 
literature, when E is expressed as a photometric quantity, the units of E are cdtomerily 
meter-candle-seconds. When E is expressed as a ri-J.iometric quantity, the units of 
E are customarily ergs per square centimeter. 

13.5.   Sensitometric Characteristics 

The c irves presenting density as a function of logio E are known OB the // and D 
curves (after Hurter and DrifBeld), or usually just the characteristic curves (see Fig. 
13-1 to 13-8). The standard nource of radiation for obtaining these curves is an artificial 
source which is made to provide an irradiance the spectral distribution of which is close 
to that provided by a 6100oK blackbody in the restricted spectral interval of interest. 
This source is intended to simulate average daylight (sunlight plus skylight). From the 
illuminance f m this source one may derive a unique irradiance in the infrared spectral 
region. Although more direct use of £ (radiometric) for characteristic curves of infrared 
film makes good sense, E >photometric) has been used in the literature r.nd is a valid 
indicator of the magnitude o{E (radiometric). When a filter is specified ilong with thv 
characteristic curves, the effects of the filter losses are implicit in thy characteristic 
curves.   The filter is considered to be an integral part of the film. 
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It is important to point out that the characteribtic curves are average properties and 
have a meaning in this regard similar to published characteristics of vacuum tubes. In 
addition, these characteristics hold only for the specified conditions of exposure and 
processing. Changes in exposing light quality or in procssing will yield a different 
set of characteristic curves. The response of photographic materials to parameter 
variation tends to be nonlinear with almost every parameter. It cannot be too strongly 
stressed that, when photometrc or radiometric mefisurements are to l)e made, the 
apparatus to be used must be calibrated for photographic response. Extreme care 
must be exercised to obtain reproducible processing conditions. When possible, 
calibrating exposures should be made adjacent to the areas to be measured. A wealth 
of information concerning the use and problems of photographic materials for photom- 
etry may be found in the literature of astronomy. 

13.6. Spectral Sensitivity and Filter Transmittances 

The sensitivity of a photographic film to monochromatic light is defined as the recip- 
rocal of the monochromatic exposure (in erg cm-2) required to produce a stated den- 
sity above the fog level. The common logarithm of the sensitivity as a function of 
wavelength is given in tig. 13-9 through 13-14. Not1 * tnat in Fig. 13-12 the sensi- 
tivity curve for D = 0.3 is not exactly a vertical trannlation of the c -rve for D = 1.0. This 
indicates that gamma is a function of wavelength as wtll as a function of development 
time    Transmission curves for some useful filter!^ _re found in Fig. 13-15. 

13.7. Recipr&city Characteristics 

The reciprocity law states that, when all other parameters are held fixed, the final 
density oa the film depends only upon the produce of the illuminance due to the standard 
source -nd the exposurp time. This law does not hold for extremes in exposure condi- 
tions. Very high intensity light of short duration and very low intensity light of long 
duration are both less effective in achieving a given density than moderate values of 
light and exposure times. The reciprocity characteristics are shown in Fig. 13-16 
through 13-18, which sre p'iots of log exposure in meter-candle-seconds vs. Lg illumi- 
nance i photometric irradiance), with constant exposure time lines indicated. The 
degree of deviation from a straight horizontal line shows the degree of reciprocity-law 
failure. 

13.8. References for Additional Details 

An important reference for more detailed discussion of infrared photographic mater- 
ials, sources of illumination, and applications, is Walter Clark, Phot jgraphy by Infrared. 
(Wiley, New York, 1 (46), A good discussion of photographic materials and materials 
and photometric concepts and terminology may be found in Hardy and Perrin, The 
Principles of Optics, (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1932). A chapter devoted to "Astro- 
nomical Photographic Photometry" may be found in F. E. Ross, The Physics of the 
Developed Photographic Image (Van Nostrund, New York, 1924). 

Additional information about infrared photographic materials may be found in two 
Kodak publications: Infrared and Ultraviolet Photography, No. M-3, and Kodak Plates 
and Films for Science and Industry, No. P-9. 
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FIG. 13.1.   Characteristics of Kodak Infraivd Sheet Film e/posed U) sunlight 'hrouKh 
Wratten A filter No. 25, developed with intermittent agitation at 68' K (20°C). 
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FIG. 13.2.    Characteristics of Kodak Infrared Sheet Film (35 mm), exposed to sunlight 
through Wratten A filter No 25, developed wit'^ intermittent agitation at G80F (20oCi. 
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FIG. 13-3. Characteristics of Kodak High-Speed Infrared Film iH5?18», exposed Ui 
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14.   Preamplifiers and Associated Circuits 

14.1. O^nentl Requirements 

The characteris'.ics 01 Jetectors used in infrared systems are detailed in Chapter 11. 
The impedance of these detectors extends from a few chms to hundreds of megohms, and 
their output is usually in the order of microvolts. 

The primary objective in preampiif5«r design is to produce an amplifier that will 
increase the detector signal to a level capable of being transmitted over a cable, possibly 
exceeding 10 feet in length, without degrading the signal-to-noise ratio available at the 
detector. The primary requirements of such an amplifier are low noise, high gain, 
low output impedance, large dynamic range, good linearity, and relative freedom from 
microphonics. The amplifier must be compact, rince it is usually mounted near the 
detector, and must be carefully shielded to prevent the introduction of unwanted 
signals by stray fields. 

14.2. Source« of Amplifier Noise [1] 

14.2.1. Thermal Noise [3, 3]. The noise spectrum of the mean-square open circuit 
voltage of thermal noise is 

St(f) = 4kTR (14-1) 

where k = Boltzmann's constant 

T = absolute temperature (usually "K) 

R = resistive impedance 

The mean-square open-circuit voltage then in 

where A/'= <stfective bandwidth 

"? = AkTRäf 

•-50 JO 

(14-2) 

(14-3) 

Go = maximum gain 

G{f) = gain as a function of frequency 

The power spectrum is 
S,(f) = kT (14-4) 

Thus A is a white thermal noise umroe with kT units of power per unit bandwidth. 
The mean-square noise current spectrum of a Norton source can be written 

S((/) = 4*7*0 (]4-5) 

where G = shunt conductance.   Both R and G are functions of frequency- 

Ä = Äe [Z,if)] G = Re [Y*(f)] (14-6) 

where Re means "real part of'' 

Y,'     «hunt admittance 

584 
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More useful expi'e&sions (for multiport functions, reciprocal netwcrks. and other special 
cases) are given in Bennett [Ij. 

14.2.2. Shot Noise [4, 5]. Shot noise ~i caused by the independent random emission 
times of the discrete aloctrons. The number of elections with charge emitted in a 
given time interval n has a Poisson distribution.   The average noise current is 

"t = / = en (U-7) 

For frequencies small compared to the reciprocal of the transit time, the spectral 
density of the mean-square shot-noise current in a temperature-limited diode is 

S,(/) = 7ie* = 2e/ «14-8) 

In a space-charge-limited diode with zero emission velocity, the Langmuir-Child's 
equation holds: 

.    4€o (2e\xlt V*» J~TU -* (14-9) 

where j = carrent density 

V = anode voltage 

d = distance from cathode to anode 

€o = free-space permittivity (dielectric constant) 

m = mass of electron 

The Maxwell probability law of emission velocities is probably more valid: 

\mvolkTc) exp (-mvJI2kTr) 0 <; K» 

P(uo)= 114-10) 
0 otherwise 

where P(i;o) — the probability density that an electron will have a velocity u© 

Tr *= cathode temperature 

The approximate equivalent of Child's law, where Ve * *T„ is 

j ---■ (sl£o/9)(2<?/m)"M(V. - VnV*iKd - X«)»] (14-U) 

where Vn = potential at the anode 

Vm = minimum potential 

The space-charge limited diode with distributed electron velocities behaves as though 
its cathode were at Xn, the position of the minimum potential. Then the spectral 
density of anode Turreüi fiuctuations is ▼/ritten 

Si{f) = 2eir, (14-12) 

where -y* = the spaa-charge-smoothing factors.   Values for > are given by Thompson 
[6].   Another useful approximation is 

iV) = 2 *Tg = 2 kT^gt (14-13) 

where TV/ can be obtaineo from Thompson 16] 

gt is the dynamic conductance of the tube 

g is an effective Ihermal conductance 

A gO)d approximation is 

T^ - 0.644 Tr (14-14) 
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A «pace-charge-limited diode rai be treated as a conductance gd operating at 0.644 
times the cathode temperature. 
For the triode, / fj 644 j . 

«(/■) = 2« y—^—\ga (14-15) 

where g*, = dynamic transconductance 

dep - distunce from cathode to plate 

drg = distance from cathode to grid 

For th'i pentode, 

S(f) = äJtlTc'yeie + (ijJc)* IfTcy* -t- IcWf)] (14-17) 

ia = anode current 

it = second grid current 

ir = cathode current 

8{f) -- impulse at zero frequency 

y* ~ smoothing factor 

Additional results for multigrid and negative grid tubes, including the effects of 
flicker and partition noise, are given in Bennett Ul in Chapter 4. 

14.2.3. Flicker Current Noise. The mechanism of flicker noise (1//*noise) has not 
been completely clarified. It is characterized by a power spectrum that varies inversely 
with frequency, hence the name IIf noise. In vacuum tubes, at low und subaadio 
frequencies, flicker noise can exceed the shot noise by several orders of magnitude. 
If flicker noise is represented by a noise-current generator, then the r.oise spectrum is 

-Ktfrl, Ifdf (14-18) 

where X is a constant. In many semiconductors, flicker noise is also the dominant 
source of noise at low frequencies. The noise results from a fluctuation in current 
density caused by some modulation mechanism, and can be divided into two components. 
One component causes random changes at the transistor surface; the other causes 
random changes in the leakage path aro'^d the trai aistor junctions (primarily the 
reverse-biased collector junction). 

14.2.4.   Noise in Semiconductors.   The mean square current noise spectrum can 
be written 

SAP ~ MTGif) + 2e/ (14-19) 

The shot noise of a junction transistor can be represented by noise generators as 
shown in Fig. 14-1. 

i*7l = 4*7,2» (14-20) 

C? - 4kTyf(f) - 2el, (14-21) 

ii? = Ln- ai,. * 2«oa-a)W (14-22) 
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F:G. 14-1.    Noise circuit for t/anaistor. 

Generation-recombiuation (g-r) noise 17] is a bulk property of semiconductor material 
and results from fluctuations in the conductivity produced by carrier-density changes. 
The variation in carrier-density is caused by the random character of generation, 
recombination, and trapping processes. Depending on the magnitude of the current 
noise, g-r noise may be impossible to detect. As a result, the semiconductor exhibit 
current noise at low frequencies and thermal noise at high frequencies. The mag- 
nitude of g-r noise is given by 

21*7* f 
1 =  (14-23) 

iV (1 + (2,T/r)«] 

wher«- T = electron-hole lifetime 

N = avRrage tcta! number of free electrons 

/"= frequency of modulating signal 

14.3.   Noise Fcctors b,T.1 Noise Figures [5, 8] 

14.3.1.   Genera] Relations.   The availabl ■ (incremental) power AP,„ of a source 
Pa, is the maximum average power obtainable (see Fig. 14-2): 

APa. - 77I4R. = kTAf (U-24) 

"'   '    i i- -*^w- -r 
i | Inprt | 

I   Rr—, TermUMj»      Output | 
I   „ TerninaUi 
i   x1   j |  

Signal j T ^ 
!    Generator | i_4-Terminal Network | 

F;c   14-2.    Noise relation« in a two-terminal 
pair network. 
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Th» örfective noise temperature T,, is the available noise from the source iVm divided 
by klf: 

Tf. = Na,!klf (14-25) 

The standard noise temperature To is 290s K and the relative noise temperature t, is 
given by 

t, - Te.IT9 (14-26) 
The available power gain Ga is: 

Cfo — "no/"«» 
//(cu)2, j« 
Zi + Z.l (14-27) 

The operating noise factor F0 is the total available noise output power NM divided by 
the available noise output power from the source alone Nao,: 

F0 = NaJNat, 

The noise power from an ideal generator is hT&f. 
Other expressions are 

(S/AO., 
F* = 

(SIN) dO 

Fo=l+^L=l + 
NaO. 

Na 

GakTr.Lf 

F,= l+^-(F- 1) 

F= 1 + 
N aOj 

C* To A/" 

where Na^ = internally generated noise power 

S = signal power 

For cascaded stages 1 — iV 

G, = Ga 

*r-l 

F, 

G. = nG- 

H N    r ,n-l -. 

»F.+ J [(F.-l)/n G^J 
1 »-I *-l 

'-F,^ i[(Fo.-i)/n G,m] 
1 n-t m-l 

vhe noise figure is the noiee factor e*pr>e««ed in decibela, 

NF^lOlog.oF 

(14-28) 

(14-29) 

(14-30) 

(14-31) 

(14-32) 

(14-33) 

(14-34) 

(14-35) 

(14-36) 

14.3.2. Detector Noise Factor. The noise produced at the output of an infrared 
detector is discusaed in Cbapt»? 11. The detector's noise factor, which is many timas 
greater than thermal noise, i» found to be 

FD - akTbflkTtf* a 

where a is the «zce«i detector noiae 

(14-37) 
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Detector   .  »I 

, J 

FIG. 14-3.   Loading reaiitsnce noiat' factor netwcrV. 

14.3.3. fjOftding Resistance Noise Fsclor. In the network shown in Fig. 14 3 
loading resistance Ri. represents all resistance elements shunting the detector. This 
resistance includes all biasing resistances and the input resistance to the preamplifier. 
The detcxfejT is represented by a noiseless resistor in series with a signal generator 
and a noise (/rnorator. The loading resistance is represented by a noiseless resistor 
in series witi the noise generatoi- alone.   The available power gain is given by 

G0 = G = f = 
e t { R*- V /JMk. 
' KR + RJ / R + RL 

e.V4Ä 

which reduces to 

R + RL       RL   \RJ 

The noise factor from AL is then 

N 
L    GkTiif    {RLIR + Rt)kTbf RL 

(14-38) 

(14-39) 

(14-40) 

Thus, RL should be as large as practical.   However, a large RL introduces additional 
problems in the form of shunting capacitance. 

The noise factor of the detector in cascade with loading resistance in given by 

r oi — Fp "t- 
FL-1 R 

(14-41) 

14.3.4.   PresmpliSer Noise Factor.   At low frequencies, vacuum tube noise can 
be represented by an emf in series with the grid having the relation 

emf~ (4*TR«tA^)"« (14-42) 

where R,q = equivalent noise resistance of the tube.   This can be written as [9] 

Rt< ^R,* bit (14-43) 

The first term of this equation is the shot noise R,.   For a triode, 

R. = 2.5/g.. (14-44) 

wh«re gm - transoonductanoe of the tube. The second term 6//"of Eq.(14-43) is Vf 
noise (flicker noise). For a good tube (/• ■« 1 ma), the factor 6 is of the order of 10*; 
for average tubes, 6 is about 10T; and for poor tubes it is about 10* or 10*.   The factor b 
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is current-dependent and passes through a minimum of about h = 1 ma. Vacuum 
tubes should therefore be operated below recommended operating conditions for low- 
noise applications. 

In transistors, two noise sources (generally partially correlated) are used to describe 
the equivalent noise input to the amplifier. (A more complete discussion is given in 
Sec. 14.6.) Figure 14-4 shows a preamplifier represented by a noiseless amplifier in 
series with an equivalent noise resistor.   The preamplifier noise factor is then 

F« = 1 + Ä,. 
\R 
L   Rh,   \ (14-45) 

FIG. 14-4,   Preamplifier noise factor network. 

14.3.5.   Overall Noise Factor.   The overall noise factor (including detector noise 
loading resistance noise, and preamplifier noise) is 

Ä      „   „ /F + ßA* 
(14-46) 

The overall signal-to-noise ratio is 

So. 
No 

1   S 
FOANI 

(14-47) 

11.4.   Kigh-Frequency Compensation 

To minimize the loss in the available pignal-to-noise ratio of the detector, the re- 
sistance in parallel with the 'letector should be na large as possible. A high source 
impedance requires high-frequency compensation in an amplifier to correct for band- 
width loss due to cepacitive input loading. Figure 14-5 illustrates the actual input 
circuit at high frequencies where R = Thevenin equivrlent of the detector and parallel 
resistances and C = all capacitive loading at amplifier input. 

R 
( vw- 

^ 

R 
eq 

-"yw- 

e80- en0 

Fio. 14-5.   Preamplifier input circuit at 
high frequencies. 
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The magnitude of the signal voltage at the grid of the preamplifier is 

e.^e./d+aJ'Ä
,CJ"'* (14-48) 

The mean-squa'-s noise voi? ge at the grid of the preamplifier due to the thermal noise of 
R is 

. f 4- ;...p.r. df (14-49) 

If the amplifier has a response such that 

G =Goa + w'C'ß2) (14-50) 
then 

e,o = (G«):/2e, (14-51) 

and the noise voltage at the output ie given by 

  ff' 
eBo* = 4A2'       .RG/(l + (ü»ÄiC1)d/-=4ifeTÄGoA/' (1-1.52) 

Jo 

Neglecting the shot noise of the first stage, the signal-to-noise ratio at the output is 

«Wco - e./M/eTfiAf)1" (14-53) 

This is identical to the signal-to-no se ratio obtained at the input in the absence of any 
shunt capacitance.   Therefore, by using a properly compensated amplifier where 
G = Go(l 4- w2Ä*C*) the effect of input capacitance is eliminate without affecting the 
signal-to-noise ratio. 

The noise voltage from Rrq at the grid of the preamplifier input tube is given by 

enr = UÄTÄ^A/y'» (14-54) 

The noise voltage at the output of the compensated amplifier is called peaked-channel 
noise.   It is found to be 

  f^. 
enro* = 4iferÄ„Go       (1 + oiWC*) df (14-55) 

Jf, 

which becomes 

7^? = 4irkTR,<lG0[bf+ 4irÄ«C»(A^s/3] (14-56) 

where äf ~ ft — /i. Peaked-channel noise reduces the fine detail of a signal, but it 
can be tolerated better than flat-channel or white noise which, because o* its broad 
spectral structure, could completely distort the signal. 

In many instances, the shot noise can be neglected.   If the upper limit of t\v input 
circuit of a dc aystem is given by 

ft = l/27rÄC (14-57) 

and the amount of compensation is designated a« 

m = /•,//•, = A/7/•, (14-58) 
then 

enr, - (^o)"* (4*77?„Af)"« (1 + m«/3)"s (14-59) 

The total ouput noise due to thermal noise R and the shct noise of the input tube is given 
by ___     

em = (eno' + <^ro,)", (14-60) 
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which is the same aa 

,, - {4kT&;Go)xlt [Rail + m»/3) + RY" (14-61) 

This is s! own in the foilowing example where 

Ä„=lka(triode) 

R --= 200 kfi 

C = 4pf 

/i = 50C kc 

This produces the leiationshipe 

/", = 0 (14-62) 

ft = (2vRr)-1 --= r:tr(2 x 106)(4 x lO-1»)]-' = 200 kc 04-63) 

m = /",//•, = 500/200 = 2.5 (14-64) 

/?„(! + /ns/3) = 1000 [ 1 H- (2.5)»/3] = 3080 (14-65) 

Comparing this value with the value >( R produces 

«>>«.,(!+mV3) (14-66) 

Tne ehot noise can therefore b» neglected.   The noise voltage then reduces to 

e.r. = (4*TÄA/-G«)"» (14-67) 

which is what is obtained when shot noise is neglected. 

14.5.   Vacuum ' >ibe Amplifiers 

Lon-noise vacuum tubes are useful oc preamplifier stages for big» -impedance infrared 
detectors because they provide relatively high gain and wide ban.'widths with high 
input ii-tpedanoes. Vacuum tube amplifiers have good dynamic rang, and age charac- 
teristics. Their disadvantages are nücrophonics, high power reqa -ement«, and, 
before the developc*ent of the Nuvistor and cerKmic tubes, their relativt ' large size. 
Microphonics can be greatly minimized by using low-microphonic tubes auJ judicious 
mounting techniques. The power requirements, however, are still much grentei than 
those of the semiconductors. 

The preampli.ler must be mounted near the detector; the nvmber oi stages used 
depends upon the gain required the handwidth, and the apace available Since most 
detectors are bigfa-impedance source», they act as oonstant-current d^vicea whose 
signal-voltag' output is a function of the loading resistanr >. This resistance should 
be high euouf'h that, the thermal noise generated by the 7 lading resistance does not 
limit the signal-lj-noise ratio avulable from the detector. In order to prevent a IOM 

in high-ftequv ivcy rtöpoose, input capacitance effects must be compensated for. 
The design of *.veral preampUfiera used with various detectors is discussed in the 

following paragraphs. They illustrate practical solutions to specific proolems and 
do not necessarily represent the beet amplifier circuits available. 

14.5.1. Seiectk« of Vfacaum Tubes. The major considerations in the »election 
of vacuum tu ye» for preamplifien are low noise, low mkrophonic reepcüss, and available 
space. The shot noise of a trode is reoresented by the equivalent noise resistance 
feiv n m Eq. (14-44).   In the pentode, the 4hot noise can be represented by 
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(14-68) 

where h = average plate ciUTent 

/„ — average screen current 

Since the shot noioe of a pentode is considerably higher than that of a triode, triodes 
rhould be used in preampiifien. The calculated equivalent noise resistances of various 
tubes are given in Table 14-1. Vacui n tubes used for low-noise, low-microphonic 
preamplifiers are: 

6112 dual triode 
CK653SWA single triode 
CK8096 single triode 
i2AY7 dual triode 

TABIJR 14-1.    E^UTVALENT N0I8E RB8I8T^HC58 OF VAKIOUS TUBK 

Tube Type 

6AK5 (triode connected) 
6F4 triode 
417A triode 
6J4 triode 
6AK5 pentode 
6AG5 pentode 
436A pentode 
6112 triode 
CK8096 triode 
6CW4 triode 

g» 

6,670 
5,800 

24,000 
12,000 
5,000 
5,000 

28,000 
2,500 
1,750 

12,500 

R,q 

375 
430 

90 
210 

1,880 
1.640 

210 
1,000 
1,400 

200 

14.5.2. Input Irpediinee. High input impedance in vacuum tube amplifiers can be 
obtained in two way«. The first is to utilize ? large gnd resistor. Values up to 10 MO 
can be used, while values limited to 1 Mil or lesa aic not uncommon. The second is 
the use of negative feedback. This method increases the input impedance, stabilises 
amplifier gain, and improves the !ow-frequency response. In addition, the uec of nega- 
tive feedback does not affect the signal-tc-noise ratio at the output of the amplifier [10]. 

The use of negative feedback in an amplifier is shown in Fig. 14-6. The cioeed-Ioop 
gain is given by 

A 
(14-69) K = 

1 + Aß 

where A — open-loop gain of the amplifier. 

FIG. 14-6.   Negativ« feedlwck in amplifan. 
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ß^RsIRf,       forRf >> RK 

The input >mpedance is givevi oy 

A,« = r, (ÄIK) 

(14-70) 

(14-V1) 

The input impedance is determined by the largest grid i^siator that can be used and 
the open loop gain available. A loop gain /18 of 4 or greater is required to prov de 
adequate gain stabilization and a useful increase in input resistance. Figure A4-7 

shows a single dual triode used as a low-noise preamplifier and having a bandwidth 
of 1 to 1000 cpe.   The amplifier constants are 

i4 = 1500 

R9 --= 2 MO 

Rf=300kn 
Ä* = 390 n 
/f = 300 

Ä(, = ioMn 

O +25o v 

Output 

input 

750 p( 

FIG. 14-7.   LOW-DOIM preamplifier. 

Figure 14-8 shews the effect of feedback on the signal-to-noise ratio. Ä noise voltage 
e, is iiyected between gain stages of the amplifier. Reflecting thin voltage back to the 
signal source as an equivalent noise voltage e'j gives 

e,
j = ej/0, (14-72) 

The signai-to-noise ratio at the output of the amplifier without feed)1   -h (switch S open) 
is then 

(14-^3) 
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FIG. 14-8.   Efiect oi feedback on noiae. 

The signal-to-noise ratio at the output ot the amplifier with feedback (switch S closed) 
is given by 

e',o     Ae,Kl-Aß)     C^e. 
i) e'„0    AejKl-Aß) 

it. 

Th«!refore, the signal-to-noise ratio is independent of the loop gain A, regardless of 
the noise source. 

14.5.3. High-Frequency Response. Wide bandwidths and low detector resistances 
are essential in infrared systems. A low-noise, low out-capacitance amplifier is 
required in order to obtain optimum performance from the newer detectors. Triode 
amplifiers are seriously limited by the Miller effect which increases the input capaci- 
tance by the gain of the stage. Pentodes have low input capacitance, but the screen- 
plate partition noise adds to the problem. The cascode amplifier (see Fig. 14-9) provides 
the low noise characteristic of a triode ocmbiT <sd with the gain and stabihty of a pentodo. 
It consists of a grounded-cathode amplifie r with toe input impedance of a grounded- 
gid ntage acting äa the plate load. The gain of the grounded-cathode first stage is 
^hniby [11]. 

Oer 

O Gnd 

F'G. 14-9.   Cascode amplifier. 
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where 
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G,- 

Z(2 - 

rpt = 

ti t = 

1 +j(t>Cpktrpt 

1 +JQ}Cpkt^pt 

T^ie gain of the groupded-grid second stage is given by 

(ß'i + 1) Z, 0',= 
r'pS + Z,. 

The overall gain is 
G = GlG1 

(14-75) 

(14-76) 

(14-77) 

(14-78) 

(14-79) 

(14-80) 

At low frequencies, where ZL = RL and the interelectrode impedances can be neglected, 
the gain becomes 

G = 
-ßAnt + DRL 

rPi(Mt + l) + rpt + RL 

Furthermore, if rp,< fit + I) >> rpt i RL, then the gain reduces to 

G - -g„,RL 

(14-81) 

(14-82) 

The cascode amplifier therefore has the gain of a pentode. 
The gain of the first stage is low ah a result of the low effective plate load. Therefore, 

the effective input capacitance is also low. Two problems associated with the use of 
this circuit are (1) the need to provide a fixed bias for the grid of the grounded-grid 
stage, and (2) the need for a high-p'ate-voltage source to supply the series-connected 
tubes.   The noise properties of this amplifier are discussed in [12]. 

14.5.4, Very-High-Impedance Amplifier. The very-high-impedance amplifier shown 
in Fig. 14-10 uses a cascode amplifier with feedback to the input grid to further re- 
duce the effect of input capacitance.   It is used as a summing or operational amplifier 

I MO 

Detector 

FIG. 14-10.    Very high-impedance amplifier. 
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FIG. 14-il     Surnmir.g amplifier 

in analog computers. The equations for it£< trailer fvnction are developed on the basie 
of the circuit for the summing amplifier shown in Fig. 14-11. The nodal equation for 
the input grid is 

[UoMW, j A,-' + [(eoM)-e,] Rt1 -:- [(eJA-eo] R»1 = 0 (14-83) 

By simplifying and rearranging terms, where the feedback coefficient is given by 

/8=[l + (Ä./ÄI){Äo/Ä,)]-1 (14-84) 

and where Aß is very large, R\ 'Mid Ri >> R9, and Cs is a ground potential, one obtains 

eJex^-RJRi (14-85) 

Thus, when the amplifier loop gain is very high, the output is independent of the actual 
gain and is a gunction only of the ratio of i?o to H i 

The input impedance of a summing . nplifier is given by 

Rin^RJA (14-86) 

As a result, the effects of input capacitance are substantially reduced. However, the 
reduction in input impedance results in a stage gain of approximately unity (if R9 = 
Rx). 'Therefore, additional stages of low-noise amplif-ation are needed to provide the 
required gain. (See Fig. 14-10 where the first amplifier stage is followed by a low-noise 
amplifier similar to the one sh^wn in Fig. 14-7.) 

14.5.5. Power Supply Consuierstions. Because of the very low level signals 
amplified by preamplifiers, the noise level introduced thrvagh the never supplies should 
be much less than the noise introduced at the input. In most preamplifiers, the noise 
or rippb voltage on the B+ supply should be less than 200 \i.v. For the filament supply, 
500 MU is the maximum. 

14.6.   Transistor Amplifiers 

14.6.1. Noise vs. Frequency. The pewer spectrum of transistor noise m. frequency 
is given in Fig. 14-12. For typical planar transistors the break point /i occurs betwoei; 
100 and 1000 cps. Above U, shot noise, which has a fiat power spectrum, prodeminates. 
Below /i, the noise figure varies inversely with frequency, with a slope of approximate!} 
3 db per tjctave. This region, termed Üu; IZ/'region, ie dominated by sjrface and leahage 
noise. 

- 8 db/ocUvc 

FREQUENCY (log »Cli*) 

FIG. 14-12.   Trannistor noise is frequency power spectrum. 
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At a fre<jU5nc7 f% the noist figure begins to increase with a slope of 6 db per octave. 
This increase is caused by a decrease in power gain rathor than an increase in internal 
noise.   The frequency ft is given by 

/i -/■«.'!-ai)"« (14-87) 

where fat = common base cutoff frequency 

ao = current gain 

14.6.2. Noise vs. Source Impedance and Bias Point Figure 14-13 shows the 
broadband noise figure of a low-noise amplifier having a half-power passband of 10 to 
10,000 cpe. The noise figure is given as a function of source impedance *br three 
different values of emitter currert. Figure 14-13 shows that the optimum source 
impedance increases as the emitter current is decreased. 

S3 

W 

O z 

o 
2 

IS 
100.0 

R , GENERATOR RESISTANCE (trt) 
g 

FIG. 14-13.   Broadband noise figure v». source impedance. 

14.6.3.   Transistor Bias Stabilisation. 

14.6.3.1. flia« Stabilization and Dynamic. Rnnge. Since the noise figure is a fimction 
of collector current, transistors must be biased for low-noise operation (generally 
between 10 /xa and 200 pea). As the source impedance increapes, the optimum collector 
current usually decreases. The use of the low-noise region is limited by the problems 
of maintaining bias stabilization through fluctuations in ambient temperature and 
changing equipment parameters. However, the biasing problem is greatly reduced 
by using low-noiae silicon planar transistors which have low collector leakage nrrents 
and high current gains. 

A transistor stage cannot accept any signal large enough to cause the collector to 
swing into saturation or cutoff. Drift in the dc colleclor-toemi tter voltage of a properly 
designed stage lowers this acceptable signal lev?>f, thereby lowering the dynamic range 
of the presmpüfier    Thus, dynamic range is raaaccd if bias stability is reduced. 

14.6.3.2. Bias Stabilizafion Relating to Low Noise Designs.   Transistcr stability 
s the ratio of the incremental change in the total collector current, /r, to an incremental 

change in the collector leakage current, /<*, and is given by 

3/, 
S = 

d/r 
(M-88) 
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If RK is the equivalent de residünce in the base circuit and Rg the e»4uivalent dc •;*- 
sistance in the emitter circuit, then the »lability ie approximately 

RB + Rt 
Rail + hft} + Re 

For values of hfo almost equal to —1, the expression reduces to 

„     Rg + Rg 
S ■" —r  

(14-89) 

(14-90) 

In high-impedance RC-couplnd amplifiers, Äs is large in order to maintain a high input 
impedance. If A» >> fie, the "tability approaches the forward current gain of the 
transistor (/if B). In order to improve the stability the emitter resistance RE muat be 
increased. However, as fie is increased, the allowable collector swing is decreased. 
Therefore, each design involves comFromises between opposing factors. 

Before the development of planar transistors, an ho of less than 20 na (nanoamperei) 
at 25° C was rare in Mgh-frequency transistors. The he would double for approxi- 
mately every 10°C ira-ease, so that at 85°C, ho =1.2 ,xa. With a typical stability oi 5, 
the change in /r would have been 5.5 /*a, making operation at a nominal collector 
current of 10 /xa (a good low-noiae uoint) impossible. 

The typical collector leakage cur^nt of a good low-noise planar transistor is less than 
1 na at 25CC, and doubles with approximately every 140C increase. At 850C, with 
ho less than 52 na, and with a bias utabiiity of 5, the change in h caused by the change 
in ho would be less than 0.25 /xa. In this case, operation at a nominal collector c.'Tent 
of 10 pia would be feasible. 

In Eq. (14-89), if fie is 1 Mft and .'5 = 5, then fie must be of the order of 250 kfl (assum- 
ing hm close to unity). The power supply voltage dropped across fie is then 10 jia 
times 250 kfl, or 2.5 volts. If a stability of 3 is desired, Ac must increase to approxi- 
mately 500 kll, causing a 5-volt diop across fie. With this large a drop, 6-volt battery 
operation would not be feasible. 

14.6.4. Characterization of Tnuisiator Noise. Although shot and thermal noise 
are predictable from noise theory with a high degree of accuracy, II f noise is not. 
Noise figure expressions should therefore be determined by experimental means. The 
noise specified is sometimes measured at a center frequency of 1000 cpa, with an effective 
noise bandwidth of ! cps. For most infrared preamplifier applications, where perform- 
ance below 1000 cps is important, such a specification is useless. Much more important 
is the broadband noise figure, which can be considered a noise figure averaged over 
the passband of the amplifier. 

The variation of the noise fifjure with source impedance is also important In Fig. 
14-14, an ideal noinelees amplifier, with equivalent noise current and noise voltage 
sources connected to the input, is substituted for a noisy amplifier. The equivalent 
rma input noise voltage em is found by measuring the output noise voltage with the 

-e- 

No!»y 
"1     Amplifier 

]"» 
L 

«leal 
NoUeleM 
AmpUfler 

Fio. 14-14.   Tr&nnstof equivalent notae generator 
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input shoned, then dividing by the aiaplifier voltage gai The equivalent rmc input 
noise c\u-rent t, is found by measuring the output noise voltage wi^h the nput open, 
then dividing by ampliäer voltage gain and input impedance. Sin«.j en and in are 
randomly fluctuating quantities, the degree of correlation between the:n must be known 
before the total power resulting from their combined effect can be computed. The 
degree of correlation is represented by a correlation coefficient, y. 

The noise factor is 113] 

f = 1 + (ikTB)-1 [(eSIRg) + iVÄ, + 2yeni,] (14-91) 

The correlation coefficient can range between G and 1. Neglecting the 1//* region, 
y ~ ihfs)-111 for low emitter currents. Thus, for large values of current gain, y can be 
quite small.   In the 1//*region, the correlation coefficient inn-eases slightly. 

If Eq. (14-91) is differentiated with respect to Rg and set equal to zero, the optimum 
value of R, is found to be 

R,,! = ejin (14-92) 

Substituting Rfp, in Eq. U4-91), the minimum 'ioise factor can be found to be 

Fm,n = 1 + (1 + y) e*i*l2kTB (14-93) 

The values e, and i, are functions of/«.   Therefore, F is valid only at the bias condition 
at which e. and i, are meaa'ired.   These two noise generators are fairly independent 
of collector voltage for voltages below 6 to 10 voits. 

Assuming the noise sources are uncorrel&ted (-y ^ 0), 

Fm(, = 1 + Cnin/2kTß 

By combining equations, F can be expressed in terms Fmi* and Ropt a& 

F--=l + (FmiK-l)K 

where 

jr — 1 [ Qi  j   R'pij 
2 iRopi Rg J 

(14-94) 

(l»-95) 

M-m) 

The value of K may be found in Fig. 14-15.   As an example, assume the following 
conditions: 

minimum noide figure = 1 5 db (Fmm 

Rop, - 15 kn 

Rg = 120 kn 

1.4) 

2    ■?   4 5678 

w— 
FIG. 14-15.   Noise-figure handvadth. 
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Since Rg/Ropt — S, k is foui d from Fig. 14-15 to be 4.   Therefore, t' e noiw;* factor is 

F = 1-M1.4 - 1X4) = 2.6 (14-97^ 

and the noise figure iVF is 

W= U)log,o2.6 = 4.1db (14-98) 

Minimum noise figure and optimum generator resistance depend upon the frequency 
band to be utilized. Table 14-2 lists data for a typical 2N2178 low-noise silicon alloy 
transistor. Figure 14-16 shows the noise figure of the 2N2176 transistor as a function 
of source resistance for the thre^ amplifier types. Figure 14-17 illustrates c and i. 
as functions of emitter current [14]. 

TABLB 14-2.   2N2176 LOW-NOISK SILICON ALLOY TRANSISTOR DATA 

Amplifier 
Passband ß en in Ropi Fmin* NFmin 

0.8 - 50 cps 80 cps 0.16 fiv 40 fifia 4k 3.0 4.7r db 

/i   =   Ike iOOcpe 0.056 fxv 4.8 rnxa 12k 1.68 2 25db 

0.8 - 10 kc 15 kc 0.7 ß\ 

Ic 

i 00 /x/i.a 

= 20fia 

= -1.5v 

7k 2.17 3.3   db 

'Awumiiig noise generators have been fully correlated (> « 1) for woret-caae analysis. 

80UFCE RCSDTAXCr. 

PIG. 14-16.   2N2176 transistor noise figure v$ source reaistance. 
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I 

3 
0. 
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t • ! kc 
N. aw. - loo cp» 

J LI   Mill 
1 na 10 Ma 100 M* 

EMITTER CLRRENT 

1 ma 10 m' 

FIG. 14-17.   2N2176 transistor emitter current vs. equivalent input ncise voltage and current. 

14.6.5.   Relationahip of Minimum Noise Factor to Transistor Parameters.   The 
minimum noise factor Fmi* can be related to transistor parameters in the following 
manner.   In the white noise region, it can be shown [15] that 

e^ - 4kTB{rel2 + r'b) 
and 

in* - 2e{Iclk,s)B 

where r, — ac emitter resistance 

r'i, — base spreading resistance 

Since r, = kTlqh and h — h, substitution into Eq. (14-84) yields 

114-99) 

(14-100) 

Fmitk 1 + 
■1 + (2elkT)hrb 

hn 

i/i 

(14-101) 

Therefore, as hre decroaßes or Ic increases, the noise increases. 

14.6.6. Circuit Considerations. In infrared systems having a high signal-to-noise 
ratio, preamplifier noise factors of 10 to 20 db are acceptable, and preamplifier design 
is straightforward. However, in systems with low signal-to-noise ratios, a low-noise 
preamplifier is mandatory. 

Minimum noise factor and optimum source impedance remain the same for the 
common emitter, common collector, or common base configurations. The common 
collector is often used in high-impedance designs because of its high input impedance. 
Huwever, the common emitter is most desirable because of its greater available power 
gain. High power gain in the first stage is essential if noise from siiccessi*,e stages 
is *o be minimized.   The allowing factors should be considered in low-noise designs: 
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(t) A transistor specifically designed for low-noise and low-leakage current should be 
used. 

(2) Because IIf öemiconductor noise is a m^or contributor to overall noise, the am- 
plifier's low frequency half-power point ehould be no lower than required by system 
considerations. 

(3) The noise figure depends largely on emitter current (essentially coli-sctor current) 
and source impedance. In general, bias current for optimum operation occurs between 
10 and 300 /ta. However, plotting noise figure vs source impedance for a specific value 
of emitter current results in a rather broad minimum. Table 14-3 indicates the noise 
figure minima for modem low-noise planar transistors. For a source impedance far 
below 500 ohms, the best minimum noise figure is obtained by using a step-up trans- 
former at the input stage. This method also provides additional voltage gain. Very 
low collector current is required if the minimum noise figure is obtained using a source 
impedance in the megohm region. Bias stabilization becomt« difficult, so the traniistcr 
must have low collector leakage current if operation ever a wide temperature range is 
required. 

TABLE 14-3.   NOISE FIGURE MINIMA 
FOR PLANAR TRANSISTOHS 

(ohm) 

0.6-3k 

1.5-8k 

3k-15k 

8k-40k 

15k-200k 

100k-2m 

h 
(fia) 

300 

100 

30 

10 

3 

1 

(4) The fact that, the a cutoff frequency of a transistor decreases with emitter current 
should also be considered. The narrowband noise figure starts rising at f=fab (1—ao)",. 
Therefore, it is important to use a trenaistor with a cutoff frequency much higher than 
the frequency desired. At low artiitter (or collector) current, requirements for low-noise 
figure and the desired frequency response can necessitate the use of a higher bias current 
value. As an example, Table 14-4 lists data for the 2N2645 low-noise, high-gain, 
planar transistor having a 10-volt collector-to-base voltage. From the relationship 
1 —a« - llhre, the noise figure is found to rise at 13.5 kc for /r ~ 1 ^a; at 95 kc for /«■ = 
10 ^a; «id at 5Gx/ kc for /<• = 100 /ta. Therefore, in the design of a 50-kc low-noise am- 
plifier, the first stage would not be operated st a bias current of 1 /xa 

TABLE 14-4.   DATA TOR 2N2645 
PLANAR TRANSISTOR 

1 fia lOfia 100 ^a 

hrf. 35 55 80 

U 80 kc 700 Vc 5Mc 
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(5) The bias point should be stabilized against temperature variations (Sec. 14.6.3). 
A stability factor S of 5 or less is usually necessary. 

(6) The optimum noiae figure of the transistor is always increased by the effect 
of the base divider network and any unbypassed emitter resistance. This effect is 
negligible if the following conditions are sathfted: 

Ä,  >10Ä, Rs^O.lRg (14-102) 

where Ac = the external unbypassed emitter resistance. The minimum noise figure 
and the optimum source impedance of i transistor are essentially independent of any 
applied feedback. They are affected only by ihe circuit components which must be 
added to appl> th? feedback (such as an unbypassed emitter resistor) and their presence 
can only increase the noise figure. The effect of associated circuitry on noise perform- 
ance is discusued in [16]. 

(7) Care should be taken when using Zener diodes in dc coupling and low-level 
biasing Zener diodes generate large amounts of noise which can be reduced by by- 
passing the diode with a large capacitor, however, the Zener diode is not recommended 
for use in a low-noise-input stage which must respond to low frequencies. 

14,6.7. Trsasfonner Coupliug. In many cases of preamplifier design, transformers 
provide an excellent solution to coupling problems presented by low- and high-im- 
pedance sources. For low-impedance sources, a step-up transformer can reduce 
amplifier stages and complexity. For high-impedance sources, a gtep-^-own transformer 
en be useful, provided the ratio between required high- and low-frequency response 
is no more than a few decades. Broadband transformer design becomes increasingly 
difficult at higher impedance levels. The lower me frequency to be passed, the larger 
the transformer must become to provide (s) the required m> gnetizing inductance, and 
(b) the necessary dynamic range. Enough iron must be used to maintain Bmat well 
below saturation level for the largest input signal. The limiting factor is usually 
the magnetizing inductance required. 

- 
i 
4 

Fio. 14-18.   Low-frequency equivalent circtrt 
of a transformer. 

The low-frequency equivalent circuit of a transformer it! shown in Fig. 14-16.   It 
is assumed that 

r, < Re       r, < RL 

and the low-frequency 3-db point is given by 

n'RJic f* 
2T.L,(Äc-»-«sÄt) 

(14-103) 

£ 
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Assuming that a close-to-optimuir noise fitfuxe can be obtained by impedance matching 
a l-MH detector to a preamplifier hav ng a 10 kfi input impedance, and that a one- 
cycle low-frequency response is desired, then 

n»/?,. = i^- 1 Ma 

'i = 1 cpe 

Solving for the required primary inductance 

lO6 x 10« 
LD = 

27r(l)(2 X 10») 
= 8000 by (14-104; 

Such a value is unreasonable.   However, tor a 1000-cpe response, a realistic 8 henries 
is required. 

Transformers usually have appreciable stray capacitance because of the great number 
of windings over a small area. This limits the high-frequency response. Input 
transformers must operate at very low power levels; conaeqw^ntly, they should be 
enclosed in a magentic shield, especially if the preamplifier is icated close to a chopper 
motor or power transformer. The transfbvmer should also contain an electrostatic 
(Faraday) shield between primary and secondary windings to minimize stray capaci- 
tance coupling between windings. The inclusion of such a shield, however, increases 
the transformer shunt capacitance, which, again, lowers the high-frequency response. 
Transfon ^r windings should be mechanically rigid to prevent microphonics caused 
by minute capacitance changes. Careful encapsulation will generally reduce trans- 
former microphonics to a negligible level. 

14.6.8. Simple Low-Noise Preamplifier Design [17]. The amplifier shown in 
Fig. 14-19 has a voltage gain of approximately 20 db with a flat response from 10 cpe 
to 50 kc. By refc-rrii.6 to Table 14-3, it can be seen that for R, » 300 kO, and a bias 
current of about 1 ^ta, a low-noise figure is obtained. The collector current of the 
input transistor is 1.5 fia. The common emitter stage is biased for optimum noise 
performance and provider good power gain.   The input impedance is 1.2 Mfi up to 

10U 

vcc..24v(? 

Hlgb- 
Iippertance 

Input 

^ 0.1 (Jf 

7.S MO 

V 

:;100 kO 4 
If" 
It 

iMk 

-* @ 
5 irf T 

i,        5 irf 
7.f rnif  1  

Low 
Impedance 

Output 

 1 
54 

:90kn 

|R. 

Input bspedar ce 

1 

\ 
100 U !Qk        100k 

Frequency (cpe) 

10 ktt 

FIG. 14-19.   High-impedaoce wideband amplifier with 2N2484 tnuuiaton. 
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4 kc, and the narrowband noise figure is 1.6 cJb nt 1 kc.   The stability factor is ap- 
proximately 1.5 and is given by 

S - 1 -+■ RBIR* (14-105) 

where RB = 3.75 Mtt 

Ät- = 7.5 MO 

The characteristics >f typical low-noise transietors are listed in Table 14-5. 

TABLE 14-5.   CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL Low-NOISE TRANSISTORS 

Additwnai Data 

h/, - 15 min at 
F = 1 mc, fo' lr — 5ö ^.a 

A/, = 2.5 min at F = 20 mc, 
for /r = 10 mi' 

/L« = 0.7 mc (typical) 
for / = 10 Ma 

kj, ~ 1 min at F = 30 mc, 
for /r = 500 M» 

hj, = 1.5 min at F = 30 mc, 
for fr = 500 ntL 

Type 
Widebancf 

Noim Figurt 
NF 

Collector Leakogt 
CutrtrU 

Iran 

dc Cttrrtnt 
Gain, hft 

2N2484 1.8 db typ 10 na maa 30 min at /c = 1 M« 

Sdbm** at Vc, - 45V 100 min at /, - 10 jia 
200 min at /r = 500 /xa 

2N2645 3.5 db max 0.4 na typ 2C min at /,. -■■ 10 IM 

10 na max 60 min at /r = 100 »is 
at Vc» = 60v 

2NJ30 ■1 db max 2 namax 100 min at /r = 10 »xa 
150 min at /<• = 500 na 

2N^586 1.5 db typt 2 na max 80 min at i'r = 1 ;ia 
at Vc, = 45v 120 mil» at i. = 10 M« 

150 min at /r = 500 «ia 

2N2S24 2dbtyp 2 namax 60 min at /. = 1 ^a 
3 db max 1 na typ 100 min a* /- = 10 ^a 

at Vc, ~ 4.ev 150 min at /r = 600 ^a 

hi, = 1.5 min <l f = 30 mc, 
for /r = 300 i^a 

•Power bandwidth of 15.7 kc, 3-db point» at. 10 cp« and 10 kc, Vc, = 5 v, /r = 10 iia, R, = 10 k. 
^Narrowband data indicate the same NF is obtained for /r = 1 na, ft, = 1 Meg. 

14.7.   Field-Effect Transistors 

14.7.1. Noise Figure. Although good noise figures can be obtained by using con- 
ventional pianar transistors with source impedances up to 1 Mü, at nigher impedances 
better results can be obtained with the field-effect transistor (FET). In controlled 
FETs, the 1//" comer frequency is less than 100 cpti, almost- an order of magnitude 
lower than most conventional trandhtore.   Figure 14-20 showa the noise figuie of 

i 
w 

o z 

100 10' 10 
FF.EQUENCY (cp») 

FIG. 14-20.   Field eflect transistor noise figure 
VB. frequency (18). 
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sevira! FETs as a function of frequency [18). Tht FET provides lower noise fis^ires 
in the low-frequency region, and permits low-noise designs for source impedance 
well into the megohm region. 

Figure 14-14 shows how FET noi&e can De chayacterized by an equivalent n-ise 
voltage generator and an equivalent noise -mrrent generator. In the ctue jf the FET, 
iH is very small, leading to a high optimum source impedance. The narrowband 
values of these equivalent generators are shown in Fig. 14-21 as a function of frequency, 
fox a low-noise 2N2500 FET i'he variation of optimum ftfl and optimum NF vs. 
fi-equency appears in Fig. 14-22.   Stability can be obtained in FET's by u»ing self bias. 

o.os 

0.01 0.1 1.0 

FRIiQUEVCY (kc) 

FIG. 14-21.   Equivalent inprc noise voltage and equivalent input 
noise current vs. frequency (181. 

Id 
K 

g 

z 

Q. o 

0.01 0.1 t.o 

FREQUENCY (kc) 

FIG. 14-22.   Optimum noise figure and optimum 
generator resistance iw frequency (191 
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147 2. FET Preamplifier Design. Figure 14-23 shows that excellent results for 
Mgh-impedance pieamplifiers can be obtained by combining the FET with a planar 
transistor in a cascode configuration. The Miller effect is reduced in this arrangement, 
theieby increasing the bandwidth of a low-noise preamplifier. In addition, independent 
adjustment of the transistor's operating conditions permits optimum no>«e performance. 

B igure 14-24 shows the application of two FET's in a 'ow-noise, high-impedance 
amplifier [19]. The frequency response of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 14-25, and 
the broadband noise figure vs. source impedance is given in Fig. 14-26. The amplitier 
has a fixed gain of 100 and an input impedance of 30 MH ehunted by 8 pf. The broad- 
bsind noise factor is less than 3 db with a generator resistance of 50 ki\ to 5 MH. The 
2N2498 FET is operated at a drain current of 1 ma, and the 2N930 transistor is operated 
at Ic — 100 fin. Each bias current is optimum for the reöpectivv» transistor. The 
second stage is operated common base (cascode connection). The optimum source 
impede nee is the same for common base or common emitter. The 10 kO optimum 
vmrce impedance for the second stage it providad by paralleling the 20 kil emitter 
resistor with the 20 kfi drain resistor. 

FIG.    14-23.   Field-effect    transistor    and 
planar transistor in cascode. 

n kn           i.o tf 
■w» m-— 

20 nn 

2H i 
-O 

3.3 kd 

©    ^ 

Output 
 H O 

2N240B 

10*4 
10 v 

2N930 

urts« 

2.0 M^ 
200 R 

Fio. 14-24.    FET low-noise, high-impedance amplifier (19). 
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FIG. 14-25.   Frequency response of FET amplifier [19]. 
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14 a.   Synchronous Detection 

Radiometrie inatrumente frequently use choppers to intemipt the radiation peri- 
odically in the optical path. Choppers permit operation in the high-frequency regioi. 
where detector and amplifier characteristics are better. The frequency of the ampli- 
tude-modulated signal produced by the chopper is determined by the chopping rate. 
If the chopper blade is shaped to produce sine wave modulation, the detector output 
will be 

e.^rE.Wsinvt U4-106) 

where E,U/ = the peak-to-F«,ak signal cmplitude 

fti = angular frequency produced by chop^. / 

A jynchronous detector is essentially a narrowbai.d detection system in which the 
target signal is beat with a refertnee signal of the same frequency producing a de 
output. A block diagram of a syachronous detector is chown in Fig. 14-27. The output 
of the target detector is in intelligence signal which is amplified and then muitiplie-1 

by a reference signal. The reference sig ' is generated b, mager/' or photoelectric 
device synchronized by the chopper. Therefore, the frequency and t- .ase of the refer- 
ence signal and the intelligence signal are the same. The output of the -eference 
detector is then 

er - Er sin vt (14-107) 

Target Detector 

Amplifier 
Target Radiation 

Reference 
Radiation j 

Source 

! 1  , 
Filter M Recorder 

Reference Detector 

Fir.. 14-27.   Block diagram of synchronous detector. 

The product of the two signals appearing at the output of the multiplier is therefore 

.?„(£) = KB,U)Er sin« wt (14-108) 

emit) = KE,(t)Er (co3 2ü>t - 1) (14-109) 
or 

The passband of the filter is made much less than 2ai to eliminate the unwanted fre- 
quency component.   The outpu of the filter is then 

e0(t) = ^E.it) (14-110) 

Thua the original intelligence has been recovered. 
The similarity between synchronoue detection and croau corrtla,:^-", ie ^iacnaaed 

in r20).   The irrjorovernent in the signal-to-noise ratio obtained by aynchronoua reUi 
fieation depend i upon (a) the form and frequency of the target signal, (b) the form of 
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the rtference signal, and (c) the power apectrum of the noise entering the correlator. 
If one assumes that the radiation and the reference signals vary sinusoidally with 
time and that the 83't>tem suffers from band-limited white noise, a figure of merit Q(T) 
can be derived by determining the ratio of the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of 
the filter to vlhe signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the preamplifier. 

14.9.   Grounding Conside.. ations 

U.9.1. Grounding Techniques. The grounding of preamplifiers and associated 
circuits is of major importance. Improper grounding can cause self-sustained oscilla- 
tions, gain distortions, and numerous other undesirable effects. The following ground- 
ing techniques should be followed in all design considerations: 

(1) Ground the amplifier circuit to the chassis at the point of invest signal level. 
(2) Avoid ground loops. Avoid grounding shielded leads at both ends. Tie the 

power supply return to the amplifier at the point of lowest signal level. 

(3) Do not use a single ground bus tor multiple-stage amplifiers; instead, provide a 
ground bus for every femplifier stage having a gam of 100 or more. Return grounds 
of all stages to the point of lowest signal level. If the ground for the highest level 
stages cannot be returned to this point, then a separate power supply return should 
be provided. 

(i) Use large diameter wire for ground returns. For low-level stages, the minimum 
size shoi'1J be No. 22 or No. 20; for higher level stages. No. 18 is the minimum size. 

(5) Separate the ground leads of low-level ;md high-level stages. If necessary, 
shield the high level ground lead, then ground the shield at the point of lowest signal 
level. 

(6) Keep currents cut of all shields by tying the shield to the ground at the point 
of lowest signal level. 

14.9.2. Lo» -Noise Cable. A mqjor problem in the design of low-noise preamplifiers 
is the spurious audio frequency ncise generated in coaxial cables due to shock, excita- 
tion, or vibration. This cable noise can completely mask the desired signal, particularly 
in high-impedance circuits subjected to shock or vibration. The mechanism of noise 
in coaxial cables is discussed in [21]. Miniature low-nois^ cable is now available 
commercially from Microdot, Inc., under the trade name of Mininolse Coax Cable [21]. 
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15.   Optical Froqae^icy-Response Techniques 

15 1.   Optical SyEter.iB and Linear-Systcm Theory 

In large measure the epical termiuologj ox" linear-system theorj' is a transcription 
of the corresponding electrical terminology wi.h minor mxiifications. Even though 
optical systems are two dimensional and operate in the spatial domain in contrast to 
elecitical systems which are generally on«> dimensional in the t;me dor ain, the basic 
analysis is net altered. 

151.L General Concents of Linear-System Theory. In a lirear rystem the 
relation between the input yiit) and output yjt) is 

yo = £[y.] (1,5.1) 

where £ is an operator characterizing the system and t repi-taeau; spatial coordinates. 
A system is linear if the fcllowing conditions are satisfied: 

(i^ iJomrortative condition if y, a<;d zt are two inputs, then 

S:[yi + Zi]-£[zi + yi] (15-2) 

(2) Superposition condition: 

£[yi + Zi] - £ [yt] + S [z(] = y« 4 z0 (15-3) 

(3) Proportionality condition: If a is a constant (possibly complex), then 

fay,] = «£[>,] =-ayo (15-4) 

If h is the imp'  3e response of the system, the superposition integral is 

yoU) = J   h{f,t)yiii')df (15-5) 

If the system is btaVonary (time invariant^, then 

yoU+T)=£[y(U + T)] (15-8> 

In the spatial domai u such a system u called spatia'ly invariant or isoplanatic. When 
stationary conditicna are impeded the superposition integral is 

y*it) =1   h(t- T)yM dr (16-7) 

Denoting by capital letters tb« Font, -r transfcrr^s of Eq. (16-7), 

W =//(///'(/) (15-8) 

whe-e fib tbe fr^uencj' (cither time or sp- tia<! jio Hif) is the transfer function. The 
8ytV»m ».;sm be specified by the iir-.^dlse ree'-^nfle funvt: M (in the time domain) or tht 
tra!.:;r«r function in the frequency dor.ain. 

614 
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15.1.2.   Necessary Formulas of Optical Diffraction Theory. 

Let us define two functions: 

a(t,y) = complex amplitude of diffracted image 

tix.y) = point spread function 

where (x,y) — coordinates in receiving plane.   a{x,y) is not an observable quantity in 
the optical and infrared regions 'at least by present techniques); however, its absolute 
square t(x,y) is observable: 

«x)^= |au,>)l2 (15-9) 
or 

i(x.y) = Ct{x.y) (15-10) 

where i'(x,y) is the illuminance (flux per unit area).   Since t(x,y) is dimensionless, ihe 
constant C has the necessary dimensions. 

The normwlized illuminance ratio is 

tix v) 

where (,«.(0,0) denotes the illuminance at x = >■ = 0 (geometiic center of diffraction 
pattern) for an aberration-fret- Airy objective with no losses. The i(x,y) expresses the 
distribution of illuminance in the diffracted image as a function of that at the cotter 
of the aberration-f.ee Airy aperture and is a ratio (no dimensions). In practice iix,y) 
is called the illuminance (or intensity). 

ll».1.2.1. Kitxhtioff" Diffraction Theory. Kirchhoff' diffraction theory states that the 
complex amplitude due to a point source lyint, on the optical axis of the system is 

a{x,y)=i    [    A(e, tj) exp [ i-(fx + rjy) 1 cf^ dt? (15-12) 

where * = 2vlk — wave number of incident light 

f— focal length :f the system 

f. T) = rectangular coordinates in exit pupil plane 

The quantity A(f .TJ) or its equi. alent A(ßy) is defined below. The infinite range of 
integration is for formal simplicity; actually the region of integration is the area of the 
aperture. In normalized cooi dinates (where X and Y are dimensionless in the receiving 
plane), 

2-17(10 2lTl>o 
X = —- *; Y - — y (15 13) 

where pu and i>a are the aperture semi-angloa in the reiipec'ive directions. The diincj.- 
sionle^s angular coordinates in the aperture are 

ß = — = —, > = —-- (15-14) 
Mo/     Mo fnf    fo 

where M and v are angular coordinates and the distance f is large enough so that the 
tangent of an angle can be approximated by the angle. In dimensionless coordi- 
nates, 

n(X,n=r   r A(ß,y)e****yr>dßdy 115-15) 
.    -flt   J -K 
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15.1.2.2. Pupil Function.   The quantity A(ß,y) is termed the pupil (or transmission) 
r' ■ ■ Ttion and 

. .„    %        amplitude distribution of wave over exit pupil 
amplitude distribution of wave over entrance pupil 

In the general case the pupil function is complex. A{ß,y) « 1 for phytroally realizable 
systems and must vanish outside the apertur'. 

A(ß, y) = Aov/3, y) e^w.y)       (^, y) i  in the aperture 
(15-16) 

= 0 03, -■) is not in the aperture) 

where Aoiß.y) — the reul amplitude distribution over exit pupil 

W(ß, y) - the wave-front aberration in wavelength units. The wave-front 
aberration is also celled optical difference, aberration function, 
s'zA eikonal. 

Fourier traasform theory applied to Eq. (15-15) yields 

A(ß,y)- T   [" a(X,Y)^-«»</ur+1,v) &dY (15-17) 

Tl;is equation i« integrated over the entire Fraunhofer receiving plane. Thus the 
commie« amplitude a(X,Y) in the FramJio^f receiving plane is the Fourier transform 
of the pupil function A{ß,y). A knowledge of either a{X,Y) or A(ß,y) is sufficien'f to 
compute the other, but a knowledge of only t(X,Y) is not sufficient ?ince phase informa- 
tion !« lost. There aie an infinite r\unber of pupil functions having the same spread 
functk i. The evaluation. I a{X,Y){oT an aperture of arbitrary shape is very involved; 
howeve., for circular and rectangular apertures expressions are available for a{X,Y). 

15.1.2.3. Circular Aperture.   For a circular aperture 

a(v)= \   A{p)Jdvp)pdp (15-18) 
Jo 

where p = = rlrm 

r» = = iß1 + y»)/"8 

r„( = = radius of aperture 

i» = 
?7rr„(   . 

= —— sir a 
A 

2nrm 

' f 
z = distance in receiving plane fttim center 

f— focal length 

Jo = Bessel function of order «ero 

In the special case of an aberration-free Airy object! ^e with no losses, A(p) = 1 and 
straightforward integration yields 

i{v) = [2«/,(u)/y]1 (15-19) 

This is the familiar Airy pattern of physical optics (Fig. 15-1). 

15.1.2.4.   Annular and Annulus Apertures.   The annular aperture is a circular 
aperturt in which the center is blocked out; the annulus aperture has a ring-phaped ob 
struction (Fig. 15-2).   The annular aperture is a special case of the annuluc aperture 
where t' is 0. 
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FIG. 15-1.   Spread function for circular and slit apertures 
in Fraunhofer reoei ring plane. 

0 < t' < < i i 

Fio. 15-2.   Geometry of the annular and 
annuliu apertures. 
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The effect of the annular aperture is to decrease the radius of the first minimum of the 
diSraction pattern from its value v » 3.832. The extent to which the mr imum is 
decreased depends upon the amount of blocking of the central region of :he s^rture. 
The resultant gain in resolving power is obtained Qt a considerable loss of intensity in 
the diffraction pattern. A farther constraint is the increased intensity of the secondary 
maximr vs the centra! obstruction is increased. See [1] for a comprehensive treatment 
of the abtrrution-frt-j annular aperture. Both annular and annulus apertures pos- 
sessing spharical aberration are covered in detail [2]. Figure 15-3 illustrates the 
variation in distribution of illuminance in the Fraunhofer receiving plane for various 
aberration-free annular aperture}. 

FIG. 15-3. Distribution of iiluminanoe for 
abemUon-free annular aperture in Fraunhofer 
receiving plane. 

1.0 

.8 

5 
I   .6 

I  •* (* 

•■4 

I 
3.A=[1 Vf 

.4 .6 
P 

FIG. 15-4    Straubel pupil function for 
values of n = 0, 1, 2. 

15.1.2.5. Straubel Pupil Function for Circular Aperture. A case of interest, because 
it «dn its of exact integration, is an abemxon-free :3y*»w.m with a pupil function of 
the form 

i4(p) = {l-p*)"       U= 0,1,2,...) (15-20) 

For n = 1 the pupil function follows a parabolic law roughly equivalent to a cosine 
rfiBtrib»;*.io?\; for n -- 2, the A(p) is approximately a coeins squared distribution. The 
behavior of iSftoe pupil functions is shown in Fig. (15-4).   The illuminance ratio is 

i(v) „u^^n1   („=o,i,2...,) 
L i^*1   J (15-21) 

The Straubel curves include the Airy syotem U = 1) as a subcase. The illuminance 
curve« are »hewn in Fig. 15-5. To emphasize the differences in the patterns the maxi- 
mum values of each pattern have been normalized to unity to K mit comparison. 
Ina easing n broadens out the pattern ai;d suppresses the secondary   .axima. 

15.1.2.6.   Defocming.   The effect of defocusing away from the Fraunhofer roceiving 
plane is given by a term of the form 

l«>/llp> — ^iv/iktw,^ a5-22) 
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\ 

D 
J 

FIG.   15-5.   Üistributioi    of  illuminance 
Straubel pupil functic..- n - 0, 1,2. 

for 

where Wi is the defocusing coefficient measured in wavelength units, and u is the 
dimensionless defocusing pprameter. In the special c&at: of an "berration-free circular 
aperture the distribution of illuminance is symmetric about VTj = 0. The resulting 
point spread function is not expressible in simple form but approaches exist which are 
summarized by Berakat [31.   The mair effect, of defocusing .u to broaden the patterns. 

15.1.2.7.   Rectangular and Slit Apertures.   The complex amplitude in the Fraunhofer 
receiving purne for a rectangulai aperture is 

a(X, Y) = [     AWe^dß f     A(y) «** dy (15-23) 

A special case of the rectaugular aperture is the slit aperture, a very narrow rectangular 
aperture where variations m the Y direction can be neglected.   Therefore, 

a(X)=l      AWe^dß (15-24) 

The center of the f perture is taken to he Tero.   If the L'mita of the aperture are (±6/2), 
then 

X kf 
(15-25) 
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The lossless, aberration-free Airy slit aperture, A{ß) = 1, provides the illuminance 

WO«(^) (15-26) 

plotted in Fig. 15-1.   The first zero of the s'it aperture spread function is smaller than 
that of the corresponding circular aperture. 

15.1.2.8.   Variable Pupil Functions for Slit Aperture.   Two pupil functions which 
can be integrated exactly ai-e 

At(ß) = a + (1 - a) cos -fl 05-27) 

(0 « a « 1) 
At'.ß) = (1 - a) + aß* (15-28) 

The behavior of the functions is shown in Fig. 15-6 and 15-7.   Section 15.4 on apodiza- 
tion contains a discussion of additional pupil functions. 

e 

Q. 

.8 1.0 .4 .C 
ß 

Fxc. 15-6.   Pupil function for slit aperture of 
fom; ^4,03) - a -Ml - a) [coe (ir/2)]/3. 

e 
i 

.4 .6 

FIG. 15-7.   Pupil function ;or slit aperture 
of fcim Atiß)« (1 - a) + a^. 
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15.1.2.9. Strehl Criterion. The Strehl criterion (Strehl definition, Strehl intensity 
ratio) is not a physically measurable quantity but is a common theoreticai measure 
of lens performance. The Strehl criterion (SO is defined as the ratio of the central 
illuminance (X = Y = 0) of the system under consideration (with the possible inclusion 
of aberrations and variable pupil function) to the central illuminance of an aberration- 
free Airy objective; thus 

SC = i(0AA.WO=-07^^ (15-29) 
1^,(0, U) 

where A and W are included as parameters to indicate the dependence of the SC on them. 
The SC is unity for perfect systems. The first Luneberg apodizatiun theorem states 
that the Strehl criterion is a maximum for an Airy objective (A = 1); any variable pupil 
function must decrease the Strehl criterion. 

For the slit-aperture pupil functions griven by Eq. (15-27) and (15 28), the SC ex- 
pressions for the respective pupil funt ions yield: 

2 
im = 1 - -c (15-30) 

i.(0) /,     2\       2 
= (]-~)a + - (15-31) 

The decrease in t(0) is quite appreciable for the limiting cases. If the system is aber- 
ration free, a decrease in the SC implies that the light from the central maximum must 
end up in the secondary maxima of the diffraction pattern because the system is normal- 
ized to constant flux. 

15.1.3. Transfer Functions of Optical Systems in Incoherent Light If 0(0-,£) is 
the distribution of intensity in the object plane, i(X,Y) is the distribution of illuminance 
in the image plane, and t{X,Y) is interpreted as the impulse response of the optical 
system in the spatial domain, then by the linearity hypothesis 

HX.Y)^r   f   «X.o-: Y.6)o(o-,8)'iad8 (15-32) 

which is the two-dimensional generalization of Eq. (15-5).   Assuming spatial invarianoe, 

i{X, Y)={    f KX-a; Y-t)o(<r, S) da dS (15-33) 

A region with the property rtX.o-, Y,6) = *iX—-T; Y—H) is an isoplanatic region. 
Equation 15-33 is in the form of a convolution integral whose Fourier transforms obey 

the product theorem 

/(w,, a«,) = 7W, ft^KHwx, to»») (15-34) 

where TXwj-,«.) = transfer function (frequency response) of system 

0(a>.r,(D„) = spatial spectrum of object intensity distribi.ion 

/(«*, o>u) - spatial spectrum of .nag' illuminance distribution 

w,r, af„ = spatial frequencies in x and y directions ( idians) 
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Therefore, 

i(X,Y)- \ i{<i>T,o^ exp [i{o)-X+ <üyY)]do)xd(i>u (15-35) 

I{Ws, U>y) =   f     f    KX.Y* ( XP  [-iiWsX + UyY)] dX dY i-36) 

and similmiy for the other Fourier trenaform pairs. 
The fundair<jntal equation, '15-34), is ir; the frequency domain and is the generaliza- 

tion of the classical result of mc; ochromavic linear system theory: 

7W, w.0) - 
Output 
Input 

which is obtained by making 0(W„U>„), /(CDJ-.O»,,) behave as delta functions: 

0(Ws, <JUy) = 8((ÜX - uSMtoy - «>y0) 

I((i)x, Wy) —  1){(0X —  W,0)S(ü:K — Ü>y0) 

where wr
0 and o>„0 are constants. 

In terms of the pupil function a(X,Yy. 

T((üX. w»^ = ~— f   f    ^03, y)A*(ß-o>y, y~wu) dß dy 

(15 37) 

(15-38) 

(15-39) 

(15-40) 

7(0,0)= f  ["  \A(ß,y)\*dßdy 

where TfO.O) is a normalizing constant such that \T(<»T,*»y)\ « 1. By this relationship 
the transfer function is determined by a knowledge of the pupil function, which in itself 
is a function of the design data of the system {i.e., refractive indices, radii of curvature). 
The basic theorem is that the (incoherent) transfer function is th3 convolution of the 
pupil function across the exit pupil of the system. The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 
15-8. This is the most practical way of determining the transfer function. Except for 
the simplest cases, the alternative method of computing T{uix,ttiu) by evaluating the 
Fourier transform of t{X,Y) is too complicated. 

Exit Pupil 

Convol      Area 

Fic. 15-8.   Geometry of con volution integral 
required for evaluation of transfer function. 
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In the absence, of any aberration {W = 0) and any apodization (A - 1), the transfer 
function re4uce8 to the ratio ' f two areas. This allows one to compute the transfer 
function of a perfect Airy syswm with an arbitrary aperture by analog methods or a 
plammeter. 

At some point (w'x.o»'^ the convolved area will be isero and TiMj-.w^) remains zerc 
for any values exceeding w'j.to',,. An optical system acts as a low-pass filter in the 
spatial domain, and has a sharp cutoff. The convolved area is a maximum for zerr 
frequency (wj - a)„ = ') and is normalized to unity for convenience. 

The slope of the transfer function at the origin is independent of the presence of 
aberrations. This has the important effect of lessening the influence of aberrations 
at low spatial frequencies. 

In general, TW,««,,) is a complex quantity 

T(otx, uy) = jTW o),,)! eie (15-41) 

In the special case where the system is aberration free and has a real pupil function, the 
phase angle 6 is zero and there is nc phase shift; i.e., Tiwx.Wy) i» rral. Furthermore, 
the trans'sr function is real for any symmetric aberration (defocusing, spherical aberra- 
tion).   Only asymmetric aberrations load to complex-valued transfer functions. 

15.1.3.1. Transfer Function as Contrast Ratio.   Define image contrast by: 

j~,        'mar      *m(« _ 
C/ = -——j— 115-42) 

A sine wave test target has an intensity distribution of the form 

0(fc»A 0) = Ao i- Bo cos (w/X) (15-43) 

The spatial periodicity is taken in one direction only; Ao and Bo are cr.astanta. The 
object, contrast is 

Umar      Om(n      Bo 
~n~ ^ T (15-44) 

Thus 

0(a>A 0) = A0[l + Co cos (w/X)] (15-45) 

and hence 

/(wA 0) - D^l 4 TXo»,0.0)Co cos (w/X)] (15-46) 

Thus, the modulus of the transfer function is a measure of the ratio of the image contrast 
to the object contrast. The maximum valu? of the transfer function is at zero frequency 
(dc response), and 1- is standard procedure to adopt the normalization that T(WX,Cü¥) = 1 
at the origin, wx = ü)„ = 0. The fha?« 6 of the transfer function is a measure of the 
amount of lateral displacement of th>. image from the geometric center. It is possible 
to measure 0 experimentally but not as easily as measuring the modulus. A linear 
phase shirt translates the diffraction image and thus has no detrimental effect. Non- 
linear phase shifts introduce harmonic distortion which, of course, results in serious 
deterioration of the image.   For example, coma introduces a cubic phase shift. 

15.1.3.2. Strehl Criterion (SO Expressed in Terms of Transfer Function. 

tt&X. Oiy) dtllx d<Hy 
gc= «o.Q) 

^,(0,0) rr 
J -vz  J -■ 

(15-47) 
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upon setting X = V = 0 in Eq. (15-33). The SC is the -irea under the transfer function. 
This i« an alternative raathod of obtaining the SC and is convenient if only the transfer 
function is known. The maximum SC (unity) is given by an aberralion-free Airy objec- 
tive {A = 1). Thus, the area under the transfer function of an actual system can be 
create! than that of a perfect system over a limited range; however, the overall response 
cannot be greater. 

A cornrronly accepted tolerance condition is that the SC shall not fell below 0.8. A 
system that satisfies this criterion gives an image which is only slightly inferior to that 
of a perfect system. 

ISJL? .. Transfer Function Expressions. For a slit aperture of length b and u 
constant pupil function 

rel)" W) /-,,AW,A'W " "'; * " TO) Lv-. * llWS' 
The integration is only over the intersection and the pupil function is constant and a», 
must be normalized to ^ as is /S, then 

Here 

^fi) = ~-(i-n) (15-19) 

II ^  = = = Abirt (15-50) 
2MO     bllf     K 

where F is the focal ratio and ft = 1/Xj. 
Whan fl = 1, the transfer function vanishes and the cutoff frequency is 

«,' = 1/2F (15-51^ 

15.1.3.4. Transfer Function for Circular Aperture. For a circular aperture of radius 
b with a constant pupil function, 

r(ft)=-fcoe-«n-n(i-n»)"*l (o<n«') (15-52) 

where fl is given by Eq. (15-50) with the diameter of the circle replacing the length of 
the slit. The transfer function for the circular aperture is not a straight line like that of 
the slit aperture. Figure 15-9 shows the behavior of the transfer functions for slit and 
circular apertures. Table l'*-l gives the values for TYfi) for different values of Ü 
(0 < fl < 1) 

15.1.3.5. Transfer Function for Annular and Annulus Apertures. The curves shown 
in Fig. 15-10 are adapted from O'Neill [4]. A c the obscuration ratio increases, the 
low-frequency response decreases with a corres mding increase in the high-frequency 
response. In fact, as c approaches unity, the transfer function 'being the convolution 
of two very thin rings) will have a spike of height 1 at the origin and a spike of height 
V2atn«l.   See also [5]. 

The transfer function for the corresponding aunulus aperture is illustrated in Fig. 
15-11. Whereas the annular aperture emphacftes the high frequencies, the annulus 
aperture emphasizes (by proper adjustment of < and c') the intermediate-frequency 
region. 

15.1.3.6. Transfer Function of a Typical Reflecting System. When a catadioptric 
system is used for image formation, the distribution of illuminance of the system takes 

k 
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.._—. Circular Aperture 

Silt Aperture 

Spatial Frequency 

FIG. 15-9.   Transfer functions for aberra'ion free slit and circular apertures. 

TABLE 15-1.   TRANSFER Fur 
ABERHATION-FRKE CIRCULAR 

n 
0 

0.05 

0.10 

0.15 

0.20 

0.25 

0.30 

0.35 

0.40 

0.45 

0.50 

Tiil) 

1.0000 

0.9364 

0.8729 

0.8097 

0.7471 

0.6850 

0.6238 

0.5636 

0.5046 

0.4470 

0.3910 

n 
0.55 

0.60 
0.65 
0.70 

0.75 
0.80 

0.85 
0.90 
0.95 
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Spatial Frwjuency 

FIG. 15-U.   Transfer function of annulus aperture fo«- different ring widths. 
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FIG.  15-12.   Transfet  function of a typical reflecting syttem as 
seen off-axis 

stn extremely complex form due to the obscurafcon of the apert:vre, and is iecidedly 
ofT-axis. The maximum responee -Till occui when there are no aberrations; this is the 
irue aperture limit of the system beceu» aberrations only lower the response. Figure 
15-12 shows the off-axis response of a typical catadiuptric system. Tht transfer func- 
tion i" now a fuiction of two spatial frequencies since symmetry no longer exists. 

15.1.3.7. Coherent I'lumination Coherently iHuminalea situations ^o not usually 
appear in nature am4 :?n only be achieved in microscopy or specially designed laboratory 
equipment. The 1 .sic equation is of the form of Eq. (15-34) where the object and image 
spatial spectra are now of amplitude rsthcr than of illur ;na:.ce (amplitude squared). 
The amplitude transfer function relating the output (image) amplitude spatial spec- 
trum to the input (object) amplitude spatial spectrum is the pupil function of the system. 
In Fig. 15-13, t'-ie transfer function of a plii aperture is shown for both coherent (axial 
illumination) and incohere it light. By displacing the point source oft'-axis 'in the 
coherent case) it is possible to increase the resolution for periodic ?tnictures (Abbe's 
theorem); see (71 and [8). 

15.1.3.8. CoFXided. Systems. So far only the t'ansfer function of the optical sys- 
tem has been e.nployed; no provision has been made for including the etfev of film or 
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FIG. 15-13.   Transfer function of ab««rr»ticr 
free slit aperture for coherent and incoherent 
illumination. 

detectors on the image If the Fourier approach is used, the transfer functions of 
cascaded sysfceins multiply in frequency space. Thus, the atmosphere's transfer 
function is Tj, that of the lens is T2, and that of the film or detector is 7V Now Eq. 
(15-34) generalizes to 

/(tüj-, W,,) = Tt{<Oz, f.fjTVw.r, <Oy)Ti{tüs, (Dv)0{(l)j . ü)y) (15-53) 

If we neglect the atmosphere transfer function, the film or detector tr.msfer function can 
materially alter the aerial image as obtained by the lens. The transfer function of 
fi'ms varies widely, but the use of a iens-film combination involvss no nev orinciples. 
The impintance lies in the transfer function of the optical system. Unfortunately the 
transfer function* of individual lenses do not multiply to give the overall transfer 
function of the lens system, as they are now defined. 

15.2.   Resolution and Its Ramifications 

Although resolution criteria ex°3t Tor special situations, these criteria can only be 
interpreted within their lim ted context. Two criteria (Rayleigh and Sparrow) have 
been formulated specifically for dealing with point sources. The third criterion (sine- 
wave resolution) is for situations where sine-wave (in intensity) targets are viewed. Al- 
though other situations exist, these criteria are valuable provided that proper caution 
j« exercised in their use and interpretation. 

I5.2.i.   Resolution Criteria for Point Sources. 

15.2.1.1. Ray high Resolution Criterion, The Rayleigh criterion states that two 
point sources are resolvable '.vhen the maximum of the illuminance proouced by the 
first poin. source falls on the minimum of the illuminance produced by the second point 
source. The Rayleigh criterion is tacitly based upon two assum^iions that severely 
restrict the generalization of the criterion: (a) point sources are incoherent; (ö) point 
sources are of equal intensity. The two (incoherent) point sources are to bt placed a 
distance 5 from the center line of the optical system (the distance between the points 
is 25). When the critical value of 26 is reached the value of 25 is the (Rayleigh) limit 
of resolution, called 8o.   According to the Rayleigh criterion, the limit of resolution is 
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given by Sa ^ 3.832 for the circular aperture and & ■ o.l42 for the slit apert>ire. Thus 
a slit aperture whose length is equal to the diameter of a circular aperture has a smaller 
Rayleigh resolution (approximaiely 18%) than that of the ciivuUr aperture. In most 
cases the loss of light in using the slit aperture is enough to nullify the gain in resolution. 

15.2.1.2. Sparrow Resolution Criterion. Sparrow notes that at the Rayleigh limit 
there is still a central minimum which lies bek w the adjacent maxima of the difiraction 
pattern. As the distance between the point eourcep. is furthei uecrcased the central 
minimum will become shallower and finally disappear. Sparrow defines the limi of 
resolution at. that value of 28 (again defined by So) for which this phenomenon takes 
place. As the resultant distribution of illuminance i& symmetric about the origin, ell 
the odd derivatives with respect to the lateral-displacement parameU..' vanish at thr 
origin, and the analytical statement of the Sparrow resolution criterion is that the 
second derivative of the total distribution of illuminance vanishes on-axis; that is 

d» 
dir' 

;i(M) = 0   (t)«0) (lo-54) 

which states that at zero visibility (?;) the retviltant distribution of illuminance 'under- 
goes no change in slope. The Sparrow limit of resolution is given by the solution of this 
equation. Unlike the Rayleigh criterion, tie Sparrow criterion can be appi ed to 
sources whou intensities are net equal. In addition, the Sparrow criterion depends 
upon the coherence of the source. The resolution limits for circular ar d slit apertures 
a?c listed in Table 15-2. The coherent values of &• are larger than the corresponding 
values for incoherent u'-imination. 

TABLE 15-2.   RESOLUTION LIMITS FOR 
AIRY-TYPE OBJECTIVES WITH POINT 

SOURCES OP EQUAL INTENSITY 14] 

Circular Slit 

Sparrow Coherent      «t - 4.600 8t = 4.164 

Rayleigh 8. = 3.832 So = 3.142 
Sparrow Incoherent    S* - 2.976 S« = 5.S06 

It is also possible to formulate the Sparrow criterion in the spatial frequency domain. 
For example the slit aperturr ca«e with iuooherent point sources leads to 

f (1*7(11, V/.A) coe (6^1) dO - n 
(16-55) 

where T is the transfer function (with the possible inclusion of aberrations W and 
variaole pupil function A). Solutions of this equation yield th.» incoherent Sparrow 
limit 6». The quadratic dependence of ü in Eq. (15-55) implies that the high-frequency 
coirii oner.ts of the spatial frequency domain are the determining factors for the Sparrow 
incoherent criterion. Thus, any transfer function which enhances the hi^h-freque\cy 
region (such as the annular aperture) will decrease 8*. 

15.2.2. Sine-Wave Resolution. With an incoherently illuminated sine-wave target 
of spatial frequency &»/ in place of the point-source objects, the distribution of ill-'mi- 
nance in the image plane is 

/(«xVO) D'.i 1 + 7V«,V 0) [exp i«i(cü,«) j C, cos {v,*X)} (15-66) 
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The diffraction image of the sine-wave target will possess no gradction of illuminance 
when the cosine term of Eq. v 15-56) vanishes, that is, when 

WX = kl2 (15-57) 

which leads to a sine-wave cutoff frequency given by Eq. (15-51). This is tfca aperture- 
limited resolution of the system and is the maximum value that the particular system 
ca;i have. 

15.2.2.1. Spuiious Resolution. When the transfer function vanishes, the illumi- 
nance in the image is uniform for spatial frequencies smaller than the cutoff frequency. 
The tranter function« discussed in Section 15.1 are for aberration-free system«. The 
inclusion of aberrations will caupe the transfer function )- many histances t assume 
the form given in Fig. 15-14, which is the transfer functici for a slit aperture with one 
wave of third-order spherical aberration in the marginal receiviuj plane. This nx-ve 
is typical of what is met in practice. The transfer function haa regions w.iere ii U-kes 
on negative values. However, since the transfer function represents contrast, which is 
a positive quantity, negative values are interpreted as arising from a phase shift, of 
amount X. This implies that, in the regions where the transfsr function is negative, 
btack and white lines reverse their original position, ihis effect is called spurious 
resolution and is very sericns because it sets an upper limit on the spatial frequencies 
which are useful. 

A .6 .8 1.0 

Spatial Frerjuuncy 

FIG. 15-14.   Transfer function illustrating spurioua resolution 

15.3.   Effect of Abemtiono on Transfer Function 

15.3.1. Spherical Aberration and roma. If an opt'ral system s perfect, the inci- 
dent spherical wave front must emerge as a spherical wave front after passing through 
the sysoem. Assume that the system is rotationaily symmetric, i.e., hr>9 a circular 
aperture. The deviation from the id^al spherical wave front is measured in terms of 
the aberration function W. When W is identically zero, the wave-front aberratious 
vanish and the wave front is spherical. Wave theory of aberrations is covered ex- 
tensively in [9], [10], and [11]. 

The cberration function for a circular aperture depends upon p. 4> {polar coordinates 
in the exit pupil), and a'-so upon a (the normalired field variable).   Wher ÜW point 
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source illuminating the aperture is on tho axis of the optical systen, c vanishes. Be- 
cause of rotational symmetry, the variables p, <^, and o- in W can only occur in the 
combinations p*, <r*, and pa cos 4>. The aberration function has an expansion of the 
form 

W(p, <)>, a) = H^op" + Wwp* + .IVa.o-p8 cos 4> + j^op'o-* 
(15-58^ 

+ iWtip1 cos* </> + sWno-'p cos <^ + higher-order terms 

where (following Hopkins notation [10] the various W coefficients represent the Seidel 
or third-order aberrations. The first term (Ww ** W*) represents longitudinal focal 
shift (defocusing) and is not an actual aberration.   The Seidel aberrations are 

(a)   WM = H^ = spnerical aberration 

(6) r^si = coma 

(c) tWiv ~ image curvature 

(</) iWn = astigmatism 

(e) 3^1 = distortion 

All of these coefficients are in wavelength units. Spherical aberration is indepen- 
dent of o- and does not vanish for a point source on-axis. Thj third-order coma term ia 
of gresit importance as it largely detei mines the quality of the difiraction image in the 
outer parts of the field. Coma can be regarded as spherical aberration for object points 
lying off th- optical axis of the system. Spherical aberration and coma are the most 
serious Seidel aberrations in the sense that they are limiting. If the system has a poor 
transfer function on-axis (due to spherical aberration) then it will be worse off-axis. 
Coma is the limiting aberration for off-axis points. 

The expnnsion of the aberration function if actually an infinite series in p,^rcr, and 
the only j istification for truncating the series is the tacit assumption that the aperture 
and field arc »mall enough so that powers of these variables higher than the fourth 
can be neglected. In many practical systems such is not the case and the fifth-order 
aberrations must be taken into account to make the analysis of the system realistic. 
Analysis of the single aberrations is a necessary step in the development of transfer- 
function theory as applied to actual systems,   f^ee [6] and [10]. 

15.3.1.1. Defocusing. When Wi (the defocusmg coefficient measured in wavelength 
units) is zero, then the image is located in the paraxial receiving plane. The transfer 
function ia an even function of Wt. The transfer-function curves for small anr-unta of 
deceasing are shovra in Fig. 15-15. Note .he very rapid deter iorition of the contrast 
as the defocusing coefficient is increased. Spurious resolution appears for even as small 
an amount of defocusing as one wave. 

The transfer function for the rectangular aperture smfs-ing defocusing can be eval- 
uated explicitly: 

m,. n,) = Ä^mn,) (1559) 

where 

Am = 'i - Hi sine [SirH^Od -11)]    (0 =s Q « 1) (15-60) 

The defocused transfer function for a »Ut aperture (very narrow rectangular aperture 
is shown in 7ig. 15-16 for the same values of Wt as thoio corresponding to the circular 
aperture.   The chi«>f difference (for corresponding values of HV) is that the changes in 
ihe slit-apertiirc i-ansfe. function ore more pronounced than those for the circular 
aperture.   This is a general rule for all aberrations and is due to the smoothing action 

i 
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Spitial Frtquency 

FIG,  15-15.   Transfer function of circular aperture for vanous 
amounte of defocusing. 

Spatial Frequency 

FIG.  15-16.   Transfer function of ulit aperture for various 
amounts of defocusing. 

of the convolution integral which is more pronounced in two dimensions than in one 
dimension.   See [12] and [13]. 

15.3 * ~>. Spherical Aberration. A msgor effort ha6 gone into determiiiing the effects 
of varioos orders of spherical aberration on the transfer function. U-f- T^tely, the 
circular aperture is not amenable to analytic methods because of its ^i-y. and 
numerical techniques are necessary; see [14] The Gauss quadratui method was 
employed by Barakat [12] for the case where the aberration function included terms up 
to thirteenth-order spherical aberration: 

W=\ WuA p1' (15-61) 

For tii  present, consider the terms Wjo, V/<o, and WM only. 
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In dealing with third-order spherical aberration, the inclusion of defocusing can 
materially increase the iesponsc of the system. Thus, taking the aberration function 
in the form w ^ „^ _ 2Mpl) (15 62) 

where M = _ ^i/äW«, by varying p we can shift to any desired receiving plane: 

ji = 0    = paraxial receiving plane 

ix = 1/2 = central receiving plane 

ji = 1    - marginal receiving plane 

In Fig. 15-17 and 15-18 the transfer functions for a circular aperture are shown for 
a half wave and a full wave of spherical aberration, respectively. The response in the 
central plane is vastly superior to the response in the other two planes. Although the 
marginal curves «re worse than the corresponding paraxial curves in the medium- 
frequency region, in the extreme regions of low and high spatial frequencies the con- 
veras is true. 

•a 
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-,1 

w4.Tx 
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Marftnal 

•t ■t 0 .2 A « .B 1.0 
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FIG. 15-17.   Transfer function of circuJ&r aperture poeseming a half-wave of 
(•pherical aberration in central, paraxial, and marginal receiving planes [15]. 

-.a ■t "t- 0 .2 .4 .« .1 1.0 
apatlftl FraquntCT 

Fi"..   15-18    Iransfer function of circuter aperture poateaaing one wave of 
•pherical aberration in central, paraxial, a»Nl marginal receivii^ plane« [16]. 
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Parrent and Drane [16] have solved th« slit-aperture riit)blem for Wt and Wi using 
Simpson's rule. Barakat [16] has utilized Gauss quadrature, and the curves shown in 
Fig. 15-19 and 15-20 were evaluated on a high-speeü computer. The result« are similar 
to those for the ciivilar aperture, although Cie circular aperture curves are smoother 

The extension of the analysis to include W» (fifth-order spherical-aberration coeffi- 
cient) is straightforward, and the aberration function is of the form 

W - Wif,* + W<p* + Wtp* 
(15-63) 

- ^[p* + ap* + ßp*] 

The addition of tht two parameters a and ß presents a bewildering array of possible 
combinations. A theory has been developed by Marechal which is based upon setting 
tolerances on the wave front in tern ? of the Strehl criterion. This theory is useful 
only for fairly small aberrations. 
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PIG. 15-19. Tranafer function of slit aperture pooaeasing a half- 
wave of spherical aberration in the central, paraxiai, and marginal 
receiving planes. 
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Fio. 15-20. Transfer function of slit aperture poastMing one wave 
of apherical aberration in the central, pararial, and marginal 
receiving planea. 
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15.3.1.3. Corna. Coma being an asymmetric aberration therefore has a transfer 
function with nonzero phase shift. Goodbody [17J ha« performed caicuiationa and we 
quote from his work. The calculations are beet performed when the aberration func- 
tion is expressed in rectangular coordinates. 

W = iWntf :- y*) (x sin i^ -f- y cos i/») (15-64) 

Two salient points emerge from Goodbody's study: 

(a) The paraxial focus is the best focus in the sense that defocusing results in the 
deterioration of the transfer functirn in the low-frequency reg,on. 

(6) The response for i<» = 0 is better than for any other value of 4» in the low-frequency 
region. 

1.0 

FIG. 15-21. Transfer function for third- 
order coma of amount 0.63 \ in two receiving 
planes. 
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FIG 15-22. Tranafer function for third- 
order coma of amoun: 1.89 A in two receiving 
planes. 

The two points are illustrated in Fig. 15 21 ar.i 16-22. The phase •shift introduced by 
coma is nonlinear and is the cause of the harmonic distortion of the in.age If the phase 
ahift were linear with frequency, the effect would merely be a shift of the diffraction 
image; see [18]. 

15.3.2. Computation of Transfer Function af an Actual System. The fundamental 
problem of the transfer function from the point of lens designers is to find the functional 
relation between the transfer function and the design data. This problem has not been 
solved. However, in a given lens system, it may be necessary to obtain the transfer 
function directly from the ray-trace data. 
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This problem has been attacks by Barakat [12] and Baraka. and Moreilo [19] using 
Gauss quadrature theory. Barakat's treatment is very complicated; see the actual 
papers for computational details e. 1 numerical results. 

The schematic presented in Fig. 15-23 illustrates the sequence of basic steps. Once 
the wave front naa been obtained it is then necessary to fit a curve by some appropriate 
approximation scheme, to yield a polynomial or rotational expression for W. Once 
the wave front is known three basic quantitites can be computed: 

(1) Transfer function 

(2) Distribution of illuminance 

(3) Total illuminance 

The distribution of illuminance due to a point source can be computed by evaluating 
the Kirchhoff diffraction integral Eq. (15-15). it is also of interest to ki:ow the total 
illumination in the various rings of the diffraction pattern, that is the fraction L of the 
total energy th>:v falls within a circle of radius vo about the axial point in a given re- 
ceiving plane. Obviously L vanishes when Vo is zero and approaches unity BH I/O becomes 
infinite. Although the illuminance isophotes (lines of constant illumi'vance) are 
extremely complicated, the correspondinij isophotes of total illumination are smooth 
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FIG. 15-23.   Schematic of steps required for computatiorc of tiansfer function and 
associated function« from deaigrj data 
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functions.   This IF a conseque i«: of the fact that the integration over the illuminance 
is a smoothing ope. ation in the seitue that the average properties of the difiract'^n pat- 
tern are brought to the foregrouad. 

Other information in this area can be found in [20] and [21]. 

15.4.   Effect of Apodization on the Transfer function 

The theory of apodization is concerned with the possibility of determining the ampli- 
tude distribution over the exit pupil (pupil function) in order to achieve Bom* prespeci- 
fied distribution of illuminance over a designated receiving plane in the image field 
The usual attempts involve an expansion of th« amplitude distribution over the exit pu- 
pil ipupil function) in a convenient set of functions, s.g., Hermite, lambda, and Legendre. 

There are two theoretics 1 app/oaches to apodization. The first end simplest ie to 
choose some pupil function and to determine the resultant transfer function, spread 
function, etc. Second and more difficult is the synthesis problem; that is, given a 
prespecified quantity, determine the required pupil function. 

15.4.1. Altering High- or Low-Frequency Response by Apodization. Two im- 
portant general apodization theorems are: 

(1) If the pupil function weighs against the center of the aperture, then in the high- 
frequency region the transfer function increases over that of an Airy system. 

(2) If the pupil function weighs against the edge of the aperture, then in the bw- 
frequency region the transfer function increases over that of an Airy system. 

As two examples which illustrate these theorems, consider a slit aperture with pupil 
the aperture; the latter against the edge of the apierture. The transfer functions for 
functions given by Eq. (15-27) and (15-28). The former weighs againet the cente'- of the 
aperture; the latter against the edge of the aperture. The transfer functions for these 
two pupil functk r.s are shown in Fig. 15-24 and 15-25 for three values of a (= 0,0.5,1.0). 

u 
4« 

u 

Spatlal Frequency 

FIG. 15-24.   Transfer function of apodired slit aperture having 
pupil function AAß). 

15.4.2. Luneberg Apodization Problems. Luneberg [22] formulated a series of 
important apodization problems, but gave the explicit solution to the first only. For a 
solution of the remaining problems see [23]. 

The most important of the theorems arises from the first Luneberg problem, which is 
to determine the pupil function that maximizes the central illuminance (essentially the 
Strehl criterion) subject to the condition that the total energy p&ssing through th.- 

I 
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FIG. 15-25.   Transfer function of apodized slit aperture having 
pupil function ÄAß). 

1.0 

aperture is constant. The final result is the pupil function which yitids the maximum 
Strehl criterion, i.e., ti.e Airy pupil function (A = 1). In other words, any apodization 
scheme will lower the Strehl criterion. 

15.5.   Merit Factors 

15.5.1. Linfoot Qu&Iity Factors. The most important quality factors «re the three 
proposed by Linfjot [24]. These factors determi-e on a statistical basis the degree to 
which an optical system rep. oduces various selected aspects of the object. 

15.5.11 Relative Structural Content. The first quality factor (and in some respects, 
the most important) is the relative structural content ^ defined in the spatial frequency 
domain by 

where 

F = —\     I     |T(wx, ft»»)|,0(<ux, Wy) dw, c/wi, 
Co J-x J-x 

Co= I      I      0(wx. ft;„)dü)-dü>„ 

(1M)6) 

(15-66) 

and 0((üZ,<OI/) is the powex spectrum of the object.   In the special but important case of 
a fiat objeu spectrum [ö(ti>x,w»,) — constant], F becomes 

F'=: — I  I \T((t>T,(jLiv)\2 di»>x äwh (15 37) 

whare Fo is now the area of the spatial-frequency domain over which the transfer 
function exists. The contribution to F by the transfer function is always positive 
because T appears as a squared quantity. Thus the effects of spurious resolution are not 
accounted for using this quality factor. 

15.5.1.2.   Fidelity Defect.   The second quality factor is the fidelity defect defined 
in the frequency domain by 

1   lx   fx 

Ö = — [1-7,(ütx.Wv)]10(&.,.<i.»)(iu»Jdü',. (15-68) 

The effect of spurious resolution is now taken into account because the transfer function 
now enters linearly (as well as quadrutically) into 0.   The fidelity-defect factor is a 
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nieasure of the degree to which the maxima and minima of the object and image are 
superpo^dd. 

15.5.1.3.   Correlation Quality.   The correlation quality Q ia given by 

Q = — j      I     Ti(üx.ü)y)0(mr,o>ll)duTdijy (15-69) 
Co J    x  J-x 

As the second equatior shows, ^ is a linear combination of the first two Linf ,nt quality 
factors    In the case of an object with a flat spectrurr, Q becomes 

^' = ?r!     I     T(<üx,ü>ll)d<axdwll (15-70) 
Co J-x:   J     x 

which is the Strehl criterion inti^Jjced previously.   Thus, Q is a generalization of 
the Strehl criterion. 

15.5.2. Plane of Beat Focus. There is no general method for determining the plane 
of best focus because it depends upon the object being vi ..wed. The investigations for 
three important cases are summarized: 

(1) For a point source 

(2) I or H sine-wave target 

(3) F:«r a random-detail target 

15.5.2.1. Point Source. The plane of best focus for a pc :rt ao;. ce is that in which the 
Strehl criterion is a maximum. This definition gives a clear-cut answer only for 
smp'.l aberrations in systems with spherical aberration and defocusing. When the 
aberrations are large the answers are not unique and in fact the Strehl criterion is 
almost useless as a merit factor for determinvng the plane of best focue. The theory 
predicts that, for a system suffering third-order spherical aberration and defocusing, 
the plane of best focus is the central plane halfway between the paraxial and marginal 
planes. For values of Wi > 2.5k, the Strehl-Richter theory fails. The Strehl-Richter 
theory is closely related to the Marechal theory previously mentioned. The Marechai 
theory does not deal with single aberrations, but tolerances are set on the mean square 
value of the wave front; it requires that the mean square deformation of the wave front 
with reference to a spherical wave front be minimized, 

15.5.2.2. Sine-Wave Target. Tie plane of best focus for periodic detail (sine-wave 
target) is that receiving plane for which the transfer function is a maximum at a speci- 
fied frequency; i.e., the plane of jest focus depends upoi; the tp^tial frequency of the 
target. Figure 15-26 illustrated how the plane of best focus vanes aa a function of 
defocusing for a half wave of spherical aberration. Note the shift of the plane of best 
ftyrus to the marginal focus (/A = 1) as the spatial frequencies are increased. A similar 
curve for one wave of third-order spherical aberration for both slit and circular apertures 
is shown in [16]. 

15.5.2.3. Rnndcm Detail. In practice one does not usually encounter point-source 
or s.ne- "ave targets only but rather random diatributions. This case differs from the 
two previous ones» : «use stpMstical considerations enter. As the square of the 
transfer funmon IK related to the mean square fluctuations in the image, a reasonable 
crite.. a as a measure of the plane of best focus is the relative structural content F 
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FIG. 15-27. Relative structurnl content of 
circular aperture having spherical abe:Ta- 
tion and defucusing. 

defined by Eq. (15-65). The plane of best focus in the presence of random detail is 
that plane in which F is a maximum. The plane of best focus will depend not only upon 
vhe system through the transfer function but also upon the object via \U> power spectrum. 
To illustrate the criterion, take the case of a flat Voject spectrum and a circular aperture 
suffering third-order spherical aberration. The results of the computations are showr 
in Fig. 15-27 tor W., = 0.5k and 1.0\. The plane of best focus lies apprcximately in tW 
central plane fi - 0.5. 
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15.6.   Frequency .Response Calculations from Lens Design Data* 

Frequency-response techniques have not yet reached a state of dsv/Jopment such 
that they can be used for the syr thesis of optical systems, although is a description of 
performance, and for some analysis stepd, they are very useful. Tl e Institute of Optics 
at the University of Rochester has a detailed desig i proa iure programmed on a 1620 
IBM computer [25]. The method is based on the standard ^Hjrration polynomial, and 
includes a frequency-response calculation ir he procedure. Some of Dr. Hopkins' com- 
nents about frequency-response calculations are paraphrased: It is ai> rxceedingly diffi- 

cult program lx) write. If design requirements are stringent, wave-front errors are 
reduced to a minimum. If not, there is a compromise at best and not much point in the 
time and expense ol' the frequency-response calculations. Frequency response is a 
function of w velength and direction; what wavelengths and directions, how many, and 
what weighting they should have should be applied to any average. 

Frequency response ■can be calculated on the basis of physical optics. Miyamoto [6] 
discusses the calculations and their relationships in detail. Results in brief are: 
The region from 0 to 2X waves of optical path difference is difiicult to determine by 
approximate methods. As long as the geometrical image is inside the diffraction image, 
it is vpiid to use the geometrical response. 

15.6.1. Computer Calculations of Frequency Response. A recent article in 
Applied Optics describes the theory for performing some of these calculations. As an 
example, and for possible use or adaptation, the FORTRAN frequcr.cy-response program 
as used by the Institute is given below. 

FREQUENCY-RESPONSE PROGRAM FOR THE IBM 1620 

Abbreviations Used in Frequency-Response Program 

R = radius of & circular aiea at the irr«""» 
E = energy within the circle of radius F 

AR = r = mean of two adjacent R values 
DE - IxE = difference of two adjacent E values 

N ~ number of R values = number of E values 
J = runnnig integer 1 through N 

RSC = (sec er1* 
AN = ft = obliquity angle of chief ray in image space 
FN = n = W/STT = spatial freq^ncy 

X = wr'RSC) = argument of Bessel function 
AJ = first order Bessti function, Jo 

T - modulation transfer factor 

•ContribulEd by Don Szeles, InMitute of Science and Technology, The University of Michigan. 
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FLOW CH.\RT-MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION 

S 

(Frequency Response J 

EN 
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FORTRAN STATEMENTS-MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION 

DIMENSION K(21),F(21),AR(20),DE(20) 
READ^N 

1 FORMAT (12) 
D02(.T=l(N 

2 READS.EfJ^.RlJ) 
3 FORMAT (E15.8rF15.8) 

READ41RSC,AN 
4 FORMAT (E15.8,E15.8) 

NQ=N-1 
005,1=1.NQ 
AR(I)=(R(I+lHR(I))/2.0 

5 DE(I)=E(I+1)-E(I) 
6 READ7,EN 
7 FORMAT (E15.8) 

SUM=0.0 
0012,1=1,NQ 
X=«.2831853*EN*ARa)*RSC 
IF(X-7.0)8,11,11 

8 Y*X*X/4.0 
W=Y 
EM=:3.0 
SIG=-1.0 

9 Y='W*(Y/(EM%EM)+SIG) 
SIG=-SIG 
FM=EM-1.0 
IF(EM-1.0)10,10,9 

10 AJ=1.0-Y 
GOTO 12 

11 Y=1.0/(8.0*X) 
Z=Y*Y 
P=1.0-Z*(4 5 -459.375*7) 
Q=-Y*(i.0-Z*(37.5-7741.875,Z)) 
SQ--=3QRT(3.1415927*X; 
A=iF-Q)/SQ 
B=(P+Q)/SQ 
AJ=A*SIN(Xi+B*COS(X) 

12 SUM=DF'I)*AJ+SUM 
T=SUM/F(N) 
PRINT13,EN,T.AN 

13 FORMAT (5HEN = .E13.8,5H T = .E13.8, 7H AN = ,E13.8) 
D015,J=1,N 

15 FRINT16.J,E(J),J.R(J) 
16 FORMAT (2HE(,12,4H) = ,E13.8,6H K(,12,4H) = ,E13.8) 

GO TO 6 
END 

45 CARDS 
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INPUT TO 1620 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

FIELD 1 FIELD 1 FIELD 2 FIELD 2 FIELD 3 FIELD 3 

CARD NO.      SIZE A TYPE   VARIABLE   SIZE A TYPE   VARIABLE   SIZE * TYPE   VARIABLE 

1 2, 1' N 

2thruN + l 15, E« KU) 15,   E R(J) 

N + 2 15, E RSC 15, E AN 

N+3,N+4,... 16, E EN 

Type I is an integer teg., i, 12, 20). 
Type E is a gitoed decimal number followed by a signed power of ten for relocating the decimal jwiav. 

(e.g., -.842 E -3 -».000842).   A maximum of 8 place« after the decimal point is allowed aiid »h« 
pow.. often exponent mue* hi > -99 and < +99. 

I 
'All number' must be right justified in the field. 

I 

15.7.   Optical Response Measuring Equipment 

There is no standard way for measuring optical response. The techniques usually 
involve the preparation of a series of spatial sine waves and a method for measuring 
the image contrast. Two designs appear in vhe recent literature [26,27]; others can 
be developed.   The esbenct •.'' jne device is quoted from [27]: 

A stabilized tungsten ribbon filament lamp serves as a source, the filtered light 
passing through a condenser system uniformly illuminates a fine slit. The slit then 
serves as a self-luminous incoherent object. The lens under test forms an image of the 
slit in the front focal plane of a microscope objective. The microscope objective then 
presents the image to sinusoidally varying masks of fixed spatial frequency and ampli- 
tude which are mounted in frequency pairs on a rotating drum. The image transmitted 
by the sinusoids is integrated by a 931-A RCA photomultiplier tube. The diffuser in 
front of the phototube uniformly illuminates the photocathode elements. The output 
of the photomultiplier tube is then presented to a potentiometer pen recorder. 

The area maaks are arranged in frequency pairs, where one area mask is stepped 90° 
out of phase with the other. In this way ten spatial frequency pairs are arranged, all 
the peaks of the cosine area mask« eure in line with one another on the drum, then 
automatically the area masks representing the sine component would be in line. Thus 
when a slit image is presented to the area masks and its trpnsmiasion measured and 
recorded, the peaks on the chart recording would then represent th«; real and imaginary 
parts of the transfer function for each spatial fiequency available ^n the drum. 

For an image which tshows no phase shift effect, all the peaks on ihs chart recording 
corresponding to the transmission of the sinusoids (imaginary part) will be equal to 
each other and equal to the half amplitude zero spatial frequency area mask which in 
turn is equal to the average transmission of the area masks. These peaks represent 
the baseline for the measurement, and is the self-normalization constant for the meas- 
urement. The half-amplitude normalization target has an area transmittance equal 
to the average chart transmittance but is a zero frequency target. Thus at some 
frequency, vhen the image suffers a shift in phase a peak appears below the normaliza- 
tion curve, this phenomenon., most common when the syptem suffers from defect of focus, 
is called "spurious resolu.-on." A curve connecting all the maxima of the cosines in 
then the real part of the transfer function of the system relative to the half-amplitude or 
average transmittance. A curve connecting all the sine terms is a plot of the imaginary 
part vs. frequency. 

The drum carries ten frequency pairs, ranging from 0.201 lines/mm for the lowest 
to 8.20 lines/mm for the highest frequency.   The apparatus is equipped with three 
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microscope objectives which magi.^y the frequencies such that it is possible to obtain 
a range from 179 lines/mm to 730 lines/mm. The drum rotates at two speeds. At 
the high speed the transfer function can b« seen on an oscilloscope where rapid adjust- 
menta can be made for proper position and norra&lization. When the drum in switched 
to low speed, which is approximately 1 rpm, a permanent record can be ruade on the 
reorder. Thus it can be sewn that after proper normalization, it takes only minutei 
to record directly the transfer function of an optical system. For an experienced 
operator a complete characteristic can be measured for a lens system for at least twenty 
positions through focus in one-half hour. 
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16. Spatial Frequency Filtering 

16.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, the vt8ic mathematical relations employed in spatial frequency 
filtering are summarized, the usual approaches to spatial filter analysis are presenteu, 
and the commonly encountered space filter expressions are tabulated. Almost no de- 
rivations are given here. Reference [1] contains a reasonably thorough, intuitive 
introduction to moat of the concepts involved in spatial filtering. 

16.2. Basic Mathematical Relationships 

16.2.1. Fourier Transform. The Fourier transform and inverse transform for a 
two-dimensional spatial pp^rn 8(x,y) are: 

S(k„ky)=r  f* 8{x,y)e~lt'ik'x+k^dxdy (16-1) 

sOoO-f   f S{kx,ky)eftwik*'*ky'')dkxdky (16-2) 

Spu' iai frequencies in the x and y directions are represented by kx and ky, respectively. 
The arbitrary spatial pattern s(x,y) may be considered to be real for all incoherent 
infrared systems. Sikjr.ky) is in general complex. \S{kx,ky)\ is its amplitude term; 
e
i**Mk*,kJ i8 jtg phase term. Fourier transform pahs are denoted by a double headed 

arrow: six.y) ** S{kx,ky). The condition for the existence of Eq. (16-1) and (16-2) is 
that the following inequality holds: 

|«(ac)y)|,(icdy<« (16-3) 

16.2.2. Properties of the Two-Dimensional Fourier Transform. Some useful 
properties of the two-dimensional Fourier transform, which may be easily derived from 
the definition, are given in this section. 

l£.2.2.i, Space Scaling. If s(x,y) and S(kx,kv} are Fourier transform paira, then the 
following transform relationship exists: 

•^■w-idn^frt) <16-4, 

16.2.2.2. Space Shifting. IT s(ac,y) is shifted by a constant ,n each direction, its 
amplitude spectrum is unchanged, but its phase spectrum in each direction is modified 
by a term linear with space frequency. 

six - Xo.y - y«) *♦ S{kx. ky) e-^Vo^*»»» (16-?) 

16.2.2.3. Space-Frequency Shifting The corresponding transform pair for a shift 
in space frequency is: 

e**''***k*')8(x, y) ♦* S(kt - k*, ky ~ k*>) (16-6) 

646 
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16.2.2.4.   Space and Space-Frequency Differentiation. 

dm  d» 
dxm dy' 

su,,y) **{j2iTkr)m U2*ky)* S(ks,ku) (16-7) 

(- j2nx)*(- föiryWx, y) « £- -~~~ S(kr. ky) (16-8) 

16.2.2.D. Conjugate Fur^ctions. If s{x,y) is a complex spatial function, then for its 
conjugate s*(x,y), the followi ig transfom r»air holds: 

s*(x,;y)**S*(-*,.-*,) (16-9) 

if s(x,y) is real, then 

a*(x,y) = 8{x,y) *- S(kr,ky) (16-10) 

S(kZ>ky) =   S*(-  jfe^,-  A,) (16-11) 

S*(«„ *„) = S(- *„- *„) (16-12) 

16.2.2.6. Symmetrical Spatial Functions. If 8(x,y) is both real and symmetrical 
about the origin; i.e., if s(x,y^ = s(— x- y), then S(äX,äW) is real and symmetrical, and 

S(*r,*y) = 4|      I    six.y) cos2v{ktX +kvy) dxdy (16-13) 
Jo    Jo 

8(x.y) = 4f     f    S{kx,ky) cos2iT{ktx +kvy)dkxdkv      (16-14) 
Jo     Jo 

16.2.2.7. Parssval's Theorem. The two-dimensional expression for Parseval's 
theorem for two real spatial functions SiU, v) and stix.y) is 

8i(x,y)8,{x,y)dxdy=\ Sl(-kx,~ky}St{kI,ky) dk* dkv    (16-15) 
«'-xJ-ie J — «   «J - BB 

- | S](*,,*„)S,(-*f.-*1/)rf*Ja'A:(/   (16-16) 

= j     f    S^Ofe^ife^S.Ofe,.*,)^*,^        (16-17) 

= f     f    Sl(k,.kv)St*{kJr,ky)dkrdky       (16-18) 

16.Z.3. Two-Dimensional Fourier Transforms in Polar Coordinates. The rela- 
tions between rectangular coordinates {x,y) aH (k^.k,,) and polar coordinates (p,0) aiv \ 
(/fep.t/») are: 

i = p COB d kj = kp coe 4» 

(16-19) 
1 y = p sin Ö ky -- k,, sin 

^y^P2 kr* + kS~k* j 
dxdy = pdpde     dk,dky^ kedkpdiiij 
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The Fourier Iransfonn has the form 

SfÄp,^)^!      I      s(p,6) e        " pdddp 

Jo     Jo 
'^  s(P,d)e-""**""'''-"p dfi dp (1620) 

The inverse Fourier transform has the form 

ftW 

S(p,0)=rf     SCAp.^e^'V^«'-*^^^ (16.2i) 
Jo    Jo 

If the spatial function is not dependent on 6, thet the Fourier transform pair for at (o) 
takes the form 

S(Ap) = j     8{p)Jo(kf,t?)pdp (16-22) 

s(p)=f     S(*p)Jo(*pp)Äpci*p (16-23) 
Je 

where Jo is the Be»««*»! function of the first kind &nu order zero. 

l<i'>2.4. Dirac Delta Function. The spatial Dirac delta function 8ix,y) is used to 
represent a finite energy source or a finite tr-robi iittance concentrated into an arbi- 
trarily small region of the plane. For examrK l'x—xo,y—yo) is used to represen. a 
"point" source at (xo, yo).   The energy density at Uo,yo) is infinitely large. 

Mathematically, the delta function can be defined in terms of its sifting property: 

/:./: 
8(x-Xo, y-yo)s ix, y) dx dy = s{xo, yo) (16-24) 

where .?(x(y) is an arbitrary ftmction continuous &t (xo,yo). In terms of tins definition, 
the Fourier transform of 6(x—x(,,y—vo) i? easily found to be c' ^^ '*0+ ""^ thm 
establishing a Fourier transform pair for ihe Dirac delta function. 

A delta function in erms ^f only one spatial variable 8(x — Xo) may be interpreteil 
physically as a line source or a line transmittance of infinite length and arbitrarily 
bmall width, Aong the line x = Xo. 

Another property of the delta function is: 

S(ax,6y) = -i—irrr ßfx.y) (16-25) 
ia|!o| 

16.2.5. Products and Convolutions. If the inverse Fourier transform of tha 
product of two space-frequency functions Si{kr,ky) and S »(*,,*„) is taken, the result is 
the convolution of the inverse Fourier transforms of the two functions: 

r(x,y) = J     j     8,(f t Ti)87(jc-f,y—»)) df dTj (16-26) 

Similarly, if the Fourier transform of the product of two spatial functions Siix.y* and 
«i(x,y) is taken, the result is the convolution of the Fourier transforms of the two func- 
tions: 
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S(*,,**)")      j     S.iki.k^St'.ks-kt.ky-k^dkt   kr, (16-27) 

16.2.6.   Autoconrelalion  Functions and Wiener Spectra.   The autocorrelation 
function UH^.T)) ie defimxl as a joint mean of a random process [1]. 

, TJ) = I     j     rfiSj/JiUi, f; «j, TJ) ds! da, w{£,ri)=\ SiSipt{8t,(; fii,y\) dsxdst (16-28) 
J-x    J-x 

where St and Si are two sample functions evaluated at two randomly chosen poiuts, 
(xi.^i) and (xt,yi) respectively, and p» is the second-order joint probability density 
function of the random process which generated «i and St. ( and 17 are equal to Xi — *» 
anJji-y», the displacement coordinate between (xiyi) and f .vj), respectively. The 
random process is assumed to be stationary in terms of second-order statiatics. If 
,he rankm process is also ergodic, the autocirftilatjon function may be represented 

in terms of an average over space of a single sample function of the random process: 

1    CA   rB 

a'(f,Tj)= lim ——■        I    8(*,y)s(x+f,y+v)) dx dy (16-29) 
.)-*« 4A5 J-,« J-s 

The condition for the existence of Eq. (16-2«) and (16-29) is that total mem square 
average of the random function be bounded; i.e., thai 

lim TT^ I     I    |s(x..v)|,dxdy ^ * (16-30) 
A 
B-* 

which is a less stringent condition than expression (16-3).   An autocorrelation function 
tor functions satisfying (16-3) may be represented as foPows: 

«'(£,*}) = [' j' 8{x,y)8(x+(,y+ri) dxdy (16-31) 

The Wiener spectrum, Wikt.ky), the analogy of the power spectrum in electrical 
systems analysis, h defined simply as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 
function: 

Wikx ky) = [" j   wit, rS)e'*1*k*t*k»'')df dv (16-32) 

If the spatial pattern s(x,y) satisfies expression (16-3; ehe Wiener speTtrum may be 
represented directly in terms of S{kx,ky): 

W'(A,.*,) = iSU,,**)!1 (16-33) 

Since the Fourier transform of a random (continuing) function does not exist [1], 
the Wiener spectrum must be used whenever a space frequency representation is needed. 

16,3.   Analysis of Spatial Frequency Filtering 

The basic expression for the time-varying output v(t) of a spatio-temporal älter in 

v{t)~\     j    r(.x.y,t)8{x y) dxdy (16-34) 

where r{x,y,t) is a general expression for a spatio-temporal filter, and s(x,y) is an 
cbitrary input scene.   The infinite limits are for generality, actually 'ix.yj) is zero 
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outside a f die region. This exprpwion applies to scannmg-s&ierture space filters, to 
fixed-field moving-reticle space filters, and to scanning-field moving-retirlc space filters. 

16.3.1. Sc» ling-Apdure Space Filters. For a scanning aperture :;>ovii:g with a 
velocity Ux paiallel to the x axis, r(u,y.t) is repretwsated as r(x—uxt,y) antl the output 
:9 given by 

v(ti = f    j   r(x~-utt.y)8(x.y)dxdy (16-35) 

The Fourier transform r (/) (also calK'-d the output spectrum) of this expression is 
given by V(n ~h L RihkHi'k*)dk< (16-36) 

If the input scene is represented only in term» of its Wiener spectrum Wikr.k^), the 
otiput power spectrum «K/") is 

*(f) = —        Ä -, * J   Wy-, k\ dk y (16-37) 

If there is also a velocity component M„ in the y direction, the expressions for V(/") 
anf1. Qif) are 

16.3.2. Fixed-field Moving-Reticle Space Filters. One type of fixed-field moving- 
-eticle space filter is simply an »nfinito reticle pattern r,{x—utt,y) scanning ovar the 
limited input scene 8(x,y)ra(x>y)> where ra(x,y) is the fixed fiele of view of the space 
filter. 

The Fourier transform of an infinite parallel-spoke square-wave reticle, assuming the 
spokfei are parallel to the y axis, is en array of delta functions (along the kx ax's) whose 
magnitudes ere determined from the Fourier series of a square wave. 

Ä.(*x. */)-^8(*,.ik,)+ f vl" l}\!   £(*^~ t2"- n^o,*») 

+ £ /T ^'iT"5^'^ t?n- I]*,.*,)      (16-40) 

v;beic fco in the fundamental space frequency, the perod being the w^dth of one spoke 
pair. The output spectrum Vif) from scanning the endless reticle over the limited 
s^ene with a velocity u, in the .♦ direction is: 

Vif)=i [ /", /".S{i" WR"(£~ {"-«») ^d^] 

12   \uT/    ,.i(2n-l)7r   [üx J 

■ 
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The output is periodic, hence the expression is simply the transform ot a Fourier series 
whose coefficients «re Jeterminei from the square wave, but are further modified 
by the spectrum of the limited scene. If the inpul icen« is represented only in the 
form of a Wiener spectrum W(k.r,ky), the output power spectrum Q{f) its 

*if)-v.[ L Lwii- M*-^-'-- f')l""'- <"•] 

[i,awv '[if:-'2"-11*-], y 4£+l^-"'•]' 
N-l »"I • 

(16-42) 

The Fourier transform of an infinite checkerboard square-wave reticle, assuming tha'. 
the pattern is oriented so the square edges are parallel to the coordinate axes, is a 
double array cf delta functions along th? 4f" lin<» which bifact the nght angles formed 
by the coordirütes in the {'Kx,kv) plane. The magnitudes are determined from the 
Fourier series of a nymnetrical triangle wave [1] 

Ä-(*x.M=^ 8(*x.*»» <- f" r~ —^-8[*,-(2n-l)Ä,,*»-[2n-l]*o 

+ T   r-r ^—-T-5[*x-(2n-l)*„*t+(2n-l)*,] 

+ S   [(2,-  ,-~[T^]l8[*^-^2»-l)*».*»-(2"-1)*o] (16-43) 

where A« is the fundamental space frequency in either the x or y directions, the period 
being twice the width of one checkerboard square. The output spectrum V(f) from 
scanning the endless checkerboard with e velocity of ux in the x directio i over a scene 
'imiledby r, (x.y) is: 

Ä.[£-U- (2n-l^-C,]d{x d^ 

r- 
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+-£7,0 ^ •l,
8i~-(2n-i)*«i r r s({'.w Us " [{2n - Ihr]*   lux J J_„ J-. 

Ä.[^-U(2n-!)*<.-{.,] dC.rfC, (16-44) 

If the input is described only in terms of its Wiener spectrum, the output power spec- 
tivmQ(f) corresponding to Eq. (16-44) ;8 

u, 4   \UgJj_mJ.m !    VUJ- /I 

+- i 77T—VT: «[- - <2n - ^^ r r wt" w u, ^ [(2n - lm]4   Lux 1. J_, 

|Äj£-{,.(2n-l)*,-{,]|* dl, dl, 

1   •" 1 T f 1 ^   f" 
Ux £, [(2n - l)w]4   L"* J J-. J-. 

|Ä.[^-C,- (2n - r»A*-(Jr dk d{» 

+r i [«srW 8[£ -«" - H r. r.,,,<{-f •' 
juJ^-fc,- (2n-!)».-{,|' <«, («, 

+^ 1 r«^w 4£+(2" - H r. r. ,,'<£- £') 

Ä.f-^-{..{2n-^)*,-C,^|, c^rf^ (16-46) 
I     LUJ- J! 

16.3.3, Scanning-Field Moving-Reticle Space Filter«. The scanning-field moving- 
reticle space filter has both a moving reticle and a scanning aperture; however, the 
velocities of the two clement« are not necessarily equal nor even in tiie same direction. 
In the previous case of the reticle scanning a scene limited by a fixed aperture, the 
tim»-varying output was periodic. The effect of having the aperture move is one of 
modulating the periodic s.gnal and thus spreading the signal eoerr ■tito frequency 
bands about the original «if-nal harmonics [2]. Two scanning situation* ore considered 
belor.. 

The first situation concern« both the reticle rix.y) and the aperture field stop o(x,y) 
moving in the x direction.   The velocity of the reticle with respect to the seen«' -a u,r. 

- 
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the velocity of the aperxure with respect to the scene is Usa, and the velocity of the 
reticle with respect to the aperture is Uxra, where u,r, = u.rr - u,«. Usually u,r is 
greater than uTC.   The time-varying output is giver by 

f"   f" vit) ~ I s(x.y)a(x~u,at,y)r(x~uxrtly) uxdy (16-46) 
J -«     J -OB 

The corresponding output spectrum V(f) is 

(1647) 

The secwtd situation is concerned with the reticle scanning in the y direction with a 
velocity of u^ with respect to the scene, and the aperture moving in the x direction 
with a velocity of Uxa with respect to the seen«. Also, the reticle does not move with 
respect to the aperture in tae x direction, so that the reticle also has a velocity of u..c 
in the x direction with respect to the scene.   The time-varying output is given by 

v(t)=r   I   t{x.y)a(x-urat.y)rix-utJ.y-uwA)dxdy (16-46) 

The corresponding output spectrum is 

Expresiiorw (1S47) and (16-49) involve a double convolution in the ky aid the A, 
directions, respectively. 

For inputs represented only in terms of their Wiener spectra, the output power spec- 
trum expressiens corresponding to Eq. (16-47) and (16-49) are, respectively: 

«xr« j. J-« J   ,. I     \     U,r, /I 

\R{t±£!i£i!it'^dktclktdk't (16-60) 
I     \     «*« /I 

\R(k.   täsMiitf MS &&, de^D 
I u»,    /I 

16.3.4. Ciitolar Scctoi-cd Reticles. The circular sectored reticle, which it also 
known as the "wagon-wheei" reticl« or the epi*ootist«r, is shown in Section 16.4. Thia 
r tide is belt represented in polai coordinates as a periodic variation in the 0 direction 
The Fourier transform Rikgji) of a circular sectored reticle with n black-white spoke 
pairs and with a radius of a is given by 
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(16-52) 

J{tr-iyjiz) denoteh the Bessel function of the first kind and order (2p • l)n. R(k^,^) 
is a complex function when r. is odd, and is real whei; n is even. If the original reticle 
function is rotated with an angular velocity (ot so that '•(p,0) becomes rip,' —o>t), then 
R{kp,4t) becomes Ä(itp,^-* a»). In ^ther words, the Fourier transform rotates with the 
same velocity in the opp<»ite direction. 

15.4.   Fourier Trmnsforao of Common Space Filters 

Ten pairs of the more common space filter« and thai: Fourier transforms are illus- 
strated and summarized below for use in the mathematical expressions of Section 16.3, 
especially Section 16.3.2. Solid black in the figures indicates a transmission of 0; 
white indicates a transmission of 1. 

16.4.1. Rectanfolar Aperture. Figure 16-l(a) show a simple rectangular «p^rture 
with dimensions a x 6.   The Fourier transform of this aperture is 

n ,,    . ,     sin irakx sin nbkv 
Äo(*x,*w)= ^r-j  (16-53) 

One quadrant of \Ra(kx,kv)\ is shown in Fig. 16-1(6). 

16.4.2. Circular Aperture. Figure 16-2(a) shows a circular aperture of radius a. 
The Fourier transform of this aperture is 

Ra(kT.ky)=  (16-54) 
VAX» + *v« 

One quadrant of |fio(*j.*»)| is shown in Fig 16-2(6). 

16.4.3. Infinite Parallel-Spoke Reticle. A parallel-spoke reticle which is infinite 
in extent in both directions is shown in Fig. 16-3(a). I+s Fourier transform is given 
by Eq. (16-40) ^nd is dhown in Fig. 16-3(6). 

16.4.4. Infinite Checkerboard Reticle. A checkerboard reticle which is infinite in 
extent in both directions is shown in Fig. lS-4(a). Its Fourier transform is given 
byEq. 16-43 and is shown in Fig. 16-4(6). 

16.4.5. Parallel-Spoke Reticle Limited by Rectangt'lar Aperture. A parallel- 
spoke reticle limited by a rectangular aperture of dimensions a x 6 is shown in Fig. 
l6-5(a). The Fourier transform of this reticle is given by either of the following expres- 
sions. 

R(k   k \ -^ B*n SEJk 8'n UMM.     y   ^~ *)"''   8'n ggljgf ~ (2n - Dkp] sin ni^ 
"   ' "2     irkr   '     irky ,f; (2/» - l)ir     7T[k, - {2n - l)k0] irky 

^   (- 1)'"'   sin na[kj + (2n - l)kt] ein iTbkM -CR^ 

^1(2n-lhr     ir[*, + (2n--l)*o] nky 
u6"55 

„..    . ,     sin irbk, sin iT(xJ2)kT sin vaM. „„ *„ 
R{kr kg) = 1—* 7 : 7- (16-56) 

IT*,, nkx        sin vxjtr 

Figure 16-5(6) showf \R'.ks,ky)\ for kx > 0. 
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16.4.6. Parallel-Spoke Reticle Limited by Circular Aperture. A paral'el-spoke 
reticle limited by a circular aperture of radius a is shown in Fig. 16-6(a). The Fourier 
transiorm of this reticle is 

a Jl(27raV/eJ
!! -f <„*) , V*  (- D" 'a J1(27ravi*~- (2n - l)ko]z + kJ 

R(kx,ky) = ;  + >    ;- ; —-r^rr^^rr— 
2       VAX» + kS JC~I 

i2n - I)1T      ^[k, - (2n - l)*o]1 + *,« 

V' (- p-'o Jl{2naV[k'x+ (2n - 1)*»]' + ky* (16-57) 
f 2L (2n - I)1T      \/[*, + (2n-l)*«lt + *|« 

One quadrant of \R(kx,ky)\ is shown in Fig. 16-6(6). 

1S.4.7. Checkerboard Reticle Limited by Rectangular Aperture. A checkerboard 
reticle limited by a rectangular aperture with dimensions c x 6 is shown in Fig. 16-7(a). 
The Fourier transform of this reticle is given by either of the following two expressions: 

n,L   L ^     1 ein nakj sin irbky 
n{k.~, Ky) = — r 7— 

2     nftx nky 

V —    1 sin iTa[kx — {2n - D^o] sin nb[ky — (2n — \)ko\ 
+ „r, [(2n - DTT]

2
     TT[ky - (2n - 1)*«]     ^   v{ky - (2    - DM 

Ä 1 sin ira\kx
J '2n - l)ko\ sin ntlky f (in — D^o] 

£, [(2n - Dir]*     n[kx + (2n - l)*o] n[ky 4- (2n - l)Ao] 

«  1 sin Tra[kI—2n- l)Ata] sin nb[ky + (2n - Dk.] 
+ h [(2n - Dn]*     7r[kx - (2n - DA«] nik, + (2n - l)*o] 

« 1 sin iTa[kx + (2n - Dkg] sin nb[ku - (2n -- l)ko] 
+ Btl 1(2«"-DTT]'     7r[^ + (2n - 1)*«]   *     7r[*„ - (2n - l)fco] 

(16-58) 
„,    ,        „ sin KTU^^J-sin 7r(x<j/2)fc1( sin TTOAJ- sin 7T6A„ *O,,    . . , 
R(kx, ky)-2 r r : r- r- cos TT — (*, -t- *„) 

" nkx nky        sin nXokx sin vxoky 2 

|Ä(ik„*y)| is shown in Fig, 16-7(6) for kx > 0. 

16.4.8 Circular Sectored Reticles. Circular sectored reticles with ene, two, and 
four spoke pairs are shown in i ^B. 16-8(a), 16-9(c), and 16-10(a). The Fourier trans- 
form of a circular sectored reticle with n spoke pairs is given by Eq. (lft-52), which 
consists of a term independent of n and a summation of terms dependent on n. The 
term which is independent of n is simply one-half tf expresfcion (16-54), which is shown 
in Fig. 16-?(6). Figures 16-8(6). 16-9(6), and 16-10(6) show only the summation terms 
of/?(fcp» aflei the first term has been removed. 
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17.   Control Systems 

17.1.   Linear Systems 

17.1.1.   Bnsic Definitions 

BASIC SYSTEM. The Basic systeai to be considered is shown in Fig. 17-1. Most 
systems, however complex can be reduced to this basic form by applying the rules 
and techniques given in Sec. 17.1.2. 

R{8) E(s)      i 0(8) 

g(t) 

C(s) 

c(t) r{t) ?       e(" 

Fic. 17-1     Basic feedback control system. 

In general, throughout this chapter, functions represented by lower case letters are 
funvtionp of the time variable t; capital letters are used to represent the Laplace trans- 
fonr of ^.he lower-case letter function, and are functions of the complex variable s — 

TYPICAL TEST SIGNALS 

(1) The Delta function, S(t - to), Uo (♦ - t,), is zero for all time except tv. when its 
height s infinite and its area is unity; it is approximated by a short rctangular 
pulse of unit t;ea. 

(2) The unit step, hit - (oi, Ui U - M, is zen) for all t < tn and one foi ill t > ,.»; it is 
usually specified to be one-half t i = to- »t is approximated b • fast-rising 
voltage (relay or switch with mercury wetted contacts, semicondut or switch, 
etc.). 

(3) The unit ramp, a>(< - t^t, U; it — t»), is zero for all t < t„, increasing with .mity 
slope for t > i«. 

(4) The unit parabola, aU — foX1, u-^t — to), is zero for all t < to, increasing at t'2 

for t > tu- 

TIME DESCRIPTIONG OF SYSTEM BEHAVIOR 

I 1! The time constant is the time it takes tne svstem to reach (lie iA, when the input 
isA/iUHsee Fig 17-2). 

(2) Rise time, /,, :s the time it takes the system to move from 0 i A to 0.9A, when ».he 
input is A/J'/I (see Fig. 17-2). 

i31 Time delay, t,t. Is the time interval between the time of application of input, 
A/z« f), tothetime the system reaches 0.5A (see Fig. 17-2). 

(4) Overs! oot is (A,, - A A. with -nput Ah(t) and a peak value of output A,,. 
Overshoot is measured as» a fractional or ebsoiute value, or as a percent (see 
Fig. 17-2). 

662 
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Fir;. 17-2.   Time deacriptions of System behavior. 

(ö) Time of response, or setting time, t„ is the time required for the system output 
(with input Ah(t)) tc reach and stay within a certain tolerance 'e.g., 5%) 
of tha final value (see Fig. 17-2). 

(6) Time to peak, t,,, is the interval between application of input Ah{t) and peak 
output. 

(7) The position or displacement error is given by e = r — c (r and c defined as in 
Fig. 17-1). 

(8) The velocity or rate error is given bye-f-c.   (i = ~77. where x is any variable, j 

       /..      (Px\ 
(9) The acceleration or parabolic error is given by e = r — c.    lx- -rr ). 

WKIGHTING FUNCTION.   The weighting function git) is the response of a system to d. 
unit impulse input. 

TRANSFER FUNCTION.   Transfei functions may be defined as follows 

(1) The Laplace tronsform of weighting function 

Gis) = L {git)} 

where L{g<4)} = Laplace tranaform of ^(t) = G^s). 

(2) Th • ratio of Laplace transforms of input and output 

0(81     L{r(t))     R(8) 

(3:   The frequency response function when it exists (i.e., for stable systems) U). 
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The basic forms of transfer functions are: 

(o) Gain or sensitivity Gi?) = K 

(6) Differentiator G{a) = T« 

(c) Integrator G(8) = {"s)'1 

(a) Firat-order lead Gfa) = 1 + T« 

(e) First-order lag G(s.) = (i + rs)-1 

(f) Second-order lead G(«) = s2 + 24&>l,8 + Cü,* 

(g) Second-order lag G(s) = (s* + 2{ü»,S -I- w,1)-' 

ih) Time delay G(8) = e'"' 

STABIUTY 

Absolute Stability. If the output of a linear system is bounded for any bounded input, 
the system is said to be absolutely s ?ble (we exclude nsutrally stable systems since 
in practice they do not exist). 

Relative Stability. Relativs stability is the change necessary to make a system 
unstable. 

MINIMUM PHASE SYUTEM. A minimum phase system is one whose ^:aracteristic 
equation has roots with only negative real parts, hence the minimum phose shift for 
a given amplitude characteristic. 

GAIN MARGIN. Gain margin is the additional gain necessary to make the system 
unstable. 

PHASE MARGIN. Phase margin is the additional phase shift necessary to make the 
system unstable. 

CROSSOVBR FREQUENCY. The crossover frequency &»,., or the frequency to which the 
loop is closed, is the frequency at which system gain is 0 db. 

17.1.2. Determination of Transfer Functions. Transfer functions can be deter- 
mined from signal flc* graphs, block diagrams. Bode plots, and Laplace transforms 
of transient signals. 

17.1.2.1.   Sijiua Flow Diagrams [2] 
INTRODUCTION Signal Sow diagrams are directly applicable to circuits (electrical, 

mochanicpl, eU..) and furnish a method for obtaining thfc transfer function. They 
~an also be applied to block diagrams for simplification. 

The circuit aquations are 

■ 
^aox( = 0 7 = 1,2,3,... 
i-n 

The equations can be rewritten 

*; = 2 tu* J « 1. 2, 3,... 
i-o 

r<i = 
«ij when      j »* t 

0(> — 1       when      j = i 
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Figure 17-3 shows the generalized diagram if each x, Is a node, and if n is 3. Th" 
transfer function of the entire circuit can be found by applying signal flow rule^ and 
diagram simplification. 

FIG     17-3.    General   signal   flow 
diagram for a 3-termin.»l network. 

SIGNAL FLOW RULES 

(a) Signals trav?l only in the direction of arrows. 

(b) A signal is multiplied by the tranamittance of the branch MJ. 

(c) The value of the signal at any node is the sv ,n of the signals entering the node. 

(d) The signal value of any node is sent along all branches leaving the node. 

Rn P . •"   SIMPLIFYING SIGNAL FLOW DIAGRAMS 

(a '!e! paths can be combined by summing transmittances (Fig. 17-4). 

<b)   Series paths can be combined by multiplying transmittances Tig. 17-5). 

'12 u23 

t    -1       e l23   l32     3 t12t23 

PIG. 17-4.   Example of parallel 
path combination. 

Fie. 17-5.   EJ ample of series 
path combination. 

(c) Terminal and source ends of branches can be moved. To move the terminal 
end of a branch <JI »see F-g. 17 6), a new nod* 'f/) must be dahnsd, at which ai' incom- 
ing brandies (except the one to be moved) terminate e,' is coupled to the oH node 
ie,) by tranamittance 1.    A branch from the origins! node (ei) to any node (e*) must 
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t 1f> 

41 

hsSi 

w12 

h£\i 

FIG  17-6.   Example of procedure for moving 
the terminal end of a branch. 

have it« source moved to e{ and must receive a branch from the source node (€j) of the 
moved branch; this new branch will have transmittance i^i:-,*. The terminal end of 
',he branch is moved from e, to e2. multiplying its transmittance by that of the path 
along which it moved (i.e., Uxtyt). 

To remove the source end of a branch from n-s (Fig. 17-7), each source which had a 
branch terminating at e^ miiiät now have a branch terminating at 9.%. For exaniple; 

for e* (see Fig. 17 7) the trausmittancc ia t^U-i, etc. 

(d) Seif loops can be eliminated by multiplying the incoming branch transmittances 
by 1/(1 - (lt) (Fie- 5 7-8). 
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t13t32 

"4 54 

FIG.   17-7.   Example   of  procedure for removing source end of a branch. 

12 
1 - t 22      «^ 

3 ' ^^ e4 

FIG. 17-8.   Example of the eÜnination of -• i»elf loop. 

17.1.2.2. Block Diagrams [3]. Basic rules for the simplificat'c i of block diagrams 
are illustrated in Fig. 17-9, where the contents of each box is the transfer function 
of that box. 

17.1.2.3. Bode Diagrams. Experimental curves are obtained which relate system 
attenuation and phase to frequency U e., frequency respo i « curves). Bode's method 
(see 17.1.3.5) is used to draw approximate asymptotes lo the attenuation curve; the 
phase plot can be used to determine "break" points. The approximate curve can be 
corrected by adjusting ( in quadratic terms (see 17.1.3 1 and 17.1.3.5). Further cor- 
rections, such as Linvilie's method [2] are available. 

17.1.2.4. Transient Response Analysis 

GENERAL METHOD. Apply a transient e(t) and s-ecord the open loop system output 
cit) (some useful inputs are found in Sec. 17.1.1). Then the ratio of the Laplace trans- 
forms of response and input, G(s) == C{s)IE{8), yields the transfer functwn G(s/. For 
■omplicated cU), one can use approximations made from a series of simple functions 
(such as steps, triangles, impulses, rectangles, etc.), and then find the transform of 
each; the total transfom in the sum of the transforms of the individual component**. 

GUILLEMIN'S IMPULSE METHOD f2). An impulse is applied to the system to obtain 
g(t); gil) is then approximated by a sequence of straight linec imr-ulset», parabolic 
curves, cubic curves, or other higher powers o(t, yieldingg*{t) je'('■ fv differentiated 
until only impulse functio»v» remain; then 

G' \J(0 ) = y ake imlk 

ijülV 
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G3(s)|_- —^0^8)02(8)03(6 

(2) 
~^^tL 

(3) zf-r 
(4) f?z: 

(S) -1 
3 !0(8)1 

G(8) 

Jo(s) I  

(6) -{E 
a 

G(s> 

a 1 
G<8) 

FIG. 17-9.    Qvsic rules for block diag.'um simplification. 

where G*\j(i») is the approximate tn-nsform o( g{t) 

die is the amplitude of the kth impulse 

ft is the time of the Hh impulse 

i- is the number of derivatives taken to obtain impulses 

n is the total number of impulses used. 

Approximating git) by straight lines is equivalent to approximating git) by para- 
bolic aegmenls, 

17.1.3. Methods of Analyzing Linear Systems. A linear system can be analyi, ;d 
! • amsidering the differential equations describing it, by its weighting function, 
by Nyqu-st methods, by the Bode method, by log modulus plots, and by root locus 
methods 
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rOÜl—i 
GjU) ± G2(s) 

m9 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

"-^ 

(12) 

I 1 H(«) 1— 

■•b 

***      a —~—• G<s) 
1 + H(8)G(8) 

:® ^b 

^Tj—^9)—- 

ad) 

isn^H^ -Bi^ 

FIG. 17-9 (Continued).   Basic rule« for block diagram £irr>r»!iSc«tion. 

17.1.3.1.   Differential Equation Method 

REPRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM. Sum the torques (forces, voltages, etc.) on the out- 
put and write the equation of motion (where p= dldt), 

dp) = R(p) 

The characteristic equation is C(p) — 0. 
ABSOLUTE STABILITY ANALYSIS. If the characteristic equation has any derivatives 

missing Oower than the order of the equation), or if the coefficients of the character- 
istic equation are not all of the same sign, the system is 'instabte. If the root« of the 
characteristic equation have any positive real pans, the system is unstable. A useful 
test for positive real roots is Routh's Stability Tost I [41: 

Write the characteristic equation 

cju)= y a(«"-' = 0 
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Form an array from the coefficients, as follow H, continuing until i     last row haa only 
one entry: 

Oo a.. 

a, a 3 

6, b. 

Cl c 

where 

6i = 

63 = - 

Ci = - 

det 
do Oil 

ül 031 

dec 
a„ 04 

CM asi 

det 
a, Ojl 

b3\ 

The number of zeros in the right-half "-plane is indicated by the number of sign 
changes in the first column. Work can be simplified by dividing each element of a /ow 
by the absolute value of the first element of that row. If an entry in the first column 
is 0, leplace the zero by e and continue 

If all elements of a row are 0, there are imaginary roots [5], An auxiliary polynomial 
is formed fnjm the last non-ZLi*o row; the order is P, (the order of the original equation 
is m, thfc number of the last non-zero row is r, and n=m~r-l-l). The powers of s con- 
tained in this polynomial will either bo all even or all odd.   Difftrentiate and proceed. 

If the charactsristic equation is written in terms of A" (a gain constant), limils on K 
for stability can be determined such that the sign requirement is satisfied. 

example 

(s- 2) (s + 3) (s-f 5) (s,-l-9) 

ss + 6s4 + Ss1 + 24»* - 9s - 270 

1: 1 8 -9 

2: 
1 4 -45 

[6] !241 [-2701 

3: 
1 

14] 
9 

[36] 

4: 
~1 -9 

(-5) i-451 

5: 
-2 0 fon 
10) 

9— -2s 

one root '.vith positive real part, one pair of complex, conjugate root«. 
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An alternate form is Routh's Test 11: 
Form the array: 

a, a« 0 0 0 

a-i 02 a. 0 0 

a-. a* 0;.. «2 a, 

For stability, »11 determinants formed by the elements in the upper left comer must 
have the same sign, i.e., 

QI do 31 a» 0 

03       a> a.)       02       a\ 

a-,       a*       as 

STBADY-STATE BEHAVIOR c,(t).   The syst/im equation can be written as 

c(t) = r{t) 
la'P' 

-p^y bmp' 

Form the power series 

cit) = r(t) \p * (1 - .    1 n  p~. . ) 

Example 

then 

c{t) = 
rp+ 1 

r{t) = (I -Tp+T2p«- ■ • -Mt) 

if r(« = 8U), c.Ü) = 0 

if nt) = Ahit), cit) = A 

if r(t) = <»(, ct{t) ~ tot - rut 

Alternately for r(t) — Ah{t), set all derivatives in the characceristic equation to zero. 

Example 

(p1 + 4p + 253)c(0 = rUHp3 + 32) 

324 
c.U) = 

253 

TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR Cr(t).   Assume a solution of the characteristic equation 

cT(t) - V de'*' 

where the k, are the eigenvalues of the characteristic equation and the Cj are deter- 
mined from the initial conditions. 
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For many system.? the performance is dominated by two complex poles (no zeros), 
such that 

G(s) « (8» + 2{ü>I,S -t-ü)»*)-' 

Then the system ha» the following characteristica: 

(a)    { is the damping factor 

(6)    con is the undamped natural frequency 

(c)    <I>,(1 ~ I?)111 = wd, the damped frequency 

(rf)   t       ^o peak ip ~ Tr/wi 

(c)    P- ', time (to ±2%)t, = 4/CwR 

(/")    o       .. tot = exp (—Oiifp) 

(g)    rise time (10 to 90%)^ = 2.2/{ft.H 

(h)    logarithmic decrement ? 

S = l/nln XolXnT = 27rn{/(l - {*)"» 

where -to is the amplitude of the first overshoot (measured from the final value) and 
XnT is the amplitude of the signal after n cycles of oscillation. £ is the damping ratio 
of a secend-c rder system. This is a valid measure only for lightly damped systems 
({ < O.i). 

17.1.3.2.   Weighting Function Method 

REPRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM. The weighting function g(t) is the output obtained 
when a unit impulse is applied to the input. Step inputs, ramp inputs, etc., can be 
used if the output is differentiated (once for step inputs, twice for ramp inputs, etc.). 

ABSOLUTE STABILITY ANALYSIS. The James-Weiss stability criterion [1] states that 
for absolute stability 

r 
Jo 

|^(T)! dr < x> 

TIME BEHAVIOR FROM WEIGHTING FUNCTION. Determine the output of the system 
either graphically or analytically by ueing 

cU)= {    e{t)g{t-T)dr 

This snethod is not a? useful for determining damping factors, frequency respj-'ise, 
etc.; but it does give c(<) directly. 

17 1 3.3.   Nyquist Method [6] 

REPRESENTATION OF THE SKSTEM.   Write the open-loop transfer function as 

KG\s) = KA{8))B(8) 

On Fig. 17-10 locate all poles and zeros (singular points) on the s-plane which lie on 
the jut axis. Select n clockwise contour enclosing all poles and zeros in the right-half 
plane (a semicircle at infinity is uioeen). This contour should bypass each pole and 
zero on the jc» axis by a small counter-clockwise semicircle. 

Evaluate KGijw) = \KG{jo>)\ [t for enough values of u that KGijc) can be plotted 
as a function of 4> (the Nyquist or polar plot in the KG p'ane). The plot is symmetrical 
arwüjid the real axis. As u» travels around the semicircle encloning the singular points 
on the ju axis, the Nyquist plot contour moves through an angle of approximately 
±180nu it very large radius, (n = order of singularity; + for poles, — for zeros.) Often, 
Gij!») is plotted instead o( KG(jw) (G-plans Nyquist plot) (see Fig. 17-11). 
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•-plan« 

FIG. 17-10.   »plane contour for 

1 
G(3) = 8(S + 3)(8l + 4)' 

G-pUne 

Rul 

FIG. 17-11.   G plane oonU-or (Nyquigt p!o»> for 

1 
GiB) = J.8 + 3)(8S + 4) 
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ABSOLUTE STABIUTY ANALYSIS.   First, determine the number of clockwise encircle- 
ments (N) of the critical point. 

(a) In the KG plane, the own-loop critical point is the origin. 

(b) In the KG plane, the doaed-loop critical point is —I, cince 

GAs) - 1 + KGis) 

(c) In the G plane, the closed-loop critical point ia — HK 

Encirclement can be determined by tracing around the KG (or G) contour in a clock- 
wise direction; if the critical point is on the right, it is inside the contour, hence encircled. 

Next, determine the number of poles in the right-half plane (zeros of 5(s)).   Then 

Z = P-N 

where P = the number of right-half-plane pok« circled by the s-plane 

N = the number of encirclements of critical points 

Z = the number of right-half-plane zeros in the system 

STEADY-STATE BIH/.VIOR.   The steady-state behavior is dete-mined by the manner 
in which the G or KG contour behaves as a>-»0. 

(a)    If lim G = closed plot, the system had displacement error 

(6)    If lim G = —j<*>, the system has velocity error 

(c) If lim G = —«, ths system has acceleration enor 
w -• 0 

(d) If lim G = +7<», the system has rate-of-acceleration error 

(e) Lower-order errors are 0 (see also Sec. 17.1.4). 

TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR.   M circles (see Fig. 17-12) cue the locus of constant ratio of 
open-loop to closed-loop magnitude.   The cooidinates of the center are 

-1     A/s 

The radius is given by 
K Ml-l 

1      M 

= 0 

r = 
KM1-! 

(a) Mp is the peak amplitude of the closed-loop response, and Gr(s) "8 given by the 
M circle tangent to the contour (Fig. 17-13). 

(6) a>p, the frequency of resonance, u the frequency en the contxv-ir at the point of 
tangency with the Mp circle (Fig. 17-13). 

(c) The magnitude of gain at any point of the contour, a»,, is determined by first 
drawing an M circle through the point of interest. Then a «/* line is drawn 
through the origin tangent to the M circle. If \h is the angle made by the ty 
line and the negative real axis, then (see Fig. 17-13) 

l/Af = sin ty 

(d) The gain constant K corresponding to any point of the contour is determined by 
a line perpendiculai to the real axif £nd passing through the point of tangency 
of the M circle and the ^ line (see Fig. 17-13). 

(e) Frequencies for which the locus is to *he right of the line Af = 1 (c.rcle of infinite 
radius) are attenuated. 
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«i i 
M 7 
M 
11 7 
II 7 

0 41 
0 379 
D U 
0 30« 
0 9M 
0 IC«    | 

no 
,           J7 0 

M.« 
ii* 
a < 

10 s 
IS 5 
It t 
1« » 
11 i 
11 t 

FIG. 17-12.   Af-circle loci for polar (Nyquist) plots. 

The best tranpient response (best because the transfer function exhibits the least 
peaking is givr.n by the K value derived from ^m!,s (the largest ifi which is still tangent 
lc the locus). 

Since the distance and angle trom the origin to the locus give G(jut) while that 
from the critical point -1IK gives +1/X + G{jbt) (Fig. 17-14), the total system response 
Gr(ju) is j^ven by 

Gf(s) = 
KG(s) 

1 + KG(s) 

hen« the ratio of the two distances gives the magnitude of GrU), anc' the difference 
between the angles gives the phase shift. 

The phase margin is given by the angle formed by the vector of length UK which 
intersects the G contour, and the negative real axis.   N circles (Fig. 17-15) ar» circles 
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M = 1      Imaginary 

G-planü 

Real 

M = 1.3 >Line 

M = 1 

FIG. 17-13.   Example of transient behavior 
determination from Af-circles. 

Imaginary 

FIG. 17-14.   System gain from Af-circle. 
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Imaginary 

677 

Real 

Center 
9o - »c x = - 1/2 

y 
-"■lC''U8 

±10° if.'M 2.88 

±20° ±1.37 1.46 

j    ±30° ±0.866 1.0C 

±45° ±0.5 0.707 

1   ±60o ±0.29 0.577 

±70° ±0.18 o.:.3i 

I   ±90° 0 O.Sv-O    ] 

FIG. 17-15.    V-circle loci for polar (Nyquist) plots. 

of constant phase difference between input and output signals; they are characterized 
by a center 

x = -l/2,       y = H-l/2N 

N = ian{d„ - 0.) 

where 0„ is the open-loop phase shift 

6r is the closed-loop prase shift 

The radius of the N circles is given by 

1     ( 1 W* *~[HM 
At the frequencj' at which a locus crosses an N circle, the difference between input 

and output phase is given by the value of tan-' N. 

17.1.3.4.   Inverse Nyquist MethxxL   When components His) are found in the feed- 
back loop such that 

KG(8) 
GAs) 1 4- KG'ySWi*) 
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it is convenient to consider 

CONTROL SYSTEM 

[Gds)] 
KG(s) 

+ AFi8)His) 

The sum can be performed graphically by vector summation at each (a. Af-1 circles 
are concentric about —\IK\ other characteristics earn over from the N; quist method 
in a similar manner. 

17.1.3.5.   Bode Method (log Magnitude and Phase vs log Frequency). 

REPRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM.   Write the transfer function in terms of ba&ic 
forms, i.e., 

G(s) = 
^(7,4'+ l){rts + 1) 

S^iUS + 1) (Tftfl -f   !)(«» + 2{CÜ,« + ü>n») .  .  . 

Next, construct a straight-line approximation to the Bode diagram by sunming these 
basic components (Fig. 17-1P and 17-17). The diagram can be corrected by applying 
the curves of Fig. 17-18 and 17-19. An ejample is shown in Fig. 17-20. If the system 
is non-minimum phase, the phase portnut will be modified as shown in Fig. 17-186. 

20 log K 

3 

—        Odb 
¥ 
o 

\       \- 12 db/oct>\. 

- ledb/oct1 

^v^s" + 2^ w s ■♦ u) 

U)  =   1 1/T or w log u 

Fio. 17-16.   Straight-line approximations to basic forms 
for Bode plot, ICO«)!. 
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or 5ui 

FIG. 17-17.   Straight-Lin« approximations to basic forms 
for Bode plot, /GQ'ai) = 4>. 

Odb 

5 G<0' * (7771; 

FIG. 17-18.   Conwtiona for Bode plot of tint-order basic forma. 
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4 « 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1,0 
a « 1.3 1.7 2.2 3.2 5.0 

FIG. 17-19.   Corrections for Bode plot of second wdtr b&a.c 
(a) Amplitude ccrrection.   (6* Phase correction. 

.?*. 
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167 (g + 60)   _   1000 (^  8 + 1) 

FIG. 17-20.   Example of Bode plot for 

,., v     167(g + 60) 
G(8) = -7?7TTör 

(a) Amplitude of GO»),   ib) Phase ofCf(ju). 

ABSOLUTB STABIUTY ANALYSIS. If the system gain is above unity (0 db) when the 
phase an;le exceeds 180°, the system is unstable. 

STEADY-STATB PEHAVTOF. The steady-state behavior is determined by the slope of 
the diagrem: 

(a)   If lim |G| - 0 slope, the system has displacement error 
« — 0 

(6)   If lim | G| = —6 db/octave slope, the system has velocity error 

(c)    If lim |G| = —12 db/octave slope, the system has acceUrn-tion error 
•.-0 

See Sec. 17.1.4. 
TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR. In general, the greater the phase margin, the smaller the 

transient (see Fig. 17- 21). A totally equalized system is stable for all gain with a slope 
jf —6 db/octave and a phase shift of —90° for 0 < w < w,.; the response is almost purely 
exponential. A partially equalized system is stable for some gains, i.e., the slope is 
—6 db/octave for w neer a,; in this case, the response is somewhat osri'^tory. Some- 
times a system is refeiTea to by the slopes of the approximate response, e.g.. 12-6-12. 
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1000 

log u) 

FIG. 17-21.   Example of Bode plot for G(s) =  ,   ; . 100      104. showing phase and gain margins. 

17.1.3.6.   Log Modulus Method {log Magnitude vs Phase) 

REPRESENTATION CP THE SYSTEM.   Write the transfer function as 

KG(S) = '~4^\G{s)\ [Ms) 
HKS)   

Plot 20 log ! G(.7) i üS 0(a); the total system plot is the sum of the angle and magnitude 
curves ibr the sybtem components (Fig. 17-22). 

ABSOLUTE STAPIUTY ANALYSIS. If the system response diagram intercepts the 
±180° axis above 0 db, the system is vnstable. 

STEADY-STATE BEHAVIOR. Steady-state behavior is determined by the way the con- 
tour behaves as a> -» 0.   See Sec. 17.1.4. 

(a)   If 4>-* 0°, the system has displacement error 

(6)   If 0-* —90°, the system has velocity error 

(c)    If 4»-* —180°, the system has acceleration error 
■   -0 

TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR. M and N contours (Nichols chart) (Fig. 17-23) can be Ujed as 
in the Nyquist method; the phase margin is indicated as the contour intercept with the 
0-db axis, and the gain margin is indicated as the contour intercept with the 180° exis. 
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Phase 
Margin PHASE MARGIN 

0       20      40      60      80     100    120    140    160    180 

.20 

-30 

-40 

-50 

-60 -L _1_ _L _1_ _U 

T 

J_ J_ 
180    160    140    120    100     80      60      40      20       0 

PHASE ANGLE 

PIG. 17-22.   Example of log modulus plot for 

63.1(«+10) 
G(s) = s»(«3 + 100« + 104) 

17.1.3.7.   ttoot Locus Method 

REPRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM. A r&ot-locus plot shows the locus of closed-loop 
poles as the open-loop gain is changed. Consider the transfer function of the open-loop 
system Gis) = pOO/gU). The zeros of g(«) (i.e., poles of G(s))are marked on a diagram 
as x 's, the zeros of p( s) as o's.   The rules for construction are as follows: 

(a)   The 1c c: start at poles. 

(6)   The loci terminate at zeroe. 

(c)   The number of loci is the number of poles or zeros of G(«). 

{d) If the coefficients of p and q are real, complex parts of the loci appear in con- 
jugate pairs. 

(e) The loci approach « along asymptote lines at ± 180o/n, ± 5407n, ± 900o/n, 
etc., where n is determined by letting s get very large so that only the highest- 
order terms of p and q remain of importance.   "Chen 

G(«) - Kla' 



s 
r 

SC" -20" "J.^  WO ~*9?^50o-140^-130O-120(:i.U0°-100° -M0 -«0° -'iQ0 -CO0 -50° -40* 

PHASE ANT.LE OF a(j*i) 

Fic. 17-23    M and N -ontours on log modulus plot (Nichols chart). 

(/*)   The j.'cint at which thette fc^ympto^e lines meet i» determined by writing 

8m + OiS""1 + a:Sm l .... am G{8)~K 

Then 

or 

j"+» + bia"*"1 ■*■ om -f- n 

A) — ai 

St Ä 
Ipolas — Izeros 

W 

(A) 

(») 

(./) 

(number of finite poles) — (number of finite aeros) 

Keal ftsin loci: Those portions of the real axis to the left o\ /in odd number of 
critic''' frequcnc:t.ii (polo« + aieros) are part of the roc* loci. 

Imaginary axis intersections: Apply the Routh m.t to -)(«) ■>■ ?(«) (siee Sec. 
17.1.3.1). 

Angles of departwe and arrival: At any point on the locus the sum of angles 
of vectors from poles must '.c -BO" -*• S'i.'Gr.'. The «ngle t: departi'rc Ci.n be 
chosen to satipfy this reqiv rauert 

The po:nt-a at <mich loci leave the ret-i ■Jtis: Choose a point s, just off the K«IJ 

(«). The traneitiun from -a to Si r iu'. vield no ntt change of angles from poe» 
wid !*r<» {0- i dt -f Ö3 ~ 0), Kepi :^ vigles by their tangents and solve for a. 
If St is above the r*"-.! axis, c>. <ug£te c^irvlex roots will Cto>tr« a net der.ease 
in angle equal tn 

2€>/(/}« f y«) 
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where y is the distance along the reai axis from the complex poles (to the right 
of—a) to —a 

ß is the distance of the complex root from the real axis 

(*)   Sum of loci: If p(s) + qis) is of degree r and the coefficient of sE is 1, the ccfcffi- 
cient of ä"~' is the negative of the sum of the zeros. 

U) Product of loci: If p(s)/q(s) contains a pole at the origin, the constant xmn of 
pis) + (/(«) is directly proportional to K. Choose a point z on the locus. The 
gain at 2 is given by the value ofK which makes [p(8) + q(s)^l(s + *) = 0. K at 
any point can also be determined by multiplying the lengths of the vectors from 
the opsn-loop poles and zeros. 

A^JOLUTK STABILITY ANALYSIS. The system becomes unstable for values of K such 
that the roots are in the right-half plane. 

ST£ADY-STATK BEHAVIOR. To determine steady-state behavior, determine the rum- 
berofpoleb attheorlgi;;of thö'n»>n-loopsystem. (SeealsoSec. 17.1.4.) Ifthenumber 
of poles is 

(a)   0, the saltern has displac ement error 

(fc'   1, the «• «cem has velocity error 

(c)   2, the system has acceleration error 

TRAN&IKNT BKHAVTOR.   The contribution of a pole to system behavior is .Ae<'T+J•','. 
TLe r^ore negative a-, the less the contribution compared with roots closer to the jot axis. 

The frequency response function (an be found as follows: 

'a)   Choose an a» on the ja» axis 

ib)   Let G(«) = KKgliJa — ri)(j<u — ri) • • • where jot — n is the distance from the 
chosen 70» to the ith root (for a given If). 

(c)   Graphical procedr-re« w icund in [2]. 

The time respons«? can be found directly as follows: 

(a)   Write the open-loo^ Uansfer function as 

„_, %     Kiaxa + b^ats + bt) ■ • • 

where 

«^(c, « + d,)(cis + di) • • • 

KK.{ g + l/T.K«-»-  1/T,) •  •  ■ 
«"(« + l/To)(8+ 1/T»)  •  •  • 

tr.ir. v                  T.TjT,  •   •   • 

ToTfcTr 

(6)   Take the inverse Laplace traiu.'.  m of 

KK,R(s) 
C'.s) -• 

(s - r.)(« - r») • • • 
where rj is tlie location of the ith root in the closed-loop system. 

(r)   Graphical procedures are found in [2]. 

17.L4.   Sfrtem Type* and Performance 

17.1.4.1.   Introduction.   Consider .vhe system presented earlier in Fig. 17-17, where 

KG{») = ■=-—, the open-loop transfer fi notion 
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C{s)        KG{8)       ,     ,      ,, ,    ,      . 
Geis) = ;rr-r -,   .   ^^."T. the closed-loop transfer function ic(s)     1 + KG(s) 

Eis)        1 ,. ,     .. 
'D7"\ ^ i I trn7~\'th8 error respoc»^ function 

A system is character-ized by the open-loop transfer function as: 

1       {S)"£(8)      «"(«T,, + 1)(ST4 + 1) • • • 

The system is classified 

(a) Type 0 if N = 0 

(b) TJT» 1 if Ar = 1 

(c) Type 2 if A'= 2 

If a Bode piot in made for C(F. ) Tor a given R{s), the plot may be considered an approxi- 
mation to an inverse time plot, in., t =» i/V 

Errci coefficients are defined classically i   follows: 

(o)   Position enor coefficient: Kp = lim G(«) 

(6)   Velocity error coefficient: Kr ~ lim sG' s) 
«-n 

(c)   Acce'eradon emr coefficient: Ka = lim s*G(s) 
< — o 

Error coefficients can also be found from 

Eis) __!___ =   _1  ,J_    j£ 
Ris)     l + KG(s)    'l+ifp    Kc

+Ka 

Steady-state arrors can be found for various inputs, since 

(a)    >irit) = hit),e.. = (l+ Kp)'1 

(6)   ifrU) =t.e„ --(Ä'r)-' 

(c)   Ür(t) = t*te,!~iKa)-
x 

This is vseful only for systems for which the poles of Gis) are in the left-hatf s-plane. 

17.1,4.2.   Type 0  System {Simple Speed Controller, Feedback Amplifiers).   The 
open-lcop transfer function of a Type 0 system is given ? y (see Fig. 17-24a) 

KGis)--£*-• 
1 -(- TS 

T}« closed-loop transfer funci-ion of a Type 0 system is given by 

r (0\ -      izl       m.  lz£ 
^^ ' tail + KP)     l+Kp 

ifr << il + Kp). 
ITie error (see Fig. 17-246) in given by 

Eis) 1 + TS 1 
Ris)    rs + d+ATp)     l + Ä", 
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3  3 

Odb 

^4 
o" 

' -90° 

-« db/octave 

K   - 1 
_E  

(») 

 45" 

- -90" 

F»c. 17-24.   Type 0 system Bode plot, 
(c^ Open loop.   (6) Closed loop. 

The response of the Type 0 system to a step input is described by the following equa- 
tions (see Fig. 17-25). 

r{t)-- Ahii)      fi(s)=- 

C(s)« 

£(«) - 

AKP 

8{l+KP) 

A 

s(] +KP) 

c(t] 
l + Kp 

A 
eit) = — , 

(1  -r Kn) 

A Type 0 system develops a displacement error in response to a displacement input. 
The response of the Type 0 System to ramp input is described by the following equa- 

tions (see Fig. 17-26). 

a* r',n = w(!       R{t)= — 

C(«) = *p    «L      C(t)'^- 
1 + /fp «- 1 + Kn 
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U      n 
CO      v 

Z 
2 

Al! 
AK, 

K   + 1 
P 

HD 
c(t) 

«(U 

FIG. 17-2 j.   Reapoiue of Type 0 system 
to step input 

e(l) 

FIG. 17-26.   Rsspoiue of Typo 0 
system to ramp input. 

Fie. 17-27.   Response of Type 0 
system to parabolic input. 

£(«) = 
1  + /fp 81 ̂      .(0 

<Üjf 

l + /fp 

A Type 0 sysiero devcioi» a velocity en-or in reapoiue to velocity input. 
The response of the Type 0 system to parebolic input Js described by the following 

equations (see i% 17-27). 

r(f) = a^*       c«)=^ 

C(»)- 
K,    a, 

1+KP3
3 c{t) 

E{a) = —      eit) - 

2(1 +if,) 

at* 
} +KPS 2(1 + /fp) 

A Type 0 system develops rr* ui^eleration error in response to an acceleration icpnt. 

17.1.4.3.   Type 1 System {Classical Motor-Driven Loops).   The open-loop transfer 
function of a Type 1 system is given b, 

C(«) Kt 

or, if T- < < 1 (see Fig. l7-28o), 

E{S)       5(1 + T,,«) 

Eis) " * 
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i 

Odb 

ui • 1 

u> « 1 w"lJ- 

(c) 

iut It) 

Vm. 17-28.   Type 1 system Bode plot,   (a) Open loop. 
(6) Cloaed loop,   (c) Error response. 

The closed-loop transfer function of £ Typ« 1 system is given by (aee Fig. 17-286) 

C(8)        Kr 

R(8)       Kr + 8 

The error function is given by (see Fig. 17-28tv 

Eis) s (llKr)a 
R(9)       Kc + 8       l + {8lKe) 

The response of a Ty^/e 1 «ystem step i.tput is given by (see Fig. 17-29) 

rit)~Ah(t)       ÄU)-4 

C(«) 

E(8) 

8[1 + sIKA 

l!KrA 

c{t) = A(l- ?-r»') 

e(t) - A«-«. 
(1 -!-«/A\.) 

A Type 1 system does not develop an error in responne to a displacement input. 
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M 
Z 
s 
at 
U 
s 

Hh 

^^^»(t) 
\^(») 

(a) 

i E(«)            "^v^ 

^>v^9 db/octave Kv 

X/^^RU) 
\.          ^^^£(8) 

NO«)     ^^^ 
\^12 db/o'-Uve^^v ^.      - 

to z 
2 

A   »r 

0.63A 
0.37A 

<J) --K 

■4 —..^  *■ 
e(t) 

•4 
V 

log Ul 

(b) 

FIG. 17 29.   Response of Type 1 system to step input. 

The response of a Type 1 system to ramp input is given by (see Fig. 17-30) 

(iti 
rU) = ü>(f       Ä(s) = — 

C(8) = ■. ~       c(t) = wf - — (1 - ef r') 
8ni4(s/Är)] x.. 

£{«) = 
<M)ilK? 

s(l + sJKv) 
e<J) = —a -e-Kv') 

Kr 

\' 
(db) 

•12 db/octave 

-*» üb/octave 

üI ' 1 

FIG 17-30.   Response of Type 1 system to ramp input. 
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A Type 1 aystem develops a diaplaceroent error WA% in response to a ramp input wit. 
The response of a Type 1 system to parabolic input is given by (see Fi^. 17-31) 

r(t)^-f      ft(8)=sf* 
2 ss 

C(s) = 

£(«) = 

a, 

s3ll +K8IK,.)] 

OtilKy 

s*[l +(8lK,)] 

out'1      at   I      1 — c *•'' 

eU) 

2,        K,- \ Kv 

_ ai   /      1 — g~*^\ 

'TA1      YT) 

a^db) 

Id 
to 
2 

s 
w 

IX 

\R(8) 

Vl8<"b/ocUve 

•^£(8) \ 
12 db/ocUve 

u) = 1 

■24 db/octove 

Xic. 17-31.   Response of Type 1 system to parabolic input. 

A Type 1 system develops a ramp error 

in response to a parabolic input. 

Notes on Behavior of Tyoe 1 System 

(a)   The responae is identical to ihe simpie RC network. 

(6)   The time constant is llKr. 

(c)   The open-loop gai.'J iu unity at wr = ^r; the loop is often referred to as closed to u»r. 

id) To the first order, letting t » 1/ou (increasing time implies decreasing «), at 
t = UKriw =■ Kr), c(t) merges smoothly with nt). 

(e) The »ystem ?ai n at : = 1 / a» is ot' the order of the frequency-response gain, and the 
error input »igral is reduced by this gahi at this time. 

v f) T1 IT straight -line approximation to the system error shows that as time proceeds 
toward t * l/o» = «, the error is r{t) uttil t = UKt(<* * Kt); i.e. the system has not 
responded i.ntil this trone. 
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(g) Note that c(t) =--üC-Ae-*»' = Kvcit); i.e., in a Type 1 ayatem the output rate is 
proportional to the error 

(h) The Type 1 system has an o^en-loop gain of Kt at w - J, and a gain of unity 
at ü) — Ke. 

(i) A Type 1 system reduces the resultant error by one order of t; i.e.. no error for 
displacement input; a displacement error for velocity input, a i a velocity error 
for parabolic input. 

17.1.4.4.   Tyf e 2 System (Many Tracking Loops, Gearless Torqued Loops).   The open- 
loop transfer function of a Type 2 system ia given by (see Fig. 17-32a) 

C(S)       A'ad+Ts) 
E(s) 

(T < <   1) 

log w 

(a) 

I 
o 

Odb 

FIG. 17-32.   Type 9 system Bodo plot   (a) Open loop. 
ib) Closed loop,    x) Error response. 
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The cloeed-loop transfer function of v Type 2 eysten1- *■ siv^n by ^8ee fi«. 17-326) 

C(S) Kail + TS) 

and (see Fig. 17-32c) 
Ria)      S   + KaTS + Ka 

Eis) »* 
Ria)       8* + KaTS + Ka 

The respons*1 of a Type 2 system to step input is given by (see Fig. 17-33) 

where 

rit) = A       Ä(8)=- 

C(») = 
^^,(1 +T8) 

«(«« + KaT8 + Ka) 
at -i i XT    ~Kat 

iV = 

Ei8) = 

1 [iKaT)* - AKa] > 0 

sin i»t + «J»)       [(ÜU)1 - AKa] < 0 

[/ KaT'W" Ka 11 — -j—) (frequency of oscillation) 

As 
8* + Kara + K* 

eit) = AM e-««"/* 

FIG. 17-33    RespcuM of Type 2 qratom to stop input 
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The respcnse of a "'ype 2 system to ramp input is given by (sec Fig. 17-34) 

tit) = wit      R{a) - — 

C(«) « 
a>iKa{l + TS) 

SHS* + KaT8 + Ka) 
c(t) - ">i{N e-K*Ttl*) 

F's) - 
Oil 

8% + KaT8 + K„ 
e{t) = Nvj c-ss'i* 

Odb 

s 

g 

FIG. 17-34.   Response of Type 2 systen to r-smp input. 

A Type 2 system develops no steady-state error in recponso to a ramp input 
The rerponse of a Type 2 system to parabolic input is given   y (see Fig. 17-g(t) 

rit) = arV2       R(3) = ^r 

-   , aXo(l  + TS) .   ,   v A . a       , »r r   •./.v 

»^^S* + ÄaT« + An) 2 Ao 

s(,) = ; n JT -uy^ <(0-T(1~Ne'K',"l) 
sC»2-f-AoT» 4-A,) A« 
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log U) 
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£ 
CO 
M 
K 

FIG. 17-35.   Response of Type 2 system to parabolic input. 

A Type 2 system develops a displacement error alKn in response to an acceleration 
(parabolic) input. 

Notes on the Behavior of a Type 2 System 

If [(üC.T)* — 4Ka] < 0, the response is a sharp oscillatory rise with overshoot. The 
tranMeid decays with a time constant of l/2tiv where w, u tho crossover frequency. 
The initial response of this system is faster than that of a Type 1 system c - the same 
closed-njop frequency (see Sec, 17.1.4.3), bvt the transient decay time is longor. Again, 
the time domain pertbrmance can be crudely approximated from the plot (t * llw). 

17.2.   Sampled-DaU Systems [3] 

17.2.1.   Basic Defttdtkn« 

I J.IX Sampling. The sampler mouulates a series of periodic narrow prises with 
the incoming, continuous signal. It ie atsumed, in gene*al, that the pulses have zn/o 
width.   The«e can be represented as S{t — nT), for which the Laplace transform is 

*">-n---e^) 
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where T is th* sairvplipg period.   If the input to the sampler is r. i), tha output is 

r*{t) - f; r(nr)8(t - nT) 
11-0 

The transform relationships between the input and output can be w-itten two ways- 

m 

R*{8) = 2 K/ii^e-^' 

Ä*V3)-y 2 Ä(« +jn<ü.)   «. = i/r 

The first equation is most useful in analysis: the second indicates the modulation char- 
acteristic, i.e., a series of carriers at nw,, each modulated by rd).   The frequenciec 
^rovxnd neu, are called complementc ~v signals or sidebands. 

Two important sampling theorems are: 

(a) If the sampling rate is at least twieß the- h.'ghes*. frequency component, a signal 
can be transmitted without loss of information. 

(b) The mean square value of the samples pikT) is equal to the rn^an square value 
of the signal Pit). Ho^'ever, this is true only if the signal contains neither any fre- 
quences nw,/2 nor components such that 

\ut: ± a»; | = not, 

17.2.1.2. Types of Sampled Systems.   TV/o t>pes of sampled systems are as follows: 

(a) Error sampled: The sampler follows immediately after the error-sensing device. 

(b) Nonerror sampled: This system can usually be reduced to an error aampled system 
by applying rules of Sac. 17 2.2. 

17.2.1.3. Clamping or Holdt ng 

INTRODUCTION. In generel, clamping or holding circuits act as phase-lag circuits; 
the higher-order the hoLC, the more lag. They are MaeA to remove complementary 
frequencies caused by the sampling process, convert the samples into approximately 
continuous form, supply energy for the actv.ition of the output device, and provide 
a finite drive for the continuous portion of the system. 

TYTCS or HOLDING Cmcurre 

Zero-Order or 1 'o iccr 

This circui' he'ds the measured value for part or all of the period between pulses: 

c.U) - c(r.T) 

A full clamp holds the signal value until the next sample pu'^a.   ThJ3 produces loss 
distortion but delays the signal by TV 2.   The transfer function is given by 

G*.(o) = (1 - c-n)/« 

First-Order 

This circuit approximates the eiena) between pulses as a first-order polynominal: 

cm{t) - c(nT) + c'(nT){t - nT) 
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i.e., the slope is based on previously measured values, hence little error is generated 
for constant slope input. The necessity of obtaining an estimate of the slope causes 
an additional delay.   The transfer function of this holding circuit is 

i+ Ta ri~e-T,'j» 

k\h Order 

The general /Hh-order holding circuit apnroximates the sigrt? Istween pulses by 
a kih order polynomial' 

Cnit) = c(nT) - c'{nT)(t - nT) + ■ ■ • 

ck{nT){t - nT)" 

The resi<it o: such approximttion is more effective smoothing, but a greater delay is 
encountered. This system is usually detrimental to stability, as wt ' as complex 
and expensive. 

17.2.1.4.   Weighting Sequence gjt).   Output of a sampled-data s c^em for unit im- 
pulse input (at t = OT) 

gn(t) = g(nl) = g{')\t.HT 

m 

Note that g*U} •-- y, ^M(t - nT) 
■ «0 

17.2.L5.   Equivalent Continuous Data Functions [3].   Table 17-1 gives some equiv- 
alent continuous data fr notions. 

TABU1 17-1 .     EiJUIVALBNT CONTINUOUS 

Continuoiu-Data Syttem 

JMTA I'lmcnoNs iaj 
Pulmd-Data Syttem 

1. Input and output: 

\ 
8«) yit) - wtj) y." '■>. 

! uit) 
ft 

yit)"     u.'(-!)dT 
U 

y. - 2 w» 
»•if) 

1 

i x(t) y{t)~ 1   it>(T)jt((- T) dr 
1* 

■ 

y(r)~J  x(T)wU-T)dr 

2. Frequency 
functioai 

Y{jm) - A{u) + JBim) 

Aim) - J   y(f) OM mt dt 

y,(,)«)-.l-(i.) ' jB*m) 
m 

A*(«i) - J) yKnT) a» nTm 

f 
Byu) ~ -      yit) «in ut dt 

■ -t 

3. Time 
functions 

1   f" 
MO-r-      A(«)cwt«da. 

2tr U 
y{nT)-~ \   A*(9)tx»nid9 

2 {' yur) - - - 1   B*m am n$ dt 

4. 
i 

Stability 
oondition 

J" |uK<)| d< < « 
■-A 

6. DMcribwiby Differential equab i^o DiffiBrence «quAtioiM 
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17.2.1.6.   z-Tramforms.   The system considered is shown iu Fig. 17-36.   z-trans- 
forma permit the relationship between RW) and C(s) to be written as 

where z = eT' and G{z) is the pulsei transfer function or ^-transfer function for the 
system. 

R(l)            R*(l 
Ht)   /   r'(t) 

, C(i) 
r      cd) 

0(1) 
g(t) 

1    /        c-;*) 
j.         c-(t) 

a 

«-ylnz-z{«(.)) 

FIG. 17-36.   Basic sampled data system. 

Some batic relationships are: 

ÄU) = Ä^ In 2j = ^ H^t)z- 

R{z) = z{rKt)) = L{r*{t)) 

C{z) = z{G(8)R*(a)\ 

A list of z transforms is given in Table 17-2. 
Some theoiems relating to z-transforms follow: 

(a) They are linear 

(b) z{g(t - nT)} = z-Glz) 

z{gKt+ nT)} = z*'G(z) 

if n > 0 and g{kT) = 0 for 0 < 4 < (n - 1). 

(c) z[e"g{t)} = G{e-*Tz) 

z{e-"g{t)} = G(e'Tz) 

d)   Um (^-i G(z)) = lin: {g{t)} 
i . i I.    z j      i-, 

(e)    lim {G(2)} - lim [g<t)} 

The following lists some general properties of z-transforms. 

(a)   They are periodic, with period (K*. 

(6)   G(2) is real at z = Kw = 0) and z = 1(« = nü>./2). 

(c) The poles of G(z) are z* = eT,k. 

(d) Shifting the zeros of G(s) changes the gain constants in Gu). 

(e) If G(«) has simple poles only and no pole at the origin, G(z) describes a closed 
curve as z traverses the unit circle of the z plane. 

(/")    If G(«) has a poh at the origin, G(«) closes clockwise at infinity; i.e., there is 
a pole at z - 1 
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TABLE 17-2.   z TRANSFORMS [31 

Gia) g(t) GU) ginT) 

1. 1 6(0 lorz " 6(nT) 

o «-"' 6(/- kT) z " BinT - kT) 

3. 
1 

a"r z 
z - a l , 

4. 
1 
s 

u(t) 
z 

z- 1 
u(nT)or \ 

5. 
1 

t U-D« 
nT 

6. 
2! 

r« z(z +1) 
2' U- 1)' 

^(nT). 

7.  4 lA-l.« .-.(*-1)! da*-'Vz-e-W (-1)" ' lim T-r-r(«"'r") 

8.   -—— 
« + a « — f" 

9. 

10. 

11 

(« + a)» 

1 
(« + a)»*' 

a 

u 

k\ 

Tzf 
(«-«-')• 

s(< + a) 
1   -« 

'-"•»'5(7^) 
(1 -t-T)z 

\z- I)(2-«-T) 

(nT)« 

*! da* 

1 -« 

12. 
«>(* + a) 

t- 
1  -€- Tz {l-t''r)z 

KZ-D*     a(z-DU-«-"") 
nT 

l-t 

13. 
«Mo 

»4 + W.« 
sin <i»o< 

2 «in (üOJ 

«• — 22 cos ot»T + 1 
■in n o>oT 

14. 
«• + Wo' 

COI (Dot 
2(2 — CO» OttT) 

2» - 22 cot U,T + I 
cot n wnT 

15. 
Wt,' 

(•U1 4 o.«1) 
1 — CO» Wet 

2(1 -co» auf) (2+1) 
(2- 1)(*«- 22co»«ü,T+ D 

1 — co» n it*T 

16. 
2«""T »in ostT 

(« + a)«+ «,*,•       «"8,n*,»t        2« - 2c-'Tz cot «,r + « 
■in n itttT 
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The i-transform maps the left half plane mto the inside of ?. unit circle, and the 
negative real axis into the positive rsal axis. 

17.2.1.7.   Inverse z-Transforms.  The basic method for finding the inveise transform 
is to apply 

2nj Jr 

where F is the path enclosing all singularities of 0(2)2""'. 
The ir    rse transform can often be evaluated more easily by using 

g(nT} -- V (residues of G'«)«"-1 at 2*} 
7" 

i 

Another method is to perform a partial fraction expansion; th^n a table of trara- 
furms cur be used to yield an approximate output. 

Still another method is the use of a power series expansion (long division): 

G(Z,
 
=
 C72^-C^^TT7C;    **"> 

Division Yields 

G(2) = ao I- a^-' + a-iZ-^t ■ ■ ■ 

where the at are vhe values of g*U) at the 'th sampling pericj. 

17.2.2.   Determination of Transfer Functions 

17.2.2.1. Transfer Function in s-Plane.   For the open-loop system of Fig. 17-36, the 
transfer function is determined as the ratio of input and output Laplace transforms, i.e., 

—^ i 
i 

For the cloo-ed-loop system (Fig. 17-37) the following can be easily derived: 

Eis) ■= R{s) - Bis) 

E*{8) *= R*is) ~ B*is) 

Bis) = G(s)Wis) = GHis) 

E*{8) ~ R*ia) - GH*i8) 

Ci8) = E*w)G{$) 

£*(«) 1  
R*(8)     l + GH*is) - 
Cis) Gis) 
R*(r) ~ 1 + GH*is) 

G//*(8) = i   2  GHis+jnw,) 

17.2.2.2. Transfer Function in z-P'ane.   Derivation of the transfer function L -*• 
GU) can he avcomplishtd by taking tre inverse transform to obtain git).   Then, 8\ 
stituting t = n'T will permit the application of 

G(2)= 2 ^(nr)2 
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R(s 
r(l) 
^ 

E(8)          £•(») 
-Xe(t)   /   e»(t 

G(8) 

C(f) 
c(t) 

r  " t B(8) 1 
b<t) 

HCs) - 

FIG. 17-37.   Samp'ed data feedback system. 

or, for complicated G(s) partial fractions can be used.   Some z-transforms are givea 
in Table 17-2. 

In the block diagran. in Fig. 17-38, quantifies or bU^cks not separated by a sampler 
are combined, and the z-transform of the combination taken. 

C{z) = Gt(.z)GtR{z) 

n{z) 
Gjd) / G2(i) 

C{z) 

CU) = RGjlrKij.d ) 

R(t)  / GjU) / G2(«) C(z) 

c(t) - uUKJjdKJjC«) 

FIG. 17-38.   Block diagram transfer-function derivation. 

Quantities or blocks separated by a s-i.npie are transformed and then combined: 

CU) = GtU'Gtumz) 

The rules above can be applied for feedback systems, or the system output can be written 
in terms of the Laplace transform.   Then lr% G(«) -» G(z); G(s)//(s) -» OHiz). 

17.2.3.   Methods of Analyzing Sampled-Data Systems 

17.2.3.1.   Directly from Differential Equation 

REPRESZN TATION OF THB SYSTEM.   In Fig. 17-37, let 

A(z) = GHU) 

The charar'eristic equation F(z) is then the numerator of 1 + ^ 

ABaoLins STABILITY ANALYSIS.   If Fiz) is a quadratic polynoi . .n real coeffi- 
cients, ond the coefficient of z* is 1, the system is siable when all thtec of the following 
conditions hold: 

|F(0)| < 1 

Fil) > 0 

F(--l) > 0 
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THE SCHUR-COHN STABIUT  CIUTTHUON 

Writ« the characterigt:o equation »is 

F(z) = ao + Oiz + atz* • • • aKr" •= 0 

Then form the determinant 

A»- 

oo 0 0 

ai ao 0 

• •• Oo 

a»-i a*-» a*- 

ä, 0 0 

ä«-i an 0 

• •   • an 

On-k+i Cn-k+1   " 

0    (?„ aR-i   •   •  • On-k + l 

0   0  a,     • • • ah-k+t 

ac 0  0      • • • a« 

0 ä9'äi     • • • ä*-i 

0   0   äo      ■ • ' Ok-r 

a, 0   0 • ■ Oo 

where * = 1, 2, • • 

Example for Ä = 3: 

an is the cotyugate of a. 

A,= 

ao 0 0 aa at di 

Oi ao 0 0 a3 at 

at at ao 0 0 aj 

ä3 0 0 äo äi äj 

ä» äs 0 0 äo äj 

ä| ät äs 0 0 äo 

A system is stable if A» < 0 for k odd 

A» > 0 for * even 

17.2.3.2. Nyquut Method 

RKPRISINTATION OF THE SYSTEM.   Construct a polar plot of G(z) as z goes onoe around 
the unit circle. 

SOLUTE STABILITY ANALYSIS. The number of encirclements Ü of the critical point 
(—» or —1/A) indicates stability, since if ft = n — p where p = number of poles of G(z) 
and n — number of zero« of G(z), the system is stable. 

TAANSIENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS.   The transient behavior of a sampled-data system 
can be determined in a manner similar to that uaed in continuous systems. 

17.2.3.3. Bilinear Transformation Analysis.   Make the substitution in G{z) 

1 + W 
*~ 1-W 

This yield i an expression which is the ratio of two polynomial« of the same ord    in 
W    Contir uous data system analysis techniques (such as Routh, Nyquist, Bode, and 
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root locus) can then be applied to determine stability, relative stability, etc. The 
open-loop transfer function in W of a sampled-data system is nonminimum phase; 
both gain and phase must be sketcned in applying the Bode method. 

17.2.3.4. Root Locus Method, The construe' »on of root loci is carried out as for 
continuous systems, but in the z-plane. Table 17-3 indicates the expected ^»havior 
of a system from the pole location. 

TABLE 17-3.   EI-FICT OF POLE AND ZKHO LOCATION 
i 

ON BBHAVIOR OF SAMPLKD-DATA SYSTEM [3] 
- 

Location of Closed-Loop Poles Mode of Transient Behavior 

Outside the unit circle Unstable operation 

Inside the unit circle Stable operation 
t 

(a) Real nole in right half ia) Decaying sequence 
i 

(b) Real pole in left half yb) Alternating decaying sequence 
I 

(c) Conjugate complex poles (c) Damped oscillatory sequence 

17.2.4.   Type« of Sampled-Dat« System».   In general, the characteristics of con- 
tinuous-data systems carry over to these samplcd-data systems (see Sec. 17.1.4). 

Type 0: No Poles orf z = 1 

1 
(p)   Position ■Jtror = 

i + G(z) I 
(6)   Velocity error = « 

(c)   Acceleration error = » 

Type 1: One Pole a* s = 1 
i 

(a)   Position error = 0 

T(2-l)      T 
ib)   Velocity error =     „   x        tJr 

(j{Z) A. 

(c)   Acxeleration error = « 

Type 2: Two Poles atz=l 

(a)   Position error - 0 

(J-,   Velocity error = 0 

(c)   Acceleration error = —■p—-— - TT 

17.3.   Nonlinear System« 

17.3.1.   Basic Definitions 

GENERAL CHARACTKIUSTICS or NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 

(a)   Superposition does not hold. 

(6)   Sinusoidal inputs do not necessarily produce sinusoidal outputs. 
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(c) Sy8\«m stability may depend on input amplitude or frequency. 

(d) Instabilit> may be exhibited by the presence of limit cycles, i.e., oscillations of 
constant amplitude and «rbitrai-y waveform. 

(e) Subharmonics can be generated. 

PHASE PLANK.   A graphical determination of system performance in terms of state 
variables (output or error position, velocity, etc.). 

SINGULAR POINT.   A singular point is a point of unusual behavior in the phase plane. 
STRUCTURAL STAIIIUTY.   II the system is described by 

x = F(x.y) 

y = y ;-.>■> 

small perturbations of the coefficients P and Q will not cause a change in the behavior 
of a structurally stable system.    (Saddle points and centers are characteristic of struc- 
turally unstable systems.) 

STABIUTY (AROUND AN EQUILIBRIUM POINT) 

(a) Stable in Liaponov sense: The state variables are bounded in a region for any initial 
disturbance in that region, and the upper bound is a function of the initial disturbance. 

ib) Asymptotic stability: In addition to being stable in the Liaponov sense, the system 
approaches the equilibrium point asymptotically. 

(c) Global stability: The system is asymptotically stable over the entire phase space. 

LIMIT CYCLK. A limit cycle is an oscillation of constant amplitude and arbitrary 
waveform.   There are two basic types of limit cycles. 

(1) Stable limit cygle: If a solution is started inside or outside the limit cycle, the 
system will approach the limit cycle. A stable limit cycle must enclose either an un- 
stable lin it cycle or an unst^He equilibrium point. 

(2) Unstable limit cycle: .< a solution is started inside or outside the limit cycle, 
the system will diverge from the limit cycle. An unstable limit cycle must enclose 
a stable limit cycle or a stable equilibrium point. 

HARD EXCITATION. Hard excitation is excitation such that the systet j is outside 
an unstable limit cycle. 

CHARACTERISTIC EXPONENT or LIMIT CYCLE. If no is the perpendicular distance of 
a phase-plane path from the limit cycle, and n is the perpendicular distance of the path 
one cycle later, in the neighborhood of the limit cycle, 

n = noe"» 

a,, is the characteristic exponent; if cto < 0, then there is a stable limit cycle; and if 
Oi > 0, then there io an unstable limit cycle. 

FIRST CANONIC FORM OF DIFTERKNUAL EQUATIONS. Consider the system of Fig. 17-39. 
Let the following hold: 

r = 0 (no input for / > 0) 

y = fix) (description of nonlinear element) 

Then the system nonlinear element can be described by 

dz> 
-j-= Kai + fix)      J=1,2, n 
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r(t) >e(t) 

gjU; 
X Nonlinear 

Element 
y 

82(t) 
c(t) 

y ]  ' 

FIG. 17-39,   Baaic nonlinear feedback system. 

dx 
dt = 2 /3(Z( - rf{x) 

i = l 

where X. are the poles of Gi(s)Gi(s) 

a, are the negatives of the residues of Gi(«)G2(s) 

it 

^'a(Xyr = - 2 ai       i = l,2,...,n 
i-! 

Note th*t this description is valid only for aystsms in which the poles of Gi(s)G2(e) 
are simple and in which the number of zeros of Gi(s)Gi(s) is less than the number 
of poles. 

17.3.2.   Methods of Analyzing Nonlinear Systems 

17.3.2.1. Time-Domain Analysis. For systems whose nonlinearity can be simply 
described by low-order polynomials, {e.g., straight-line approximations or simple 
curves), the system performance can be detennined in a pieoewise fashion. First 
write the system equations for operation in each mode of nonlinearity behavior. Then, 
for the given input, obtain a piecewise solution, using the system equation appropriate 
to the nonlinear behavior. To evaluate constants, use the output value at the end of 
each time interval as the initial condition for the interval which follows. 

17.3.2.2. Consideration of the Differential Equation 

BBNDIXSON'S THEOREM. The system equation is written in terms of the state vari- 
ables, i.e., 

i = P{x,y) 

y = Q(x,y) 
Then if 

dP    dQ     n — -I--2- # 0 

and is of constant sign in a region, there is no limit cycle in that rejf.on. 
ExiflTENCE OF LIMIT CYCLES FOR SECOND-ORDER SYSTEM.   Consider the equation 

x + f(x)x + ^(x) = 0 

The following are suffick nt but not necessary conditions for the existence of limit cycles. 

(a)   fix) and ^(x) are analytic (can be expressed as power series) 

(6)   -g(x) = g(-x) 

(c)   xgix) > 0 
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id)   f{x) = f{-x) 

ie)   /'(OX 0 

Define the functions 

CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Fix) 

G{x) 

-f. fix) dx 

then: 

{f)   F(x)-♦ » a» *-* <» 

(g)   GU) = 0 has a unique root at x = a: where a > 0, and is monotone-increasing 
for x> a. 

17.S.2.3.   Describing Function Analysis 

iNTROOucnoN. In applying this method t is assumed that there is only one non- 
linear element ir. the system, that the nonlinear element is time invariant, and, if 
the input ie a sinusoid, that the only significant component of the output is the funda- 
mental component; no subharmonics are generated. 

Descn1 >iag function» are defined by 

„,    Amplitude of the fundamental at the output, c 
Amplitude of input sinusoid, r 

The third harmonic of the output usually causes the largest error [2J, henct |c ,/ci | 
measures the accuracy of the describing function in predicting the true output. 

OFEN-LOOP l>sriu3iNG FimcnoN. The open-loop describing function N^ can be 
found by first determining tkj nature of the nonlinearity and then hypothetically 
(or experimentally) inserting on input c = X sin i t. Then No is the plot of amplitude 
of fundamental of the output us. X. (For examples of open-loop describing functions, 
see Fig. 17-40 through 17-43.,) 

-D 

(«) 

Fio. 17-40. Open-loop describing function for nonlinear clement 
with dead »one. (a) Description of nonMnear element behavior. 
(6) Describing function. 
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i.o - 
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S 

(b) 

Fic. 17-41.   Open-loop describing function for nonlinear element with saturation. 
(a) Description of nonlinear element behavior.   (6) Describing function. 

1       2      3      4       5      «      7       «      »     " 
x 
D 

(b) 

FIG. 17-42.   Open-loop deacribing function for nonlinear elernert with dead z?re and «aturaticn 
(a) Deacription of nonlinear element behavior.   (6) Deacribing function. 

-I 

B 

y 

1—h-i 

! 

1-11 "1 

- B 
^h- 

(■) 

Fic. 17-43.   Op»-a loop deacribing function for ncmlineai element with hyntereaii. 
(a) Deacription of nonlinear ekmen' behavior.   (6) Deacribing function. 
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STABILITY ANALYSIS FROM DESCRIBING FUNCTIONP. If the system transfer function 

is KG(s), make a Nyquist plot of G{s). Consider the pain to be iVo^- Then plot the 
critical point locus, —\INoK, where No may indi>de phase shift. (See, for example 
Fig. 17-44.)   If Nv is frequency-dependent, several critical point loci must be plotted. 

Imaginary 

G(8) Plane 

Real 

Imaginary 

G(s) Plane 

Heal 

^IG. 17-44. Example of stability analysis using 
describing functions, (a) Stable for all input 
signalo (6) System with limit cycles: for input 
amplitudes 'ese than a. the system is stable. For 
input amplitudes greater than a, the system has 
* stable limit cycle £.t 6. 

CLOSED-LOOP DESCRIBING FUNCTION NC.   Nr can be found as follows (see Vig. 17-45): 

(a)   Assu.no a frequency a» aud calculate KGyw) 

(6)   Assume an error voit&g»; and determine .v from the describing function, A^o. 

(c)    The closed-loop syjtem gain at u» is then 

1 + Sr.\G{j(ü) 

id)   Co^ENoKGijbt) 

Ä, = (1 + KKG{j<a)E e1*' 

1      No      I 
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(e) Rei)eat for afferent E'B and plot M and N vs. input amplitude A. 

(f) Repeat for differtnt <u. 

709 

R<8) t/Os E(8> 
Nonlinear 
Element 

KG<s) 
C(8) 

^ r x y 

Flo. 17-45.   Closed-'ioop system for describing 
function analysis. 

EXAIOFLE ov CLOSED-LOOP DESCRIBING FUNCTION    Figures 17-45 and 17-47 show 
the doeed-lcop describing function for a second-order system with torque saturation. 

UJ/UI    * O.i n 

OPr 

6        8        10       12       14      16 
AMPLITUDE 

6        8        10       12       14       1« 
AMPLITUDE 

FIG. 17-46. Magnitude Af of closed-loop describ- FIG. 17-4/'. Phase shit N of clofled-loopdeacrit- 
ing function of second-order control system for ing function of second-order control system for 
nonlinear element with saturation. nonlinear element with saturation. 

17.3.2.4.   Phase Plane Analysi* 

INTRODUCTION.. Phase-piano analysis is most useful for second-order systems; i* can 
be used to study tra -ient behavior subject o.ily to initial conditions (i.e . no other exci- 
tation); only time-invariant systems can be considered. The performance is plotted 
with state variables as the coordinates. In general, ~.*..a technique is nDt applicable 
to sysU ms of higher order than 2 or 3, but by extending the concept ü can provide 
insight into the performance of Systems of any order. 

OBTAINING PHASE PORTRAIT 

Direct Solution of Diffei-ential Equations (for Linear Systems). The differential 
equation can be solved to obtain x, which is then differentiated to obtain i. t is then 
eliminated between x and i. Better results are usually obtained if the origin is moved 
to the maximum-velocity portion of the nonlinear characteristic. 

Solution of Differential Equation for x. y-x can be substituted into the equation and 
the equation divided by x. Noting that yly -* dyldx, the new equation c often be 
solved    Fo- uxomplt: 

x + w.'x - 0 

y -.- a»«** = 0 
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- + --- = 0 
y     y 

dy , x n -f + a>B* - = 0 
dx y 

-^- + r1 = K* 
(tin 

The isoclines (lines through which the slope of the esolution is a constant) are then 
determined.   For example, consider "i 4- ai'x -f aox = 0 

hetx = y 

y = — ctiy — aoJt 

or 

Co 

y _dy    dt _ dy _     a y — loJt 
i     dt    dx     dx y 

y       s + 6, " 

where s = dyidx. 
This is the equation for the isocline on which the solution has slope s. Next the 
direction of the solution can be determined, since x = y. If y is positive, i is positive^ 
ai%-\ the solution moves toward the right in the upper-half plane. 

TII^KS OF PHASE-PLANE PLOTS.   If for a second-order system, Xi and X» are the eigen- 
values, then the phase-plane plota shown in Fig. 17-48 are summarized as follows: 

Unstable node X, > 0,   Xj > 0,   Xi > X» 

Stable node X, < 0,    X2 < 0 

Saddle point X,X, < 0 

Unstabh focus X = p + j?      p > 0 

Stable fojus X = p-fiq       p<0 

Center \i = \i = p + iq      p = 0 

TIME RESPONSE FROM PHASE-PLANE.   The time response can be formed simply by 
forming 

'■-"—fr ■dx 

where y = dxldt the ordinate).    Note that this equation can also be used in the error 
plane, where 

de 

17.3.2.5.   Stability Analysis by Liaponov's Second Method 

INTRODUCTION. This method can be applied to higher-order systems if the differ- 
ential equation is written in the first canonic form. However, this closed-loop system 
must have only one nonlinear element, and the nonlinear element must satisfy 

/: 
f(a) da» 0 

for the cloeed-loop system with a single nonlinear element. 
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x 
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(d) (e) (f) 

FIG. 17-48.   Phase-plane plots for second-order system,   (a) Stable node,   (b) Unstable node, 
(c) Saddle point.   Ui) Center,   (e) Unstable focus.   (f) Stable focus. 

L Aj-O'iov'b THUORIM.   Consider the autonomous system 

yi- Yiiyi.yt.. . .,yn) 

If there exists a real-valued function Viyi.yi,. ■ -..Vr) such that. 

(a)   V{yi,yt,...,yn) has continuous first partial derivatives 

(6)   V is positive definite, i.e., V >0 for any I yi | > 0, V(0) = 0 

(c)   Urn V(y,,yi,...,y1,) = '»for all \yi\ -* « 
l»({ - - 

then the equilibrium state of the system in HS follows: 

(a)   Stable, if there is some region V < k, (where k is some positive constant) such that 

dt    ^ ay, dt 

i.e., dVldt if negative-semidefinite. 

(6)   Asymptotically stable, if dVldt < 0 in the region V < k. or if dVldt ^ 0 and 
dVldt« 0 is not a nontrivial solution of 

yi = Y, (y,,yi y.) 

(c)   Globally stable if condition (o) holds for the entire phase space. 

LIAPONOV FUNCTION VOK SYWTBMB DISCMBID BY FIMT CANONIC FORM: 
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Th« «tj>biiit.y equation become-- 

n 

2^  ajlik, + Xf)-= a,       »=1,2 n 
>-' 

The system is asymptotically stable if 
■; 

(i)   There is at least one solution such that the * are rea! tor real ki'a and are in com- 
plex coixjugate pairs for corresponding complex coryugate pairc of A«. 

i 

(6)   Ä«X, < 0 for all i = i, 2,.... n 

(c)   The nonlinear element satisfies 

T/-(JC) S» 0,       AO) = 0 
for all \x\ > 0 

More examples are found in [7]. 

17 3.3.   Specific Solutions 

17.3.3.1.   Second-Order Conservative Systems 

GINIRAL COMMENTS.   The equation describing a second-enter conservative system is 

x f fix) = 0 

Second-order consei vative eystems exhibit no damping and are described in the phase- 
plane b> 

x = y 

y—m 
dy = _ ^U) 
dx y 

POTENTIAL FUNCTION.   A function i'(x) can be defined as 

V(x) = f   f{x) dx 

Hence the system equation becomes 

y»/2 + vix) = h 
or 

kinetic + potential ~ total 
anergy energy energy 

BEHAVIOR NEAR AN EQUTUBSIUM POINT.   If the second derivative of v(x) is taken, 
then, if 

dMio)     rf/(*o) 
dx* dx 

The system exhibits center behavior, if 

>0 

cPvix,) _ dfix,) 
dx* dx 

The system exhibits saddle behavior, and if (see Fig. 17-49) 

d*vixt)     HfUo) 
dx* dx 

= 0 
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/i      3.2 

■- 

FIG. 17-49.   Construction of phase-plane plot 
of x 4 3*1 + lOx + 1 = 0. 

SKETCH OF PHASE PORTRAIT 12] FOR CONSERVATIVE SECOND-ORDER SVSTEM. In sketch- 
ing the phase portrait, the singular points are located (maximums and minimums of 
v) and the nature of each point determined f'-om the preceding discussion. Then the 
lowest energy path is constructed, then the next higher, etc. (see Fig. 17-49). 

EFFECT OF VARYING A PARAMETER O- 

(a)   Consider the equation 

x+f{x.o) = 0 

(6)   Plot /"(x, o-) = 0, which in a plot of equilibrium points. 

(c) Shade the region where fix,a) > 0; then, for a given a, the equilibrium points 
are given by the curve The number and type of equilibrium points can be determined 
as follows: if, as x increases, f(x,a-) changes from shaded to unshaded; the system 
exhibits saddle behpvior; if the change is from unshaded lo shaded, the system ex- 
hibits center beha' OT. 

17.3.3.2.   Examples of Systems with. Saturation 
INTRODUCTION.   AP error plane can be constructed as follows: 

(a)   Write the system characteristic equation in terms of 

e = », ~ Be 
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The linearity of this System depends on the linearity of the torque output T since 

e{t) = T[e(t),e{t), S e{t) dt,...] 

(6) Determine switching lines which divide the plane into regions of linear and 
nonlinear operation (it is assumed that nonlinearities can be approximated by straight 
lines). 

(c) Determine the qualitative behavior in each region. 

(d) Sketch the phase portrait. Note that the behavior of a saturated system is 
parabolic. 

ERROR PLUS ERROR-RATE SYSTEM WITH NO DAMPING.   Consider the system 

where Ce is the error-rate coefficient and the torque saturation curve is as shown in 
Fig. 17-50(a). 

Torque 

U) 

FIG 17-50. Phase-plane for system with torque 
saturation, (a) Description of nonline&r eieir-Ant. 
(h) Phase pot trait. 
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If there is no acceleratioa input, I'Ht) = 0 and 

re{t) = -n[C,e(t) + e(l)] 

715 

from which 

and, i mtegrating 
T=MlCre(t) + e(t)] 

Ht)=-h{t)+ik 
Therefore, the switching lines are straight, representing torques of ±rm with slope 

- 1/C, and abscissa intercep'. ±TmjyiCe (see Fig. 17-506). 
The behavior (see Fig. 17-506) is linear betwjen the saturated torque lines and para- 

bolic on either side of this legion.   The phase portrait is sketched in Fig. 17-506. 
BANG-BANG SYSTEM WITH NO DAMPING.   In this system the torque is described (see 

Fig. 17-51 a) by 

r = Be(*)/leU)| =±B 

Torque 

-B 

Input 

{•) 

(b) 

FIG. 17-61. Phew-piane for bang-bang syttem 
without damping, (a) Description of nonlinear 
«l*m<>nt h^iiivinr   (7»^ Pha»* portrait. 
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and the system equation is 

CONTROL SYSTEMS 

rc(t) = Be(t}l\e(t)\ 

There is no region of linear operation; the switching lino it» «he ordinate, and the 
behavior on both sides of the switching lines is parabolic (see Fig. 17-516). 

BANG-BANG SvarKM WITH COULOMB DAMPING.   The torque is described by 

T~Be(t)l\e(t)\ - C Ht)l\eit)\ 

(see Fig. 17-52a) so the system behavior is 

tcit) = B mi\e(t)\ + C Ht)l\e{t)\ 

Again there is no linear operation, and the behavior is parabolic in each quadrant: 

(a)   Quadrant 1: T=B -!- C 

ib)   Quadrant 2: T^-ß + C 

(c) Quadrant 3: 7 =-J3-C 

(d) Quadrant 4: r=ß-C 

(See Fig. 17-526). 

Torque 

Input 

(a) 

(b) 

FIG. 17-52. Phue-plane for bang-bang system with 
coulomb damping, (a) Description of nonlinear 
element behavior.   (6) Phase portrait. 
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BANG-BANG SYSTKM WITH VISCOUS DAMPING.   The torque ia described as 

r = Be(0/|e(l)| +/eU) 

.'tsee Fig. 17-53); the system equation is 

rc(t) = Se(t)l\e{t)\+fe{t) 

There is no region of linear operation, and the behavior is parabolic: 

(n)   Quadrant 1:7 = 5+ fe{t) 

(b) Quadrant 2. T = -B -f feit) 

(c) Quadrant 3: T = -ß + feit) 

(d) Quadrants T = B + /e(n 

That is, the system is highly damped for large error rates, and lightly damped for small 
error rates (see Fig. 17-53). 

B 

Torque 

Input 

-B 

U) 

Initial 
Condition 

(b) 

FIG. 17-53. Phase-plan« for bang-bang ■ystem 
with viscous damping, (a) Deacnptioa of non- 
linear   element   behavior,   ib)   Phase   portrait. 
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17.4.   Design Methods 

\7A.l.   Gain AdlJUBtment 

GAIN ADJUSTMKNT FROM THE POIAR PLOT. System performance can be strongly 
influenced by gain adjustment; the proper adjustment for desired operation* can be 
derived from using a Nyquist plot as follows: Draw a Nyquist plot of GO'w) (or o{G*{jw) 
for a sampled-data system). Draw a ^ line through the origin at i// = sin-1 (l/Aip), 
where Mp is the desired peaking of the transfer function. Tn-aw a circle centered on the 
negative real axia, tangsnt to both the ty line and the G{j<o) locus.   Determine K frcm 

K _       MP*      __ 1 
ciMp* - 1)     d 

where c = the distance from the origin to the center of the circle 

d = the distance from the origin tu the negative real-axis intercept of a perpen- 
diculai which passes through tba point of circle and i^-line tangency. 

GAIN ADJUSTMENT FROM BODE PLOT. Proper gain adjustment is that ^hich yields 
the desired gain and/or phase irargin (usually about 30°). 

GAIN ADJUSTMSNT FROM LOG MODULUS PLOT. Variations in gain are reflected in 
a vertical shifting of the plot. Hence, using a N'cbols chart, the gain which will result 
in tangency to the desired M circle is chosen by adjusting the vertical position of the 
plot. 

COMMFNTS ON GAIN ADJUSTMENT. An increase in gain d^ .eases stability, de- 
creases fteady-state errors, increases transient errors, and lowers response time. In 
general, the result of an increase in gain is higher Afp, btn, and otp. 

17.4.2.   Cascade or Series Compensation 

SIMPLE COMPENSATION NETWORKS 

Phase Lead Network. This network (Fig. 17-54) provicas positive phase shift. The 
transfer function is given by 

A'cGc(g) = a STi *\ 
srtTt + 1 

wherea = Äi/(Ä, + Rt) 
TT --= RtC, 

The Nyquist and Bode p Jts of this network are also shown in Fig. 17-54.   The phase 
shift obtained as a «'auction of a is also indicated. 

Phase Lag Network. This network (see Fig. 17-55) provides negative phase shift. 
The transfer function is 

KcGe(s) ~ Tl8 + * 
T%CS + 1 

Figure 17-55 iiluEtrates Nyquist and Bod? plots as well as the obtainable phase shift. 
DESIGN USING NYSIUICT Pirn.   A compecnating network can be de&igned by the 

following. 

(a) Draw Nyquist plot and M circle for desired Mp.   {Mp \s «pproximate?^ the 
transient response overshoot) 

(b) Select resonant frequency mp of compensated system.   This in related to the 
speed of response (see Sec. 17.1.3). 

(c) If u»,, is the frequency of peak of the uncompensated systems, then the network 
must yield a phatse shift of 

* "   /0o>p - /0a>> 
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/ 
/ 

/n*""Vo   * ,u Odb 

<0 log a 

-1 <()        = tan 
max »'a A- .   -1/- tan   va 

a *         1 max 
0.1 53 2   l 
0.2 41 4 
0.3 32 0 
0.4 25 0   | 
0.5 IS 4   | 

80° r 

50° 

40° - 

|  30° 

20° - 

10" 

0° i J_ _L J.. 
0.1     0.^     0.3     0.4    0.5 

a 

FIG. 17-54    Phase-lead network. 

and a gain of 

/i = Ocrtp'/ 0«^ 

where Ovp is the distance from the origin to tap and Ow,, is the distance from the origin 
to a>p. Therefore, for a phase-lead network, Fig. 17-54 is used to determine a and for 
a phase lag network Fig. 17-65 is used to determine a; TJ is dc .ermined from (6) above. 

(d) The locus of the compensating network is plotted, Uuint; (TJ, a) (or a) ami /i, 
as düi'ived. 

(e) By vector multiplication, the now system locus is constructed. 

(/") Repeat the ttepe above as required for diffej'ert u», and a (ov a) until a satis- 
factory system is obtained. 

In sampled-dat« systems it may be desirable to use a pulsed-data network for com- 
nensation. In this case, the procedure is as outlined above, bvt the z-plane is used 
lor clesign. 
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tf1« 

-90u 

XT^ 

^57:° \j 5_J 

4        «Un" -W-Un"1^ max va 
♦max 1 

i 3 

1 1° 

-4.1i 
-24.68 
-33.43 
-41.87 
-4S.58 
-54.»   ! 

20 k* - 
-8 db/rcUve 

log u 

PIG. 17-56.    Phese-lag network. 

DKSIGN UsiNvi LOG MAGNITUDB AND PHASI PUXTS.   The method outlined beiow may 
be applied to both the log modulua and the Bode plota. 

(a)   Draw the Bode or log modulus plot of the incompensatod system and decide 
what type of compenaation network ib required. 

(!J)   Determine the range of fcoquend. x over which compenaation is nece&sary. 

(c)   Draw the plot for the oorapenaating network. 

id)   Add the oranpenaation plot to the syctem plot. 

•€)    Adjust the ByateiD!, gain as neceeaary to adiieve desired peiformeoce. 

(P   Repeal tat ntoassary to obtain d».wind result 

Oncsa CcstPBNSATiOK ScMSMBS.   Some additional compensatioD scheme« follow. 
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First-Derivative Error Control. Al :hougn there is no change in steady-state error Xp, 
the transient response is faster. Application of first-derivative error control does not 
change the order of system and increase? Kv «vitK at affecting the stability or phase mar- 
gin excessively.   !t doe«, however, aflfect the apparent viscous damping (see Fig. 17-56). 

1 

 ♦ •■ 

FIG. 17-56.    FirMt-derivative error control system. 

First-Derivative Input Control. This method of compensation improves transient 
response, raises A'p, and Kr, and reduces the amplitude of the oscillations. It also 
affects the apparent viscous damping (seo Fig. 17-57). 

R(8) 
> —^X^* KGI(,,) *      G,(s) 

C(8) 

FIG. 17-67.   First-derivative  input control syste. -   G,^ 
is the coniru.ler.   G|(«) is the controlled system. 

First-Derivative Output Control. This system can reduce steady-state velocity error 
(even make it negative). Since the nature of transient response is changed, caution 
should be used in applying it. Again, the apparent viscoiu» damping is affected (see 
Fig. 17-58). 

^gH KGjU) 

V 

G2(i) 
C(*) 

J 

Fio. 17-58.   First-derivative output control system. 

Integral Control. This type of compensation reduct: the «teady-rlate error, which 
eventually becomes zero. Speed of response is increased but relative stability is 
decreased 'see Fig. 17-53). 

RU), 7\ 
s 

~ G(*) 
C(f) 

r i 
1 
FIG. »7-53.   Integral control lyotem. 
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17.4.3.   Root-Locus Method 

17.4.3.1. Introduction. The effect cf adding poles &nd ze"Oö to a system is indicated 
in Fig. 17-60. Real-axis zerr» tend to spread the laci faster and stabilize the system. 
Real-axis pole», on the other hand, tend to make the )oci spread more glowly and curve 
toward instability. 

The root-locus design method (alter GuiHeroin in [2]) involves three steps: the closed- 
loop transfer function is determined, then the open-loop tranafer function, and finally 
a compensation network is synthesized. 

With 
Coriperiaation 

With 
Compensation 

Without 
Compensation 

Compensating 
Zero 
—O-    N   \   w 

(a) (b) 

WUhcu' 
Compenffatlorv .' 

V Without 
Ccmpensafon 

Compensating 
Pole I   Wiai 

|\ Compensation 

(O {d> 

FIG. 17-60. Effect of additional poles end zero« (a) Effect of zero on locus with 
complex poles. (6) Effect of zero on locus with ieal negative voles, (c) Effect of pole 
on locus with complex poles,   (d) Effect of pole on locus with real negative poles. 

17.4,3.2. Deterrninatic.i ofCMsed-Uop Transfer Function. Since th. . .-od elements 
of a system cannot be changed to bring about cr>r.tiol, their characteristics must be 
determined by experimental or analytical techniques; these characteristics are then 
used to design an effective control system. 
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There are several basic ^«lationshipe between the system i oecifications and the poles 
and zeros.    If »he system transfer function is written 

C(S) _        («+_£i HS   <- giKs   f £m) 
Ä(s) (s + Pi)(S + pj)(s-f pj 

Then the basic relationships between the system specifications and the poles and 
2.ero8 are 

(1) (p - 2), 59 (p - 2)r 

where p is the number of poles 

2 is the number of zeros 

KllZj 
(2) KP = ^—z— 

where Kp is the position-error constant; 

i     "i     ■; 1 

where Kt is the velocity-error constant; 

K.    K,2     Zpj2    frZf 

lere Ka is the acceleration-error constant. 
Example: 

CM 
R(8) 

W,1 

S1 + 2tamS+ Oin* 

Kp =   1 

Kr _2f 
ft» II 

1 (1   - 4^«) 
K„ (tin1 

(5) Delay time (for step input) Td — UK, (exact if git) is symmetrical around its 
centroid, i.e., the system exhibits small overshoot). 

(6) Rise time: (exact if ^ 0 is symmetrical around its centroid, i.e., the system ex- 
hibits small overshoot). 

7V=_2 1 
2   ~ Ka     Kr* 

METHOD FOR COMPENSATION USING POLES AND ZEROS. The object of this compensation 
method is to !>a8e control primarily on two control poles, i.e., complex corrugate poles 
close to the imaginary axis. These poles and any significant zeros determine the system 
characteristics. In placing the control poles, other poles are placed either so far out 
from the imaginary axis, or so close, that they are not significant. In more complex 
Systeme, inner loops may have to b.1 designed with other poles and lerne (see Sec. 17.4.5). 

Tne procedure described above 'insures that the open-loop poles lie on the negative 
real axis; hence, the compensation can be accomplished with passive RC networks. 
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POTENTIAL ANALOGY POB KK ADJUSTMENT. The übject of this adjustment is to incretiäe 
Kr m as to reduce errors in response to velocity inputs. This ac^juatment should be 
made without materially affe''tini>; the relative stability ol'the system. 

1 /      C(0)      \ 
IfKp = —— I i.e., ^-rr = 11, the velocity constant Kr is andcguis to the inverse of the 

electric field at the origin. Hence, poles are considered to bo vmit line charges (per- 
pendicular to »-plane) and zeros are unit line charges of opposite polarity. Therefore, 
the field at any radius . Trom a "ole or zero is ±l/r. 

Using this analogy; zeros can ue placed on the negative real axis in such a position as 
to reduce the field at the origin to 0; hence, an infinite K, is obtained. This is lead cxn- 
trol. 

Note that a pole and zero could be placed ciobc togetner so their net effect is negligible 
on the other poles and zeroe, but close to the origin so that the effect on the field at the 
origin is great. If the pole is outside the zero, K, is increased, while if the pole is inside 
the zero (closer to the origin), Kr is decreased The increase in overshoot produced by 
this compensation is PJZi, and, because of the term e-'"*', a long-duration "tail" will be 
found in the response. 

17.4.3.3. Dftermination of Open-Loop Transfer Function. Once C(s)/Ä(s) has been 
obtaired thy open-loop transfer function G(s) ccn be formed by first writing 

C(s) ^ £(s)     G{s) p(s) 
R(8) '   n(s) 1 + G{s) p(s) + qis) 

Note that the polea of the open-loop system are the zeroe of n(s) — pis); therefore, if 
the real part of nis) is plotted on the same graph with the real part of p(s): the roots 
of the open-loop system are the abscissas of the intersections of the two curves. 

Note that for meet systems the sum of th^ zeros of qis) is identical to the sum of the 
poles of C(s)/Ä(8) it.«., the zeros of n(s)). 

17.4.3.4. Synthesis of Compensation Netivorks. The desired system response is 
obtained by using as many poles and zeroe of the controlled system as possible and 
canceling the others approximately with a compensation network. 

17.4.4. Optimum Transient Response Behavior for Torque-Saturated Systems. 
Two of the torque-saturated curves pass through the -irigin (see Sec. 17.3.3.2), one for 
maximum positive torque, the other for maximum negative torque. These parabolas 
form the optimum switching curves (optimum implying the curve which takes the least 
time to reach the origin). Thereiore, the fastest system will start heading toward 
ÜK- switching curve with maximum torque; when the switching curve is reached, 
thj maximum opposite torque will be applied; this will take the system along the 
switching curve, to the origin. For small errors, or operation near the switchin -; curve, 
a practical system based on this technique does not work too well. Therefore, a lineti 
mode might be selected ir these regions. The switc ling curve can be established using 
nonlinear elements. 

17.4.5. Miscellaneous Comments on Design and Compensation 

CRUDE ANALYSIS.   Since in a closed-loop system 

C(s) _ K,Giis) 
Ris)~ 1 + KG,is)KtG,i!>) 

where K,Gi(s) is the forward loop transfer function, and Kid is the feedback loop 
transfer function, 

Cis) ^       1 
Risj " KiGtis) 

* 
* 
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for frequencies where KiGl(s)KiG:{s) > > 1 and 

for frequenrjes where KiG<{s)KiGi(s) < < 1. 
INNER LOOP GAIN DISTR'

-
 IHION. In two-loop systems, the inner l'->op gain should 

be distributed primarily in the forward loop {K^, thus reducing the pun required in 
the outer loop. 

MULTIPLE-LOOP ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS: ONE-THIRD RULE. GeneralK-, the response 
of some loops will be made faster than others, in order to maximize inner <oop response, 
e.g., a loop for stabilization in a track system. The taster loop will usu?ily exhibit a 
peaking at its closed-loop frequency. Experience shows that the outer loop should have 
a closed-loop frequency no higher than one-third that of the inner stabilization loop. 

SERIAL OR SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS. If the crossover frequencies of nclividual loops 
are far enough apart, the inner loops can be analyzed independently for 9U?biUty and 
response, and the result used in the analysis of the outer loop. 

PARALLEL ANALYSIS. All loops having a common element are conaidereri parallel. 
In Fig. 17-61 the common element is A, and thus the parallel loops are AB (loop IV, 
AD (loop 2); and ACE (loop 3). Then the output at any frequency is roughly '.hat de- 
fined by the loop with the greatest gain at that frequency (or time). When considering 
the stability of the system, only the loop which predominates in that frequency d-main 
must be considered. 

—-  E -HXH  D j*®-*  A I iß— 

FR; 17-61.   Block diagram for parallel analysis. 

17.4.5.   Statistical Design 

17.4.6.1. Introduction. Statistical design deals with the design of Systems in which 
it is assumed that the input signals are from ergodic, stationary, random processes. 

The error criterion mosi generally chosen is that the mean square error be reduced. 
This criterion places heavy emphasis on large errors and, as a consequenu , often leads 
to a system design of low relative stability. It is, however, very convenient to handle 
mathematically and in many applications yields adequate results. 

In designing a system statistically, it is often useful to kfiow the probability distribu 
tion function '>f the random process.   Thip can be found by determining what percentage 
of time a signal exceeds various amplitudes.    Differentiating the result yields the 
probability distribution.   This procedure can, of course, be carried out graphically. 

If the mean-squared error criterion is chosen, signals are adequately described by 
correlation functions.   These functions are defined by 

1   f' 
<M-) = lim^r     fiit)fjit+ T)dt 

i ~*&t }_, 
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l£ i = j, the result is the aMtocorrelation function; if i ¥■ j, the result is the cross-tur 
relation function.   The correlation function can be found gr»phicaJly by sampling the 
function every a seconds and shifting the time sxie to generate f(t + r).       Multiplying 
and averaging the results yielür the desired function.   The maj.ji- characteristics of 
these functions are as fellows: 

(1) *n(r)««M-T) 
(2) ^u(O) is the average power 

(3) *,,(«) «6 |^,,(T)| « ^u(G) 

(4) If f,ii) contains periodic components, ^n(T) contains components of the same 
period. 

(5) Uf,(t} contains a dc component, so does ^II(T) 

(6) 0it(r) onrains no phase information 

(7) If (4) and (5) do not hold, <MT) -»0 as T-* » 

(8) <f>ii(T) is the n\im of the autocorrelation function of the indiviJual frequencies 
which make up fi{t) 

(9) 0i i(T) corresponds to an infinite number of time functions 

(10) «7,(0 = /;(*)+ /i(0, then 

0.I(T) = 0aa(r) + <MT) + ^(T) + ^(r) 

(11) ^„(T) = ^„(-T) 

(12) U fait) and fb(t) are uncorrelated (e.g., signal and noise), then 

0n(T) = <t>aa(T) + 0(,6(T) 

(13) 0O»(T)«: Oa.(O)0M(O)]"» 

where \) indicates the ensemble average. 

The power-density spectrum Qj/jcu) is another important descriptor of signal and/or 
nciie characteristics. ♦JJO«) can be found by using a spectrum pnalyzer, and has the 
following properties: 

(1)   <l>uüw) =ir{0./.T)} = [   0,1(r)e--'-'dr 

(2) <1>IIO<«>) has no phase information 

(3) 4>i IOV) doei not correspond u"-"  -vely to a time Tunction 

(4) <1>II(.;ö>) is real 

(5) *1,Ocü) = 4>n(-» 

(6) «!>,,(» > 0 

(7) <t>uOu') contains impulses at frequencies contained in a periodic input. 

Physical realizability of a system G'Cs) can be determined as follows: 

(1) |G(7ai)| is realizable if the Paley-Wiener Criterion is satisfied: 

|log!G,0)ll 
/. 

d(D < « 
J, 1 + w« 

(2) git) is realizable if g(t) = 0 for < < 0 and g{t) -»0 as t -»« 

(3) If G(a) is a ratio of polynomials, it is realizable if all the poles are in the left- 
half plane (but excluding * and the ju» axis). 
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17.4.6.2. Design Principles. If physical realizability of the system is not consideied, 
the optimum transfer function G0!>,(j<») for minimizing the mean-square error can be 
found from 

<l>, 'JO)) + Qnn(ju) 

where ^„(jd)) = power density spectrum of signal 

♦miO'w) = power density spectrum of noise 

Gdijo)) — desired system transfer function 

If physical realizability is a considers don, the optimum transfer .""action GBp,(8) 
is given by 

L**II (s:-j <iv(s) 
where 

and where the superstript + means all critical frequencies in the left-half plane, and 
the superscript — means all critical frequsncie« in the right-half plane. 

It should be noted that this design is based on the assumptions that the mean-square 
error criterion is adequate, that signal and noise are stationary time scries, and that 
a linear, series compensation :a desired. The problems associated with this method 
are that <t><.(8) is difficult to obtain, the derived system often has very light damping 
and is sensitive to parameter changes. 
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18.   System Design 

18.1.   Design Procedures; Generalities 

The design of infrared systems requires the »smployment of many snginecnng appro?. 
imations, compromises, and judgments about when to approximate and h»; «v to com- 
promise.   This chapter provides some hints and some equations for guidance.   It 
should be understood that not all of them necessarily apply in all cases 

The formation of the problem usually involves specifications or at least judgments 
about the following; this constitutes requirements analysis: 

1. Function 

2. Volume of coverage 

3. Volume coverage rate 

4. Desired resolution 

5. Range 

6. Target type 

7. Background 

8. Operating altitude 

9. Desired output form 

10.   Size, weight, reliability, etc 

The design analysis steps can often be thought of as: 

1. Gross implementation 

2. Seraitivity analysis 

3. Scanning or tracking analysis 

4. Output analysis 

Sensitivity analysis and scanning analysis are intimately reh ted. 

18.1.1.   Example of Procedure for Gross Analysis. 

1. Make an estimate of entrance-aperture flnx density from the target radiation 
based on blackbcdy radiation and some chosen emissivity —or a better quick 
estimate if available. 

2. Estimate background fluctuations in about the same way, choosing "goof 
values for emissivity and temperature changes and an instantansous field 
of about 1 mil, or one matching the target. 

3. Calculate dwell times necessary from inetancanerus field, total field, and 
required frame rate. 

4. See if these are compatible with existing optics, detectors, rotation rates, 
reticle spacings, etc. 

6. Either vefine the design of item 4, or "bend" some of the constraints, or change 
some assumed system parameters drastically. 

730 
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18.1.2. Sensitivity Aiuüysis. Stated in its simplest terms the problem is to cal- 
culate the ratio of the target signal to the total noise; the tot&l noise can usually be 
calculated as the sum of the background noise and the system noise.   Thus: 

1. Calculate the spectral, temporal, spetial characteristics of the target radiance 

2. Calculate the attenuation by the atmosphere of this siginal. 

3. Repeat items 1 and 2 for the background. 

1. Assume an optical system (usually fll, 50% efficiency^ nnd choose an appropriate 
detector.   Calculate system noise and aperture siz' necessary for detection. 

5. If step 4 is successful, stop; if it is not, choose other combinations that are suc- 
cessful — possibly changing the number of detectors to decrease the noise band- 
width, etc. 

After this, specific parameters and special problems must be considereu. 

18.2.   Equations for Sensitivity Calculation 

Many workers prefer to calculate the noise equivalent input oa a step-by-step basis. 
For those who do not, the equations for a field-mapping application (target smaller 
than instantaneous field of view) and for tracking (target filling the field and target 
less than full field) are given below. 

Mapping se'iaitivity 

ÜH *    4*Z!— I NEP' df 
To VÄÄä 

Target-detection sensitivity 

Target > field 

H(T,e.r) > (X + l)mTU€Ur) - KH(T0, «,, r) 

./(7,
1,e,,r)-H(ro,e0,r) > JkNEI 

Target < field 

AH(T,e,r)» cr«r*(* + DtfCT,, c, r) - [<f'r2(* + 1) - A] H(To,e„,r) 

NEP (noise equivalent power) for scanning systems of this type using a single 
detector with detectivity D* is 

FD illlt 

NEI (noise equivalent input) is 

NEP 4F n"» 
NEI = 

(7rD»/4) €0y     ne0yDD*Tl!i 

For a system with No equal detectors, the solid angle scanned by each detector 
can be reduced by the number of detectora; thus 

if      n"» 
NEI = ' 

vnyDO* rfTj 
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In thft equations above, 

A = target area 

B = Planck function 

D = diameter of entrance pupil 

D* - detectivity 

F = focal length 

J = focal ratio 

H — irradiant« 

k ~ confidence conat-ant 

K — ratio of target signal to background signal 

r— r^nge 

T — temperature 

7 = tystem response to *argev radinticn 

f = detector relative response 

c = emisaivity 

tr = Stefan-BolUman'i constant 

TU = atmospheric transmission 

T0 = optics transmission 

fl - solid »ngie 

yubscript* } and 0 = specinc values 

18.3.   Opttc&l System 
Tae foUcvsing functions are usually most important in optical system design gen- 

eralities: 

1. Sensitivity, use large relative aperture if/no), large aptrture, high efficiency. 

2. Background discrimination: make instantaneous field equat to target subtense. 

3. Coverage: large enough to cover required area, but small to i »duce scan :ates 

4. Simplicity: keep simple, light, inexpentive, etc. | 
i 

To achieve sensitivity, a field lens and reimaging technique can someti.nes be used. 
A lens is placed about where the primär' image is formed. It is made lar-Te enough 
to gather all the rays, und usually images vh? entrance pupil onto the detecic^s. The 
optics no '.onger in age the target, but they uniformly irradiate the detector (see Sec. 
1C.2.4). The affective f!no of the system is usually the angle of convergence on the 
»ietector but sometimes includes obscuration effects. Primary op^.cs are chosen 'rom 
among the Schmidt, CaHÄSgrain, Boc 'ers, and Newtonian telescopes. Others are 
sometimes used, and perhaps someday lenses may be used. Depending upon the appli- 
cation, the entrance pupil or the image plane is imaged onto the detector. 

The equations for imaging the image are: 

/.= 2F tan ^/2 

d" 
Do     , 
F+L 

a =- tan ' Z,/2o 

! = 
of 

o-f 
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where B = fislc angle 

0 = secondary field angle 

F = primary focal length 

/"= secondary focal length 

D = primary diameter 

d ~ secondary diameter 

L = maximum linear dimension of image ptane 

o = object distance for secondary lens 

i - image distance for seconcary lens 

A typica1 problem can be stated as follows: for a primary objective oi diameter D, 
image distance F (focal length for 'nfinitely distant object points), and total field angle 
0, design a field lens which collects all the radiation and which refocuses the image at 
some given distance s behind the primary focus. The designer must then decide how 
big to make the lens, and what L-cal ipugth and what fielf1 of view to use. 

The equations can be norm^Used with respect to L. The geometry is given in 
Fig. 18-1.   The equations are 

d     Do     ,      1o     , 
Z-FL + 1=5Z+1 

6 = arc cot 2ö ' 

F'.c  13-1.    Relay optical system 

A second type of problem calls for imaging the entrance pupil (usuaHy the same as 
the aperture stop and the primary) onto the image plane by pladng a bns at the primiry 
im?ge.   Then, 

o ~ F ~ s 

d=1*+L 

where s = distance of lens behind primary image. 
The ar.gular field coverage is not importai.t; it is only necessary to collect all the 

energy and "smear" it over the surface? of the detector. 
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18.4.   Scanning Dynamics 

The problöm is to choose an opü™     i kind of scan pattern and to determine the 
realism of a chosen instantaneous fieu', total field, frame rete detector number, etc. 

The required dwell time is 

t = wT/n 

where a> = solid angle of instantanooue field 

n = total solid angle 

t = dwell time per detedor element 

T = allowable field time 

If a single detector is used, it must have a time constant r given by 

T = t!f - vTlgil 
\ 

where g = r.umber of time constants per dwell time (usually 1 to 3).   The following 
equaticns give prism rotation rt.^-28 and instantaneous fields of view for a mapping sys- 
tem.    (The meanings of r, ft, a, and 6 are made clear in Fig. 18-2.) 

s= \{2iT/inp)-Hvlh) (1/r) 

o-= \(2irnlgp)(vl\^ 

b ^ her sec* 6 

a — ah sec B 

where o- = instantaneous an^ dar field of view 

p — number of detector element« 

s = prism rate 

l/n — fraction of a circle scanned 

T = time constant 

vlh = velocity-to-height ratio 

If an array of N detect re is used  then 

N OJ 

Usually a scanning system has less than 100% duty cycle.   Several consequences 
are possible singly or in combination. 

1. Loss field is covered. 

2. The field is covered less frequently. 

3. The scan is speeded. 

4. More detectors are added or other design changra are made. 

If the duty cycle is increased, the dwell time can be increased: 

g n 

where Dr - fractional duty cycle. 
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FIG. 18-2.   Scanning geometry 

The requireo bandwidth is related to the time of a single look at the instantaneous 
field of view.   To a good approximation, 

A/--1/2 

18.5.   Scanning Techniques 

10.5.1. Rotating Wedge«. A single wedge deviates the ray by the usual deviation 
equation for a prism.   The equations are 

6 = f, + 0, -f u 

sin 6i = — sin ITT — « + arc sin I—,sin fli) I { 

"'   .    r •    / ^   •    „ \1 = — sin ' « + arc sin   — sin 6,   \ 
n        L V" /J 

In the special case of normal incidence, 

n'   ■ sin »j = — sin o 
n 

where n' =-• prism material inder 

n = environment index 

0i — incident or exit angle 

a = pris'    mg!e 

6 = deviatiort a::gie 

The lefraction takes place in a stngk plane so that a ray is bent only in one direction. 
Assume that the direction is thy * axis; then 6t is 9x. As the priwr is rotated about 
the z axis, the angula; directs.):> ^the r«y changes.   The resultant atyle can be thoueht 
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of as the combination of two vectors determined by the position of the prism and its 
refraction. When two pnsms are used in series the deviations are combined. Two 
anguiar rotations are summed vectorialiy: 

0 = 0,+ 0i=* 10,1 ^-■•+*''-l- [Oil e■'"-.,*8., 

vvhere ox is the rotation rate of the ith wedge 

6* is the phase reference to the x-axis of the ith v/edge 

By consideration of the relative rates of rotation and the phase angles of two equal- 
angle prisms several usofui scan patterns can be generated: 

wi = wj,      8i = 6s ^ a circle is generated as if there were a bigger prism 

a>i = —öij,   Si — 6i = ir, =^ a point results as if there were no prism 

a>i = w;,      8i ± 8f - k   =^ a circle is generated with phase delay and reduced 
amplitude 

a»! = ±Jk(Mf, ik = constant =#• loops within a circle result; the greater the k the more 
loop» 

tat # (at, ="£► a spiral is generated with loops decreasing as the in- 
equality increases 

18.5.2.   Other Scanning Methods. 

Of the many types of scan pattern, the most useful ones are: 

1. Circular 

2. Palmer 

3. Spiral 

4. Roeette 

5. Hypocycloid 

6. Raster 

The circular scan can be generated by a rotating off-axis mirror, lens, prism, etc. 
Either the primary, secondary, or a folding flat mirror or a wedge can be used. The 
radius of the circle depends upon the angle generated and the distance from the gener- 
ator to the image plane. The angle of ray inclination is about equal to the angle of 
inclination of a lens, usually twice the angle of inclination for a mirror and equal to the 
deviation angle for a prism or plate. (These deviation considerations apply to the other 
scans as well.) 

The Palmer scan can be gener. »d by translatior of the circular scan; geometrical 
considerations provide drta on overlap 

Spiral scans cen be generated by a second motion superimposed on the rotating 
elements providing circular scan.   The motion is a variable tilt angle. 

Rosettes and hypocycloids are generated by superimposing two circular scanning 
motions. Hypocycloids are generated by the superpcrition of two circular motions. 
If the slowly moving element has a much larger deviation, the pattern is almost a small 
sinusoidal excursion on a circle. The number of loops in the pattern depends upon the 
relative speeds of the two motions, and the depth of the "pe^ls" depends on the relative 
angular deviations. 

Rasten* are usually combination« of two orthogonal linear mot-tons. 
A raster scan is usually to be chosen for search and imaging work (particularly when no 

prior position information is available); rosettes and hypocycloids are useful for tracLing. 
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18.t».   Example of Design for a Search System 

This discussion of the design of a representative search system is divided into (a) 
requirements analysis; ib) design analysis; (c) definition of primary cystem parameters; 
and id) specific problems. It JS an o itgrowth of one author's specific experience and as 
such lepresents a combination of the sevpial system designs in which he was involved. 
The problem is to design a ballistic-missile detection system operating from an aircraft. 

18.8.1. Requirements Analysis. 

18.5.1.1. Tcrget Radiation. The assumed target for this discpssion is a solid-fueled 
missile; this can be crudely approximated by a 1000UC blackbody that provide? a 
total VJH ant intensity of 200,000 w sr '. The altitude-time profile of the target is 
parabolic, reaching 300.000 ft in 100 sec. 

18.6.1.2. Problem Geo)netry The ranga a> v.'hich ba'.listic missile detection is 
general'/ desired requires consideratio'i of earth curvature to define the limiting 
conditions of detection range. 

To find the maximum sighting range to the target at any given altitude, one must 
cakul.'tte :he sum of the target distance and sensor distance to a line tangent to the 
effective horizon. The altitude of the effective horizon above the surface of the earth 
is a function of cloud cover and traosmission. One must find a proper minimum horizon 
altitude ho for his spectral region. 

In t' is sample problem, detection of the missMe from an aircraft at 40,000 ft with 
the horizon at 30,000 ft will be assumed. The result of the calculations described above 
is to show the length of time the target is in view before burnout as a function of target- 
sensor range. Such a curve would show the tK. -».vailaDle for detection as a function 
of problem geometry.   This geometry-directed range is approximately 480 n mi. 

18.6.1.3. Atmospheric Transmission, Radiation, and Spatial Filtering. The trans- 
mission of the atmosphere is required to determine the irradiance from the target in 
the spectral region of detector response. A relatively crude calculation of transmi. wion 
in the detector bandpass is normally adequate in dr-fining initial system design param- 
eters. For purposes of this example, two specu al bands will be considered: 1.8 to 2.7 ß 
(lead sulfide) and 3 to 5 /x (indium antimonide). Net cfectivc integrated transmission 
of the bands will be taker, as 30* ovei each band. In > real problem, if selection of a 
wavelengin band of operation is important, detailed aniilysis of the transmission sup- 
ported by repcatablf missile radiation analysis is desirable. 

The radiation associated with the atmosphere and discrimination against it in 
favor of a real target is often the most significant atmospheric effect in infrared sys- 
tems. In the current analysis, the problem would be that of thunderheads and cloud 
tops presenting possible false targets. The most direct approach in achieving this 
diacrrnination is to recognize that the real target is far more intense per solid angle 
of its subtense than the background. Thus the search system's instantaneous field 
of view is made as small as feasible. Tho background radiation in the field and gra- 
dient effects (cloud ed jesj are then minimized. The worst background level from sun 
reflection may be approximated by 10■' w cirr* sr1 v/ith a 6000°K spectrum which 
when vieued through the approximate 30% atmospheric transmission yields 3 x 10 ' 
w cm"* (of eperture) f '. From eelf-emiasion through the 30% atmosphere, Üv 
irradiance at the entr ince pupil is also approximctelv 3 Y 50"* w cm"» sr1 with a 
0oC spectrum 

18.6.2. Design Ara ysis. 

18.6.2.1. Mode of C Deration. The purpose of the sample search set is detection, 
not *rack-vvhiie-8can c r surveillance.   When it has provided positive identification 
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of a taii«t ami sufficiently accurate angular information for other equipment to operat? 
on th*i target its function is complete. 

A d< tection is defined if a target-like signal is seen on two successive scans. The two 
detections are necessary because of the existence of nongaussian "noise" such as power- 
supply transients in a system. Such a two-detection system is better than a two-out- 
of-three system because (neglecting the effects of nongaussian noiae) it can be showr. 
that designs for three detections have reduced the sigr.al-to-noine retio by a factor of 
V2/3 (82*). The higher signal-to-noise ratio achieved in the two-detection system 
more than offsets its lower probability of detection. 

The azimuth coverage mil be 360°. The range will be 90% of the geometry-limited 
range, or 433 u mi. The frame time is defined by the requirement for two full scans 
in the time the target moves from the 1 Ititude corresponding to 90% of range to burnout. 
Th-s gives a viewing time of 6 sec and a resulting frame time of 3 *2C. Selection of an 
elevation of field of view in this kind of detection system involves the problem of mini- 
mum range of operation of th*; "defense screen.' 

Now one plots the altitude of the horizon line against range from the defense aircraft 
and the missile altitude two frame times after crossing the horizon altitude line. From 
this one computes or plots the elevation angle coverage necessary to obtain detection as a 
function of minimum range operation. Fur purposes of this problem, a minimum range 
of 40 n mi will be assumed, and for an assumed missiL- velocity profile at 40 n mi. 
the elevation coverage required is 3°. 

18.8.2.2. Wavelength of Operation. Two wavelength regions 1.8 to 2.7 ^ and 3 to 
5 ;*, will at least initially be carried as parallel analyses. To a first approximation 
sensitivity of the two systems to the 1000'>C blackbody target will be sufficiently close 
together so that the choice of wavelength must be based on other factors. These 
factor« include: 

Background discrimination: Discrimination at 3-5 n with similar techniques is 
better than that achievable at 1.8 to 2.7 /x. 

Complexity and cost: Operation at 3 to 5 u requires cooled detectors, with attendant 
problems of complexity and 

Decector time constant: In order to achieve background discrimination, small instan- 
taneous field of view aid the resultant high-speed scan is desirable. This requires 
the use of a shor»-time<onstant detector which would be more readily available 
at 3 to 5 M 

The trade-off is then one of cost and complexity with reduced background-discrimina- 
tion performance. 

18.6.2.3. Sensitivity. Effective target radiation from the 1000oC source radiati.ig 
200,000 w sr1 through a 30% transmission atmo«pher*; between 1.8 and 2.7 /* is: 

•Sax = (Sfe/oi)(% in bandi'atm transmission) 

S, ,.,, = (200,000)(0 25)(0.3) 

= 16,000 wsr-' 

In   he 3-5-/1 band, 

SJS - (200,000)(0.32)(0,30) 

= 19,200 wsr-' 

■ 
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At the maximum design detection range of 433 n mi, 

«1 max 

lb,000 

t'      _ 

(433)i(6080),(144)(6.45, 

= 2.3 x lO" wem-» 

19,200 
6.46 x 1015 

= 3.0 x lO-'1 wem"« 

If background radiation in the instantaneous field of view is to be about that of the 
target, the required field of view to discriminate against sun scatte ing at 1.8 to 2.7 ß is 

"lültfW __     " fqrf^f 

N,Un rrflrcuom    (sun radiation) (reflection) (% in band) 

2.3x10" 
(3 x 10-3K0.05) 

= 1.5 x 10-' sr 

For the 3-5-/* band, the angular field of view needed for discumination against 

sun reflections is q v in-'' 

(3 x lO-'KO.OlS) 

= 6.7 x 1C-» sr 

The self-emission 'O'C source, 3 x 10~3 w cm'1 sr"1) is less than 1% of total in the 
3-5-/x band and so is leas of a problem than sun reflection. No consideration has been 
given to the practical problem of small-detector fabrication. 

It is now possible tc define the dwell time of a target in the instantaneous field of 
view consistent with optimized background discrimination as a function of the number 
of detectors in the aearch system, for the moment again without consideration of the 
practical problem of fabrication of miniscule detectors. 

t=irT 

3(1.5 x 10-«W 
'(1.8-1.7) -   (2ir)(3/57.3) 

= (1.4 x 10-T)Nsec 
Similarly, 

3(6.7 x 10 *)N 
t{''-i)"   (27r)(3/57.3) 

= (6.0x 10-T)A'8ec 

At this point it appears that, even for iV = 100, if the practical problems of small- 
detector fabrication are solved V3 that spatial filtering to very small angles is achieved, 
the use of Itad sulfide in the < >-2.7-fi band must be eliminated on the basis of the time 
constant. On the otner hand had sulfide can be considered if, instead of an individual 
detector field of view of 0.015 to 0.067 p sr ' (linear square of 0.1 to 0.3 nvrad), the in- 
dividual field is 1 /x steradian or more with background rejection by other techniques. 
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To define system sensitivity requirement, the signal-tot 2 ratio required to provide 
a specified probabilit> of detection consistent with a specified fa!w alarm rate must 
be defined. 

It will be assumed that one false alarm per 107 sec is tolerable. A false alarm is 
defined, as repetition of a false signal on two successive scans within an area of 100 
(10 x 10) resolution elements. It is assumed that processing in a computer will provide 
this logic. With one scan (.very 3 sec, in 10' sec, there are 3 x 10* scans. There are 
also essentially 3 x 108 successive pairs of frames (1 and 2, 2 and 3, etcA The proba- 
bility cf detection per successive scan pair required is then about (3 x 10") ', or about 
3 x 10 7. \ny single scan may be paired with the preceding or the following scan, 
so that single scan detection probability must be 

2P, .ra,
J = 3 x 10 7 

P, ,r,I„ = 4x 10-4 

To define the required operating threshold relative to rms noise: the nu.nber of noise 
peaks per second is: 

r.p-0.775A/- 
also, 

/upper — i'*' 
thus 

hp = 0.39/< 

The number of noise peakt, in 100 dvell times is then 39. The probability tf any 
single peak being above threshold must then be: 

4 x 10 4/39= i.O x 10 6 

From gaussian probability, 

P(I) < y V^= 1.5.   ''» 

the threshold y is computed as 4.9 times the • ms noise. 

18.6.2.4. Probability of Detection and Required Signalto-f-'oise Ratio. For purposes 
of this problem, the probability of detecticu wil' be taken as 99.89^ for the two pcan 
situation. The single-scan probability of detection must then be V'99.8%, or 999%. 
With the threshold [v) set at 4.9 times rms noise, the required signal-to-noise ratio 
for 999% single-scan probability of detection is 8.2. To achieve this signal-to-noise 
ratio on the target signal, the noise equivalent input of the system for operation in 
the 1.8-2.7-M band is: 

NEI1Ä.2; = 2.3 x 10 ,1/8.2 

= 2.7 x 10 l3 won * 
Similarly, 

NEI:,,-3 x 10 ,2/8.2 

= 3.6 x 10 ,3 wem 2 

18.6.3.   Definition of Primary System Parameters. 

18.6.3.1. Sensitivity Parameters. It will be shown that, to a first order, the system 
may be defined by the expression 

40"« 
NEI = 

nDD* €0 VAT 

-■: 
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where NEI is noise equivalent input 

Ü is solid field angle scanned per frame 

D is optic diameter 

D* is detector detectivity I 
N is numbt r of detectors 

T is frame •ime 

Co is optical transmission 
- 

NEI, „-.7 =2.7 x 10 13 wem s 

The values for inc'usion in the equations are 

0 = 271(3/57.3)= 0.33 sr 

T = 3 sec 

D* - 5 x 1010 cm (w sec) 1/J 

Then: 

DVN. ™^  
5 x 10,0V3(2.7 x 10 i3) 

= 130 

For 3-5 n and vith D* = 5 x 1010 

DVN' = loo I 
18.6.3.2. Selection of Specific Values for D and N. Selection of specific D and N to 

achieve the required sensitivity involves trading off size, weight, complexity, and relia- 
bility, and detector array availability as well as scan-pattern generation if the full 3° 
elevation field is not covered by the array (say to meet background rejection by filtering). 

Neglecting spatial filtering for the moment and considering current detector array 
availability, a 10-in. aperture with 25 lead su:fide or 15 liquid-nitrogen-cooled indium 
antimonide detectors would seem to be a reasonable compromise. The fields of view 
and dwell time of square detectors are; 

1.8-2.7 v- 

= I^TX = 0.014O2 = 4.3 /xsr 

4 3 
(1.4 x 10 7)(25) = 1.0 msec 

0.015 

u-j fl 

"^ (T?V = 0.04ol= 12 M sr \15/ 

To = ;?^: (6.0 x 10 7)( 15) = 1.6 msec 
0.067 

With the lead sulfide, the dwell time is essentially at the reasonable time-constant 
limit. The ratio of m&jcimum or worst background power to target pov/er in the field 
is 4.3/0.015 — 300, If pulse lenrth or cloud edge slope discrimination can be used 
to decreafte this ratio, the lead sulfide system may be operable. 
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The most promising system from a performance standpoint is indium antimonide 
where the ratio of worst background to signal detection is 12/0.067 ~ 180. However, 
since the dwell time of 1.6 msec is far from detector time constant limited, it may be 
possible to reduce the doctor width to 0.3 mrad (0.003 in. in the 10-in. fl\ system) 
thereby giving a worst background signal only 15 times target radiation and offering 
better hope of pulse-length discrimination. This indium antimonide system with pulse- 
length discrimination would be the primary system. 

18.6.3.3.   Other System Parameters. 

O) The 3° field-of-view, fll system requiring resolution of 0.2 mrad at. 1.5° off 
axi«- hin current design capacity. 

S. Block Diagram.   For the signal-processing gimbal drive and stabilization, 
see Itj. 18-3. 

Cooling. A closed-loop liquid-nitrogen-transfer system can be developed for this 
application. 

Signal Processing. The primary signal processing system uses separate solid-state 
preamplifiers for each detector and is within the state of the art for lead eulfide or 
indium antimonide. A hard age loop referenced to a common buss is used to insure 
that the average noise level out of all detectors is the same. Saturation of the age 
signal only slightly above noise peaks (say 10 to 11 times rms noise) insures that any 
strong signals will not seriously degrade channel sensitivity.   The outputs of the 

AGC Reference 

Slfiui 

FIG. 18-3.   Poseible signal processing. 
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FIG. 18-4.   Aitemate signal processing. 

detectors are commutated using diode logic matrices A threshold set at 5.3 time« 
rms noise is used at the output of the commutator. Signals above threshold are avail- 
able for display and computer logic use. 

Alternate signal processing is shown in Fig. 18-4, for recording only and for separate 
age and threahcld before commutation. Choice of threshold before or alter commuta- 
tion is a detail design decision. 

Because of the continuous rotation of the scanne) and the resultant need for slip 
rings, location of the commutator en the gimbals would be very desirable. The pre- 
AKipUfiers should be placed close to the detectors. 

A continuous rotation-stabilized scan is to be used. This command is generated 
by a driven resoiver. It is stabilized from a vertical reference system to provide azimuth 
and elevation gimbal position commands and detector roil stabilization. The scan 
will be parallel to the horizon to avoid crossing the high gradie it of the horizon. Azi- 
muth ani elevation stabilization are conventional in search systems. The deUctor 
roll stabilization serves in large vehicle roll angles to maintain full field coverage. 
Because of the symmetry of the optics, thej need not be roll stabilized 

Scan position pickoff will be generated freu the azimuth program command. Servo 
slaving errors will be made small enough to make this ar accurate indication of posi- 
tion. Elevation position from commutator drive will also be provided to computer 
and display 

1S.7.   Tracking System Design 

In order to develop and discuss problems which are related to track system design, 
a specific problem, that of tracking ain raft from an aircraft-borne tracker will be used. 
Analogies to other combinations can be drawn by the system designer. 
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18.7.1.   Conception. 

18.7.1.1. Acquisition. In the conventional system, a search set (which may be 
integral with the tracker) wih have defined the target position with sorm accuracy. 
This acquisition field of existing systems is about 2° to 4° In general, also, the target, 
will be at a relatively long range so that problem geometry cannot include ery large 
angular rates of the line of sight. The problem of acquisition, then, is generally to 
bring a quasistat; inary target to the boresight of the tracker in a time which is short 
compared with the total problem time. Problem time in air-to-au- intercept will 
actually be measured in tens of seconds so that acquisition time is 0.33 to 0.5 sec from 
initiation oC the acquisition cycle. In a linear system, this defines a servo loop band- 
width whose response is about 0.1 sec or a closed-loop frequency of 10 rad/sec. Whether 
a linear system is used in acquisitinn is a func.ion of overall system considerations 
including such factors as whether acquisition and track use the same error-sensing 
and servo-loop logic and the specifics of error-sensing techniques. 

18.7.1.2. Track. It can be shown that in air-to-air intercept, once a target has been 
acuired, a second-order track-loop servo and stabilization against aircraft motio*- can 
keep track errors to less than 1/4°. Thur., the track f-eld of view diameter may be made 
as small as 1/2°.   Some advantages of using the small track field are: 

1. Increased sensitivity, allowing continued track if target radiation is reduced by 
aspect or target use of radiation suppression techniques 

2. Background discrimination, including ca« 5 in which the target may move across 
severe backgrounds such as the horizor or bright cloud edges. The small field 
reduces the probability of severe background in the field and the intensity of 
these backgrounds when they do cross the field. 

3. Decoy discrimination, in which any flares are dropped by the target ./ill be less 
effective because of the use of the small-field second-order servo. 

Practical difficulties have generally discouraged switching field size in existing 
systems. 

18.7.1.3. Sensitivity Analysis. A similar sensitivity analysis to that devised for 
a search systen; may be applied to <. track system, that is, limiting optimized sensitivity 
defined by the system parameters of field of view, frame time (or servo response time), 
and number cf detectors (as well by the physicm parameters of optics diameter and 
detectors D*). For purposes of this analysis, it will be assumed that the system is 
operating properly if quasictationary target Iracidng is maintained within the tracker's 
field of view under the influence of internal ranuom noise and drift disturbances. 

The liacK loop may be divided into threa basic elements: an error .'<?nsor whicn 
generates an electrical signal as a function of target error angle; a demodulator which 
processes the signal into the form necessary to drive the gimbals, or its equivalent; 
and the gimbal drive, which generally pets as the smoothing element in the loop. The 
loop is closed from the gimba! drive to the error sensor. 

Three primary classes of error-modulation techniques have been used: (1) amplitude 
modulation, where off axis error is a function of percentage modulation and phase 
defines polar direction; (2) frequency modulation, where error is proportional to devia- 
tion and polar sense to phase of the deviation; and (3) pulse position, which is a track- 
while-scan technique. 

It should be emphasized that, in a modulation error-sensing track system, the error 
information is contained in the modulation, not in the carrier. The modulation signal- 
to-noise ratio for maximum erm signal as seen at the servo filter (which it is assumed 
is maintained at a constant closed-loop frequency by age or clipping as required) that 
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determiri^P vhether t'acking will be maintained. The signal-to-noise ratio required 
in the servo handwidth vnuy be defined by recognizing ti.at a noise pulse in this band- 
vidth equal to ilie full modulation error signal will, to a st order, result in motion 

of the system to remove the target from the aeld of visw. If it is desired, then, that in 
100 time constants the probability for loss of track is to be 1%, this requirefi a probability 
of 10 per time constant. To find th^* signal-to-noise ratio correspondm^ to this proba- 
bility, reference is made to the search false alarm analysis, modified to < orrespond to a 
carrier system. The number of positive peaks per integration time N, is ftrind as 

I tbhows: T~m*Af 

N = 0.64 Af 

NT- 1/27H0.64) - 0.25 

Since either "positive" or "negative" peaks can cause loss of target, 2NT is used, or 
0.5 peals per servo time constant. The probability of a noise pulse to bt u'-ed is thus 
2 x 10 * and the ^Ignal-to-noise ratio required i.i the servo loop bandwidt . is approxi- 
mately 4 5. This ratio may then be traced back through the demodu .'t'on block 10 
define required error sensing signal to noise. If the demodulation proces; is linear 
(synchroneus), the computation is sin.pie. The selection of a modulation frequency 
and band'V'dth is not generally significant, and performance is defined by the servo 
bandwidth. For the more usual nonlinear demodulation proctsj. (AM detection, FM 
discrininatc detection, etc.) the signal-to-noise ratio of the carrier system required 
to achJeve 4.5 in the servo bandwidth is generally greater than that for the linear 
system and svstem performance is net optimized. This poor sensitivity match between 
optimized and realized systems stems from 8t*rvo-loop stability considerations, e.g., the 
sampled data problem in a track-while-scan system. To reduce the servo phase lag from 
the sampling process to less than 20°, the sampling frequency must be 10 times the 
servo bandpass. For a 10° lag, a ratio of approximately 20 is required. In real systems, 
the lags from low-frequency shaping and high-frequency cuts as well as gain-stability 
variation are such that all controllable lags must be kept low. 

A track-whiie-s'an system is usually designed with a threshold appiiod to detector 
output, after which error is found by pulse time or position in a demodulator. With 
this now linear (tnreshold) detection process, the result of the required high scan 
rate (10 times servo response) is to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio by VlO - 3.3 com- 
pared with the optimized system which provides new information at the servo response 
rate. A similar level 'Ä problem exists in the other nonlinoar detection systems (includ- 
ing AM and FM discrininator). 

18.7.1.4. Field of Vier', Servo, and Accuracy Analyst-. It has already been indi- 
cated that acqui'ition fiel.i size is defined by search-system target-pointing accuracy 
and that the trac'" field may usually be r.iuJe quite small. The factors defin:ng 'rack- 
field size include: 

(1) Maximum target crossing velocuy component at minimum range, IIm, defined 
from taciical analyses and provided as inputs to the infrared system design. 

I 
(2) Target maneuver capability, provided as input» to the infrared system design. 

i 
(3) Imperfect stabiliza'ion under own vehicle motion resulting from infrared sys- 

tem stabilization dynamics and vehicle input motion. Vehicle motions are 
provided as inputs to the infrar d system design, 

(4) Biases, nonlinear fric ion, and other design limitations of the infrared system. 
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The track loop frequency response will generally be 6-12-6-12 although 6-18-6-12 and 
others havr also been used. The first breakpoint from 6 db/octave to 12 db/octave occurs 
at a frequency low enc^igh to exceed problem time (I/OM > problem hime). The second 
breakpoint (12 to 6) occura at upproxima'^iy one-third crossover (0 db gain) frequency 
and the 6 db slope exist« for stability considerations. The ratio of CWCOJ — 10 and the 
last slope exists to eliminate high-frequency noips from the system. The ratio wslvi 
~ 10 provides for system stability over normally expected ^vstem gain variations 

The problem of acquisition-error curve shape and servo-loop shaping to place the 
target in the track field of view will be considered under assumptions that: 

(1) Acquisition and trr ck modes have a common front end. 
(2) Acquisition Jtrvo shaping is optimized separately from track shaping. 
The common-front-end consideration dictates the desirability (in AM or FM systems) 

o*" full error modulation over the smaller track field, since this optimizes track accuracy 
and background discrimination. Thus, the desired prror-curve share in such systems 
would be linear as far as the track field, with full modulation at maximum expected 
track error, and then fiat as far as the edge of the- acquisition field. Background 
discrimination in track is aided by the nonlinear error-curve shape (compared with a 
linear error curve) since elements outside the track field contribute no more modulation 
than those within it. 

In the pulse-position system, tht comnor acquisition and track fields present no 
problem since a linear error curve nrns be indefinitely extended for acquisition, with 
no loss in track acnuracy. Track-field sensitivity does, however, decrease with such 
an increased field. During tr.uk. background discrimination in the pulse-position 
syätem may be achieved by logical rejection ot any error signal outside the «rack field. 

If acquisition servo-loop shaping is to be optimized independently of track shaping, 
the acquisition closed-loop frequency is chosen by trading off ssnsitivity and acquisition 
time, utilizing maximum tolerable acquisition time to maximize sensitivity. Tna effect 
(on acquisition time) of the saturated error cu.-'e in AM and FM modulation systems 
is to increase acquisition time for a fixed closed-loop design frequency (assuming this 
design is based on the linear portion of the error curve). In addition, if the system 
must remain in the acquisition mode when it is within the track field, servo stability 
may be adversely affected unless a simple first-order design in u*ied, since a 6-12-6-12 
loop design will cause excessive overshoot at the reduced gain resulting from the 
saturated error cu: ve. If logical switching to track is accomplished, tne tendency 
to overshoot may, however, be successfully used to shorten acquisition time, provided 
proper damping of initial angular rate occurs when fhe switch to track is achieved. 

18.7.2.   Sample System. 

(A) System Input and Limitations. The parameters around which the sample 
system are to be defined are: 

(1) TARGET RADIAIION.   1000 effective watts per ateradian in the detector wave- 
length band (3 to 5 ;/,). 

(2) TARGET MOTION.   Maximum reqairements of servo response will be based on a 
target at 1 n mi rang« witi; a crossing velocity of 1000 fps and a 4-g targtt turn at 1 n mi 

(3) ACQUISITION 

(a)   field of view: 4° diameter 

Kb)   Time: 0.3 sec 

(4) TRACK ACCURACY.   2 mrad under worst conditions 

(5) SPACE.   Allowable front-snd cross section: 10 in. diameter 
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{B)   Front-End Description 

(1) OPTICS. Allowing for covewng dome, c'^rance, and gimbals, itu optics d am- 
eter of 7.5 in. may reasonably be achieved. An fll refractive or t'oldid catadro^tric 
system is required for short length to allow or maximum gimh •.) angle ccvercre. For 
background discrimination, optical resolution of 1 mrad or lew to 2° off-axis is re- 
quired. A bandpass filter in the general range of 3 to 5 /x is required. Expected 
net optical transmission ever t> e band is about 35%. 

(2) DETECTOR. A crucitcrm detector array canted 45° to the horizon is used, 
subtending 4.5° along each axis by 1 mrad of detector width. The 45° angular tilt 
results in a scan which will not sharply cross the horizon, the primary background 
difficulty. Detector material is ind>u.u anumon::de with a peak D* in the band of 
5 x 10'* cm cps"* w_1. To avoid excessive system complexity, the same detector 
and scanning should be used in acquisition r.rid in track mode. 

(3) SCANNING. Image nutation over a 4° fi*>ld is cause*3 by rotation of an optical 
wedge or a tilted mirror. 

(4) TRACK-LOOP SERVO ANALYSIS. Servo requirements of the track loop are de- 
fined, and the adequacy of acquisition time is evaluated. vo be consistent with a went 
condition of 2-mrad error, linear dynamic lag is maintained at 1 mrad. The maximum 
angular rate may be calculated as 9.6° sec-1, and maximum angular acceleration is ap- 
proximately 1° sec *. Angular acceleration from a 4-g target turn at 1 n mi is 1.2° sec*. 
Tne effective velocity constant must then be 170 sec*' at ine "time" cf maximum angular 
rate, and the acceleration constant must be 21 sec*. Frequency response of the 6-12-6- 
12 loop to achieve these tf, and Ko values will stjsult in em 8 rad sec1 crossover fre- 
quency. The simplest acquisition computation to make is for a first-order system. 
The 6-12-6-12 system described here will have a faster response. For a target 2° off-axis 
at aeqi isition und an 8 rad/sec first-order loop, the time to reduce error to 2 mrad, or 
0.059 of tl,' initial value is upproximately 0,3 sec; or to state this smother way, specifica- 
tion reduction of acquisition error to less than 1 mrad requires approximately 0.4 sec. 

With the 8 rad/sec cutoff frequency, the quired information rate to achieve less than 
10° phase lag at the servo closed-loop frequency corresponds to an angular freqv ncy 
of about (20)(8) = 160 rad/sec, or 160/2«- - 25 pps. Using a pulse-position technique, 
with a small track field, two independent error pulses per scan are obtained. Thus, 
a scan rate of about 13 cps should be used. This scan rate is a significant parameter 
in defining the sensitivity of a pulse-position error-generation system. 

(5) SENSFTIVITY AND RANGE CALCULATION. Having defined the significant front- 
end parameters, it is now possible to compute system sensitivity and range performance 
on the specified target.   The expression for noise equivalent intensity (NED is: 

NEi.4,EP' 
Uo)(«o)r 

where NEPr is the noise equivalent power on the detector. A,.'« the optical collecting 
area, <„ is net optical efficiency, and r is the system response to the input signal. 

NEPr = VÄTbfJD* 

where Ar is cell area and Af is bandwidth, from which we can calculate 

VÄ7Ä? 
NEI = 

D" (A.){€0)r 
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Optimum bandwidth ir the single-pulse system, assuming a sinusoidal pulse, is 

184 ^oja 
'~l2iT)f~  T 

With a 4° circle scanned at 13 cps and a l-mrad detector width, 

Thus, 

TJ5Ä5™   „.00036«* 
I7r)(4).,i3) 

A^ä^35 = 860cr8 

Low Pass: Cutoff in the present example is 100 to 200 cps.   Response factor is deriv- 
able as: 

r = 0.67 

Cell Area: Using a single cell per arm, 

AC - or 
where II = solid angle and f— focal length.   If 

fl = (0.001)(4.5/5..T/ = 7.85 x IG"5 sr 

and the focal length is 7.5 in., 

Ar = (7.85 x 10 >)(7.5)»{6.45) = 0.00285 cm« 

Aperture area has been given an 

AaPer,*r,  = 7 (7.5)'(6.45) = 285 cm» 
4 

Optical efficiency has been given as: 

f„ = 0.35 
and 

D* = 5x lO10 

Thus, 

KHTT V (0.0285X860) , K ^ 1ft ,.    ,    . 
^ " (5lü^)(285)(ä35Kä67) = 15 X ^ w/cm' 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio for Acquisition: A tolerable false alarm rate of 1 in 10 servo 
response times (once in 10/8 = 1.25 sec is assumed. Since acquisition does not require 
a high "hit" percentage of signal, 50% probability of detection is assumed. 

With the 860-cpe bandwidth, the number of signal peaks in 1.25 sec is: 

Nun = (1.25)(0.775)(860) = 800 

False alarm probability is then 1/800, or 0.0013. A threshold is then required at 
4 times the rms noise. The signal-to-noise ratio for 50% probability of detection is 
also 4.   Thus, a target which is to be acquired has a radiation a* the system aperture of: 

7 = 4 NEI 

= 6 x lO" w/cm» 

Detectable Range Target: Assuming 30% atmospheric transmission, a 1-kw/sr target 
may be detected at: 
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R r=\77" 

/(1000H0.3) 
"Vex 10 ,!" 

-7.1 x 10« cm 

= 38 n mi 
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Comparison of Sensitivity with a Servo Bandwidth Limited System: The field in a 
servo bandwidth-limited system is effectively scanned once per servo response time, 
bu* a signal-to-noise ratio of ahoiu 6 is required. The system described here is thus 
compared with the servo bandwidth-limited system by the ratio: 

sensitivity-instrumented system _ 6    /     8     _ A 4« 
servo bandwidth-linuted system    4 V 2Tr(13) 

A servo bandwidth-limited system would thus have twice the sensitivity of the in- 
strumented system. 

(C) Block Diagram. The block diagram of the sample system is shown in Fig. 1P-5. 
By tracing through the significant elements of this diagram, the trade-off logic is 
demonstrated. 

FIG. 18-5.   System bloc!r diagram for track 
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(1) ERROR GENKRATION. Cruciform-detector outputs will be separately amplified 
in gair.-stabilized amplifiers with strong signal limiting to avoid amplifier blocking 
by saturation Amplifier outputs drive threshold circuits to remove noise from the 
signal at a level defined by s tolerable false alarm rate. The threshold outputs arive 
error demodulators which define target error position. These error dei. icdulators derive 
scan-poeition irabrmation from a reference generator located at the nutation drive in the 
optical system. System logic provides (in th« acquisition track switching) that, after 
initial acquisition (as defined by error dropping below a critical threshold), the threshold 
circuit will not pass signals corresponding to errors greater than those expected in 
U atk (say, 1/4 degree). 

(2) TARGET PRESENCE GENERATION. Whe" enable logic initiates acquisition, an 
interlock based on detection of a target in both defector channels is provided. When the 
' *itch to small-field track mode is initiated, the target-presence circuitry operates only 
on track field signals. Loss of signal for any reason should probably be used to initiate 
a return to the search mode. 

(3) STABILIZATION OF TRACK. Two stabuizaticn components are sised in this .;'T,- 
pie system. The less conventional c ;s roll stabilize ^n of de- ira for oackgrcunu 
discrimination to avoid severe horizon crossing, which via ' occu< in maneuvers even 
with the 45° rotated detectors. This roll stabilization need be oT'ly approximatp It 
receives its command from aircraft instrumenta. The effect of detector roll position 
must be considered in error generation (reference generator affected) and in coordinate 
rotation of the error signals necessary to drive the conventional azimuth-f. ation 
gimbals. 

The more conventional stabilization is that about tne line of sight to the target fo 
maintain track '••nth respect to the tracking airc? aft's maneuvers. Before one consHers 
the analytical p. 'ameters of this stabilization, the problem of placement of stabilization 
gyros should be settled. Conventionally, they are placed on the sighting platform, and 
if space and heat-sink problems permit, every effort should be made to locate the gyros 
on the IR telescope. If this is not possible, a separate stabilization platform may be 
provided to v hich the sighting bea 1 is slaved with an aided r»te command. This tech- 
nique has been used successfully vn at least one infrared equipment. Sight liue re- 
mains to the target since the position loop provides at least one integration to remove 
any slaving errors.   In Fig 18-5, stabilization is shown using ar. auxiliary platform. 

Analytical treatment is independent of the gyro location. An electric-motor-driven 
geared gimbal system is adequate fo. this class of equipment. With conventional gear 
trains, .stabilization closed-loop frequency is generally limited to 8 to 15 cps. In this 
treatment, a 65 rad/aec (~10 cps) loop is assumed. The basic loop response is shown 
in Fig. 18-6. The "long-period" velocity constant is 980 sec- •, and acceleration constant 
is 1950 sec-1. The stabilization luop need not be a high-order loop below frequencies 
at which the track loop is tightly closed. The acceleration constant of 1950 s^';-* 
means that a 1-miad dynamic error may be maintained under acceleration input? of 
approximately 1107sec1 as seen at the gimbals. 

(4) COOUNG. Depending upon mission time, logistics, and weight trade-off 
penalities, an open-loop or closed-loop cooling system decision may he made 

18.8.   Mapping Systems 

18.8.1. Requirements. This section does not 4s.«U with the problem of extracting 
the information from a map (often the critical element ir. r-a^ping-system utility) but 
only with maximizing map-information content, which ia achiovt,^ vy w of a small 
resolution-area detection of minimum centrast combined with scan of u iatge field. 
As usual, reconciling these quantities involves compromise 
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2 30 

FIG.   18-6.   Basic loop resjÄmse. 
65 

18.8.2.   Basic Sensitivity Equation. 

18.8.2.1. Detector-Nolte-Limited Syatem. The derivation of the sensitivity equa- 
t'on for a detector-noise-limited system may always be started from the simple djtector- 
sensitiv^" expression: 

NEPc =-- VÄ7Ä//D* 

and the resultant overall system expression: 

NEPc 
NEl = r = VAcA/" FD 

(A.)(c,)r    D*A0eBr     D*{nD*l4) 
    /0.85n = F        /ft_ 
«0r\"  Tf D*De.r VT/ 

The detectable signal may be found by computing the incremental signal at the 
aperture and setting it equal to the NEI multiplied by some constant. This conBta.it 
for detection in a single resolution element would have to be same as for a point detec- 
tion system (about 4 to 7 times the NEI). However, with the element-to-element 
integration of a map, larger-area information is derivabl« at a lower signal-to-noise 
ratio down to below unity in a single element. 

The incremental radiation dW may lie found fiom: 

W = «TT* 

dW = aT* d( + 4*crT* dT 

= Wbl,d€+ 4eWM Y- 

where e = emissivity 

o- = Stefan-Boltzmann constant 

Wu — blackbody radiant emittance (e = 1) 

Normal system vji is limited by detector response and atmospheric transn^asion 
to a spectral band less 'ban that essentially encompassing total radiation. Also, 
atmospheric transmission me; further attenuate the signal. The incremental radia- 
tion dH at the aperture in a resolution-eiement solid angle <■> is then: 

dH = {wk,.kt dc + 4«W\1.x. y-j rA ~      w cm» 
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where WK, ,«, »9 total ciackbody radiation (over a hemisphere) per unit area in the in- 
terval from Xi to .\j, TA is atmospheric transmission in the Xi-Xj band, and WITT is the 
ratio of radiation in the instantaneous field of view, w, to the full radiation of the body 
over a hemisphere. 

For a »nven background environment, it is seen that within practical limitations 
such as detector response time, the product co rfe or w dT permits a trade-off" between 
repo'ution and minimum detectable temperature difference. 

18.8.2.2. Background-Radiation-Noise-Limited System. Some infrared detectors 
are background-radiation-noise-limited when they view an ambient temperature 
background.   A design for this type of detector is derived n this section. 

It is assumed that the detector has cold shielding, allowing a solid angle of radiation 
accteptance, 8, which is twice that '.orresponding to the geometric /'number, 5; that is 

It will also be assumed that temperatures inside and outside the instrument are the 
same and that by reflection of similar temperature sources the net background within 
the angle <o may be approximated as a blackbody. 

If the inptantaneous and total fields of view of the system are u> and fi and the frame 
time is T*, .'■»tector area Ac is related to w, .7, and Do by: 

The dwell time on target is: 

Again using a bandwidth 

Ae = wJ>D* 

<oTf 
n 

A/.    0.65     0.6511 
t (us f 

The rms noise due to radiation noise in a bandpass A/" is the same as that in an inte- 
gration time 

'     2A/     1.30 

The background radiation in the sensitive band Xi to X* received by the detector 
through a sollJ angle 0 is 

IT \nj • / 

= l Wx..X.CüD» 

If the de-octor has a quantum efficiency Q, the number of effective background photons 
received in the integration time, Tt, is: 

hc/Kr 

Q - W^oiD*    _ 
_     v otTf 

hclK        1.30 

ncil 
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where X, = center wavelength of k,-\i and he ~ the number of noise photons in the 
integration time, T,, is: 

/V\ ^ v'iV« = a>D J(0.49) ^pxlJj 

The detector NEP is: 

_ l.SilwD   [~ QKrWK,\jj he 
QwTf   V

J-4y"     hcü       X(. 

NEPf. = 0.91D N/— — Wx.-x, 

Then: 
NEPr      NEP,- 

NEI 
—7 - for 

4 

0.91O ^^VZ 
^D2 

—~e0r 

with ; = 0.9 

(1 3) 

18.8.2.3. Multiple Detector SyJem. If a multiplicity of detectors is used, the total 
field searched pe." frame tiuie is divided by ND, the number of detectors, and computed 
sensitivity is improved by VNi>, or 

NEI »    1 

It must be noted that if multiple detectors are used in a mapping system (and they 
may be desirable for increasing resolution and decreasing the required detector response 
time), and if a .striped map is to be avoided, detector responsivities as seen at the output 
of the signal procesmng circuitry must be matched. 

18.8.2.4. Edge Reaclution vs. Sigmil Strength. The term instantaneous resolution 
is related to the minimum detectable signal level and ig limited to the resolution area 
of the detector. In the presence of a strcnf; signal, however, full response need not 
be achieved to define an edge. To a first order then, if data-reduction techniques 
are used to best advantage, the usable »eso! :tion solid angie varies inversely as the 
contrast signal-co- noise ratio so that a doubling of signal-to-noise ratio contains in- 
formation allowing half the resolution of an isolated edge. 

18.8.3. Background-Limited D*-Q Trade-Off. To find the D* Q reiationship 
defining the value of detector D* that is equivalent to a specific value of Q in the system 
configuration defined in Section 18.8.2, the two NEI expressions -re equated. 
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i.i F   /a _      Vx,.^, WK'-Kt 

D*D^ *"-, Du 

With F - 1, M7
A,.,, = (0.031X0.4) « 0.0:2, ar.d X,. - 10M (8- 15-M band at O0«?), 

D* 

VQ 
5.4 x 10'° 

18.8.4.   Sample System 

18.8.4.1. Specific Requirement*. The basic rt-quiremeni Tiay be stated simply as 
defining a low-altitude mapping system to operate at 1000 feet and at a velocity of 
800 fpe ard to prcvidt a thermal map, in the 8-16-^ atmospheric window, of 0.5 mrad 
resolution (6 in. at a nominal lö00-ft altitude). The f'.'sircii signal detectivity in the 
exit. Jed area (unity signal-to-noise ratio) is 10C against a nominal 0oC background 
of 0.5 emissivity. The system should be capable of operation up to 10,000 ft at &00 fps 
with constant optical resolution and the stabilization required for production of good 
map information. Stabilization and image motion compensation must provide for 
10% imt ge smearing linp-to-line. 

18.8.1.2. Sensitivity Computation. As the baa's for a realisable system, a D* 
corresponding to a quantum efficiency of 0.1 will be assumed. Neglect time constant 
for the memmt; the optirs diameter n.cfcssary to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of 
unity for a 1 C change in temperature is found by equating the signal to the NET 

1.15    /ft     . _.       dT     w 

The values for tire parameters are: 

5 = 1 

D*= 1.7 x 1010 

e. = 0.3 

fi = (0.5 x 10"s)(2ir), assuming for pimplicity a continuous single element with 
—50% dead time above the horizon scan 

T is fend from v'h and the detector dimension along the flight Ik e: 

„    0.5 x 10 » 
T - - C '26 X 10' «ec 

800/1000        - "0     1U    ReC 

« = 0.5 

Wk,.K, for O^ and 8 to 15 ^ = (0.031X0.4) = 0.0124 w cm* 

or = _i_ 
T      27i 

r* - 0 f, 

(ü « (0.5 x 10 »)• « 0.25 x 10-* 

Solving for D, 

Z? ^ 112 cm = 44 in. 

This is certainly an unreasonable dimension. 
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18.8.4.3. f/se of Multiple-Detector Array. The aperture is large; the dwell time is 
short.   Thus 

m 0.25 x 10 • 
'"nr = <2Ä5^^oV0■6::5xlr', 

i 

! = 5 X 10 » sec 
- 

From both » «enaitivity and a tirae-constar.t etandpomt, it is desrable to use a datector 
array. 

If a 10-in. a^srture is to be used, 20 detectors are njquired and dwell time on target 
is 10"* sec. 

18.8.4.4. System Configuration. (1) FRONT END. The optical system and detector 
array are mounted on a roll-pitch stabilized platform. Scan is by a 45° tilted mirror 
continuously rotating about fn axis along the aircraft heading and at a speed defined 
by vlh input, tüacussed below. The nominal operating rotation speed will be 80 rps 
(800 fpe at 1000 ft and 20 x 0.5 mrad = 10 mrad per scan). To keep the image properly 
placed with respect *o the detector, a dove prism which rotates an image at, twice its 
own angular rate is ''iied. 

Detector cooling may or may not be on the stable platform depending on the trade- 
off between liquid-transfer problems and platform size and weight. The detector nrray 
ij packaged in a single dewar and aligned to sight along the flight path. The detettors 
may lie ct-^gered in the focal plane rather than in a single l-no to avoid the problem 
of spacing between detectors. A cold shield is used to isolate the spectral interval 
and define the field of view. 

(2) SIGNAL PROCE8SING. The main problem in the signal processing is that of 
maintaming detector-to-detector consistency. To do this, operation must, be below 
detector cutoff frequency so that detector time consent is uniquely defined for all ele- 
ments. Amplifier frequency responses must be cl - matched using stabilized circuit 
techniques. The separate channel outputs may either be separately recorded by multi- 
channel means or may be cemmutated by high-speed gates sampling 3 times per dwell 
time. Because of the resolution degradation as scan departs from nadir view a pro- 
grammed reduction in the number and choice of detectors for recording may be used. 

(3) STABILIZATION RF^UIREMENTS. Long-time stabilization must be better than 
2 mrad and short-term scan-to-scan stabilization about 0.1 of the system resolution, 
or 0.01» mrad. This means 0.05 mrad in 1/80 sec, or 4 mrad sec-1 rate error. At 
10,000 ", altitude, 0.4 mmi sec~! is required. To achieve good short-period stabiliza- 
tion, a ^earless torqued gimba) structure with nelf-contained gyros will be used. Long- 
period vertical reference infouration may be transmitted from aircraft inertial nier- 
ence equipment. 

(4) IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION 

(a) Requirement. IMC in a high «peed scanning system is a less critical problem 
than in a photographic system, With a single detector, 10% ccan-to-scan resolution 
smearing corrtjsponds to 10% accuracy in vlh. With 20 detectors, smearing of 10% on 
one detector image means 0.5% vlh accuracy. Drift-angle ace:., cy follows the same 
pattern. With A tingle detector, 10% drift corresponds to an angle of approximately 6°. 
With 20 detectors, the requirement is G.3° t/j achieve 10* scan to scan misalignment. 

(b) Implementation. (;//icompensation will be made a part of the system by varying 
scan rat^ to achieve proper matching of line to line scanning. Drift compensation 
will be made a part of the system by skewing data output. 
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(c)   v/h and Drift Measurement 

1. External Source: If the aircraft has a radar altimeter and doppler, inenial, 
or dopplei- inertial navigation, vlh and drift angle to the required accuracy may be 
derived from these sources. 

2. Passive v/h and Drift: The mapping system itftelf, wi -n some additional focal- 
plane detectors and additional pirocessing, offers g self-contained source of oih and 
drift information, vlh is computed by correlating data sampled from the central angle 
of the scan (directly below the aircraft) for overlap or underiap on two successive scans, 
using vlh "over!0?" 'ietcctors added fo: this purpose. Drift angle is computed by 
correlation techniques looking for scan-to-scan skcwness in data sampled from directly 
below the aircraft on detectors separated by a large angle along the flight path and 
caused to overlap by vlh in cover the same area on successive scans. The vlh and drift 
error signals may thus be generated to vary scan speed and drift angle. 
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19.,   Infrared Measuring Instruments 

19.1.   Radiometers 

A radiometer ia a radiation-meaouring instrument having substantially equal re- 
sponse to a relatively wide band of wavelengths in thü infrared region. Radiometers 
measure the difference between the souive radiation incident on the radiometer detector 
and a radiant energy reference levti 

Amplifier 

D'uplay 
or 

Recorder 

FIG. 19-1.   Basic radiometer. 

The basic design of n simple radiometer is shown in Fig. 19-1, where 
L = collecting optics, which forms the c.rcular aperture stop of area A 

D = dectector element, which forms a circular field stop of area a 

öo= half-angle, measured in radians 'il = 2ir (1 — cos Bo) " v So'     alp); T is the 
solid angle, is steradians, of the corresponding conical field 

f = focal length of radiometer 

Ail radiometers and radiometric measuring instruments contain at least the following 
three essential components: 

(a) A detector element, which converts changes in incident electromagretL radiation 
into variations of an easily measured property, usually an electrical signal. 

(b) An optical system, which determines the combination of receiving ar*" fare ant! 
angular field of view through which radiation is collected, thus delmeatiug Lke 
amount of radiation to which the radiometer respoids. The optical syetem 
. icludes the sensitive surface of the detector. 

(c) An amplifier and output indicator usually electronic, to transform the output 
of the detector clement into the desired form of presentation. 

750 
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19,1.1. Reference Radiation Level. Both absolute and relative infrared radiation 
levels may be obtained with a radiometer. Since absolute levels of radiation are defined 
with respect to absolute zero, the level of radiant power incident upon the detector must 
be compared 'with a known reference level to derive the absolute radiant power level. 

The ultimate accuracy of a radiometer is determined by the form of reference radiation 
level used. The detector itself (dc radiometer) or a t.-diution chopping system (ac 
radiometer) can be used to provide the reference radiation level. For absolute measure- 
ments, the chopping system is preferred. 

Radiometf that measure the difference in radiation from two neighboring spatial 
positions provide relative information only as no reference level exists. Radiometers 
used to compare any element of a large area to the average radiation associated with the 
entire area can supply an absolute measurement, providHt? the average intensity is 
known and used as a reference level Similarly, in the time domain, the power level 
due to radiation at one instant may be compared to that of » previous instant or to an 
average associated with all past measu-omenta 

The characteristics of three different type radiometers, including tne fomr of rererence 
level they employ, are listed in Table 19-1. 

TABLL 19-1.   PRINCIPAL CKAJIACTERISTICS or DIFFZRENT TYPE RADIOMETERS [51 

Type Detector 
Dcte~toi Response 

Speed {Time 
Constant) 

DC Thermopilf 2 sec 

AC Thermistor 
Blackened 
Chopper 

AC Thermistor 
Chopper 
Mirrov 

1 mtec 

System 
Reference 
Radiation Radiation Ekctncoi 

Speed Measurements Signal 

28ec Emissivity Difference of Electromotiv«: 
and tem- source radi- force from 
perature ation and compensated dc 
of thenr.o- thermopile thermopile 
pil« radiation 

25 msec EruiSMvily Difference AC signal from 
an'i tem- of source compensated 
paratire radiation thermistor 
of bU-jk and black- fniometer 
cned ch.-w- ened chop- bridge 
per per radi- 

ation 

Artjuatablf, Temperature Difference of AC signal from 
16 msec to ofblsck- source radi- compensated 
1.6 sec body .-efer- atirn ou thermistor 

enorr (emis- reiereacc bolometer 
sivity " blackbody bridge-, nu'l 
1.0); tempera- radia'ion; detection 
ture con- null ir.ethot method when 
'^jiUfd or may be used using controlled 
monitored with tempera- blackbodv 
within t.ure-con- 
02* trollod black- 

body 

19.1.1.1. Detector Energy Level Used as Reference hadiation (DC Hadlorrn*jgr). 
A radiometer that uses the detector as a radiation reference level is usually referred to 
a£ dc radiometer. This terminology is applicable because the instrument measure:» a 
change in the dc electrical properties of a thermoelectric or bolometric infrared detector. 

DC radiometers are subject to drift, because the reference levol is determined by the 
temperature of the detector. Drift can often be tolerated when the temperature of the 
target is much higher than the detector'e ambient temperature. Significant errora can 
result, however, when the target temperature approaches ambient temperature.   The 
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typical response speed (time constant) for instruments using thermopile detectors is 
approximately 2-4 sec where the response speed is time required for the instrume it 
to reach lie of the final response. 

19.1.1.2. Chopper Used as Reference Radiation Level {AC Radwmeter). Chopper 
or ac radiometers utilize nn ac output from the detector for signal processing. They 
are particularly suitable for absolute radiation measurement and do not have the drift 
problems associated with dc radiometers. The electrical output of this type radiometer 
is proportional to the difference between radiation falling upon the detector from the 
source within its field of view and that of a blackened chopper blade or a controlled 
reference blackbody. In the latter case, a chopper mirror altemutcly directs radiation 
from the source and the reference blackbody onto the detector. 

Blackened Chopper. Figure 19-2 shows a blnckened chopp r where the detector 
alternately sees the source image and the blackaned chopper. The temperature and 
emissivity of the blackened chopper determine the reference radiation level. At wave- 
lengths out to about 1 p, a very stable reference level is obtained by ensuring that the 
chopper has a unifom Jy coated black surface. Even out to about 3 n, chopper temper- 
ature is not usually a critical factor because at ambient temperatures there hi iittle 
radiation in thie region from a Vickhody or a graybody. At wavelengths longer than 
about 3 ft, however, the effects of variations in chopper temperature end emissivity 
become a serious consideration. 

Source to M 
Meaaured-T Chopping Diac 

Thomlstor 
Detector !!!/ 

Mtrror 

FIG. 19-2.   Blackened chopper schematic diagram. 

r--Incoming Rac -itlor. 

Ref Temp. 0C Radiation Output 

} 
( •- 7       I Detector 

RiMJj,>SMtw nCr r   '    ' "L Is *,ual 

Output 

8 puüj, L 

Dlsplay 
or 

Recorder 

FIG. 19-3.   Chopper mirror block diagram. 

Chopper hhrror.   Enns^ivity effects can be minimized by using a K ?hly polished 
chopper b'ad \    However, incident radiation reflected from the surrounding area to 
the detector by the polished chopper must be controlled.   This is done in the radiometer 

,,ii shovvn in Fig. ;9-3, where reflected incident radiation is controlled by a ref?renoe black- 
body and a chopper mirror. 
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A small reference blackbody is placed in such a position that, by specular reflection 
from the chopper mirror, radiation from the reference blackbody and the screw image 
are alternately directed onto the detector. This not only provides a stable source of 
reference radiation but also an adjustable one when temperature controls are provided 
fci- changing the reference blackbody t» ryeraturp in addition, if the reference black- 
body source is adjustable, its radiance can be matched to the source raditnee and the 
detector used as a sensitive null or quantitative error detector. 

19.1.2. Commercially Available iilmdiometera. Table 19-2 list» aoma of the charac- 
teristics of most commercially available radiometers. 

19.1.3- Normalization Methods. By careful design, some instruments achieve 
quite uniform responsivity over wide but finite spectral regions, in many cases, 
however, responsivity is not uniform even within the band, due to the combined effects 
of the spectral characteristics of the components (mirrors, lenses, filters, prisms, trans- 
ducers, etc). Also, the source spectral distribution is almost never constant. In 
general, the output signal produced by an incident beam of radiant power 

=/ 
PxdX       w (19-1) 

is given by 

,dk       v (19-2) v^jpji. 

where R? = Äp (X) is the spectral power responsivity in volts per watt. Even where 
Rp (X) is completely known from calibration measurements, it is not possible to solve 
Eq. (19-2) uniquely for P^ (X). Consequtntly, it is ülso not possible to determine P ~ 
SPK d\. However, if the relative spectral distribution p\ (X) in the incident beam is 
known, the measurement will establish the scale factor P„ which satishes 

Px(X)-P,px(A)       v. (19-3) 

from the relation 

P,»v/fpxÄPdX       w (19-4) 

On the other hand, without any informaliot about the spectral distribution of the 
incident beam, the output of the instrument can be compared meaningfully only with 
measurements made with instruments having exactly the same relative spectral 
responsivity characteristic. 

Fortunately, it usually happens that there if. at leant some information about the 
spectral distribution px(X), although it may be only approximate and often is only 
implicit and not clearly recognized. For example, from the known physii.al character- 
istics of a target-its material, its approximate temp^.iature, etc—it is often possible 
to judge the general shape of the curve of px(X) and hence to be able to estimate its 
relation to the spectral curves of other targets in order to interpret oomparisons between 
measurements of two such targets by spectrally selective radiometers. In order to 
eliminate differences in other instrumental characteristics (which also affect respon- 
sivities) for the purpose of making such comparisons, normalization methods are often 
employed in reducing the data [1,?]. 

Note that, although this discvysior is pll in terms of radiant power P and power 
reäponaivlty Rp, all of it applies eq'i^.'y well tc the other radiometric nuantities for tin 
incident be&M, H and N, and the con-uspondicg respoiuivities, and to the source quan- 
tities J BX>1W, derived from measured values of incident P, H, or N, as well. The 
Utter, however, involve additional uncertainty because of the problem of evaluating 
the attenuation between source aud instrument. 
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Ity choosing arbitrarily a normalizing constant or scale factor RH, which satisfies 
R(\) = R,r\), Eq. (19-2) can ' ? written 

V = RnjPKrdX=RllP„      v (19-5) 

where 
PK = V/Rn       w (19-6) 

is called the normalize \ radiant power in the incident beam. 

19.1.3.1. Normalization to the Peak.   If the choice of normalization constant is 

Rn^Rikmax) VW"1 (19-7) 

where X««^ is the wa /elength at whict R(K) is a maximum, as with most narrowband 
systems, then 

Pn = JPxrdX       w (19-8) 

is called the peak-normalized power in the beam or the power normalized to the peak 
responaivity. From Eq. (ISO) and (19-7), it is apparent that this means that Pn watts 
of radiant power, if concentrated at the wavelength Xmox, would produce the same 
output V as the actual beam. Hence, peak-normalized powt r is sometimes called the 
"aTective" [31 or "equivalent" power at km^. 

F Arthermore, if the peak-normalized spectral bandwidth of the instrument is arbi- 
trarily defined as 

AX, = [l/ieCX*«)] [ R(X) dk      (i (19-9) 

it may be used to compute 
Pk„ = PJLKn       w^,' (19-10) 

the peak-normalized spectral radiant power assigned to Xm<IJ. 

19.1.3.2. Other MetiMds of Normalization ^here are situations where normal- 
ization to the peak is inappropriate because there ?s no wavelength kmas for whkh 
there is a single predominating'maximum value of Ä(X). This is more often so with 
broadband systems. It may ther. be more appropriate to normalize to the average, by 
choosing 

RK = [ [X'fi(X)dxl/(;., - X.)     v w-' (19-11) 

Then th« normalized bandwidth 

AXB = (1/ÄB)|    Ä(.)rfX       ß (13-12) 

is equai to the antire wavelength inter\'al of interest (Xj — Xi) over which the average 
is compul-ed in Eq. (2-11). The foregoing, and still other normalisation methods and 
their implications, are discussed in greater detas, in [I] «nd [2]. Because of the 
variety of possible normalisation methods, it is important to sp^.ify clearly he method 
u ed when normalized values for measurement results are reputed. 

19.2.   Spectroi ndiometer» 

SpectraradiomeU-rs are used to obtain an absolute measurement of the spectral 
variation of a source radiometric quantity wituin a very narrow waveband.    Dispelling 
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elements such as prisms, diffraction gratings, or other optical elements can be used to 
produce the spectra. 

Radiometers which rapidly sequence through a set of narrow filters also can be called 
spectroradiometers. The Alter ia often sequenced by the rotation of 8 filter wheel. 
If the speed of rotation is sufficiently high, the dwell ti -ne for any one filter can approach 
the response time of the unfiltered radiometer. In such cases, the response time should 
be determined under dynamic rather than static conditions. 

The ha«ic design of a simple prism or grating spectroradiometer is shown in Fig. 
19-4, where 

L -   collecting optics 
Si = entrance slit of monochromator acting also as the field stop 
C = collimating optics 
A = dispersing element (prism or grating) 
F — refocosing optics 
Ss — exit slit of monochromator 
D = detector element 

FIG 19-4.   Basic spedroradiomei«. 

The essential components of any prism or grating spectroradiometer are tiie same as 
those of any radiometer (Sec. 19.1) with the addition of the following: 

(«) An entrance slit, which usually acts as the field stop of the collecting optics. 

(fc) A collimator, which may be a lens or a mirror, with the entrance slit at its focus. 

(c) A dispersing element, either a prism or grating. 

(d) A focusing element, which produces an image of the entrance elit from the parallel 
beam at each wavelength so that these images are dispersed linearly to form the familiar 
spectrum. 

w) One or more exit slits t<» select the radiation in any desired region of the spectrum 
and allow it to pass on to the detector. 

A spectroradiomettr can be said to be a radiometer with a ion xiiromator located 
between the collecting optics and the detector. 

19.3.   Monochrometors [4] 

In self-collimating spectmmeters and monochromator», p single optical element 
serves both for collimating the beam from the entrance slit aad fo' -tfocusing the dis- 
persed beam onto the plane of the exit slit. The most frequent configurations ot self- 
collimating instruments is the Littrow type shown in fig. 19-5 in this instrument, 
a plane mirror is positioned so as to return the dispersed beam back to the prism or 
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Off-Axis 
Parabolic 
Mirror 

Prism 
Plane 

Mirror 
Foci-l Plane of 
Off-Axis Mirror 

Entrance Slit 

■ Exit. Slit 

j      Detector 

/     Incident IK Hadiät ion 

FIG. 19-5.   Single-pass monochromator. 

grating for a second dispers'cm before it returns to the self-collimating mirror, or lens, 
and the exit slit. 

This type of monochromator has a limited reaolution, determined by the finite size 
and quantity of the prism employed.    An impure spectrum is also produced, particularly 
at the wavelengths greater than 8fi, because of the high-mtensity short-wavelength 
light from the sour« being scattered intr the exit slit.   Various devices can be employed 
to improve purity of spectrum, such as the use of selective choppers or shutters whi:h 
are transparent to the short-wavelength radiation, fmd thus only chop the desii'^d 
longer wavelengths.   The best solution can be achieved by using a double monochro 
nvalor.   If it is a Littrow type, smch as the Ferkin-Elmer Model 99 monochromator 
shown in Fig. 19-6, the beam is acted upon four times by the prism or grating.    Not 
on'v ifci dispersion increased by these repeated dispersions but spectral resolution 
and purity are also improved    la a double monochromator, two monochrcmators are 
placed in series, with the exit slit of one forming the entrance slit uf tne second.   In 
this configure ^.ion, the repeated dispersion til'vj impraves the spectral resolution and 
purity.   The emerging beam, from the exit slit of a well-designed i k uble monochromator 
contains a minimum of scattered radiation of wavelengths outside the desired passband. 

Detector 

Exit Slit 

Corner Mirror- Oif-Axis 
Paraboloid 
Mirror- 

Incidant IR 
Radiation 

Littro* Mirroi 

V*—Prism 

Fie 19-6.   Perkin-Elmer Model ■?9 double-pass monochromator. 

In double-pass instruments, the seoord pass is made over portions of the same path 
as the first. In one typn, the second-pass radiation it. distinguished from the first, 
also emerging from the exit slit, only by the insertion of a chepper in a portion of the 
second-pass beam that does not overlap the first.   In this case, although the modulated 
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beam from the second pass may Lave high spec'ral pirity, a fairly high level of un- 
chopped ftrst-pasr radiation of unwanted wavelength.; can aiso be incident on the 
det-^-.r The effeo', of this first-pass radiation on the response of the detector element 
io the chopped st-^nd-pftss radiation of the desired wavelengths ohould be carefully 
teted in s»"-'i cases. This is particularly important for measurements in wavelength 
regions in which the spectral responsiv.ty of ;he detetiir element can be very low 
as compared to its responsivity to the unchopped wavelengths from the first pass. 
Spectral filters inaerted at the entrance slit can be used to produce substantial changes 
in the le-el of this unwant'jd, unmodulated radiation in order tc observe the e'fect, if 
any, on the output Ideally, there should be no effect, because the output should be a 
measure only of the chopped radiation in the desired wavelength band. However, this 
need» to be verified for »arh detector element used over the complete range of wave- 
lengths for which it will be employed. 

The wavelength band in the output «.fa prism monochrom;i*,or is a direct function 
of the relative positions of the slits, prism, and any optical elem.mts (such as a Littrow 
mirror) un^d to shift the dispersed spectrum across the exit slit, k grating monochro- 
rr.ator, however, can have overlapping orders. A fairly low-dispersioa foreprism 
monochromator, or suitable filters, can be uacd «n front of the entrance s'it to remove 
wavelengths of the undesired orders and to elinur.atu the ambiguities. 

19.4.   Spectrometers and SpectrophotometcrR 

nn infraroi spectroniever permits selection and isolation of a desired wavelength 
(or band of wav«;lengths» in the infrared spectrum for study of the physical properties 
of a material. An :.~trared spectrophotometer permits selection and isolation of a 
desired wavelength (or band of wavelengtns) in the infrared spectrum, for simultaneous 
comparative examination of the physical properties cf a sample material and a reference 
maierial at a selected point in the spectrum. 

In spectrometer^, single-beam photometry is used for radiation measurement. The 
radiation s^iectrum from the source «lone is first measured; then a sam;/.a is introduced 
in the sample area. The source radiation, is» modified by the sample, and is then 
measured. A comparison ot theso two measurements, as a function of radiation fre 
quency, is then calculated and replotted. In i-pectrophotometers, double-beam optical 
systems are used in which radiant 'ntensity through a sample cell and a reference 
coll ^s compared and automatically recorded. In spectrometer and spectrophotometers, 
the spectrum is usually (aspersed by a monochromator employing a refraction prism or 
a diffraction grating. 

19.4.1. h.frared Grating Spectrotnetry [6). Infrared grating spectrometers are 
used for studies of molecular structu.e, wnere rapid automatic recording and extremely 
high resolution ^ »required. When used with multiple •eflection cells, long path-lr-ngth 
studies in gases ai.d liquids can be made. Fast recording is achieved by using highly 
sensitive lear' sulfide, lead telluride, lead selenide, or indium antimonide detector 
cells with rapid response times, improved gratings and recent improvements in detec- 
tors and in amplifier design have made possible tht . instruction of instruments with 
resolving powers exceeding 150,000. 

Optical systems are generally of the off-axis parabolic mimr type, or the on-axis 
Pfund type. Mirrors <> h;gh quality are used to obtain good images and high resolving 
power. The Pfund type employs on axis paraboloid mirroi-s anH plane mirrors with an 
aperture in the center to produce superior images and higher resolving power. 

19.4.1.1. Off-Axis Parabolic Grating Spectrometer [7). An off-axia type, double- 
pj^ss instrument is shown in Fig. 19-7. It i.as a focal length of 10 m, achieved by 
r hunting the grating in the fashiun of the Littrow instrument to ensure double passage 
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of the radiation beam through the optical system. Using a grating of great perfection, 
a resolving power of 120,000 to 140.000 lines per inch in the 1.3- to \.l-ß region is 
obiained, with an increase in resolving power of about one order of magnitude ct longer 
v wavelengths. 

Exit SUW ■*■ Detector 

FIG. 19-7    Offaxis, double-pass grating spectrcgraph. 

Grating 

Chopper   Collimating 
Lens 

Inciden; 
IR Radiation 

Detect r 

•Grating Drive 

F;G. 19-8    On-axis ifu.id grating spedrogroph. 

19.4.1.2. On-Axis Pfund Grating Spectrometer 16). A typical en-axis Pfund-type 
direct -recording spectrometei is shewn in Fig. 19-8. Incident infrared radiation focused 
by a coihmating lens on the entrance slit and modulated by a chop^r paase^ through 
the central aperture of plane mirror Mt. Reflected by the parabotoidal mirror, Pi. it 
emerges as a parallel beam of radiation, which is reflected by mirror Af i to the gmlmg. 
The grating is accurately located or a turntable, which may be rotated in order to scan 
the spectrum. From the grating the dii'fracted beam, reflected by mirror Mi, is focused 
by a second paraboloid. Pi, through the central aperture of mirror Mt to the exit slit. 
The emerging beam is then focused by the ellipeoidai mirror, Af i, on the detector. This 
ty; e of on-axis system produces a better spectral image and superior resolution. 

19.4.2. Commercially Available S|"H:trometeni and SpectrophotomelerH. Table 
19-3 lists some of the characteristics of home commernally available spectrometers and 
spectrophotometers. Repreuentative instrument typeF are described in the following 
paragraphs. 
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19.4.2.1. Singie-Beatn Double-Pass Spectrometer. An example of a singk-bsam 
double-pass infrared spectrometer is the Perkin-Elmer Model 112 instrument shown 
in Fig. 19-9. Infrared radiaticn from a source is focused by mirrors Afi and Mi on the 
entrance slit, Si, of the Kionowhromator. Tne vadiation beam from Si, path 1, is col- 
limated by the off-axis paraboloid, M*, and a parallel beam traverses the prism for a 
first lefraction. The beam is reflected by the Littrow mirroi, M*, through tho prism 
for a second refraction, and focused by the paraboloid, path 2, at the comer mirror, 
Af«. The radiation returns aiong path 3, traverses the prism again, and is returned 
back along path 4 for reflection by mirror M? to the exit slit, Sj. By this double dis- 
persion the radiation is spread out along the plane of Sj. The frequency interval which 
passes through S2 is focused by mirrors M* and Af» on the thermocouple, TC. The beam 
i8 chopped by CH, near M«, to produce an ac voltage (at the thermocouple) which is 
proportional to the radiant p^.wer or intensity of the beam. This voita^e is amplified 
and recorded hj an electronic potentiometer. Motor-driven rotation of Littrow mirror 
Afi causes the infrared spectrum to pass across exit slit St, permitting measurement of 
the radianc intensity of successive frequencies. 

FIG. 19-9.    Perkin-Ehoer Model 112 single-bea-i. double-pass infrared spectrometer 

19.4.2.2. Prism-Grating Double Monochromator Spectrometer (6). This instrument, 
manufactured by Unicam Instruments, Ltd., uses a prism-grating double monochro- 
mator ^«vering the widest possible spectral range without breaks for optical changes 
or adiubi,meri.-s.   The instrument is shown in Fig. 19-10. 

The prism monochromator her, fouv interchangeable prisms, and v' 'mg mono- 
chromator has two interchangeable gratings. The two monochromator. ^.^ by cams 
linear in wave number, ar* driven by a common shaft. The instrumem, m?y be used 
either as a prism-fc,; ating double monochromator, or as a prism spectrometer by blank- 
ing the grating monoch/omator. Gratings, prinms, and cams may be automatically 
interchanged by means of pushbuttons. Magnetically operated slits, programmed hv 
a tapped potentiometer, provide a constant energy bückground. A star wheel time- 
sharing beam attenuator is usod in the double-beam photometer. 
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Ffvuid Condenser 

Priam 
MonochromtUor 
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'    Equalizing 

FIG. 19-10.   Un-cam prism-grating double monochromatur spectrometer. 

FIG. 19-11.    !nfrar»d 5aine-temperature 
spectrometer. 

19.4.2.3. F' e-Temperatuiv. Spectrometer [6]. This spectrometer provides a meth- 
od to measure e temperatures of missile flames up to 5 ft in diameter up to several 
thousand degrees centigrade The instrument, shown in Fig. 19-13, is rapid and 
accurate, and requires no calibration or attenuation of the gas stmtm. 

Infrared radiant energy from a sourct; of known emission paso&s through the hot gas 
stremn with absorption bands due to the water vapor and carbon dioxide present in the 
gas stream a« products of c mbustion. The infrfired beam is focused on the entrance 
slit of a Perkin-Eln er Model 99 mouochromator. At a given wavelength, with the 
shutter out of the bee m, the radiant energy E\ is measured: 

Ex = E,T -f- EAl - T) (19-13) 
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where Es — known energ>- from the source 

E, — energy from blackbody source at gas temperature T 

T   = unknown percent transrrüsbion of carbor dioxide and water vapor in gas 
stream 

With the shutter in the beam, the energy £» is measured; 

£..=--£ (1-T) (19-14) 

The two equations are then solved for r and E, and the apparent temperature of the gas 
stream is obtained. 

19.4.2.4. Rapid-Scan Spectrometer. The rapid-scan spectrometer manufactured 
oy Perkin-Elmer Corp. ^Fig 19-12) records the distribution and time variation of the 
spectral wavelengths of the energy radiated during the powered flight portioiis of missile 
firings. The instrument consist« of a rapid-e,»n monochromatoi, a radiation detection 
system, and appropriate readout and recording equipment. 

Leal Sulfide O 

Mulntpllsr 
Phototube 

CXf-AxU 
Paraboloid 

Mirror- 

8" Aperture 
40-' EHectlve 
Fccfl Length 
Collscllng Optic» 

Corner 
Cube 
Mirror 

Diagonal 
Mirror 

Roof Mirror -Nutating Mirror 

FIG. 19-12.    Perkm-Elmer rapid-scan spectrometer. 

The rapid-scan monochroma^or utilizes a double-pass system where the first and 
second passes are physically separated. As shown in Fig. 19-12, radiant energy from 
the source is imaged by the collecting optics composed of a modified double-pass Litt row 
system, on the entrance aiit of the monochromator. The beam is coViimated by an 
off-aris paraboloid mirror onto the prism. The energy beam is then refracted to the 
nutating mirr-jr, reflected to the roof mirror (where the vertical light motion com- 
ponent is eliminated) and then back through the prism system. The returned beam 
is brought to a focus by the paraboloid mirror at the comer cube mirror, where it is 
displaced up and across, back to the paraboloid mirror. It then passet» through the 
monochromator for the second time. The second pass is 1 in. higher than the first pass, 
and the second patin only is intercepted by the diagonal mirror and focused on the 
exit slit. 

The detector sees an alternating signal whose frequency is the chopped frequency; 
within each half cycle the signal amplitude varies in accordance with the rasant 
spectral energy. The result is a plot of the spectrum of the source repeated at the 
chopping frequency. 
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FIG. 18-13. 

Spectrometer 
Mirror- 

Barnes in-line spectroneter. 

19.4.2.5. In-Line Spectrometer. The lens configuration :t; the Barnes instrument 
(Fig. 19-13) permits effective ufe of noncollimateo light mth reflection gratings. The 
mtüor advantage of using converging light in spectrometers is that it permits con- 
struction of an in-line instrument In thit. technique, light rays received at one end 
travel straight through the spectrometer, ilie rays are then filtered into narrow wave 
bands and are dispersed into a useful spectr.»!^. They may then be photographically 
or electronically recorded at the opposite end. 

The in-line spectrometer uses a correcting prism placed ahead of the refraction 
grating. The prism is designed so that its differential refracting effect on ra>s of 
various inclination exactly compensates for the difference in light-path length. Thus, 
dii rays contributing to the resulting spectrum line will fecus in one plane. 

19.4.2.6. Interferometer Spectrometer. The Block Engineering interferometer-spec- 
trometer has greater throughput than conventional spectrometer, because the irter- 
ferevmeter has a large entrar -e aperture determined by the mirror size. This enaoles 
the instrumen*. to accept mom radiant energy from the source than prism or grating 
instruments in which the entrance aperture is limited by narrow slits. 

High sensitivity gain is due to the instrument's examining each wavrlength through- 
out the entire time period of each scan In a conventional instrument, each wavelength 
is examined for only a very short pa he scan time (1 'nth the 'jean time if n is the 
number of resolution elements); the interferometer achieves a gain which is Vn for 
the same scan time. For typical instruments this caxi be a faru)r of 50. Furthermore, 
this gain is realized even win n on« examines point sources where the throughput gain 
is not large. 

A block diagram of an interferometer spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1 >14. Incoming 
infrared radiation is received by the interferometef, and u fringe pnttern »s produced. 
When one of the mirrors in the interferometer is moved back and iorch at a slow, con- 
stant velocity, the motion is manifested as an alternate brightening and darkening of 
the central fringe. 

• Interferometer 
Section 

IR todution 

Beamsplitter 

IR Detector 

Fixed Mirror 

•Entrance Aperture 
Determined by Mirror 

^-Mirror Actuator 

^r. 
Saw-Tcoth 
Oscillator 

- Amplifier 

Fio. 19-14.   Block Associates interferometer spectrometer. 
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An infrared detector platod at the central fringe convertc these cyclic changes irtc 
an ac signal. If ths mirror velocity is kept constant at a predetermined value, the 
frequency of the ac signal from ^he detector is directly related to the wavelength of 
incident radiation, assuming thai the incident radiation is at one given wavelength 
(monochro^nati c). 

If another wavelength ;,wice as long as the first (half the frequency) should be sub- 
stituted as the incident radiation source, the ac output signal from tht detector would 
be at one-half the frequency of the first. The amplitudes of the two signals would 
remain the same if the maximum brightness of the two sources were the same. 

!f incident radiation containing many wavelengths were introduced into the system, 
the output of the detector would consist of a superposition of all the ac signals which 
correspond to all the wavelengths in the source. 

The output of the interferometer system is tape recorded and played back through an 
audio wave analyzer to recover the infrared spectrum. 

The scan drive must be linear and constant and the effects of source- ntensity varia- 
tions must be negligible. Either 01 these can cause apparent spectral peaks in the 
output. 

19,4.2.7. Double-Beam Optical Null Spectrophotometer. An example of a double- 
beam optical null system is the Beckman spectrophotometer shown in Fig. 19-15. 
The instrument utilizes a double monochromator which is convertible to single-beam 
operation. 

t ^ Si 
r-Reference Beam 

FIG. 19-15.   Beckir.an 
spectrophotometer. 

lR-4  automatic  recording  infrared 

For double-beam operation, radiation from a Nemst glower, N, passes through the 
half mirror, Ci, rotating at 11 cps. The radiation then passes through the sample 
during one half revolution of the mirror, where it is recor-ibined by the 8:nmchronou8ly 
rotating half mirror. CV During the other half revolution of the mirror, the beam is 
deflected through the reference. Mirror Ci chops the radiation beam at 11 cps and 
directs it alternately through the sample and through the reference. 

The recombined beam is then directed through the controllable entrance slit, Si 
into the first of two monochromators. In the first monochromator, the beam is transmit- 
ted by a collimator, Coh, through a prism, Pi, and associated Littrow mirrois for initial 
dirfperaion. This dispersed beam then passes through fixed-width entrance slit Sj, 
into the second monochromator. Here collimator CoU transmits it through prism Pi 
and Littrow mirrors for further dispersion. 

The doubly dispersed monochromatic beam now exit» v,hrov~h the controllable exit 
slit. Si, and is fo used en a thermocouple, T. The signal from the thermocouple is 
amplified and used to position an optical attenuator, A in the beam path, so that 
the radiation transmitted by sample and reference beams are equal in intensity. The 
position of the optical attenuator determines the position of the recorder pen, producing 
linear wavelength records. 
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For single-beam operation, the reference beam is blocked, 
ceives only energy irom the sample beam, chopped at 11 cps. 
couple output is recorded directly by the pen, 

The thermocouple re- 
The amplified thermo- 

19.4.2.8. Direct-Ratio Spectropkctometer. A direct-ratio system is used in the 
Perkin-Elmer instrument (Fig. 19-16). TMs ip the same as the opticcl null system in 
that the two radiation beams are simullaneousiy compared, In this case, however, 
a separate electrical signal proportional to each beam is separated by a phase-sensitive 
detection signal. The reference beam is placed across the slide wire of a recording 
potentiometer and the sample signal fed to a standard strip char* recorder so that the 
ratio between reference and sample beams is automatically recorded. Th optical 
system nf the instrument is shown in the figure. 

PbS cell external 
mount (replaces 
photomuUiplier mount) 

FIG. 19-16.   Perkin-Eimer universal spectrophotometer Mode 13-U, 

19.5.   Interfercmciers 

Interferometers divide a beam of light into two or more parts which trave! different 
paths and recomfaine to form interference rings The form of those rings is determined 
by the difference between the optical paths of the successive beams. Interferometers 
measure the difference in optical path length and refracUve index. 

19.5.1. Rayleigh Interferometer [7]. In the Rayleigh interferometer shown in Fig. 
19-17, monochromaiic light from linear source .?i falls on a screen and is split into 
two beams by well-separated slits, S* and S3. The light is rendered parallel by lens 
Li and passes through two exactly similar tubes, closed at each end by transparent 
windows. The contents of the tubes (hquid or gaseoua- determine the positions of the 
fringes by the path difference introduced between tha two beams. The beams leaving 
the tubes are fcused by lens Ln, producing ~n image whose bandwidth is determined 
by the width of S; and S3 and by the magnification of the system. 

FIG.  19-17.    Rayleigh interferometer. 
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19.5.2. Michelson Interferometer, The Michelson interferometer, shown in Fig. 
19-18, consists of two plane mirrors, Af) and Mi, one of wh'.ch is adjustable, and tw j 
pl.ane-parallel plates, G, and G». highi f;"om an extended source is incident at 45° on 
plate Gi, (partiallv silvered on the rear surface) and is divided into reflected (path A) 
and transmitted beams (path B) of equal intensity. The »ight reflected from mirror M, 
passes through plate Gi a third time before it reaches the eye. The light reflected from 
mirror Mi passes back through 0* ? second time, is reflected from the surface of plate 
Gi, and into the eye. The two boe'iis have a pnasc difference governed by the difference 
in the two paths. 

Compensating plate G: compensates for the passage of light through the plate in 
path A. Its use is not esaential for producing fringes in mono chroma Uc light but is 
indispensable when white light is used. The light from every point on the extended 
source interferes with itself according to the distance between mirror v, or according 
to the different length of arms A and B.   Constructive interference will occur when 

2dco8 0=mX (19-15) 
where d = path difference 

8 = angle to a source element imaged by Mi or Aft as seen by the eye 

19.5.3. Twymam-Green Interferometer [7). In 
the Twyman-Green interferometer, a Michelson 
interferometer is illuminated with strictly parallel 
monochromatic light, produced by a point source at 
the principal focus of a well-connected lens, As 
shown in Fig. 19-19, light comes from a pinhole, P, 
at the principal focus of a lens, Li. A second lens, 
Lj, focuses the emerging light into the eye. By 
th? use of coüimated light, the fringas at infinity 
CBIF be seen at a finite distance (sue! as on one of 
the surfaces of a prism) because of tie greatly in- 
creased dufih of focus. In addition, the light is 
made to traverse the optical part under test (a prism 
in Fig. 19-19), making the result of the ^est explicit. 

Monochrumktic 
Point Source 

Fio. 19-19.   Twyman Qr««n 
interferometer. 
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S1U- 

n 
"""/■ — .Frings 

Spacers—' '--Achromat Pattern 

FIG. id-20.    Fabry-PerotinttrferonK^r. 

19.5.4. Fabrj-Perot Interferometer [8]. The Fabry-Perul iaterferometer, shown 
in Fig 19-20, consists of two quartz or glass pjates, one face of jach worked very flat 
(li20th-l'100th fringe), partially aluminized, and separated by a spacer which renders 
the two faces exactly parallel. The outer faces form a small wedge angle with the 
working faces to prevent spurious fringes. Any entering ray wi'l h* reflected back 
and forth between the faces, and at each reflection some radiation will bf transmitteu. 
Some live to thirty successive rays which result from a single incident ray will be 
transmitted These reinforce each other if the path distances between the two internal 
faces are integral multiples of the wrveleiigth. Tne condition for obtaining a bright 
fringe is given by nX = 2< cos 0 = 2t, approximately, since 6 is small. The pattern pro- 
jected on the slit of the spectrograph is a series of concentric, circular interference 
fringes governed by the relation 

2<      2r | ZFN 
X        X WV 

(19-16) 

where n = order of anterference at the center of the ring system 
t = separation of the plates 

D = diameter of a particular ring of wavelength 
f- focal length of the lens which projects the fringes on the slit 

The term 2//X represents the inteip?.! ordei of interference of the innermost ring, 
anH the last term of Eq. \19-IG) represents the fractional order between a ring of diam- 
eter D and the center. 

The quantity t must first be determined by mecauiements on a known wav*^ngth 
standard. Thereafter the wavelengths of unknown lines can be measured to thou- 
sandths of an angstrom, if the lines themselves are sufficiently sharp. 

Al* the thickness of the aicminizetl or multiple-layer coating increases, the number 
of the reflections, and hence or. the interfering rays, increases, so that the fringes become 
sharper. Absorption Llso becomes greater, causing the intensity of the pattern to 
decrease. Reflectivü" i^ generally considered the best compromise between high 
resolution and lov intensity.   Quantitatively, the resolving power is given by 

2nn      Vr 
V4.45 {1 -r) 

3Vr 
1 -r 

(19-17) 

where 3Vr/(l - r) can ■.<> considered phyiiically as a measure of the effective number of 
interfering b^ams 

The Fabty-Perot intnrfr rometer achieves the highest resolution of any known optical 
olemeint WavtWigu) mtaauremt ts can be made to thousandthb, or even ten thou- 
sandths, of an angstrom, and the instrument is used almost exclusively for ultrahigh 
reso'iutKi. . 
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For a Fabry-Perot intcHerometer, the free spect il '8.\ge, expressed in an^stixjms, 
is given by F* = \,/2f, so that for Hg ( = 5461 A), 

(5461)1 

Fx = -0.15 A 
2 x 10« 

(19-18) 

Thus, a high-dispersion high-resolution spectrograph is required tc avoid overlapping 
orders in the Fabry-Perot pattern. In practice, a diameter of the ring pattern of the 
etalon is focused on the slit of a large spectrograph and some overlapping is tolerated 
for lines closer than 1 to 5 A. 

1S.L.5, Spherical Fabry-Perot Interferometer 19). At resolutions of several 
nuilion, the luminosity of the Fabry-Perot inteKerometer decreases and sources at 
resolutio.is in this order are inherently weak. The spherical Fabry-Perot interferom- 
eter permits considerable progress in the study of phenomena ir. the area of hign re- 
solution. 

Tie instrument, shown in Fig. 1.9-21, consisis of two spherical mirrors whose separa- 
tion is equal to the radius of curvature r, so that the paraxial 'oci coincide and the 
instrument is an afocai system. One half of the surface oi" the mirrors is semi-refiecting 
aiad the other half is fully reflecting. Any incident ray gives rise to an infinite number 
of outgoing rays which are coincident, and not only parallel, as with the plane Fabry- 
Perot instrument. Neglecting aberrations, their -«ath difference io A - 4r, a constant. 
This requires that both mirrors he stopped down with circular d.aphagms of diameter 
d. It can be shown that d increases with r, and that the light- 3athering power is pro- 
portional to r (and thus to the theoretical resolving power Ro r.iaViad of being inversely 
proportional to A«). For practical useful values of r (a few centimeters), d always 
remains quite small (a few millimetern, permitting relatively easy f*curing of nearly 
perfect spherical plates of this size. 

FIG. 19-21.   Spherical Fabry-Perot interferometer. 

19.5.6. Lumtner-Gehrcke Plate. Th« Lummer-Gehrcke nla'-e (Fig. 19-22) utilizes 
the interference between successive reflections in a thin quai it plate. Light is intro- 
duced to the plate by a total rejection prism L, It then undergoes multiple it.'vernal 
reflections very near the critical angle of tola' reflection. The beams emerging at a 
grazing angle are brought to interference by a ^erond lens. Li. High reflectance and 
resolving power ;»re thus obtained with unsilvered surfaces. 

Lummer-Gehrcke Plate 

FIG. i!j-22    Lummer-Gehrcke plaU interferometer 
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19,5.7. Spectra! Traiumittcnce of InterferometerH f4J. The spectral transmit- 
tance fvmctiona, T(X) OJ" the Fabry-Perot, Lumnier Gehrcke plate, <i.nd Micholson iuter- 
ferometera are described below. 

Fabry-Perot interferometer: 

T(X) ~   T--W1,  
\1 4- 17' sin* Trp I 

(19-19) 

where rij * = -JfL 
(1 - p)1 

p = the reflectance of the coatings 

p = the order number 

and 

AX- 
X'     1 

2TTt 
(19-20) 

where t = spacer thickness 

L'immer-Gehivks r late: 

T(X) 
(1 - p^)» ± 4p-% sin« in'SNIK) 
(l-p), + 4p8in, (r/S/X) (19-21) 

where .V =■ number of emergent beams obtained for a given plate length and angle of 
emergence 

6 = path difference between two successive beams 

Michelson ioterlerometer: 

T(X) ~ Ft   Ft   f3 (19-22> 

•*here Fi, Ft «u* factors for the Fraunhofer pattern» obtained with rectangular objects 
(they are of the (sin1 ßVß* form) 

F\ describes the interference pattern due to the N steps of the echelon 
Figure 19-23 shows the spectral transmittanca in a Michelson interferometer, where 

a = amplitude of imtial incident radiation at B 
rJ2 — amplitude of radiation in paths BMi and BMt 
a' = amplitude of exit radiation 

Aii, Mj = mirrors 
ß — beamsplitter 

Fio. 19-23.   Spectral traiumittance 
in Michelson interferometer. 

- 

- 
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The amplitude, a, of an incident wave can be considered to be split equally into two 
parts by the beaniaplitier. B. neglecting factors such as phase shift on reflection, the 
need for compensation plateo, and othe.- departures from the ideal caae. Assuming 
M: and Mt to be perpendicular, the divided amplitudes o/2 are associated with the two 
paths, öMi and BMt\ the amplitude of the emergent wave, a', is th< result of the vector 
»ddition of one-half of each of these amplitude». The emergent intensity distribution 
is obtained by a * a', where a'* is the complex roryugate of a'. Thus the Lransmittance 
for a Michelson interferometer for wave fronts which ara parallel to Mi and Mi is 

T U) - a1 cos» (S/2) (19-23) 
whei«; 5 = 47r(/X 

t — relativ e displacement of Af i from the zero j.-hase position, i.e., from BM, ~ BMi 

In the absence of multiple reflections, the interference fringey obtained are quite 
broad i>s compared to those from a Fabry-Perot interferomet* r. However, high re- 
solution can still be obtained with long path diflferences if th^ problem of overlapping 
orders can he easily solved. If th'i movable mirror is oscillated in a sawtooth wave so 
that the miri*or moves at a constant velocity for an appreciable portion of a wave cycle, 
then the transmission of the interferometer also varies for each wavelength. The 
output frequencies of such an interferometer-spectrometer are directly related to the 
wave numbers present in the incoming radiation. Wavelength identification is not 
difficult in this method of operation. On the other hand, Fabry-Perot interfero.neters 
used with large spacers require careful order sorting. Graphical means exist which can 
greatly simplify this problem. 
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20.   Spacecraft Thermal Design 
20.1.   DefinitioM 

The definitions given below are in accord with the notation of Worthing an j Halliday 
[1]. This notation and the applied concepts have appeared in a recent report by some 
employees of NBS [2] and are rapidly being adopted throughout the aerospace indus- 
tries, although they are ;iot ncceiifP- ily accepted by others. These are related paren- 
thetically to the notation in Chapter 2. 

20.1.1.   Thermal Radiation Properties Tenns [1-3]. 

Symbol Term Units Definition 

RtW  Radiancy wem-' The rate ofradiant energy emission from 
(Emittance) a unit urea of a source in all the radiui 

directions of the overspreading hemi- 
sphere. The superscript 6 or 0 indi- 
cates a hiackbody value. 

iV  Steradiancy w cm-' The rate oi radiant energy emission per 
(Radiance) unit solid angle per unit of projected 

area of a source, in a stated angular 
direction from the sorface. 

H  Irradiance w cm-*        The power per unit area incident on a 
surface. 

e  Emittance - The ratio of the rate of radiant energy 
(Emissivity) emission from a body, as a consequence 

of its temperature only, to the co..e- 
sponding rate of emission from a black- 
body at the same temperature. 

a   Absorptance The ratio of the radiant energy al>8orbed 
by  a body to that incident upon it. 

p   Keflectance - The ratio of the radiant energy reflected 
by a body to that incident upon it. 

t.a.p  Emissivity, - Special cases of emittance, absorptance, 
Absorptivity, and reflectance; these are fundamental 
Reflectivity properties of a material that has an 

optically smooth surface and is suffi- 
ciently thick to be opaque. 

T Transmittance - The ratio of the radiant, energy trans- 
mitted through a body to that incident 
upon it. 

£. a. p. and r require additional qualification for precise definition. The following 
terms aie used as modifiers, and the symbols are used as subscripts: X = spectral; 
T = total; H - hemiapherio'l; N = normal. In the list below these modifiers a:c com- 
bined with emittance ad an example. Each tenr. denotes surface temperature ref- 
erenced to a blackbcdy at the same temperature. 

784 
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«>  Spectral Ratio of spectral   radiancy   (or mono- 
emittance chromatic radiancy at a given wave- 

length)   from   a   body   to   that  of  a 
blackbody. 

«r Total Total radi anty (radiation over the entire 
emittance spectrum of emitted wavelength) from 

a body to that of a blackbody. 

€«  Hemispherical Radiancy from a body to that of a black- 
emittance body. 

«»  Directional Steradiancy from a body to that of a 
emittance blackbody at an angle 6. 

«A  Normal The special case of directional emit- 
emittance tance   when   the  emittance  is   in   a 

direction    normal    to    the    surface. 
For more precision, subscripts are combined: 

e ny Total hemispherical »mittance 

cr.v Total normal emittance 

€kH  Spectral hemispherical eoittfi noe 

cx.v Spectral normal emittance 

20.1.2.   Space Technology Terms. 

Albedo The ratio of the total solar radiant ener- 
(Reflected Solar Radiation' gy rctun cd by a body to the total solar 

radiruit energy incident on a body. 

Insolation The irradiation of a body by direct total 
(Solar Radiation) solar radiant energy. 

Earth The total radiancy from the earth as a 
Shine consequence of its apparent tempera- 
(Earth Radiation) ture. 

Celestial A sphere of infinite radius whose center 
Sphere is the center of the earth, and upon 

which appear projected the stars and 
other aatrcnomical bodies. 

Ecliptic The great circle on the celestial sphere 
formed by its intersection with the 
plane of the earth's orbit. 

Ecliptic The plane defined by the orbit of the 
Plane earth about the sun. 

Planet The angle between the orbit of the planet 
Inclination about ihe sun and the ecliptic plane. 

Equatorial The angle between the planet's equator 
Inclination and the ecliptic. 

20.2.   Bask Heat-Transfer Theo» 7 

20.2.1. Conduction. The general conduction equation holds in space as in a gravity 
field, although surface interface conductances may be altered due to the effects of the 
vacuum. 
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P = 9,-: = - A(T, - Tt) = hA(T, - Ts) 
x 

wrere   k = thermal conductivit)- 

x = thermal path 

A — tToas-aection area 

T = teirperature 

Btu (hr ft "F)-' w(cm0C) ' 

ft (cm) 

ft* (cm») 
.F (oK) 

- = A = therma, v onductance   Btu (hr ft« 'F) '    w cm * (0C) ' 
x 

q,P = heat flow, power Btu hr ' w 

Thennal joint conduction in a vacuum has been analyzed by Fried [4j and by ^ried and 
Coai^llo [5], and some typical example» are presented in Fig. 20-1, 20-2, and 20-3. 

180 
AZS1 M««neaium 
3S-«S ßin ;ial»h 

2024T3 Aluminum 
48-85 d'ji finish 

L-L   I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I 
0        j       10      15      20      25      30      35 

CONTACT PRESSURE '-»1) 

Pic. 20-1. Thennal contact conductance 
for aluminv>n and magnesium joints in 
vacuum [51. 

i- 

< 

0.00»" L«td Foil 

\ 

x SO Mesh x 0.009" Wire 
Cloth - Copper 

I i ! i I i f i ! i I i 
0        5       10      IS      20      25      30      35 

f CONTACT PRESSURE (pal) 

Pic. 20-2. Thermal contact conductance 
for aluminum joint with metallic shims in 
vacuum [51. 

s     lo    is    20    25    ra    35 
CONTACT PRESSURE (pal) 

Pia.  2C-o.   Thernval contact coii'^.—we for 
nonmetalljc shims in vacuum. 
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20.2.2.   R* linnt Hc;U T ransfer Between Two Surfaces. 

where FA and F, atr. w defined in Table 20-1 [61, cr is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 
and tha other terms are as previously defined, 

TABLK 20-1.   VAU";S OF FA AND Ff* 

FA Ft 

Surface Ai small compared with the I ci 
totally enclosing surface A- 

Surfaces A t and A t of parallel Fig. 20-4 ei€« 
discs squares, 2:1 rectangles, 
long rectangles 

Surface dA, and parallel rectangular Pig. 20-5 CIE 2 
surface A t with one comer of 
rectangle above dA , 

Siufaces A1 or At of perpendicular Fig. 20-6 t^j 
rectangles having a common side 

Surfaces A , and A2 of infinite 1 1 
parallel planes, or surface A, of 
a completely enclosed body is small 
compared to with A s 

Concentric spa /es or infinite 1 1 
concentric cylinders with j     Ai /1       \ 
surfaces A x and At ei    ~Ä \Tt~   ) 

*For mare information see [7] and [8]. 

20.3.   Thermal Coatings for Spacecraft 

20.3.1. Optical Design. The dermal control of space vehicles depends ultimately 
on the radiation exchange of their s'-rfaces with iheir environment. Adjustments 
depend largely upor, tho availability of rwaterials with desirable spectral absorptance 
(emittance) characteristics. Materials which absorb little or no solar radiation and 
absorb (or emit) much radiation characteristic of bodies at about 300° K are very useful. 
In general, no material does this completely, but the degree can be specified by an 
a/c ratio: 

{h$- 

atldh 

(      //xax dk I \      Hx dK 

I       fiftxexdX/ I       RbkdK 

where the subscript s represents Koiar and (/1 represents thernml. 
About 95.3% of the sun's energy falls in the spectral range from 0.3 to 2.5 fi, 1.2% 

below 0.3 n, and 3.4% above 2.5 (u.   See Fig. 20-7 to 20-9 for solar and atmospheric 
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2 

RATIO 

3 4 5 

Side or Diamgter 
Distance Between Planes 

FIG. 20 4. Radiation between purollel ph es, directly opposed. 1-2-3-4, 
direct -adiation between the planes. 5-6-7-8, planes connected by non- 
conducting but reradiating walls. 1-5 are discs; 2-6 are squar ,, 3-7 are 
2:1 rectangles; 4-8 are long -an-ow rectanglot» [9|. 

3.5 

5.0     5.5     0.0 

OtMENSION RATIO, ly'L^ 

Fic. 20-5. Radiation between an element and a parallel plane. Radiation 
between surface element dA and rectangle above and parallel to it, with one 
comer of rectangle contained in normal to dA. Li, L, = sides of rectangle; 
L, = distance from dA to rectangle; FA - fraction of direct radiation from dA 
intercepted by rectangle [9). 
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- 

177777?. 
'/ 

V^Z^J- 

0      0.5     1.0     l.S     2.0     2.5     3.0     3,5    4.056 78 910« 

DIMENSION RATIO, R2 

FIG, 20-6. Radiation between perpendicular planes. Radietio- between adjacent rectangles 
in perpendicular planes. R, is the ratio of the length of the uiv .iue side of that rectargle on 
whose area »he heat-transfer equation is based to the length of the common side, yls in figure. 
Ri is ths i<i;.c of the length of the i'niquesideof the other rectangle to the length of the« ommon 
side I9j. 

.2        .3       .4        .'        .6       .7        .«        .9      1.0      1.1      1.2     l.J      1,4      1.5      1.6 

WAVELENGTH (u) 

FIG. 20-7.   The Johnson »oiajr spectr»   curve (10). 

t.'r     t.»     1,9     1.0 
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. I Clear Skies 

II Overcast Skies 

UI Meaa 

2.0 

WAVELENGTH ((i) 

3.0 40 

Fic.   20-8.    Relative  spectral  disti ibutione of albedo radiation under 
various sky conditions. 

2 — 

5 

s 
M 

X 
E- o 

2880K Blackbrydy 

Approximate Radiation from 
^KS Earth and Atmosphere 

21S0X Bla-kbciy 

 I I ! L J I I L 
10 30 

WAVELENG'H (^ 

FIG. 20-9. A typical spec'.ral emissive pciver curve 'or the thermal radiation 
leaving the earth. Clie '.:88°K blackbody curve approxiT.ates the radiation 
from the eai ,h s surface, and th« 2\S'"ä blackbody curve approximates the 
re^iation from the atmoaphcre in th'».' spectra! regions where the attiiosphere 
IS Onnque. 

radiations. The maximum spectral energy iu er'itted in the 0 5-^. n-gio:i. Therefore, 
the säolar absorptance a, of a coating depends upon the thermal radiation properties of 
th^ conting in the 0 3 - 2.5/i range of the spectrum.   Thus 

j  a 
JO.1(1 

OMA d> 

J, 
•l.SM 

(20-1) 

Hidk 
Jo '■ M 
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About 0.001% of the radiation f;om a 3L0oK h.Rckbody falls below i.5 ß and about 
95% falls below 40 z.   Therefore a de»"nition of emittance at SOCK ia* 

/-•O». 

J      F 
120-2) 

RtxdX 

The 40-// upper limit io arbitrary and can be altered as satellites with lower tempera- 
tures and longer wavelength blackbody curves are considered. The emissivities of 
some materials which have high and low raticw, and some which are also ur ful as flat 
absorbers and reflectors, are shown in F'g. 20-10. Characteristics of optimum and 
practical surfaces are shown in Fig. 20-11.   See also Chapter 8. 

1.0 

>• 

I s 

^, 
Sc!ar Absorber 

i 0 

55 

Ideal 
Tabcr jiirface 

 L 

rollshed Aluminum 

1.0 

<-4 

s 
I 
I 
I 

Ideal 

»Mte Paint 
/—0|itimum Mirror 

Solar Reflector 
1  

10 
WAVELENUT.l (u) 

20 10 
WAVELENG/H (ji) 

20 

\ 
Black Paint 

Flat Absorber 

J_. L 

Ideal 

1.0 

5 

2 

FlM Reflector 

Aluminuno Pain. 
I 

^.-J.. -.. 
V Poll8hc<t SUve 

Id.al 

10 20 2 10 
WAVELENGTH (n) WAVELENGTH in) 

FIG. 20-10.   Repres^nUtive spectral emiwiivity curves 'or four i<'eal surfaces. 

Limits of Characteristics 
Attainable with Optimum 
Known Surfaces 

Limitf of CharacteiUtics 
AHairiabl« with Currently 
Av»üxble Surfaces 

C8   0.9 

Fic. 20-11. Radiation characteristics attainable with optimum 
surfaces compared to those attainable with currently available 
materials. 

The ratio will often be written «imply as nit rather than a,/«,». 
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20.3.2. Environmental Consideration. Aside from the theoretical analysis of 
thermal control systems, particular emphasis must be placed on the practical aspect« 
involvad in manufBcture, storage, and launch conditions that have adverse effects on 
the assumed values of o,/e./,. 

Extreme care must be taVcn to prevent scoring, fingerprints, oil films, etc., or the 
thermal coating; these v/i!! alter the a./e«, ratio as prescribed by analyses 

Ultraviolet radiation degrades the transmission of some films. A series of ultra- 
violet degradation values is presented in Table 20-2 [81. 

Little work has been done on the degrading eifec^a that meteoroid bombardment has 
on costings, although data on the particle environment are avai'able (Fig. 20-12). 

TABLE 20-2. ULTRAVIO^CT DEGRADATION OF a. 

Material DftcnpHon Expiaurr' Opticnl Datcf Remarks 

I t E Initial Final 

White Paint» 

6 12 72 

a. t a.lf «if < ajt 

Sicon 7 x 1153 025 089 0.283 033 0.88 0.38 4 emit on Dow 15 on Mg HM-21A 
Sicon? x 1153 6 100 600 0.26 090 029 037 0 82 0 45 3 coata on Dotv 15 oi. Mg HM-21A 
Sio-jn? x 1163 6 100 600 031 0S9 035 0 59 088 067 4 coata on Dow 17 on Mg HM-21A 
Skynpar A-4 23 6 25 IS) 0.23 C89 0.26 036 091 04 4 coata on P-323-B on Dow 17 on 

MgHM21A 
Skyapar A-423 8 46 276 026 0.93 028 037 0V2 04 3 ooata r i P-323-B on Dow 17 on 

Mg HM-21A 
Skyipar A-423 6 12 72 0.28 09 031 031 0.90 034 5 coat« on P-323-B on Dow 17 on 

Mg HM-21A 
Kemacryl 6 25 150 0.27 080 034 0 32 080 0.4 3 coat* on Dow 17 on Mg HM-21A 
M49WC 17 6 25 150 026 0.79 "33 032 0.. J 0.41 4 cot.,- on Dow 17 on Mg HM-21A 
M49WC !7 6 100 600 026 0 79 033 0.33 0.82 0.40 4 coat» on Dow 17 on Mg HM-21A 
Fuller 517-W-l Silicon« 6 26 150 033 082 040 035 084 042 2 miU on Mg KM-21A 
fuller 517-W-l Sihoone 6 25 150 0 28 087 0.3' 030 0S5 036 4 mill on Mg HM 21A 
Fuller 51" W-l Silioone 6 46 876 033 C85 — 029 087 0.34 3cäUon MgHM-21A 

LMSC ReMarch PainU 

Sodium S;lic*te "D" 
+ Ultr« 6 91 546 029 0 82 034 032 089 037 

Sodium silicate "D" 
+ Ultnw 6 119 714 029 f ,•'. 031 0.~9 ('05 033 

Sodium Silicate "D" 
+ Ultroi 6 47 282 0 27 087 0.31 0.47 0.86 055 

Black Painu 

Ksmacryl M49 BC12 6 100 600 094 088 107 0^2 0.8» I 10 4 coata on Dow 17 on Mg HM-21A 
Micobond 6 105 630 094 091 10« 098 0.87 1 13 4 coat* on Dow 17 on Mg HM-21A 

Al Silicone. 10043 

Fuller 171A-152 6 100 600 02J 0 16 1.34 033 0 24 135 2 T:li 
Fuller ".71 A 152 e I0O 600 021 0.16 126 030 020 1.48 4 miia 

Anodiicd k V.iar. Fmishe« 

6 12 Id. 023 u05 447 0-28 006 522 Dow ISonMgHMülA 
Dow ISonMgH.'.i >1A 6 W 630 017 007 254 037 034 109 
Dow 15onMgHM 2IA 20 11 240 018 008 241 038 0 11 339 
Rokide Al 1054«i o 
aluminum 6 95 570 031 075 040 044 0 74 059 

Evapirated gold on 1/16* 
KelF 6 MS "14 030 OO' 405 031 009 345 Severe diacoloration of gold with 

surface blistering of plaatic 

* Eznocurc, £. <«ua hourai i» a pro^vct of :r.' -naitjr. /, Ifuiui) and time, (. (houm. 
'Optical data irvJude solar abaorptancz, infrared total hemiaphencal emittance, and poet-eipoaure data. 
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Sounding Rock 13, 
/McChacken (274) 

Explorer 1, 
'Dubin (275, 276) 

Van^ia-d 3, 
LaGow arid Alexander (277, 278, 279) 

Cosmic Rocke! 3, 
Nazarova (?80) 

Sputnik 3, 
Cosmic Rocket 2, 
Nararova (260) 

Whlpplo (154) 

Bjork (281) 

Selected Curve, 
Low-Satellite 
Altitudes 

Photography, 
Hawkins and 
Upton (283) 

-8 -6        -4-2 0 2 

METEOROID MASS (log grams) 

FIG 20-12.    Meteoric flux [ 11 ].    Reference« on the graph are those of the 
original article. 

20.4. Sclar System 

Table 20-3 contains astronomical constants which are useful in the thermal design 
of spacecraft. 

20.5. Anßulfir Dependence of Reflectivity 

Total hemispherical emissivity and total normal emissivity for opaque surfaces 
depend upon how total directional reflectivity varies with the angle of incidence. The 
following »et of equations (azimuthal symmetry case) desrnbes the relationship of total 
hemispherical emissivity to the spectral directional reflectivity of a cua'.ing 118). 

CTH{T) 
JA,    J»-O 

ex(9)2rr sin 6 cm Odd WK
0(T)dK 

(20 3) 

2n sin fr cos fl do Wx
0{ T) dk 

The total emittanoe of a nonblackbody at any given temperature is equal to itc total 
absorptance of radiation from a blackbody at the same temperature; or 
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ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF REFLECTIVITY 

e™(T) = arw(T)   (Kirchhoff's law) 

wh>re    «x(0) = specular spectral .»missivity 

795 

;20-4) 

(TH(T) = total hemisphencal at tcmpeiat.jre T in degrees absolute 

«TH(T) = total hemir herical absorptivity for the same source temperature 7' in 
degrees absolute 

Wk
0(T) = nbk (T) = Planck's blackbody function 

Xi, Xj = wavelength limits to cover 95% of RDCT) 

The equation for total normal emissivity which is readily measmwd in the laboratory, 
would be 

K(0)WK*(T) dk 
f^T)-^ 0-0« ,20-5) 

f W,0(T) 4k 

tT\iT) = 1 - PTS(T)   (for opaque surface) 

ervCn = arsiT)   (KirchhofTs law) 

(20-6) 

(20-7) 

For metal surface? the ratio «rw/erv is greater than 1 and for dielectric surfaces may 
vary from 0.92 to slightly above 1. The relation is given in Fig. 2 13 as a function 
of the measurable normal emissivity [8]. This is an empirical relation. For an ideal 
diffuse emitter (accoming to Lambert's law), erw/erv — 1- 

CTN 

FIG.  20-13.   Ratio of total l.enrspherical emissivity to 
normal emissivity.   The curve i« from Jakob [8]. 
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2Ö.6.   Measurement of Absorptivity and Emiesiviiy 

Two distinct ineasurement techniques are empS yed fur obtaining a, and «r«, the 
spectral retiectirn technique and the thermal te^hniqii^s. 

20.6.1. Spectral Measurements. The apectrul refiaction method is based on the 
definition of reflectivity which requires that the reflected energy be measured over the 
entire overspreading hemisphere. In determining a,, the definition is c implied with 
in tht 0.25-2.5-pL range using an integrating sphere-spectrophotometric sppwatus [19]. 
The resultanl property measured is the directional spectral reflectivity. Int ^g» ation 
of the spectral reflectivity data over the Johnson cuive (by IBM programming or equal- 
energy increment-summation techniques) yields total normal sola* reflectivity. When 
this solar reflectivity is subtracted from one, a, is realized. 

On the basis of the reflectivity-reciprocity relation, the normal or directional spectral 
reflectivity in the 2.5-50 fi range mey be measured with a heated-cavity reflectorneter- 
spectrophotometer type of apparatus [20]. The sample is irradiated hemispherically 
and viewed at a specific angle by the spectrophotometer's optiral system. Integra- 
tion of the spectral reflectivity data over the appropriate blackbody curve characteristics 
of the spacecraft temperature gives the total normal emissivity propert ea of the mate- 
rial. 'Hie total normal emissivity must be converted to tot:d hemispherical emisisivity 
(use Fif,. 20-12). For precise thermal-control design, the normal spectral reflec- 
tivity data should be 8uppleinti;t<»d with directional reflectivity information and an 
integration (or discrete summation) performed. The normal spectral reflectivity data 
for several materials are shown in Fig. 20-14 to 20-19 [21]. 

0.J5   0.50    0.75    1.0 '.0 5.0     8.0     7.0     3.0 

WAVELENGTH(M) 

15 17       19 21 23       25 

FIG. 20-14. Compiled spectral reflectivities. A = evaporated aluminum, 25 fiin. on polished 
6061 16 aluminum. B - evaporated aluminum (0.2 /il, on 1/4-ir.il Mylar crumpled and stretched, 
(looking at aluminum). C = evaporated aluminum (0.2 /i) on 1/4-mil M.vlar crumpled and stretched 
(looking at Mylar). 
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0.25   0.30    C.75    1,0     2.0     3.0      4.0      5.0     6.0     7.0     9.0       11 

WAVELENGTH (M) 

13        15 n 

FIG. 20-15. Compiled spectral reflectivities. .4 = chromic acid anor'ize on 24S-T81 aluminum. 
B - sulfuric acid anodize on 24S-T81 extruded aluminum, chemically milled. C - hard anodize 
(1 mil) on 6061-T6 aluminum (?6 amp ft», 45 volt*, 20°F). 

100 

80  — 

60 i— 

40 

20 

oL— 
0.25   Ü.50   0.75     1.0     2.0     3.0      4.0      5.0      6.0      7.0     ».J       11 

WAVELENGiH iß) 

FIG. 20-16. Compiled spe-rtral reflpctivities. A = polished copper. IT mils thick. B = Tabor 
solar ^llecUr chemical treatment (110-30) on nickel-plated copper C " Tabor solar collector 
chemical treatment (125-30) on nickel-plated copper. 
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iw 

0.2b   0.50   0.75     1.0     2.0     3.0      4.1,      5.0      S.O      7.0     9.0       H 

WAVELENGTH ((i) 

FIG. 20-17. Compiled spectra! refiectivitiea. A » immersion fold, approximately 0.03 mil, on 
nickel-plat"d copper plate on 6061-T6 polished aluminum, aged 6 months in air, unpolished. 
B = vacuum-evaporated gold on fiberglass laminate. C = gold aah (80 /J.) on 0.4-mil silver on 
Epon glass.   D = white gold on polished MIL-S-5059 steel 

100 

5 
P o 

u. 
u 
K 

FIG. 20-18. Compiled spectral reflecMvitie». A = silia^n solar iell, International Rectifier 
Corp. B = siiicon solar cell, International Rectifier Corp. 1.11-f. evaporated coat, SiO-fast 
deposition ral*.    C = silicon solar cell, Hoffman Corp. Type 120-C, 3-mil glass cover. 
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100 |  

0.25   0.50   0.75     1.0     ?.0     3.0     4.0     5.0     6.0     7.1     9.0      11       13       15       17       19       21       23       25 

WAVELENGTH in) 

FIG. 20-19. Compiled spectral reflectivities. .4 = Flat white paint, Fuller No. 2882 on 2-mil 
polished aluminum. .8 = white epoxy resin paint of Mx C = fiat white acrylic resin, Sherwin- 
Williams M49WC8-CA-10144; MIL-C-15328A pretreatment wash coating on 22-mil 301 stain- 
less steel 1/2 hard.   D = white paint mixed with powdered glass, 7 mil on polished aluminum. 

29.6.2. Thermal Measurement«. Thermal measurement of a. and cm will yield er« 
directly, but the a, measurement's validity depends on matching the solar simulator 
source with the spectral distribution of the correct spectrum. A normalized spectral 
curve of the solar carbon arc and a bare xenon lamp shows that the carbon arc simulates 
the solar spectrum more closely than other light sources. Measurements can be 
equilibrium or dynamic. 

Equilibrium Measurements (18, 21]. With electrical heating and the property e™, 
the governing relation is 

/«Ä 
«rH — 

(r(7V - 7V) 

With a solar simulator as the heater and the property a,/tr«, it is 

<TA, 

tTH WA, 
(Tt* 7V) 

Dynamic Measurements [18]. With the solar simulator as the heater and the 
property ajfrti, one makes cooling and heating measurements. For heating, the 
relationship is 

For cooling, it is 

dT. 
dt 

mcp -~ = Apa.W + P- A. fTuvT.* 

Hi 
dt 

mcp —jr~P — A.(TH<TT,
4 
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In these equations, 

/ = current to sample heater 

R = resistance of sample heater 

Tt = equilibrium temperature of sample 

Ti = temperature of cold wall of vacuum chamber 

T, ~ sample temperature 

A, = total surface area of sample 

Ap = projected area of sample as viewed in the direction of illumination 

W — total radiant power per unit area from solar simulator 

m = msas of sample 

Cp = specific heat of sample per unit mass 

P — incident thermal radiation power from walls of vacuum chamber 

P -- incident thermal radiation for the cooldown period 

t = time 

Since the thermal radiation properties are dependent not only on the intrinsic mate- 
rip' but also on the coatings, thickness, and surface condition, published numerical 
values for a, and CM must be used cautiously. Data on the values of a, and t,h should 
include a complete statement about the coating: surface roughness, thickness, cleanli- 
r fe'is, precise chemical composition, and a complete substrate description [22]. Current 
published data seldom supply sufficient descriptions of coatings, may even fail to dis- 
tinguish between crv and «r«. or may not associate a temperature with a given emittance 
figure. The thermal radiation properties data tabulation (Table 20-4) is meant only to 
be a guide in materials selection. After a coating has been selected and its method 
of formuiation, application, and handling fixed, the a, and en, properties should be 
measured. 

In Fig. 20-20 to 20-28, the emissivities of materials and their solar absorptances 
are given.    More details on measurement conditions, etc., are given in [12'. 
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FIG. 20-20. Normal total emiaaivity and total solar absorp- 
tivity of Inconel X. (Note: temperature«« are those to which 
samples had been heated before tests.) 
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TABLE 20.4.   THERMAL RAUIATIOK PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS 

w ,      , "   r.oerature - 
Mater A a, \r\ r« a./«:™     /eA 

Aluminuir. 
Comrrjercial plate 
Commercial plale, poiished 
Commercial plate dipped in HNOa 
Commercial plate dipped in hot 
hydroxide 

2024 aluminum alloy 
as received 

2024 aluminum alloy cleaned 

2024 aluminum alloy mechan- 
ically polished and degreased 

2024 aluminum alloy sand 
blasted 

6061 aluminum alloy as received 

6061 aluminum alloy chemically 
cleaned 

6061 aluminum alle/ polished 
and decreased 

6061 aluminum alloy 120-size 
grit blasted 

Aizak on aluminum (ISO uin. 
thick) 

Aluminum foii kpynclds wrap 
shiny side as received 

Aluminum foil Fasaon adhesive- 
backed 

Mylar metalized with vacuum- 
deposited aluminum 

Aluminism vacuum oeposiied on 
magnesium with standard 
silicone undercoat 

6061 T-6 aluminum hard anodize 
1 mil thick 

671 .09 23 
671 .05 23 
671 .05 23 

671 .04 23 

0.27 400 002 13.5 24 
500 0.02 13.5 

600 0.02 13.5 

0.34 400 0.06 5.6S6 2-1 
500 0.06 5.666 

600 0.07 4.857 

0.31 400 0.05 6.20 24 
500 006 6.20 

600 0.06 5.16 

0.6/ 400 0.25 2.68 24 
500 0.27 2.48 

600 0.30 2.23 

0.41 400 0.05 8.2 24 
5S0 0.04 ?0.25 

.18-0.44 00 
500 
600 

0.03-0.11 

0.03-0.'2 

0.04-0.12 

24 

V.35 400 0.04 8.75 24 
500 0.04 8.75 

560 0.05 7.00 

0.60 400 0.40 1.5 24 
500 0.41 1.46 

600 0.41 1.46 

0 15 410 
530 
580 

0.79 

0.75 

21 

0 19 400 0.03 G.323 24 
500 0.04 4.75 

0 17 400 0.03 5.66 24 
500 003 5.66 

0.20 Am 0.05 40 24 
500 005 4.0 

0.13 400 004 3.25 24 
500 0.04 3 25 
600 0.04 3.25 

0.923 450 0.841 1 " 21 
410 0.83r- ?3 
460 0.G42 

560 0.863 
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TABUS 20-4.   THERMAL RADIATION PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS {Continued) 

Material a. 

Antimony 
Polished 
Rolled plat« 
Shim stock 6 5/35 
Oxidizftd 

Beryllium 
QMV Beryllium alloy M RMS 
finish 0.70 

Cadmium 
Electroplate (mosay) 

Chromium 
Chromium plate 0.1 mil thick on 

0.5 mil nickel plate on 321 
stainless steel exposed to JP-4 
combustion products 50 hours 
at 1,100°F 0.778 

Temperature 
CR) 

671 
540 
531 
900 
371 

400 
600 

540 
531 

540 

tr\ 

0.0.1 
0.06 

0.60 
060 

0.02 

0.08 

* TU 

0.029 

0.16 
0.17 

0.03 

«./«r 

555 0.15 

Ref 

23 
23 
23 
23 

24 

23 
23 

23 

5.18       21 

4.375 
4.117 

Cobalt 

Columbium (niobiuI^, 

Columbium alloy (Cb-10Ti-10Mo) 

Copper 
Black oxidised 
Scraped 
Commercial polish 
Electrolytic, careful polish 

Chromic acid dip 
Polished 
Liquid honed 
Electrolytic polish 
Mechanical polish 
Pure copper, carefully prepared 
surface 

Glass 5 mils thick on silicone 
solar cell 

Gold 
0.000010-in. leaf (on glass or 
Lf.wite plastic) 

0.O0OO40-1P. foil (on glase or 
Lucite plastic) 

0.0005-in. foil (on gkuss or 
Lucite plastic) 

0.0015-in. foil (on glass or 
Lucite plastic) 

Gold plate 0.00005 in. on stain- 
less steel (1% Ag in Au) 

0.925 

531 0.03 23 

26 
26 

22 
23 
23 
23 

23 
23 
23 
23 
23 

531 0.008 23 

54' 0.78 
',40 0.07 
540 0.03 
635 0.018 
531 0.015 
531 0.017 
531 0.019 
531 0.088 
431 0.GO6 
531 0.016 

Ebanol 
El.:tnol C on copper treated 5 

min at 1960F in 2190F boiling 
point solution 0.908 555 

Ebanol S on steeü treated 15 
min in a 286° F bcilmg solution 0.848 555 

0.11 826       21 

0.10 8.49       21 

450 0.843 1.10      21 

531 0.063 23 

531 0.023 23 

531 0.01S 23 

531 0.01 23 

53. C027 23 
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TABUS 20-4.   THERMAL RADIATION PROPERTIES O» MATERIALS {Continued) 

Material a. 

Gold {Continued) 
Gold plate 0.0001 in. on stain- 

iesa steel (1% Ag in Au) 
Gold plat* 0.0002 in on stain- 

iesfc steel (1% Ag in Au) 
Gold plate 0.0002 in. on copper 

(V'.s Ag in Au) 
Gold vaporized onto 2 side > of 
0.0005-in. Mylar plastic 

Deep electroplated gold on 
aluminium 

Gold plate on 7075 aluminum 0.30 

Vacuum-deposited gold on buffed 
titanium 0.33 

Vacuum-deposited gold on alumi- 
num wnh reain undercoat 0.24 

Graphite (crushed carbon electrodes) 
16 mils thick on sodium 
silicate on polished aluminum 0.96 

Inconel 
Intonel foil (0.005) as received 0.55 

Inconel X (Fig. 20-20) 
Inconel X oxidized 4 hr at 

18250F in air followed by 10 hr 
at 13O0'°F in air 0.898 

Indium 

Iror« 
Electrclytic 

Cajst iron, polished 
Cast iron, oxidized 

Iron ehee     -usted red 
Iron, oxidized 

Iron, nickel alloys 
Tinned iron sheet 
Galvanized iron 

Lead 
Unoxidized, polished 
Gray oxidized 
Oxidized at 473° K 
Red lead 
Lead feil 0.CO4 in. 

Magnesium 

Temperatur.' 
CTO 

€iv fin a.ltTii fief 

531 0.027 23 

531 0.025 23 

531 0.C25 23 

531 0.02 23 

410 J.C2 27 
460 0.G2 
560 0.02 
400 0.03 )0.U 24 
500 0.03 10 0 

400 0.05 6.6 24 
500 0.05 8.6 
600 0.05 6.6 

400 0.04 6.0 24 
500 0.04 6.0 
600 0.04 6.0 

450 

400 
500 

450 

531 0.04 

959 0.07 
671 0.05 
531 0.05 
5fi0 0.21 
•y&i 0.63 
959 0.66 

1460 0.76 
53) 0.69 

2700 QM 
671 0.74 

535 0.064 
657 0.07 

671 0.05 
531 0.28 
851 0.63 
671 O.i.3 
531 

53) 0.07 
959 0.13 

1460 0.1E 

0.908 

O.il 
0.21 

0.7il 

1.06      21 

26 
2.619 24 
2.391 

26 

1.26 

0.036 

21 

23 

26 
23 

23 
23 
23 

2o 
23 

26 
23 
23 

23 
23 
23 
23 
23 

23 
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TAEJ-. 20-4    THERMAL i<\D!ATiON PROPKRTIKS OF MATBRIAU {Continued) 

a. Material 

Mangauin, bright rolled 

Molybdenum 

MolvixJenum as received (Fig. 20-2) >  O.-io 

Moncl 
K Monel 5700 (Fig. 20-22) 

Nickel 
Polished 
Bright matte 
Nickel foil 0.004 in. 
Electrolvtic 

Electroplated 
on iron arn4 unpolished 
on iron and polished 
on copper 

Electroless nickel (Dow 
Chemical Co.) 

Temperature 
CR) 

704 
531 

4140 
3240 
2341 

t>71 
531 
500 

0.45 

Oxidized 

Nichrome 
"Driver Hairis" 
heater strip 

nichrome 

Paints 
Mixing white lacquer, 
4 coats, 2 coats ~nr chromate 
primer, thickr,«« total 0.006 in. 
(Ditz'er) 

Sherwin-Williams Kemacryl 
white paint No. M49WC12, 4 
mill over one wash primer coat 
on alodined 2024-T6 aluminum 

Kemacryl laicquer white No. 
M49WC17 4 wet coats. 1 coat 
pretitMtment primer P40GC1 
(Shenv.n-VV.ilia.ns) 0.26 

Zinc sulfidt pigment, acryloid 
A-10 binde-, pigment to volume 
coücentraticn 30%, 5.5 mils over 
one wash primer coat on alo- 
dined 2024-l\' aluminum 

0.21 

0.Ü48 
0.076 

0.24 
0.19 
0.13 
0.07 
005 
0..'^ 

(TH a,/(TH    R°f 

23 

26 

4.0 24 

26 

26 
711 0.045 23 
■m 0.041 23 
531 0.022 23 
1460 0.10 23 
359 0.07 
560 0.06 
531 0.04 

531 0.11 23 
531 0.045 23 
540 0.03 23 

400 0.16 2.816 24 
500 0.17 2.647 

2700 0.86 23 
900 0.37 

40O 0.11 27 
500 O.i 2 
660 013 

400 0.85 0247 
500 0.85 0.247 
600 0.86 0.244 

410 0.90 
460 0.91 
560 0.91 

400 0.73 0.356 
500 0.75 0.346 
(500 0.77 0.337 

no 0.90 
460 0.90 
560 0.90 

M 

27 

24 

27 
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TABLE 20-4.   THERMAL RADIATION PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS {Continued) 

Temperature 
Materie- c. trs (TH t.l'TH     Rrf- 

Paints (Continued) 
Lithofrax 72662, 10 mils thick on 
vapor honed titanium substrate 410 0.92 27 410 0.92 

460 0.93 
560 0.93 

■510 0.92 
460 0.92 
580 0.93 

Lithofrax 72662, 11 miis on vapor 
honed Ü014-T6 aubslrate -510 0.92 27 

Whit« paint, sodium silicate 
binder, zinc oxide-rinc sulfide 
pigmented, substrate vapor 
honed 2024-T3 410 0.94 27 410 0.94 

460 0.94 
560 0.95 

Zinc oxide pigment, spectral gracie 
in potassium silicate binder 
thickness 5 mils, substrate vapor 
honed 6061-T'; aluminum alloy 410 0.94 27 410 0.94 

460 0.95 
560 0.95 

White epoxy resin paint 
"Cat-a lac" Finch Paint and 
Chemical Co. No. 463-1-8 on 
aluminum C.24S 450 0.882        0.28       21 

Skyspar A-423 color SA8818 
(white) 4 wet coats over one 
coat epoxy primer P-323 
(Andrew Paint Co.) 0.22 400 0.82 0.268     24 

500 0.83 0.265 
600 084 0.261 

517-B 2 -.vhite gloss 
silicone (W. P. Fuller Cc 
3 wet coat« 0.30 400 0.82 0.365     24 

500 0.81 0.370 
600 0.80 0.375 

Zinc sulfide pigment in PO 308 
silicone vehicl», 5-1/2 mils 
thick substrate vapor honed 
2014-T6 aluminum alloy 410 0.90 27 

Pemco No. R46H60 porcelain 
enamel on steel 0 22 400 0.76 0.289     24 

Strong black lacquer, 
4 coats, 2 coats zinc chromate 
primer, thicknei>a 002 in 0.92 «X) 0.71 1.296     24 
(Dialer) 

Kemacryl lacquer black No. 
M49 ■Ci2, 4 wet coats, 1 coat pre- 
treatment P40GC! 'Snerwin- 
William») 0.94 400 0.81 1.100     24 

410 0.90 
460 0.90 
560 0.90 

400 0.76 Ö.289 
500 0.78 0.282 
600 0.79 0.278 

too 0.71 1.296 
500 0.74 1.243 
600 0.75 1.227 

400 0.81 1 100 
500 0.83 1 133 
600 0.84 1119 
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TABLK 20-4.   THERMAL RADIATION PROPERTIES or MATERIALS {Continued) 

Material a. '"   *;'        '       «rv *r<i a./«r«     Fef 
\ K) 

Paint« (Continued) 
Black epcsy paint 1Ü19 

2 wet coats OYer 1 coat 1012 
primer on aUxuneJ hluminum 
2014-T6 (Gmmann) 410 0.90 27 410 0.90 

460 0.90 
560 0.91 

Flat black epoxy resin paint 
"Cat-a-lac" Finch Paint and 
Chemical Co. No. 463-1-8 on 
aluminum 0.951 450 0.888 1.07       21 

Cat-a-lac black epoxy paint 
2 coats on 300 series stain- 
less steel 41J 0.89 27 

B'   k epoxy paint appli«"d 
on 2014-T6 alodined aluminum 410 0.91 27 
(Warnow) 

517-B-2 flat black silicon* 
4 mils wet film (Fuller) 0.89 400 9 80 1.  13     24 

A\J 0.89 
460 0.89 
560 0.90 

410 0.91 
460 0.92 
560 0,92 

400 980 1. 13 
500 0.81 1,099 
600 0.82 1.C85 

410 0.92 
460 0.92 
560 0.93 

410 0.86 
460 0.86 
560 0.88 

3M velvet black paint over zinc 
chromate primer on alodined 
aluminum substrate 410 0.92 27 

Krylon 1602 black paint over 
aluminum 410 0.86 27 

Aluminum leafing pigment in 
clear epoxy binder 

Oz. pigment/gal 
10 560 0 59 27 
20 
40 
50 
80 

Palladium 531 0 03 23 

Platinum 2461 0.18 23 

560 0 59 
560 0.50 
560 0.34 
560 0.35 
560 0,45 

531 0 03 

2461 0,18 
1460 0,10 
959 0.06 
671 0.05 
531 0.03 
522 0.016 

531 0.932 

531 0.05 

Quartz (fuwid) 531 0.932 23 

Rhodium, plated on atainleu steel 531 0.05 23 

Rokide, flame-sprayed alumina on 
410 st&inleaa steel heated to 

1300°r in air in 60 sec and 
held 30 sec more 0.27? 450 0.801        0.34      21 
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TABLE 20-4.   THJCBMAL RADIATION PBOPKRTIM or MATKR 

Yemperature 
Material 

Silicon ^lar Cell (International 
Rectifier Corp.), approximately 

1 mm thick on eiectroleu nickel 
plate subatra*«, boron-doped 
surface 

Silver 

Solder, 60-60 on Cu 

Stainless steel 
Polished 
Type 301 (Fig. 20-23) 
Type 302 
T^pe 302 mechanically polished 

Type 316 (Fig. 20-24) 
Type 3<7 (Fig. 20-25) 
Type 410 heated to 130CF in air 
Type 18-8 (Fig. 20-26) 
Armco black oxide on type 301 
Rene 41 alloy mechanically 
polished 

Tabor 
Tabor solar collector chemical 

treatment of galvamrsd iron 
Tabor srlar collector chemical 

treatment 1*0-30 on nickel 
plated copper 

Tantalum (Fig. 20-27) 

Tellurium 

Titanium 
Alloy Ti-6AL-4VA 
Alloy Ti-6ALr4VA as received 

Titenium vapor coated on bright 
side of Reynolds wrap alumi- 
num foil, 80 to 100 M thick, 
heated 3 hr at 760*7 in air 

TiUnivm C-110M (AMS 4908) 
heated 300 hr at 850° F m ,ür 

Titanium C-liOM (AMS 4Ö08) 
heated 100 br at 800° F in air 

Titanium 76A (AMS 4901) heated 
300 hr at 860^ in air 

Anodiaed titanium 

Titanox-RA 2 mils thick on 
black paint 

a. 

0.938 

0.H53 

0.66 

CR) €rw 

s (Continued) 

*TH ajtr;,    Ref. 

565 

531 

556 

531 

0.316 

1460 0,03 
671 0,025 
531 0.02? 
492 0.02 

0,032 

4140 0.26 
3240 0.21 
631 0.06 

0.22 

2.97 

0.049       17.4 

21 

23 

23 

671    0.08 23 
26 

760 0.048 23 
0.38 400 0.17 2.24 24 

590 0.19 2.0 
600 0.20 1.90 

21 
21 

0.764 555 0.130 5.88 21 
21 

0.891 450 0.746 1.19 *« 

0.38 4or 0.17 2.24 24 
500 0.19 2.C 
600 Ö.20 ! 90 

0,885 556 0.122 7.26 21 

21 

26 
23 

23 

26 
400 O.iS 3.47 24 
500 0.20 3.3 
600 0.22 3.0 

0746 556 0J38 5.40 21 

0,768 556 0.198 3.88 21 

0.524 555 0.162 3.24 21 

0.798 555 0.211 3.78 21 
0,515 460 0.866 0.59 21 

0.164 450 0 ,36 0.17 21 
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TABLE 20-4.   TMIRMAL RADIATION PROFXRTIBS OK MATERIALS {Continued* 

Material 

7in 
JU indium 
5% indium 
Tin, 0.001 in. foil 

Tungsten (Fig. 20-28) 
Filament 

a. 
Tempemturs 

i-R) tTH 

531 0.012 
531 0.017 
531 0.01?, 

4140 0.28 
3240 0.23 
2340 0.15 
1440 0.088 
900 0.053 
540 0.032 

'r;t aJtTH     Ref. 

23 
23 
23 

26 
23 

Zinc 531 0.05 23 

20.7.   Spacecraft Thermal Balance 

20.7.1. Deep Space Probes. Spacecraft traveling between planets are therm illy 
influtaced by the solar heat flux. In Fig. 20-29(a) the solar heat flux associated with 
planet distance from the sun is plotted as the ordinate [13]. The surface temperatures 
of an insulated flat plate normal to the sun are plotted as functions of its coating a./e,/, 
and its coordinate within the solar system. 
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RATIO SOLAR ABSORPTANCE TO EMITTAWCK 

FIG. 20-29a,   Solar heat Sux u a function of distance and alt. 
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The heat flux (po-ver) to any surface incremsntal area at an arbitrary position in 
spe-» is comprted by multiplying the solar power at the particular probe distance from 
t^e sun by the cosine between the surface normal and the sun line For an average 
value over the spacecraft surface, this is the projected surface area to the sun. 

Thus if the solar constant is written S, then the solar irradiance is; 

H. = S co  e (20-8) 

//, tibxorbi'd ' Hsa, (20-9) 

F rfectly insulated unit area surface, the temperature, T&, is: 

The temperature of space (= 40R) is assumed negligible for ordinary snacecrnft surface 
temperatures. 

20.7.2.   Satellite«.   A satellite, i.e., a spacecraft orbiting a planet, is irradiated from 
three external sources: 

(1) The sun (solar radiation) 

(2) Reflected sunlight off the planet (albedo radiation) 

(3) The planet surface acting as a blackbody (planet radiation) 

100 85 80 75 
TIME IN SUN (%) 

FIG. 20-296.   Percentage of time in sun vs. altitude with orbit 
inclination ß as parameter for vehicle in circular orbit 

S5 
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20.7.21. Incident Solar Radiation. The solar radiation power in a planet's orbit 
is obtained from Table 20-3. 

In orbit, a satellite in the shadow of a planet is occulted from the sun. This shad- 
owing, and time in the sunlight, varies according to the angle ß between the satellii. J'S 

orbital plane and the sun-planet plane (the ec!ipticv when considering the earth; see 
Fig. 20-296). The angle ß is determined by the incident launch angle i. The orbit of 
an earth satellite p'ecesses; i.e., the normal to the orbital plane wMl generate a cone 
about the earth's axis at a constant half-angle of i. A 500-mi r»--aiar orbit at i = 32° 
precessjs approximately 6° per day. Because of the precession of the orbit and the 
rotation of the earth about the sun, the angle ß varies continuously from a maximum 
(equatorial inclination +i) to a minimum ^equatorial inclination —i). The maximum 
and minimum average solar heat load over the orbit are determined, respectively, 
when /3 is a maximum and when ß = 0°. 

Consequently, the orbital averago solar heat flux incident at a point on a spatially 
oriented satellite's surface is 

//, = S cos 6 x (% time in sun) (20-10) 

where 0 is the angle between the surface normal and the sun-line. 

20.7.2.2. Incident Albedo Radiation. The parameters in the orbit geometry (Fig. 
20-30) used in defining the incident albedo flux are: 

0, — angle between the planet-sun line and the planet radii:« vector to the satellite 

y = angle between the satellite surface normal and the planet radius vector to the 
satellite surface 

v = orbit angle about '.he planet 

<£r = one of the attitude parameters, the angle of rotation about the planet radius 
vector to the surface normal 

(X = 0 when the normal lies in the plane containing the planet-surface vector av d 
the planet-sun vector 

4»f, 0„ and y may vary as the satellite traverses its orbit; therefore, to obtain average 
albedo heat fluxes, computations of geometric factors must be ^ ade at each orbit angle v 
and integrated over the orbit. 

Figures 20-31 through 20-41 are used to determine the geometric factor ¥a for albedo 
radiation incident to a sphere, cylinder, and flat plate (13). 

\ 

FIG. 20-30.   Sun-vehicle geometry. 
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FIG. 20-31. Goometr:c factor for pionetary albedo radiation 
incident to a aphere, vertut pMitudt, wiUi angle of sun w a 
p&rameter. 

ALTITUDE planet Aadii |) 

Via. 20-32.   Geometric factor for albedo to hemi*r>h<;re, versus 
altitude, with angle of sun as parameter (7 = 0", ^ = 0°). 
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i P—>—i rn i n 

ALTTTUtE (PHUUH RadU |] 

FIG. 20-33.   Geometric factor icr allitdo to hemisphere, versus 
altitude, with angle of sun as parameter (y = 90", <^r = 0°). 

TTTT! 1—rTTTTtT! 

ALTITUDE (Planet Radii ^ tu 

FIG. 20 34.    G«oR!«tric fartor albedo to cylinder, ven-** altitude, 
with anjjle of sun as pÄrameter (y = 0°. 4>r = 0°). 
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ä ALTITUDE planet Radii 

Fic;. 20-35.   Geometric factor for albedo to cylinder, versus 
alMtiv'e, with angle of aun a« parameter [y = 90°, <ftr - 0*). 

ALTITUDE (Planet Radii ^> 

FIG. 20-36.   Geometric factor for albedo to ons side of flat plate, 
veruus altitude, with angle of tun as parameter (y « ^0°, ^ - 0C>. 
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FIG. 20-37.   Geometric factor for aibe     to one side of flat plate, 
vrnus altitude, with angle of sun ni parameter (y = 0", <v = O"). 
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FIG. M-Z'S.   Geometric tucxr .>r planetary thermal radiation 
incident to sphere, vemt dt*■.*>•. 
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ALTITUDE [Planet Radii ^ 

FIG. 20-39. Geometric factor for planetary themsi radiation 
incident to hemisphe •«. versus altitude, witl-i attitude a ogle as 
parameter. 

10 F—i   i 11 nrri r-'-i t \\i'\ 1   i 11 mil 1   i 1111if 

10 ' 10 * i 

ALTITUDi, (Planet Radii |] 

FIG. 20-40.   Geometric factor for planetary thermal radiation to 
«rylinder,   versus  altitude,  with  attitude  angle  aa  parameter. 
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Flu. 20-41. Geometric factor lor planetary ermal radiation 
incident to flat plate, versus altitude, with j^tiude angle as 
parameter. 

From these, the instantaneous albedo heat flux density indicated by the prime 
is obtained: 

//'„ = SaF,, 

where a is the albedo factor (from Table 20-3). 
Average heat fiuxes per orbit are obtained from 

Ha^Sa^Fa 

where v„ = (T, 10°, 20°,...350° 

n= 1, 2,3,.. k 

To obtain the total power incident, P = HA, one can project the surface area for 
.4 in Fig. 20-42 through 20-45.   For the flat-plate heat fluxes, the cosine relation i* 
incorporated in the curves, so that the full flat-place area can be used. 

20.7.2.3. Incident Planetary Radiation. Similar geomstric factors [13] are given 
below for planetary radiation to a sphere, cylinder, and flt>t plate using the geometry 
outlined above. The angle y varies v' . orbit angle, and for average orbital planet 
flux the geometric factor must be a „»egLu over the orbit. 

n   Ik- 

// = //p = e.vO-T, 4  \    F*]'; 

K-k 

=w,. y Fjh. 
Z-u     n 

Generally the pliJii't emissivity «p is assumed to be 1.    f p is obtained from Table 20-3, 
and CpoTp4 uecomes the planet jmittaace Wp.   The instaritanecus i lanet heat flux is: 
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FIG.  20-42.   Space radiation to an insulated 
thin plate, 200o-900°R. 

100l- 
800    900   lOOC   JiOO  12o0   1300   1400   1500 

TEMPEhATUPE ("*) 

.'IG.  20-43.   Sppce radiation to en insuiated 
thin plate, 800o-1500oR. 

120    140     160    180 

PLATE ORIENTATION ANGLE, y (de^) 

FIG. 20-44. Geometric factor for earth radiation to a fiat plate, 
versus plate orientation and distance above aarth surface. 
y is the plate orientation angle, the vrue an^le between the 
plate normal and the earth-plate line, h = piate distance 
above the earth's surface, u. "i.--tical miles. F« = geometric 
factor for diffuse radiation from the ean.'. U *i;c .l-ti !"..- 
flat pliite irradiance is ({iven by: //, - F«F/» Btu (hr ft*) '. For 
an average yearly albedo of 36%, H, = 70.9 Btu (hr if) '. 
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PLATE TO SUN POSITIO 

FIG. 20-45. Geometric factors for earth albedo to a ffot plate, iw>rsus plate orientation and 
distance above eerth's surface. F0r-o is the geometric factor from the earth to a plate 
parallel to the earth surface. F„>/Fay.o is the plat* orientation correction factor as a function 
of altitude, y is the trae angle between plate normal and earth-nlute line. 0, is the true 
angle between earth-plate and earth-sun lines, h is the plate dintance above earth's surface, 
in nautical miles. The flat plate irradiance is given by: H = F>,o [FylFy.n)H„. For the 
a\erage yearly earth albedo of 36%, Ha = 159.3 Btu (hr ft2)   . 

20.7.^.4. Total Incident Space Radiation. If one sums the heat fluxes of pjlar, 
albedo, and planet radiatiun, the instantaneous hsat flux to a satellite's surface hi a 
point is calculated from: 

H' = S cos ^ + aSFu + Wp^H 

as a function of <f>r, 0, 6„ and y. 
The orbital average heat flux to a surface is calcr luted from: 

H = S cos & + aS V F''^" + Wr V F^'* --- H. + Hn + Hp 
Z-j     n Zu     n 

Once the irradiances from space are knvwn, along with the cpTespondmg spacecraft 
surface thermal properties of a„ a,,, and €gfc, the surface temperature (Tgfc) of a perfectly 
insulated material may be computed from: 

fak<rTafc
A - H,a, + H^Xa + Hpa^, 

Cienerally, the absorption of the materials for albedo radiation is the same as the 
absorption for the solar spectrum, and for the case where th<; planet temperature and 
skir temperature are similar, the surface absorption for planet radiation (a,) is the same 
as the «urface emissivity; i.e., ap~e9fc.   The above equation then becomes 

crTVc« - (H. + Ha) ~ -i H, 
*irfc 

20.7.3. Thermal Design. In general, the thermal coating i«i the best possible tor 
the maintenance of life, electronic equipment, and structural in ^giity within specified 
tempers ture requirements. 
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Refer to Chapters 8 ami 12 for the cuiiditions under which materials and aetectors 
operate.   Other components have the following tenperature ranges; 

_ Temperature 
Component 

Batteries 40-100 

Computers 25-100 

Electronics 0-130 

Gyros 60-160 

Control g«8 storage "-130 

To satisfy these requiremonts, the pacecraft thermal coupling to space muzt be 
designed to carry the internal power load and yet satisfy the liT.ita lions of temperature. 

20.7.3.1. Passive Control. These conditions can be satisfied by a passive system if 
the orientations and equipment power dissipations are known so that an a,/«;/, can H 
chosen for operation within the temperature requirements 

Figure 20-46 has been dra vn to show the variation in equipment temperature as a 
function of its power dissipat on and of thermal coating a, and c*. The figure incor- 
porates solar, earth albedo, and earth radiation to a fiat plate for a 500-mi circular 

SOOr- 

800 800 1000 «00 TOO 
TEMPER .TÜRE fR) 

FIG. 20-46. Temperature of equipment heat sink versus eqi'-praent power dissipation P as a func- 
tion of heat-sink thermal coating a./cn for a flat plate. The four right-hand curves are for heat 
sink normal to sun, 65% tinr.? in sun, H, = 286, H, = 1.3, H, = 21.3 Btu (hr ft') > Tha left-hand 
curves ere for equipment heat sink parallel to the plane of the ecliptic with the plats facing north, 
H, = 0, W„ = 10,63, //, = 15.39 Btu (hr ft') '.   500-mile earth o-bit (circular) in piwe of ecliptic. 
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eprtu orbit. Five sides of the equipment box are assumed to be insulated; the front 
surface (heat sink), which faces the space environment, m not. The maximum en- 
vironmental heat input assumes a heat sink normal to the sun, and the minimum heat 
input assume« the aiuface parallel to the sun's rays. 

If one knowf the power dissipation per square foot of heat-sink tirea, the thermal- 
coating propertip- of a, and e« can be selected, so that temperature requirements are 
not exceeded, with the unit in or out of the sunshine. 

The heat balance is calculated from the following equation, where the srbscript "sq" 
means "an equipment parametei": 

(H, + H„) ^- + H,>+^ = <TT* 

20.7.3.2. Active Control. When conditions cause the temnrature to fall outside 
the required range, an active system may be employed. 

Mechanical meanR such as pinwheels or louvres may be used to vary the a,/«.* of the 
heat sink. Other methods such as electrical-thermostat heat oontrols or variable con- 
ductance systems alter the internal heat flew to the heal-sink surface and in like manner 
create a stabilizing effect on component temperatures. 

20.8.   Testing 

Testing of spacecraft can involve either cold-wall vacuum operaticr., cold-wall vacuum 
plus jolar simulation, or cold-wall vacuum plus solar simulation and simulation of 
albedo and earth ladiatiou. 

A typroal test facility designed to simulate true space condition» of solar, albedo, and 
earth radiation, plus vacuum and cold space is in u^e by the National Aeronautical 
Space Administration at Langley Field, Virginia [28]. 
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21.   Aerodynamic Influences on Infrared 
System Design 

21.1.   Introduction 

This chapter discusses the following major problems encountered by supersonic 
missiles an.'i äirr»"«fl: ^rst, the influenc. of high-speed flight on the window covering 
the infrared equipment; t-econd, the optical influence exerted by the aerodynamic flov 
field aiJi nd the vehicle; and tiiiid, the background radiation produced by the heated 
air surrounding the vehicle. 

The discus; ons in Sec. 21.3 and 21.3 are restricted to supersonic flight over the Mach 
munber range of about 1.5 to 7.0. At speeds below this, the problems considered here 
do not exiit and system design requires only minor structural differences from those 
in surface-based equipment. At speeds above Mach 7 in atmospheric flight the assump- 
tion of perfect gas flow begins to ' eak down and the che.iiistry of the air must be 
conside. f.d. Th'^ nature of the aeroc,namic effects on infrared systems is the same a. 
these higher sp: eda, but the details of predicting these effects are mu>:li more complex 
and beyond the scope of this discussion. In this chapter the ratio of specific heats for 
air is taken a? 1.4 and the numericsl coefT« ients are evaluated acco'dir.gly. In Sec. 
21.4 the chemistry of the air is a factor and tns limitation to Mach lumbers below 7 
no longer exists. 

21.2.   Infrared W ndow^ 

infrared windown are basically protective coverings over the cavities or bays tuat 
house infrared or optical equipment. Generally, they »re not an integral oart of ths 
functional scheme of the equipmant and any change they make in radiation fulling on 
the s>jtem produces a degradation of system performance. Satisfactory windows for 
ground-based equipment or low-ppeed aerial equipment can generally be designed by 
careful selection of a window material from those of Chapter 8 and then applying o'm- 
mon optical and structural deuijjn techniques. 

21.2.1. Window Requirement«. The primary purpose cr the window, whether it 
be a missile nose dome or a flat reconnaissance window weil back along t! e aircraft 
fuselage, is to protect infrared equipment from the aerodynamic loads and severe 
heating rates encountered in supersonic flight. While performing this basic function, 
the window must meet the following additional requirements: 

1. The window must introduce negligible diytortion in the Image formed by th^ 
optical system. This consideration nearly always resu'.-s in a window which 
is a portion of a sphere or is» made with one or more flat surfaces. Other si upes 
(cones, ogives, etc.) give large refraction errors and resolution losses un'esj the 
window is mf.de very thin (aee Chapter 8) However, windows that sure too thin 
ca.. ot earn the necessary structural bads. 

2. The window must transivüt radiation in tl e appropriate wavelengths without 
gmss attenintion. The usual window material selection is complicated in this 
case by the fact that many materials If»?; transparency as their temperature 
increases, particularly near the lonf-wavelength cutoff (see Chapter 8). 

;J26 
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3. The window must radiate a negligible »mount of energy in the wavelength reg'ca 
of system operation. Even though the window emissp' ..y is low in these wave- 
ler jlha (by virtue of requirement 2) the window pro/ mity to the sensing system 
and the high window temperatures achievable in s.personic flight make this a 
prime consideration. Window radiation can saturate the detector, and non- 
uniform radiation from the window can produce false signals which will mislead a 
tracking system, or produ * ghost* in a reconnaissance system. 

4. The window must not impose an unreasonable drag penalty on the vehicle. 

5. The window must withstand the mechanical t id thermal loads induced by high- 
speed flight. 

Other factors such as ease of fabrication, light weight, ground handling Lads mu 
also be considered.   Meet of these requirements depend in whole or in part on t 
aerodynamic he iting experienced in supersonic flight. 

21.2.2    Window Heating 

21.2.2.1. Aerodynanv Heat Trumfer. The rate oi aerodynamic heat transfer per 
unit area, 9, of the wall (window) w can be written 

q « MTV - f.) (21-1) 

where \ = heat-transfer coefficient 
T«, = w ill temperature 

TV = recovery temperature 

The heat-transfer coefficient is a funcaon of the wall geometry, the flight conditions, 
and to some extent the wall temperature. The recovery temperature is equal to thu* 
temperature of the wall when there i s no e 0rodynamic heat transfer. Thip temperature 
is usually defined by meuis of a recovery factor r: 

1   =r(l + ü.2rAf») (21-2) 

If the wall (window) is assumed to be thermodynamically thin, i.e., 

M 
— < < 1 

and the radiation and conduction losses are negligible, the; aerodynami J ht^l-transfer 
rate can be equated to the rate of enthalpy increase within the wall, or 

h{Tr - T») = PmbwC,  —" 
* dt 

In the last two expressions, b = window thickness, k — thermal conductivity, p - density, 
and t = tiaje. 

If there is a step change in the aerodynamic conditions, eg., velor. .y (thus a step 
change in h and TV), the solution is 

Tr-T ,'     A     . 
(21-3) 

Tr-T '       h      \ 

rr - Ti Vp^c,, bj T, - Ti Vp.c,, 

where Ti = initial temperature at r = 0 
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At the higher Mach numbers (higher window temperatures) the radiation heat trans- 
fer plays a significant part. If this is to be considered, the heat-balance equation 
becomes 

ilT 
h{Tr- Tm) -= p^c, -^ + t-MnTS 

'* dt 
(21-4) 

where the equivalent total wp,ll emissivity cr is a strong function of temperature because 
of its lar^i spectral variation and cr — Stefan-Boltzmunn constant. Equation (21-4) 
can hi integrated step by step to yieM a more accurate temperature history. The true 
equtlibrium temperature {dTldt — 0) can also be found from Eq. (21-4). 

In a ranTe of aerodynainic variables, it is more convenient to normalize the heat- 
transfer coefficient with respect to the local free-stream properties. The normalized 
heat-transfer coefficient it. the Stanton number (St), 

S( = 
PfUrCp 

(21-5) 

'"here u = vcslodty and e -- flo»v properties of external edps of boundary layer. 
For a more rigorous treatment of aerodynamic heat transler, see [ 1 ] and [ 2 ]. Detai Is 

of the temperature distribution within windows, given the aerodynamically imposed 
boundary conditions, can be developed by methods described in [3] «»no [4]. 

SL2.2.2. Heat Tmnsfer to Flat Plate. The boundary-layer flow over a flat surface 
can be either laminar or turbulent, in most flight situations where the flat window is 
more than a for.t >r so "Vom the nose or leruiing edge of the * ehicle, the flow is turbulent. 
Transition from laminar to turbulent flow takes place at Reynolds numbers Re of ap- 
proximately 10* to 5 x 10*, the lower value being more likely in an actual flight vehicle 
with the usual surface roughness. 

In the laminar case, the results of Van Driest [5] can be used directly. These exten- 
sive heat-transfer calculation? are summarized in Fig. 21-1 as curves of St \R° 'emus 
Mach number for varit <. ^ ratios of' -all to free-stream temperature. 

55 

±5.0  - 

t4.0 

.13.0  - 

±2.0  - 

tl.O 

c "- 

Insulated Flow 

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 

MACK NUMDER, M 

FIG. 21-1. Local heat-transfer coefikient for 
laminar boundary layer of a compressible fluid 
flowing uiong a flat plate. 7. = iOOfi 15). 
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ExoerimenUlly, the recovery factor, r, is (.Iv;ii for laminar flow as Vrr, or about 
0.848 as an average over nornm! flight conditions (Pr ■=■ Prandtl nur her). 

in the turbulent case, use is made of the Reynolds analogy, which relates the Stanton 
number to the local skin friction coeliicient cr through the equation 

St=-- ,21-6) 

Here 1/J is a measure of the accuracy of the analogy, ^or current purposes assume 
5 = 1 although in some cases ,<: can be as low as 0,b. Extensive measurements of skin 
friction have been made, and a semi-empirical relation which holds generally for ii- 
compressibie turbulent flow hus been founH [6] whii:h adequately predicts the local cs: 

cj. = 0.370/(log,„ Ke,)2™ (21-7) 

where t = incompressible and x — some arbitrary distance. 
F;ow (xmpreiisvbility has a marked influence on the friction coetficient.   To account 

for this, the ratio of compressible to incompressible friction coefficient for air is [1,6] 

^ = ^0.5 (l 4 fj + 0.0394Af J (21-8) 

In the special case where the wall temperatun; is equal to the recovery temperature 
(insulated wall case) 

SL 
c 1 4 0 129W*J (21-9) 

The turbulent recovery factor, r, is approximately (Pr) ;, or about 0.896. 
The insulated wall case serves as a handy reference for heat-transfer calculatons. 

At Tr = T. the«; is, of course, no )v 4 transfer, however, the Stanton number for ihe 
insulated case can be compu*^ Tor these conditions.   This corresponds rigorously to 

at 7"» = T, and can be used to determine. *he heat-transfer coefficients at wall tempera- 
tures in th; vicinity of 7V. Fig ire 21-J shows the variation of both laminar and turbu- 
lent Stanton numbers as a function of Mach and Reynolds numbers. 

21.2.2.3. Heat Transfer to a Hemisphere. The aerodynamic flow to a hemispherical 
nose at t\ -a stagnpt'^n point (i.e., the foremost point on the hemisphere, rogird'es • of 
angle of attack), is laminar. As the air accelerates in passing from the stagnation 
point to the base of the hemisphere, it can go through transition and t'.ie bonodary 
layer generally becomes turbulent.   This happens at Reynolds numbers around 4    I >V 

For the laminar case, Sibulkin [7] has shown that loyally the Stanton number on a 
hemisphere stagnation point can be written 

Sl-0.763 (^"(ffi)'"^)'" 
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].y2\- TurbuU-.u, Oy. ;21-6), (21-7),C21-9) 

1 

(E        -3 

&M0-4 

10 -
5i '''' "ii> i   i i i mil L. i i i uifl !   ; ; i i'lil     i   i u mil 
10 IO" IO

6 :D
7 

REW.OLDS NUMBER 

10" 10 

FIG. 21-2.   Stanton number as a function of Reynolds number for an insulated plate. 

where D = diametv, ß = velixjity gradient, /i = visCÄity, and all of the fluid properties 
are evaluated at ite local conditions just outside the boundary layer. In the case of a 
stagnation point 's.p.) this corresponds to stagnation temperature and pilot prcspure. 
This reduces Eq. i21-10) into tjrms of free-stream flow: 

/aZh1" (p*uD\x!i /CIA    "06 /on"4 /u0\05 

S-0.763 (^    (^-)     (f)^     (^    (fj (21-11) 

where UMM/*)».P. 
= stagnation Prandtl number (approximately 0.72 for normal flight 

conditions) 
pJIDIfix -■ free-stretsm Reynolds number based o.i hemiaphere diameter 

From [1], 

ß u-V8
Pm 

?I it is assumed tha. ^ ~ 7*'* and the perfect gas cquptions of 18] are used, Eq. (21-11) 
then i educes to the gener«! laminar Stanton number equation 

s.^.vm^Mj^n^fi" (21-12) 

This gives the hefit-transfer rate .at the stagnation point where the recovery tactor, 
r, equals 1. The laminar heat-transfer rate decreases away from the stagnation point. 
Reference [9] gives methods for determining the laminar heat-transfer distribution 
over .ne surface of the hemisphere. 
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When the boundary layer is turbulent., the Stanton number has a maximum at about 
40° from the stagration point, then decreases further aft. To compute the local turbu- 
lent heat-transfer rate on the face of the hemisphere the "local flat plate" method can 
be use^ with good accuracy. 

This approach calls for utilization of "q. (21-6), (21-7), and (21-8) to determine the 
local Stanton number. All of the flow properties are evaluated at "local" conditions, 
that is, at the pre88uic: velocity and temperature just outside the bovndary layer at any 
angular station 6. The Mach number distribution wer the face of a hemisphere is 
insensitive to free-stream Mach number (Fig. 21-3).   The local pressure is given by [8]. 

where 

Po./"li+   5 j 
-7/1 

(21-13) 

P. I   5   /     W-J 

40 6Ü 80 100 

6 (degreesi 

FIG. 21-3.   Local Mach number on hemisphere. 

The local static temperature 

MrV' 

X 

since the stagnation temperature is unchanged by a ./heck wuve. 

(21-14) 
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F»G. 21-4. Variation with e of the ratio of local heat-tranafer 
roefhcient to the value at the stagr.ation point at M, = 2.0 and 
weral free-stream Reynolds numbers [101. 

A typical case is shown in Fig. 21-4, where both theoretical and experimental heat- 
tranafer distributions are shown [10]. 

21.2.3. Typical Results. The following subsections apply some of the basic equa- 
tionc previously discussed to typical flight situations to determine what sorts of temper- 
atures and heating rates can be expected. 

21.2.3.1. Maximum or Recovery Temperature. If there are no conduction losses and 
the window emissivity is zero, the recovery temperature can be detemined directly 
from Eq. (21-2) by supplying the appropriate recovery factor, 0.848, for laminar flow 
and 0.896 for turbulent flow. However, if the radiation heat transfer can rot be ne- 
glected, Eq. (21-4) must be solved, with dTJdt = 0 at equilibrium. 

The actual total emissivity of the window depends strongly on the particular materia.1 

selected, and on the instantansous temperature. However, here c- will be a '•.didered 
constant. A total emissivity of 0.25, over all wavelengths, is characteristic of son:e 
materials over a large temperature range. Figure 21-5 shows the maximum oi equilib- 
rium temperfetures at three altitudes and at Mach numbers up to 7 for the flat plate, ar i 
for a hemiapherica) window 6 in. in diameter. 

21.2.3.2. Rate of Temperature Increase. To give an indication of the relative rate of 
temperatuit increase, Eq. (21-3) is usec    The equation for a time constant, r, is 

and gives the tiro« to reach 

PvCpb* 

^-o- 

(21-15) 

(21-16) 
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Fic. 31-6.   Maximum temperature due to aerodyr jnic heating, 
turbulent flat plate, x » 1 ft. 
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FIG. 21-6.   Time constant for aerodynamic heating. 

in the absence of radiation. In Fig. 21-6 the generalized time constant is given for the 
conditions of Fig. 21-5, and a typical material, M^F», 0.07 inch thick, is used to get a 
specific time constant. 

21.2.4. Window Transmission and Radiation at £i«vat*d Temperature*. Aero- 
dynamic heating can produce changes in the infrared charactehstics of window mate- 
rial!-. A mqjor problem at elevated temperatures is a loss -n transparency, particularly 
at iht longer wavelengths. Transmission characteristic» of materials at high tempera- 
tures :.re covered in Chapter S. Any body, semi-tratuparent or opaque, will radiate 
thermal energy in ever-increasing amounts as the temperature rises. Two different 
tyves of effects are produced by a radiating window: 
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(1) Because of strong temperature gradients, or local "hot spots," false targets can 
appear. 

(2) A large irradiance on the infrared detecto', even though uniformly distributed, 
can saturate the detector and decrease its sensitivity. 

The susceptibility of a particular guidance system to false targets associated with 
nonuniform temperature distributions is greatly dependent on the details of the dis- 
crimination ai i tracking methods employed. A window which is nearly hemispherical 
does not generally have large temperature gradients along its surface, even though 
'' .e temperature level can be quite high. A pointed window, such as a cone, can have 
very high temperature gradients along its surface, particularly when used at high 
speeds and moderate altitudes. Any small protuberaucea optically distort, the in- 
coming radiation and produce local hot areas on the vindow. Generally, these de- 
viations are spread out by the thermal conductivity of the window and are close enough 
to the optical system to be out of focus. A point on the window is not likely to appear 
as an exact replica of a target, but will produce additional noise in the tracking system, 
thereby effectively roducing its sensitivity. 

The problem of saturatior .,f the infrared detector by the window radiation is usually 
n:ore critical than the "false target problem" and can be „reated more precisely. Details 
of the particular optical techniques eirpioyeU do not influence the saturation calculation, 
and a general analysis is possible. If the field of view is assumed to be small, and the 
window is assumed to be isothei mal and fills the entire field of view, the radiance B 
can be expressed as 

»4/ wwjtdk (21-17) 
DO 

Now the effective radiant »»wer P incident on the collector is 

P = BArir{Sl)* (21-18) 

where (1 is the haif-angle of the field of view. By neglecting the losses in raduvnt power 
due to any space filtering, refractive optical elements, etc., the effective radiant power 
falling on the detector is equal to that falling on the collector. Therefore, tht irradi- 
ance-at the detector is 

//rf = 7-= ßn.nj 41 (2119) 
Ad Ad 

3y geometry 

Ar        1fD\* 
Ad    417/ 

ni 

where/— focal length.   The irradiance at the detector is a function of only the window 
radiation and the focal length-to-diameter ratio of the collector 

^ ~ ^f y (21-20) 

1 
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FIG. 21-7. Emissivity of (a) germanium [rAngls crystal, 1.14 mm thick); 
(6^ silicon (single cry ^jil, 4.16 mm th'ck); (c) PJntheti;gappSire ('.11 mm 
thick) [11]. 

The emiasivities of several window materials aia shown in Fig. S*-7, others are 
«ivered in Chapter 8. 

Figure 21-8 shews the detector effective upectral irradiance due to a typical witidow of 
MgF* at varioua temperatures 

In a conventional air-to-air missiie ipplication, the window temperature can reach 
several hundred degrees. Figure 21-8 shows that at the detector the background 
irradiance caused by tH» window is many ordeis of magnitude greater than the ir- 
radiance from the target. The saturation effects of elevated window temperature are 
shown in Fig. 21-9 as the relative magnitude of the minimum detectable signal (MDS), 
i.ormalized for MDS fit a window temperature of 50" C, au a funrtson of window tempera- 
ture.   It v» assumed that no window radiation outside the 3-^ to 5-fi region falb on the 
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FIG. 21-F. Effective spectral irradiance at a 
detector vith an MgFt window u«. wave- 
length, at various *«mperaturcs. 
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FIG. 21-9. Relative minimum detectable 
signal for Ge:Au and PbTe detectors as a 
functicn   of   MgFz   wisdow   tempe:atun.. 

dnUic*~:. A PbTe detector can lose sensitivity by a factor of 8 if ihn MgF2 window 
teiTvperature is raised from 50° C to 700° C, and the Au:Ge detector can lose sensitiv»ty by 
a factor of 360 for the same window temperati .« change. It should be noted that MgF2 
is a good infrared window material between 3 ß and 5 ^, and other materials would 
probably produce more of a saturation eft'ect over the same temperature range. 

2L2.5.   M «hods of Alleviating Hot-Window Problems 

21,2.5.1. Optical-System Parameters. Several optical-system parameters have a 
'«ns'jderable influence on the overall performance through the effects of window radia- 
tion.   They include: 

(1) Spectral rvgion of »»nsitivity - the spectral d'stribution of the window radiation 
can a)4 -r the optimum wavelength limits from those indicated by target-cbtector- 
oackground considerations alcne. 

(2) Detector type-of the several detectors that can operate in the desired spectral 
region, improved saturation characteristics can produce a greate- signal-to-noise 
ratio than slightly greater detectivity in the presence o."strong window radiation. 

(3) Field of view- reduction of the field of view is important since the window 
irradiation en the cell and the cell area are reduced. 

(4; Window location - for systems not requiring a nose installation, careful selection 
of the window location so rnr to avoid -egions of high heat transfer (shock v/ave 
impingement, boundaiy-lnver reattachment, etc.) can reduce window radiation. 
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21.2.5.2. Delay in Tempera nre Rise of the Window. In many systems, the time of 
operation is short enough and/or the closing rate on the target is rapid enough (the 
target signal increases) so that a simple delay in the temperature rise of the window 
constitutes a satisfactory solution to hot-window problems. 

•jfiveral delaying methods can be used. The most obvious approach is to precool the 
window. When th J tactical situation permits (i.e., internal missile storage in fligul, 
grov^d la m« h; a ;.:; rginal condition can be made operational withou«, compliciting the 
basic system detiign. 

Assuming that the window material hsis the highest value of pcp consistent with the 
optical requirements, the time constant can be lengthened by increasing the window 
thickness, b. This b fiirly effective with window materials in which the transmission 
loss is due prima: i»y to reflection rather than absorption. Optical distortion and 
window weight also limit this approach. Again, a marginal condition can be improved 
by this method 

Another solution involves reducing the heat-transfer coefficient, i flat window 
mounted along the side of a vehicle can be recessed below the vehicle SUV/HOK, thereby 
separating the boundary layer from the window surface. 

AssumiAg that the cavity depth is of the same scale as the thickness' f t..^ boundary 
layer and thai the bourdiiry layer is always turbulent, two separate flow conflgui ^«.lons 
can exist over 'juch a shallow cavity. The tirst, "closed cavity," flow exists when the 
boundary layer, initially separated as it crosses the upstream edge of »he cavity, attaches 
to the cavity floor and tuen separates again ahead of the downstream edge of the cavity 
(Fig. 21-1 Oa). The second, "open cr'ity," flow exists when the boundary layer remains 
separated over the entire length ofthe cavity (Fiij 21-106). The flow configuration goes 
from closed to open a: :he cavity length- to-depth ratio is decreased. As the boundary 
layer becomes thicker with respect to the cavity depth, the transition from closed Sow 
to open flow becomes more gradual and the flow configurs. tlon is not as seiuitwe to 
changes in length-^-depth ratio, UH. Roughly, for a uniform d?pth cavity, length-to- 
depth raue-* less than about 10 will product open-cavity flow. 

Separation Wake 

L 

(a) 
i 

Recompression 
Wake 

ylow Turbulert Boundary Layer 

mm mm 

J 

(b) 

Fir.. i\-\\i.   Flow contfoiratio^      >ci) Closed cavity, \b\ open cavity 
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Theoretical treatment of aerodynamic heat tracsfer in separated flow has not proved 
too satisfactory because of lack of available experimental data. For experimental data 
measured in a configuratiou similar to the one under consideration at moderate Mach 
numbers, see [12]. The heat-transfer rjefficient, h, on the cavity floor, normalized 
with respect to the heat-transfer coefficient for an attached flow at the same body station 
and Reynolds number, ia Buown in Fi£. 21-11 and 21-12. 
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u 1L/H = 9 

i- 
IlL/H =6 
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k / L^ 'Z 

_i i— 1    1    1    1 
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0    0.2  0.4   0.6   0.8   1.0 

X/L 

(a) 
FIG. 21 11. Variation of the heat-transfer distribution on the floor of the 
cutout as a function of UK at Ma = 2.9 [12]. (a) Thin oncoming boundary 
layer; (6) thick oncoming boundary layer. 

*   1.2 

(0.15 < X/L < 0.4) 
 I I 1 I L 

0       2       4      6       8      10     12 

L/H 

(a) 
FIG. 21-12. Parametric map of heat-tranxfer coefficient ratio 'minimum, 
maximum, and at XlL -■ 0.7) as functions o(LlH and M* (at thin boundary layer; 
i/>> thick boundbry layer (12!     Note: points are average» over all tests. 
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For all values of LIH the heat-transfer-coefficient ratio drop« considerably below 1 
in the separation wake, and rises above 1 in the recompression wake, reaching a maxi- 
mum at the downstream edge of the cavity. The typical /»/A/ distributions plotted in 
Fig. 21-11 show that an increase in the boundary-layer thickness does not charge the 
general character of the curves, but does raise significantly the average level of heat 
transfer. In Fig. 21-12 it can be seen that the relative heat-transfer coefficient de- 
creases with decreasing Mach number and a higher ratio of LIH produces a greater 
maximum heat-transfer coefficient. 

21.3.   Refraction by the Field of Flow 

21.3.1. Index of Refraction of Air. In the analyois of aerodyr'tmic influences or. 
electromagnetic radiation, the index of refract m n, of air must be considered. The 
mjyor change in index of refraction of air takes place with a change in density, p. 
The variation of irosx of refraction for transparent substances as a function of density 
is [13] 

This is the Lorenz-Lorenz law which for gases (n = 1) reduces to the simpler Gladstone- 
Dale law: 

n-l^kp (21-22; 

with virtually n ss in accuracy. Figure 21-13 shows the variation of A in Eq. (21-22) 
as a functicn . wavelength, ad deduced from the data of [14]. Variations in index of 
»^fraction due to temperature effects on molecular structure and changes in atmospheric 
composition are nerJected. 

Figure 21-1."-- bhows that the effects of refraction through nonuniformiiiee in air are 
more pronounced in the visib!*» portion of the spec?:ram than in the innared. In the 
wavelength region beyond the near infrared U > 1 /*) the refractive index of cir is 
nearly invariant with wavelength; thus one finds no disser^ion and no chromatic 
aberration. 
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21.3.2. Shock-Wfcve Effects. As a body travels through the atmosphere, the air 
must adjust to accomr. odate it. At supersonic velocities the initial adjustment takes 
place across shock  vaves, which f "e discontinuities in the air prvoerties.*   Surfaces 

*Sho<-k wavea art no» exactly discontinuitieti but do havp a finite thickness. This thickness is 
about five molecular mean ire« paths, which allows trruislational and rotational «jUilibnum of the 
molecules to be Ästablished.    At «a level the shock wave is about 1 u thick 
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v ith sharp leadit/g edges at mod irate, positive angle» of attack have these shock waves 
attached to the leading edge; relatively blunt bodies have shocks detached and standing 
some distance ahead of the body. The strength and orientation of the^e shock waves 
are determined by the flight Mach number and the geometry of the body. 

The relation between thi density ahead of the shock, pi, and the density behind the 
shock, pi, is 

Pi      %MJ sin« e 

P,    MJ sin* 0 + 2 
(21-23) 

Equation 21-23 shows that the density ratio (shock strength) increases '.'ith the shock 
angle, 6, and the free-stream Mach number, M, approaching the maximum value of 6 
for a normal shock at M*. 

No convenient, explicit re'l itions exist for deternüaing the shock angle. However, 
curves of shock angle as a function of Mach number and flow inclination are given in 
[8]. Figures 21-14 and 21-15 show rr.ireeentative curves of the function« for both 
wedge and conical flow. 
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FIG. 21-14    Shock-wave »n^e for conical flow. 
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A shock wave produced by «olid surfaces is excep*,ion*liy steady and, becauae of the 
density change across it, is a good refracting surface. Since a plane shock wave is not 
necessarily perpendicular to the optical axis or parallel to the window surface, the 
effects of refraction uiunt be taken into account even is the simplest case. Using Snell's 
law, the angle ß, of the incident ray and the angle ßt of the refracted ray, both measured 
from the normal to the shock plane, can be related by Eq. (21-24): 

B.n ßi _ 1 + Api 
iin ßi    I + kpi 

(21-24) 

or alternatively, 

sin g i _ I   . ti — 1 pt 
sia ß t     iii        ni     pi 

(21-25) 

where «i is a specia1 index value in the first medium. From Eq. (21-25), the angular 
deviation of a ray passing through a plane shock wave can be calculated au a function 
in incidence angle. This is shown in Fig. 21-16 for various density ratiob and two 
altitudes. Figure 21-16 shows that the density ratio of 6 (the limiting value) *t sea 
level is the worst possible refraction error. The angular deviation in this limiting 
case is seen to be about 1.5 mrad (300 sec of arc) at a 45° incidence angle. At the higher 
altitude, 50;000 ft, the maxinum refraction error at 45° incidence i only 0.25 mil 
(50 sec), or about one-sixth of the sea-level value. The minimum density ratio shown is 
2, which correpponda to a normal shock wave at about Mach 1.6. Th» deviation of the 
rays is only a'.out one-fifth of the limiting value. 
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Ray , 

0.2 0.4 0.6 ti.8 

ANGLE CF INCIDENCE, (3. (rad) 

FIG. 21-16.   Angular deviation of infrared rudiatior. 
passing through plan« shock waves. 
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Another way of considering the variation of plane shock-wave refraction efifecta is 
to fix the body geometry and allow the Mach number to change, producing vtmat'jns 
in density ratio and shock angle.   Selecting a flow inclination of 10°, 

cos (g4- <M = 1 + kp-. 
cos (0 + 02)     l + kp, 

(21-26) 

Figure 21-17 shows the angular deviation of a ray as a function cf its anple with respect 
to the direction r>r flight. This corresponds directly to the error between the true and 
apparent target posiiion as seen by an optical system situated in the wedge shown in 
the figure. From Fig. 'Al-ll it can be seen that a target along the direction of flight will 
appear 0.2 mil (42 sec) too high at Mach 2, and about 1 mil too high at Mach .'>. In the 
limiting case of a Mach number of infinity, the error along the flight direction is 3.2 
mils. This error is less as the incident ray becomes more nearly perpendicular to the 
shock wave, and when it is exactly perpendicular the error goes to zero. 

Because of this shock wave, wide-angle photography suffers a distortion in the flight 
direction, even if the cptica! axis is perpendicular to it. If this distortion is evaluated 
as the difference in angular deviation of the rays at each udge of the field of view, the 
minimum distortbn occurs when 0 + 4)i = 7772. At that point the slopes of the curves of 
Fig. 21-17 yield a distortion of about 0.3 mil per radian field of view et Mach 2, and about 
0.7 mil per radian field of view at Mach 5. More explicitly, for example, a 1-rad field-of- 
view inötrument, in a 10° wedge flying at Mach ö, would show two object?, one at eacii 
limit of the field of view, too close together by at least 3.6 ft for every mile of range. 

Shock Wave 

Retracted 
Ray 

0,2     0.4     0.6      0.8      1.0      1.2     1.4      l.fi 

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, «j (rad) 

Fic. £1-17. Angular deviation of infrared radiation 
passing hrough plajr1; shock waves produced by a 10° 
wedge ia>l sea levei). 
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FIG.  21-18. 
radiBtion. 

Conical shock wave refraction of inciüent 

The curved shock wavt occurs when the shock is detached from the leading edge or 
when the body itself presents a nor^plane aurface to the flow (e.g., curved cross section, 
or body width not large compared to its thickness). The introduction of curvature into 
vhe de'.isity discontinuuy produces a focusing eflfect which, except, in special cases, is 
astigmatic. To demonstrate the nature of the problem, consider first the conical shock- 
wave influence on an incident plane wave of radiation approaching perpendicular to the 
i»ne axis, as shown in Fig. 21-18. This curved shock acts as a lens and tends JO focus 
incoming rays of parallel light. For the particular case of Fig. 21-18, the focal length 
is given by 

/_ »! tan 0 
x      n 2— n , 

(21-27) 

where x = axial distance from the apex of the shock cone 
$ = the shock angle. 

/it - index value in second medium. 
The locus of the "foc^l line" has been calculated for two cone half-eng'.es, 10° and ^.0°, 

and the variation with Mach number it» shown in Fig. 21-19. It can be seen that the 
sheck lens becomes ttronger (fix less) with increasing cone angle and Mach number 
because of the increase In shock strength. 1 'oe effect of this conical lens is to sk^w the 
focal plane of a normal optical system whose axis :s aligned with the incoming radiation. 
In order to estimate the importance of this effect, consider an//1 optica' system with a 
15-cm aperture, 40 cm from the apex of a 10° half-ai.gle cone. If the source \f u line 
parallel to the cone axis and at an infinite distance, the dränge in the image at the focal 
plane can be calculated only or, the basis of geometrical changes (i.e., the change in 
convergence angle of the rays). The magnitude of the defocusing due to the shock then 
can be compared to the diffraction limit of the simple optical system. Table 21-1 shows 
that the image defocusing due to the conical shock wave at Mach c. in an uncorrected 
system, would be about five times as large as the theoretical resolution limit, and about 
ten times larger nt Mach 5, Simply refocusing the system would bring the defocusing 
to within a factor of 2 of the theoretical resolution limit even at Mach 5. \s the optica! 
axis tilts toward the shock apex, le curvature norm'*' to the incoming wav? front be- 
comes elliptical and then parabolic rather than circular, introdu g further astig- 
matism. Also, as the optical ♦h passes through regions near the apex of the shock 
cone, the radius of curvature ot ihe shock decrease«, producing a lens of greater power. 
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TABLE 21.1.  EFTBCT or COUSCAL SHOCK WAVB ON 

Tlieoreticßl resolution limit 

Change (in focal length) 
due to shock 

Angle subtt at 
imape by 15-cm focis 
with shock 

Maximum image angle 
subtended at optimum 
focus with shock 

fll, 15-Cia OPTICAL SYSTEM 

Mach = 3.0 Mach ~ 5.0 

2.4 x 10-' rad 2.4 x 10» rad 

(fwd) 2,4 x 10 ^ cm 5.4 x lO2 cm 
(aft) 1.7 x 10 » cm 4.6 x 10» cm 

(fwd) 1.6 X 10 ■• rad 4.3 x 10" rad 
(aft) 1.1 x 10 « rad 3.1 x lO" rad 

2.1 x lO" rad  5 a x 10 » rad 

A more implicated optical mvdianiam existp in the case of flow about a conical body. 
This arises becauge the density of the air is not constant in the flow field oeiween the 
shock wave and the body surface. To accurately compute this type of effect involves a 
complicated integration process; the approximate solutions are given in [15]. Typ 
ically, for a cone half-angle of 20° the contributions of the density gradients behind the 
shock wave are approximately 26% and 14% of the total error at Mach numben of 2.0 
and 3.5, respectively, when the ray is approximately perpendicular to the cone axis. 

In the case of a hemisphere traveling at supersonic speeds, a nearly spnerical detached 
shock forms ahead of the body and beomea part of the optical path. Assume, for exam- 
pie, a plane wave of radiation falling on the hemispherical shock along its axis of 
symmetry (Fig. 21-20). Rays striking an oblique portion of the shock surface should 
be brought to some sort of focus on the axis of symmetry However, the change in index 
of refraction across the shock is not constant but varies with the shock angle.   It 
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Incident Ray Shock Wave 

Refracted Pay 

Foca" Poin». 

Direction of Flight 

FIG. 21-20.   Hemispherical shock wave refraction of incident radiation. 

appears that each elemental annular ring, centered on the axis of symmc • ry, has its 
own focal length along the axis. Using the relations for the density chains across the 
shock and Snell's law, this focal point can be computed as a function of viie entrance 
angle, i^. Figure 21-21 shows the results of such calculations. For Mach 3 fiitfiL at 
sea level, the focal length increases with ty, but at Mach 5 it decreases with mcm>£ivi g i^. 
Apparently, at some Mach number for sea-level flight the hemispherical sboc'r behaves 
as a proper lens and has a single focal length. This Mach number appears to be & :>ut 
C.26. The focal length becomes shorter as the Mach number increases bec&us*? of the 
stronger shock. The simplified assumption of a spherical shock front obscures thä de- 
tailed ray behavior due to the change of shock geometry with Mach number; hcs'^sver, 
this is of minor importance. 
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Fio.   21-21.   Ratio of focal length to shock radius for 
hemispherical shock wave, X > 15 p., at sea l«vel. 

An additional optical element with a focal length equal to about a thousand times 
the shock radium is still significant. Consider, the same 15-cm, fj\ optical system 
behind a 25-cm-dinmeter hemisphehca.' shock. Again, the geometrical growth of the 
point's image in the foc&! plane is compared to the theoretical limit of resolution of the 
system. Table 21-2 shews the effects of the h^mis^neriral bhock wave at Mach 3 and 
Mach 5. The geometrical blurring of the image by the shock in the uncorrected focal 
plane is seen to be 50 to 1(30 times greater than the circle of confusion. By moving th«.- 
focal plane a few tenths of a millimeter to obtain an optimum focus in Ute pree<mce of 
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TABLE 21-2.   EFFECT OF HEMISPHERICAL SHOCK WA/E 

ON fjl, 15-cM OPTICAL SYSTEM 

M « 3.0        /»f = 5.0 
(radians)       • adians) 

Theoretical resolutin limit       2.4 x 10 »    2.4 x 10» 

Angle subteiuled by impge at 10~3     1.4 X !0 ' 
15-cm focus with shock 

Angle subtended by image at    1.5 x lO^    U.6 x 10 * 
optimum focus 

the shock wave, the geometrical spreading of the image becomes loss than the original 
circle of confusion. If the optical system looks off the axis of the shock sypi^m, the 
situation is far more complex. The density changes lose their axial symmetry, and the 
intercepted section of the shock wave is no longer hemispherical but moie nearly 
parabolic. 

21.3.3. Boundary-Layer Effects. The boundary layer can have any of several 
effects on the radiation passing through it. Steady-state effects can be similar to those 
found in the invisdd flow field, and the fluctuating nature of a turbulent boundary layer 
can have very serious optical consequences. Since the static pressure across a boundary 
layer is nearly constant, the variations in index of refraction are due entirely to the 
variation in static temperature. In th«. normal situation, n decreases from its free- 
stream valua as the wall is approached.. A minimum index of refraction would cor- 
respond to recovery temperature at the wall (Eq. 21-2), and this describes the "maximum 
effect" which can be ext'^cted (unless the wall is artifidally heated by some means). 
It should be noted that boundary-layer thicknesses range from 0 in. at the leading edge 
of a sharp-edged surfa--«? to several inches well back along a full-scale aircraft. The 
approximate boundary-layer thickness S on a flat plate is given in [2] as 

f>iam-~-- 5 V»x/u (21-28) 

Of*-0.Zlx{--j (21-29) 

where u ~- velocity, v — kinematic viscosity, and x = surface distance. It isi sean that 8 
is proportional to xm in the lamrnar cas^ and o is proportional to x4/s in the turbulent 
case. 

On the surface of a flat jlatc, two optical effects in the streamwise direction can be 
caused by this boundary-layer growth. First, the streamwise curvature of the boundfjy 
layer can cause a. reusing eJ^ct, btt some simple calculatiom show this to be negligible 
At Mach 'I st sea level, for example, the focal length of the laminar boundary layer, 
only 30 cm from the leading odge, is greater than 1010 cm. The second effect is an 
angultr deviation due to the locally nonparallel surfaces of the boundary layer (i.e., 
the surface at the wall and the outer edge) Under the conditions mentioned above, 
the prismlike deviation is abou* 1 /irad. Increased velocity and altitude both decrease 
the magnitude of this effect. 

The curvature of a body and the resulting cu -vature of the boundary layer can cause 
»mother type of focusing to takv place.   Considering only curvature and refraction in 
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a single plane, the apparent distances of an itioge from the circularly curved interfaci! 
between t^o mecia of diftering index of rciraction can be written 

fit     n%     li ~ Hi 

sTsT-TT (2,30) 

where R = radius of curvature of the interface 
Si and St = the apparent distances as seen from within the two med\£ 

i 
If the boundary layer is assumed to be thin compared to the radius "f curvature, 

(i,e., the radius of curvature of the outer edge of tuts boundary is assumed equal to the 
inner radius), Eq. (21-aO) can be used to determine the refractive effects of the boundary 
layer. When Eq. (21-33) is applied successively to thin layers of consttoil index of 
refraction, it is found that the indices of refraction at the wall and at the outer edge of 
the boundary layer will completely describe the refractive power of the boundary layer. 
By setting the original source distance at infinity, the incoming rays are made parallel, 
and the resulting apparent source distance from the boundary 'ayer is the effective 
focal length.   Thus, 

(/ nw 

A      Ira»     'ix) 

The index of refraction in the loca. free ptream, nx, can easily be determined once flight 
conditions have been established; howver, the index of refraction at the wsil, n^, 
cannot be precisely predicted unless some knowledge of the wall temperature is at hand. 
As an example, the maximum effect will be calculated (i.e., wall temperature equals 
recovery temperature). In general, the density of the boundary layer will be less at 
the wall than at the fre^-stream edge, and the minimum density possible i» that asso- 
ciated with recovery temperature for a turbulent boundary layer. Recalling that the 
static preasure is constant across the boundary layer, Eq. (21-2) and the perfect gas law 
can be used to find the density difference. With these results and the Gladatone-Dale 
law, Eq. (21-31) can be rewritten 

£ = -(—) (5; W «4-l)~5r-W-« (21-32) 

From Eq. (21-32) it ran be seen that the focal length is negative, which means that the 
boundary layev sets as a concave lens and makes incoming parallel rays diverge. In 
addition, the larger the absolute value of the ratio flRs the less the effect that the 
boundary layer has on optical j.srformance. At low Mach numbers the boundary layer 
is not a very important optical element, and at Mach numbers above 5 or 6 the effe 
approaches a limit of 

Figure 21-22 shows the results of calculations based on Eq. (21-32) as a plot of //A 
versus local free-stream Mach number for a cylindrical body traveling with its axis at 
zero angle of attack and incident parallel rays perpendicular to the axis. The strength 
of the boundary layer as an optical «lement can be saen tc be about the same as that of 
the hemispherical and conical shock waves previously discussed. 

The example shown in rig. 21 -22 is rather restricted. If the body under consideration 
is not cylindrical but is for example, an og/ve of circular cross section, the increasing 
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Fic.   21-22.    Ra. o of   focal   length to  radius of 
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body radius causes the local flow properties to -ary along the anrfacc, and the variations 
in local free-stream Mach number and density may pir <: results somewhat different 
than those shown in Fig. 21-22. In addition, th^ curvatme in two diiections in this 
case would create considerable astigmatism. 

It should be emphasized that the foregoing discussion describes the behavior of the 
radiation just before it passes from the boundary layer 'nto ihe protective window cr 
optical device. The geometry and properties of the outermost optical mement must be 
considenKl when the effects of the bcundary layer are calculated tor n particular con- 
figuration. For instance, if a thin protective window with the same radius of curvature 
as the boundary layer separates the boundary layer from an evacuated cavity, the 
effective focal length of tne boundary )a>5   window combination is 

R 

regardless o^the fiignt 8».)"ed or window material. 

21.3.4. FluctualinE-fcwMlary-l-myer Effects,. The turbuient boundary layer is 
character-Ted by randora voriationb in velocity superimposed on the mea>k velocity 
distribution. Intejfrated aerodynamic effects of the turbulent boundary layer, such as 
heat transfer and friction drag, are fairlv well known; but little is known about the 
structure of the turbulence itself, and no entirely satisfactory mathematical model is 
available. 

Several optical effect* are present bocause of the nonuriformities in the boundary 
'ayer. The perturbations of the index of refraction causes the incoming rays to be re- 
fracted to " ""ving extent throughout the field; the local disturbances not being con- 
stam with tune When an image is focused by an optical system, these disturbances 
give rise to 
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■ 

(1)   Image d ncing-random shifting m apparent object position. 

(2,1   Scintillation-fluctuation in image intensity. 

(3)   Lo;«f in resolution - initially parallel rays not coming to focus at the same 
poini. in the imaf3 plane. 

Several attempts to determine the magnitude of these eflfectt) have been carried out 
[1R, 17, i8, and 19]. However, variations in experimental technique and measured 
quantities make it difficult to conrelatc the results. Some attempt to vedict the loss 
in reooluticn for a-(.ual flight conditions was made with the following results [20]: 

The mattering (loss in resolution) due to the turbulent boundary layer can be cor- 
related on the basis of a parameter ji , which is defineci as [19] 

Hfh-t1]* (21-34) 

where      8 — boundary-layer thickness 
p, = free-stream air density 

p(y) = local density as a function of distance from the wall (y) 

To evaluate this integral, some model of the boundary-layer profile must be used. 
If one aasumva that no heat is transferred to the wall, that the Prandtl number = 1, 
and that 

the density ratio in &ir can bä written 

(21-35) 

In Fig. 21-23 the Stine and Winovlch parameter /3'/p,S is shown.   The boundary-layer 
thickness on a fiat plate, 5, is approximately 

5 = 0.37 
Re"5 (21-36) 

o.io - 
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FIG. 21-23.   Ptine and Winovich scattering parameter 
vertu» Mach number for MU. = (y/f   *. 
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From the data of [17, 18, 19] and the analyses of [18] and [20], it appears that for the 
wind tunnel experiments, the empirical relation is 

0« « KBo, Vfi (21-37) 

where K = 2.47 rad fl5/l/slug The resolution limit, 0, is definad in [19] as the angular 
diameter of the aperture at the image plane through which 85% of the total energy 
from a point source rollimated beam) passes. 

Equation (21-37) is very approximate and should be considered only as a guide to 
tin general magnitude of the image degradation. The dittkulties in making wind- 
tunnel measurements and the variations in technique among the variouis experimenters 
precl- ie an exact prediction of resolution loss. However, some valid general trends 
can be observed from Eq. (21-36). First, the resolution limit is proportional to the 
free-stream density (and therefore altitude). Second, the resolution loss increases 
approximately as A.

2
 ", x being the distance from the ae. ^dynamic leading edge of the 

vehicle. Figure 21-24 shows Eq. (21-36; evaluated for several altitudes for a range of 
Mach numbers. 
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FIG. 21-24,    Resolution limit as a function of Mx and bod" station. 

2.0 

in the treatment of this problem to date, no data have been obtained on the influence 
of aperture diameter. The larger-diameter astronomical telescopes are not as suscep- 
tible to atmospheric turbulence [21]. Tests so far have been made with apertures of 
? to 3 in. 
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21.4.   Radiation front Heated Air 

Most of the infrared radiation originating in the air surrounding the vehicle comes 
from heating of the sir either by its p. .sage through a strong shock wave or by its 
being accelerated in the boundary layer. Since the radiation energy associated with 
this fiov, held is many orders of magnitude below the kinetic ard potential energies, 
the description of the flow field can he treated independently of the radiation. Once 
the flow-field properties are established, the radiation, in principle, can be estimated 
from laboratory measurements and from theory. 

The calculation of the flow field is complex. Not only must the pressure and tempera- 
ture he estimated at each point in the field from the vehicle out to the bo^-shorW wave, 
but also the nonequilibrium and chemical kinetic effects must be accounted for. These 
two considerations an' vital if realistic estimates of air radiation are to be made, 
especially at high alti.udes and high speeds. In particular the mokcu'ar 'ibration- 
rotation relaxation timea may, or may net, be long enough te provide a radiation-free 
area in the forward part of the flow fiel' . Ihe constituents of high-temperature air 
(in particular CO and NO which do not occur at ambient conditions) must he founa to 
calculate a reasonable spe^rum. 

If the fluid properties are known, the radi fion characteristics can be estimated from 
standard works on gaseous radiation such as [22] and [23]. 
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22.   Physical Constants and Conversion Factors 

22.1. Physical Constants 

Tat'e 22-1(A) lists defined values and equivalents; Table 22-l(ß) lists energy conver- 
sion factors; and Table 22-l(C) gives adjusted values of constants. The values are those 
recommended by the National Academy of Sciences and the National Research Council, 
as reported in Physics Today, issue of February 1964. The notation used follows that 
of this reference. 

22.2. Length (0 

The standard of length is the meter, defined as 1,553,164.13 wavelengths of the 
cadmium red line in air at 760 mm pressure and 15°^. Conversions from one set of 
units to another are given in Table 22-2. Equivalents of some common fractions of 
inches in decimals and millimeters are given in Table 22-3. Figure 22-1 provides a 
graphical technique for length conversions in yards, kilometers, statute miles, and 
nautical miles. 

22.3. Areaf/1) 

Measurements of area are based on those of length, thus there is no standard area. 

22.4. Volume!/3) 

Table 22-4 includes the common scientific units of volume. 

22.5. Angle 

An angle is usually defined in terms of a fraction of a circle, or the arc and radius of 
the arc. Given this way, it ic dime oionless, although the name radian is usually 
specified. One radian is the angle subtonded by an arc equal to the radius of the circle. 
When specified in degrees the angle is still dimensionless, but numerical difficulties 
arise in calculations because the number base 360 is now implicit. Conversions among 
degrees, radians, grades, etc., are given in Table 22-5. It should be noted that a mil 
is often defined in the srme way as a milliradian, and is often given as 1/6400 of a circle, 
and also its a subtense (grade) of 1 part in 1000. These are all approximately equal for 
small angles.    Here they are defined as follows: 

1 milliradian (1 mrad) = 0.001 radian 
1 angular mil (1 mil) = angle of 1 part in 1000 
1 military mil (1 mmil) = 1/6400 circle 

Figure 22-2 is a conversion chart for changing from millirad'Hns to degrees and min- 
utes for small angles. 

22.6. Mas«! (m) 

Mass is the quantity of matter. Table 22-6 provides data for converting from one 
mass unit to another. The following conversion for energy and mass equivalents is 
sometimes used: 

1 g - 5.61000 x 10« Mev 

855 



856 PHYSICAL CONSTANTS AND CONVERSION  FACTORS 

The ratios of protoi) to electron mass is 1836.12, and the mast of the earth is 5.983 
x 10" kg (6.595 x 10=" tons). 

Table 22-7 lists some useful mass units. 

22.7. Density (ml 3) 

Density is mass per unit volume. Specific gravity is the ratio ol" the density of a 
subetance to that of water. In the metric system specific gravity and density have the 
same value; in the English system specific gravity must be multiplied by the density of 
water. Table 2 , 3 gives conversion factors. The density of water at 3 980C and 760 
mm pressure is 1 g/ml; the density of wat^r at 40C and 760 mm pressure is 1 g cm*3. 
This accounte for the fart that 1 liter is equal to 1000.027 cc. The density of air at STP 
is 1.293 x lO'g cm3. Tables of the density of air as a function of pressure and tempera- 
ture are available in standard handbooks. 

22.8. Time«) 

The unit of time is defined as i/86,400 of a mean solar day Table 22-9 gives time 
com^rsion factors 

22.3    Velocity and Speed (^ ') 

Linear velocity is thn time rate of motion in a fixed direction; angular velocity is the 
time rate of angular motion about an axis (/ '). Table 22-10 presents factors for con- 
version amoTig the different units of linear and angular velocity. Mtua number is also 
a measure of speed and is defined as the ratio of the given speed to the speed of sound. 

22.10. Acceleration (It*) 

Acceleration is the time rate of change of velocity in speed or direction. Table 22-11 
gives conversion" factors for acceltration. The acceleration of gravity of the earth varies 
from 977.9 at the equator at sea level to 983.21 at the North Pole. Some other useful 
values are; Berlin, Germany, 981.26; London, England. 981.19; Madison, Wis., 980.35; 
New York, NY , 980.23; San Francisco, Calif., 979.94. 

22.11. Forc«"{m/r2) 

Force is usually defined in terms of man and momentum. It is the quantity which 
imparts a change in momentum to a mass. Normally the famous equation f= mais 
used, but a more critical statement is /"= dpldt, where p is momentum. This allows 
for J. change in mass [4,6].    Conversions ure given in Table 22-12. 

22.12. Torque (mN *) 

The torque about an origin of a force acting at a poin* i- he product of the length of 
the line between the point and the origin and the component of fo. ce perpendicular to 
the line.   Table 22-13 presents torque conversion factor. 

22.13. Pressure {m/ 'r') 

Pressure is force per unit area. One torr is the pressure of 1 mm Hg at 0oC and 
standard gravity.   Table 22-14 provides pressure conversion factors. 

2214.   TemperatHre 

Temperature is a measur»? of the average translational kinetic energy of the molecules 
of a substance. The common temperature scales are Kelvin, Celsius (ce Uigrade), 
Fahrenheit, and Rankine.   The first three are given in Fig. 22-3 in a way that permiu 
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direct convetaion.   For higher temperatures, Fig. 22-4 can be used for conversion from 
Kelvin to Rankine.   The governing equations are; 

9 
R = --0K 

5 

0C = |(0F-32)= 0K -273 

CF-= ?0C + 32-0R-459.69 
5 

22.15. Work and Energy {mPt*) 
t 

Work is usually thought of as force acting through a distance. Energy is the capa- 
bility of doing work. Both have the same dimensions. Conversions among units are 
given in Table 22-15. (See also Table 22-lß.) Energy conversions for the units most 
frequently used are given in Fig. 22-5. Spectrjscopic energy conversions are given in 
Table 22-16, and a detailed conversion nomograph is given in Fig. 2"-6. Tn the two 
nomographs, the columns implying equality of energy with frequency, with wave num- 
ber, or with temperature are really equivalences. A dimensional propoi tkmality fatter 
k (Planck's constant) is implied in the one case and 112k 'Boltzmann's constant) per 
degree of freedom in the other. 

22.16. Power (m/V3) 

Power is the time rate at which work is done. Table 22-17 contains various units for 
power and conversion factors among them. 

22.17. Electrical Units 

Table 22-18 provides conversions among several of the common systems of units 
[4-6] used in measuring electromagnetic fields, currents, electric power, etc. 

22.18. Prefixes 

Some of the useful decade prefixes are given in Table 22-19. 
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Meter 

Kilogram 

Second 

Degree Kelvin 

Unified atomk mass unit 
Mole 

Standard acceleration of fi ce tall 
Normal etmosphoric pressure 
Thermochem'cal calorie 
International Steam Table calorie 
Liter 

Inch 
Pound t.avdp ) 

TABLE 22-1     PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 

A. Defined Vaiue*: and Equivalents 

(m) 3 660 763-?3 wavelengths in v&cuo ot the 
imperturbed tramsitson 2pie — Sds 'n "Ki 

fkg) mass of the internati'jnil kilogram at 
Sevres, France 

(s) 1/31 556 925.974 7 of the tropical year at 
12» ET, 0 January 190») 

CK) defined in the thermodynamic scale by 
assigning 273.16 °K to the triple point of 
water (freezing point, 273.15 "K = 0 0C) 

(a) 1/12 the mass of an «t im of the "C nuciide 
(molt        amount of substance containing 'jame 

number of atoms as 12g of pure "C 
(g„) 9.806 65 m s«, Ö80.665 cm s-« 
(atm)        101 325 N m», 1 013 250 dyn cm1 

(caU)       4.1840 J,4.1840xl07 erg 
(cal,T)      4.1868 J, 4.1868x10' erg 
(1) 0.001 000 028 ms, 1 C00.028 cmJ 

(recommended by CIPM, 1950) 
(in.) 0.0254 m, 2.54 i .. 
(lb) 0.453 592 37 kg, 453.592 37 g 

B.   Energy Conversion Factors 

Conversion 

Formale    Factor     ....      ,    "     ..      ,      Cextimeter-gram-aecond 
limit      International ,/-v-.c^ 

iMKSA) (CGS) 

Electron-volt *v 1.60210 7 xlO" 'J(eV)-' xlO" ! erg (eV)-' 
Energy associated with 
Unified atomic mass unit c'INe 9.31478 15 10» eVu-' 10s eV u ' 
Proton mass mpC*ie 9.38256 15 10» eV m,-1 10» eV m,' 
Neutron mass m^.'e 9.39550 15 10« eV m*1 10» eV^" 
Electron mass m^ic 5.11006 5 10» eVm,' 10s A' m,-' 
Cycle elh 2.41804 7 10" Hz(eV)-' 10" sHcV)-' 
Wavelength rhle 1.23981 4 10» eVm 1Ö-4 eV cm 
Wave number etch 8.0667;» 23 101 rnHeV)-' 10» cm '(eV)-' 
"K elk 1.16049 U> 10^ "KfeV) ' 10* ^'.cV)-' 
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TABLE 22-1 (Continued).   PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 

C.   Adjusted Values of Conatanis 

Contiant Symbol 

Speed of light in vacuum     c 
EloiranUtry charge  * 

Avogadro constant  NA 

Electron rest irass  m. 

Proton rest mas» 

Neutron rest mass. 

Faraday constant    F 

Planck constant...   h 
h 

Fine structure instant  a 
lla 
al2n 
cr» 

Charge to mass ratio for electron  elm, 

Quai.tum-charge ratio  hie 

Compton wavelength of electron. 

Compton waveiength of proton.... 

X< 
Xr/2ir 
Ic, 
K. S2 

H>dberg constant  Rm 

üohr radiue  a« 
Electron radius    r, 

r*, 
Thomaon croes sertion     Sm^JS 
Gyromagnetic ratio of proton  

(unoorrected for diamagnetiam, 
H,0) 

y 
yliw 
y 

yV2» 
Bohr magneton  yi 
Nuclear magneton  p« 
Proton moment  p, 

(unoorrected for diemagnetiam  MVMK 
H.O) 

Anomalous electron moment oorm  (tulit*) 
Zeemun splitting constant  tulhc 
Cm consu at  R 
N .rmal voiuro»1 perfect gas  Vo 
Boltzir.ifn constant   k 
First r» ji ation oonstart llitlu*)  ... ci 
Se^md radiation ootttant  Ci 
'■^»»n displacement canstsit  6 
Ste.<L.i-Boll2nuuincr.i(tant  a 
Gravitational constant  G 

- 1 

Va/irf 

2997925 
1.6')210 
4.80298 
Ö.02262 
9.1091 
5.48697 
1.672C2 
1.00727663 
1.67482 
1.0086654 
9.64870 
2.89261 
6.6256 
1.06460 
7.29720 
1,370388 
1.161386 
6 32492 
J.758796 
S.27274 
413556 
1.37947 
2.42621 
3.86144 
1.32140 
2.10307 
1.0973731 
6.29167 
2.81777 
7.9368 
6.6616 
2.67519 
4.26770 
2.67612 

4.26759 
9.2732 
6.0606 
1.41049 
2.7927S 
2.79268 

1.169615 
4.688.58 
8.3143 
2.24136 
138064 
37406 
1.43879 
2.3r(8 
6.P697 
6.670 

20 
28 

4 
9 
8 

24 
8 

13 
16 

6 
5 
7 

10 
19 
16 
14 
19 
6 

12 
4 
6 
9 
4 
6 
3 
7 

11 
6 
5 
2 

3 
6 
4 

13 
7 
7 

15 
4 

12 
30 
18 
3 

19 
4 

29 
16 

Es!.* üüli 
«Tor   Sytitme International    C 
limit (MKS A) 

0 •» m 
O-^m 
O'^m 
0 " m 
0'    m ' 
0 "m 
0 "in 
0 »m« 
0-"n3» 
0«   radt'T- 
0'   HxT' 
0«   rads'T 

UT 
'JT- 
'JT ' 
• JT-i 

o-«    
0»    m 'T-' 
0«   JTC1 »Ml- 

• m» mo\-'- 
»JTC ' 
'•Wm' 
• mTC 
• mTt 
' Wm"K * 
" N m" kg • 

igi/tj-M 

cm,,,g",mol " 
jjni/tgi/ig im0) 

erg s 
trg» 

ntinwtergra mteco.xd 
(CGSi 

10"  cm ■ ■ 
10 "cI^",g"•• 
10 '• cm" 
10"   mol 
i0»g 
0 • u 
10« g 
lO»    u 
10« g 
.0«    u 
10" 
1014 

10" 
ID»- 
10 > 
10« 
10 ' 
10 • 
10'    em'^g-"" 
10"   cmMg ""s '+ 
10 ' cm« g1^ '• 
10 "cm^g'^t 
10 '•on 
10" cm 
10 '»cm 
10-'4cm 
lO*    cm-' 
lO' cm 
• O-^cm 
10» cm« 
lu-" cm' 
10«   rads-'G" 

--ir«-i* 'G '• 
'C" 

S' 

rad s 

s-'G-" 
' ergG " 
»ergG '• 
•ergG '• 

iO« 
10* 

10» 
10": 

0 
0 ' 
0« 

10« 

0 ■ — 
0 • cm 'G '• 

10'    erg'K" mol 
10*   cm* mol' 
lO^ergTC' 

erg cm't ' 
cm-K 
cm'K 
erg cm ■ s 
dyn cm1 g 

'K 

tHascd on 3 standard deviatiana, applied to last digits in preceding coiumn. 
•Electromcg.ietic system. 
tLlectrostalic systom. 

C-coulomb 
J -joule 
Hi - h«rU 
W-watt 
N—newton 
T-U'*!a 
G-gauss 
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TABLE 22-2.   LENGT ' CONVERSIONS 

km ri>i mil 

1 meU<r im. 

i centimeUr icm) 

I kilometer  Vmi 

I micrun  ^i > 

1 nulliiricron (mn) 

1 angntrom (A or A) 

1 inch (in.I ' 

1 r.il 

1 Tool (fti 

i yjird (yd i 

1 fatStom 'fathi ' 

1 rod 

1 chain 

1 link 

1 furlong Hurl 

I I'talutei milt imn 

. ■> .utiral mile ir mn 
ilnternat-onal' 

I light >c,ir 

1 ^w.sec 

001 

I      100C 

10 

10 ' 

10 ' 

2M - '0 > 

100 10 ' 

10» 

10 

10 T 

10« 10" 

10 • 10* 10' 

10" 39 3700 393700 
x 10« 

10" 0 393700 

10« !0" 

10 • 10* 

10 
r 

10" 

i  393700 
I    x 10« 

-1- 
193700 

x 104 

10< 3.937(X) 
x 1C • 

10 

1   2.M000S 

10 '• 

2.54 x 10 » 

2.54 x 10 »J2.54X 10 » 

0 304006        30 40006 

0M\V) 

1 828804 

S1440 

10 " 

10 

2.54 x 10* 

1 

0 1 

10 

2.54 >. 10'    2.54 x 10« 

3 93700 
x 10 • 

3 iWO 
x 10 • 

 ' [■  

? 54x10 'I     25 400       2.54 x 10« i 2.54 X 10» !      10 

3048006       3048006   | 3048006   |  3 048006 
x 10 • x 10* x 10» x lO* 

3.93700 
x 10' 

39370 
x 10 ' 

3.9370 
x 10 ' 

3.93700 
x 10 • 

IW 

9 1440 
I X    ^   ' 

12 1 200 
x 10* 

9 :«40 
x Iff 

>    9 1440 
x 10" 

9.14^0 
K lO« 

36 3600 

_I_^- 
182 8804 

V828804    >   1 82U804   I   1.828804      1828804 
. 10 ' ■10" x 11» x 10" 72 

50292 

20)168 

502.9S 
5 0282 
x 10 • 

5 0292 
x 10» 

5 0292 
x 10" 

5.0292 
x 101* 

19« 

2011 6« 2 01168 
x 10 ' 

2.01168    i   2 01168        2.01168 
x 10' x 10" * lO" 

792 

0 20I16<1 

20! •   3 

'20 1168 201i68 

20118 8     i   0'201168 

2Glir>8 
» lO1 

!    211168 
i      x 10" 

c011G8 
x 10« 

.101168 
x 10» 

7 9200 

2.01168 
x 10" 

2.01168 
x r■■ 7yi(> 0 

1 60935 
x !(>' 

;it52 

1 60935 
x 10* 

8520 
■ 10» 

1 30935 1 60935 
x 10« 

I 60935 
« 10" 

1 6093b 
x 10" 

1 8520 1 '«20 
x 10" 

I 8520 
x 10" 

1.8520 
x IC" 

9 4>W7 
' 10" 

9 4637 
x 10" 

9 4637 
x 10" 

9 4637 
x 10" 

3 0826 
« 10" 

3 0826 
>   10" 

3 0826 
x Ii>" 

3.0826 
x 10" 

94637 
v '0«< 

3GS''6 
x 10" 

94637 
x 10» 

30826 
x lii" 

63360 
x 10* 

763.',8 
a lO* 

39039 
x 10" 

1.2707 
x 1C" 

7.200 
x 10* 

198000 
x 10* 

792000 
x 10* 

7.92000 
x 10' 

792000 
x 10" 

63360 
x 10* 

7 6338 
x 10« 

39W, 
x 10' 

1 2707 
x lO* 
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TABLE 22-2 {Continued).   LENGTH CC^VERSSONS 

ft yd f«th rod ch»m lihk fur mi n mi light yr paraec 

3280833 1 093611 0M681 0 19884 0 049710 4 0710 
«971C 
x 10 ] 

62137 
x 10 • 

5399C 
x 10 • 

1.0556 
x 10 '• 

32438 1 
x 10 " 1 

I 

3^80833 
x 10 ' 

0 01 i3611 54681 
x 10 ' 

19884 
x )0 ■ 

4.9710 

x 10 ' 

49710 
x 10 ' 

49710 

x 10 ' 

62137 
x 10 * 

53996 

< 10 • 
10566 
x 10 '• 

32438 
x 10 " 

3280 833 1093 611 54681 198.34 49710 49710 49710 062137 05399« 10566 
x 10 " 

32438 ; 
x 10 " 

3280833 

x 10 ' 
1093611 
x 10 • 

54681 
x 10 ' 

19884 
x 10 ' 

■i9710 
x 10 ' 

4 971(P 
x 10 • 

4 9710 
x 10 • 

62137 
x 10 '• 

53996 
x 10 " 

10566 
x 10" 

" *438 1 
x 10 ^ 

3.280833 
x 10 • 

1093611 
x 10 • 

5.4681 
x 10 '• 

1.9884 
x 10 " 

4.9710 
v io " 

»9710 
x 10 • 

49710 

x 10 '• 
62137 
x 10 " 

53996 

x 10 " 

ioes6 
>. 10 » 

3.24.1» i 
x io ■• ! 

3280833 
x 10 '• 

1.0*3611 
x 10 '• 

5.4081 
x 10 " 

1.9884 
x 10 " 

4.9710 
x 10 " 

4 9710 
x 10 " 

49710 
x 10 '■■ 

62137 
X 10 " 

5399o 

■10" 

10566 
x 10 •• 

3243« 
x 10 " 

008333 r.0277778 0.01^889 5.0506 
x 10 J 

1 2626 
x 10 • 

12626 
x 10 ' 

12626 
x i0 ' 

15783 
x 10 • 

13715 

> 10 > 
26839 
x 10 " 

82396 
x 10 " 

8 3333 
x 10 » 

2/ 7778 
x 10 » 

18389 
x 10 » 

50505 
x 10 • 

12626 
-< 10 • 

12626 
x 10 ' 

12626 
x '". ' 

1 5783 
x 10 • 

13715 
x 10 • 

26839 
x 10 ■' 

8 2396 | 
n 10 " 

1 03333 0.! -^7 
H.ObOe 
x 10 « 001515 15152 

15152 
x 10 ' 

189394 
x 10 4 

16468 
x 10 • 

32207 
x 10 " 

38875 
x 10 " 1 

3 1 05 0 18182 004545 45455 46405 
x 10 ■ 

56819 

y  10 * 

4So7ö 
x 10 ' 

96622 
xlO" 

2.9663 1 
x 10 " | 

6 2 1 054545 009091 90909 
9.0(109 
x 10 • 

1 1364 

x 10 ' 

98757 
x 10 < 

19325 
x iO " 

5932« 
x 10 " 

16.500 5.5000 18333; 1 026 26 0025 3125 
x 10 ' 

27156 
x 10 a 

4 2574 
x 10 » 

13070 j 

x 10 " | 

66 £2 11 4 1 100 10 ' 
12500 
x 10 • 

10962 
x 10 « 

2 1256 
x 10 " 

6fj26(! 

< !0 " 1 

066 OS'' 

1 

Oil 004 10 » 1 10 ' 1.2500 
x 10 ' 

10862 
x 10 ' 

212W 
x ir, " 

i 
So25f 
- 10 " 1 

660 220 110 40 10 10» 1 012600 ui<m2 Ü.12W- 
x 10 " 

65256 | 
x 10 " 

5280 1760 880 320 80 8000 8 I 

1 16078 

0 86W/79 

1 

1 /00a 
x 10 " 

5,2205 1 
x 10 " ' 

6.076 :?-<33 2025 37 1012.680 368 250 92 0624 9206 24 920624 
19669 
x 10 " 

60077 1 
x 10 " | 

3 10«? 

x iö" 

1.0350 
x 10" 

51750 
x lu • 

18818 
x 10» 

47406 
x 10" 

47046 
x 10" 

47045 
x 10" 

5 8804 
x 10" 

1 
5 nop«) | 

10" '   ' 
0,307 

1.01U 
x 10'' 

3 37 3 
x 10" 

'6856 
x 10» 

61296 
x 10" 

15441 
x 10" 

.5441 
x 10" 

15441 
x 10" 

1 9154 
x 10" 

16645 

^ K 10'LJ 
325733 I   i 
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TAB!,E '/2-C.   EQUIVALENTS OF COMMON FRACTIONS OF 
INCHES IN DECIMALS AND MILLIMETERS 

Common 
Fractioru 

Decimal MM 
Common 
Fractions 

Decimal MM 

1/64 0.0156 0,3969 33/64 .5156 13.0969 
1/32 0313 0.7938 17/32 0.5313 13.4938 

3/64 .0469 1.1906 35/64 .5469 13.8906 
1/16 .0625 1.5875 9/16 .5625 14.2875 

5/64 .0781 1 9844 37/64 .5781 14.6844 

3/32 .0933 2.3813 19/32 .5938 15.0813 
7/64 .1094 2.7781 39/64 .6094 15.4781 

1/8 .125 3.17C0 5/3 .625 15.8750 
9/64 .1406 3.5719 41/64 .6406 16.2719 

5/32 .1563 3.9688 21/32 .6563 16.6688 

11/64 .1/19 4.3656 43/64 .6719 17.0656 
3/16 .1875 4.7625 11/16 .6875 17.4625 

13/64 2031 5.1594 45/64 .7031 17.8594 
7/32 .2188 5.5563 23/32 .7188 18.2563 

15/64 .2344 5.9531 47/64 .7344 18.6531 
1/4 .250 6.3500 3/4 .750 19.0500 
17/64 .265« 6.7469 49/64 7656 19.4469 

9/32 
19/64 

5/16 

.2813 

.2969 

.3125 

7.1438 
7.5406 
7.9375 

25/32 
51/64 

13/16 

.7813 

.7969 
.8125 

19.VJ438 
20.2406 
20.6375 

21/64 .3281 8.3344 53/64 .8281 21.0344 
11/32 .3438 8.7313 27/32 .8438 21.4313 

23/: 4 
yßi O 

25/64 

.3594 

.375 

.3906 

9.1281 
9.5250 
9.9219 

55/G4 
7/8 
57/64 

.8594 
.875 
.8906 

21.8281 
22.2250 
22.6219 

13/32 .4063 10.3188 29/o2 .9063 23.0188 
27/64 .4219 10.7156 59/64 .9219 23.4156 

7/16 
29/64 

15/32 

.4375 

.4531 

.4688 

11.1125 
11.5094 
11.9063 

15/16 
61/64 

31/32 

.9375 

.9531 

.9688 

23.8125 
24.2094 
24.6063 

31/64 .4844 12.3031 63/64 .9844 25.0031 
1/2 .500 12.7000 1 1.000 25.4000 
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Dt^rees         Degrees          Degrees 
Ke.vin            Centigrade     Fahreiiäeit 

?H0 
110 2301- 

370 
100 _  Water ,,, 

Bolls  Z1Z - 

360- 
90 194 - 

350 80 -              176 - 

340 70 158 - 

330 
60 -              ».40 - 

320 
50 122 - 

310 40 104 r- 

300 30 86 - 

290 
20 68 - 

280 10 50 - 

270 0 Melts   " - 

260 -10 14 - 

250 
-20 -4 - 

24C -30 -22 - 

230 
-40 -40 - 

220 
-to -58 - 

210 
•60 -76 - 

200 
-70 -94 - 

190 -80 !J2 - 

180 
-90 -130 

-100 •148 

FIG. 22-5 

r>egrees         Degrees 
Kelvin            Centigrade 

Degrees 
Fihrenheit 

170 -100 r -148 — 

16C 
-110 - -166 - 

150 120 - -184 

140 
-130 - -20C - 

130 -140 - -220 >— 

120 
-150 - -238 - 

M0 -160 - -256 - 

100 -170 - -274 - 

90 180 - -292 - 

80 -190 - -310 - 

70 -2C0 - -328 - 

6C -210 - -346 - 

50 
-220 - -364 - 

40 230 - -382 - 

30 -240 - -400 - 

?0 -250 - -418 - 

10 -260 - -436 - 

Absolute n 
Zero 

-270 
-273 -.16 

-454 
-459 -.69 

0C « | (0F - 32) 

»K > • OC < 273 

Tempera;un Scale» 
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Degrees 
Kelvin 

Degrees 
Hankine 

7,0001 ■ P   12,600 

- \   12,000 

6,000 - 
'-   11,000 

- 
— ~   10,000 

F 'z 

|    5,000 i — \     9,000 

- \     8,000 

4,000 

i 

\ 

\     7,000 

\     6,000 

3,000 i 

\     5,000 

2,000 

p \     4,000 

[- \-     3,000 

1,000 V- 
\     2,000 

1           0 \— 

\     1,000 

c-            0 

FIG. 22-4.    High-Temperature 
Conversion« 13] 
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TABLK 22-19.   PREFUXKS 

Multiples and Prefixes Symb 
Submultiples 

10 deca da 
102 hecto h 
103 kilo k 
W 10 kilo 
10s 100 kilo 
10« mega M 
107 10 mega 
10« 100 mega 
10» giga G 
10'° lOgiga 
10" 100 giga 
?0n tera T 
10" lOtera 
10M 100 tera 

10-' deci d 
10 * centi c 
10 3 milli m 
10* 100 micro 
10-J 10 micro 
10 « micro M 
10 7 100 nano 
10" 10 nano 
10 » nano n 
io-n 100 pioo 
io-" 10 pic» 
10" pico P 
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Abbe prism, 308 
Abbe sine condition, 282, 428 
Abbe V number. 403, 409 
Aberrations 

Abbe V number, 4J3, 409 
afocal systems, 40v; 
angular, 381 
E.^igrnatism. 384, 389, 400, 439, «48 
axi-1, 364, 389, 400. 404 
Bouwers syatem, 446 
catadioptric system, 448 
chromatic variations, 386 
correction, 385 
lateral color, 385, 390 
longitudinal, 384, 389, 400, 404 
off-axis, S85, 390 
refracting lens, 436 
stop shift theory, 404 
transverse, 385, 390 

coma 
calculation, 400 
catadioptric system, 448 
description, 382 
ray tracing, 388 
rim ray curve, 387 
spherical reflector, 438, 439 
stop shift theory, 404 
transfer function, 629, 634 

correction, 385, 40fi, 570 
distortion 

calculation, 400 
description, 389 
shock wave, 842 
stop shift theory, 404 
transfer function, 630 
winilow induced, 826 

field curvature, 384 
higher orders, 309 
imag.' curvature, 630 
longitudinal. 381, 386 
Pp'„val surface, 384, 100. 439. 440 
plane parallel olate, 4il 
plo^, 399 
residual, 386, 407 
Seidel, 382. 630 
spherical 

blur spot, 435 
Bouwers systew, 446 
calculations, 400 
otadioptrk* system, 447 
cescription. 382. 388 

fifth order. 633 
longitudinal, 386, 39S 
resolution limits, 414 
rim ray curve, 387 
refi acting lens, 436 
spherical reflector, 438 
transfer function, 629, 631 
transverse, 399 

stop shift theory. 404 
symmetrical principle. 406 
third-order, 399, 402, 404 
transverse, 381, SR9 
variations with aperture and image size, 385 
wave-front, 616, 630 
wave theory, 630 
zonal, 386 

Aberration-free «ystens, 629 
Abney grating mounting, 312 
Absolute stability, nee Stability, absolute 
Absorptance 

approximations to band models 
nonoverlapping case, 201 
strong-line, 200 
table, 199 
weak-line, 197 

definition, 784 
direc.ional, 26 
Doppler coedci^nt. 196 
Doppler line shape, 190 
Doppler bivad«.ning, IS1 

Elsasser n-od.-i 
compared t - statistical model, 195 
development, 192 
strong-line approziipation, 200 
weaHline approximation, 198 
weak-line model. 197 

Lorentz broadening, 191 
Lorentz coefficient. 196 
Mayer-Goody model 

approximations of band abwrptance. 199 
development, 194 

models, table, 199 
cuasirandom model 

development, 196 
strong-line approximation, 201 
weak-lint approximation, 199 

random Elsasser model 
development, 196 
strong-line approximation, 201 
weak-line approximation, 199 

sing!,' spectral line with Lorentz shape, 190 

883 
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solar 
ukraviolpt, 792 
various iriaUriais, 800 

square cocfiicient, 196 
square root region, 191 
statistical model 

approximation of band aboorption, 199 
comparison with Elsasser model. 195 

strong-line approximation, 191 
total, 28 

Absorption 
See oiso Abecrptaroe 
atmoapheiic bsida, 238 
nonc-quiliorium oonditiohs, 28 
selective filters. 286 
wavelengths of molecular grr-vos, 325 

Absorption coefficient, 18&, idO, 3üS 
Absorptivity 

definition, 784 
measurement technique, 796 
ratio to emissivity, 7£7. 791, 804 
selected material«, 8ÜÖ 

Accel »rated lift test, detectors, 461 
Acceleration 

conversion fact-irs, o/O 
definition, 856 

Acetylene smoke, 356 
Achromats, 282. 409 
Acquisition, 744-748 
Admiralty Research Laborat^iy bluckbody slide 

rule, 17 
Aerial targets, see Targets 
Aerodynamic conditioiu>, 827 
AercK*'.Tiamic flow, optical ir.fiuences, 826 
Aerodynamic heat transfer, 827, 838 
Aerographic film, 571, 576 
Aerosols, 141, 208 
Afocal system, 406, 422 
Afterburners, 60 
Air, 839. 851 

See also Atmosphere 
Air i.iss, 97 
Air to-air intercept, 744 
A rglow, 104 
Airy disc, 410, 440 
Airy pat'.»™, 616 
Airy system, 623 
Albedo 

c/lindncal geometry, 135 
definition, 7K5, 812 
hemispheric geometry, 814 
plFnar geometry, 816 
spixiral distribution. 790 

Alumina, 359, 804 
Aluminum 

alt ratio, 804 
emiuivity, 359 
reflectance, 351 

Aluminum foil, 77 
Al>iminun> paint, 78, 809 
AluT'num-oxygen group. 325 
Alzac. 354 
AM-FM disenminator, 745 

Amici prism, 308 
Amplifiers 

See also Preamplifiers 
feedback, 686 
grounded cathode, 595 
high-frequency response, 595 
low-noise, 597 
Miller effect, 595 
noise sources, 584 
power mpply, 597 
transit tors 

bia« point, 598 
bias stabilization, 598 
circuits, 602 
neld-effect, 606 
'unction, shot noise. 586 
iow-noise, 606 
noise, 597, 599, 602 
planar, 608 
silicon, 601 
stability, 598 
transformer coupling, 604 

vacuum tube, 592 
very high impedance, 596 

Amplitude, complex, 615 
Anamorphic syste-is, 424 
Angle 

conversion factors, 865 
definitioi., 855 

Angular aberrations, 381 
Angular dependance of reflectivity, 793 
Anode current fiuct.iations, 585 
Antimony, 805 
Apertures, see Detectors; Filters; Optics 
Aplanatic lenses, 380, 427, 4c 4 
Aplanatic surfaces, 427 
Apodization, G36 

Lur.eberg theorem, 621 
Area, 365 
Argon, 179 
An; -p.ic-modifi3d selenium glass, 31'1 
Arsenic trisulfide, 282, 294 
Artificial sources, 32 
Asphalt, 83, 89 
rt »pheric surfaces, 38ö, 402 
Astigmatism, 384-389. 400, 439, 448 
Astronomical data, 794 
Astronomical telescope, i22 
Atmosphere 

See also Backgrounds, sky; Stratosphere 
absorption, 178, 189, 237, 266 
carbon dioxide, 180, 238 
carbon monoxide, 249 
composition. 179 
density, 177 
Loreniz broadening, 178, 1^9 
methane, 250 
nitrogen, '78 
nitrous oxide, 246 
oxygen, 178 
ozone, 185 
particles, 187 
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I 

prestr re, 189 
radiation, 97, 737 
sf(itU.'ring, 203 
scintillation, 210 

See also Stars, sieliar scintillation 
solar spectrum menBurements, 227 
spatial filtering, 737 
tcnperaum;, 96, 177 
transmiftaion, 252, 737 
watev vapor, 181, 244 

Aurora, 101 
Autocorreh-tkm function, 649, 726 
Azimuth coverafie, 738 
Axial chromatic abei:stion, 384, 404 
Axial cone, 377 
Axis of symr.ietry, 844 

Back focus, 375 
Backgrounds 

See also Terrain 
discnmia.ition, 732, 744 
eirtJi, li.5 
ffu'.-tiihlionz, 730 
.iiarine, 166 
radiaticn, 737-739, 752, 326 
radiation noise-limiled system, 752 
sky, 96, 143 

See also Clouds 
stellar radiation, 107 
temperature, 462 

Background-limited D*-Q trade-o*»", 753 
Baffles, 379, 442 
Baird-Atonvr- filters, 299 
Bands, see Spectral bar.ds and linen 
Bandpass interference filters, 290 
Bandwidth, spectral, 763 
Bang-bang systems, 715 
Barium fluoride, 294 
Barnes Engineering Co. catadioptric Systems, 

285, 286 
Barnes Engineering Co. nitrogen pressure gen- 

erator. 530 
Ban- and Stroud glass 321 
Base width *3W) filters, 287 
Basic period filters, 290 
Bausch and Lomb filters. 299 
Bausch ann Lomb glass, 321 
Beryllium, b05 
Bessei function, 643 
Beutler radium gating mounting, 312 
Bias. ^C2 
Bias xjint, transistors, Ö98 
Bilayer. fictitious, 292 
Bilinear trhnsfonr.ation aii^lysis, 702 
Birefringent crystals, 298 
Blacks, 359-364 
Black enamel, emissivity, 359 
Blackbodies 

«•avity sources, 51 
curv«.r  17 
detecti".»y, 466, 467 
emittana- detectors, 501 
gold point. S 

Kirrhhcf» -aw, 9 
NBS standards, 38 
noise equivalent power, detectors, 46 
Planck's function, 790 
quant. .I rates, 10 
radiance, 96 
reference, 761 
respon&ivity, detectors, 464 
simulator, 32 
slide rules, 11 
tables, 21 
2400TK, 47 
vert!''a', 45 

Blackened chopper, 750 
Blazed diffraction gratings, 310 
Block blackbcdy slid« rule, 11 
Blocking filters, 291 
Biar spot, 435, 452 
Bode diagrams, 667 
Bode method of linear system« analysis, 668,678 
Boil. 210 
Bolometric detectcre. 459, 497, 493 
Boron nitride, emissivity, 359 
Boundary-layer flow. 170, 828, 831, 846, 848 
Bouwers-Maksutov optical system, 285, 445 
Boxcar circuits, 696 
Brick, daytime radiance. 146 
Broadband transformer,  604 

Cadmium, 806 
Cadmium-germanium detectors, 491 
Calcium aluminate glass, 317, 321 
Calcium fluoride 

prisms, 309 
reflection coefficient, 238 
substrate. 294 

Canonic form, differential equations, 704 
Cape, auroral, 101 
Capacitance impact effects, 592 
Carbon arc source, 49 
Carbon-chlorint group, abeoiption wavelengths, 

325 
Carbon dioxide 

atmoapheric absorption bands, 238, 239, 240. 
242, 243 

atmospheric composition, 179, 180, 181 
exchange cycle, 180 

Carbon-hydrogen group, absorpuor 
wavelengths, 325 

Carbon-oxygen group, absorption   wavelength, 
325 

Carbon filaments, 38 
Cxrbon monoxide 

atmospheric absorption, 249 
atmospheric distribution, 179, 187 

Carbonyl group, absorption wavelength, 325 
Cascaded optical systems, 626 
Cascaded thermoelectric cooling systems, 525 
Cascode connection, preamplifiers, 608 
Cassegrain radiometers, 762 
Cassegrain telescope, 442 
Catadioptric systems, 285, 443 S24 
Cavities, 32, 51 
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Celestial sphere. 785 
Cell bias, detectors, 502 
Cecium bronade priem«, 297, 309 
Cesium dioxide film, 295 
Cesium fluoride film, 295 
Cesium iodide, prisms, 309 
Chiioss law, 585 
Chiolite film, 295 
Choppers, 759, 760 
Chopping system, 759 
Christiansen filters, 295 
Christiansen wavelengths, 296 
Chromatic abtr-ation, 384-390, 400. 404, 436, 

446-448 
Chromium, 805 
Circular aperture filters, 654, 655 
Circular apertures, 616-618, C34, 630 
Circular scan, 736 
Circular-sectored reticles, 653, 655 
Cirrus clouds, 99; 122 
Clamping circuits, 695 
Claude cycle analyris program, 545 
Cloc   plot, aberrationc, 388 
Cloeed-loop describing function, 708 
Closed-loop transfer function, 722 
Clouds 

altitudes, 118 
cirrus, 99, 122 
cover, 119, 124, 737 
infrrred tr&nsr:i:3sion, 258 
meteorology, 118 
nacreous, 124 
noctilucent, 124 
stratospheric, 124 
top, 122 

Coal tar pi»ch, reflectance of, 84 
Coarse grain film, 572 
Cobalt, 805 
Codit silver paint, 90 
Coddington's equations, 302-;{95 
Coherent illumination, 626 
Cold junction, heat balance at, 550 
Cold trap, 533 
Color reversa! film, 571 
Colored glass filters, 306 
Columbium, 80o 
Collimator, 440 
Coma, 400 404, 629 634, 382-389 
Commutative condition, 614 
Compensation 

high-frequency, £30 
image motion, 755 
singular points, 723 

Complex amplitude, 61£ 
Computers, 394, 640 
Concave diiTraction gratings, 310-311 
Concrete, 88-92, 149-156 
Ccidensere, optical, 424-430 
Conductance, 786 
Conduction 

definition, 785 
thermal joint. 786 

Conductivity,  hcrmal, of optical materials, 331 

Cone, aperture, o77 
Cone condensers, 427, 430 
Conical lenses, 843 
CorjugÄte functions, 647 
Conrady G sums, 341, 403 
Constant deviation prism, 308 
Contact conductance, 786 
Contours 

s-plane, 673 
sensitivity, 510 

Contrast ratio, 623 
Control systems 

asymptotic stability, 704 
block diagram, 66? 
design, 718, 727 
feedback, 662 
integral control, 721 
linear systems, 062 
nonlinear systems, 703 
ramp inputs, 672, 687, 690, 694 
sampled-data system, 695 

Conversion factors 
acceleration, 870 
angles, 865 
density, 867 
el9Ctrical unite, 880 
energy, 865, 858, 875 
force, 871 
length, 860 
mass, 866 
power, 879 
pressure, 872 
ranges, 8*33 
spectroecopic energy, 878 
temperature, 873 
time, 868 
torque, 571 
velocity, 869 
vdurae, 864 
work, 875 

Con.olutional integral, 621, 64» 
Coolers, See detectors, cooling sj jtems 
Copper 

Cu-Cu,0 detectors, 472 
&' Cu detectors, 490 
reflectance, 351 
thermal radiation properties, 3C5 

Comer cube mirror, 773 
Coming glass, 317, 318, 322 
Correlation quality, 638 
Corrugated metal. 93 
Cotton, reflectance of, 76 
Coupling, transistor-transformer, 604 
Cross-correlation function, 7'i6 
C oesover frequency, 215, 664 
Cryogenic data, 521 
r-yolite, 295 
Cryoetat coolers, 623, 532 
Crystals, birefringer t, 293 
Culye mirror, comer, 472 
Curvature 

field. 384 389, 404 
image, 630 
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Petzval, 385, 439-440 
Cutoff slope, filter, 287 
Cutoff waveJength, h'tar, 287, 
Cutor ^'wx,', älter, 2Ö7 
Cu^i :»v«velength, filter, 287 

;6S 

D*. see Detectivity 
D*Q tradeoff, 753 
D**,see Detectivlly 
Data enumeration    ^O 
Date function, equivaiant continuous, 697 
Day airgljw, 106 
Decimal equivalentd of common fractions, 862 
Decoy discrimination, 744 
Deep space probes, 811 
Defect, fidelity, 637 
Dtnnitio i, optics, 410 
Def cusing coefficient, 387, 61», 630, 632 
Ti'.-srees, radian equivalents, 865 
Delta function, Dirac, 648, 662 
Demodulation process, 745 
Density 

definition, 856 
conversion factors, 867 
flux. 730 
photographic film. 573 

Depth of field. 380 
Depth of focus. 380 
Describing function. 706-708 
Detection 

definition, 738 
probability. 738. 740 
range, 739 
synchronous. 610 

Eietective quantum efficiency. 462 
Detectivity 

bleckbody, 466 
cutoff wavelength, 468 
blackbody D*. 467 
detective quantum efficiency. 468 
maximized D*, 467 
peak wavelength, 467 
photon-noise derivation. 513 
spectra!, 466 
spectral D*, 4ij7 
gpectral I)**, 467 
system design considerations, 515 
theoretical limit, 512 

Detector-noise-limited system, 751 
Detectors 

See also Detectivity 
accel-rated liie test, 461 
acceleration specifications, ißl 
apertures. 459 
array, 755 
cooling systems 

design criteria, 522 
dewars, 559 
direct contact, 523, 526 
expansion engine coolii « 9y9t?nw, 523, -V1 

545 
Jouie-Thomson (cryoetat), 523, 532 
limitations of fluid cooling, 520 

temperature nrnges, 525 
thermoelectric (Peltier) coolers, 523. 546 

cruciform, 747 
Cu-Cu20, 472 
data enumeratit n, 460 
dewar flask, 45£ 
front end description, 747 
GaAs, 471 
GerAuSb (n-typü), 488 
Ge:AuSh (p-typo), 489 
Ge:Cd, 491 
Ge:Cu: 490 
Ge:Hg, 492 
Ge-Si:Au 496 
Ge-SiiZn, 495 
Ge:Zn, 493 
Golay, 772 
HgTe, 494 
InAs, 481,482 
InSb, 484-487 
(nSb bobmete -s, 497 
PbS, 474-476 
PbSe, 477-479 
PbTe, 480, 835 
noise, 464, 5fS 
parameters, 159, 462 
photodetectors, 458 
radiation trinsducer, 458 
saturation, 333 
Si, 473 
symbols a.'id unil^, 459 
system, multiple, 753 
Te, 483 
test oroajdures 

frequency nesponse, 504 
1-iEP, determination of, 501 
noise spectrum, 510 
optimum bias, 502 
puls'3 response, 505 
sensitivity contours, 510 
spectral response, 508 
spinning mirror technique. 506 
ime constant, 504 

thermal 
Golay cell», 458, 459, 500 
thermistors (bolometric), 458, 497, 498 
thermocouples   (thermo- oltaic), 458, 459, 

499 
thermopiles (therrnovoltaic), 458, 459 

time constant, 504 
vacuum environment. 461 
windows. 359 

Deuterium. 520 
Deviating prisms. 308 
Dew point. 184 
Dev ars. 459, 557 
Dielectric constants, optical materials, 329 
Differential equation, canonic form, 704 
Diffraction. See Optics, diffraction theory 
Diffraction Integra , Kirchhoff, 635 
Diffraction gratings, 309-312, 763-772 
Diffracli-M limitation of optical syste i, 440 
Diffraction-iimite^ systems, 448 
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Diffraction pattern, 411, 635 
Cimensionleaa vrave number, 283 
Diode, snace-change-limited, 586 
Dirac delta function, ft48 
Direct-contact cocliri? systems, 622, 526 
Direct-ratio spectrophotometer, 776 
Directional abaorptance, 26 
Directional emiseivity, 23, £6 
Directional "mittance, 786 
Directional reflectance, 2H 26 
Directional reflectivity, 8b-93, 793 
Diacnmination, 732, 737 

decoys. 744 
Diacriminator, AM and FM, 745 
Disc, Airy. 410, 440 
Dispersing elements, 763 
Dispersing prisms, 309 
Dispersion 

angular, of thin leiisea, 3^0, 404 
Herzberi;er equation, 337 
optical materials, 328 

equation, 335 
power, 339 
refractive index, 338 

partial, 403 
reciprocal, 403 

Displacement error, systems, 663 
Displacement input, linear 8>stems, 689 
Displacement law, Wien, 10 
Diaplact-r piston expander, 544, 545 
Distance measures, 863 
Diatortion, 384-38V 400-404, 630, 826. 842 
Distribution 

ailyjdo radiati-in, 790 
atmtwpheric constituents, 181 
illuminance. 624 
innerloop gain, 725 
Poisson. 585 
spectral. 1o\ 
stellar radiation. 110 

Diurnal variatiors 
atmospheric scintillation, 223, 226 
radiance of concrete, 149 
radiance of gr.- s, 143 
radiai'cc of backgrounds, 144 

Domain 
frequency, 637 
spatial, 623 

of lineai- systems, 614 
spatial    equency, 628 

Doppler coefficient, 196 
Doppler effect on Lorents broadening of spectral 

lines, 189 
Doppler half-width, 190 
Doppler line shape, 190 
Double monochromators. 766 
Double-beam optical null spectrophotometer. 

77Ü 
Double-beam photometer, 772 
Double-oaas spectrometer. 771 
Doutle-paas system, monochromator. 773 
Dove prism, 308 
Drag penalty, 827 

Drift. radiometCi-, 759 
Droplets, at.nospheric, 188 
Dupont Flat Black paint, emittance, 356 
Dwell time, 730. 734, 739, 752 
Dyed-plastic filters, 307 
Dynamic transconductance, 586 
Dynasil glass, 318 

Eagle grating mounting, 312 
Earth 

as a background, 115 
astronomical data, 794 
emissive power curve, 790 
shine, 785 
spectra.1 emissive power carve, 790 

Eastman Kodak Co. 
film and plates, 571-580 
filters, 299. 575, 580 
lenses, 282 
NOD 18 black, 359 

Ebanol, 805 
Ebert-Faatie plane grating mountings, 311 
Ecliptic. 785 
Effective optical thickness, 294 
Effective power, radiometers, 763 
Ektachrome. Aero film. 571 
Eikonal (wavo-front aberration). 616 
Electrical uniu 

conversion fartors. 880 
definition. 857 

Elevation angle, ocean spectral radiance, 169 
Elsasser mcdel. 192-200 
Emissam», See Emissivity 
Emission 

atmospheric constituente. 96 
exhaust gases, 67 
ozone, 96 
sky, 96 
targets. 70 

Emissivity 
alumir,    804 
cavities, 32 
chc,/iier mirror, 760 
defin. ion, 784 
DeVos method, 33 
directional, 26 
Globars, 359 
Gouffc method, 32 
hemispheric, 793 
Kirchhoff's law, 9 
materials, 359, 800, 805 
measurement techniques, 796 
NBS comparison standards, 44 
r.onequilibrium condition, 28 
normal, 795 
partially transparent bodies, 23, 349 
radiant, 74 
ratio to absorptivity, 787. 791. 804 
Sparrow method, 37 
terrain. 75, 142 
total, 28 
water, 167 
windows, 827, 835 
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Emittance 
blacks, 362, 356 
definitior., 7b4 
radiant, 23 
total, 785 

Emulsion, infmed, 570 
Enamel 

black 359 
Chines red, 80 
white, 8', 359 

Endless checkerboerd, 661, 654-655 
Energy 

conservation of, 27 
conversion factors, 855, 858, 875 
definition, 856 
d'Stribution, 410 
i ermi, 544 

Engelhard glass, 318 
Lnsranoe aperture, dux density, 730 
Entrance pupil, 377, 379, 733 
Entrance slit, monochromator, 766 
Episcotister, 653 
Epor.y-type molding compound, 357 
Equatorial inclination, 785 
Equilibrium constant, 66 
Equivalent, Thevenin. 590 
Equivalent continuous data functions, 697 
Equivalent layer, Herpin, 293 
Equivalent power detectors, 466 
Equivalent noise voltage, 607 
Equivalents of common fractions, dtcimai, 862 
Erectors (optical systems), 424 
Errors 

acceleration, linear systems, 663 
control methj^s, 721 
displacement, lineaj system, 663 
generation, tracking ays'ce.^g, 750 
niodulation techniques, 744 
rate, linear systems, 663 

Error plus srror-rate system, 714 
Ester group, absorption waveleagth, 325 
Eurasian land mass, 122 
Exhausu-, 59-67 
Exit heating, rockets, 68 
Exit pupils, 377 
Expansion, thermal, of optical materials, 332 
Expansion-engine cooling systenu 

chsiracteristica, 523 
commercially available, 641 
displacer piston expander, 544, 545 
Gilford-McMahon piston expander, 540 
turbine expanders, 544, 545 

Exposure, films and plates, 573 
Exposure meters, 570 
Extinction coefficient, 351 

f number, 379, 429 
Fabrics, reflect»ncf, 76 
Fabry-Perot interferometer, 2^, 778-781 
Farrand Optical Co. filters, 299 
Feedback, negative, 593 
Feedback amplitiers, 686 

Feedback contro". äystetn, P62 
Fermi energy, 544 
FET preamplifier design, 608 
Fidelity defect, 637 
Field, depth of. 380 
Field curvature, 384-339, 404 
Field-effect transistors, 606 
Field lens, 424-4:19 
Field of flow refrAction, 839 
Field of view, instantaneous, mapping sygtcn, 

734, 739, 745 
Field stop, 378 
Fifth-order aberrations, 382, S33 
Figure-of-merit, cooling eyste^ns, 648 
Films and plates 

aberration correction, 570 
aerographic, 571, 576 
characteristic curve«, 573 
coarse grain, 572 
color reversal, 571 
density, 67S 
Ektachro; le Aerofilm, 571 
t-»j>v»ure, j"3 
«.".tremely high-contrast, 572 
H and D curves, 573 
high crntrast, 571 
highspeed, 671, 575, 579, 580 
inftared, 571-580 
iriedium contrast, 572 
reciprocity charactemtics, 574 
relative visibility curve, 573 
sensitometnc characterio'aca, 573 
spectral sensitivity, 674 
spectroscopic, 572-579 

Filtering, spatial, 646, 737 
Filters, 

absorption, 306 
absentee layers, 288 
angle shift, 2)0 
background region, 287 
birefringent, 298 
blocking, 291 
characteristic admittance, 293 
Christiansen, 296 
circular aperture, 654-656 
circular-sectioned reticles, 655 
commercially available, 299 
dyed-plastic, 307 
film matc.-ial«, 296 
fixed-fieid, moving reticle, 660 
Fourier trarwforms, 654 
infinite checkerboard reticle, 654-655 
infinite parallel-spoke reticle, 664 
interfert-ioe 

analogies   with   transmission-line  theory, 
293 

angle of incidence, 293, 360 
bandpass, 2S0 

cherec'^rit.tic matrix, 291 
d?«. iption, 236 
effecti"»- Ofpticai Uiickne«, 294 
fictitious hi layer, 292 
f Ims. 2»4 
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filter matrix, 291 
Herpin equivalent layer, 293 
iong-wav8> aas, 290 
narrowband, 291 
polavization, 298 
short wavepaas, '290 
spike, 292 
square-band, '2äl'/.9.i 
substrates, 294 
termiiiolopy, i>8«, 238 

line adnifhJTiCi, 2ii3 
mo'.nng-n      u fix^ field, 65() 
mcving-sv :^   pc«mn«njj-fiald, 652 
narrow, radion. >   ■ une. 763 
plastic. 306 
rectaugul .r np rture, 654-655 
scii'.ining-apertare upace, S50 
scannin^-fieid, moving reticle, 652 
selective raflection, 297 
selective retiaction, 298 
sintered metal, 533 
spatio-tetoporal output, 649 
sp?ctrjd, mo»iochro;i itore, 7G6 
substrate materials, 234 
terminology, 286 
transmittances. 574, 580 

First-derivative control methods, 721 
First-order aberrations, 382 
First-order optics, 371 
First-order high-reflectance zone, 288 
Fish S   urman Corp. filtere, 299 
Fixed     ><i, moving-reticle space filters, 650 
Flame-temperature spectrometer, 772 
Flex-o-lite beaded paint, 92 
Flicker current noise, 586 
Flow, boundary-layer, see laminar flow; Sep- 

arated flow; Turbnlenr. flow 
Fluid cooling systems, 520 
Fluorite, 39 
rlux, meteoric, 793 
Flux density, 730 
FM-AM discrinanation, 745 
Focal length, e^iect of shock wave, 844 
Focal plane, pa~ axial, 386 
Focal point, 371 
Focus 

back, 375 
depth of, bSO 
paraxial, 634 
plane of best, 638 
sagittal, 384 

Fog, 188,207.211 
Folded optical systems, ^42 
Force 

conversion factors, ill 
definition, 856 

Fore prism, 766 
Folded reflector, 441 
Four-element whronrat, 284 
Fourier apprrach (caticaded system), 627 
Fourier traNsforms, 614, 621-622, 646-652 
Fractions decimal equivalents, 862 
Fraunhofer lines, 227 

Frpunhofer plane, 616 
Fraunhofer receiving plane, 619 
; 'ree filter range, 287; 290 
Frequency 

crrttiover, 2i5, 664 
spatial, 626 

Frequency domaii. 637 
Frequoucy filtering, 737 
Frequency response, see Response, frequency 
Frequency shifting, space, 64€ 
Frort-end deecription, 747 
t.-us', point, 184 
Fuels, high-energy so'ia, 67 
Fused silicate glass, 317 

G sums, Conrady, 341, 403 
Gain 

adjustment design methods, 7.C 
distribution, innyr-loop, 725 
margin, 664 
system 

Galactic <;.. .«ntr. tion of stans, K^O 
Galilean telescope, 422 
Gallium an^enide 

detector, 471 
reflection coefficient, 297 
transmission 324 

Gallium antimuiide 
reflection coefficient, 297 
transmission. 324 

Gallium phospl ide, transmission. 324 
Gas-supply cool ng systems, 532 
Gases, liquefied, 520 
Gaussian equation, 372 
Gaussian optics, 371 
Gaussian probability, 740 
Cause:in quadrature method, 631, 633 
General Electric Co. 

biackbody slide rule, 11 
glass, 3W, 321 

Generation-recombination noise, 470, 587 
Geometry 

cylindrical of albedo, 815 
hemispheri', albedo, 814 
incident bei m, 25 
planar, albedo, 816 
planetary thcrm&l radiation, 817 
problem, in systems design, 737 
projected solid ingle, 24 
radiation, 22 
scatt^nng angle, 117 
sea surfaoe, lo8 

Gennanate glass, 321 
Germanium 

filter film, 295 
filter use, 294 
detectors 

Gc:AuSb(n-type). 488 
GctAuSb (p type), 489 
G-Cd, 491 

Ge-.Hg, 491 
G€-Si:Au. 496 
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Ge-Si:Zn, 495 
Ge:Zn, 493 

len&ss, 282 
aemiconductoi- properties, 324 

Germanium mcpuxide, 352 
Oermanium-oxygen group, 325 
Gifforo-McMahon piston expander. 540 
Gladstone-Dale conatan , 839 
Glare stops, 379 
Glass 

arsenic trisulfide, 294 
calcium aluminate 

index of refraction, 323 
description, 317 
transmission, 323 
types, 321 

colored filters, 306 
Coming, No. 186SJ, 317, 318, 322 
filter use, 294 
fused silicate. 317 
fused quartz, il'l 
General Electric Co., 321 
germanate, 321, 322 
high-silica-deficription, 3i7, 318 
lead silicate, 318 
lenses, 282 
*"    F998,321 
ionoxide, 321 

silicate, 321 
suppliers, 318 
thermal radiation properties, 805 
Vyoor, 317 

Global etabnity, 704 
Globar source, 48, 359 
Golay ce'ls, 458, 500 
Golay detectors, 772 
Gold 

Ge:AuSb (n-type) detectors, 488 
Ge:AuSb (p-type) detectors, 489 
Ge-Si:Au detectors, 496 
reflectance, 79. 351, 80f 

Gold black, 359 
Gold paint, 79 
Gold point blackbodies, 44 
Goufe method of calculating emissivity, 32 
Gradient methods of optical design, 409 
Graphite, 806 
Grass, daytime radiance, 146,164, 157 
Grating spectrometers, 766 
Gratings, 309-312. 763-772 

concave mountings, 311 
Grazing incidence, 312 
Great circle arc, 115 
Gregorian telescope, 442 
Greybodies, 70 
Grounded-cathode amplifiers, 595 
Grounding techniques, 611 

H&D curve«, 573 
H&L layers, 288 
Half-width 

filtere, 287 
spectral lines, 189 

Harut>£3s, optical materials, 333 
Heat balance at cold junction, 550 
Hazes, 188,207,211 
He»» 

See also Temperature; headings beginrang 
Therm.il 

<iow. 786 
flux, solar, 811 
load, of cooling systems, 521 
pumping, 550 
spacecraft, 68 
specific, 333 
iranafer 

aerodynamic, 827 
Ü \t plate, bnZ 
to hemisphere, 829 
radiant, 787 
radiation, 828 
separated flow, 838 
wall temperature, 829 

transfer coefficient 
definition, 827 
fiat plate, 828 
w^kes, 839 

Heat-energy balance, 73 
Helium, 179, 520 
Helmhoitz's reciprocity clvorem, 24, 27 
Hemispherical emissivity, 793 
Hemispherical (mittance, 785 
Hemiepheriral heat transfer- 829 
Hemispherical immersion )&m, 433 
Hemispherical '.ntegration, 25 
Hem spherical «nock-wave, 846 
Heraeus glass, 318 
Herpin equivalent, 290, 293 
Kerzlierger dispersion equation, 337 
High-contrast film, 571 
High frequency co npensation, 590 
High-frequency rei.poaa«. amplifier, 595 
High-intensity sources, 49 
High-order aberrations, 399 
High-silica glass, 318 
High source impedance, 590 
High-speed flight, 826 
High-speed infrared film, 571. 575, 579, 580 
High-reflectance sr.ne filters, 288, 290 
Holding circuits, 696 
Homogeneous paths, 263 
Horizon, 143, 737 
Horizontal paths. 252, 263, 266 
Humidity, 97 

detector requirements, 461 
Hydrogen, atmospheric, 179 
Hydrogen deutende, 520 
Hydroxyl group, 325 
Hypersensitizing, 57 0 
Hypocycloid scan, 736 

ice cryatals, 122 
Ideal generator, noise power, 588 
Illuminance 

definition, 6: 5 
dirtribution 624 
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ratio, 615 
Illumination, coherent, 626 
Image 

blur, 386 
spot size, 449 

boü,212 
contrast, S43 
curvetuie, 630 
daucing, 849 
enlargement (atmospheric scintillation) 213 
motion oomperisation, 755 
nutation, 747 
aim aberrations, 386 
spot size, 41C 

Immemon lenses, 427, 433-4 
Impedance 

amplifier, very high, 596 
detectors, 462 
high source, 590 
metching, 293 
matching circuit, lietectore, 502 
open-circuit, filtern, 293 
short-circuit, filters, 293 
sou^e, 609 

vs noise, 598 
Impulte response, 314 
In-line «pectrome' »r, 774 
Incidence, angle of, .(.93. 350 
Incident beam geometry, 25 
Incident radiance, 27 
Incident radiation 

albedo, 813 
plenettry, 819 
solar, 813 
total, space, 821 

Inclination 
equatorial, 785 
planetary, 785 

Incoherent light, 6?.l 
Inconel, 359, 80fi 
Inconel-X, 800 
Index of refraction 

«ir, 839 
bo-jndary-layer effects, 847 
calcium aluminate glass, 323 
Coming No. 9752 glass, 322 
dispersion values of optical materials, 338 
NBS F998 glass, 321 
optical materials, 328 
shock-wave effect, 844 
water, 167 

Indium antimonide 
bolometers, 497 
detectors, 484-487 
reflectiun coefficient, 297 
semiconductor properties, 324 

Indium arsenide 
detectoi,481,482 
reflection coefficient, 297 
transmission, 324 

Indium phosphide 
reflection coefficient, 297 
transmission, 324 

Infrared systems design 
general procedures, 730 
gross analysis, 730 
mapping systems, 750 
optical systems, 732 
scanning dynamics, 734 
search system, 737 
sensitivity calculation, 731 
tracking sywtem design, 743 

Inner loop gain distribution, 725 
Input 

control, 721 
displacement, 689 
noise equivalent, 731, 740, 753 
parabolic, c391 
ramp, 672, S87, 690, 694 
»tc?, 672, S89, 693 

Insolation, see Radiation, solar 
Instanta.iieous fields of view, 739 
Insulating m&terials, Z21 
Inaulaton, properties, 522 
Integral, convolution, 621 
Integral coolers, 529 
Integration time, 745 
Intercept, air-to-air, 744 
Interchangeable gratings, 771 
Interchangeable prisms, 721 
Interference filters, 286-294 
Interferenre fringes, 781 
Interferometer-spectrometer, 774 
I nterferometers 

Fabry Perot, 290, 778, 781 
spherical, 779 

Lummer-Gehrcke plate, 779 
MiclWson, 777 
Rayleigh, 776 
spectral transmittance, 780 
Twyman-Green, 777 

In variance, spatial, C21 
Invariant, Lagrangian, 433 
Inverse-Nvquist method, 677 
Inverse z-transforma 698 
Inverting prism. 309 
Indium, 80« 
Iron, 806 
Iron oxide 

emittanoe, 362 
paint 87 

Irrediance 
celestial bodies, 112 
definition, 78* 
NBS standards, 40 
optical systems, 380 
visual niügnituüe, 114 

Irtran, 282 294, 326 
Isoplaratk region, 621 
Icoplanatic systems, 614 

James-Weica stability criterion, 3'. 2 
Jet propulsion systems, see Rocket and jet pro- 

pulsion system;« 
Joh »on noise, 46£ 
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Johnson solar spectral curve, 789 
Joint, thermal, ctwduction at, 786 
Joule-Tho.nson cooling Systems. 523, 532 
Junction, cold, 550 
Junction trangfctov, shot noise, 586 
Jupitei, 794 

K-Monel, 8C4 
Kel-F, 326 
K'rchhofT diffraction integral, 635 
Kirchhoff diffraction theory, 615 
Kirchhoff's Uw, 9, 27, 72, 795 
KRS-5 prisms, 309 
Krylon flat black paiM,. 362, 809 
Krypton, 179 

Lacquer, 309 
Lagrangian invariant, 373, 433 
Lambei-tian sources, 22 
Lambert's law, 70, 795 
Laminar flow: 828 
Lamps, 40, 41, 49, 643 
Lamp bluck, 359 
Lateral chromatic aberration, 390-400 
lateral iragnificatior», 373 
Layers 

filters 
absentee, 288 
H&L, 288 

Herpin equivalent, 293 
single, reflection and transmission, 348 

[«ad, 806 
Uad sclenide detectors, 477, 478, 479 
Lead silir"»^ glass, 318 
Lead sullW. -et^cton, 474, 475, ./6 
Lead tellu.ide 

det^tors, 480, 836 
filter film, 295, 324 

Leidenfroat transfer, 531 
Length, conversion factors, 860 
Least squares design, -»OS 
Lenses 

achromats. 409, 282 
aplanatic, 380, 427, 434 
conical, 843 
Conrady G sums, 341 
oortectrr, 282 
tiesign, 340 
field, 424. 732 
immersion, 427, 433 
materials. 282 
mukieiement, ?82-284 
projection, 4?e 
relay, 426 
S.C.A, 282, 284 
single element, 282 
thin leius angular dispersion, 340 

Liaponov stability analysis, 704, 710 
Liaponov theorem, 711 
Light, incoherent, 621 

Light pipes 427, 430, 43) 
Linear systems 

analysis nethods, 658 
definitions, 662 
feedback control syetem, 662 
general concepts, 614 
iaopl»natic, Sit 
oparalor, 614 
ramp inputs, 672, 687, 690, 694 
spatial denen, 814 
stationary (*ime invariant), 614 
superposition integral, 614 
type 0. 686 
type 1, 688 
typ? 2, 692 
transfer functioti, 664 

Linearization methods of optical design, 409 
Lines, spectral, 194, 291-293 
Linfoot quali\v H-rtor«, 637 
Liquid-feed cc«jiers, 529 
Liquid-supply ..•oolir1.g Systeme, 533 
Liquid iiropellants, 64 
Liquid transfer coolers, 526 
Lithium fluoride 

Christiansen wavelengths, 296 
prisms, 309 
refiecticn coefficient, 298 
filter substrate, 294 

Litlrow double-pass system, 773 
Littrow mirror, 771 
Littrow monochromator, 764 
Littrow-mounted spectrometür, 766 
Littrow prism, 308 
Loading resistance noise factor, 589 
Log modulus, 658, 682 
Long-wavepass interference filters, 290 
Longitudinal aberration, 381-386, 399 
Longitudinal  chromatic  aberration,   384-389, 

400 
Longitudinal magnification, 373 
Look, direction of, 97 
hoops 

closed, 708, 710, 722 
inner, gain distribution, 725 
motor driven, 688 
multiple, analysis, 725 
open, 707 
torqued, gearless, 692 
track, 692, 744, 746, 74" 

Lorentz broadening, 178, 189. 191 
Lorente line shape, 190, 194, 291 
Lorentz-Lorent.z law, 839 
Loss tangent, 350 
low-noise amplifiers, 597 
Low-noise cable, 611 
Low-noise transistors, 606 
Low-temperature liquids, 620 
Lucalox RICSS, 321 
Lummer-Gehrcke plate iaterferometers, 779 
Lumped-constant line, 293 
Luneberg apodization theorem, 621, 636 
Lyot filter, 299 
Lyot-Ohman filu.', 298 
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Af-Circle, 676 

effect on shock lens, £43 
tree-stream, 848 
relation to Stanton nun>  . S23 
shock-wave angle, 840 

Magnesia, 359 
Magnesium, 806 
Magnesium fluoride, ?.9b, 836 
Magnesium oxida, 294, 296, 362 
Mu«Jiification, 3'3, 423 
Magnifying power, 37'.. 423 
Magnitude 

log. 678, 682, 720 
stellar, 107 

Maksutov optics' systems, 285. 446 
Margin mirror, 444 
Manganin, 807 
•lapping System, 734, 750-756 
Marginal rays, 399 
Margin 

gain, 664 
phafee, 664 

Marine backgrounds, 166 
Mers, T.H 
Masonry, 82 
Masr 

co i version factors; 866 
defi ütion, 85f 
unitd, table, 867 

Matrix, filter, 291 
Maximiz«d £>*. *S7 
Maximum ruterence expression, 10 
Masweil's p-obability law, 585 
Mayer-Goody model, 194 
Mean-square noise voltage, 591 
Medium contrast film, 572 
Melting temperature, optical materials, 330 
Meniscus <   .se-., 282 
Meniscub c rrector, 286 
Mercuric te.'mride defectors, 494 
Mercury planet), 794 
Mercury 

arc, 49, 50 
Ge.Hg detet-ors, 492 
HgTe detectors, 494 

Merit factors, GS7 

Mrrit functions, 408 
Meteoric flui, 793 
Meteoroid bombardment, 792 
Meteorology, 118 
Methane 

atmospheric abeorpticn band«, 250 
atmospheric, 179, U7 
solid, temperature, i62 

Methyl STOup, 325 
Mstric sysiem prsfixe*.. 857, 88i 
Michel.«nn iatfcricrom«- ter, 777 
Miov^hcok», 46!. y:2 
Microscopic irrs^ularititw, 26 
Mie scattering. 2CÖ, 206 
Miller effea. W5, 608 
Minutes, radixn equivnlent» 865 

Min'ore 
chopper, 760 
commercially available, 285 
corner cube, 773 
Uttrow, 771 
Mangin, 4^4, 4M2 
paraboloid, 773 
«pinning, 506 

Mixing ratio, 182, 183 
Modulation noise, detectorr 469 
Molding compound, epoxy-type, 357 
Molecular emission of exhausts, 67 
Molecular gtoups, 325 
Molybdenum, 801 
Monei. 807 
Monochroma'ors 

Jouble, 765 
grating, 772 
Littrow, 764 
prism, 772, 766 
rapid-scan, 773 
single-pass, 765 
spectrometer use, 771 

Moon, 794 
Motor-iriven loops, classical, 688 
Moving, reticle ♦»Iteni, fe50 
Multico iple single-stage cooling systems, 553 
Multielsment lens, 282, 284 
Multistage cooUng systems, 5S5 
Multiple-detector a Tay, 755 
Multiple-detector system, 753 
Multiple-loop analysis and synthesis, 725 
Mylar, 804 

n-type dec*cton», 488 
Nacreous clouds, 124 
NarrowbsKd filters, 291 
National Bureau of Standards 

bluckbody standards, 38, 44, 46 
carbon filament siandards, SB 
comparison standards, 44 
glass, 321 
radiation stas<iard, 39 
spectral irradiance standards, 40 
spectra1 .- adiance standards, 41 
total radiation standard, 38 

Negative feedback, 593 
Negative film, infrared, 571, 576. 580 
Negative transfer function, 6^C 
Neon, 179, 6J!0 
Neptune, 794 
Kernst glcwer, 48 
Nstworks, 718, 724 
Ni.-wu.nifir ciptical »-. «ations, 37? 
Newtonian telescope, 4-»"i 
Nichiwa., 807 
Nickaf, 807 
Niehtglo*-, 5.04 
Niobium, 805 
Nitrogen, 179, 520 
^i .roger. hydrogen group, 325 
Nitrous oxid^  ifrraepheric, 179,187, 246 
Noctilucent ilou^s. 124 
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Noiee 
amplifier aourceo, 584 
anode current flucuation», 585 
b/oadband figure, 609 
factors: 587 

detector, 588 
loading resiftumce, 589 
minimum, 602 
operating, 588 
overall, 5S0 
preamplifier, 589 

figure«, 587, 606, 607, 609 
flicker current, 586 
generation-reco-nbination, 470, 587 
generator, 589 
Johnson, 4t? 
low 

cable, 611 
design, 605 

—.odulation, 469 
Nyquist, 4 ■»' 
output vcl'Pi«, 464, 599 
peaked-channel, 591 
photon, 513 
planer tranaistorn, 603 
power, ideal generator, 688 
semiconductors, junction transistor. 586 
shot, t70.. 585, 5So: 589, 591, 592, 697 
signal to-noiae ritio, 594, 740, 748 
source, 595 
spectral, 466 
spectrum, of detectors, 510 
temperature, 469, 588 
temperature-caused, detectois, 469 
thermal, 469, 584, 591 
total output, 691 
transistor, 597-602 
voltage, mean-square, 591 

Noise equivalent input, 731, 740, 7f,3 
Noise equivalent power, 466, 501, 7S1, 753 
Noise equivalent resistance, 589 
Noise equivalent resistor, 590 
Noise equivalent voltage, 607 
Noise-limited systems, 751, 752 
Nonlinear systems 

analysis methods, 705 
bang-bang system, 715 
definitions. 703 
error plus error rate system, 714 
saturated, 713 

Nonoverlaoping line approximation, 201 
Nonselective scattering, 206 
Normal eirassivity, 795 
Normal emittance, 785 
Normalization methods, 761 
Notation, 747 
Nuvifstor 590 
Nyqu:»t methods 

inverse, 677 
linear system analysis, 668, 672 
sarnpled-dats systems, 702 

Nyquist noise, detectors. 469 
Nyquist plot, design method, 718 

(*v \n, 168-170 
Oft-axis chromatic aberration, 385 
Off-axis response, 626 
One-third rule, 725 
Open-circuit impedano. 293 
Open-loop describing fui.ction, 707 
Operating noise f^rtor, 588 
Operating temperetures, detectors, 4C3 
Optical Coating Labor  »ory filters, 29f' 
Optical component, 3'/1 
Optical design 

automatic, 408 
electronic computers, 394 
primary aberration correction, 406 
general considerations, 406 
merit functions, 408 
techniques, 406 

Optical difference (wave front aberration), 616 
Optical element, 371 
Optical materials 

angular dispersion of thin lens, 340 
blacks 

emittance, 362 
optical properties, 366 

cooled 
description, 359 
transmittance. 361 

Conrady G sums, 341 
dielectric constants, 
dispersion, 328 
dispersion equations, 335 
dispersive power, 339 
equations, 347 
extinction coefficient, 351 
hardness, 333 
Herzberger dispersion equation, 337 
index of refraction, 328, 338 
loss tangent, 350 
radiation damage, 368 
softening or melting temperature, 330 
solubility, 333 
specific heat, 333 
surface coatings, 361 
theimal conductivity 331 
thermal expansion, 332 
transmittance, 364 
Young's modulus, 333 

Optical member, 371 
Optics! parameters, 742 
O^tioal prths. shock wave, 843 
Optical systems 

See also Lenses 
uoerration-free, 629 
afocal, 422 
anamorphic, 424 
aplanatic, 427 
arrayc, 755 
cftrdin»! points, 371-376 
cascaded, 626 
catadioptic objective 

Bouwrs .Maksutov) system. 286, 446 
Maksutov, 285. 445 
i«i&ngin mirror, 444 
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Schmidt syatem 443 
transfer function, 624 

condensers, 424 
covei a(?e, 732 
detector «■.ystems 

Abhe sine conditions, 4?8 
/7no., 429 
field lenses, 427, 429 
immdiBion lenses, 427, 433 
light pipes, 427, 430 
vignetting, 429 

difiTÄCtJon-'i-nit-H. 448 
erectors, 424 
inage blur sue, 450 
nwrit fartors, 837 
multielement, 375 
periscopos, 424 
projection, 424 
radiometers, 762 
reflecting objectives 

baffling folded, 442 
Cassegrainian objective, 442 
folded reflector, 441 
Gregohan .oleacope, 442 
Newtonian telescope, 44X 
optical col'imator, 440 
parabolic reflector, 440 
spherical reflector, 437 

refracting objectives, 435, 454 
relay systems,   24 
transfer functions 

aberrations, 629 
annular and annulus »pertures, 624 
apodization, 636 
cascaded systems, 626 
ci  ular-aporture, 624, 630, 632 
coherent illumination, 626 
t,>ma, 634 
computation, example, 534 
contrast ratio, 623 
defocusing. 630 
description, 621 
expressions, 624 
linear syitems development, 614 
modulus, 623, 633 
negative. 629 
sampled data systems, 700 
■lit aperture, 63U 
■ph«riral «beiration, 63< 
Mtrvhl .1,1*1100, 623 
typ<< JI reflerting ayRtem, 624 

windows, mft WIIKIOW« 
Optital thitknr«. S8tl, 294 
Opt it-« 

Str iilmi ..^nses. Optical «ystems 
Airvd!»«-, 410 
HP^rturM 

aberrations, 386 
annular and annulus, 616, 624 
ci.cular. 616, 618. 624, 630. 664, 655 
cone. 377 
entrance, tiux density, 730 
h nit, 626 

rectangular, 619, 654, 655 
slit, 617, 619, 630 
stop, 371, 377-379 

aplanaiic eyste.ns, 380 
back focal length, 378 
baffles, 379 
cardinal ptmta, 371-376 
combination of twoelemtnt«, 376 
definitions, 410 
depth of field, 380 
depth of focus, 380 
diffraction theory 

annular and annulus aperture, 616, 824 
circular aperture, 616, 618 
complex amplitude, 615 
defocusing, 618 
illuminance, 615 
Kirchhoff theory. 615 
p.'nt spread function, 615 
pupi' function, 616 
rectangular and slit aperture, 819 
Straubel pax 

:1 function, 818 
Strehl criterion, 821 
variable pupil functions, 820 

effective focal length, 376 
energy distributirn, 410 
entrance pupil, 379 
equations, 372-375 
fJno., 379 
field stop, 378 
focal points, 371 
frequency response see Response, frequency 
front end description, 747 
geometry, S71 
glare slope, 379 
irn^e irradiance, 380 
image spot size, 410 
Lagrangian invariant, 373 
magnification, 323 
numerical aperture, 379 
paraxial rays, 382 
paraxia! ray trace, 3'/ 7 
princi;r! pointo, 371-375 
pi-incip»' ray, 378-377 
pupils, 377 
ra/ tracing, 375 
Rayleigh criterion, 412 
relative aperture, 379 
resolution, 410 
sign convention, 371 
speed, 37t • 
SneU's law, 371 
symbols, 371 
vignetting, 378 

Optics Technology, Inc., filters. 299 
Optimum ' «ias of detectors, 50 ? 
Optimuni noise figure, 807 
OHnanc*: materials, 74 
Oscillations (high-reflectance rone). 290 
Output 

control, first-derivative method, 721 
noise voltage, 599 
«patio-temiwral, filters, <>49 

i 

i 
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Overshoot, linear aystem, 662 
Oxygen, 179, 520 
Ozone, atmü£r)heric 

distribution, 185 
i mission peak, 96 
high altitude maximum concentration. 187 
percentage, 179 
relation to air glow, 105 
seasonal variation, 186 
ultraviolet radiation, 185 

p-type detectors, 439 
Paint 

See a/«o Enamel 
aluminum, 78, 809 
Centerlite white, 91 
Codit sil ar, 90 
Flex-o-lite beaded, 92 
gold, 79 
green masonry, S0 

Rryloi black, 809 
No. 15   i^ 
red irau oxide, 87 
thermal radiation properties, 807 

Palladium. 809 
f ulmer scan, 736 
Parabolic input, 691 
Parabolic reflector, 440, 452 
Paraboloid, optical properties, 440 
Paraboloid mirror, 773 
Para:ne*irs 

cooling, 742 
optier 1.742 
sensitivity, 740 
signal processing, 712 
aystem block diagram, 742 
systems, 730 
windows, 836 

Paraxial focal plane, 386 
Paraxial focus, 634 
Paraxial marginal ray, 402 
Paraxial principal ray, 402 
Paraxial rays, 377, 382, S90. 399 
P&rseval's theorem, 647 
Partial dispersion, 403 
Partial ruflectatice, 28 
Particle-size dift'.ribution curves, 188 
PascIie-i-Runge grating mounting, 312 
Paseband filter», ,37 
Path length, 116 
Paths, atmocj herir, 263-266 
Peaked-channel n ise, 591 
Peltier coefficient, il8 
Peltier coolers, 523. 646 
Peltier couple, perfonnaroe, *49 
Pentode, 586, 592, 695 
Periscopes, 424 
Petxval contribution to aberration, 400 
Petaval curvature, 385, 439, 440 
Petzval surfs»'«, 384, 400. 439-440 
Pfund grating spectrometers, 767 
Pfund radiometer, 762 

Phase angles, 736 
Phase difference, filters, 288 
Phase lag ) ?twf K, 718 
Pl-.asc IT rgin,   near systems, 664 
Phase- tane 

analysis, 709 
definition, 704 
response time, 710 

Phase plots (nonlinear systems), 720 
Phase portrait, 709, 713 
Photooonductive detectors, 458 
Phctodetectors, 458 
^hotoelectroma^netic detectors, 458 
Photoemissive detectors, 458 
Photographic film, see Films and plates 
Photometer, double beam, "t 12 
Photovoltaic detectors, 458 
Photon omission rates, 106 
Photon noise limitation, detector?, i .3 
Phthalocyanide, suhlirnat«d, 306 
Phybical constants, values, 856, 858 
Pitch, coal tar, 84 
Pitot pressure, 630 
Planar transistors, 603 
Planck blackbody function, 796 
Planck's law, 9, 20 
Plane of best focus, 638 
Plane of the ecliptic, 785 
Planetary albedo, 614 
Planetary inclination. ^85 
PlarHary radiation 

de^nition. 812 
incident. 819 
thermal, geometry. £17 

Planets 
effective temperature, 11? 
visual magnitudes, 112 

Plasi/ca 
abeorption wavelengthr, 326 
filter materials, 306-307 
Kel-F, 326 

Platinum. 359 
Plexiglass, 325 
Pluto. 794 
Points 

princi|.Al, o; ti,-. ^71, 375 
singular 

linear systems. C72 
nonlinear systems, 704 
compensation methods, 723 

Point sources, 51, 638 
Point spread function, 615 
Poisson distribution (noise), 686 
Polar coordinate«,' »7 
Polarization, alters, 286, 288 
Polarizer«. 29S 
Polyethylene, 326 
Pom» prihu. SJ9 
Potassium bromide 

Christiansen wavelength, 296 
prisms, 309 
reflection coefficient, 29S 

Potaaeium chlor 1e, 29''' 
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Potassium iodide, 29£ 
Power 

conversion factors, 879 
definition, 867 
dispersive, 339 
effective, radiometers, 763 
emissive, earth, 790 
gain, available, 588 
maximum transfer, 193 
resolving, 618 
responsivity, 761 
supply, 597 

Power-density spectrum, 726 
Prandtl number, 839 
Preamplifiers 

available powe  gain, 688 
FET design, 60b 
hipn-f^equency x upensjttior.. 590 
Ic.c noifte design, 605 
mean-square noise voltage, 591 
noise factor, 589 

Pressure 
oonvers on factorr 872 
definitvm, 856 
genert« t. r, Barnes .ülrogen, 530 
regulate -, 533 
total, atmospheric, 189 

Principal point, oytics, 371, 375 
Principal rays, 399 
Pnsms / 

kbhi, 308 ,/ 
Amid, 308 
characteristics, 307 
constant-dispereing, 308 
deviating, 308 
dispersing, 308 
Dcve, 30)} 
fore, 766 
interchangeab'p, 771 
inverting, 309 
Littrow, 308 
materials, 309 
nionochromator, 766, 772 
Porro, 309 
position in infrared system, 736 
roof, 308 
rotation, 734 
spr^ctroradioiretric ucetf, 763 
total reflect.on, 309 
triple mirror, 309 
Wadsworth, 308 

Probability 
ofdeUction, 740 
gauMJan, 740 

Probes, deep space, 811 
Projected solid angle, 24 
Projection lenses, 426 
Projection systems, 42} 
Propollant fuels, 62, (T 
Proportionality condition, 614 
Pulse response, detectors. SOö 
Pulse-position system, 746 

Pupils, entrance and exit.  377-379, 616-621, 
624, 636, 733 

Pyromark standard black, 362 

Quadrature method, gaussian, 531-633 
Quantum efficiency, detective, 46i 
Quantum rates ir. blackbody radiation, 10 
Quarter-wave optical thicknesa. 288 
Quarter-wave stack, 288 
Quart/ 

Christiansen wavelengths, 296 
oystal, prisms, 309 
filter uses, substrate, 294 
glass, fused, 317 
iodine lamps, 40 
thermal radiation properties, 809 
windows, 39 

Quasi-random model, 196-201 

Radiance 
absorbed, 27 
background 

winter day, 164 
winter night, 165 

blacVbody, 96 
brick wall, 146 
concrete, 146-'.56: '64 
definition, 784 
iMum^l variation», 144, 149 
grass. 146, 157. 164 
ground, 14c 
incident, 2f, 27 
NBS standr-ds, 41 
ocean, 169 
opaque body, 70 
reflected, 24, 27 
tiky, 96-99, 143, 164 
«now, 146, 163-164 
terrain, see Terrain 
ii rfoan area, 143 

Ratliancy, 784 
Radians, degree equivalents, C6S 
Radiant emissivity, see Emissivity 
Radiant em^Umce, 23 
Radi .nt energy reference level, 758 
Radi« nt heat transfer, 787 
Radiant intensity, 24 
Radiation 

albedo, 790,812 
atmosphere. 737 
atmospheric temperature effect», 9? 
background, 

discrimination, 737 
high-speed flight, 826 
.iiimrazation, 737, 739 

blackbody, 10 
boundarv-lsyer effects, 846 
dosages, 360 
earth, 785 
equation) and constants, 28 
t'wmetry, 22 
heat transfer, 828 
heated sit, 851 
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laws. 9- \0 
NBS staadards, 38 
planetary. 112.812,819 
ratio of visible to infrared, 570 
referenoe level, 759 
rocket and jet propulsion systems, 68 
reflected solar, 785, 790, 812, 814, 816 
shock wave effect«, 841 
solar insolation, 96, 785, 812, 813 
space, 820, 821 

ellar, 1Ü7, 110 
target, 737 
thermal, 

planetary, 817 
properties of selected materials, 804 
temperature of atmosphere, 97 

total, of targets, 71 
transducer, 458 
ultraviolet, in space, 732 
ultraviolet, effect on atmospheric ocone, 185 
Endows, 827, 833 

Rtdintürs, distributed, 23 
Radiometers 

alternating current, 760 
basic d' ugn, 758 
Cassegrain, 762 
commercially available, 761 
direct current, 759 
eSective power, 763 
essential components, 758 
normalizatiun to the peak, 763 
Pfiind, 762 
principal characteristics, 759 
spectral bandwidth, 763 
cpectroradiometers, 763 

Radiometrie quantities, 4, 761, 784 
Radiometrie rciationc, 28 
Radius of curvature, 840 
Random Elsasser model, 196-201 
Random process Fourier transfer, 649 
Range 

calculation, 747 
conversion cnart, 863 
detection, 739 

Rapid-scan monochrotuator, 773 
Rapid-scan specu meter, 773 
Raster scan, 736 
Rate error linen- systems, 663 
Rays 

limitation by stops and Bperture, 377 
marginal, 399 
marginal paraxial, 402 
paraz-.al, 382, 399, 402 
prindpü, 370-377, 399 
principal paraxial, 402 
skew trace, 396 

Ray tracing 
aberration«, 388 
Coddington s equations, 392. 395 
desk calct later, procedure«, 390 
electronic computers, 394 
graphical, 398, 431 
paraxial, 377, 390 

precision, 388 
series of elements, 375 
Snell's law, 388 
transfer function, 0^4 

Rayleigh criterion, 412, 627 
Rayleigh interferometers, 776 
F-ayleigh-Jeans iaw, 10, 7.0 
Rayleigh scattering, 204, 208 
Reoeiver-collector area, 224 
Reciprocal dispersion, 103 
Reciprocity, films and plates, 574 
Reciprocity law, 27 
Reciprocity-law failure, 574 
Reciprocity theorem, Heimhc .tz, 24, 27 
i -covery factor, 829 
Recu ngular aperture, 619 
Rectangular aperture filter, 654 
Reentry heating, 69 
ReCerencvi blackoodies, 761 
Reference radiation level, 759 
Reflectance 

aluminum foil, 76 
asphalt, 83 
coaitar pitch, 84 
coating materials, 80, 354 
definition, 784 
diffuse, 70 
directional, 23, 26 
enamels, 80 
fabric», 76 
high, zone filters, 280 
masonry, 82 
measured values, 74 
nonequlibrium condition, 27 
optic«' surface coatings, 351 
ordnairc^ matr^ais, 74 
paints, »■') 
partial 2d, 28 
rubber, natural, 75 
specular, 70 
steel, 76 
targets, "1 
terrain fe, . ^re«, 75, 85 
total, 25, 28 

Reflected solar radumon, see Albedo 
iieflection, set alto Reflectance 

coefficient, 293, 297 
distribution function, 24 
filters, »elective, 286, 297 
internal 

immersion lenses, 433 
light pipes, 431 

Ion 
different incidence «nplea, 360 
tangent, 350 

prism, total, 309 
single layer 348 
single surface, 347 

'/or, baKd. 290 
water surijee, 167 

Reflectivity 
angular dependence, 793 
definition, 784 
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directional, 88-93, 793 
interference filters, 292 
maximum, filtera, 288 
partially transparent boä' es, 349 
reciprocity relation, 796 
•eawater, 166 
selected materials, 796 
terrain, 142 
water, 167 
wave slope, effect, 168 

Reflectors, 437-440, 460 
Refracting systems, 464 
Refraction, 286, 2*3. 839 
RefractiTe index, see Ind^x *. T refraction 
Relative noise tamperatwe, 588 
Relative stability (linear systems). 664 
Relative visibility curve, films, 673 
Relaxation methods of optical design, 409 
Relay lenses, 426 

multielement, 284 
Relay systems, 424 
Replica mirrors. 366-368 
Represc^tationa-of-the-s^vem method, 702 
Reaidu .: aberrations, 38€, 407 
Resistano» 

deter tors, 462 
equi • font noise, 689. 693 » 

Resistor's, 690 
Resolution 

aberration limiia, 414 
criteria for point sources 

Sparrow ret<iu tion, 628 
Rayleigh resolution, 627 

energy distribution, 410 
limit, aerodynamic effects, 860 
kws, due to turbulent boundary layer, 849 
i ine-wave, 628 
i pectral, in monochrmnators, 766 
spv-rious. 629, 637 
ÜK-nttical limit, 844 

lesolviiis power. 618 
Response 

amplifiers, high-frequency. 596 
apodization. 636 
frequency 

calculation« of design, 680 
computer calculation, 640 
detector*. 504 
fET amplifiers, 609 
optical, 410 
Irack ioop, 746 

iti-pulse, 614 
of' axis, 626 
optical. 643 
pnl«e. of detectors. 505 
sjieotra!. of deCectors. 508 
time, from phase plane. 710 
traiwient. »naiysLf. 667. 676. 702 

i^iponsive area, -^electors, 462 
Reitpoiuive elem«   t, detector. 468 
Responsive quantum efficiency, detector». 468 
Responsivity 

blackbody, detectrra. 464 

power, 761 
«pectral, of dete-tor», 464 

Reticles 
circular sectored, 66S 
filttirs, ü».iüau »eclonsd, 865 

moving, 661 
infinite cbsckerfooard. 664. 666 
infinite perallel arc'ie, 6^ *. 685 
square wave, chedieitward, 661 
wagon-wheel. 663 

Reynolds analogy, 829 
Reynolds numbers. 828 
Photrum. 361. 809 
Ribbon filament lamp, 68. 643 
Rim-ray curve, 386-387 
Rise time (linear systems). 662 
RMS noise voltage, detectors. 464 
RMS signal voltage, detectors. 453 
Rodiet and jet propulsion systems 

afterburning heat release. 60 
exhaust 

composition, 62 
emission bands, 64 
equilibrium constant. 66 
first-period length. 61 
flow field, 61 

in vacuum, 62 
jet structure, 60 
m^jcr emission bands, 67 
moleculur emission, 67 
ncoles, 61, 62 
particles, 67 
stagnation tomperatuie. 61 
temperatures, 59 
undisturbed cone. 62 
velocity, 69 

exit heating, 68 
heat flow, 68 
high-energy solid fuels, 67 
liquid propellanta, 64 
"VJSS flow, 59 
p ^pellant» 62. 67 
r tJiation processes, 68 
rtKintry heating. 6£i 
a'lt.ck-wave formation, 61 
t faperature. 68 
tlvust, 59 

Rock sal. priims, 309 
Rokide. 809 
Roof prism (Amici). 308 
Root locus methodt. 

linear system. 668. 683 
sampled-dtta systems, 703 
systems detign. 722 

Rosette scan,'. t16 
Rotating prism. 73^ 
Rotating wedges. 736 
Rotation, rates of. 734. 736 
Routh's stability test, 669 
Rowlemd curie focal curve. 311 
Rowland grr.ting mounting, 312 
Rubiwr, It 
Rubidium iodide. 296 
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•-plane 
contour (linear Bystoms), 673 
transfer f-orctions, 700 

Sagittal coma. 382, 438-4.39 
Sagittal focus 384 
Sample function (Fourier tran^tforms), 649 
Sampled-datc sya^ms 

analysis methods, "01 
abaolute stabil: v, 700-702 
definitions, 696 
design, 719 
transfer functions, 700 
types, 703 

Sampler, 696 
Sampling, 895 
Sampling theorem, 696 
Sapphire, 294 
Satellites. 812 
Saturation 

detectors, 834 
systems with, 713 

Saturn, 794 
Sawyer glass, 318 
Scan patterns, 736 
Scann'og, 734, 747 
Scanning-aperture space filters, 660 
Scanning-field space filters, 652 
Scattering, 96, 286 
Scattering angle, 117 
Scattering co;ffidente. 204-211 
Schmidt system, 443, 453 
Schur-Cchn stability criterion, 702 
Scintillation 

See aho Stairs, stellar scintillation 
atmosphere, 210 
turbulent boundary-layer effect 849 

Sea, see Ocean 
Sea water, 166 
Search system desig.i anelysis, 737 
Seasonal variations atmOTpherc, 186 
Secondary maxima, diffraction pattern, 618 
Seconds, radian equivalents, 865 
Seebeck coefficient, 644, 548 
Seidel aberrations, 382-390, 630 
Selective absorption, 286 
Selective radiators, 23 
Selective reflection filters, 297 
Selective refraction filters, 298 
Selenium glass, 321 
Semiconductors, 306-307, 324 
Sensitivity 

analysis, 73!, 744 
calculation, equations for, 731 
contours, detecti« ns, 510 
design analysis, ''38 
front-end description, 747 
napping, 731 
optical systems, 732 
parameters in system design, 740 
spectral, films, 674, 678 
t-rget-detection, 731 
.racking systems, 744 

Sensitomatric characteristics, film*, 673 

S^rvo analysis, 7  "i, 747 
Servo-bandwidth-limitod system, 750 
Servo Corp. of America 

catadioptric systems, 285 
lenses, 282, 284 

Servocon lenses, 282 
Setting time (linear systems«, 663 
Seya-Namioka grating mounting, 312 
Shape factor, 435 
Shaet iron, 806 
Shift, angle, interference filters, 290 
Shimmer, see Atmosphere, scintillation; Stars, 

stellar scintillation 
Shock effect on detectoru, 461 
Shock formation theory, 61 
Shock % sves 

aberrations, 842 
angle, 840 
..fert«, 839 

on focai length, 844 
on index of refraction, 841 
on infrared radiation. 841 
on resolution, 844 
on atafciiation temperature, 83 

hemispherical, 846 
supersonic, 61 

Short circuit impedance, 293 
Short-wavepass interference filters, 290 
Shot noise, 470, 585, 586, 689, 691, 592, 597 
Sicon black, 47, 362 
Signal flow diagram B, 664 
Signal flow mlec, 665 
Signal generator, 689 
Signal processing, 742 
Signal-to-uoise ratio, 694, 740, 748 
Signal voltage, RMS: detectors, 463 
Silicate glass, 321 
Silicon 

detectors, 473 
effect of neutron bombardment on absorption 

ooeffident, 368 
filter film, 295 
filter substrate, 294 
lenses, 282 
neutron bombaniment, 358 
solar cell, 810 
transistor, low noise, 801 
transmission as semiconductor, 324 

Silicon-oxygen group, 325 
Silicon carbide, 363 
Silicon:»old detectors, «196 
Silicon moooxide 

emiwivity. 359 
filter film, 2S5 
filter mirror costing, 362 
reflectance, 354 
transmittance, 356 

Silicon:tinc deted zn, 495 
Silver, 361, 810 
Silver chloride. 309 
Silver p^nt, Codit, 9G 
Simple compensation networks, 718 
Simple speed cot.troliers. 686 

i 
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Simpson's rule, 633 
Simulator, blackbody, 32 
Sine condition, 282, 389, 428 
Sine waves 

modulation, 214 
resolution, 628 
spatial, 643 
target, 638 

Single cell detector cooling systems, 557 
Single-element lenses, 282 
Single-element objMtivee, 434 
SMigle-paas monochromator, 765 
Sing'« surface refiection and iransniission, 3-47 
Sir^le-pulse system, 748 
Single-stage multkouple cooling systems, 5f.5 
Single-stage thermoelectric cooling 

systems, ^25, 554 
Singular points, 672, 704, 723 
Sintered metal filters. 533 
Skew ray trace, 396 
Sky, see Backgrounds, sky 
Slant paths, atmospheric, 261-266 
Slant range, 115 
Slide rules, blackbody, 11 
Siit 

aperture, 617-619. 630 
entrance, monochromator, 766 

Slope (filters), 287 
Smoke, 203, 356 
Snells' law, 371, 388, 398 
Snow, 142,146, 163 
Sodium aluminum fluoride, 356 
Sodium bromide, 296 
Sodiuir chloride, 295, 296, 298 
Sodium fluoride, 298 
Sodium iodide, 296 
Solar absorptance, 792, 800 
Solar activity, 101 
Solarheat fluz, 811 
Solar radiation, see Radiation, solar 
Solar spectrum measurements, 227-229 
Solar system, 793 
Solder, 810 
Solid light pipes, 431 
Solubility of optical maierials, 333 
Solution of aberration problems, 400 
Soot, 359 
Sources 

artificial, 32 
area, 223, 22o 
blackbody (2400oK), 47 
blackbody simulator, 32 
carbon arc, 49 
cavity, 32, 51 
detector uses, 501 
fioid, 46 
Globar, 48 
laboratory, 46 
Lambe;tian, 22 
lamps, -.9, 50 
low-tcaiperature, 47 
»iwroury arc, 49, 50 
NBS. 38 

Nemst glower, 43 
Sicon-black enarael, 47 
Welsbach mantle 48 
Zapon paint, 48 

Space and space frequency differrntiation, 647 
Space charge-limited diodes, 586 
Space environment, 792 

cooling systems, 561 
Space-frequency shifting, fc-.o 
Space radiation, 820 
Space scaling, 646 
Space shifting, 646 
Space technology terminology, 785 
Spececraft 

See also Rocket and jet propulsion systems 
component temperature range, 822 
deep space probes, 811 
passive control, 822 
tenting, 823 
thermal coatings, 78? 
thermal design, 821 

Sparrow method of calculating er ibsivitj, 37 
Sparrow resolution criteria, 628 
Spatial domain, 623 
Spatial filter analysis, 7??5 
Spatial filtering, 737 
Spatial frequencies, 626 
Spatial frequency domain, 628 
Spatial frequency filtering, 646 
Spatial invarianoe, 621 
Spatio-temporal filter, 649 
Specific heat of optical mntetials, 333 
Spectral bands and lines 

absorption, 238 
admittance (filters), 293 
carbon dioride, 238, 239, 240, 242, 243 
carbon .oonoxide, atmospheric, 249 
equally intense distribution, 194 
exponential distribution of line intensities, 

194 
infinit*. d'Ctributed, 293 
infinite lumped-constant, 293 
intensity, 194 
Lorentz shape, 291 
methane, atmospheric. 250 
models, 192 
narrowness, 291 
nitrous oxide, atmospheric, 24ft 
terminated by z», 293 
transmission-line theory, filter,», 293 
water vapor (atmosphe. ic), 244 

Spectral bandwidth, 763 
Spectral classes of stars, 107 
Spectral curve, Johnson solar, 789 
Spectral D*. 467 
Spectral D", 467 
Spectral detectivity, 466 
Ppectral distribution, 761 
•    "tral emissive power, earth. 790 

jlral etnituuice, 786 
fi.rjrtral irradiance, see irradiance 
Syjectrpl noise equivalent power, 466 
Spectra, purity, 766 

1 
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Spectral radiance, see Radiance 
Si jctral reflectance, se^ Reflectance 
Spectra! response detecuirs, 464, 508 
Spectral sensitivity, 574 
Spectrometers 

commerciaHy available, 767 
double-pass, 771 
flame temperature, 772 
grating, 76f 
in-line, 774 
interferometer, 774 
Littrow mounting, 766 
Pfund grating, 767 
pricm-grating double monodiromator, 771 
rapid-scan, 773 

Spectrophotometers 
direct-ratio, 776 
double-beam   ptical wall, 775 

Spectror idiomeiers 763 
Spectroscopic enorg>, conversion factors, 878 
Spectroacopic film«, K^dak, 577, 5V2-573, 576- 

579 
Spectrum analyzer, 726 
Speed 

aperture, 379, 856, 869 
conversion actors, 856 
definition, 869 

Speed controllers, simple control systems, 686 
Spherical  aberration,  382-388, 399-400, 414, 

435-439, 446-447, 629-033 
Spherical Fabry-Perot interferometer, 779 
Spherical mirror, 437 
Spherical reflector optical system, 437-439 
Spherochromatism, 386 
Spike, interference filters, 292 
Spinning-mirror technique, 506 
Spiral scan, 7-06 
Spot diagram, 389 
Spread function, 617 
Spurious resolution, 629, 637 
Square-Sand interference filter, 291 
Square coefficient vabsorptance), 196 
Square-wave reticle filters, f.51 
Square root region, 191 
Stability 

absolute 
analysis method, 669, 672, 674, 681, 685, 

700 
linear systems, 664. 700 702 
nonlinear systems, 702 
samp!ed-data systems, 700 

asymptotic, 704 
criteria 

James-Weiss, 672 
Schur-Cohn, 702 

describing function analysis, 7C9 
global, 704 
Liaponov, 704, 710 
relative (linear sys ems). 664 
test, Routh's, 669 
transistors, 598 

Stabilization 
bias, 598 

requirement« of mapping systems, 755 
track, 750 

Stack, quartor-wave, 288 
Stagnation temperature, 61, 831 
Stfunless steel, 76, 801, 810 
Standai. 

atmospneric temperature profilef  177 
carbon filament, 30 
length, 855 
NilS emissivity comparsion, 44 
NUS radiation, 38 
NBS spectral irradiance, 40 
NBS spectral radiance, 41 
noise temperature C88 
Pyremark black, 362 

Stanton number, 828 
Stars 

apparent galactic conocntii tion, 109 
background radiation, 107 
concentration by spectral class, 109 
effective temperature, 112 
numbers, by magnitude, 107 
spectral classes, percentages, 107 
spectral classification, 107 
spectral distribution of stellar radiation, 110 
spectral irradiance by visual magnitude, 114 
stellar scintUlation 

aperture size, effect of, 218, 221 
crossover frequency, 215 
effects of upper air winds, 216 
zenith distance, 218, 222 

surface -"mpcraturc, 107 
visual magnitude, 112 

Stationary systtjins, 614 
Statistical model, 194-199 
Steady-sUte behavior, 674, 681, 685 
Steel, stainless, 75, 359, 810 
Steepest descent design, optics, 403 
Stefan-Bultzmann constant. 39 
Stel'an-Boltzmann law, 10 
Stellite, 3fvl 
Step input«, 672, 689, 693 
Steradiancy, 784 
Stirlini;; cycle, 540 
Stop band, 287, 290 
Stop shift theory, 404, 440 
Stratosphere 

aerosol content, 141 
clouds, 124 
dry, 181 
water vapor, 182, 183 
wet, 181 

Straubel pupil function. 618 
Strehl criterion, 621, 633, 636 
Strip filament lamps. 50 
Strong-lino approximation cf absonUnce, 191, 

200 
Sub-auroral belts, 101 
Substrates, filter, 287, 294 
Sun,794 

See alto Insolation; headings beginning Solar 
Superposition, linear systems, 614 
Surwrsonic shock waves, 61 
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Surfaces 
aplanatic, 427 
asphenc, 385, 402 
coatings, 352 
irregularities, 25 
Petzval, 384, 400, 439-440 
targets, see Targets 
thermopile, 40 

Symmetrical principle, 406 
Symmetry, axis of, 344 
Synchronous detection, 610 
iy' jms, 8<v «ystetn names 

T-12 (optical material), 326 
Tabor, 810 
Tangent, loss, 358 
Tantalum, 803, 810 
Target presence generation, 750 
Target-detection sensitivity, 731 
Targets, 58 

See a/so Rocket and jet propulsion systems 
blast furnaces, 69 
concrete, 146 
contrast, 71 
directional reflectivity, 88-93, 793 
greybody, 70 
passive, temperatures of, 72 
perfectly difiusing surface, 70 
power plants, 69 
radiance, 70 
radiation design consideration. 737 
rvflectai...e, 70 
su^ersonc shockwavea, 61 
thermal emission, 70 
total radiation, 71 
vehicle exhausts, 69 

Telescope 
astronomical, 422 
Cossegrain, 442 
Galilian, 422 
Gregorian, 442 
Newtonian, 441 
terrestrial, 422 

Tellurium detertors, 48^ 
Temperature 

ambient, effects on radiance of 
snow, 163 

conversion factors, 873 
d ifinition. 856 
detectors 

background, 462 
cycling tests, 461 
noise, effect, 469 
operating, 463 
raiMres of dotector cooling system, 525 
storage requirements, 461 

effects on atmospheric scintillation, 223 
effects on semiconductors, 324 
gradients, 833 
hiKn-spefxi Sight 

rate of increase, 832 
recovery, 832 
wall, 821 

local static, "31 
low-, liquids. 52Ü 
lowest, for liquid gases, 521 
maximum (rw»very), 832 
methane, solid, 562 
noise, 588 
optical materials 

melting. 330 
specific heat, S33 
thermal conductivity, 331 
thermal expansion, 332 

profiles, 177-180 
ranges, of spacecraft con pcnenU. 822 
sea-surfac», distribution, 169 
oea boundary layer structure, 170 
stagnation, 61, 831 
atellar, iC7 
terrain, 142 
window, 833, 837 

Tern» in 
airfield, 144 
bare ground, 142-143 
uty, 144 
concrete, see Concrete 
diurnal variations in radiation, 143 
dry sand, 144 
emissivity, 75, 142 
forest, 144 
grass. 144. 146, 157, 164 
moist sand, 144 
ocean, 142 
radiance, spet.tral, 142 
radiation of selected backgrounds, 144 
reflectance, 75, 85 
reflectivity, 142 
snow, 142, 146, 163, 164 
spectra. 143 
temperature, 142 
urban anta, 143 

Terrestrial teleecop«, 422 
Thallium 

bromo-iodide, 309 
bromide, 298 
chloride, 297 
iodide, 296, 298 

Theoretical limit 
detectivity, iil2 
resolution, 844 

Therraal 
coating; for spacecraft, 787 
conductivity, 331 
contact conductance, 786 
detectors, 45. , 469 
emission, 70, 96 
expansion of optical materials, 332 
joint conduction, 786 
loads, 827 
measurements, 70.» 
noise, 469, 586 
radiation,«« Radiation 

Thermistors, 458, 4Ü8 
lh«rtnouiuplesr 468, 499 
Thennoslectric orolmg systems, 623. 644 
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Thermopiles, 40, 458 
Thermopneumatic detTCtora, 468-459, '"OO 
Thermovoltaic detectors, 459 
TheveniM equivalent, 590 
Thick lene, 375 
Thickness, optical, 288, 294 
Thin lens, 349, 37'.», 375, 404 
Thin dement optical systems, 436 
Third order aberrations, 382-390, 404, 414 
Thomson relations, 548 
Thorium fluoride, 295 
Ttiree-elemfliit achromat, 284 
Threshold, operating, 740 
Thrust, 59 
Time 

behavior (linear systems), 672 
constant, S62 

detectors, 465, 504, 738 
conversion factors, 868 
definitions, 856 
delay, 662 
dwell, 730, 734, 739, 752 
integration, 745 
response, 663 

from phase-plane, 710 
rise. 662 
to peak, 663 

Time-invariant systems, 614 
Tin. 811 
Titanium, 351, 810 
Titanium dioxide, 295 
Titanox-RA, 810 
Torque 

c iversion factors, 871 
definition, 856 

Total absorptance, 28 
Total emiseivny. 28 
Total emittance, 785 
Total power, 437 
Total mdiation, 71, 821 
Total reflection prism 309 
rr.i.ik accuracy, 746 
Trsc ■ stabilization, 750 
Tra x-field size, 745 
Track-loop 

däfinition, 744 
servo analysis, 747 
fpequenty response, 746 

Truck-* hils-ucan system, 746 
Trickii'ig system, 744 

man/ tracking loops system, 692 
Tranacanduciance, dynamic, 58ö 
liansducer, 468 
Tr^insfer, heat, see Heat transfer 
Tr insfer efficiencv, cooling systems, 531 
Trar?fer funjtiotus 

S.« ciso Optical systems, t ansf? function 
ci i sed loop, 722 
linear systems. 664 
«-pline, 700 
saroplod-data systems, 7U0 

Transform relationships, S9€ 
Transformation analysis, 701; 

Transformers 
broadband, 604 
coupling, 604 
design, S04 

Transient behavior, 674, 681, 685 
Transient response analyses 

1 near systems, 667, 676 
sampled data systems,'. 02 

Transistors, 586, 597-602, 604, 606 
Tranamission 

atmospheric, 737 
efficiency, light pipes, 431 
Lyot filter, 299 
semiconductors, 307 
through thf atmosphere. 252 
through clouds, 258 
window, at elev »ted temperatures, 833 

Transmission-line theory, 293 
Transmission region of optical materials, 326 
Transmissivity 

calculation of atmospheric slant paths   266 
partially transparent bodies, 349 
sea water, 168 

Transmittance 
antireflection coatings, 356 
cooled optical materials, 359-361 
definition, 7*4 
filters (pho'ographic), .')74, 580 
glass 

calcium aluminate, 323 
Coming No. 18656, 318 
' jermanate, :>22 
iiigh-aOica, 318 

ir terferometerp, 730 
optical materia's, C64 
paak, 287 
polyethylene, 325 
semiconductor materials, J>*-4 
single layer, 348 
single surface, 347 
subatrate, 287 

Transverse aberrations, 381, 385, 390, 399 
Trap, cold, 533 
Triode, 589, 592 
Triple mirror prism, 309 
1 riple point, 520 
Tvopopause, 122-123 
Tube«*, vacuum, 592-595 
Tungsten, 8u3, 811 
TungsteE filament lamp, 40, ■; , 643 
Tungsten oxide, 366 
Turbine expander coohng sys'^ems, 544, 545 
Turbulent flow 

aerodynamic efferts, 848 
recovery factor, 829 
Stan ton number, 831 
transition from laminar flow, 828 

Twilight airglow, 106 
Twinkle, see Atn.csphere, scintillation 
Twyman-Green inte:terometer, 777 
Type 0 linear system, 686, 70? 
Type 1 linear system, 688, 703 
Type 2 linear system, 692, 703 
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Ultraviolet sbeorpcanop, 792 
Ultraviolet radiaii^n m space, 792 
Upper air winds, 21») 
U-ir-a. 794 

/ number, Abbe, 403, 40« 
V value, 435 
Vacjum environmant apeciftcauouo, detectors, 

461 
Vacuum tubes, 5ä2, 593, 596 

amplifiers, 592 
Velocity 

conversion factors, 869 
definition, 856 

Venus, 794 
Vortical blackbody, 45 
Vcrv-nigh-impedaiice amplifiers, £36 
Vibration requirements, detectors, 461 
View angles, 115 
Visibility, relative, 573 
Vignetting, 378, 429 
Vinyl, 76 
Voltage 

output noise, 599 
RMS signal, detectors, 462, 464 

Volume 
conversion factors, 864 
definition, 855 

Vycor glass, 294, 3i.. 

Wadsworth grating mounting, 312 
Wadsworth prism, 308 
«Veter, 167, 362 

sea, 167 
Water vapor, 96, 178, 181, 244 
Wavs, symmetrical triangle) 651 
Wtve number, 288 
Wave slope, 168 
Wave-front aberration, 616 
Wavelength 

detectors 
cutoff, 468 
peak, 467 

filters. 287 
operation, 738 

Weak-line approximation, 197-196 
Wedges, rotating, 735 
Weighting fui.ct. in (linear systems), 663, 672 
Welsba?h rwantle, 48 

White enamel, 359 
Wind, 218, 223 
Wien la-./, 10. 20 
Wiener spectrum, 649, 651 
Windows 

aberrations, 828 
detectors, 359 
ease of fabrication, 827 
emissivity- '327 
entrance a id exit, 378 
fiuorite, 39 
heating of, 827 
hot-, problem alleviation, 836 
materials 

characteristics, 833 
emissivivy, 835 
magnesium fluoride, 836 

parameters, 836 
quartz, 39 
radiating, effects, 833 
radiation, S/7 

at elevated temperature, 333 
requirements, 826 
temperati TU riae, 837 
transmission at elevated temperature, 833 

Wool. 76 
Work 

conversion factors, 875 
definition, 8^7 

Xenon, 179 

Young's modulus, 323 

2-plane, transfer functions, 700 
2-tranaform, 696 
Zapon paint, 48 
Zenith, 96. S9,105. 115, 143 
Zero-order circuits, 696 
Zinc 

Ge-Si:Zn detectors, 495 
Ü€:Zn detectors, 493. 495 

Zinc sulfiJe. ?95. 297, 356 
Zinc oxide paint, 86 
Zirconia, 359 
Zirconium, 51 
Zirconium dioxide. 295 
Zonal aberrations, ^86 
Zone, auroral.. 1G1 
Zone, high-reflectancft, 288-290 
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